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STUDENT'S BOOK CONTENTS
LANGUAGE SKILLS
VOCABULARY GRAMMAR READING LISTENING

Starter 
unit p.4

❯ Healthy living ❯ Illness and remedies ❯ Family life and friendship ❯ Future forms ❯ Modals ❯ Simple and continuous tenses                    

Unit 1 
Feeling good
p.9

❯ Feelings: nouns 
❯ Vlog
❯ Feelings: phrasal 

verbs

❯ Present perfect review
❯ Verb patterns (1)
❯ Pronunciation: Stress in 

verb patterns
❯ Grammar animations

❯ My happy place
❯ Skill: Understanding 

comparison in texts
❯ Word Power: Suffixes

❯ Music for every 
mood

❯ Skill: Listening 
for specific 
information

Unit 2 
Success 
stories
p.19

❯ Success and failure
❯ Vlog
❯ Collocations with do, 

make and take

❯ Narrative tenses
❯ Past perfect simple vs past 

perfect continuous
❯ Pronunciation: Past perfect 

continuous
❯ used to, would and the past simple
❯ Grammar animations

❯ Incredible but true!
❯ Skill: Identifying the sequence 

of events in 
a narrative

❯ Word Power: Word families 

❯ The habits for 
success

❯ Skill: Matching 
topics with 
speakers

Unit 3
In the media 
p.29

❯ Media and news
❯ Vlog
❯ Communication: 

verbs + prepositions

❯ be/get used to
❯ get for change
❯ Question forms
❯ Pronunciation: Intonation in 

tag questions
❯ Grammar animations

❯ The changing news
❯ Skill: Using reference 

words to understand text 
organization

❯ Word Power: Adjectives used 
to describe the news

❯ Social media stars
❯ Skill: Identifying 

the speaker’s main 
purpose

REVIEW UNITS 1–3 pp.100–101 PROJECT UNITS 1–3 pp.106–107

Unit 4
My style
p.39

❯ Clothes: adjectives
❯ Vlog
❯ Appearance: 

adjectives

❯ Modals of obligation, necessity 
and advice

❯ Pronunciation:  Elision of final /t/ 
before consonants

❯ Modals of ability and permission
❯ let and make
❯ Grammar animations

❯ Eco-fashion
❯ Skill: Predicting key 

vocabulary before reading
❯ Word Power: Adjective 

suffixes

❯ Fashion rules
❯ Skill: Identifying 

specific 
information

Unit 5
Urban issues
p.49

❯ City living: compound 
nouns

❯ Vlog
❯ City living: phrasal 

verbs 

❯ Future time clauses
❯ Future continuous and 

future perfect
❯ Pronunciation: Future perfect
❯ will vs would with future use
❯ Zero, first and second conditionals 
❯ Grammar animations

❯ The human city
❯ Skill:  Recognizing synonyms 

and paraphrases
❯ Word Power: Verb suffixes 

❯ City dos and don’ts
❯ Skill: Identifying 

the main purpose 
of everyday 
conversations

Unit 6
Taking risks
p.59

❯ Accident and 
emergency

❯ Vlog
❯ Nature and the 

outdoors

❯ Modals of deduction
❯ Third conditional
❯ Regrets and wishes
❯ Other uses of I wish and If only
❯ Pronunciation: I wish and If only
❯ Grammar animations

❯ Be careful!
❯ Skill: Using connectors to 

understand text organization
❯ Word Power: Phrases 

with get

❯ Go wild?
❯ Skill: Listening for 

detail

REVIEW UNITS 4–6 pp.102–103 PROJECT UNITS 4–6 pp.108–109

Unit 7
Watch this!
p.69

❯ Film and TV
❯ Vlog
❯ Opinion adjectives: 

opposites

❯ Relative clauses
❯ Reduced relative clauses: 

active verbs
❯ Verb patterns (2)
❯ Pronunciation:  Verb patterns
❯ Grammar animations

❯ Personal obsessions
❯ Skill: Matching statements 

with comments in a blog
❯ Word Power: Prefixes

❯ Something 
different

❯ Skill: Identifying 
speakers’ opinions

Unit 8
Discover
p.79

❯ Science and 
inventions

❯ Vlog
❯ Phrases with time

❯ Active and passive
❯ Pronunciation: Stress in 

passive sentences
❯ Reduced relative clauses: active 

and passive verbs
❯ have/get something done
❯ Grammar animations

❯ Lucky discoveries
❯ Skill: Using sequencing 

words to understand text 
organization

❯ Word Power: Expressions 
with prepositions

❯ Problem solved …
❯ Skill:

Understanding the 
order of events in 
a narrative 

Unit 9
Life and love
p.89

❯ Personal qualities
❯ Vlog
❯ Relationships: phrasal 

verbs

❯ Reported speech patterns (1)
❯ Pronunciation: Direct speech 

and reported speech
❯ Reported speech patterns (2)
❯ Grammar animations

❯ Starting out
❯ Skill: Using topic sentences to 

understand an article
❯ Word Power: Idioms

❯ Falling in love
❯ Skill:

Understanding 
advice

REVIEW UNITS 7–9 pp.104–105 PROJECT UNITS 7–9 pp.110–111

REFERENCE EXAM PRACTICE UNITS 1–9 pp.118–126  LANGUAGE SUMMARY UNITS 1–9 pp.127–135
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STUDENT'S BOOK CONTENTS

SPEAKING WRITING CULTURE 21ST CENTURY SKILLS

         ❯ Conditionals

❯ Have you been to any good 
gigs recently?

❯ Skill: Describing recent 
experiences

❯ Useful language: Talking 
about recent experiences

❯ Keep moving!

❯ A personal profile
❯ Skill: Writing a personal profile
❯ Useful language: Connectors: 

addition, contrast, reason, 
consequence and sequence

❯ Look! Separable and inseparable 
phrasal verbs

❯ Four decades of 
British bands

❯ Word Power: Music words
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.12
THINK CRITICALLY p.17
COMPARE CULTURES p.10
GET CREATIVE p.17

❯ That was amazing!
❯ Skill: Giving and responding 

to personal news
❯ Useful language: Giving and 

responding to news
❯ Keep moving!

❯ An article
❯ Skill: Writing an article about 

a news story
❯ Useful language: Time clauses; 

adverbs, sequencing expressions
❯ Look! after, before and until

❯ Sport and success
❯ Word Power: Compound 

adjectives
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.20
THINK CRITICALLY p.22
COMPARE CULTURES p.27
GET CREATIVE p.27

❯ What’s in the news?
❯ Skill: Giving and asking 

for opinions
❯ Useful language: Giving and 

asking for opinions
❯ Keep moving!

❯ A formal email of enquiry
❯ Skill: Writing a formal email 

of enquiry
❯ Useful language: Polite 

expressions in a formal email
❯ Look! Polite language

❯ Immigration in the USA
❯ Word Power: Continents: 

noun and adjective forms
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.29
THINK CRITICALLY p.30
COMPARE CULTURES p.37
GET CREATIVE p.33

LITERATURE UNITS 1–3 pp.112–113
❯ I’d like a refund, please.
❯ Skill: Asking for a refund or 

an exchange in a shop
❯ Useful language: Returning 

an item to a shop
❯ Keep moving!

❯ An opinion essay
❯ Skill: Expressing an opinion on 

an issue in the news
❯ Useful language: Connectors: 

reason, purpose and result
❯ Look! because vs because of

❯ Festivals in the UK 
and Ireland

❯ Word Power: Adjectives 
to describe patterns

❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.47
THINK CRITICALLY p.40
COMPARE CULTURES p.47
GET CREATIVE p.42

❯ When’s the next train?
❯ Skill: Apologizing
❯ Useful language: Apologizing 

and accepting apologies
❯ Keep moving!

❯ A balanced essay
❯ Skill: Making points for and 

against an argument
❯ Useful language: Connectors: 

contrast, opinion and addition 
❯ Look! although / even though vs 

in spite of / despite

❯ Escaping the big freeze!
❯ Word Power: Extreme 

adjectives
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.54
THINK CRITICALLY p.57
COMPARE CULTURES p.50
GET CREATIVE p.57

❯ Help!
❯ Skill: Making an emergency 

phone call
❯ Useful language: Expressions 

for emergency phone calls
❯ Keep moving!

❯ An informal email
❯ Skill: Giving advice
❯ Useful language: Giving informal 

suggestions and recommendations
❯ Look! Informal language

❯ The Lady with the Lamp
❯ Word Power: Negative 

prefixes
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.62
THINK CRITICALLY p.60
COMPARE CULTURES p.65
GET CREATIVE p.67

LITERATURE UNITS 4–6 pp.114–115
❯ What do you think?
❯ Skill: Agreeing and 

disagreeing
❯ Useful language: Expressing 

agreement and disagreement
❯ Keep moving!

❯ A film review
❯ Skill: Writing a film review
❯ Useful language: Describing 

films and emphasizing opinions 
with adverbs

❯ Look! so and such

❯ Famous writers
❯ Word Power: Types 

of writing
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.70
THINK CRITICALLY p.72
COMPARE CULTURES p.77
GET CREATIVE p.69

❯ How does it work?
❯ Skill: Asking for and giving 

instructions
❯ Useful language: Asking for 

and giving instructions; asking 
for clarification

❯ Keep moving!

❯ A report
❯ Skill: Writing a report; making 

suggestions
❯ Useful language: Organizing a 

report
❯ Look! Impersonal style

❯ Space exploration
❯ Word Power: Nouns 

formed from verbs
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.80
THINK CRITICALLY p.82
COMPARE CULTURES p.87
GET CREATIVE p.84

❯ Who’s your hero?
❯ Skill: Giving a short 

presentation
❯ Useful language: Giving a 

presentation
❯ Keep moving!

❯ A biography
❯ Skill: Writing a biography
❯ Useful language: Describing 

people, events and how someone 
inspired you

❯ Look! Connected writing

❯ I have a dream!
❯ Word Power: Vocabulary 

connected with protest
❯ Culture video

FIND OUT p.97
THINK CRITICALLY p.92
COMPARE CULTURES p.97
GET CREATIVE p.90

LITERATURE UNITS 7–9 pp.116–117

IRREGULAR VERBS LIST p.136
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Keep it real! is the ideal 6-level secondary course 
for today’s mixed-ability classes, with its flexible 
blend of dynamic video and digital content, easy-to-
use classroom materials, and focus on developing 
communicative competence and 21st Century skills. 

Keep it real! thoroughly develops students’ 
grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation and provides 
manageable skills development opportunities, 
including a focus on culture. Optional sections 
contain project-based work, literature lessons based 
on extracts from the Richmond Readers, and exams 
lessons that practise common exam tasks.

Keep it real! has a full range of print and digital 
components including:

KEY FEATURES
Each Keep it real! unit has a number of key features 
which make the course engaging and unique:

Student’s Book

Workbook and
e-Workbook

Teacher’s Guide
with Student’s Book 
interleaved pages Teacher’s 

resources 
including 

worksheets 
and tests

Teacher’s 
iBook for 
interactive 

whiteboards

Teacher’s audio, 
video and animated 
material as MP3 and 

MP4 download

Richmond 
Learning 
Platform

with extended practice 
activities, assignable and 

trackable tests and complete 
teacher’s resources

Fun facts 
Regular ‘fun fact’ feature offers fun and interesting 
information to arouse curiosity.

Accessible grammar with animated 
presentations 

Simple, effective grammar lessons with animated 
grammar presentations.

Vocabulary opener pages with vlogs
A focus on vocabulary at the start of each unit with 
an optional vlog where real vloggers are used in 
authentic contexts.

The first YouTube video appeared in 2005. It showed YouTube cofounder Jawed 
Karim with some elephants at a zoo! 

FUN

VOCABULARY Media and news
I can talk about different types of media and how they 

deliver the news.

1 Look at the pictures. How often do you use these 
forms of media to get the news? 

3 Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 What headline would you like to see in tomorrow’s 

newspapers?
2 Do you enjoy reading reading gossip about celebrities?
3 Is the advertising on social media relevant to you?
4 s in

4 FIND OUT

Vocabulary: Media and news; 
Verbs + prepositions

Grammar: be/get used to; 
get; Question forms

Speaking: Giving and 
asking for opinions

Writing: A formal 
email of enquiry

2  3.1 Match the words in the pictures with the 
definitions below. Listen and check.
1 messages to persuade people to buy products
2 someone who saw a crime or accident happen
3 often untrue reports about people’s private lives
4 the title of a written piece of news 
5 an important topic being discussed in the news
6 the work of gathering and reporting the news
7 a social media page that shows the 

… In today’s ney’s ews, 
the ecoconoommy is ...is

viewers

update

source

eyewitness

presenter

issue

advertisingheadline

story

gossip

journalism

newsfeed

In the media 3

GRAMMAR be/get used to/
I can use be used to, get used to and get to talk about 

changing states.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Copy and complete the rules in the grammar box
with be used to and get used to.

be / get used to

Many older adults are used to traditional news media.

Older people are still getting used to social media.

The students weren’t used to questioning news 
sources.

We’ve got used to reading more quickly.

Rules

We use 1… + noun or the -ing form of a verb to say we are 
accustomed to something. We don’t find it new or strange.
We use 2… + noun or the -ing form of a verb to say we 
are becoming accustomed to something. It was new or 
strange at first, but now it is becoming normal.
We can use be used to and get used to with different 
tenses.

2 Choose the correct answers to complete the blog.

3 Complete the sentences
affirmative or negative f
1 Today’s teenagers … c

phones.
2 My grandma … online 

to go to the bank in person.
3 I … internet shopping. I’ve been doing it since 

I was a teenager.
4 When I moved to the UK, I quickly … driving on 

the left.
5 I … reading newspapers. I usually get the news 

online.
6 Paolo’s Italian, but now he lives in Scotland. He 

loves it, but he can’t … to the weather.

4 Work in pairs. Take turns to tell your partner 
about something that you …
1 are used to doing every day.
2 aren’t used to doing very often.
3 weren’t used to when you were younger, but you’re 

used to now. 
4 haven’t got used to and never will!
5 are gradually getting used to doing these days.
6 think we’ll all need to get used to doing in the 

future. 

get for change
5 Read the grammar box. What other uses of get do t

you know?

get for change

Let’s go home now. It’s getting dark.

Hurry up and drink your coffee. It’s getting cold.

He’ll get tired if he doesn’t have a break soon.

Is your cold getting better? Get well soon!

They’re getting engaged / married / divorced.

After we left the motorway, we got lost.

Rules

get + adjective means ‘become’.t
We use get + past participle in certain common t
expressions when our circumstances change.

6 Write questions with get and the word in brackets. t
Then ask and answer in pairs.
1 you /

Day 1
Ariana Grande, Kanye West, Selena Gomez and other 
celebrities have recently done social media detoxes. 
They struggled at first, but eventually they got / t were
used to it!

I’m a social media addict, and 1I used / d I’m used to d
getting nearly all my news and celebrity gossip from 
social media. 2I can get / Can I get used to living t
without it for a whole month?

Day 5
This is impossible! I’m not 3used / d use to spending 
so long without checking my social media. I’m not 
sure I’ll ever 4getting4  / get used to not knowing what’s t
going on in the world …

Day 20
5I’m used /d  I’m not used/  to having so much free d
time! I’m 6getting / being used to finding alternativ
sources of entertainment, like digital radio.
7 m getting used to not /t I’m no

30 DAY
social media detox

My

3s withhthhwithwithithwiththhithhwithwithtwithhwiwiittwiiwiwww  the corrththe corrthe chhe cohe coe coe corre corrcorr the corr the corr the corrthe corrccccorroooorrorrorrrrrrrhe re cee ce c ect cttctttecctttct ctecttcteeeeeccceeeeccc
forrrrrrrrrroroo m om ofm om offof of ofofoooofoff bbbbebebebebbeebeeebbbebebeebbbbebebbe//////////////gget used get used eet uet uet uuuuseusesed ed ed ed dd get u ddgget ue usegge uu ege egget eggett egg tt egg tottototoototttootototttottotoo///////// ......
cheheckineckineckinnnhheceeckinheceeeeeecececc g theg thththetheg theg the ng the newg the newg the newg the newwwg thetheg theee newwg ththeeethegg thttthhhee wwwg thhthe wwwwwwwh wwewwewwwwewweneeewsss on theis on theith ih is on thhh ithth ithh is theiss onssssssssss r rr

banking yet. She still prefers 

33333333333

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to KEEP IT REAL!
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INTRODUCTION

Projects, Literature and Exams 
Extra sections at the back of the Student’s Book for 
extended learning.

Word Power 
Regular word-building exercises through the 
Word Power feature.

Keep talking! speaking lessons with 
Keep moving! game 

Each unit includes a functional speaking lesson 
based on real-world themes and a dynamic board 
game called Keep moving!.

What’s in the news?
READING and LISTENING

I can understand news headlines.

Newspaper headlines

We usually omit articles and possessive adjectives 
in headlines.
We use the present simple for past events and the 
infinitive for future events. 
We omit the verb be in passive verb constructions.

Look!

2 Match six of the headlines in Exercise 1 with the 
sentences below. Then rewrite the other three 
headlines as complete sentences.  
1 Tickets for the exhibition of paintings by Picasso in 

New York have sold out very quickly.
2 The Canadian Embassy in Australia has sent its 

staff home after more of its employees fell ill with 
an unknown illness.

3 The British government is going to discuss whether 
to lower the age people can vote to 16.

4 Vanessa Watson, the famous chef, is going to open 
a new vegetarian restaurant in Oxford.

5 Lots of people have been sharing videos on social 
media of a very popular new type of dance.

6 A teenage British model, who no one has seen 
heard of before, starred at the Paris Fashion W

3  3.7 Listen and match the dialogues (1–4) wit
four of the headlines in Exercise 1.

4  3.7 Listen again and choose the correct answers.
1 The grandma couldn’t call anyone as

a her phone had run out of battery.
b her phone had no signal.
c she’d lost her phone.

2 The boys found out about the news story from …
a social media.
b the radio.
c a friend.

3 The man is worried about the situation at the 
embassy be

1 Match news topics 1–9 with headlines a–i.
1 Arts  
2 Entertainment
3 Fashion
4 Food
5  Human interest

6  International
7 Money and business
8 Politics
9 Sport

YourNews.com
Home Headlines  Politics  Arts  Sport  More

Six-year-old 
boy walks 3 km 
in freezing 
temperatures 
to help sick
grandmother

New York Picasso 
exhibition sells out 
within minutes

British government 
to discuss lowering 
voting age to 16

New dance craze 
goes viral thanks to 
TV programme

18-year-olUnknown British 

a

e 

f 

b

c d

KEEP

TALKING!

or rroror orror oro
eeek.eeeeeeee .

th hhhhhhhhh

Real Culture! with video 
Each unit includes a reading lesson on cultural 
topics from English-speaking countries and an 
optional culture video which extends the theme.

Immigration in the USA
I can compare immigration in the USA and in my country.

Moving to the
The USA is a nation of immigrants and every year, about 800,000 immigrants 00 im
enter the USA legally. Descendants of immigrants continue to celebrate the ebra
cultural heritage that their ancestors brought with them.tage t

18
45

–5
0 The Irish Potato Famine

A serious famine in Ireland 
meant Irish people wanted to 
escape hunger and poverty. In 
the 1840s, half of US immigrants
were from Ireland alone. By 
1930, 4.5 million Irish people had 
emigrated to the USA.

18
48

–5
5 California Gold Rush

Over
rest 
part
Calif
get r

18
54 Gadsden Purchase

18
82 Chinese Exclusion Act

18
80

s–
19

20
s Between 1880 and 1930, more 

than 27 million immigrants from 
Europe entered the USA from Italy, 
A t i H d R i ThAustria, Hungary and Russia. They 
were seeking political, religious and 
economic freedom. 

18
92 Ellis Island

19
75 End of Vietnam War

It had 
immig19

10 Mexican revolution
By 1930, there were 600,000 
Mexican immigrants living ViMexican immigrants living 
in the USA, compared wed withit
200 000 in 1910

REAL
CULTURE!

 them.

ifornniaia GoGoldold RushRush
r 300,0
of the 
icularly
fornia. 
rich by 

44 GadsdenGadsden PurchasePurchase

CChhin
Chine
labou
from

EElliss 
Ellis 
imm
millio
throuthrou
1892

of VVieeet
begun 
ra

1 Look at the pictures and the introduction to the 
text on page 36. Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 What is the name of the statue you can see in the 

pictures? Where is it?
2 Why do you think the statue is relevant to 

immigration in the USA?
3 Which countries have immigrants to the USA come 

from? Make a list.

2  3.10 Read and listen to the text. Which countries 
from your list are mentioned?

3  3.10 Read and listen again. Answer the 
questions.
1 Why did so many people from Ireland emigrate to 

the USA in the 1840s?
2 What attracted immigrants to California in the

middle of the 19th century?
3 Why did thousands of Mexicans become American 

citizens in 1854?
4 Why did a large number of Europeans emigrate to 

the USA between 1880 and 1920?
5 Why did Chinese people stop emigrating to the 

USA in 1882?
6 What was Ellis Island used for in the first half of the 

20th century?
7 Which continents did most immigrants to the USA 

come from in the second half of the 20th century?
8 Which country did a large number of immigrants to 

the USA come from after 1975?

4 Word Power Find the names of two continents 
in the text on page 36. In pairs, make a list of 
the other five continents. What are the noun and 
adjective forms?

5 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
1 Would you like to live in the USA? Why/Why not?
2 How far would you travel to find a better life? 

Would you go even if the journey was dangerous?
3 How do you think immigrants can benefit the 

countries they move to?

6 Many American icons were created by immigrants 
and their descendants. Complete the Iconic USA! 
fact file with words from the box.  

Canadian    Danish    Dutch    English    
German (x2)    Irish    

7 COMPARE CULTURES How does 
immigration affect your country? What are the 
main immigrant communities? How do immigrants 
benefit your country?

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHERS
Imagine you are emigrating to a new country. It’s the end 
of your first day. Write a short blog post about how you 
feel. What is the same? What is different?

Iconic USA!
Many iconic American dishes such M
as apple pie were introduced by a
17th century 1 1… immigrants. ‘As 
American as apple pie’ is a well-A
known phrase used to suggest that kn

omething is all-American.so

Internationally known as a symbol of 
American fast food, the origin of the 
hamburger is unknown, but probably comess 
from the ‘hamburg steak’, a sandwich made 
popular by 2… immigrants. 

conic symbol of the USA, Mount 
hmore was sculpted by 4…-American 

on Borglum and features the heads 
rmer presidents, including Theodore 
evelt, who was of 5… descent.

Jeans were first manufactured in the 
United States by Levi Strauss, a 6… 
immigrant who arrived in California 
during the Gold Rush. He heard the 

FUN 99% of Americans are immigrants or the descendants of immigrants and there are more than 400 different languages spoken today in the USA. 

An ic
Rush
Gutzo
of for
Roos

???
3

A

TASKTATASK
Create a school newsfeed

I can  work in pairs and write stories for a school newsfeed.

PREPARE

Step 1 Get ideas

❯ Look at the pictu
❯ What has happe

Step 2 Choose y

Step 3

❯ 

❯ 

❯

Our school news

PROJECT
UNITS 1–3

1 Work in pairs. Look at the picture. Which century 
do you think it shows? Why?

2 Read the outline to Jane Eyre. Put the events in 
order 1–6.
a … Jane leaves school.
b … Jane’s uncle dies.

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë
OUTLINE
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EXAM PRACTICE

EXAM TASK

UNIT 1

Reading
Gapped text 

About the task

In this reading task, you read a text 
from which six sentences have 
been removed. You are given seven 
sentences and have to choose which 
six sentences best fit the gaps.

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Read the text and sentences 
quickly to get an idea of the topic. 
Underline the key words in the 
sentences. 

■ Read the paragraph the gap 
appears in. Which sentence makes 
sense in the context of the whole 
paragraph?

■ Identify pronouns, conjunctions and 
time expressions that fit with the 
text before and after the gap. 

1 Read the paragraph below. Which 
sentence, A or B, best fits the gap?

Art has been around since early 
man lived in caves and scratched 
images of wild animals on the 
walls. 1… Indeed, it can pop up 
where we least expect to see it, such 
as in train stations or even public 
toilets!

A Discoveries of prehistoric art have 
helped us understand much about 
our ancestors.  

B These days, however, art appears 
in all manner of places.

2 Why does it fit the gap? Why 
doesn’t the other sentence fit? 

3 Which words helped you match the 
correct sentence to the gap?

Six sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from 
sentences A-G the one which fits each gap. There is one extra 
sentence that you do not need to use.

A It doesn’t just make us absorb information.   
B Therefore, anyone can learn to appreciate art regardless of their 

background, level of w
C It can cre

can

The impact of art on our lives
Why is art so powerful? Perhaps the 
simplest answer to this question is that 
art touches us emotionally. It can also 
potentially influence so many areas of 
our lives. 

Firstly, art has the power to educate people 
about almost anything. 1… In a world where 
a great deal of people don’t have access to 
effective education, art makes education 
an even greater equalizer of society. 

Art also promotes cultural appreciation. 
2… That would be a tragedy for us all. As well as this, art can break down 
cultural, social and economic barriers. While it can’t really solve poverty 
or promote social justice on its own, it can be used to encourage discourse 
and expression. The reason why we can all relate to art is that we all have 
emotions and personal experiences. 3… And that is a good thing. 

Art can help us heal, and experts have long supported the idea of art 
therapy. This includes drawing, painting, sculpture and various other 
creative outlets. The focus of this kind of therapy within a medical setting 
is to work with individuals through creating artwork in addition to existing 
care, in an effort to promote successful recovery. 4… Additionally, it can 
increase self-esteem and coping skills. 

Art accesses higher orders of thinking. 5… Rather, it makes us think about 
current ideas and inspires us to make our own. This is why creativity is a 
form of intelligence. It can be said that it is a special ability that unlocks the 
potential of the human mind, and studies have shown that exposure to art 
can make us better in other fields of knowledge. 

There will always be debates about what art is and what it is not. 6… 
Whether or not we are aware of it, art affects our lives one way or another. 
There are many reasons why we make art and it helps people thrive in a 
world of modern distractions.   

21st Century skills 
Four 21st Century skills exercises per unit: 
Think critically, Get creative, Find out and 
Compare cultures.  

Fast finisher 
An optional Fast finisher extension activity at the 
end of each lesson to keep students busy.

INTRODUCTION

Compare cultures.

6 THINK CRITICALLY Which news sources 
in your country do you think are reliable? What 
makes a news source reliable?

4 FIND OUT
the moment? What are the biggest news stories for 
each issue? 

7 COMPARE CULTURES How does 
immigration affect your country? What are the 
main immigrant communities? How do immigrants 
benefit your country?

8 GET CREATIVE
about a topic that interests you. Present your 
vlog in small groups. Then answer one follow-up 
question from each person in the group.

 FAST FINISHER
What kind of things do you have to get used to when you 
get married?

 FAST FINISHER
Choose four of the media and news words in Exercise 2. 
Include each word in a sentence.

5 Word Power Match the news adjectives in bold 
in the article with the definitions.

not real fake

1 dramatic or shocking
2 not correct

7
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Student’s Book
There is a 5-page Starter unit at the beginning of the Student’s Book. It  
reviews basic grammar and vocabulary areas from earlier levels. There 
is also a short reading and speaking section towards the end of the Starter 
unit, providing students with a useful introduction to skills work. 

The Starter unit is optional. It will depend on your timetable and 
which areas you think your students would benefit from revising 
before beginning work on the main units. It can also serve as a useful 
introduction to the course methodology and features.

The units are 10 pages with 6 main sections:

1 Vocabulary (includes a vlog)

2 Grammar and Reading (includes a grammar animation)

3 Vocabulary, Listening and Grammar (includes a grammar 
animation)

4 Reading, Listening and Speaking (includes a digital 
speaking game)

5 Culture (includes a culture video)

6 Writing

VOCABULARY
There are two vocabulary lessons per unit. The first vocabulary lesson appears on the unit 
opener page and usually presents the items with colourful visuals, especially at the lower levels. 
These pages also feature a video in the form of an optional vlog, for use in digital classrooms. 

VOCABULARY Feelings: nouns
I can identify and describe different feelings.

1 Read the title of the text and the introduction. Have you used any emojis today?

2  1.1 Read the text and complete the table with the
noun forms. Listen and check.

Adjective Noun Adjective Noun
affectionate affection embarrassed
amused exhausted
angry joyful
anxious proud
confused relaxed
depressed relieved

3 Which two emojis are with the wrong messages? 
In pairs, compare your answers.

4 Work in pairs. Discuss when you experienced
some of the feelings in Exercise 2.

Vocabulary: Feelings: nouns; 
Feelings: phrasal verbs

Grammar: Present perfect 
review; Verb patterns (1)

Speaking: Describing 
recent experiences

Writing: A personal 
profile

international language
emotion

The

of

Are emojis the new global language? More than
90% of social media users use emojis to add
emotion to messages, and there’s an emoji for 
almost every feeling and social situation. How
emoji-literate are you? Can you spot which two
emojis are with the wrong messages?

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write definitions or example sentences for other emojis 
(real or imagined).

So my phone hadn’t been stolen after all – I’ve just 
found it under the sofa. What a relief!

I’ve just finished my 10 km ‘fun run’. So this is what 
total exhaustion feels like!

Does anyone else suffer from depression in winter? 
Grey skies make me feel really miserable.

Right now, I’m chilling out at the beach and listening
to music. This is my idea of relaxation!

Much to my amusement, our dog is singing along to 
the radio. She must really like Taylor Swift!

I’ve just got to school and realized I’m still wearing 
my slippers! Imagine my embarrassment!

I’m so excited as we’re about to go to the Ed 
Sheeran concert. I’m jumping for joy!

We’re feeling a great sense of pride today. Our 
son has just graduated! Congratulations, Ben!

Has anyone got any tips for managing anxiety? I’ve
got exams next week and I’m feeling so stressed.

Thanks for the birthday wishes! Sending love and 
affection to you all!

I don’t understand my Maths homework! Is anyone
else in a state of total confusion or is it just me?

I’m feeling a lot of angerf  this morning. To the personr

that stole my bike lights – have a horrible day!

o 

a

mmooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooootttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooonnnnnnnn

Over 60 billion emojis 
are sent every day. 
One of the most 
popular emojis on 
social media is this 
laughing face. 

FUN
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Feeling good 1

VOCABULARY Healthy living
I can talk about healthy living.

1  S0.1 Complete the forum questions and advice
with the verbs in the box. Listen and check.

avoid cut get have join organize
reduce (x2) skip take (x2)

2 Complete the questions with verbs from Exercise 1.
In pairs, ask and answer the questions.
1 Do you ever … breakfast?
2 What do you think you need to … down on?
3 How much fresh air do you … each day?
4 What are your tips to … stress during exam time?

3 Work in pairs. Discuss the advice given in the
forum. Can you make any other suggestions?

Illness and remedies
I can talk about illness and remedies.

4  S0.2 Match the pictures with the words 
in the box. Listen and check.

antiseptic cream bruise cough syrup dizzy
headache plaster stomach ache tablet
temperature toothache

TEEN HEALTH FORUM

HOME   GET ADVICE   BLOG   REGISTER

ASK OUR EXPERT

feel tired and I’ve got exams soon. I likefeel tired and I’ve got exams soon. I liked I’ve got exams soon. I likeInnnnoooooooooooooooooooossssssgggooooottttttttotoooooooooootttttggggggggggggggg maaaaaxxxxexxexxxxxxxxxxxxx smsssssssmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ssssssssoosssssssssssssssoomtooogggeI always feeeee
g up late and watching my favourite TV series,g up late and watching my favourite TV series,watching my favourite TV series,watching my favourite TV series,w gnnnihhccww ctctaaaatttattaaaatttttccaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa chaawawwaa chhhhhhhhhhhhhhtcchhhhhhii g mmg VV sssssse eirrirrr eeeeesssssss,s,,ssssstaying up la
 starting to feel a o feel a bit stressed. What are yourfeel a bit stressed. What are your fffffeefefeeeeeeeeefffffff eeeeeffffffo eef your abut I’m stastatttttt

ps totop tips t 3… stresstressss srrreeeerrrsttst  in this situation?

ble andnd dddddnMake a timetabl 4444… your time carefully 
 ANDND reND relax Youlax. You’ll feelll feel moremore NNso you can revise A

you’ll ’ll definitelylin control and yo 5… stress that
way. 6… ightshtslate nig and  and go to bed at the same aaaa dnnnnna me 

ght.ght.ght.time every nigg

I often 77… tbreakfasttakfastaaaaassssaaakfffaaaaaaaaaaakffafasssssssstttttfaaa  and ddon’t  and 8… a bbalanced 

diet coffee a. I drink a lot of coffeecoffeeffee and energy drinof coffeeffeef eeeeeeeeeeeeee aaee affffffffffeffffeffeffeffeffeeeeeeeeeeee affffffffeeeeeeeeee drinks to
e day. Hget me through tgh the dahe day. y Help!

It’s important for teenagers to eortant for teenage eat well. 9…
vitaminss every morning and every mo 100… down on 
the coffee and energy drinks.ffee and ene s. You’ll soonthe

rt to feel healthier.to feel healthierstart t

I want to live a healthier life, but I don’t want to 
join a gym. Any suggestions?

more! It’s a great way toWalk moreWalk more! Itore! rereoW 1… some

rairfresh airr and it’s free! Or aand 2… up a hobby like 
mountain biking.r mrunning or mor

1

5 Copy and complete the table with words from 
Exercise 4. Then add the words in the box. Can you
add any more?

allergy cough cut earache pill sickk
sore throat sprain

symptoms 
and illness

remedies injuries

6 Work in pairs. What should the people do?
1 Bella has a cough and a temperature.
2 Will has a cut on his finger.
3 Jake has a bruise.
4 Jo has sprained her ankle.
5 Tim feels dizzy and sick.

2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9 10

4

SStarter

UNIT OVERVIEW

Fast finisher caters 
for mixed ability and 
consolidates what 
students have learned.

Lesson aims clearly stated 
in ‘I can’ statement.

Substantial vocabulary sets 
with around 10-15 items 
taught per vocabulary 
lesson.

Typically 3 to 5 practice 
exercises with a pairwork 
or personalized activity 
to finish.

Engaging visuals, a text 
or a quiz to present the 
vocabulary.

Fun, optional vlog on 
the unit theme including 
some of the new 
vocabulary from the 
lesson.

Fun facts provide fun but 
interesting information 
related to the topic of the 
lesson.
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INTRODUCTION

Graded reading 
texts contextualize 
grammar and 
practise relevant 
reading skill.

Word Power
word-building 
task.

READING and GRAMMAR
There are two grammar lessons per unit. The Reading and grammar spread features the first 
grammar lesson of the unit and the grammar is presented via a reading text. This lesson also 
features an optional grammar animation. 

My happy place
READING

I can understand comparison in texts.

1 Look at the picture. Read the title of the
text and the introduction. Where do these
teenagers live, and why are they smiling?

2  1.2 Read and listen to the whole text. Put 
topics a–e in the order that they are mentioned
in the text. 
a A healthy lifestyle
b Feeling respected
c Stress-free studying
d Different, but just as good!
e Lots of freedom

3  1.2 Read and listen to the article again. Are
the sentences true (T) or false (F)? Correct the
false sentences.
1 Frankie hasn’t been living in the Netherlands 

for very long.
2 The most important thing for Dutch parents is 

the grades that their kids achieve at school.
3 Frankie thinks that Dutch teenagers are given 

a lot of freedom.
4 Dutch teenagers only use their bikes when the 

weather is good.
5 In Ruben’s opinion, Dutch schools are more 

relaxed than American schools.
6 Ruben’s teachers in San Diego haven’t been 

supportive.
7 Dutch teenagers form strong relationships 

more quickly than American teenagers.
8 Ruben has found it easy to make new friends

at his new school.

4 Word Power Study the table. Then look at
the words in bold (1–8) in the text. Is each 
word an adjective, an adverb or a noun? 

Suffixes

suffix form example

-able/-ible,
-ic, -ive

adjective reliableii , energete ictt , c
creativett

-ly adverb happilyii ,yy
enthusiasticallyll

-ance/-ence, 
-ment, -(t)ion, 
-ness

noun annoyanceyy ,e
embarrassment,tt
frustrationtt ,
unhappinessii

5 COMPARE CULTURES How is life for 
teenagers in your country similar to life in the 
Netherlands? How is it different? Where would 
you rather live and why?

The world’s

teenagers?
happiest

by Frankie Walsh, 17

Although I’m American by birth, I’ve lived in Amsterdam 
since I was eight. Here are three things I’ve learned to love 
about Dutch culture.

There’s less anxiety about academic 1achievement in the 
Netherlands. Students do less homework and take fewer
tests, and teachers and parents prioritize teenagers’
well-being over their grades. In other words, they think it’s 
more important to raise happy kids than smart ones!

Teenagers enjoy a great deal of 2independence here. For 
example, I’ve been making my own way to school since I
was ten. My parents trust me to behave 3sensibly – most 
of the time! At school, teachers treat students as equals, 
and they respect our opinions.

The Dutch are very 4enthusiastic about outdoor activities,
and cycling is a national passion. Whatever the weather, 
Dutch teens love to get on their bikes. Scientists say that 
physical activity not only improves our 5fitness, but it also 
protects us against depression and lifts our mood!

Have the Dutch found the recipe for 
happiness? A UNICEF report has just 

identified the Netherlands as the happiest 
country in the world for teenagers!

COMMENTS

Ruben Smit

Interesting article, Frankie! I was born in
Amsterdam, but I’ve been living in San Diego
for six months now. I’ve been very happy in
both places.
I sometimes miss the freedom I had in 
Amsterdam. My new school has so many rules 
that I haven’t learned them all yet. And we have
a lot more tests here, so it can get quite stressful.
On the other hand, my new teachers are
great. They’ve encouraged me to have more
6ambition. So I’ve been learning how to become
an internet entrepreneur! My classmates have 
been so 7supportive, too. Dutch teenagers often
take time to build relationships, while Americans 
seem to be 8capable of making friends for life in
seconds. I’ve made lots of new friends here. 
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GRAMMAR Present perfect review
I can use the present perfect simple, the present perfect 

continuous and the past simple appropriately.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules with 
present perfect simple or past simple.

Present perfect simple vs past simple

I’ve made lots of new friends here.

My family moved here six months ago.

How long have you lived in Amsterdam?

I’ve lived here for nine years / since I was eight.

How long did you live in London?

I lived there for two years, from 2016 to 2018.

Rules

We use the 1… to connect the past with the present,
for an action or situation that started in the past and
continues in the present and for a completed action in 
the past when we don’t specify when it happened.
We use the 2… with past time expressions, e.g. last 
Saturday, three weeks ago, and to talk about an action or
situation that is complete.

2 Complete the text with the past simple or the 
present perfect simple of the verbs in brackets.

3 Read the grammar box and complete the rules 
with simple or continuous.

Present perfect simple vs present perfect 

continuous

Tom’s been reading The Hunger Games. 
He’s enjoying it. (He’s still reading it.)

Tom’s read The Hunger Games. He loved it! 
(He isn’t reading it any longer.)

I’ve been playing basketball regularly since 
I came to San Diego.

I’ve played basketball two or three times since 
I came to San Diego.

We’re thirsty because we’ve been playing
basketball all morning.

I’ve had a bike since I was eight. 
(NOT I’ve been having …)

Rules

We use the present perfect 1…
• for actions that are complete now.
• to say how often something has happened.
• with stative verbs (e.g. be, have, know, like).

We use the present perfect 2… for
• actions that started in the past and continue in 

the present.
• long and repeated actions that continue in

the present.
• long and repeated actions that have a present result.

4 Choose the correct answers.
1 I’ve seen / been seeing the film LA LA Land threed

times – I love it!
2 She’s done / been doing her homework, so now

she can relax.
3 You’ve studied / d been studying all day. Why don’t 

you stop and have a break?
4 Sorry I’m late! How long have you waited / d

been waiting?
5 I’ve visited /d been visiting Amsterdam several times.
6 She’s been knowing / known Adam since they

were at school.

5 Work in pairs. Talk about a hobby that makes 
you happy. 

I’ve been … -ing … since …

I’ve always enjoyed … because …

The first time I …
Recently, I’ve been … -ing …

 FAST FINISHER
What have you done this week that’s made you happy?
Write sentences with the present perfect simple, present 
perfect continuous and the past simple.
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VOCABULARY, LISTENING and GRAMMAR
The second vocabulary lesson is combined with a listening activity. This spread also features 
the second grammar lesson of the unit. There is an optional grammar animation.

Music for every mood
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Feelings: phrasal verbs

I can listen for specific information in a radio programme.

1 When and where do you usually listen to music?

5  1.3 Listen again and choose the correct
answers to complete the sentences.
1 When we listen to a song, the thing that most

makes us feel happier is …
a the type of music.
b the speed.
c the lyrics.

2 The title of the happiest song in the world is …
a ‘Apparently’.
b ‘Don’t Stop Me Now’.
c ‘Queen’.

3 When we sing along to a song, we …
a feel a sense of well-being.
b really understand the lyrics.
c improve our singing.

4 When we’re feeling down, sad music can …
a make us feel worse.
b have an instant effect on us. 
c have a reassuring effect on us.

5 Amy recommends that we listen to …
a music more often.
b happy music all the time.
c various types of music.

6 FIND OUT What’s the best-selling song in the
world? How does it make you feel? Why?

2 Read the questionnaire. Match the phrasal verbs in 
bold with definitions 1–9.

make you sad get you down

1 stop liking something
2 make you stressed
3 feel completely relaxed and happy
4 get too excited
5 start to like something more and more
6 make you happier
7 recover emotionally from
8 become more relaxed
9 make you feel upset or angry

3 In pairs, do the questionnaire. Do you have similar
musical tastes?

4  1.3 Listen to the radio programme and choose
the best summary.
a A musician talks about which songs make her

feel happy. 
b A music psychologist talks about scientific

research into music and emotions.
c A professional DJ talks about the songs she likes 

to play in different situations.

Playlist TO YOUR
LIFE

A ways… always… always… always  cheerscheerscheersheer yyyyoyoyouyoyy upp and maknd maknd maknd makd es you es you es youes you sou su ssmilemile, mile,mileileele,lmil
even wheeven wheeven wheeven whehen life’sn life’sn life’sn life’sffe’ beebebeeenen nen bee gettinggegeg you dddown??

B … …… gets togets togets togets tot youyouyouyou ananandnd makndannda es you feel reallyy sad y sad y sad y sady sad y sa
or annoyor annoyr annoyannoyeded?ed?eded

C … could … could … could … could could help yhelp yhelp yooouoohelp yoh o  get overet  a broken hearrttt t rtr
when a rwhen a rwhen a rwhen a rn a rrn elaelatelationslationsssee se sship endse ?

D … didn’t… didn’t… didn… didn’t… didn’t you liyou lyou liikkikliy ke at rse t, but i, b t grew on you
and now and nond nowand now and now you lyyouyou llolovevellll it?

E … di… did y… did yyo… did yydid y… did yd y u use to like beikeliklike befoforeoreore, buore, bue, bue, buoreo t now yot now yot now yt now you’veu’ve u’ve ee
gone ofgone ofone ofgone offfgone ofone ofe it?

F … is so… is so… is soo exciting or enerr enerr r gising  y yyg yg ygising ou sometou sometou sometu someomo imes imes imes me
get carget carget cararried away (maybe mayb you eeevevevenevenvenenev start start start start a
dancindancindancinng)?

G … help… help… helpps you to calm dowdown or evveveveenennne  chill ouchill ouhill ouchill oul o tttt
complecomplecompleetely when everydayryyrydayeryryydry problemmmmmmms are s are s are s as are
stressistressistressiins g you outttt??????

They say there’s music for 

every mood and situation! So 

which song or piece of music …
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Two songs that say it all ...

The song that means ‘family’
1… (perform) is in my blood – my mum was a pop
star! I’ll never forget 2… (see) her sing live on TV
when I was a kid. I was so proud! Next month, I’m
taking part in a singing competition on TV because I’d 
like 3… (become) a famous singer like her one day. I’ve
decided 4… (sing) ‘We Are Family’ by Sister Sledge, as 
it’s my family’s favourite song!

The song that means ‘friends’
5… (hang out) with my friends is so important to me. 
I love 6… (spend) time with my ‘besties’. My friends 
help 7… (cheer) me up if I’m feeling down and when I
don’t feel like 8… (smile), we put on some music and
dance! My favourite song about friendship is ‘I’ll Be
There For You’ by the Rembrandts – it’s the theme 
song for the TV series Friends. Sometimes I play it 9…
(remind) myself how lucky I am!

GRAMMAR Verb patterns (1)
I can use the -ing and to + infinitive forms accurately. 

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and choose the correct
answers to complete the rules.

Singing creates feel-good chemicals in your body.

Dad loved playing rock music in the car.

We listen to sad music to explore our feelings.

We need to match our music to our moods.

You should listen to any song you like listening to!

Many of us like to sing along to this song.

I remember listening to that when I was a kid. 
(past memory)

Just remember not to listen to sad songs all the 
time. (advice)

Rules

We use the -ing form as the subject of a sentence, and 
after certain verbs, e.g. love, don’t mind, feel like, suggest.
We use to + infinitive to give a reason, and after certain
verbs, e.g. decide, help, need, plan, refuse, would like.
We can use both forms after certain verbs, e.g. start, like,
prefer. The meaning rr 1changes / doesn’t change. 
We can use both forms after certain verbs, e.g. remember, 
forget, stop, try. The meaning yy 2changes / doesn’t change. 

2 Complete the blog post with the correct -ing or 
to + infinitive form of the verbs in brackets.

3 PRONUNCIATION Stress in verb patterns

 1.4 Are to and -ing stressed or unstressed? 
Listen and repeat.
1 I love playing the guitar, and I’d like to be in a

band one day.
2 I don’t like dancing and I generally try to avoid it!

4 In pairs, take turns to ask questions with the 
correct -ing form or to + infinitive. Give as much 
detail as possible in your answers.

Do you enjoy / dance / or / sing?
A: Do you enjoy dancing or singing?

B: I don’t mind dancing, but I can’t sing! My friends 
cover their ears when I try to sing!

1 Why is / learn / the lyrics of pop songs good for 
your English?

2 What music do you play / relax?
3 Are there any instruments you’d like / learn?
4 What talents do pop stars need / have?
5 Which singer or band will you never forget / see /

in concert?
6 Which singer or band do you really want / see / 

in the future?

5 What are your ‘two songs that say it all’? Look at
Exercise 2 again. Then complete sentences 1–4
with your own ideas.
The song that means ‘family’
1 I’ll never forget hearing / listening to / seeing …
2 I listen to / play … to remind myself of …
The song that means ‘friends’
3 Being with my friends is …
4 We love listening to / playing / dancing … when …

6 Work in pairs. Tell your partner about your ‘two
songs that say it all’. What’s the most interesting
or surprising thing you learn about your partner?

 FAST FINISHER
Write about your ‘two songs that say it all’. Include as
many -ing and to + infinitive forms as possible.

1
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Grammar 
presented 
inductively and 
form and use 
highlighted in 
tables and rules.

Animated 
grammar 
presentations 
of meaning and 
form.

Lesson aims clearly stated in ‘I can’ statement.

Controlled and 
freer practice 
exercises 
on form and 
meaning.

Vocabulary is 
presented via a 
listening with the 
opportunity to 
practise a relevant 
listening skill.

Controlled and freer practice 
exercises on form and meaning.

Pronunciation
feature allows 
students to 
listen and 
repeat.

Lesson aims 
clearly stated in 
‘I can’ statement.

Animated 
grammar 
presentations 
of meaning and 
form.

Fast finisher caters for mixed ability and 
consolidates what students have learned.

Texts focus on 
relevant and 
engaging topics for 
today’s teenagers.

Grammar 
presented 
inductively and 
form and use 
highlighted in 
tables and rules.

4 exercises per unit focus on 21st 
Century skills: Find out, Get creative,
Think critically and Compare cultures.

Fast finisher caters for mixed 
ability and consolidates what 
students have learned.
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Keep talking!
READING, LISTENING and SPEAKING
The Keep talking! lesson starts with a focus on reading and listening before moving on to the functional 
area of speaking. This spread also features a digital game called Keep moving! which encourages spoken 
interaction. The lesson ends with a structured ‘Prepare, Speak, Reflect’ output task.

Four decades of British bands
I can talk about music in the UK and my country.

The early 1980s produced a
new wave of manufactured pop 
bands and techno pop using
synthesizers, percussion and
saxophones. These included 

bands like Depeche Mode.
However, it was the Manchester indie rock band, the 
Smiths, which became one of the most important bands 
of this decade. They reacted against the superficial techno
pop of the early 1980s and instead they wrote socio-
political songs. Their songs were observations on the lives 
of ordinary people and expressed their feelings about the 
government and the monarchy in Britain at the time. Many 
of their songs were rather depressing, so, unless you were
in the right mood, their songs could really get you down.

This was a time of creativity and innovation for 

British music. Britain was experiencing a period of 

economic growth and in the 1960s, teenagers wanted 

to be different from their parents. They were the first 

generation to create a genuine youth culture and they 

expressed their identity through their fashion and their 

tastes in music. The Beatles defined this decade. They 

had a huge influence on popular culture and their 

distinctly British sound had simple melodies, clever 

lyrics and rhythmic 

guitar work. They 

loved playing chords 

and using vocal 

harmonies and 

their music cheered 

people up.

b

The early 1970s was the era of Glam rock with artists like 
David Bowie and Queen. In the mid-1970s, a new type 
of music emerged at the same time as an economic 
decline in the UK: punk. It was aggressive and loud 
and many people saw punk as anti-establishment, 
anti-politics and anti-pop. A lot of young people felt 
angry and rebellious because they were unemployed 
and thought that they had no future. They had strong 
opinions so they used punk to express their concerns 
and frustrations. Siouxsie and the Banshees, with Susan 
Ballion on lead vocals, were a famous British punk band.

Gl

Sounds
of the 

Seventies

With the end of the Cold War and the introduction of the World Wide Web, the 1990s was an optimistic decade and ‘Britpop’ was born. Bands like Oasis and Blur used their local identities and regional accents to create a sense of belonging and pride with songs about British places and culture. Until now, all-male bands had dominated the British pop scene, but in 1996, the all-girl band, the Spice Girls, with the ‘girl power’ message of their debut single ‘Wannabe’ and album ‘Spice’, became the fastest-selling British group since the Beatles.

Brrrrrriiiiitttttttaaaaaannnnnnnnnnnnnnniniiiiaaaaaa
CCoooooooooooooooooooooooooollllllllllllllllllll

ti for

THE FAB FOUR
This week we’ve chosen four decades in British music 
that we think have had a major impact on music today.

1

2

3

4

REAL
CULTURE!
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1 In pairs, discuss the questions.
1 Which British bands or singers do you know?
2 Which British bands or singers are popular in

your country?
3 Which British bands or singers do you enjoy 

listening to?

2 Read the article quickly. Match the singers and
bands with the decades.
1 The Spice Girls a 1960s
2 The Smiths b 1970s
3 The Beatles c 1980s
4 Siouxsie and d 1990s

the Banshees

3  1.8 Read and listen to the article. Are the
sentences true (T) or false (F)?
1 The 1960s was a decade of prosperity in Britain.
2 In the 1960s, British teenagers wore similar clothes

to their parents.
3 There was a strong connection between socio-

political events and the start of punk in Britain.
4 British people of all ages identified with punk 

music in the 1970s.
5 The Smiths were one of the most important techno

pop bands of the 1980s.
6 The Smiths’ songs were usually happy and joyful.
7 In the 1990s, British pop groups wanted to show 

they were proud of their culture.
8 The Spice Girls were much more successful than

the Beatles.

4 THINK CRITICALLY In groups, discuss 
the questions.
1 How do social and political events influence

a country’s music?
2 What can you learn about another culture from 

its music?

5 Word Power Find the words in the article. 
Can you explain their meaning?

album chord harmony lyrics
percussion single vocals

6 Complete the Music Quiz questions with words from
Exercise 5. Ask and answer the questions in pairs.

7 GET CREATIVE In groups, choose a key
decade or period for music in your country.
Prepare a short presentation. Include the following
information and any audio clips:
• decade, year
• socio-political situation
• bands, artists/musicians
• type of music
• albums, singles/songs
• reasons for your choice

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
Write your own quiz question for the music quiz and test
your partner.

1 Which British musician helped Justin 

Bieber write the 1… for ‘Love Yourself’?

a Adele
b Elton John
c Ed Sheeran

3 What was the name of Adele’s first 3…?

a ‘Hello’
b ‘Skyfall’
c ‘Hometown Glory’

2 Who sings lead 2… for the British band 

Coldplay?

a Chris Martin
b Jonny Buckland
c Guy Berryman

4 Which singer’s self-titled 4… is one of the 

most-streamed on Spotify?

a Dua Lipa
b Rita Ora
c Ellie Goulding

5 Boy bands like One Direction are famous 

for singing beautiful 5… . Where are One 

Direction from?

a Wales and Scotland
b Scotland and Ireland
c England and Ireland

MUSIC QUIZ
1
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Reading text on 
a related cultural 
theme. Focus on 
English-speaking 
culture around the 
world. 

Word Power
word-building 
task.

Real culture!
The Real Culture! spread contains a text and exercises on a relevant cultural theme. It also 
practises reading skills. It features an optional video on a related cultural theme.

UNIT OVERVIEW

Lesson aims 
clearly stated in 
‘I can’ statement.

Have you been to any good 
gigs recently?
READING and LISTENING

I can understand information about events.

4  1.5 Listen again. Are the sentences true (T) or 
false (F)?
1 Lucy doesn’t want to do anything at the weekend.
2 Lucy suggests going to a football match.
3 Marco isn’t very keen on the street dance class.
4 They’re too old to go to the street dance class.
5 Marco has been to the Coconut Tree Club before.
6 Lucy thinks Marco should perform a song on 

Saturday.

5 Work in pairs. Find out if your partner has ever 
been to any events like those in Exercise 1.
A: Have you ever been to a street dance class?

B: Yes, I have. I went to a hip hop class last year.

1 Look at the adverts, tickets, posters and passes. 
Which one is different to the others?

2 Match the sentences with the events in Exercise 1.
1 You don’t have to pay to go to this event.
2 You can’t do this if you’re over 18.
3 This is an afternoon performance.
4 This is taking place on Saturday and Sunday.
5 There aren’t any seats for this event.
6 There will be a solo performer at this event.
7 This event is taking place at a school.

3  1.5 Listen to the dialogue. Which of the events
in Exercise 1 do Marco and Lucy decide to go to at
the weekend?

GRAND 
FINALE

Tonight’s 
the night!!

£5Open 
Mic
Night

Coconut Tree Club

All kinds of musicians and 

music welcome!

Saturdays, 8.00 –11.00 p.m.

Free entry

With host Jess Glenn

Sunday, 10 May 

Time: 2.30 p.m.

Seat: H11

a

b

c

d

Home   About   Classes
DANCE CLASSES.COM
Street dance classes
Dynamic, fun and energetic!
Open to anyone aged 11 to 18.
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 4.30–6.00 p.m.
Ace Community Centre
£6 per class or £40 for 8 classes.

ROYAL 
OPERA 
HALL

Kanye Michaels 
performs Mozart’s 
Violin Concerto No. 33

Door 7
Seat: H15
Price: £30 
Doors open 45 minutes inutes
before the performance.an

e

g

f

Come along and support this year’s
Battle of the Bands 
in the school hall

Central Opera House

KEEP

TALKING!
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SPEAKING Describing recent experiences
I can talk about a recent experience.

1  1.6 Listen and read. What did Jack do last weekend?

4 Work in pairs. Prepare a dialogue about an
event from the list below. Follow the steps in the 
Speaking plan.
• an open mic night
• a film
• an opera

• a concert
• a music festival
• a football match

Speaking plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ dialoalogue.Choose an event for your dChoose an ev
❯ logue.Make or your dialoMake notes fo

SpeaaSpeak
❯ dialogue.Practise your d
❯ om the Use phrases fro Useful language box.
❯ logue without notes.AAct out your dial

efleccReflect
❯ ew event.Swap roleoles and choose a new eve
❯ nd show interest?Did you ask fsk follow-up questions and
❯ How can you imimprove next time?

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Write a dialogue about an event you have been to recently.

2  1.7 Listen and repeat the Useful language. 
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1? 

Useful language
Talking about a recent experience
Have you been to / seen any good … recently?
I’ve just been to / seen …
I went to / saw … last weekend.

Asking follow-up questions
Where did you see it / them?
Who did you go with?
What was it like?

Showing interest and responding
Cool! / Wow! / Nice!
I’m so jealous!
I’ve never been / seen / done …
I can imagine!
That sounds amazing!

3 Put the dialogue in order. Then work in pairs and
practise the dialogue.
a That’s far! Who did you go with?
b I’ve just been to a music festival, actually.
c Have you been to any good concerts recently?
d It was in Reading, to the west of London.
e Nice. What was the music like?
f No, it wasn’t! We had fun though.
g That doesn’t sound great at all.
h I went with my older brother and his friends.
i Wow! That’s exciting. Where was it?
j It was a bit disappointing, actually. I didn’t know 

any of the bands.

Jack: Hi, Nora. How’s it going?
Nora: Fine, thanks. I haven’t seen you for ages. Have you

been to any good gigs recently?
Jack: Yes, I have, actually. I went to see Maroon 5 on 

Saturday.
Nora: Wow! I’m so jealous! I’ve never seen them live.

Where did you see them?
Jack: In Manchester. They’re only doing three shows in

the UK.
Nora: Wow! That’s a long way to go! You really are a super-

fan. Who did you go with?
Jack: I went with Oscar.
Nora: Nice! So, come on, tell me. What was it like?
Jack: It was absolutely brilliant! They’re even better live.
Nora: That sounds amazing! It seems like you had an amazing

weekend.
Jack: Yes, I did.

1
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Reading and 
listening tasks 
provide context for 
speaking section. 
Focus on real 
world information 
via blogs, leaflets, 
signs, adverts and 
maps. 

Exercises for 
relevant reading 
and listening skills.

Useful language
box highlights 
key expressions 
with listen and 
repeat facility.

Recorded 
dialogues 
model spoken 
language.

Optional digital board game Keep moving! for class use. 
A fun, dynamic way to revise language from the unit.

Fast finisher caters for mixed ability 
and consolidates what has been learned.

Supported 
3-stage 
Speaking 
plan for 
end-of-lesson 
speaking task.

Lesson aims 
clearly stated in 
‘I can’ statement.

Fun optional 
culture video  
recycles 
grammar and 
vocabulary from 
the unit.

Fast finisher caters 
for mixed ability 
and consolidates 
what students have 
learned.

4 exercises per 
unit focus on 
21st Century 
skills: Find out, 
Get creative, 
Think critically 
and Compare 
cultures.
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Exercises to focus on the 
model text and support 
the writing process.

WRITING
There is a one-page writing lesson at the end of each unit that focuses on a particular text type 
and the language associated with it. The lesson ends with a structured ‘Prepare, Write, Reflect’ 
output task. There is a complete Writing summary section at the back of the Workbook with 
additional model texts and Tips for writing.

E Exam: Unit 1 SB p.118W Writing summary WB p.84 LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127

About me
WRITING A personal profile

I can write a personal profile.

1 Read Laura’s personal profile. What is her favourite 
free-time activity?

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples 
of these connectors in Laura’s profile.

Useful language
Adding ideas
and, also, too, as well as, what’s more

Contrasting ideas
but, however, although, even though

Giving reasons
because, as, since

Explaining consequences
so, that’s why

Explaining the sequence of events
then, next, after, before, after that, later

4 Read the Look! box. Match phrases 1–4 in Laura’s
profile with phrasal verb types a–d in the box.

Phrasal verbs

Separable phrasal verbs
a Some transitive phrasal verbs

It cheers me up. (me = object)

Inseparable phrasal verbs
b Three-word phrasal verbs

I’m looking forward to my holiday.
c Intransitive phrasal verbs

We eat out every night. (no object)
d Some transitive phrasal verbs

She looked after us. (us = object)

Look!

5 Complete the sentences in your notebook.
1 I grew up in … 3 … always cheers me up.
2 I got into … when … 4 I’m looking forward to …

6 Write your own profile for an international student
website. Follow the steps in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ e.Write notes for your profileWrite notes fo

WrittWrite
❯ profile into paragraphs.Organize your profile ur
❯ t one sentence from Exercise 5.Include at least
❯ Follow the i sdeas in Exercise 2 to make your profilfile 

mmore effective.

efleccReflect
❯ esent perfect.Check yoyour use of the present pe
❯  phrasal verbs.Check your ur use of connectors and p

2 Which of the features below make Laura’s profile
more effective?
1 using a chatty, informal style
2 using a serious, formal style
3 using phrasal verbs and idioms
4 using connectors to organize the information
5 giving personal details and opinions
6 talking to the reader directly
7 giving long, factual descriptions

International Student Chat
Profile

Hi! I’m Laura and I’m sixteen. I was 
born in Medellín, Colombia, but 
I 1grew up in Barranquilla. I’ve
never wanted to live anywhere
else since it’s such an exciting
city. However, I’d also like to travel
– especially around North America.

So, what am I into? Well, I love 2hanging out with

friends, and I enjoy seeing live music and watching
films, too. However, my main passion is dancing.
I 3got into salsa when I was little, and I’ve been
practising ever since. Dancing makes me happy
even when life’s 4getting me down, so I do it
whenever I can. Every year in Barranquilla we have a
huge carnival, and the whole community joins in. 

At the moment, I’m studying at high school, and
after that, I’d really like to go to university in the
USA. That’s why I’ve joined this site. I’d love to chat 
with an English speaker from the USA or Canada in 
order to improve my English. 

Where do you live and what are you into? Send me a 
message and we can start chatting!

18

Model texts such as emails, 
blog posts, descriptions, 
reviews and letters.

Useful language box 
highlights key expressions 
needed for the writing 
task.

Look! box highlights 
additional areas of 
language or text structure 
needed for the writing 
task.

Supported 3-stage Writing 
plan for the end-of-lesson 
writing task.

LANGUAGE SUMMARY
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UNIT 1

GRAMMAR
Present perfect review

Present 

perfect 

simple

Ian has joined the gym.

How long have you known Adam?

I’ve known Adam for six years. / since I was at school.

Past 

simple

Ian joined the gym last week.

How long did you stay in Rome?

I stayed in Rome for a day then I came home.

Rules

We use the present perfect simple to connect the past with the
present. We use it for completed actions in the past when we don’t
specify when the action happened. We also use it for actions that 
started in the past and continue in the present. We often use it with
ever,rr never, rr for, rr since, just, tt already and y yet.
We use the past simple for completed actions or situations that 
started and finished in the past. We usually say when they happened, 
e.g. last week, k two weeks ago and in 2015.

Present perfect simple vs present perfect continuous

Laura’s done her homework. It’s complete now.

Laura’s been doing her homework. It isn’t complete.

I’ve written three songs this week.

I’ve been writing songs since I was eleven years old.

I’m thirsty now because I’ve been playing tennis.

We’ve known each other since we were five years old.

Rules

We use the present perfect simple for completed actions that are 
connected to the present, and to say how often something has 
happened. We use the present perfect continuous for long and 
repeated actions that continue in the present or have a present result.
We use the simple form with stative verbs, e.g. be, have, know and w like. 

Verb patterns (1)

The -ing form My brother enjoys listening to rap music.

I stopped watching the film and went to bed.

Doing yoga every day helps me to relax.

to + infinitive Sean offered to help me with Maths.

I stopped to chat to Jo in the park.

I went to the shop to buy a cake.

Rules

We use the -ing form as the subject of a sentence, and after 
don’t mind, enjoy, can’t stand, feel like, avoid, miss, suggest.
We use to + infinitive to give a reason, and after hope, plan, agree, 
decide, need, offer, help, promise, refuse, want.
We can use both forms with no meaning change after start, begin, 
continue, hate, like, prefer. The meaning changes after stop, try, 
remember, forget, regret, mean.

VOCABULARY
Feelings: nouns
affection
amusement
anger
anxiety
confusion
depression

embarrassment
exhaustion
joy
pride
relaxation
relief

Feelings: phrasal verbs
calm down
cheer (sb) up
chill out
get carried away
get (sb) down

get over (sth/sb)
get to (sb)
go off (sth/sb)
grow on (sb)
stress (sb) out

sb/sth = somebody/something

SPEAKING
Describing recent experiences
Have you been to / seen any good … 
recently?
I’ve just been to / seen …
I went to / saw … last weekend.
Where did you see it / them?
Who did you go with?
What was it like?
Cool! / Wow! / Nice!
I’m so jealous!
I’ve never been / seen / done …
I can imagine!
That sounds amazing!

WRITING
A personal profile
and
also
too
as well as
what’s more
but
however
although
even though
because

as
since
so
that’s why
then
next
after
before
after that
later

Phrasal verbs
It cheers me up. 
I'm looking forward to my holiday.
We eat out every night.
She looked after us.

LANGUAGE SUMMARIES
There is a Language summary page at the end of the Student’s Book for each unit. It provides a 
useful 'at a glance' visual summary of the grammar, vocabulary and functional language taught in 
the course. This can be used in class or at home as a quick reference whenever needed.

A list of the vocabulary 
taught in each unit.

A list of the key 
expressions from the 
Keep talking! speaking 
lesson.

A list of the key 
expressions and input 
from the writing lesson, 
including the language 
from the Look! boxes.

Complete grammar tables
for each grammar point 
from the unit.

References to additional 
sections at the end of the 
Student’s Book and the 
Workbook. 

Comprehensive grammar 
rules with explanations of 
meaning. 

Full summary of 
grammatical forms with 
clear highlighting.

Lesson aims clearly stated 
in ‘I can’ statement.
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Keep it real! offers dynamic on-screen learning for digital classrooms with optional vlogs (video 
blogs) and culture videos, as well as animated content in the form of an optional alternative 
grammar presentation. There is also an innovative digital board game called Keep moving! at the 
end of the speaking lesson which can be enjoyed as a whole class activity.

VLOGS

CULTURE VIDEOS

ON-SCREEN LEARNING

Authentic, real life 
vloggers in engaging, 
contemporary contexts.

For further 
teaching notes 
for each vlog see 
Teacher’s Guide 
pages 289–297 
and for vlog 
scripts see pages 
307–310.

Informal but graded 
spoken English and 
variety of accents 
including British and 
American English. 

Use as consolidation and revision of 
vocabulary from the lesson or to set 
the scene for the unit.

Watch with the 
teacher in class 
or for revision at 
home.

Available with or without subtitles. Useful for 
mixed ability and supported learning.

Engaging, mini-
documentaries on 
cultural themes from 
across the English 
speaking world such 
as the UK, the USA, 
Canada, Australia and 
New Zealand. 

For further 
teaching notes for 
each culture video 
see Teacher’s 
Guide pages 298–
306 and for culture 
video scripts see 
pages 311–313.

Documentaries provide 
an opportunity for 
recycling vocabulary 
and grammar from the 
unit.

Informal but graded English with a 
variety of accents including British 
and American English. 

Watch with the teacher in class 
or for revision at home.

Available with 
or without 
subtitles. Useful 
for mixed ability 
and supported 
learning.
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GRAMMAR ANIMATIONS

Keep moving! DIGITAL BOARD GAME

Ready-made 
optional grammar 
presentations for 
each grammar lesson. 

For Grammar 
animations scripts 
see Teacher’s 
Guide pages 
314–317.

A range of characters 
in fun, bite-sized 
scenarios and short 
stories.

Use as a fun 
revision tool or as 
a recap at the end 
of the lesson.

A visual focus on 
form and meaning 
supported by audio 
models. 

Uniquely developed 
digital board game at 
the end of each Keep 
talking! lesson to revise 
unit content. 

Answer questions 
and complete mini-tasks 
to reach the finish point.

Play in 
collaborate or 
compete mode. 
Practise mediation,
peer-to-peer 
teamwork, 
problem solving 
and strategic 
thinking.

Win badges 
and collect treasure.

Available with or 
without subtitles. 
Useful for mixed 
ability and supported 
learning.

The game tests 
language, skills 
and general 
knowledge.

Use animated 
characters to 
progress along the 
board.
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Model project 
for reference 
and support.

PROJECTS
There are 3 termly Projects that consolidate grammar and vocabulary in a fun, collaborative task. 
There are 3 clear stages ‘Prepare, Do, Reflect’ which support students as they create projects in pairs 
or small groups. A model of the project ‘output’ is provided for reference throughout the lesson.

There are optional lessons at the end of the Student’s Book for consolidation and extension. These include 
termly Reviews, Projects and Literature sections as well as a short Exams practice section for each unit.

REVIEWS
There are 3 termly Reviews that revise grammar and vocabulary via the 4 skills. Each spread starts with a 
reading, followed by a listening, speaking and writing activity. The aim of these spreads is to consolidate 
the grammar and vocabulary from the previous 3 units through simple, guided skills activities.

READING
1 Complete the article with the correct form of the

verbs in brackets.

LISTENING
3 R1 Match 1–5 with a–e to make questions.

Listen and check.

1 Could you tell me how 
2 You haven’t always been a news presenter, 
3 Can you tell us what
4 You aren’t always as calm as you look on TV,
5 What can help me

a the most important thing for you in your job is?
b are you?
c have you?
d you ended up working as a news presenter?
e to get a job in the media?

4 R1 Choose the correct words in each sentence. 
Listen and check.
1 When Fiona left school, things didn’t go

to plan / wrong.
2 She won a radio / magazine competition to be a

news presenter for a month. 
3 She used to work as a reporter / journalist and shet

has travelled all over the world. 
4 There are differences between TV news and 

online / newspaper journalism.
5 Eyewitnesses / Viewers should not be aware of 

how you are feeling.

5 R1 Listen again. Copy and complete the 
sentences. Write one to three words.
1 Fiona didn’t fulfil her … becoming an actor because 

she failed to get into drama school.
2 The most important thing for Fiona is to use … .
3 TV presenters need to … news stories really

quickly.
4 She has sometimes felt … , irritation and anger, but

she’s always professional.
5 Not many people who want to work as a news

presenter … .

2 Choose the correct words in the comments.

Tell us what your last small act of kindness was!
This morning, I calmed my best friend 1down / up after she 

had 2gave up / messed up a test. It not only 3cheered her up / 
grew on her and made her happy, but also did me r 4good / 
well. I enjoy making 5a fortune / an effort for other people.’t
Elise

I 6did / made without meat at dinner because there wasn’t 

enough for everyone. It was only a small act of kindness, but

I try not 7to miss / to take the opportunity to be kind at some 

point every day. I used to complain 8of / about my life a lot,t
but now I realize that actually, I’m really lucky. Helping people

gives me a sense of 9exhaustion / pride.

George

How small acts of 
kindness went global
For over twenty years, people in a lot of countries 
1… (celebrate) official World Kindness Day on 13 
November. The inspiration behind this special day was 
a Japanese university professor called Seiji Kaya.

One morning in 1963, he 2… (wait) for his train to go to 
work at Tokyo University. There were a lot of people in 
the station. As Mr Kaya 3… (get on) the train, he realized
that someone 4… (steal) his bag. He 5… (shout) for help,
but no one 6… (do) anything to help. 

Instead of getting angry about the situation, Mr Kaya 
decided 7… (take) the opportunity to turn this negative
experience into something positive. He 8… (share) 
his story with his students 9… (demonstrate) to them
that we need 10… (be) brave and practise small acts 
of kindness every day. That is how the Japan Small 
Kindness Movement 11… (begin). Since then, millions 
of people across the world 12… (do) kind things 
every day.

REVIEW
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TEST YOUR MEMORY!

Describe a time 
when something
went wrong, but 

you didn’t 
give up.

Name six phrasal 
verbs for feelings.

Name two news 
stories you have 

read about or 
seen this week.  

Write four
sentences about
your past habits 
with would and d

used to.

Describe
something you’re 

used to, and 
something you’re 

getting used
to.

Make 
eexpressions with 
do, oo make or take

and these words:
time off, ffff without, tt
an effort, tt esense..

Write two 
sentences about 
things you have

been doing 
recently.

Write the 
tprepositions that

go after these
verbs: warn, n react,tt
comment, tt boast,tt

respond.dd

Complete these 
sentences: I plan… , 

I’ve decided… , 
I can’t stand… , 

I suggest… .

Give the noun 
forms of the 

adjectives: joyful, ll
proud, relaxed, dd

amused.

Say what you
Say what you 

were doing at 

8 a.m. and what 

you had been 

doing before 

that.

Make tag 
questions with: 

isn’t it?  ?
haven’t you?   

will we?

SPEAKING
6 Work in pairs. Look at the pictures. Ask and 

answer the questions. Then choose a picture and 
tell another pair the story behind it.

WRITING
7 Choose three of the topics below and write a

paragraph about each situation. Think about how
you felt and what you learned.

A time when you felt a lot of relief

A problem you have overcome recently

A time when things didn’t go to plan for you

An idea you once had to make a fortune

Something you would do every weekend 
as a young child

Something you weren’t used to at first, but 
later you got used to

1 What is the people’s relationship to each other? 
How long have they known each other?
I think they're best friends and they’ve known 

each other since they were children. 

2 What do you think the people were doing five 
minutes before these pictures were taken?

3 What emotions were they feeling before the 
pictures were taken? And after?

4 What do you think has just happened? How has it
affected the people?

Something you’ve been 
criticized for in the past

Something you didn’t like 
at first but has grown on you

R
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TASKTATASK
Create a school newsfeed

I can  work in pairs and write stories for a school newsfeed.

PREPARE

Step 1 Get ideas

❯ Look at the pictures. What is the news story in each?
❯ What has happened at your school recently? 

Step 2 Choose your activities

❯ Think about recent stories and events connected with
your school. Choose three.

Find out

How can you find out about interesting stories and 

events about your school? Where can you look for 

information? Who can you ask?

21st Century Skills

Step 3 Choose ideas

❯ Make a list of all the stories that you’ve found out
about. 

❯ Work in pairs. Compare your lists and agree on three 
or four news stories to include in your newsfeed.

❯ If necessary, find out more details about each story.

Fact checking

Always make sure your stories contain true facts. 
If possible, check your information by asking more
than one person, or reading about it in more than
one place.

Look!

Our school news

PROJECT
UNITS 1–3
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REFLECT
Step 7 Evaluate the projects

❯ Look at all the newsfeeds. Which stories are the
most interesting? Which are well written? Which 
pictures make you want to read the stories?

❯ Tell your partner which stories you already knew
about, and which were new. Did you disagree with
any of the information? 

Step 8 Reflect

❯ Think about your own newsfeed. Is there anything 
you can improve?

Useful language
Congratulations to …
… is/are celebrating after … 
… put on a wonderful performance/concert
There was good news for …
One student told us, ‘ … ’

DO
Step 4 Plan your newsfeed

❯ Read the newsfeed below.
❯ Plan the layout of your newsfeed. Think about the text

and interesting pictures that you can include.
❯ Decide who will write each story. 

Step 5 Write the text for your newsfeed

❯ Make notes with all the information about each story. 
❯ Write your news stories from your notes. Use the 

Useful language box to help you. 
❯ Give your text to another student to check your

spelling, grammar and punctuation.

Step 6 Create your newsfeed

❯ Print or download any pictures and your text.
❯ Put your newsfeed together.
❯ Share your newsfeed with the rest of the class.

Students e e s S u s test ne s nt t us

Sign inGreenwood School 

NEWSFEED

GREENWOOD STUDENTS JOIN CLIMATE CRISIS PROTEST

Greenwood students joined last Friday’s Climate Crisis protest. Students left school at 11 a.m. and 

arrived in the city centre half an hour later. They marched through the city centre with more than 

1,000 other students from schools and colleges across the city.

One student told us, ‘Unless we take urgent action immediately to deal with this climate 

emergency, there will be no future for our planet. Don’t forget to join us on our next strike.’

SPANISH ADVENTURE FOR YEAR 9

Fifty Year 9 students have arrived in Alicante to spend two weeks living with Spanish families

as part of the European schools exchange programme. During their stay, they’ll go to a Spanish 

secondary school every day, explore Alicante and the region, and have some unforgettable 

experiences. And, we hope, they’ll come back speaking excellent Spanish! We will welcome fifty

students from Alicante to Greenwood in the second part of the exchange next month.

SUCCESS FOR GREENWOOD GIRLS

Greenwood Girls 3    Milton Girls 1

Congratulations to the Year 10 girls’ football team, who are celebrating after a 3–1 win over local 

rivals, Milton High, in the Year 10 County Cup Final. Our captain, Shannon Brown, was the star of 

the match, scoring two goals and Paula Fox scored the other. After a close first half, Greenwood 

Girls scored twice in the last ten minutes to send their fans home happy! Shannon told us, ‘It 

was such an exciting match, and we are thrilled to have won the cup for Greenwood!’
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consolidation and extension

Reading section 
with a short 
review text. Writing section 

reviews key 
language via 
simple guided 
writing tasks.

Test your 
memory!
section with 
simple recall 
prompts for 
fun revision of 
unit content.

Prepare stage 
with photos and 
tasks to help with 
ideas and planning.

Do stage with 
support for creating 
the project.

21st Century skills
included for 
project planning 
and research.

Look! box 
encourages 
ways of 
working such 
as mediation or 
collaboration.

Useful 
language box 
with grammar 
structures from 
the unit.

Listening section 
recycles and 
reviews via 
dialogues 
and monologues.

Reflect stage with 
tasks for improving 
the projects.

Speaking section 
revises key 
language via 
short discussion 
or pairwork tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

Exam practice lesson  
finishes with an 
opportunity to complete 
a simple Exam task
based on the skills and 
strategies taught.

EXAM PRACTICE

EXAM TASK

UNIT 1

Reading
Gapped text 

About the task

In this reading task, you read a text 
from which six sentences have
been removed. You are given seven
sentences and have to choose which
six sentences best fit the gaps.

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Read the text and sentences 
quickly to get an idea of the topic. 
Underline the key words in the 
sentences. 

■ Read the paragraph the gap 
appears in. Which sentence makes 
sense in the context of the whole 
paragraph?

■ Identify pronouns, conjunctions and 
time expressions that fit with the 
text before and after the gap. 

1 Read the paragraph below. Which
sentence, A or B, best fits the gap?

Art has been around since early
man lived in caves and scratched
images of wild animals on the 
walls. 1… Indeed, it can pop up 
where we least expect to see it, such
as in train stations or even public 
toilets!

A Discoveries of prehistoric art have 
helped us understand much about 
our ancestors. 

B These days, however, art appears 
in all manner of places.

2 Why does it fit the gap? Why
doesn’t the other sentence fit?

3 Which words helped you match the
correct sentence to the gap?

4 Complete the EXAM TASK.

Six sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from
sentences A-G the one which fits each gap. There is one extra
sentence that you do not need to use.

A It doesn’t just make us absorb information.   
B Therefore, anyone can learn to appreciate art regardless of their 

background, level of wealth or political affiliation.   
C It can create awareness and present information in a way that 

can be absorbed by many easily.  
D However,r the truth is that many of us have yet to recognize its 

value and importance. 
E It could even be said that if it weren’t for art, our history and

traditions would be in danger of being completely forgotten.  
F But no matter what the definition may be, art has been around 

for us as long as humans have existed.   
G It can lead to better pain management and a reduction in stress 

or anxiety.    

The impact of art on our lives
Why is art so powerful? Perhaps the
simplest answer to this question is that
art touches us emotionally. It can also 
potentially influence so many areas of 
our lives. 

Firstly, art has the power to educate people 
about almost anything. 1… In a world where
a great deal of people don’t have access to
effective education, art makes education
an even greater equalizer of society. 

Art also promotes cultural appreciation.
2… That would be a tragedy for us all. As well as this, art can break down
cultural, social and economic barriers. While it can’t really solve poverty 
or promote social justice on its own, it can be used to encourage discourse
and expression. The reason why we can all relate to art is that we all have 
emotions and personal experiences. 3… And that is a good thing.

Art can help us heal, and experts have long supported the idea of art
therapy. This includes drawing, painting, sculpture and various other
creative outlets. The focus of this kind of therapy within a medical setting
is to work with individuals through creating artwork in addition to existing
care, in an effort to promote successful recovery. 4… Additionally, it can
increase self-esteem and coping skills.

Art accesses higher orders of thinking. 5… Rather, it makes us think about
current ideas and inspires us to make our own. This is why creativity is a
form of intelligence. It can be said that it is a special ability that unlocks the
potential of the human mind, and studies have shown that exposure to art 
can make us better in other fields of knowledge.

There will always be debates about what art is and what it is not. 6… 
Whether or not we are aware of it, art affects our lives one way or another.
There are many reasons why we make art and it helps people thrive in a
world of modern distractions.  
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1 Work in pairs. Look at the picture. Which century
do you think it shows? Why?

2 Read the outline to Jane Eyre. Put the events in 
order 1–6.
a … Jane leaves school.
b … Jane’s uncle dies.
c … Jane goes to school.
d … Jane’s parents die. 
e … A visitor comes to see Jane. 
f … Jane moves in with her uncle and his family.

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë
Jane Eyre’s parents died when she was 

very young so Jane moved to live with her

uncle, Mr Reed and his wife and their children,

John, Eliza, and Georgiana in their house, Gateshead. 

Mr Reed died soon after that, and Mrs Reed took care

of Jane. Mrs Reed was a cruel woman. She didn’t 

like Jane. Her son John often hit Jane but never got

in trouble for it. The only person in the house who 

cared for Jane was Bessie, the maid. 

When Jane was ten, Mrs Reed sent her away to 

boarding school. It was a cold and unhappy place, 

but thanks to a kind teacher, Miss Temple, Jane got

an education. She lived there for many years and 

never returned to Mrs Reed’s house.

After eight years at the school as a student and then a

teacher, Jane decided to leave. She was offered a job 

teaching an eight-year-old girl at Thornfield Hall, a 

large country house. The night before she left school,

she received a visitor.

OUTLINE

3 L1 Read and listen to the extract from Jane Eyre
and answer the questions.
1 Where are the people in the picture?
2 Who is Jane speaking to? 
3 Which two families does Jane receive news about?
4 Why has the woman come to see Jane now?

BEFORE YOU READ

READ

A servant appeared in my room and announced a visitor 

downstairs. I ran down and as I passed the kitchen a voice

cried out, ‘It’s her, I am sure! I could have recognized her 

anywhere!’

The voice belonged to a very good-looking woman with 

black hair and eyes. In another moment I was kissing her 

excitedly. ‘Bessie! Bessie! Bessie!’ was all I said. She gave me 

news of Gateshead.

‘I am now married and have a little boy and a girl that

I’ve called Jane,’ she said. ‘We live near Gateshead. But you

have not grown very tall, Miss Jane, and you are very thin. 

I suppose they have not fed you properly at school. Miss

Eliza Reed is much taller than you. And Miss Georgiana is 

twice as wide.’ 

‘I suppose she is also very beautiful?’

‘Very. And she was a great success in London society last

winter.’

‘And how is John Reed?’ 

‘Oh, he is not doing as well as his mother would wish. He 

was asked to leave university. But he is such a wild young 

man.’ 

‘And Mrs Reed?’ 

‘She is well enough in her body, but not easy in her mind. 

Mr John’s behaviour does not please her. He spends a great 

deal of money.’ 

‘Did she send you here, Bessie?’ 

‘No. I heard that you were moving to a different part of the

Jane EyreLITERATURE
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4 Read the extract again. Choose the correct
answer.
1 Bessie thinks Jane looks …

a healthy.
b overweight.
c like she hasn’t been eating enough.

2 According to Bessie, John Reed …
a has been doing well at university. 
b has probably disappointed his mother.
c has become successful in London.

3 Bessie is pleased that Jane …
a has become educated. 
b has got a good job.
c is more successful than Georgiana Reed.

4 Bessie tells Jane about …
a a recent visit from one of Mrs Reed’s relatives.
b a visit from one of Jane’s relatives years ago.
c a visit from someone selling something.

5 According to Bessie, the visitor looked like …
a he was quite poor.
b he had a lot of money.
c he wanted some money.

5 Word Power Read the sentences and rewrite
them in informal English.
1 She gave me news of Gateshead.
2 I suppose they have not fed you properly.
3 Mr John’s behaviour does not please her.
4 I’m afraid you are disappointed in me, Bessie.
5 Oh, you are quite a lady, Miss Jane!yy

6 L2 Listen to the next part of the story.
Answer the questions.
1 What words does Jane first use to describe the

house? How do you think she feels about her
new home at Thornfield Hall?

2 What surprises Jane about the way that Mrs
Fairfax treats her? How did she expect to be
treated?

3 What mistake does Jane make about the child
that she is going to teach?

4 How do you think Mrs Fairfax feels about Jane?
Why do you think this?

5 When did the child arrive at Thornfield Hall?
Does Jane find out where she came from?

7 GET CREATIVE Imagine you are Jane Eyre. 
Write a letter to Bessie about your first week at
Thornfield Hall. Write about:
• the house, the gardens, your room and how you

feel there.
• the people who live and work there, including

Mrs Fairfax and Adèle Varens.
• your daily life at Thornfield.

REFLECT

country. I thought I must see you before you got out of 

my reach.’

‘I’m afraid you are disappointed in me, Bessie.’ 

‘No, Miss Jane. You look like a lady. You are what I

expected: you were no beauty as a child. I’m sure you 

are clever though.’ And she went on to admire my piano

playing, my painting, my French and my sewing. 

‘Oh, you are quite a lady, Miss Jane! I always said you would 

do better in learning than the Miss Reeds! You will get on

very well without your relatives. Oh, there was something I 

wanted to ask you. Have you ever heard anything from your 

father’s family, the Eyres?’ 

‘Never in my life.’ 

‘Well, you remember that Mrs Reed said they were poor. 

Well, one day, nearly seven years ago, a Mr Eyre came to

Gateshead and wanted to see you. Mrs Reed said you were

at school fifty miles away. He was very disappointed. He 

said he could not stay because he was going on a journey 

to a foreign country, an island - Madeira, I think - in two 

days’ time. The ship was leaving from London. He looked 

quite a gentleman, not poor, and I believe he was your 

father’s brother - your uncle. My husband, Robert, believes 

he was a wine merchant.’ 

We talked a little longer and then she left. I saw her the 

next morning at Lowton, while I was waiting for the 

coach. She went back to Gateshead. I went in the other 

direction, towards another new life.

Extract from Richmond Readers: 
Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë

coach: a closed vehicle for carrying people
servant (n): a person who works in another  

person’s home, cleaning and cooking

Glossary
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LITERATURE
There are 3 termly Literature lessons that each feature an extract from the Richmond Readers
series. These provide an opportunity for extensive reading practice in a fun and supported way.  
There are 3 clear stages ‘Before you read, Read, Reflect’ which support students with their reading.

EXAMS
There are 9 Exam practice lessons that provide further practice of the grammar and vocabulary from 
the unit, using common exam question types. These are taken from a wide range of exam boards 
appropriate for the level and age group. Each section builds towards completing an exam style task.

Before you read
stage prepares 
students to read 
the text and 
think about 
the context.

Word Power 
word-building 
task.

Extract from the Richmond Readers series at the 
appropriate level with visuals to support details of the story.

Key words from the text are 
highlighted in the Glossary.

21st Century 
skills included 
as part of 
the literature 
lesson.

Main points of 
the story are
summarized 
in the Outline box.

Each lesson focuses on 
a skill such as reading, 
listening, speaking and 
writing, and a common 
exam question type such as 
multiple choice, gapfilling, 
writing a message and 
discussing a topic, etc.

Look! boxes provide general 
information on the scope 
of the exam task and what 
students can expect.

Reflect stage 
helps students 
to think about 
the story in a 
more general 
or personalized 
way.

Read stage 
helps students 
to focus on the 
main points of the 
story extract.

Useful strategies box 
gives guidance and tips 
on how to approach the 
exam task.

Exercises build towards 
and support the Exam 
task at the end of the 
lesson.

Graded Exam task which 
brings together the 
themes of the unit.
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Extended practice and assessment

Workbook
The Workbook provides thorough practice of the Student’s Book material, for students to do 
in class or at home, with graded activities for mixed ability via the ‘star’ system. There is a 
Progress check every 3 units and a writing summary at the back of the book. The Workbook 
audio is available as an MP3 download on the Richmond Learning Platform.
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VOCABULARY SUMMARY

UNITS 1–9

UNIT 1
Feelings: nouns
affection
amusement
anger
anxiety
confusion
depression

embarrassment
exhaustion
joy
pride
relaxation
relief

Feelings: phrasal verbs
calm down
cheer (sb) up
chill out
get carried away
get (sb) down

get over (sth/sb)
get to (sb)
go off (sth/sb)
grow on (sb)
stress (sb) out

sb/sth = somebody/something

UNIT 2
Success and failure
fail to
fulfil your dreams
give up
go to plan
go wrong
make it

mess up
miss an opportunity
overcome a problem
realize an ambition
turn out badly/well
work

Collocations: do, make, take
do (sb) good
do nothing
do well
do without
make an effort
make a fortune

make sense
make sure
take control of (sth)
take the opportunity
take (sth) seriously
take time off

UNIT 3
Media and news
advertising
eyewitness
gossip
headline
issue
journalism

newsfeed
presenter
source
story
update
viewers

Communication: verbs + prepositions
admit to
blame (sth/sb) for
boast about
comment on
complain about
criticize (sb) for

react to
refer to
report on
respond to
share with
warn against

UNIT 4
Clothes: adjectives
casual
classic
comfy
designer
practical
second-hand

smart
sporty
stylish
trendy
unconventional
unfashionabl

Appearance: adjectives
bizarre
chilled
dull
elegant
eye-catching
glamorous
gorgeous

neutral
relaxed
striking
stunning
vibrant
vivid
weird

UNIT 5
City living: compound nouns
apartment block
crime rate
cycle lane
housing shortage
nightlife
overcrowding

rush hour
shopping district
skyscraper
social isolation
traffic jam
transport links

City living: phrasal verbs
break down
drop (sb) off
get around
get away (from)
hang around
head for

hold (sb) up
hurry up
leave (sth) behind
look around
pick (sb) up
run into

WRITING A personal profile

Tips for writing
• sic details:ic personal deUUse these phrases to talk about base phrases to t si

I was bororn in … 
p …I grgrew w up …

• lk about your interests:hese phrases to talUsee these phrases to talk abose te these phrases to tal
toto …I’I’m int
into …o … I got i

main pasassion is …My m

• direct and informal Use these wowords and phrases for a d
style:
Let me tetell you a bit about myself. 
So, whahat am I into? Well, I …

ng you!ookinng forward to meeting yoLook
nd we can start chatting!me a message andSend d me

Use a chatty
informal style 
and talk to the
reader directly.

Use connectors
to organize the
information.

Use phrasal
verbs.

Hi, I’m Kevin and I’m sixteen.

Let me tell you a bit about myself. I was born in London but I grew

up near Liverpool, England. It’s a fantastic and vibrant city with a lot  

of  culture.

So, what am I into? Well, I’ve been a part of  a community theatre

group for the past six years. I started by helping out with making 

the costumes (I’m good at sewing), but I discovered I love the 

excitement of  the theatre, the stage and the bright lights!  That’s why

I got into acting.

I’ve been in some plays and had a small role in a TV drama.

rHowever, my main passion is films. I love watching all kinds of  films rr

from all over the world, as well as hanging out with my friends and

discussing the films we’ve seen. 

At the moment I’m studying for my exams. I’m in a play, otoo, so I’m

pretty busy. After that, I’d really like to study acting full-time, and

maybe even go to Hollywood! I’ve joined this site because I’d like 

to meet other young actors so we can share our experiences and

maybe even form a theatre group.

Send me a message and we can start chatting. Looking forward to

meeting you!

Kevin’s 
page

Say what your 
hobbies and
interests are.

Say what you’re
doing, and give
your reasons
for writing your 
profile.

Give some 
basic personal 
details.

Include a closing 
sentence at the 
end.
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WRITING SUMMARY

UNIT 1

VOCABULARY Feelings: nouns 

1 * 1.1 Match the pictures with the words in 
the box. Listen and check.

affection amusement  anger  
confusion exhaustion joy

3 ** 1.2 Complete the dialogues with the 
correct noun in the box. Listen and check. 

amusement  confusion depression  
exhaustion joy relief

A: It’s a  to see our brother again.
B: Yes. I’m so happy. We haven’t seen him for 

nearly ten years!
1 A: What is the biggest problem for runners after a 

marathon?
B: . They need rest and lots of 

protein.
2 A:  We nearly didn’t get to the concert on time.

B: Yes, it was a huge when that taxi
stopped for us!

3 A: The students looked at the teacher with 
 when he started singing.

B:  I know. He likes to make them laugh!
4 A:  There’s a lot of  about our project.

B: You’re right. It isn’t very clear, is it? 
5 A:  I suffer from  in the winter.

B: Yes, it’s mainly due to a lack of sunlight. 

4 *** Complete the text with feeling nouns. The 
first letters are given. 

joy

amusement 1

2 3

4 5

2 ** Choose the correct word.

There was some confusion / confused about thed
location of the party.

1 Do you become anxiety /y anxious before you give
a presentation?

2 He was depressed /d depression so he made an 
appointment to see the doctor.

3 It was a relieved /d relief to get home after a hardf
day studying in the library. 

4 Dad, please don’t dance at the party. You’re such 
an embarrassed /d embarrassment! 

5 The volleyball team were proud /d pride of winning
the tournament. 

6 We all need some rest and relaxed /d relaxation at 
the weekend. 🚺🚺

My mum and dad take

great p  in 

their two granddaughters.

It’s a 1j  to see 

them all together. They 

have great 

🚺🚺
2a

🚺🚺
ecially

🚺🚺
things

🚺🚺🚺🚺
f

🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺J🚺🚺🚺🚺took her exams last month. She worked very hard🚺🚺🚺🚺an🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺It 🚺🚺
was🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺🚺the exams were 
🚺🚺

over and Jenny was able to relax.
🚺🚺

ride

6

1 Feeling good READING

1 Quickly read Dave’s first paragraph and Sara’s first
paragraph. What are they doing this weekend?

2 1.3 Read and listen to the article. 
Are the sentences true (T) or false (F)? 

Dave and Sara don’t know each other.  
1 They had both been revising hard

before their weekend away. 
2 Neither Dave nor Sara had been

doing any exercise. 
3 Their parents drove them both to

their weekend activities. 
4 Their first impressions were both

very positive. 
5 Dave enjoyed his weekend away but

Sara didn’t. 

3 1.3 Read and listen again. Answer the 
questions with a word or short phrase.

What was Dave disappointed about on 
arrival? 

1 Was Dave more excited on the first day or
the second day?

2 How many types of wild birds does Dave
mention?

3 Which activity was Sara looking forward to?

4 Which activity was Sara embarrassed
about?

5 What happened to Sara during the bike
competition?

4 Word Power Find nouns, adjectives and
adverbs with the suffixes below in the text.

-able/-ible unbelievable (adjective)

-ic

-ive

-ly

-ance/-ence

-ment

-tion

-ness

F

the accommodation

Dave🌿
I’ve been studying for my final exams 

and I’ve hardly left the house apart

from to see friends. So, my parents

have booked me on a wildlife weekend 

in the mountains! Hopefully, I’ll get

to see lots of  animals in their natural 

habitat. Hiking in the mountains 

is going to be unbelievable, too, and I can’t wait to see our 

accommodation – it looks so cosy! 

Saturday

I’ve arrived at the hiking lodge after a three-hour train ride. It’s

a bit of  a disappointment as it’s ever so basic and cold, but I

should have known that hiking wasn’t going to be luxurious! I 

haven’t seen many wild animals yet. We’ve been walking for 

ages, but all we’ve seen is a wild pig. I hope this trip is worth it.

Sunday

Guess what? I’ve seen my first eagle! I was losing hope, but

then I heard a loud squawk – an eagle was flying right above 

me! What’s more, a bearded vulture with a wingspan of  over two

metres also made an appearance! It dropped some bones on 

a cliff  near us, which it does to make it easier to eat the marrow 

inside. It was amazing to see. Being in nature all weekend has

been such a joy!

Sara🌿
Like Dave, I’ve been spending too 

much time indoors revising, and even 

though I’ve been getting out for a 

quick jog every day, my fitness levels 

are low and I’m sick of  the city. So, my 

dad’s found an outdoor activity course in 

the countryside about an hour’s drive away,

and I’m going this weekend! Lucky me!

Saturday

Dad’s just dropped me off  at the activity centre. It’s very smart, 

and everyone looks super fit! We’re going out for a nice run in 

the woods now, can’t wait, then after lunch it’s the high rope. I 

have zero confidence about this, and my fear of  heights is not 

going to help at all. I’m not looking forward to it, to be honest.

Sunday

Yesterday was a total embarrassment. I got stuck half-way across 

the rope walkway – I completely froze! Even though everyone

was so supportive, I felt awful. On top of  that, I’ve just done the 

mountain bike race. I’m used to cycling, but on roads, not in the 

woods. Now I’m waiting in the activity centre to see the nurse, as 

I’ve hurt my wrist. It’s going to be a real relief  to go home!

Happier outside? 🌿
Best friends Dave and Sara get away from the exhaustion 
of their study routines and get out into nature. 
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1 P1.1 Complete the text with the words in the 
box. Listen and check.

bruised cut down diet fresh air headache 
sprained  tablets  taken up throat

4 Match the two parts to make feelings nouns.

1 amus
2 pr
3 anx
4 affec
5 an
6 depre
7 rel

ide
ger
ement
ief
ssion
iety
tion

5 P1.2 Choose the correct answers. Listen and 
check.

I read / d I’ve read that book for school yesterday.d
1 I’m covered in flour because I’ve made / been

making some cakes.
2 I’ve lived /d I lived in Los Angeles for six months,d

then I moved to Detroit.
3 How many Maths questions have you answered /d

did you answer already?r
4 I’ve watched /d been watching that film six times.
5 What time have you arrived /d did you arrive home?
6 I’ve had /d I had a part-time job since I was sixteen.d

6 P1.3 Complete the sentences with the to +
infinitive or -ing form of the verbs in brackets. 
Listen and check.

I enjoy up early. (wake)
1  to quiet music helps you calm down. 

(listen)
2 I forgot  some coffee. We can have

tea instead. (buy)
3 When Tom feels like  a break he goes

for a short walk. (take)
4 Shall I help you  up? (tidy)
5 I put headphones on  the traffic

noise out. (keep)
6 Did you remember  the front door? 

(lock)

7 Match the two parts of the success and failure 
phrases.

1 go 
2 fulfil
3 realize
4 overcome
5 mess
6 miss
7 give
8 make
9 turn
10 go

a problem
an opportunity
an ambition
wrong
your dreams
up
out well
to plan 
up
it

waking

My friend and I wanted to be healthier
so we decided to meet up every morning
before breakfast and go outside to get some

. We’ve both 1  cycling
so we ride round the park together. We crashed
into each other last week! Luckily, I was just
2 , but my friend ended up with a
3  wrist.

We have a new balanced 4  with
fibre, protein and vitamins. Now we feel much
fitter. We’ve also 5  on chocolate and
crisps. We get fewer colds, but when we do feel
unwell, like when we have a 6  or
a sore 7 , we try not to take a lot of 
8 .

fresh air

2 Choose the correct answers.

You shouldn’t /t have to stop when the light is red.
1 The exam starts at 9.00. You don’t have to / must

get there on time.
2 Students ought /t mustn’t to study every day.t
3 You don’t have to / must go for a run if you’re tired. t

Be kind to yourself!
4 We shouldn’t /t need to drink lots of fizzy drinks.
5 Members must /t mustn’t bring food into the gym.t
6 Teenagers need to / shouldn’t sleep at least eight t

hours a night.

3 Complete the sentences with the simple or
continuous form of the verbs in the box.

arrive  come fall snow  stay  study

It  a lot in Sweden in the winter.
1 The bus  every twenty minutes

nowadays.
2 At the moment I  with my 

cousins as my parents are away.
3 She  asleep during Maths yesterday.
4 Evan  in the library when the

fire alarm went off.
5 Everyone was leaving when we .

snows

🍎
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STARTER AND UNITS 1–3PROGRESS CHECK
8 Choose the correct answers.

She remembered she put / t had put her passport t
in a different bag.

1 I had slept /t was sleeping for only two hours so I
felt very tired in class.

2 She was running / ran in the park when she found
the ring.

3 He had started /d started playing the guitar whend
he was eight years old. 

4 By the time she got to school the bell had already 
rung / already rang.

5 I had been eating / had eaten a big breakfast, but 
I was still hungry.

6 She wished she didn’t invite / hadn’t invited herd
sister to the party.

9 P1.4 Complete the sentences with the correct
past perfect form of the verbs in brackets. Listen 
and check.

I was curious because I  the
headteacher before. (not meet)

1 I  all morning so I was ready 
for a break at midday. (study)

2 Jim  before so he felt very
nervous. (not drive)

3 All the shops  before we got to 
town. (shut)

4 I  tennis for an hour when I 
suddenly fell ill. (play)

5 There was water all over the kitchen floor.
Someone  to turn the tap off.
(forget)

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

eyewitnesses  gossip  headline 
presenters source update viewers

A  has to be short and get readers
interested in the story.

1 TV companies need to attract  to
watch their programmes.

2 News  need to stay calm when 
reading a dramatic news story.

3 Celebrities are the target for  and
social media stories.

4 Journalists have to regularly  current
news stories.

5 It’s important that the  of a news
story is reliable.

6 The police rely on  to give them 
information about an incident.

hadn’t met

10

headline

Choose the correct answers.

I’m used to sleeping / sleep with the window
open. 

1 Gina isn’t get used /d used to speaking English.d
2 My new job is great and I’ve got used to working /

work in a big office.k
3 I lived in the UK when I was younger so I ’m used

/ get used to driving on the left.d
4 Rita needs to get /t be used to driving on the right

when she goes to the USA.
5 My dad isn’t /t doesn’t used to streaming musict

online. He still prefers CDs.
6 I’m going to university in another city so I’ll have 

to get /t be used to living away from home.

Write questions for the underlined information in
the answers.

?
The app is called UK Sounds.

1 ?
I started a website to sell second-hand clothes.

2 ?
My friendy  helped me with my homework.

3 ?
We moved house last month.

4 ?
I check my emails every dayy y.

5 ?
I’ve had two accidents since I started driving.

6 ?
My brothery  taught me how to play the guitar.

Complete the sentences with the correct
question tags.

They aren’t going to fail the exam, ?

1 You saw my message yesterday, 
? 

2 She’s interested in raising money for charity, 
? 

3 His website isn’t going to be about cars, 
?

4 You’ve logged in with your username, 
?

5 He didn’t download the songs, 
?

6 That podcast wasn’t very long, 
? 

11

12

What’s the app called

13

are they
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ITS 1–3

Practice of vocabulary 
and grammar from 
the Student’s Book. 
Graded with stars 
to show 3 levels of 
difficulty.

Practice of the 
4 skills from the 
Student’s Book: 
reading, listening, 
speaking and writing.

Word Power
word-building task.

Regular ‘listen and 
check’ activities. 
Available as MP3 
downloads on the 
Richmond Learning 
Platform.

3 termly Progress 
checks test 
vocabulary and 
grammar from the 
previous 3 units.

Regular ‘listen and 
check’ activities. 
Available as MP3 
downloads on the 
Richmond Learning 
Platform.

Use as end-of-term 
revision in class or at 
home.

A range of exercises 
test knowledge 
of vocabulary and 
grammar across 
different units. 

Comprehensive 
Writing summary 
section at the back 
of the Workbook.

Convenient 
Vocabulary summary 
section at the back 
of the Workbook.

Unit-by-unit 
reference for items 
taught in the 2 
vocabulary lessons 
in the Student’s 
Book.

Model texts for each 
of the Student’s 
Book writing lessons.

Text features and 
key language 
clearly highlighted.

Useful Tips for 
writing in short 
summary section.

Listed alphabetically 
for easy use.
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INTRODUCTION

Vlogs and culture videos from the Student’s Book 
further exploited using new tasks.

EXTRA PRACTICE WORKSHEETS
There are 72 print-and-go worksheets that provide students with extra practice of grammar and 
vocabulary in a variety of different ways, including via the 4 skills. The grammar and vocabulary 
worksheets are offered at 2 levels of difficulty. All the worksheets can be found on the Richmond 
Learning Platform and can be printed off for use in class or set as homework. Audio for the 
listening worksheets is available as an MP3 download on the Richmond Learning Platform.

TESTS
There is a comprehensive test package offered on the Richmond 
Learning Platform. Tests are offered at 2 levels of difficulty and 
are presented in both PDF and digital format. 

EXTRA PRACTICE ACTIVITIES
Extra practice activities for self-study on the Richmond 
Learning Platform in digital format. 

2 vocabulary and 2 grammar worksheets for every unit.

The language worksheets are graded for two levels of difficulty 
via consolidation and extension versions.

4 skills worksheets for every unit: reading, 
listening, speaking and writing.

The skills worksheets revise grammar and vocabulary 
via a skills activity at one level of difficulty, and end with 
a short 21st Century skills task.

Consolidation and extension versions of each test (not speaking).

Tests are auto-marked (except for speaking and 
writing tasks which require teacher grading).

Unit-by-unit tests, end-of-term tests, and end-of-year tests. 

Tests for grammar, vocabulary, reading, listening, 
speaking and writing. The 4 skills are tested separately.

Reading and listening activities use Student’s Book texts 
and audio with new comprehension tasks.

Speaking and writing activities test Useful language from the 
Student’s Book. Listen, repeat and record facility for speaking 
and pronunciation.
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Teacher’s Guide
The Keep it real! Teacher’s Guide is a complete planning and teaching resource with Student’s Book 
pages and teaching notes combined. Student’s Book audio scripts, Workbook answer keys and 
additional teaching notes for the Student’s Book vlogs and culture videos are available at the back 
of the Teacher's Guide.
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VOCABULARY Feelings: nouns
I can identify and describe different feelings.

1 Read the title of the text and the introduction. Have you used any emojis today?

2  1.1 Read the text and complete the table with the
noun forms. Listen and check.

Adjective Noun Adjective Noun
affectionate affection embarrassed
amused exhausted
angry joyful
anxious proud
confused relaxed
depressed relieved

3 Which two emojis are with the wrong messages?
In pairs, compare your answers.

4 Work in pairs. Discuss when you experienced 
some of the feelings in Exercise 2.

Vocabulary: Feelings: nouns; 
Feelings: phrasal verbs

Grammar: Present perfect 
review; Verb patterns (1)

Speaking: Describing 
recent experiences

Writing: A personal 
profile

international language
emotion

The

of

Are emojis the new global language? More than
90% of social media users use emojis to add
emotion to messages, and there’s an emoji for
almost every feeling and social situation. How
emoji-literate are you? Can you spot which two
emojis are with the wrong messages?

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write definitions or example sentences for other emojis 
(real or imagined).

So my phone hadn’t been stolen after all – I’ve just 
found it under the sofa. What a relief!

I’ve just finished my 10 km ‘fun run’. So this is what 
total exhaustion feels like!

Does anyone else suffer from depression in winter? 
Grey skies make me feel really miserable.

Right now, I’m chilling out at the beach and listening
to music. This is my idea of relaxation!

Much to my amusement, our dog is singing along to 
the radio. She must really like Taylor Swift!

I’ve just got to school and realized I’m still wearing 
my slippers! Imagine my embarrassment!

I’m so excited as we’re about to go to the Ed 
Sheeran concert. I’m jumping for joy!

We’re feeling a great sense of pride today. Our 
son has just graduated! Congratulations, Ben!

Has anyone got any tips for managing anxiety? I’ve
got exams next week and I’m feeling so stressed.

Thanks for the birthday wishes! Sending love and 
affection to you all!

I don’t understand my Maths homework! Is anyone 
else in a state of total confusion or is it just me?

I’m feeling a lot of angerf  this morning. To the personr

that stole my bike lights – have a horrible day!

o 

a

mmoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooottttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooonnnnnnnn

Over 60 billion emojis 
are sent every day. 
One of the most 
popular emojis on 
social media is this 
laughing face. 

FUN

9LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127

Feeling good 1

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 6 31

UNIT 1 OVERVIEW: The topic of this unit is feelings and happiness. Sts read about the
world’s happiest teenagers and listen to a radio programme about the effect of music on
our emotions. They learn nouns and phrasal verbs for talking about feelings and read some
adverts, tickets and posters for music events. They then read an article about different eras in British 
popular music. Finally, they read and write a personal profile. They also watch a vlog about songwriting and a 
culture video about Ana, a musician who uses her life experience to inspire her music.

VOCABULARY Feelings: nouns

Sts learn nouns for 12 different feelings. They identify
these by matching them to adjectives that they already 
know. They confirm understanding by matching the 
nouns to familiar emojis expressing feelings. They
personalise the vocabulary by discussing when they last
experienced some of the feelings.

Vocabulary
Feelings: nouns (affection, amusement, anger, anxiety,
confusion, depression, embarrassment, exhaustion, joy, 
pride, relaxation, relief)ff

Vlog
Regal: Songwriting tips

WARMER
Ask: How are you feeling today? Are you happy? Are you 
worried about an exam? Elicit answers from individual
sts and encourage them to give reasons. Write the 
adjectives they use on the board, then ask: Can you think
of any more words for feelings? 

1 Sts read the title and introduction to the article. Check 
they understand emoji-literate (able to understand the
language of emojis). Elicit who has used emojis today, 
and which ones they have used.

2  1.1 Read through the adjectives in the table and 
elicit or teach the meanings. Point out the nouns in bold
in the quiz. Sts complete the table with the correct noun
forms. Play the audio track for sts to listen and check.
See Answers for audio script. Check answers.

Answers 
amused – amusement
angry – anger 
anxious – anxiety
confused – confusion
depressed – depression 

exhausted – exhaustion 
joyful – joy
proud – pride 
relaxed – relaxation 
relieved – relief 

embarrassed – embarrassment

3 Put sts into pairs. Ask them to look at the introduction
to the text again and identify which two emojis are with
the wrong messages. Check answers.

Answer
The emojis for confusion and anger are with the
wrong messages.

4 Give an example about yourself, e.g. I last felt relief last
week, when I found my purse – I thought I had lost it! Put
sts into pairs to talk about when they last experienced
some of the feelings in Exercise 2. Ask some sts to tell 
the class something they learned about their partner.

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Ask who uses this emoji. Sts might also be 
interested to know that the first emoji was 

created by Shigetaka Kurita, a designer working 
for a mobile phone company in Japan in 1999. There 
are now over 2,000 different emojis to choose from. 

Vlog

This lesson features a vlog in which a vlogger talks
about songwriting. You can watch this in class if you 
have time and access to video, or you can ask sts to
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See TG pages 289 and 307.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further
by writing definitions or example sentences for other
emojis, e.g. This emoji expresses a strong feeling of anger.
Weaker sts could work in pairs, taking turns to point to
the emojis and say the correct noun that it represents.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.6
Sts will find more practice of nouns for feelings 
here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127

Feeling good 1
Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Feelings: 
nouns;
Feelings: 
phrasal verbs 

Present perfect
review; Verb 
patterns (1)

Stress in verb 
patterns

Understanding 
comparisons in 
texts

Listening 
for specific
information 

Describing 
recent 
experiences

A personal 
profile

TEACHER'S RESOURCES

Reproductions of every Student’s 
Book page on the left-hand page.

Ideas for fun lesson 
introductions to warm 
students up to the topic 
of the lesson.

A summary of the topics 
covered in each unit with 
the language aims clearly 
stated.

Answer keys highlighted 
in easy-to-find boxes.

Complete teacher’s notes with 
answer keys on the right-hand page.
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VLOG V
UNIT 1

How to write a song
BACKGROUND
Jason Regal is a music production student at Full Sail 
University. He is a singer and songwriter, and he makes
videos that showcase some of his artistic endeavours. He is
British and Jamaican, and grew up living in both Jamaica 
and Panama. In this vlog, he describes the process of 
writing a new song and gives tips to help people have a go
at writing a song themselves.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
1: anger, anxiety, confusion, embarrassment, joy; verb patterns.
These are detailed in bold in the Unit 1 vlog script on TG 
page 307. You may wish to pre-teach the following words 
and phrases: tips, shortcuts, beat, splendid, grand (= good).

NOTE: Regal also uses some grammar that sts don’t meet 
until later in the SB: future continuous (I’ll be playing) to
talk about an action in progress in the future.

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete
lexical set from SB page 9 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class,
the timecodes are as follows: anger (0:15); anxiety (0:16); joy
(1:49); confusion (1:51); joy (2:00); embarrassment (2:53). These
are detailed in bold in the Unit 1 vlog script on TG page 307.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Regal uses a beat from YouTube to help him write 
his song. Discuss with the class whether any of 
them have experience of using beats in this way. If 
you have time and internet access, students could 
search for beats that are available online, so they 
could also try writing their own songs at home.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
songwriting tip they learned from Regal’s vlog. Then ask
some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers.

• What kinds of beats does Regal search for online? (chill
beats: 0:50)

• What is next to Regal’s piano? (a laptop and some
headphones: 0:57)

• What gesture does Regal make to show ‘joy’? (he holds 
both hands up next to his face: 1:49)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also 
relate to music: sing along to (0:49) chords (0:58), catchy 
(1:24), melody (1:43), section (of a song) (2:40), structure (of a
song) (2:45). 

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and the types of music they like. First, elicit 
the questions sts need to ask. (Do you like rap music/
rock music/pop music? Who’s your favourite singer?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many 
different classmates as possible, using the same 
questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who likes:

» rap music
» rock music
» pop music
» classical music

• Talk to your classmates about their favourite singers
and bands. Who’s your favourite singer? What’s
your favourite band?

• Find out who in your class would like to write a
song. What kind of song would they like to write – 
joyful, sad? Would they like to sing it themselves?

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the vlog again for
homework (either with or without subtitles).

Detailed vlog and culture 
video teaching notes at 
the back of the Teacher's 
Guide.

Signposting to 
supplementary support 
material.
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GRAMMAR ANIMATION 

SCRIPTS

UNIT 1
You’ve been looking for them 
for a month! 
J = 
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Remember to check for 
viruses!  
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UNIT 2
I was fixing an old umbrella 
when I had a great idea! 

I’d been following the bike for 
an hour! 

UNIT 3
You’ll get used to it quickly! 
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AUDIOSCRIPTSCULTURE VIDEO

UNIT 1 
A musical soul
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UNIT 2
Up your game

UNIT 3 
The social media detox
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UNIT 1
How to write a song
R = Regal
R: Hey there, my name’s Regal and 
today I’m going to show you how 
to write a song. When I started 
songwriting, it was in a time when
I experienced a lot of anger and
anxiety. I started songwriting when
I was really young and I found that
it was a great way to express my
emotions. It also just makes me really 
happy. Another great thing about
songwriting is that you can share
it with your friends and family, and
that’s how I eventually got pretty good
at it. It seems complicated at first, but
I’m going to show you a few tips and
shortcuts of how to write a song.
If you don’t play an instrument, I
would suggest finding a beat on 
YouTube that you can sing along to. 
For this video, I’ll be playing a piano. 
Here are a few chords that are simple
and easy. Once you have your beat, it’s 
time to start writing. If you want to 
make a song really catchy, it’s best to 
start by just singing or humming oohs
and aahs. Don’t write words yet.
Now that we have a melody that we 
like, we can start adding words to 
it. Think of any emotion that comes
to mind, it could be joy or sadness,
or confusion or clarity, or chaos or
perfection. This melody sounds really
joyful to me, so I’m going to go with 
the topic of joy. Start to match words 
to the melody you created like this. 
Oh, you might as well smile, and after a 
while, the weather will change, and the
sun will come out. You might as well 
laugh, it isn’t so bad. When you look
around, and see all that you are,  life is 
so splendid, life is so great. When you
understand that the trouble will pass,
that life is so splendid, life is so great.
When you understand the trouble will
pass ...
Once you have a section of the song 
that you like, follow these steps to 
create the next sections. You can
follow the structure of a song that you
like, or you can make it completely
your own. Once you have a song that 
you like, show it to your friends and 
family. You might feel a little bit of 
embarrassment at first, but trust me,

it gets easier the more you do it. Most
importantly, don’t forget to have fun
with this. I hope this was really helpful
to you. See you next time.

UNIT 2
Things I’ve learned about 
failure
B = Ben
B: My name is Ben, I live in London
and I make vlogs about life.
I’ve failed to do a lot of things in my 
life. The more that time passes, the
more you realize what lessons you’ve
taught yourself just by stumbling
through life. When things don’t go
to plan or go wrong it sucks, but you 
learn from that. You don’t learn a
lesson because someone told you that
was the truth, you learn it because you 
experienced it yourself. That’s growing
up. That being said, here are some of 
the things I’ve learned to be true.
First thing: do you have a dream? 
Before you fulfil your dreams, you
have to have a dream. When I was 
younger, I could never achieve any 
goals because I didn’t have any goals.
To have a dream or goal, you have
to try different things. I used to like 
music, but I never knew what I wanted 
to do with my music. Then, I tried 
something new: making electronic
music. It was strange at first, but I
discovered that I really love it. Then, I
made a goal to release an album, and
now I have an album! Stepping out of 
your comfort zone is really important 
to achieving any goal.
Second thing: a key learning moment 
is in the hours spent thinking about a
missed opportunity. We often think
it’s bad to ask the question What if ?
But I’d argue it is a necessary tool for
our brains. Do you ever think back to a
memory and realize Oh! I missed a big
opportunity there? I guarantee the next
time you are in that situation, you will
be reminded of that regret and know 
what to do the next time around.
Third thing: it’s OK to give up on a 
dream. I tried to do stand-up comedy 
recently. It went so horribly that I 
realized I didn’t actually want to do 
it. When something turns out badly, 
maybe that’s what you’re learning. 
Learning what you don’t want to do 

is just as important as learning what
you want to do. It might even be more
important.
Fourth thing: everything takes time.  A
lot of it. You c
expect to imm
problem. Tim
all that it take
something. H
best: It always
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WORKBOOK
ANSWER KEY

2 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 T
3 1 the second day

2 two: eagles and vultures
3 going for a run in the woods
4 the high rope
5 She hurt her wrist.

4

-able/-ible unbelievable
(adjective)

-ic basic (adjective)
-ive supportive 

(adjective)
-ly hardly, hopefully,

completely 
(adverbs)

-ance/-ence appearance, 
confidence (nouns)

-ment disappointment, 
embarrassment 
(nouns)

-tion exhaustion, 
accommodation 
(nouns)

-ness fitness (noun)

Grammar
1 1 ’ve lived

2 ’s been 
3 did you wait

4 hasn’t
texted

5 ’ve written
2 1 taught 

2 ’s loved
3 ’s taken
4 started 

5 ’s been
6 has grown  
7 ’s made

3 1 Katie hasn’t listened to that new
album yet. 

2 Jim has been writing a new song
and hopes to finish it soon. 

3 Have you heard any noises
coming from upstairs? 

4 Mum has been waiting for you to
text all morning.

5 My brother has had two accidents 
on his new bike so far.

4 1 have you bought for dinner
2 has she been living in her 

apartment
3 has John been sleeping
4 books have you read this month
5 has he been doing all afternoon

5 1 ’s been
2 ’ve been working
3 has landed 
4 ’s been painting
5 ’ve been studying

Vocabulary and Listening
1 1 d 2 a 3 f 4 c 5 b 6 e

2 1 down
2 on

3 over
4 to

5 off

3 1 got me down
2 cheered me up
3 growing on me
4 getting over
5 doesn’t get to me

4 1 b 2 d 3 a 4 c
5 1 a 2 c 3 a 4 c
6 1 T 2 T 3 F 4 T

5 T 6 T 7 F

Grammar
1 1 c 2 g 3 b 4 f

5 d 6 a 7 e
2 1 to give

2 to teach
3 going
4 to let

5 singing
6 to get
7 to listen
8 swimming

3 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 b
4 1 Passing

2 falling
3 doing

4 to go
5 meeting
6 to buy

5 1 deciding
2 to relax
3 to take
4 to go diving

5 to go
6 going
7 staying

Speaking
1 1 just been 4 I’ve never been

2 was it like 5 can imagine
3 so jealous 6 Nice

2 1 c 2 g 3 d 4 b
5 a 6 e 7 f

3 1 c 2 d 3 f 4 a 5 e 6 b
4 1 b 2 f 3 a 4 d 5 e 6 c

Writing
1 1 so

2 and
3 because

4 but
5 that’s why

2 1 but
2 so
3 as well as

4 because
5 After that
6 Although

3 1 up
2 up
3 with
4 into

5 out
6 after
7 to

4 Students’ own answers.

Review
1 1 confusion

2 exhaustion
3 relief 
4 amusement

5 pride
6 anxiety
7 joy
8 depression

STARTER

Vocabulary
1 1 get

2 reduce
3 organize
4 avoid

5 have
6 skip
7 cut

2 1 SI 2 SI 3 R 4 SI 5 I
6 R 7 SI 8 R 9 I

Grammar
3 1 going to do

2 will take
3 is having

4 ’ll be taking
5 leaves
6 is going to

4 1 mustn’t
2 shouldn’t
3 don’t have to

4 ought to
5 need to
6 must 

Vocabulary
5 1 background

2 blended
3 generation

4 grandparent
5 raise

6 1 keep 2 get 3 are
4 have 5 be

Grammar
7 1 go

2 are training
3 contains
4 thinks

5 Are you 
enjoying

6 am having

8 1 was walking 4 rang
2 lived 5 moved
3 were shopping

9 1 g 2 d 3 e 4 f
5 c 6 a 7 b

UNIT 1

Vocabulary
1 1 exhaustion

2 affection
3 anger

4 joy
5 confusion

2 1 anxious 4 embarrassment
2 depressed 5 proud
3 relief  6 relaxation

3 1 exhaustion
2 relief
3 amusement

4 confusion
5 depression

4 1 joy 4 amusement
2 affection 5 anxiety
3 embarrassment 6 relief

Reading
1 Dave is going on a wildlife weekend

in the mountains. Sara is going on 
an outdoor activity course in the 
countryside.

Workbook answer key 
for easy reference.

Scripts for all vlogs, 
culture videos and 
animations.
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INTRODUCTION

iBook for teachers
The Keep it real! iBook is a fully interactive version of the course for use in class. It combines all 
the teaching and learning elements of the course for use with a Smart Board or projector, in a 
convenient one-stop resource.

There is a wealth of interactive resources on the Richmond Learning Platform. These can 
be used as self study or assigned by the teacher and assessed and tracked through the mark 
book. The Richmond Learning Platform also includes downloadable PDFs and other key 
components.

Includes 
embedded audio, 
culture videos and 
vlogs at a click.

Includes 
Student’s Book, 
Workbook and 
Teacher’s Guide 
all in one place.

Extra practice 
activities for skills, 
pronunciation and 
video resources 
that can be 
assigned, tracked 
and marked.

Digital tests that 
can be assigned, 
tracked and 
marked.

Complete 
downloadable 
audio, video, 
animations, and 
scripts.

Print-and-go 
worksheets and 
tests for use in 
class.

Easily accessible 
grammar 
animations and
Keep moving!
revision game. 

Student’s Book 
pages with pop-up 
answer keys and 
audio / video 
scripts.

Workbook audio 
MP3 and answer 
key.

Downloadable 
wordlists and 
CEFR mapping 
documents.
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VOCABULARY Healthy living
I can talk about healthy living.

1  S0.1 Complete the forum questions and advice 
with the verbs in the box. Listen and check.

avoid    cut    get    have   join    organize  
reduce (x2)    skip    take (x2)

2 Complete the questions with verbs from Exercise 1. 
In pairs, ask and answer the questions.
1 Do you ever … breakfast?
2 What do you think you need to … down on?
3 How much fresh air do you … each day?
4 What are your tips to … stress during exam time?

3 Work in pairs. Discuss the advice given in the 
forum. Can you make any other suggestions?

Illness and remedies
I can talk about illness and remedies.

4  S0.2 Match the pictures with the words 
in the box. Listen and check.

antiseptic cream    bruise    cough syrup    dizzy    
headache    plaster    stomach ache    tablet    
temperature    toothache

TEEN HEALTH FORUM

HOME   GET ADVICE   BLOG   REGISTER

ASK OUR EXPERT

feel tired and I’ve got exams soon. I like feel tired and I’ve got exams soon. I liked I’ve got exams soon. I likegot exams soon. I likeInnnnoooooooooooooooooooossssssgggooooottttttttotoooooooooootttttggggggggggggggg maaaaaxxxxexxeexxxxxxxxxxxxx smsssssssmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ssssssssoossssssssssssssssoomtooogggeI always feeeee
g up late and watching my favourite TV series, g up late and watching my favourite TV series,watching my favourite TV series, watching my favouritewatching my favourite TV series,w gnnnihhccww ctctaaaatttattaaattttcaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa chawawwaa chhhhhhhhhhhhhhtcchhhhhhii g mmgg VVV ssse eiirrr eeeeess,ssss,s,,ssssstaying up l
 starting to feel a o feel a bit stressed. What are yourfeel a bit stressed. What are yourfffffefefeeeeeeeeeeefffffff eeeeefffffff eefff yourabut I’m stastatttttt

ps totop tips to 3… stresstresss r srrreeeerrrsttst in this situation?

ble andnd dddddnMake a timetabl 4444… your time carefully 
 ANDNNDD rerelalaxx. YYouou’llll fefeelel mmororee NNso you can revise A

you’ll ’ll definitely lin control and y 5… stress that
way. 6… ightshtslate nig andand go to bed at the same aaa dnnnnna me 

ght. ght. ght. time every nigg

I often 77… tbreakfasttakfastaaaaassssaaakfffaaaaaaaaaaakfffasssssssstttttfaaa and ddon’tand 8… a bbalanced

diet coffee a. I drink a lot of coffeecoffffeee and energy drinof coffeeeeeeeeeeeeeee aaee affffffffffffeffffeffeffeffeffeeeeeeeeeeeee affffffffeeeeeeeee drinks to
e day. Hget me throughgh tthehe dday. Help!

It’s important for teenagers to ertant for teenage eat well. 9…
vitaminss eve  morning and  every mo 100… down on
the coffee and energy drinks.ffee and ene s. You’ll soonthe

rt to feel healthier.to feel healthierstart t

I want to live a healthier life, but I don’t want to
join a gym. Any suggestions?

more! It’s a great way to Walk moreWalk more! Itore!rereoW 1… some 

rairfresh airr and it’s free! Or aand 2… up a hobby like 
mountain biking.r mrunning or mor

1

5 Copy and complete the table with words from 
Exercise 4. Then add the words in the box. Can you 
add any more?

allergy    cough    cut    earache    pill    sick    
sore throat    sprain

symptoms 
and illness

remedies injuries

6 Work in pairs. What should the people do?
1 Bella has a cough and a temperature.
2 Will has a cut on his finger.
3 Jake has a bruise.
4 Jo has sprained her ankle. 
5 Tim feels dizzy and sick.

2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9 10

4

SStarter

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 4
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STARTER UNIT OVERVIEW: The aim of this unit is to review language that students 
already know and to remind them of some vocabulary and grammar before they start the main 
units of the book. They learn vocabulary for healthy living, illness and remedies, and family life 
and friendship. They review future forms, modals, simple and continuous tenses and conditionals. 
They read a blog post about the summer holidays and practise identifying key information. They also practise 
finding out about past events and news.

Illness and remedies
4  S0.2 Sts match the pictures with the words. Play 

the audio for sts to check their answers. See Answers for 
audio script. 

Answers
1 stomach ache
2 dizzy
3 temperature
4 toothache
5 bruise

6 headache
7 tablet
8 cough syrup
9 antiseptic cream
10 plaster

5 Sts copy the table into their notebooks. They could work 
in pairs to complete it with the words from Exercise 4 
and the words in the box. Check answers. Sts then work 
in pairs to add more words to the table. Draw a table on 
the board and elicit sts’ ideas to add to it.

Answers
Symptoms and illnesses: dizzy, headache, stomach 
ache, temperature, toothache, allergy, cough, earache, 
sick, sore throat
Remedies: antiseptic cream, cough syrup, plaster, 
tablet, pill
Injuries: bruise, cut, sprain

6 Read out the first symptoms and elicit some ideas for the 
remedy. Sts could then work in pairs to read the symptoms 
and note down some remedies. Check answers.

Suggested answers
1 cough syrup, tablet to reduce the temperature
2 antiseptic cream and a plaster
3 rest  4 a bandage and rest  5 rest 

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Sts could work in pairs and test each other. With books 
closed, they take turns to mime an illness from Exercise 
4. Their partner says the correct word and suggests a 
possible remedy.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.4
Sts will find more practice of vocabulary for 
healthy living, illness and remedies here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

Starter

n
e

l
S

Vocabulary Grammar Reading Speaking
Healthy living; Illness and 
remedies; Family life and 
friendship

Review of future forms; Review of modals; 
Review of simple and continuous tenses; 
Review of conditionals

Identifying the key 
information in a blog 
post

Finding out about 
past events and 
news

VOCABULARY Healthy living; Illness 
and remedies

Sts revise vocabulary to talk about healthy living, illness 
and remedies.

Vocabulary
Healthy living (avoid late nights, cut down on, get some 
fresh air, have a balanced diet, join a gym, organize your 
time, reduce stress, skip breakfast, take up a hobby, take 
vitamins); Illness and remedies (allergy, antiseptic cream, 
bruise, cough, cough syrup, cut, dizzy, earache, headache, 
pill, plaster, sick, sore throat, sprain, stomach ache, tablet, 
temperature, toothache)

WARMER
Ask: How are you today? Are you feeling healthy, or are you 
ill? Ask: What can you do to stay healthy? Elicit some ideas 
and make notes on the board, e.g. do exercise, eat lots of 
fruit and vegetables etc. Put sts into pairs to talk about 
what they do to stay healthy. Ask pairs in turn to tell the 
class their ideas. 

1  S0.1 Explain to sts that they will read some advice 
on how to stay healthy. Sts could work in pairs to read 
the advice and complete it with the correct verbs. Play 
the audio for them to listen and check their answers. 
Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 get  2 take  3 reduce  4 organize
5 reduce  6 Avoid  7 skip  8 have
9 Take  10 cut

2 Students complete the questions with the correct verbs. 
Check answers, then put sts into pairs to ask and answer 
the questions. Ask some sts to tell the class about their 
partner’s answers.

Answers
1 skip 2 cut 3 get 4 reduce

3 Put sts into pairs to discuss the advice in the forum and 
think of more suggestions. Ask pairs which pieces of 
advice they think are the most important and why, and 
elicit other suggestions that sts thought of.
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GRAMMAR Review of future forms
I can use future forms correctly.

1 Read the grammar box. Copy and complete the 
rules with arrangements, predictions or timetables.

NASA will send astronauts to Mars in the next 
twenty years. 

Kirsty will probably go to university in September.

Next summer, I’m going to take up taekwondo.

Look at those dark clouds. It’s going to rain.

I’m meeting Jake outside the cinema at 6.30.

My grandma is visiting us next week.

My gym class starts at 7.30.

At this time tomorrow, she’ll be flying to New York.

Rules

We use will for general 1… about the future and with 
the adverbs possibly, probably and definitely to express 
degrees of certainty.
We use going to for future intentions and for 2… based on 
information or evidence.
We use the present continuous for 3… and fixed plans.
We use the present simple for 4… or scheduled events.
We use the future continuous for situations that will be in 
progress at a specific time in the future.

2 Complete the sentences with the correct future 
form of the verbs in brackets. 
1 When I’m seventeen, I … to drive. (learn)
2 We have to leave now because we … Sam at the 

airport in twenty minutes. (meet)
3 She’s ten metres in front of the other athletes. 

She … the race! (win)
4 He’s a very popular politician, so he … our next 

prime minister. (probably, be)
5 Scientists say the Earth … hotter over the next 

50 years. (get)
6 My train … Paris at 8.55 tomorrow. (leave)

3 Put the words in the correct order to make 
questions. 

going to / study / are you / hard this year
Are you going to study hard this year?

1 will / be studying / at midnight tonight / you
2 definitely exist / will / the internet / in the future
3 tomorrow / is / going to / it / be sunny
4 your next class / what time / start / does
5 doing / what / are you / this weekend

4 Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in 
Exercise 3. Give extra information.
A: Are you going to study hard this year?

B: Yes, I am! Well, that’s my intention. I want to pass 
all my exams.

A: Me too!

Review of modals
I can use modals of obligation, necessity and advice.

5 Read the grammar box. Copy and complete the 
rules with advice, necessary or permitted.

Passengers must wear their seatbelts for take-off.

You mustn’t wear outdoor shoes in the gym.

On school days, I have to get up at 6.30.

You don’t have to pay to go into the museum.

I need to revise for my exams this weekend.

She doesn’t need to take a taxi to the airport. I can 
drive her.

You should cut down on energy drinks.

You shouldn’t skip breakfast. It isn’t good for you.

They aren’t very fit. They ought to do more exercise.

Rules

We use must and have to to say something is 1… .
We use mustn’t to say something is not 2… .
We use don’t have to and don’t need to if something is 
not 3… .
We use should(n’t) and ought(n’t) to to give 4… .

6 Choose the correct answers to complete the text.

FITTER AND HEALTHIER YOU
THIS WEEK’S TOP TIPS FOR A

• You 1must / mustn’t have a balanced diet. That’s 
very important.

• You 2don’t have to / shouldn’t eat too much junk 
food, like burgers and chips.

• You 3mustn’t / don’t need to join a gym, but you 
4should / don’t have to do an hour’s exercise 
every day!

• You 5need to / shouldn’t get at least eight hours’ 
sleep every night.

• You 6must / shouldn’t take your phone to bed 
with you. It will stop you from sleeping.

 FAST FINISHER 
Write four more tips to be fitter and healthier.  
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STARTER

GRAMMAR Review of future forms
1 Read the examples in the grammar box with sts. Check 

that sts understand arrangements, predictions and 
timetables. Sts could work in pairs to copy the rules into 
their notebooks and complete them with the correct 
words. Check answers and elicit which examples match 
each rule. 

Answers
1 predictions
2 predictions

3 arrangements
4 timetables

Briefly revise the form of the future continuous if 
necessary.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I’m going to join a gym – 
intention or prediction? (intention). I’ll become fitter and 
stronger – arrangement or prediction? (prediction). Jake 
is running too fast on the ice – he’ll fall or he’s going to 
fall? (he’s going to fall because there is evidence). I need 
to leave now. I’ll meet Joe at the cinema in half an hour – 
correct? (no – I’m meeting, because it’s an arrangement). 
The film starts at seven, or will start at seven? (starts, 
because it’s a timetable). Don’t call me at eight o’clock 
– I’ll watch a film – correct? (no – I’ll be watching a film 
because it will be in progress).

2 Sts copy the sentences into their notebooks and 
complete them with the correct future forms. Allow sts 
to compare their answers in pairs, then check answers 
with the class. Refer back to the rules to explain the 
answers if necessary.

Answers
1 ’m going to learn
2 ’re meeting
3 ’s going to win

4 will probably be
5 will get
6 leaves

3 Sts write the questions in their notebooks. Allow sts 
to compare their answers in pairs, then check with the 
class, referring back to the rules if necessary to explain 
the answers. 

Answers
1 Will you be studying at midnight tonight?
2 Will the internet definitely exist in the future?
3 Is it going to be sunny tomorrow?
4 What time does your next class start?
5 What are you doing this weekend?

4 Put sts into pairs to ask and answer the questions. Tell 
them they should use full sentences when they answer, 
and add extra information where possible. Monitor 
while they are working, and correct any mistakes in a 
feedback session at the end.

Review of modals
5 Read the examples in the grammar box with sts. Check 

that sts understand permitted. Sts could work in pairs to 
copy the rules into their notebooks and complete them 
with the correct words. Check answers and elicit which 
examples match each rule. 

Answers
1 necessary
2 permitted
3 necessary
4 advice

Point out that must, have to and need to have a similar 
meaning: You must/have to/need to pay for the tickets. 
But point out that in the negative forms, they have 
different meanings: You mustn’t = it isn’t permitted (you 
mustn’t park here); you don’t have to/don’t need to = it isn’t 
necessary (You don’t need to pay).

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: You must arrive on time – is 
it necessary? (yes). You don’t have to be late – correct?
(no – you mustn’t be late. The cut isn’t very bad – you 
don’t need to go to hospital – is it necessary? (no). The 
tickets are free – you mustn’t pay – correct? (no – you 
don’t have to/don’t need to pay). You should do more 
exercise – am I saying it’s necessary, or am I giving 
advice? (giving advice). You ought to do more exercise – 
same meaning? (yes).

6 Sts read the tips and choose the correct answers to 
complete them. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check answers with the class, referring back 
to the rules if necessary to explain the answers.

Answers
1 must
2 shouldn’t
3 don’t need to
4 should
5 need to
6 shouldn’t

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further. 
Sts write four more tips to be fitter and healthier. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs and discuss which of the 
tips in Exercise 6 they follow. 

G Grammar practice: WB p.4
Sts will find more practice for review of future forms 
and review of modals here. Set these exercises for 
homework.
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VOCABULARY Family life and friendship
I can talk about family life and friendship.

1  S0.3 Complete the text with the words in the box. Listen and check.

backgrounds    blended    divorced    generation    grandparents    mixed-race    
raised    relationship    single parent   stepbrother   stepsisters

4 Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions.
1 Have you kept in touch with any of your childhood 

friends? Who?
2 Which of your friends has the greatest sense 

of humour? 
3 What’s the most important thing parents can 

teach you when they raise you?
4 What differences are there between your 

generation and your parents’ generation?
5 Which person in your life is the most fun to 

be with?
6 Which family member do you have the most in 

common with?

5 Write a short paragraph for National Family Day 
about your family.

6 FIND OUT When is the International Day of 
Families? Which organization established it?

2 Read the text again. Answer the questions with 
George (G) or Ellie (E). Who …
1 comes from a big family?
2 has parents from different countries?
3 has been cared for by three adults?
4 sees his/her stepmother regularly?

3 Match the words in bold in the text with the 
definitions.

continue to see, phone or write to (someone) 
keep in touch with

1 have the ability to understand funny things
2 helpful and kind towards others
3 be enjoyable to spend time with
4 prepared to consider new ideas and 

different opinions
5 have the same interests and opinions as 

another person
6 have a good relationship with

NATIONAL FAMILY DAY

To celebrate National Family Day, we asked you to 

tell us what makes your family special.

I come from a blended family and there are a lot of us! My parents got 1… when I was 
ten, and they both remarried. I’ve got a brother and a sister, but I’ve also got a 2… on 
my dad’s side and three 3… on my mum’s side. I live with my mum and my stepdad. 
I keep in touch with my own dad and I see him and his wife every couple of weeks. 
I have a great 4… with all my family and get on well with all my brothers and sisters. 

It’s great because I have a lot in common with my stepbrother and stepsisters. We love football, 
jokes and films. They’re fun to be with and I spend a lot of time with them.

George, 17, Durham, UK

My dad died when I was a baby and my mum 5… me on her own. My parents were from 
different ethnic 6… . My dad was African-American and my mum is Welsh, so I’m 7… . 
My mum didn’t choose to be a 8… , but she just didn’t meet anyone else. Her parents 
were always there to help her. I’ve been really lucky because I’ve always had three caring
people to look after me. Although my 9… are from a different 10… , they’ve always been 

open-minded. My grandad has a great sense of humour and he makes us all laugh!

Ellie, 17, Cardiff, UK

6
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STARTER

VOCABULARY Family life and 
friendship

Sts study vocabulary for family life and friendship. They 
read about two different families then discuss and write 
about their own families. Sts then do some research to 
find out about the International day of Families.

Vocabulary
Family life (blended family, ethnic background, generation, 
get divorced, grandparents, mixed-race, raise, relationship, 
single parent, stepbrother, stepsister); Friendship (be fun 
to be with, caring, get on well with, have a great sense of 
humour, have a lot in common with, keep in touch with, 
open-minded)

WARMER
Tell sts something about your family, e.g. I’ve got a 
brother and a sister. I’m the oldest one. We all have fun 
together when we see each other. Put sts into pairs and 
ask them to tell each other four things about their 
family. Ask sts in turn to tell the class something they 
learned from their partner. As they give their answers, 
build up a list of family words on the board. As a class, 
brainstorm more family words that sts already know.

1  S0.3 Read out the title and introduction to the text, 
then ask sts to read it and complete it with the words 
in the box. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then play the audio for them to listen and check. See 
Answers for audio script. Go through the answers with 
the class and check that sts understand all the words.

Answers
1 divorced
2 stepbrother
3 stepsisters
4 relationship
5 raised
6 backgrounds
7 mixed-race
8 single parent
9 grandparents
10 generation

2 Sts read the text again and answer the questions. Check 
answers with the class, eliciting the part of the text 
which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 G   2 E   3 E   4 G

3 Sts could work in pairs to match the words in bold 
with the definitions. Check answers, and check that sts 
understand all the phrases. 

Answers
1 have a great sense of humour
2 caring
3 be fun to be with
4 open-minded
5 have a lot in common with
6 get on well with

4 Allow sts time to read the questions and prepare their 
answers individually, then put them into pairs to ask 
and answer the questions. For feedback, read out each 
question in turn and elicit some possible answers.

5 Sts work individually to write a short paragraph about 
their own family. Encourage them to use words and 
expressions from the text where appropriate. Monitor 
while they are working and help out with vocabulary 
as necessary. You could put sts into groups to swap 
paragraphs and read about each other’s families, and 
ask questions to find out more information.

21st Century skills

6  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. 
Encourage sts to find out as much information 
as they can about the day. Sts can report back on 
their findings in the next lesson. The answer to the 
question is: The International Day of Families takes 
place on the 15th May. It was established in 1993 by 
the United Nations, to promote awareness of issues 
relating to families and family life.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Sts could work in pairs and test each other on the new 
vocabulary. They choose three words from Exercise 1 
and write them, leaving out the vowels, e.g. D _ V _ R C _ 
D. With books closed, they swap lists and try to complete 
the words on their partner’s list. They can then work 
together to make a sentence with each word.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.5
Sts will find more practice of vocabulary for family 
life and friendship here. Set these exercises for 
homework.
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GRAMMAR Review of simple and 
continuous tenses

I can use the present simple, present continuous, past 
simple and past continuous correctly.

1 Read the grammar box. Copy and complete the 
rules with in progress, completed or routines.

Present simple and continuous

It rains a lot in Ireland.

Max and his sister always travel to school by bus.

We’re looking at my holiday photos at the moment.

Past simple and continuous

Millie moved to the USA last year.

At 8.30 yesterday evening, he was watching TV.

I was doing my homework when you phoned me.

Rules

We use the present simple to talk about things that are 
generally true, habits and 1… .
We use the present continuous to talk about an action that 
is 2… now.
We use the past simple to talk about a 3… action in the 
past.
We use the past continuous to talk about an action or 
situation that was 4… at a specific time in the past, and for 
a longer action in the past that is interrupted by a shorter 
action in the past simple. 

2 Choose the correct answers.
1 Evan is playing / plays basketball three times a week.
2 What do you do / are you doing at the moment?
3 I saw / was seeing Tom at the gym yesterday.
4 When you phoned me, I walked / was walking

home from school.
5 She sunbathed / was sunbathing when it was 

starting / started to rain.

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verb in brackets.
1 Jack … a new laptop yesterday. (buy)
2 When we arrived, the boys … a video game. (play)
3 I can’t talk now because we … dinner. (have)
4 My dad usually … to the gym twice a week. (go)
5 Last summer, Helen … three weeks in Canada. 

(spend)
6 He … to get the bus when it left. (run)

Review of conditionals
I can use the first, second and third conditional correctly.

4 Read the grammar box and choose the correct 
answers to complete the rules.

First conditional

If it rains tomorrow, we won’t go to the beach.

Second conditional

If I had a bike, I would ride it to school every day.

Third conditional

If you hadn’t missed the bus yesterday, you 
wouldn’t have been late for school.

Rules

We use the first conditional to talk about a possible 
1present / future situation and its likely result.
We use the second conditional to talk about an imaginary 
situation in the 2present / past or future and its likely 
result.
We use the third conditional to talk about an imaginary 
situation and its result in the 3present / past.

5 Put the words in the correct order to make 
conditional sentences.
1 the party. / I / tell / see / If / him / I’ll / about / Joe
2 buy / had / I’d / some / I / cough syrup. / If / 

a cough
3 my parents / felt / divorced / If / I / have / would / 

sad. / had
4 cut down on / sleep / won’t / unless / caffeine. / 

you / well / You
5 your illness / have / would / I / known / you. / 

about / I / visited / If / had
6 we / a / we / swimming / had / go / day. / could / 

swimming pool / If / every

6 Look at the sentences in Exercise 5 again. Are they 
first (1), second (2) or third (3) conditionals?

7 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the verb in brackets.
1 If you study in London, your English … . (improve)
2 I would have passed my exam if I … harder. (study)
3 If you … junk food all the time, you would be much 

healthier. (not, eat)
4 If he’d got up earlier, he … the train. (not, miss)
5 We … the match if we play well tomorrow. (win)
6 What … if you won the lottery? (you, do)

8 Complete the sentences with your own ideas. 
Tell your partner.
1 If the weather is bad on Sunday, I …
2 If I won the lottery, I …
3 If I had gone to the USA last summer, I …

 FAST FINISHER 
What would life be like if the internet didn’t exist? 
Write a paragraph.

S

7
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STARTER

GRAMMAR Review of simple and 
continuous tenses
1 Read the grammar box with sts about simple and 

continuous tenses. Sts could then work in pairs to copy 
the rules into their notebooks and complete them with 
the correct words. Check answers and elicit which 
example matches each rule. 

Answers
1 routines
2 in progress

3 completed
4 in progress

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I always enjoy English classes – 
present or past? (present), generally true or in progress? (in 
progress). I’m enjoying my English class – present or past? 
(present), generally true or in progress? (in progress). I swam 
in the sea yesterday – a completed action? (yes). At three 
o’clock yesterday I was swimming in the sea – an action in 
progress? (yes), in the present or in the past? (past). 12.30 to 
1.30 yesterday – lunchtime; 1.00 – phone call from a friend. A 
friend called me while … (I was having lunch).

2 Sts choose the correct verb forms to complete the 
sentences. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then check with the class, referring back to the rules to 
explain the answers if necessary.

Answers
1 plays
2 are you doing
3 saw

4 was walking
5 was sunbathing, 

started

3 Sts read the sentences and write the correct verb forms 
in their notebooks Allow sts to compare their answers 
in pairs, then check with the class, referring back to the 
rules to explain the answers if necessary.

Answers
1 bought
2 were playing
3 ‘re having

4 goes
5 spent
6 was running

Review of conditionals
4 Read the grammar box with sts about conditionals. Sts 

could then work in pairs to copy the rules into their 
notebooks, choosing the correct words to complete them.

Answers
1 future   2 present   3 past

Point out that all three conditional forms consist of two 
clauses, an if clause and a result clause. Point out that 
either clause can come first. If the if clause comes first, 
there is always a comma at the end of this clause, but if 
the result clause comes first there is no comma between 
the two clauses. 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: If I get a new job, I’ll be very 
happy – am I talking about the present or the future? 
(future), a possible or imaginary situation? (possible). 
If I had a better job, I’d buy a car – present or future? 
(present). Do I have a good job now? (no). Am I talking 
about a real or imaginary situation? (imaginary). If I had 
got that job, I would have been very happy – present, past 
or future? (past). Did I get the job? (no). Was I happy? (no). 

5 Sts write the conditional sentences in their notebooks, 
putting the words in the correct order. Allow sts to 
compare their answers in pairs, then check answers, 
referring back to the rules if necessary to explain.

Answers
1 If I see Joe, I’ll tell him about the party.
2 If I had a cough, I’d buy some cough syrup.
3 If my parents had divorced, I would have felt sad.
4 You won’t sleep well unless you cut down on 

caffeine.
5 If I had known about your illness, I would have 

visited you.
6 If we had a swimming pool, we could go swimming 

every day.

6 Sts could work in pairs to look at the sentences in 
Exercise 5 and decide which type of conditional each 
one is. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 first   2 second  3 third  4 first
5 third  6 second

7 Sts read the sentences and write the correct verb forms 
in their notebooks. Check answers. You could then elicit 
which type of conditional each sentence is.

Answers
1 will improve
2 had studied
3 didn’t eat

4 wouldn’t have missed
5 will win
6 would you do

8 Sts write the sentence beginnings in their notebooks 
and complete them with their own ideas. Put them into 
pairs to tell their partner their ideas. Ask some sts to 
read their sentences to the class.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can write sentences saying what life 
would be like if the internet didn’t exist. Weaker sts 
could work in pairs and think of more endings for the 
sentences in Exercise 8.

G Grammar reference: WB p.5
Sts will find more practice for review of simple and 
continuous tenses and review of conditionals here. 
Set these exercises for homework.
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READING
I can identify the key information in a blog post.

1  S0.4 Read and listen to the blog post. In which 
paragraph does Kim mention …
1 her closest friend?
2 going back to school?
3 her holiday?

4 an apology?
5 having a healthier 

lifestyle?

SPEAKING Finding out about past 
events and news

I can ask questions to find out about past events and news.

4 You are going to talk with a partner about how your 
summer went. Make notes about the topics below.

Where did the summer go?
A Hi, everyone! What a busy summer! Sorry I haven’t 

uploaded any photos or written any posts. I’ve got lots 

of news, so read on to find out more …

B Unfortunately, my best friend, Maria, moved to London 

last week. We started primary school on the same day 

and were in the same class – she’s like a sister to me. 

She’s got a great sense of humour and she always 

makes me laugh. I know we’ll keep in touch, but it’s not 

the same. I’ll really miss her. 

C On a more positive note, after I finished school in the 

middle of July, I decided to get fitter and healthier. 

I didn’t want to join a gym so I joined a running club 

and now I run three times a week. I don’t skip breakfast 

any more and I’m cutting down on coffee and screen 

time. I no longer suffer from headaches and I’ve got a 

lot more energy these days. If I’d known the benefits, 

I’d have started running years ago! 

D I’m going to France on holiday with my family 

tomorrow. We’re driving all the way to the south of 

France and we’re staying there for two weeks. We’re 

leaving super early tomorrow morning so I’ll have to 

pack my suitcase and go to bed early tonight. 

E I’ll get back from France at the beginning of September, 

the day before school starts. So, if you want to find out 

more, you’ll need to follow me on Instagram or wait for 

my next post! How was your summer? Are you looking 

forward to going back to school? 

2 Read the post again and answer the questions.
1 What was Kim’s summer like?
2 Why won’t Maria be at Kim’s school next year?
3 What changes did Kim make?
4 How long is Kim going to spend in France?
5 When does Kim go back to school?

3 Write sentences comparing your summer to Kim’s.

Things you did

Places you 
went to

People 
you saw

An activity you 
took up

A change 
you made

5  S0.5 Listen and repeat the Useful language.

Useful language
Starting conversations
Hi, … . How’s it going?
How was your summer?
Finding out more
What did you do?
What was it like?
Did you do anything else?
Responding and expressing interest
Wow! / Really?
That sounds brilliant / awful.
Keeping the conversation going
What about you?
What did you get up to?

6 Work in pairs. Take turns to ask and answer 
questions about the summer.
A: Hi, Jamie. How’s it going?

B: Good, thanks.

A: How was your summer?

B: It was great! I had a lot of fun.

A: What did you do?

B: Well, first I went on holiday with …

7 Report to the class. Say three things about your 
partner’s summer.

FAST FINISHER
What would your ideal summer be like? Write a short 
paragraph.

8
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STARTER

READING

WARMER
Say: In the summer, I … complete the sentence with 
three actions, two true and one false, e.g. …went to 
Italy on holiday, swam in the sea, tried sailing. Ask sts to 
guess which one is false, by repeating it as a negative 
sentence, e.g. You didn’t try sailing. Ask sts individually 
to write three sentences about things they did in the 
summer, two true and two false. Put them into groups 
to read their sentences to each other and guess the false 
ones. For feedback, ask who in the class did something 
surprising or interesting in the summer.

1  S0.4 Read out the title of the blog post, then read 
out the task. Play the audio for sts to read and listen 
to the blog. They then answer the questions. Check 
answers, eliciting the parts of the blog which confirm 
each answer.

Answers
1 B   2 E   3 D   4 A   5 C

2 Sts read the blog post again and answer the questions. 
Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs then check 
with the class, eliciting the part of the post which 
confirms each answer.

Answers
1 It was busy.
2 She moved to London last week.
3 She joined a running club, stopped skipping 

breakfast and cut down on coffee and screen time.
4 She’s going to spend two weeks there.
5 She goes back at the beginning of September.

3 Say one or two sentences comparing your summer to 
Kim’s, e.g. Kim’s summer was busy, but mine was very 
relaxed. She went to France on holiday, but I went to Italy. 
Ask sts individually to write sentences comparing 
their summer to Kim’s. Put sts into pairs to read their 
sentences to each other, then ask some sts to read their 
sentences to the class.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
If your sts found the text difficult, play the audio again 
and ask sts to listen and read again. Pause the audio 
after each paragraph and explain any words that sts 
don’t understand.

SPEAKING Finding out about past 
events and news
4 Read out the task, then ask sts individually to make 

notes for each of the topics. With weaker classes, you 
could brainstorm a few ideas for each topic with the 
class first.

5  S0.5 Play the audio once for sts to listen to the 
Useful language. Read through all the phrases with 
the class and check that sts understand everything. 
You could elicit how to say the phrases in the sts’ own 
language. Play the audio again for sts to repeat. 

6 Ask two confident sts to read out the example dialogue. 
Point out to sts that they have to imagine they are 
bumping into a friend and asking about the summer. 
Sts then work in pairs to ask and answer questions 
about their summer. Tell them they should listen 
carefully to their partner’s answers. Monitor and help 
while sts are working, encouraging them to use a range 
of phrases from the Useful language box. 

7 Ask sts in turn to tell the class three things about their 
partner’s summer. If some sts have done interesting 
things, encourage other sts to ask them questions to 
find out more.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can write a short paragraph about their 
ideal summer. For weaker sts, write some sentence 
beginnings on the board to encourage them to think 
about what they would like to do in an ideal summer: 
I’d like to … , I’d love to … , It would be fun to … . Sts can 
complete the sentences with their own ideas.
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VOCABULARY Feelings: nouns
I can identify and describe different feelings.

1 Read the title of the text and the introduction. Have you used any emojis today?

2  1.1 Read the text and complete the table with the 
noun forms. Listen and check.

Adjective Noun Adjective Noun
affectionate affection embarrassed
amused exhausted
angry joyful
anxious proud
confused relaxed
depressed relieved

3 Which two emojis are with the wrong messages? 
In pairs, compare your answers.

4 Work in pairs. Discuss when you experienced 
some of the feelings in Exercise 2.

Vocabulary: Feelings: nouns; 
Feelings: phrasal verbs

Grammar: Present perfect 
review; Verb patterns (1)

Speaking: Describing 
recent experiences

Writing: A personal 
profile

international language
emotion

The

of

Are emojis the new global language? More than 
90% of social media users use emojis to add 
emotion to messages, and there’s an emoji for 
almost every feeling and social situation. How 
emoji-literate are you? Can you spot which two 
emojis are with the wrong messages?

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write definitions or example sentences for other emojis 
(real or imagined).

So my phone hadn’t been stolen after all – I’ve just 
found it under the sofa. What a relief!

I’ve just finished my 10 km ‘fun run’. So this is what 
total exhaustion feels like!

Does anyone else suffer from depression in winter? 
Grey skies make me feel really miserable.

Right now, I’m chilling out at the beach and listening
to music. This is my idea of relaxation!

Much to my amusement, our dog is singing along to 
the radio. She must really like Taylor Swift!

I’ve just got to school and realized I’m still wearing 
my slippers! Imagine my embarrassment!

I’m so excited as we’re about to go to the Ed 
Sheeran concert. I’m jumping for joy!

We’re feeling a great sense of pride today. Our 
son has just graduated! Congratulations, Ben!

Has anyone got any tips for managing anxiety? I’ve 
got exams next week and I’m feeling so stressed.

Thanks for the birthday wishes! Sending love and 
affection to you all!

I don’t understand my Maths homework! Is anyone 
else in a state of total confusion or is it just me?

I’m feeling a lot of anger this morning. To the person 
that stole my bike lights – have a horrible day!

o 

a

Over 60 billion emojis 
are sent every day. 
One of the most 
popular emojis on 
social media is this 
laughing face. 

FUN

9LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127

Feeling good 1

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 6
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UNIT 1 OVERVIEW: The topic of this unit is feelings and happiness. Sts read about the 
world’s happiest teenagers and listen to a radio programme about the effect of music on 
our emotions. They learn nouns and phrasal verbs for talking about feelings and read some 
adverts, tickets and posters for music events. They then read an article about different eras in British 
popular music. Finally, they read and write a personal profile. They also watch a vlog about songwriting and a 
culture video about Ana, a musician who uses her life experience to inspire her music.

VOCABULARY Feelings: nouns

Sts learn nouns for 12 different feelings. They identify 
these by matching them to adjectives that they already 
know. They confirm understanding by matching the 
nouns to familiar emojis expressing feelings. They 
personalise the vocabulary by discussing when they last 
experienced some of the feelings.

Vocabulary
Feelings: nouns (affection, amusement, anger, anxiety, 
confusion, depression, embarrassment, exhaustion, joy, 
pride, relaxation, relief)

Vlog
Regal: Songwriting tips

WARMER
Ask: How are you feeling today? Are you happy? Are you 
worried about an exam? Elicit answers from individual 
sts and encourage them to give reasons. Write the 
adjectives they use on the board, then ask: Can you think 
of any more words for feelings? 

1 Sts read the title and introduction to the article. Check 
they understand emoji-literate (able to understand the 
language of emojis). Elicit who has used emojis today, 
and which ones they have used. 

2  1.1 Read through the adjectives in the table and 
elicit or teach the meanings. Point out the nouns in bold 
in the quiz. Sts complete the table with the correct noun 
forms. Play the audio track for sts to listen and check. 
See Answers for audio script. Check answers.

Answers 
amused – amusement
angry – anger 
anxious – anxiety 
confused – confusion
depressed – depression 

exhausted – exhaustion 
joyful – joy 
proud – pride 
relaxed – relaxation 
relieved – relief 

embarrassed – embarrassment

3 Put sts into pairs. Ask them to look at the introduction 
to the text again and identify which two emojis are with 
the wrong messages. Check answers.

Answer
The emojis for confusion and anger are with the 
wrong messages.

4 Give an example about yourself, e.g. I last felt relief last 
week, when I found my purse – I thought I had lost it! Put 
sts into pairs to talk about when they last experienced 
some of the feelings in Exercise 2. Ask some sts to tell 
the class something they learned about their partner.

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Ask who uses this emoji. Sts might also be 
interested to know that the first emoji was 

created by Shigetaka Kurita, a designer working 
for a mobile phone company in Japan in 1999. There 
are now over 2,000 different emojis to choose from. 

Vlog

This lesson features a vlog in which a vlogger talks 
about songwriting. You can watch this in class if you 
have time and access to video, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See TG pages 289 and 307.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by writing definitions or example sentences for other 
emojis, e.g. This emoji expresses a strong feeling of anger. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs, taking turns to point to 
the emojis and say the correct noun that it represents.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.6
Sts will find more practice of nouns for feelings 
here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127

Feeling good 1
Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Feelings: 
nouns; 
Feelings: 
phrasal verbs 

Present perfect 
review; Verb 
patterns (1)

Stress in verb 
patterns

Understanding 
comparisons in 
texts

Listening 
for specific 
information 

Describing 
recent 
experiences

A personal 
profile
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My happy place
READING

I can understand comparison in texts.

1 Look at the picture. Read the title of the 
text and the introduction. Where do these 
teenagers live, and why are they smiling?

2  1.2 Read and listen to the whole text. Put 
topics a–e in the order that they are mentioned 
in the text. 
a A healthy lifestyle
b Feeling respected
c Stress-free studying
d Different, but just as good!
e Lots of freedom

3  1.2 Read and listen to the article again. Are 
the sentences true (T) or false (F)? Correct the 
false sentences.
1 Frankie hasn’t been living in the Netherlands 

for very long.
2 The most important thing for Dutch parents is 

the grades that their kids achieve at school.
3 Frankie thinks that Dutch teenagers are given 

a lot of freedom.
4 Dutch teenagers only use their bikes when the 

weather is good.
5 In Ruben’s opinion, Dutch schools are more 

relaxed than American schools.
6 Ruben’s teachers in San Diego haven’t been 

supportive.
7 Dutch teenagers form strong relationships 

more quickly than American teenagers.
8 Ruben has found it easy to make new friends 

at his new school.

4 Word Power Study the table. Then look at 
the words in bold (1–8) in the text. Is each 
word an adjective, an adverb or a noun? 

Suffixes

suffix form example

-able/-ible, 
-ic, -ive

adjective reliable, energetic, 
creative

-ly adverb happily,
enthusiastically

-ance/-ence, 
-ment, -(t)ion, 
-ness

noun annoyance, 
embarrassment, 
frustration, 
unhappiness

5 COMPARE CULTURES How is life for 
teenagers in your country similar to life in the 
Netherlands? How is it different? Where would 
you rather live and why?

The world’s

teenagers?
happiest

by Frankie Walsh, 17

Although I’m American by birth, I’ve lived in Amsterdam 
since I was eight. Here are three things I’ve learned to love 
about Dutch culture.

There’s less anxiety about academic 1achievement in the 
Netherlands. Students do less homework and take fewer 
tests, and teachers and parents prioritize teenagers’ 
well-being over their grades. In other words, they think it’s 
more important to raise happy kids than smart ones!

Teenagers enjoy a great deal of 2independence here. For 
example, I’ve been making my own way to school since I 
was ten. My parents trust me to behave 3sensibly – most 
of the time! At school, teachers treat students as equals, 
and they respect our opinions.

The Dutch are very 4enthusiastic about outdoor activities, 
and cycling is a national passion. Whatever the weather, 
Dutch teens love to get on their bikes. Scientists say that 
physical activity not only improves our 5fitness, but it also 
protects us against depression and lifts our mood!

Have the Dutch found the recipe for 
happiness? A UNICEF report has just 

identified the Netherlands as the happiest 
country in the world for teenagers!

COMMENTS

Ruben Smit

Interesting article, Frankie! I was born in 
Amsterdam, but I’ve been living in San Diego 
for six months now. I’ve been very happy in 
both places.
I sometimes miss the freedom I had in 
Amsterdam. My new school has so many rules 
that I haven’t learned them all yet. And we have 
a lot more tests here, so it can get quite stressful.
On the other hand, my new teachers are 
great. They’ve encouraged me to have more 
6ambition. So I’ve been learning how to become 
an internet entrepreneur! My classmates have 
been so 7supportive, too. Dutch teenagers often 
take time to build relationships, while Americans 
seem to be 8capable of making friends for life in 
seconds. I’ve made lots of new friends here. 

10
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UNIT 1

My happy place
READING

Sts read an article and an online comment about the 
world’s happiest teenagers and focus on comparisons 
in two texts. They see examples of the present perfect 
simple and continuous, past simple and expressions 
of frequency in context, and study suffixes. Sts then 
compare life for teenagers in the Netherlands with life for 
teenagers in their own country.

Reading text
An article and an online comment about a UNICEF report 
identifying the Netherlands as the happiest country in the 
world for teenagers

Reading skill
Understanding comparisons in texts

WARMER
Ask for a show of hands: Who thinks your country is a 
good place for teenagers? Ask some of the sts who put up 
their hands to say why they think this. Then ask: Who 
thinks it is a bad place for teenagers? Ask some of the sts 
who put up their hands to give their reasons.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures, read the title 
and introduction to the text and answer the questions. 
Check answers.

Answers
They live in the Netherlands and they are smiling 
because they live in the happiest country in the world 
for teenagers.

2  1.2 Read out the task, then read through the topics 
in a–e and check sts understand them all. Play the audio 
for sts to read and listen to the article and comment and 
put the ideas in order. Check answers, and elicit the part 
of the text which gives each answer. 

Answers
1 c
2 e
3 b

4 a
5 d

3  1.2 Understanding comparisons in texts Ask: 
Does Ruben express the same ideas as the article, or 
different ideas? Elicit that he expresses some similar and 
some different ideas. Explain to sts that sometimes they 
might read two different texts on a topic, which express 
different ideas. Say that it is important to recognise 
which ideas are expressed in which text. Ask sts to read 
through the true/false sentences, then play the audio 
again for them to read and listen. They then decide if 
the sentences are true or false, and correct the false 
ones. Check answers with the class and elicit the part of 
the text which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 F – She has been living there since she was eight.
2 F – The most important thing is for their kids to be 

happy.
3 T
4 F – They use their bikes whatever the weather.
5 T
6 F – His teachers have encouraged him a lot.
7 F – American teenagers make friends more quickly.
8 T

4 Word Power Read through the table with the class. 
Elicit some other words that sts know with the various 
endings, e.g. enjoyable, artistic, attractive, quickly, 
patience, disappointment, imagination, kindness. Sts then 
look at the words in bold in the two texts and decide 
if they are adjectives, adverbs or nouns. They then 
read the words in their context and try to work out the 
meanings. They could work in pairs for this, and could 
use a dictionary to check the meanings. Go through the 
answers and check that sts understand all the words. 
Point out the collocations enthusiastic about and capable 
of. Remind sts that when they learn new vocabulary, 
they should also learn typical collocations and grammar 
patterns.

Answers
1 noun
2 noun
3 adverb
4 adjective
5 noun
6 noun
7 adjective
8 adjective

21st Century skills

5 COMPARE CULTURES
Ask: How is life for teenagers in your country similar 
to life in the Netherlands and how is it different? Elicit 
a few ideas, referring back to some of the ideas in 
exercise 2 to prompt them, e.g. Do you have the same 
amount of freedom as Dutch teenagers? What about 
a healthy lifestyle? Do you think you have more or less 
stress than Dutch teenagers? Then put sts into groups 
to discuss which of the two countries they think is 
better for teenagers, and where they would rather 
live. Monitor and help while sts are working, then 
ask one person from each group to tell the class 
their group’s ideas. At the end, you could hold a 
class vote on which country is better for teenagers, 
the Netherlands or the sts’ own country.

R Reading practice: WB p.7
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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GRAMMAR Present perfect review
I can use the present perfect simple, the present perfect 

continuous and the past simple appropriately.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules with
present perfect simple or past simple.

Present perfect simple vs past simple

I’ve made lots of new friends here.

My family moved here six months ago.

How long have you lived in Amsterdam?

I’ve lived here for nine years / since I was eight.

How long did you live in London?

I lived there for two years, from 2016 to 2018.

Rules

We use the 1… to connect the past with the present, 
for an action or situation that started in the past and
continues in the present and for a completed action in 
the past when we don’t specify when it happened.
We use the 2… with past time expressions, e.g. last 
Saturday, three weeks ago, and to talk about an action or
situation that is complete.

2 Complete the text with the past simple or the 
present perfect simple of the verbs in brackets.

3 Read the grammar box and complete the rules
with simple or continuous.

Present perfect simple vs present perfect 

continuous

Tom’s been reading The Hunger Games. 
He’s enjoying it. (He’s still reading it.)

Tom’s read The Hunger Games. He loved it! 
(He isn’t reading it any longer.)

I’ve been playing basketball regularly since 
I came to San Diego.

I’ve played basketball two or three times since 
I came to San Diego.

We’re thirsty because we’ve been playing
basketball all morning.

I’ve had a bike since I was eight. 
(NOT I’ve been having …)

Rules

We use the present perfect 1…
• for actions that are complete now.
• to say how often something has happened.
• with stative verbs (e.g. be, have, know, like).

We use the present perfect 2… for
• actions that started in the past and continue in

the present.
• long and repeated actions that continue in 

the present.
• long and repeated actions that have a present result.

4 Choose the correct answers.
1 I’ve seen / been seeing the film La La Land threed

times – I love it!
2 She’s done / been doing her homework, so now 

she can relax.
3 You’ve studied /d been studying all day. Why don’t 

you stop and have a break?
4 Sorry I’m late! How long have you waited /d

been waiting?
5 I’ve visited / d been visiting Amsterdam several times.
6 She’s been knowing / known Adam since they 

were at school.

5 Work in pairs. Talk about a hobby that makes
you happy. 

I’ve been … -ing … since …

I’ve always enjoyed … because …

The first time I …
Recently, I’ve been … -ing …

 FAST FINISHER
What have you done this week that’s made you happy?
Write sentences with the present perfect simple, present
perfect continuous and the past simple.

day!
FFFoFoFoFoFoFFoFoForrrrr r ceceecececentntntntntnttnturururururururiiiieieieiess,s,s pppppeoeoeoeee pllpp e e 1… (c(c( ele ebraatte)) ththhee e tststs ararrtt ofofo  
spspsspriringnggnng aaaaaaas ss s aaa hahahaapppppppppppppyy,y,, oooptptp imimmisssi ttic c timee.. SSoo,, inin 2220001112,2,2,2,2, 
whwhheenenenn ttttthehehhehehe UUUUUUnnininniteted dd NaNaNaNaaNatitititit ononoonss dededecicidededd toto ccrereatata e ee aaanann 
IInInIntetetetterrrnrnrnnatatatattiioioonananananallll DDDaDay yy y oofofofof HHaapppipip nenessss, ththeyey 
2…… (c(c(chohoohoooosooosose)e)e)e 22200thth MMMMMararchchh! ! ThThhThheee firfirfirststst fffesesesstttitivaaaalll l
3………… ((t(t(t(t(t(( kakakaake))e) pppppplalalalacececc  innnn 202020202020013133131313131 , , annnna dddd sis ncnccce e e e thhenenenen iitt t
4…… (innsppirere) nnummmemeerorooousu hhapapaaaa pipinenesssssssssss eevveentn s anddd
prprojojeectss aaaarorororor ununununddddddd thththeeee e e woow rlrld.d.d.ddd.d.

FoFFoorr ththt eee seeees cocccoonnndnd ffffffeeesese titival ininini 2222201010 4,4,4, Phaharrreele l
WWilliams 5…… (c(c(c(c(crreate)e)e))e) tthehe worrldldldll ’s’s’s firsst 22242 -hour
mumusisicc viviviv dddedeo,o,o,o,, ffeaeatuturirinnnngn  people ddadancnciningg toto thehe 
soosongngng ‘‘‘HHaappppppppppy’y’y’. 6… ((yoouuo /// sseeeeee)) iit on n YoYoY uTu ube? 
II 7… (w(w(w(watataa hch)) ththe ‘H‘Happypy’ video foorr r abababbouoooutt 2020 

iminunununutetetess last nigghtt aandnd II rreaeallllyy 8……… (e(enjjnjooyoyoy))) itit.

Happy
p p p

1
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UNIT 1

GRAMMAR Present perfect review

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called You’ve been looking 
for them for a month!, including the form and use of the 
present perfect simple, present perfect continuous and 
past simple. You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform to 
watch at home. See TG page 314 for animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Ask 
sts to copy and complete the rules. Point out that the 
example sentences are from the texts on page 10. Sts 
could look at these texts to help them do the exercise. 
Check answers. 

Answers
1 present perfect simple
2 past simple

Focus on the examples again. Point out that some time 
expressions are only used with the past simple because 
they refer just to the past, e.g. I left Amsterdam six years 
ago / in 2018 / when I was eight. Point out that since is 
only used with the present perfect because it refers to 
the past and the present, e.g. I’ve lived here since I was 
eight (I lived there in the past and I still live there now).
Point out that for can be used with both tenses, e.g. I 
lived in Amsterdam for two years (in the past) or I’ve lived 
in Amsterdam for two years (in the past and the present).

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I lived in London for three 
years – Do I still live there? (no – it was in the past). I’ve 
been at this school for six years – am I still at this school? 
(yes). When did you move to San Diego – am I asking 
about just the past, or the past and the present? ( just the 
past.) How long have you known Carlo? – am I asking 
about just the past, or the past and the present? (the past 
and the present).

2 Pre-teach optimistic. Sts read the text and write the 
correct verb forms in their notebooks. Point out that 
they can use the context and also the time expressions 
in the text to help them decide which tense each verb 
should be. Go through the answers and refer back to the 
rules to explain any answers that sts had problems with.

Answers
1 have celebrated
2 chose
3 took
4 has inspired
5 created
6 Have you seen
7 watched
8 enjoyed

3 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Elicit 
which sentences have the present perfect simple, and 
which have the present perfect continuous. Ask sts to 
copy and complete the rules. Check answers. 

Answers
1 simple
2 continuous

Point out the form of the present perfect continuous: 
have / has + been + -ing form. 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I’ve been playing tennis 
for two hours – am I still playing? (yes). I’ve cleaned my 
bedroom – am I still cleaning it? (no). have I finished? 
(yes). I’ve only been playing tennis a few times – correct? 
(No. I’ve only played tennis …, because it says how often 
something has happened). I’ve been playing tennis, so 
I need a shower – Did I play recently? (yes). What is the 
present result? (I need a shower).

4 Sts write the sentences in their notebooks with the 
correct verb forms. Go through the answers and refer 
back to the rules to explain any answers that sts had 
problems with.

Answers
1 seen
2 done
3 been studying
4 been waiting
5 visited
6 known

5 Allow sts time to prepare some sentences and ideas 
individually first, then put them into pairs to tell their 
partner. Monitor and help while sts are working and 
correct any mistakes in a feedback session at the end.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing sentences about things they have done this 
week that have made them happy. Weaker sts could 
work in pairs and write one sentence using each tense 
about things they did, have done or have been doing 
this week.

G Grammar practice: WB p.8
Sts will find more practice of present perfect review 
here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127
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Music for every mood
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Feelings: phrasal verbs

I can listen for specific information in a radio programme.

1 When and where do you usually listen to music?

5  1.3 Listen again and choose the correct 
answers to complete the sentences.
1 When we listen to a song, the thing that most 

makes us feel happier is …
a the type of music.
b the speed.
c the lyrics.

2 The title of the happiest song in the world is …
a ‘Apparently’.
b ‘Don’t Stop Me Now’.
c ‘Queen’.

3 When we sing along to a song, we …
a feel a sense of well-being.
b really understand the lyrics.
c improve our singing.

4 When we’re feeling down, sad music can …
a make us feel worse.
b have an instant effect on us. 
c have a reassuring effect on us. 

5 Amy recommends that we listen to …
a music more often.
b happy music all the time.
c various types of music.

6 FIND OUT What’s the best-selling song in the 
world? How does it make you feel? Why?

2 Read the questionnaire. Match the phrasal verbs in 
bold with definitions 1–9.

make you sad get you down

1 stop liking something
2 make you stressed
3 feel completely relaxed and happy
4 get too excited
5 start to like something more and more
6 make you happier
7 recover emotionally from
8 become more relaxed
9 make you feel upset or angry

3 In pairs, do the questionnaire. Do you have similar 
musical tastes?

4  1.3 Listen to the radio programme and choose 
the best summary.
a A musician talks about which songs make her 

feel happy. 
b A music psychologist talks about scientific 

research into music and emotions. 
c A professional DJ talks about the songs she likes 

to play in different situations. 

Playlist TO YOUR
LIFE

A … always cheers you up and makes you smile, 
even when life’s been getting you down?

B … gets to you and makes you feel really sad 
or annoyed?

C … could help you get over a broken heart 
when a relationship ends?

D … didn’t you like at rst, but it grew on you
and now you love it?

E … did you use to like before, but now you’ve 
gone off it?

F … is so exciting or energising you sometimes 
get carried away (maybe you even start 
dancing)?

G … helps you to calm down or even chill out
completely when everyday problems are 
stressing you out?

They say there’s music for 

every mood and situation! So 

which song or piece of music …

12 LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127
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UNIT 1

Music for every mood
VOCABULARY AND LISTENING
Feelings: phrasal verbs

Sts do a questionnaire on the kinds of music they listen 
to and study phrasal verbs for feelings. They listen to a 
radio programme about the effect that music has on our 
feelings and focus on listening for specific information. 
They see examples of -ing forms and infinitives and talk 
about how some popular songs make them feel when 
they listen to them.

Vocabulary
Feelings: phrasal verbs (calm down, cheer you up, chill 
out, get carried away, get to you, get over something, grow 
on you, go off something, stress you out)

Listening text
A radio programme about the effect of music on our 
feelings
Listening skill
Listening for specific information

WARMER
Ask: What’s your favourite song? Who is your favourite 
singer or band? Elicit a few answers from individual sts, 
then put them into pairs to discuss the questions and 
make a list of three songs and three singers or bands 
that they both like. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class 
their ideas. See which songs, singers and bands are the 
most popular with the class.

1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Ask some sts 
to tell the class what they learned about their partner.

2 Sts read the questionnaire and match the phrasal verbs 
in bold with the definitions. Weaker sts could work in 
pairs for this. Check answers.

Answers
1 go off
2 stress you out
3 chill out
4 get carried away
5 grow on
6 cheer you up
7 get over
8 calm down
9 get to you

3 Sts work in pairs to do the questionnaire and decide 
if they have similar or different tastes in music. Ask 
which pairs have similar tastes and ask them to tell the 
class some of the answers they shared. Ask other pairs 
which of their answers were the most different.

4  1.3 Explain to sts that they are going to listen to 
a radio programme about the effect of music on our 
feelings. Read the three summaries, then play the audio 
for sts to listen and choose the best one. See TG page 274 
for audio script. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check answers. 

Answer
b

5  1.3 Listening for specific information Read 
through the questions with the class and point out that 
to answer these questions, sts need to listen for some 
specific information. Read out each question and elicit 
the specific information that is missing, e.g. the thing 
that makes us feel happier, the place where people 
voted for ‘Don’t Stop Me Now’. Point out that more 
than one of the possible answers may be mentioned in 
the audio, but only one is correct. Play the audio again 
for sts to choose the correct answers. Check answers 
with the class, playing the audio again and pausing to 
confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 b
2 b
3 a
4 c
5 c

21st Century skills

6  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. 
However, if you have time, you could brainstorm 
some ideas with the class to help with their research 
later. For example: which singers and bands have 
been popular for a long time, what songs you often 
hear in public places, what songs are popular 
with people of different ages. Sts can find the 
information by searching online, then listening 
to the song to decide how it makes them feel. The 
answer to the question is Bing Crosby’s 1942 hit 
‘White Christmas.’

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.9
Sts will find more practice for listening, and 
practice of phrasal verbs for feelings here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127
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Two songs that say it all ...

The song that means ‘family’
1… (perform) is in my blood – my mum was a pop 
star! I’ll never forget 2… (see) her sing live on TV 
when I was a kid. I was so proud! Next month, I’m
taking part in a singing competition on TV because I’d
like 3… (become) a famous singer like her one day. I’ve
decided 4… (sing) ‘We Are Family’ by Sister Sledge, as 
it’s my family’s favourite song!

The song that means ‘friends’
5… (hang out) with my friends is so important to me. 
I love 6… (spend) time with my ‘besties’. My friends
help 7… (cheer) me up if I’m feeling down and when I 
don’t feel like 8… (smile), we put on some music and
dance! My favourite song about friendship is ‘I’ll Be
There For You’ by the Rembrandts – it’s the theme 
song for the TV series Friends. Sometimes I play it 9… 
(remind) myself how lucky I am!

GRAMMAR Verb patterns (1)
I can use the -ing and to + infinitive forms accurately. 

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and choose the correct 
answers to complete the rules.

Singing creates feel-good chemicals in your body.

Dad loved playing rock music in the car.

We listen to sad music to explore our feelings.

We need to match our music to our moods.

You should listen to any song you like listening to!

Many of us like to sing along to this song.

I remember listening to that when I was a kid. 
(past memory)

Just remember not to listen to sad songs all the 
time. (advice)

Rules

We use the -ing form as the subject of a sentence, and
after certain verbs, e.g. love, don’t mind, feel like, suggest.
We use to + infinitive to give a reason, and after certain 
verbs, e.g. decide, help, need, plan, refuse, would like.
We can use both forms after certain verbs, e.g. start, like, 
prefer. The meaningrr 1changes / doesn’t change.  
We can use both forms after certain verbs, e.g. remember,
forget, stop, try. The meaning yy 2changes / doesn’t change.

2 Complete the blog post with the correct -ing or
to + infinitive form of the verbs in brackets.

3 PRONUNCIATION Stress in verb patterns

 1.4 Are to and -ing stressed or unstressed?
Listen and repeat.
1 I love playing the guitar, and I’d like to be in a 

band one day.
2 I don’t like dancing and I generally try to avoid it!

4 In pairs, take turns to ask questions with the 
correct -ing form or to + infinitive. Give as much 
detail as possible in your answers.

Do you enjoy / dance / or / sing?
A: Do you enjoy dancing or singing?

B: I don’t mind dancing, but I can’t sing! My friends 
cover their ears when I try to sing!

1 Why is / learn / the lyrics of pop songs good for
your English?

2 What music do you play / relax?
3 Are there any instruments you’d like / learn?
4 What talents do pop stars need / have?
5 Which singer or band will you never forget / see / 

in concert?
6 Which singer or band do you really want / see / 

in the future?

5 What are your ‘two songs that say it all’? Look at 
Exercise 2 again. Then complete sentences 1–4 
with your own ideas.
The song that means ‘family’
1 I’ll never forget hearing / listening to / seeing …
2 I listen to / play … to remind myself of …
The song that means ‘friends’
3 Being with my friends is …
4 We love listening to / playing / dancing … when …

6 Work in pairs. Tell your partner about your ‘two 
songs that say it all’. What’s the most interesting 
or surprising thing you learn about your partner?

 FAST FINISHER
Write about your ‘two songs that say it all’. Include as
many -ing and to + infinitive forms as possible.

1

13LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127
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UNIT 1

GRAMMAR Verb patterns (1)

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called Remember to check for 
viruses!, including the form and use of verb patterns 
with -ing and to + infinitive forms. You can watch this in 
class if you have time and access to a computer or tablet, 
or you can ask sts to download it from the Richmond 
Learning Platform to watch at home. See TG page 000 
for the animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples. Point out that 
some verbs are followed by an -ing form and some are 
followed by to + infinitive. You could elicit some more 
examples of each verb pattern. Explain that some verbs 
such as like can be followed by both patterns with the 
same meaning (I like singing / I like to sing), but point 
out that I’d like is always followed by to + infinitive (I’d 
like to sing), but feel like is always followed by an -ing 
form (I feel like singing). Point out that some verbs such 
as remember can be followed by either pattern, but warn 
sts that the meaning is different: I remembered to phone 
her = I remembered, so I phoned her; I remember phoning 
her = I phoned her, and I can remember doing this. Point 
out also that we can use an -ing form as the subject of a 
sentence, and we can use to + infinitive to say why we do 
something (We listen to sad music to explore our feelings.)

Sts copy the rules into their notebooks, choosing the 
correct words to complete them. Check answers.

Answers
1 doesn’t change   2 changes

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: Dan suggested to go to the 
cinema – correct? (no – suggested going). I need to go 
home – correct? (yes). I love dancing/I love to dance – 
same meaning? (yes). I stopped buying chocolate – did 
I buy chocolate in the past? (yes). Did I stop? (yes). I 
stopped to buy some chocolate – was I doing something 
else? (yes.) Did I stop what I was doing and buy some 
chocolate? (yes). To ride a bike is fun – correct? (no – 
Riding a bike …). I went outside to get some fresh air – 
Why did I go outside? (to get some fresh air).

2 Read out the title and explain that ‘say it all’ means 
‘have a lot of meaning for me’. Teach the word bestie 
(best friend). Sts read the texts and write the correct 
verb forms in their notebooks. Check answers.

Answers
1 Performing
2 seeing
3 to become
4 to sing
5 Hanging out

6 spending / to spend
7 to cheer
8 smiling
9 to remind

3 PRONUNCIATION  1.4
Play the audio and elicit that to and the -ing form 
are unstressed. Play the audio again, pausing for sts 
to repeat.

Answer
They are unstressed. 

4 With weaker classes, ask sts to write the questions in 
their notebooks first. Check these answers, then put 
them into pairs to ask and answer. Stronger sts can 
go straight into the pairwork. Read out the example 
question and answer and point out to sts that they 
should give as much detail as possible in their answers. 
Monitor while sts are working, and correct any mistakes 
in a feedback session at the end. Ask some sts to tell the 
class something they learned about their partner.

Answers
1 Why is learning the lyrics of pop songs good for 

your English?
2 What music do you play to relax?
3 Are there any instruments you’d like to learn?
4 What talents do pop stars need to have?
5 Which singer or band will you never forget seeing 

in concert?
6 Which singer or band do you really want to see in 

the future?

5 Sts complete the sentences in their notebooks. Ask one 
or two sts to read some of their sentences to the class. 
Correct any errors with the form.

6 Sts work in pairs to tell their partner about their two 
songs that ‘say it all’. Ask some sts to tell the class 
something interesting or surprising they learned about 
their partner.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing a short paragraph about their ‘songs that 
say it all’, using -ing and to + infinitive forms. Weaker 
sts could write three sentences about themselves using 
some of the verbs in the grammar box.

G Grammar practice: WB p.10
Sts will find more practice of verb patterns (1) here. 
Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127
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Have you been to any good 
gigs recently?
READING and LISTENING

I can understand information about events.

4  1.5 Listen again. Are the sentences true (T) or
false (F)?
1 Lucy doesn’t want to do anything at the weekend.
2 Lucy suggests going to a football match.
3 Marco isn’t very keen on the street dance class.
4 They’re too old to go to the street dance class.
5 Marco has been to the Coconut Tree Club before.
6 Lucy thinks Marco should perform a song on

Saturday.

5 Work in pairs. Find out if your partner has ever
been to any events like those in Exercise 1.
A: Have you ever been to a street dance class?

B: Yes, I have. I went to a hip hop class last year.

1 Look at the adverts, tickets, posters and passes.
Which one is different to the others?

2 Match the sentences with the events in Exercise 1.
1 You don’t have to pay to go to this event. 
2 You can’t do this if you’re over 18.
3 This is an afternoon performance.
4 This is taking place on Saturday and Sunday.
5 There aren’t any seats for this event.
6 There will be a solo performer at this event.
7 This event is taking place at a school.

3  1.5 Listen to the dialogue. Which of the events 
in Exercise 1 do Marco and Lucy decide to go to at 
the weekend?

GRAND 
FINALE

Tonight’s 
the night!!

£5Open 
Mic
Night

Coconut Tree Club

All kinds of musicians and 

music welcome!

Saturdays, 8.00 –11.00 p.m.

Free entry

With host Jess Glenn

Sunday, 10 May 

Time: 2.30 p.m.

Seat: H11

a

b

c

d

Home   About   Classes
DANCE CLASSES.COM
Street dance classes
Dynamic, fun and energetic!
Open to anyone aged 11 to 18.
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 4.30–6.00 p.m.
Ace Community Centre
£6 per class or £40 for 8 classes.

ROYAL 
OPERA 
HALL

Kanye Michaels 
performs Mozart’s 
Violin Concerto No. 33

Door 7
Seat: H15
Price: £30 
Doors open 45 minutes inutes
before the performance.an

e

g

f

Come along and support this year’s
Battle of the Bands 
in the school hall

Central Opera House

KEEP

TALKING!

14
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KEEP
TALKING!

3  1.5 Tell sts they will hear a conversation between 
Marco and Lucy about which event they can go to this 
weekend. Read out the question, then play the audio for 
sts to listen and note down the event they decide to go 
to. See TG page 274 for audio script. Check the answer 
with the class, playing the audio again if necessary and 
pausing to confirm the answer. Check sts understand 
what an open mic night is (an evening when anyone can 
take the microphone on stage and perform).

Answer
They decide to go to the open mic night at the 
Coconut Tree Club.

4  1.5 Allow sts time to read through the sentences. 
Check they understand them all. Play the audio again 
for them to listen and decide if the sentences are true or 
false. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then 
check answers with the class, playing the audio again if 
necessary and pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 F
2 F
3 T

4 T
5 F
6 F

5 Demonstrate the task by asking a confident student the 
example question and eliciting their answer. Sts then 
ask and answer questions in pairs. Ask some sts to tell 
the class what events their partner has been to. If some 
sts have been to interesting events, encourage them to 
tell the class about their experiences.

EXTRA PRACTICE
Put sts into small groups and ask them to think of a fun 
music event they would like to see in their town or city. 
Ask them to design a poster or advert for their event, 
giving details of where it is, when it is, who can go, the 
price, etc. When sts have finished, display the adverts 
and posters around the classroom for other sts to see. 
Ask one person from each group to tell the class about 
their event. You could then use a show of hands to 
decide which event sts would most like to go to.

Have you been to any 
good gigs recently?
READING and LISTENING

Sts read some adverts, tickets, posters and passes for 
music events and focus on understanding them. They 
listen to two people discussing events and deciding 
which one to go to, then answer some true/false 
questions. They then learn how to describe recent 
experiences. They read and hear a model dialogue 
and personalize the useful language by following the 
steps in the Speaking plan to practise describing recent 
experiences.

WARMER
Ask: What kinds of events happen in your town or city? 
Elicit a few ideas and ask more questions if necessary 
to prompt sts, e.g. What films can you see? What about 
sports events? Are there any exhibitions at the museum? 
Are there any festivals or concerts? Elicit a few answers, 
then ask: How do you find out what’s on in your town or 
city? Elicit some answers, and elicit the idea of looking 
at adverts and posters.

1 Read out the task and check that sts understand pass (a 
document that allows you to go into a part of a building 
or festival site where members of the public are not 
usually allowed, e.g. backstage in a concert hall). Sts 
look at the adverts, tickets, posters and passes and 
answer the question. Check the answer.

Answer
g because the others are music events, whereas this 
is an advert for dance classes

2 Read out the first sentence and ask: Which event is 
this true for? How do you know? Sts look at the texts 
again and find the answer (d – Free entry). Sts match 
the remaining sentences with the events. Allow sts to 
compare their answers in pairs then check with the 
class. Elicit the part of each advert etc. which confirms 
each answer.

Answers
1 d
2 g
3 a
4 b

5 f
6 e
7 c
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SPEAKING Describing recent experiences
I can talk about a recent experience.

1  1.6 Listen and read. What did Jack do last weekend?

4 Work in pairs. Prepare a dialogue about an 
event from the list below. Follow the steps in the 
Speaking plan.
• an open mic night
• a film
• an opera

• a concert
• a music festival
• a football match

Speaking plan

Prepare
❯ Choose an event for your dialogue.
❯ Make notes for your dialogue.

Speak
❯ Practise your dialogue.
❯ Use phrases from the Useful language box.
❯ Act out your dialogue without notes.

Reflect
❯ Swap roles and choose a new event.
❯ Did you ask follow-up questions and show interest?
❯ How can you improve next time?

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Write a dialogue about an event you have been to recently.

2  1.7 Listen and repeat the Useful language. 
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1? 

Useful language
Talking about a recent experience
Have you been to / seen any good … recently?
I’ve just been to / seen …
I went to / saw … last weekend.

Asking follow-up questions
Where did you see it / them?
Who did you go with?
What was it like?

Showing interest and responding
Cool! / Wow! / Nice!
I’m so jealous!
I’ve never been / seen / done …
I can imagine!
That sounds amazing!

3 Put the dialogue in order. Then work in pairs and 
practise the dialogue.
a That’s far! Who did you go with?
b I’ve just been to a music festival, actually.
c Have you been to any good concerts recently?
d It was in Reading, to the west of London.
e Nice. What was the music like?
f No, it wasn’t! We had fun though.
g That doesn’t sound great at all.
h I went with my older brother and his friends.
i Wow! That’s exciting. Where was it?
j It was a bit disappointing, actually. I didn’t know 

any of the bands.

Jack: Hi, Nora. How’s it going?
Nora: Fine, thanks. I haven’t seen you for ages. Have you 

been to any good gigs recently?
Jack: Yes, I have, actually. I went to see Maroon 5 on 

Saturday.
Nora: Wow! I’m so jealous! I’ve never seen them live. 

Where did you see them?
Jack: In Manchester. They’re only doing three shows in 

the UK.
Nora: Wow! That’s a long way to go! You really are a super-

fan. Who did you go with?
Jack: I went with Oscar.
Nora: Nice! So, come on, tell me. What was it like?
Jack: It was absolutely brilliant! They’re even better live.
Nora: That sounds amazing! It seems like you had an amazing 

weekend.
Jack: Yes, I did.

1

1515LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 11
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UNIT 1

SPEAKING Describing recent 
experiences 
1  1.6 Ask sts questions about what they did last 

weekend, e.g. Did you have a good weekend? Did you do 
anything exciting? Where did you go? What was it like?

Focus on the question. With stronger classes, you could 
start by playing the dialogue with books closed and 
have sts listen for the answer. Then play the audio again 
for them to listen and read to confirm their ideas. With 
weaker classes, play the dialogue for sts to listen and 
read. Check the answer.

Answer
He went to see Maroon 5 in Manchester.

2  1.7 Read through the Useful language box with the 
class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Ask sts to work 
with a partner to check which phrases they heard in 
Exercise 1. For more practice, you could ask sts to cover 
the dialogue in Exercise 1, then elicit the answers to the 
follow-up questions. 

3 Ask sts to write the dialogue in the correct order in their 
notebooks. Check answers. Put sts in pairs to practise 
the dialogue.

Answers
1 c
2 b
3 i
4 d
5 a

6 h
7 e
8 j
9 g
10 f

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
describing recent experiences.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work in pairs to choose an event. You could 
brainstorm some ideas with the class. They then 
make notes about when the event was, who they 
went with and what it was like. 

Speak
Sts choose their roles and create a dialogue, using 
phrases from the Useful language box. They can 
practise with and then without notes. Monitor 
and help as necessary. If your sts use smartphones 
in class, they could record and listen to their 
conversations. When they finish, they swap roles 
and make a new dialogue about a different event.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language. Encourage them to be honest and open 
about the things they did well and the things they 
can do better. Ask them to use their recordings to 
help them think about how they could improve 
next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise the useful language further. 
They write a dialogue about an event they have been to 
recently. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write two 
questions and answers. 

S Speaking practice: WB p.11
Sts will find more practice for describing recent 
experiences here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127
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Four decades of British bands
I can talk about music in the UK and my country.

The early 1980s produced a 
new wave of manufactured pop 
bands and techno pop using 
synthesizers, percussion and 
saxophones. These included 

bands like Depeche Mode. 
However, it was the Manchester indie rock band, the 
Smiths, which became one of the most important bands 
of this decade. They reacted against the superficial techno 
pop of the early 1980s and instead they wrote socio-
political songs. Their songs were observations on the lives 
of ordinary people and expressed their feelings about the 
government and the monarchy in Britain at the time. Many 
of their songs were rather depressing, so, unless you were 
in the right mood, their songs could really get you down.

This was a time of creativity and innovation for 

British music. Britain was experiencing a period of 

economic growth and in the 1960s, teenagers wanted 

to be different from their parents. They were the first 

generation to create a genuine youth culture and they 

expressed their identity through their fashion and their 

tastes in music. The Beatles defined this decade. They 

had a huge influence on popular culture and their 

distinctly British sound had simple melodies, clever 

lyrics and rhythmic 

guitar work. They 

loved playing chords 

and using vocal 

harmonies and 

their music cheered 

people up.

b

The early 1970s was the era of Glam rock with artists like 
David Bowie and Queen. In the mid-1970s, a new type 
of music emerged at the same time as an economic 
decline in the UK: punk. It was aggressive and loud 
and many people saw punk as anti-establishment, 
anti-politics and anti-pop. A lot of young people felt 
angry and rebellious because they were unemployed 
and thought that they had no future. They had strong 
opinions so they used punk to express their concerns 
and frustrations. Siouxsie and the Banshees, with Susan 
Ballion on lead vocals, were a famous British punk band.

Gl

Sounds
of the 

Seventies

With the end of the Cold War and the introduction of the World Wide Web, the 1990s was an optimistic decade and ‘Britpop’ was born. Bands like Oasis and Blur used their local identities and regional accents to create a sense of belonging and pride with songs about British places and culture. Until now, all-male bands had dominated the British pop scene, but in 1996, the all-girl band, the Spice Girls, with the ‘girl power’ message of their debut single ‘Wannabe’ and album ‘Spice’, became the fastest-selling British group since the Beatles.

ti for

THE FAB FOUR
This week we’ve chosen four decades in British music 
that we think have had a major impact on music today.

1

2

3

4

REAL
CULTURE!

16
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REAL
CULTURE!

UNIT 1

The Spice Girls were an English girl group formed in 
1994. They have sold over 85 million records worldwide, 
which makes them the best-selling girl group of all 
time. Their hit singles include Wannabe and Say You’ll 
Be There. They were responsible for popularising the 
phrase Girl Power.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures and discuss 
what they know about British bands and singers. 
Discuss their ideas as a class.

2 Sts read the article quickly and match the singers and 
bands with the decades. Check answers and ask sts 
which of these bands and singers they have heard of.

Answers
1 d
2 c
3 a
4 b

3  1.8 Check understanding of decade. Allow sts time 
to read the sentences, then play the audio for sts to read 
and listen and decide if the sentences are true or false. 
Check answers, eliciting the part of the article which 
confirms each answer.

Answers
1 T
2 F
3 T
4 F

5 F
6 F
7 T
8 F

4 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the questions and elicit some of the social 
and political events mentioned in the article (a 
period of economic growth, an economic decline, 
unemployment, the end of the Cold War, the 
introduction of the World Wide Web). Ask: How 
might these events make people feel about the future?
Elicit that they might make people feel more 
optimistic or pessimistic. Put sts into pairs to discuss 
the questions. Discuss their ideas as a class.

21st Century skills

Four decades of British 
bands

Sts learn about four decades of British popular music. 
They practise comparing British pop music with music 
in their country. They learn some words to do with 
music, and check their understanding by using them to 
complete a music quiz. They then check their general 
knowledge by doing the quiz. Finally, they choose a 
decade or period for music in their own country and 
prepare and give a short presentation on it. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about a 
musician who uses her life experience to inspire her 
music: see SB page 17.

WARMER
Ask: What’s your favourite music? Elicit a few ideas from 
the class, then ask: Do you sometimes listen to singers and 
bands from the past? Which ones do you like? Put sts into 
pairs to discuss the questions, then find out what music 
from the past sts like.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Beatles, made up of John Lennon, Paul McCartney, 
George Harrison and Ringo Starr, are considered to 
be one of the most successful bands of all time. The 
band split up in 1970, but Paul McCartney (now Sir Paul 
McCartney) went on to have a successful solo career.

David Bowie (1947-2016) was an English singer-
songwriter who is best remembered for his success 
during the Glam rock period of the 1970s. During this 
period, he often performed as the flamboyant character 
Ziggy Stardust. 

Queen, with their lead singer Freddie Mercury, were a 
successful Glam rock band of the 1970s in Britain. Their 
single Bohemian Rhapsody, remained at number one in 
the UK charts for nine weeks and helped make music 
videos more popular.

Punk rock emerged in the 1970s and was very different 
to the Glam rock that was popular at the time. Punk 
bands such as The Clash and The Damned wore leather 
jackets, often decorated with studs or safety pins, and 
set out to challenge authority and offend the moral 
standards of the time.

Oasis were an English rock band formed in Manchester 
in 1991, with the two main members being brothers 
Liam and Noel Gallagher. Their hit singles include 
Wonderwall and Don’t Look Back in Anger, which has 
been sung as a song of reconciliation and healing after a 
disaster or tragedy.
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1 In pairs, discuss the questions.
1 Which British bands or singers do you know?
2 Which British bands or singers are popular in 

your country?
3 Which British bands or singers do you enjoy 

listening to?

2 Read the article quickly. Match the singers and 
bands with the decades.
1 The Spice Girls a 1960s
2 The Smiths b 1970s
3 The Beatles c 1980s
4 Siouxsie and d 1990s

the Banshees

3  1.8 Read and listen to the article. Are the 
sentences true (T) or false (F)? 
1 The 1960s was a decade of prosperity in Britain. 
2 In the 1960s, British teenagers wore similar clothes 

to their parents.
3 There was a strong connection between socio-

political events and the start of punk in Britain.
4 British people of all ages identified with punk 

music in the 1970s.
5 The Smiths were one of the most important techno 

pop bands of the 1980s.
6 The Smiths’ songs were usually happy and joyful.
7 In the 1990s, British pop groups wanted to show 

they were proud of their culture.
8 The Spice Girls were much more successful than 

the Beatles.

4 THINK CRITICALLY In groups, discuss 
the questions.
1 How do social and political events influence 

a country’s music?
2 What can you learn about another culture from 

its music?

5 Word Power Find the words in the article. 
Can you explain their meaning?

album    chord   harmony    lyrics     
percussion   single   vocals  

6 Complete the Music Quiz questions with words from 
Exercise 5. Ask and answer the questions in pairs. 

7 GET CREATIVE In groups, choose a key 
decade or period for music in your country. 
Prepare a short presentation. Include the following 
information and any audio clips:
• decade, year
• socio-political situation
• bands, artists/musicians
• type of music
• albums, singles/songs
• reasons for your choice

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
Write your own quiz question for the music quiz and test 
your partner.

1 Which British musician helped Justin 

Bieber write the 1… for ‘Love Yourself’?

a Adele
b Elton John
c Ed Sheeran

3 What was the name of Adele’s first 3…?

a ‘Hello’
b ‘Skyfall’
c ‘Hometown Glory’

2 Who sings lead 2… for the British band 

Coldplay?

a Chris Martin
b Jonny Buckland
c Guy Berryman

4 Which singer’s self-titled 4… is one of the 

most-streamed on Spotify?

a Dua Lipa
b Rita Ora
c Ellie Goulding

5 Boy bands like One Direction are famous 

for singing beautiful 5… . Where are One 

Direction from?

a Wales and Scotland
b Scotland and Ireland
c England and Ireland

MUSIC QUIZ
1

17
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UNIT 1

5 Word Power Sts could work in pairs to find the 
words in the article and work out the meanings. With 
weaker classes, write these definitions on the board for 
sts to match the words with: drums (percussion), people 
singing different notes together (harmony), the words of a 
song (lyrics) the main voice in a song (vocals), one song that 
is released on its own (single), a combination of more than 
one musical note (chord). Check answers, and check that 
sts understand all the words.

6 Sts read the music quiz and write the missing words in 
their notebooks. Check answers, then put sts into pairs 
to do the quiz. Check answers to the quiz, and see which 
pair got the most answers right.

Answers
1 lyrics; c
2 vocals; a
3 single; c
4 album; a
5 harmony; c

EXTRA PRACTICE
Ask sts to work individually to write three sentences 
about a song they like, using the words in Exercise 5. 
Ask some sts to read their sentences to the class. Ask 
other sts if they agree with the sentences.

21st Century skills

7  GET CREATIVE
Put sts into small groups. Read out the task then, 
as a class, brainstorm information about different 
decades in the sts’ own country, including ideas 
about social and political events of that decade and 
also the music that was popular. Make notes on the 
board. Sts then work in their groups to choose a 
decade and prepare their presentation. They could 
do some research if they have access to computers 
or tablets. Encourage them to include at least one 
audio clip in their presentation if they are able 
to. Alternatively, they could do some research for 
homework and prepare their presentation in the 
next lesson. 

Monitor and help while sts are working, and ask 
them to organize their presentation so that they 
all take part. Before groups present, give sts some 
tips for presenting, e.g. speak slowly and clearly, 
look at the audience, etc. Ask groups in turn to give 
their presentations to the class. When all groups 
have presented, discuss as a class which decades 
produced the best popular music in their country 
and why.

Culture video

This lesson features an optional culture video about a 
musician who uses her life experience to inspire her 
music. You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to video, or you can ask sts to download 
it from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See Ana: A musical soul on TG pages 298 and 
311.

FAST FINISHER
Sts write their own quiz question for a music quiz, then 
test their partner. Weaker sts could do the activity in 
pairs, then test another pair. 
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E Exam: Unit 1 SB p.118W Writing summary WB p.84 LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127

About me
WRITING A personal profile

I can write a personal profile.

1 Read Laura’s personal profile. What is her favourite
free-time activity?

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples 
of these connectors in Laura’s profile.

Useful language
Adding ideas
and, also, too, as well as, what’s more

Contrasting ideas
but, however, although, even though

Giving reasons
because, as, since

Explaining consequences
so, that’s why

Explaining the sequence of events
then, next, after, before, after that, later

4 Read the Look! box. Match phrases 1–4 in Laura’s
profile with phrasal verb types a–d in the box.

Phrasal verbs

Separable phrasal verbs
a Some transitive phrasal verbs

It cheers me up. (me = object)

Inseparable phrasal verbs
b Three-word phrasal verbs

I’m looking forward to my holiday.
c Intransitive phrasal verbs

We eat out every night. (no object)
d Some transitive phrasal verbs

She looked after us. (us = object)

Look!

5 Complete the sentences in your notebook.
1 I grew up in … 3 … always cheers me up.
2 I got into … when … 4 I’m looking forward to …

6 Write your own profile for an international student
website. Follow the steps in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ e.Write notes for your profileWrite notes fo

WrittWrite
❯ profile into paragraphs.Organize your profile ur
❯ t one sentence from Exercise 5.Include at least
❯ Follow the i sdeas in Exercise 2 to make your profilfile

mmore effective.

efleccReflect
❯ esent perfect.Check yoyour use of the present pe
❯  phrasal verbs.Check your ur use of connectors and p

2 Which of the features below make Laura’s profile
more effective?
1 using a chatty, informal style
2 using a serious, formal style
3 using phrasal verbs and idioms
4 using connectors to organize the information
5 giving personal details and opinions
6 talking to the reader directly
7 giving long, factual descriptions

International Student Chat
Profile

Hi! I’m Laura and I’m sixteen. I was 
born in Medellín, Colombia, but 
I 1grew up in Barranquilla. I’ve 
never wanted to live anywhere
else since it’s such an exciting 
city. However, I’d also like to travel 
– especially around North America.

So, what am I into? Well, I love 2hanging out with

friends, and I enjoy seeing live music and watching
films, too. However, my main passion is dancing. 
I 3got into salsa when I was little, and I’ve been
practising ever since. Dancing makes me happy
even when life’s 4getting me down, so I do it 
whenever I can. Every year in Barranquilla we have a 
huge carnival, and the whole community joins in. 

At the moment, I’m studying at high school, and
after that, I’d really like to go to university in the 
USA. That’s why I’ve joined this site. I’d love to chat
with an English speaker from the USA or Canada in
order to improve my English. 

Where do you live and what are you into? Send me a 
message and we can start chatting!

18

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 12; photocopiable activities for Unit 1: vocabulary, grammar and skills
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UNIT 1

About me
WRITING A personal profile

Sts read a personal profile by a teenager in Colombia. They 
learn useful language for adding and contrasting ideas, 
giving reasons, explaining consequences and explaining 
the sequence of events. They then follow the steps in the 
Writing plan to write their own personal profile.

Writing
A personal profile

Useful language
Adding ideas (and, also, too as well as, what’s more); 
Contrasting ideas (but, however, although, even 
though); Giving reasons (because, as, since); Explaining 
consequences (so, that’s why); Explaining the sequence 
of events (then, next, after, before, after that, later)
Look!
Phrasal verbs

WARMER
Ask: Where can you read a personal profile? Elicit that you 
can read personal profiles online. Ask: What information 
would you expect to find in a personal profile? Elicit that 
you might find information about where someone lives, 
their family, their school life and their hobbies. 

1 Focus on the picture and read out the title of the text. 
Explain that this profile is on an international student 
chat website. Read out the question, then ask sts to read 
the profile quickly to find the answer. Check the answer, 
eliciting the part of the profile which confirms the 
answer.

Answer
dancing

2 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Discuss the 
answers as a class, referring back to the profile to give 
an example of each feature.

Suggested answers
1 e.g. Hi, I’m Laura …; So, what am I into?
3 e.g. I love hanging out with friends.
4 e.g. However, I’d also like to travel.
5 e.g. Dancing makes me happy.
6 e.g. Where do you live and what are you into?

3 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss how 
to say these expressions in their first language. Point 
out that we use also before a verb, but we use too and 
as well at the end of a sentence, e.g. I also like singing. / 
I like singing, too / as well. Explain that we use however 
at the beginning of a sentence, to connect it back to the 
sentence before. We use but, although and even though to 
connect two ideas in the same sentence. Sts then read 
Laura’s profile again to find examples of the connectors.

4 Read the Look! box with sts. Sts match the phrases in 
Laura’s profile with the phrasal verb types a–d in the 
box. Tell sts that when they learn new phrasal verbs, 
they should always note down some examples of how 
they are used, so they know if they are separable or 
inseparable.

Answers
1 c   2 b   3 d   4 a

5 Ask sts to copy and complete the sentences in their 
notebooks. Allow time for them to compare their 
answers with a partner, then ask some sts to read some 
of their sentences to the class.

6 Sts write a personal profile following the steps in the 
Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts work as individuals and make notes for their 
profile. Monitor and help with vocabulary if 
necessary. Remind them to include information 
about where they live, what they are doing at the 
moment, what they want to do in the future, and 
things they enjoy doing.

Write
Explain that sts should organize their profiles 
into paragraphs. Read out the paragraph plan and 
show how Laura’s profile follows this plan. Sts 
write their profile using Laura’s profile as a model. 
Encourage them to use connectors from the Useful 
Language box and phrasal verbs. They can also use 
nouns and phrasal verbs for feelings from pages 9 
and 12.

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. They 
swap profiles with a partner and give feedback 
on the use of the present perfect, connectors 
and phrasal verbs. Remind sts to be positive and 
encouraging when they give feedback, and always 
find aspects to praise.

W Writing practice: WB p.12
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.84

E Exam: Unit 1 SB p.118

LS Language summary: Unit 1 SB p.127
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VOCABULARY Success and failure
I can talk about success and failure.

1 Read Jorge’s inspiration board. Which is your 
favourite quote?

2  2.1 Complete the table with the expressions in
bold on the inspiration board. Listen and check.

success failure
go to plan

3 Choose the correct answers.
1 I want to mess up / make it as a musician.t
2 We made a cake, but the recipe didn’t work /k

fulfill my dreams.
3 The next cake turned out well /l failed to work. It 

was absolutely delicious!
4 Try again! Don’t realize an ambition / give up!
5 The evening went wrong / went to plan. We got lost.

Vocabulary: Success and 
failure; do, make and take

Grammar: Narrative tenses; Past perfect 
simple vs continuous; used to and would

Speaking: Giving and 
responding to news

Writing: 
An article

4 Complete the gaps. Then think of an example that 
is true for you for 1–6.
1 an ambition you would like to …
2 a journey that didn’t … to plan
3 a time you … up and upset a friend
4 a time things … wrong
5 a problem you …
6 a day that … out well after a bad start

5 Work in pairs. Tell your partner about 1–6 in 
Exercise 4, giving as much detail as possible.

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write sentences of advice and encouragement for your 
own inspiration board.

My inspiration board

IfIfIfIfIfIfIfIfIIffIfIffIffffIff ttttttttttthihihihhihihihihihihihhihhhh ngngngngngngngngngngnngnnnnngggggggssssssssssss dododododododododdoodd n’n’n’nn’n’n’’n’nn t t t t t tt t ttt gogogogogoggogoooggog tttttttttto o oo o o o plplplplplplplppp ananananananananana   

anananananananananananandddddddddddd yoyoyoyoyoyoyyyoyouuuuuuuu mamamamamamamakekekekekekekekekkkekekkke aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmisisisisisisisisiisiisisistatatatatatataatattt kekekekekekekekekekeke, , ,, ,,
ststststststststsststudududududududududddddy yyy yy y y y yy yyyy ittitititititttt, , ,, ,, , leleleleleleleleararararararararrarn n n nn n nn frfrfrfrfrfrrrrromoomomomomomom iiiiiiit,t,t,t,t,t,t,, aaaaaaaaandndndndndnddndn   

gegegegegegegegegegeggget t t tt t ttt itititititittiti rrrrrrrrigigigigigigiigggghththththththththththth nnnnnnnnnnnexexexexexeexexxt t t t t t t t tititititititittitt memememememeememme –––––––  
thththhthhththhththatatatatatatatatttaaat’s’s’s’s’s’s’ss ssssssssssucucucucuccucucuccccececececeececesssssssssssssssss! !!!! ! !! ! IfIfIffIfffIfIfIfIffff yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyouououououououououououuououoouuououuuuououuuouuouoooooooooooooo    
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If at first you 
don’t succeed ...

Be inspired by a genius. Thomas
Edison didn’t give up trying when

his first design for a light bulb failed.
He tried again until he found a 

design that did work – over 1,000k

attempts later!

1

Set yourself goals – 
you can’t reach your 

destination if you don’t
know where you’re

going! Would you like 
to realize an ambition

by the time you’re 21?

Where am I going?
2 3

IfIfIf yyouo  really waaaantntntnt 
tott  make it andd bbebe 
suss ccessful, don’t  
waste too muuchchh tttimimee 
drdrdd eae mingg, , , wiwiwiw sshshininggg
ananand d d hohopipipinngg. .
GeGeGett t wowow rkining!g! 
OnOnOOOnlylyl bby y wworkrkkrkkiininngg g g
hahah rdrd wwill l yoouu u u
fufulfilfil l yoour dddddrreeeaamma ss..

4
IIffIfIfffIfIIIIffIIff yyou repeatedly
fffffafafaaaaaffffafff il to make progress, 
sssstttttsttsssssstoop. Don’t try the
sssasassaaaaasaaasssssame thing over and 
oooooovovvvooooooooo er – everything will
ppppppppprrppprpppppppp obably just go wrong

aaaaaagggggaaaaagga ain. Could you
oooooovovovvooooooooooovo ercome a problem

bbbbbbbbbbyyybbbbyybbbbbbbbyb  trying something 
nnnnnnnnneeeennnn w?

5

6

BeeBeBeBee kkkkkiininindddd ttoto yyyououoursrsrsellelelffff. 
Not everytthihing wililll turn o tut well

100% of the time. We all get things 100% of the time. We all get things
wrong and mess up sometimes. 

We’re only human …

About Me: Hi! I’m 
Jorge, and I’ve been 
trying to learn to play 
the guitar (although 
sometimes it feels like 
I’m failing …). Here 
are six quotes about 
success and failure 
that I hope will inspire 
me to improve. Hope 
they inspire you, too!
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UNIT 2 OVERVIEW: This unit focuses on the topic of success. Sts read an article about a 
young racing driver who recovered from a serious accident to resume racing. They read some 
advice on how to be successful in life, then listen to people talking about which advice they 
followed. They learn vocabulary for success and failure and collocations with do, make and take. They 
then read an article about the importance of athletics in schools in Jamaica. Finally, they read a news article about 
a successful choir and write their own article for a student magazine. They also watch a vlog about what can be 
learned from failure and a culture video about Shey, a keen tennis player who wants to improve her game.

VOCABULARY Success and failure

Sts learn 12 verbs and phrases to talk about success and 
failure. They identify these by reading them in context 
and categorizing them according to their meaning. They 
personalise the vocabulary by discussing their own 
experiences of success and failure.

Vocabulary
Success and failure (fail to, fulfil your dreams, give up, go 
to plan, go wrong, make it, mess up. miss an opportunity, 
overcome a problem, realize an ambition, turn out well, work)

Vlog
Ben: Things I’ve learned about failure

WARMER
Write the words success and failure on the board. Tell 
sts you are going to describe some situations and they 
should decide if they represent success or failure. Ask 
them to note down their answers. Say: 1 You get 72% in 
an English test. 2 You get to the final in a tennis competition, 
but you lose. 3 You don’t manage to save enough money to 
buy the exact phone you want, so you buy one that’s a bit 
cheaper. Put sts into pairs to compare their answers and 
discuss their reasons. Discuss their answers as a class.

1 Focus on the inspiration board and check sts 
understand inspiration and inspire. Sts read the text, 
then answer the question. Ask several sts to tell the 
class which quote they chose and why.

2  2.1 Point out the words and phrases in bold in the text. 
Tell sts they should read these in context and decide if they 
describe success or failure, then complete the table. Play 
the audio for sts to read, listen and check. Check answers.

Answers 
Success: go to plan, make it, fulfil your dreams, realize 
an ambition, overcome a problem, work, turn out well
Failure: miss an opportunity, fail to, go wrong, give up, 
mess up

3 Do the first item with the class as an example. Ask sts to 
work in pairs to complete items 2–5. Check answers.

Answers
1 make it
2 work
3 turned out well

4 give up
5 went wrong

4 Ask sts to complete the gaps first. Check answers. 
Sts work individually to think of an example of each 
situation. Ask them to note down their ideas. 

Answers
1 realize
4 went

2 go
5 overcame

3 gave
6 turned 

5 Put sts into pairs to talk about their own experiences. 
Ask them to note down their partner’s answers and ask 
questions to find out more. Ask some sts to tell the class 
about one of their partner’s experiences.

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
vlogger talks about what he has learned from failure. 
You can watch this in class if you have time and 
access to video, or you can ask sts to download it 
from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG pages 290 and 307.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by writing advice and encouragement for their own 
inspiration board. Weaker sts could work in pairs to 
discuss which advice on the inspiration board they 
agree with and why.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.14
Sts will find more practice of vocabulary for success 
and failure here. Set these exercises for homework.
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Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Success and 
failure; do, 
make and take

Narrative tenses: 
Past perfect simple 
vs continuous; used 
to, would and the 
past simple

Past perfect 
continuous

Identifying 
the sequence 
of events in a 
narrative

Matching 
topics to 
different 
speakers in a 
podcast

Giving and 
responding to 
personal news

An article
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Incredible but true!
READING

I can identify the sequence of events in a narrative.

1  2.2 Read and listen to the article. Put the events 
in the order they happened (1–6).
a Billy was given some helpful advice.
b Billy came third in a Formula 3 race, driving a 

specially adapted car.
c Billy won a Formula 3 race for the first time.
d While Billy was taking part in a race in the UK, he 

was involved in a serious accident.
e Alex Zanardi was seriously injured in a crash.
f Billy was taken to hospital in an air ambulance.

2 Word Power Copy and complete the table with 
words from the article.

noun verb adjective adverb
success succeed 1… successfully

competition 2… 3… 4…
5… 6… 7… inspirationally

3 Read the article again. Are the sentences true (T) 
or false (F)? Correct the false sentences.
1 Billy came third in the competition in France. 
2 Billy is inspired by the driver Lewis Hamilton.
3 Patrik Pasma has also been inspirational for Billy. 
4 After the accident, Billy didn’t think he would be 

able to compete again.  
5 Alex Zanardi’s return to racing was a success.
6 Billy has successfully returned to competitive 

racing. 

4 FIND OUT Who are the three most successful 
Formula 1 drivers of all time?

remarkable road to recovery

Billy’s inspiration is Formula 1 world champion Lewis Hamilton and 

he is hoping to make it as an F1 driver himself one day. However, 

Billy faces a major challenge in his bid to become a successful 

racing driver – he is a double amputee, having lost both his legs in 

a horrendous crash during a race in 2017.

Monger was competing in a British Formula 4 championship race 

when he crashed into Finnish driver Patrik Pasma’s car. He was 

driving at just under 200 kilometres per hour when he hit Pasma, 

Billy ‘Whizz’ Monger is a 19-year-old driver who is enjoying considerable
success in the highly-competitive world of motor racing. When I met him
on Sunday, he was feeling on top of the world as he had just won the 

who had stopped unexpectedly following a collision with another 

driver. An air ambulance flew Billy to a nearby hospital where, 

fortunately, the doctors managed to save his life.

After several weeks in hospital, Billy began the long, slow process 

of physical rehabilitation. His first challenge was to learn to walk 

again, using prosthetic legs. Although he realized that he would 

have to get used to living with a major disability, he hoped that 

one day he would be able to race competitively once more.

While he was beginning his journey of recovery, Billy was also 

inspired by Alex Zanardi, an Italian racing driver who lost both 

his legs in a crash in 2001. Alex returned to racing two years later 

and succeeded in winning several races in the World Touring Car 

Championship. When Alex heard about what had happened to 

Billy, he immediately got in touch and offered him advice about 

how to overcome both the physical and mental problems faced by 

racing drivers who have lost their legs.

Less than a year after his accident, Billy took part in a Formula 3 

race in a specially adapted car. He finished third in the race, 

which was a tremendous achievement for someone who had been 

through such a traumatic, life-changing experience.

20
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UNIT 2

Incredible but true!
READING

Sts read an article about a young racing driver who 
recovered from a serious accident to resume racing, and 
they focus on identifying the key events in a narrative. 
They see examples of narrative tenses in context, and 
research other successful Formula 1 drivers.

Reading text
An article about a young racing driver who recovered 
from a serious accident to resume racing

Reading skill
Identifying the sequence of events in a narrative

WARMER
Ask: Who enjoys watching Formula 1 racing? Get a show of 
hands and ask sts who like the sport to tell the class why. 
Ask: Do you think it is easy for a young person to succeed 
and become a racing driver? What difficulties are there? 
Discuss the questions as a class. If sts don’t mention the 
dangers, ask sts what dangers drivers face. 

1  2.2 Identifying the sequence of events in a 
narrative Tell sts they are going to read about a young 
racing driver. Check they understand a serious accident, 
be injured, to amputate, an amputee and prosthetic legs.
Play the audio track for sts to read and listen to the 
article. Elicit from the class the main events of Billy’s 
story (he was driving, he had an accident, doctors 
amputated his legs, he started driving again). Then 
ask about Alex Zanardi: Who was he? What happened 
to him? Was that before or after Billy’s accident? (before) 
How do you know? (it was in 2001, but Billy’s accident 
was in 2017). Point out to sts that sometimes the key 
events in a narrative are not mentioned in the order 
they happened. Explain that when they are reading a 
narrative, it is important to think about the order of the 
key events. Ask sts to read the events a–f. Ask: Which 
one happened first? (e) Sts then order the events. Weaker 
sts could work in pairs. Check answers, eliciting the part 
of the article which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 e   2 d   3 f   4 a   5 b   6 c

2 Word Power Focus on the table and point out that 
success, succeed and successfully are all part of the same 
word family. Sts find words in the article to complete 
the table. Weaker sts could work in pairs for this. Check 
answers, and check understanding by eliciting or giving 
an example of each word in a sentence.

Answers
1 successful
2 compete
3 competitive
4 competitively
5 inspiration
6 inspire
7 inspirational

3 Sts read the article again, then decide if the sentences 
are true or false and correct the false ones. Check 
answers with the class and elicit the part of the article 
which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 F – He won the race.
2 T
3 F – Alex Zanardi has been inspirational for Billy.
4 F – He hoped that one day he would be able to 

race competitively again. 
5 T
6 T

21st Century skills

4  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. 
However, if you have time, you could brainstorm 
some names of Formula 1 drivers that sts know, to 
help with their research later. Sts can report back 
on their findings in the next lesson. There are 
several possible answers to the question as there 
are different ways of ranking the drivers. However, 
the most successful drivers are Lewis Hamilton, 
Michael Schumacher and Juan Manuel Fangio.

R Reading practice: WB p.15
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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GRAMMAR  Narrative tenses
I can use different tenses to narrate past events.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and choose the correct 
answers to complete the rules.

Narrative tenses

Billy took part in a Formula 3 race.

He finished third in the race.

He was feeling on top of the world.

Monger was competing in a Formula 4 race when 
he crashed into Patrik Pasma’s car.

When Alex heard about what had happened to Billy, 
he got in touch and offered him advice.

Rules

We use the 1past continuous / past simple for completed
actions in the past. It describes the main events and 
details in a narrative.
We use the 2past continuous / past simple to describe
the background events in a narrative, and to describe
an action that was in progress when a completed action 
happened.
We use the 3past simple / past perfect simple to describe
an action or state that happened before another action
or state in the past.

2 Complete the text with the correct form of the
verbs in brackets.

The rebellious genius
On 14 March 1951, Albert Einstein 1 … (celebrate) his 72nd birthday.
Imagine the scene: interviewers 2… (shout) questions, cameras 
were flashing and the world-famous physicist was fed up. When 
photographer Arthur Sasse 3… (ask) for ‘just one more’, Einstein
4… (stick) out his tongue! The photo showed the rebellious side of a
man who by then 5… (achieve) fame as the world’s greatest genius.

child, who 6… (not start) speaking until he was three or four.
Surprisingly, he didn’t always get top marks while he 7… (study) at 
school. When he 8 9

job – his professor gave him a bad reference
because he 10… (miss) so many classes!

Even after Einstein 11… (win) the Nobel Prize
in 1922, life brought many challenges, and
he 12… (decide) to emigrate to the USA in 1935. 
He was still working, creating, and challenging
expectations when he died in Princeton, New 
Jersey, in 1955.

3 Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the verbs in brackets.
1 It was a sunny day. The birds … (sing) and we …

(relax) in the garden.
2 Harrison Ford … (play) Han Solo in Star Wars and 

… (star) in the Indiana Jones films.
3 By the time Pelé … (retire) from football, he … 

(score) twelve World Cup goals.
4 J. K. Rowling … (create) Harry Potter while she …

(travel) to London by train.
5 While she … (grow up), Beyoncé … (sing) in 

several choirs.
6 Before he … (die), very few people … (hear) of 

Vincent Van Gogh.
7 Frida Kahlo … (meet) Diego Rivera in 1922 while

he … (paint) a mural at her high school.

4 Write questions using the correct narrative tenses. 
Ask and answer the questions in pairs.
1 what time / you / wake up / on Sunday morning?
2 what / you / do / after / you / have breakfast?
3 what / you / do / at this time on Sunday?
4 what else / you / do / on Sunday?
5 anyone / call you / while / you / relax?
6 by Sunday evening / you / do / everything / you /

want to do?

 FAST FINISHER
Think of other inspirational people who have overcome 
obstacles in their lives. Write sentences about the 
challenges they have faced and their achievements.

FUN Einstein has inspired 
characters in video 
games, TV shows and 
films, from James Bond
to Star Wars. Can you 
see the resemblance 
to Yoda?

d 
nd
u 

2
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UNIT 2

GRAMMAR Narrative tenses

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called I was fixing an old 
umbrella when I had a great idea!, including the form and 
use of narrative tenses (past simple, past continuous and 
past perfect). You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform to 
watch at home. See TG page 314 for animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Ask 
sts to choose the correct answers to complete the rules. 
Point out that the example sentences are from the 
article on page 20. Sts could look at these to help them 
do the exercise. Check answers. 

Answers
1 past simple
2 past continuous
3 past perfect simple

Focus on the examples again. Explain that we use the 
past continuous and past simple together, when an 
action that was in progress was interrupted by another 
action, e.g. Billy was competing (action in progress), he 
crashed (this interrupted the action in progress). Point 
out that when we use the past simple for a series of 
actions, we mention them in the order they happened, 
e.g. He got into his car, he turned on the engine and he drove
off. We use the past perfect when we mention something 
that happened earlier, e.g. He got into his car, he pressed
the accelerator, but the car didn’t move because he had 
forgotten to turn on the engine (he forgot this earlier). 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I was watching the 
race when Karl phoned me – which was the action 
in progress? (I was watching the race). What action 
interrupted it? (Karl phoned me). What tense is the action 
in progress? (past continuous). What about the action 
which interrupted it? (past simple). He was disappointed 
because he had lost the race – which thing happened 
first? (he lost the race). Which tense is it? (past perfect). 

2 Ask sts to look at the picture and ask: Who does it show? 
(Albert Einstein). Ask: What do you know about Einstein? 
Elicit what sts know, and teach the word genius. Sts 
read the text and write the correct verb forms in their 
notebooks. Go through the answers and refer back to the 
rules to explain any answers that sts had problems with.

Answers
1 celebrated
2 were shouting
3 asked
4 stuck
5 had achieved
6 didn’t start

7 was studying
8 finished
9 found
10 had missed
11 had won
12 decided

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Ask for a show of hands on who believes that 
Yoda’s appearance was based on Einstein’s. 

They might be interested to know that some 
people believe the creator of Yoda – special effects 
artist Stuart Freeborn – was influenced by a picture 
of Einstein which was on the wall in the office where 
Yoda’s appearance was being finalised. Others say 
that he modelled Yoda on himself. Unfortunately, we 
will probably never know the truth.

3 Read out the first sentence and elicit the correct verb 
forms as an example. Ask sts to write the completed 
sentences in their notebooks. Check answers. 

Answers
1 were singing, were relaxing
2 played, starred
3 retired, had scored
4 created, was travelling
5 was growing up, sang
6 died, had heard
7 met, was painting

4 With weaker classes, you could briefly revise the 
question forms of the three narrative tenses by writing 
a simple sentence on the board in each tense and 
getting the class to change it to a question. Sts write 
the questions in their notebooks with the correct verb 
forms. Weaker sts could do this in pairs. Go through the 
answers.

Answers
1 What time did you wake up on Sunday morning?
2 What did you do after you had had breakfast?
3 What were you doing at this time on Sunday?
4 What else did you do on Sunday?
5 Did anyone call you while you were relaxing?
6 By Sunday evening had you done everything you 

wanted to do?

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing sentences about another inspirational 
person who has overcome obstacles in their life. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs and write one sentence 
using each tense about things they did, were doing or had 
done on Saturday.

G Grammar practice: WB p.16
Sts will find more practice of narrative tenses here. 
Set these exercises for homework.
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If you want to 1… well at school, you need to sleep nine or ten hours a 
night! According to scientists, the teenage brain needs a lot more sleep 

than the adult brain, and it doesn’t fully ‘wake up’ until about 8 a.m. So 2… the opportunity to go to bed early during the week – all the 
evidence suggests that getting plenty of sleep 3… you good!

4… control of your tech addiction and try to 5… without your 

phone once in a while. Boredom can be inspiring. It also 6… sense to 

switch off the TV when there’s nothing on that you really want to watch. 

Try doing something creative, like drawing, painting or writing a blog.

Adults often encourage teenagers to 10… life more seriously

and 11… more of an effort. But this isn’t necessarily good 

advice.  Don’t work harder, work SMARTER and don’t forget to 

12… time off from studying so you can hang out with your friends 

and have some fun.

Four surprising strategies for success

h. 

If you

ni

Sleep more!

Get bored!

Think small!
We often dream big, but 7… nothing (big dreams can feel 
impossible!). So try thinking small. Instead of ‘I want to be a 
famous guitarist, 8… a fortune and live in luxury’, try ‘I want 
to learn three new chords a week’ – and 9… sure you do. 
You’ll achieve something real, feel good, and take a step 
closer to success!

nt 

ad
12…

and ha

Thi

AAdAdAdAdAdAdAd lllulululttststs ooftftft

Don’t work 
too hard!

The habits for success
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Collocations with do, make and take

I can match speakers with the topics they talk about. 

1 Look at the article. Which of the four strategies for 
success do you think is the most surprising? 

2  2.3 Complete the article with the correct form 
of do, make and take. Listen and check.

3 Work in pairs. How many more collocations with 
do, make and take can you think of in one minute?

4  2.4 Listen and match the speakers with the 
strategies they tried.
1 Ava
2 Finn
3 Assif
4 Izzy

5  2.4 Listen again and complete the sentences. 
1 Ava decided to stop … her phone while she was 

travelling to school. Instead, she writes … .
2 Until recently, Finn spent time with his … after 

school. Now, he does his … .
3 Assif used to study … , but now his study schedules 

allow time for planning, checking and taking … .
4 Izzy used to be very … , but next week she is taking 

part in a 10-kilometre … .

6 THINK CRITICALLY Work in pairs. What 
other strategies could help you to be more 
successful at school? 

a Sleep more!
b Get bored!
c Think small!
d Don’t work too hard!

22 LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.128
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UNIT 2

The habits for success
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
Collocations with do, make and take

Sts read some advice on how to be successful in life, then 
listen to four people talking about which strategies they 
tried. They learn collocations with do, make and take, 
then practise using these by completing an article on 
some surprising strategies for success. Finally, they think 
critically about what habits could help them be more 
successful at school.

Vocabulary
Collocations with do, make and take (do nothing, do well, 
do you good, do without, make a fortune, make an effort, 
make sense, make sure, take control of, take life seriously, 
take the opportunity, take time off) 

Listening text
A podcast in which four people talk about advice they 
followed to be successful

Listening skill
Matching topics to different speakers in a podcast

WARMER
Say: Imagine you have a friend who wants to be a successful 
sportsperson. What advice can you give them? Elicit a few 
ideas, e.g. train a lot, practise your skills, stay positive. 
Say: What about if a friend wants to get a good job in the 
future – what advice can you give? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. 
work hard at school, get some work experience. Ask: is 
there any general advice you can give to people to help them 
be successful? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. keep trying, don’t 
give up, work hard, etc.

1 Read out the title of the article and the four sub 
headings. Discuss whether sts mentioned any of these 
ideas in the warm-up. Ask sts to focus on the four sub 
headings and answer the question.

2  2.3 Read out the title of the article and the four sub 
headings. Discuss whether sts mentioned any of these 
ideas in the Warmer. Sts could work in pairs to read the 
article and complete it with the correct forms of the 
verbs. Play the audio for them to listen and check their 
answers. Check answers and check that sts understand 
all the collocations.

Answers
1 do
2 take
3 does
4 Take

5 do
6 makes
7 do
8 make

9 make
10 take
11 make
12 take

3 Put sts into pairs and time one minute for them to write 
as many more collocations as they can. Write their ideas 
on the board. Check they understand all the collocations. 

4  2.4 Matching speakers with the topics they talk 
about Explain to sts that they are going to listen to a 
podcast in which four people talk about the strategies 
they tried. Point out the matching task and ask: Do 
you think the speakers will say directly which strategies 
they tried? (no). Elicit or explain that they will give 
information which suggests the strategies they tried. 
Point out that they may also mention some ideas from 
other strategies, so sts should choose the answer that 
best matches the general meaning of what each person 
says. Play the audio for sts to listen and complete the 
matching task. See TG page 274 for audio script. Allow 
sts to compare their answers in pairs, then check 
answers, playing the audio again if necessary, and 
pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 b   2 a   3 d   4 c

5  2.4 Ask sts to copy the gapped sentences into their 
notebooks. Play the audio again for sts to listen and 
complete the sentences. Check answers, playing the 
audio again and pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 checking; songs
2 friends; homework
3 constantly; breaks
4 unfit; race

6 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the question and brainstorm a few ideas 
with the class first, e.g. always do your homework 
on time, take notes in class. Put sts into pairs and 
ask them to write at least four good strategies that 
could help you be successful. Elicit ideas from pairs 
in turn and make notes on the board. When all the 
ideas are on the board, discuss as a class which 
habits are the most likely to help you succeed. See if 
the class can agree on the top three.

21st Century skills

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.17
Sts will find more practice for listening, and practice 
of collocations with do, make and take here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.128
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used to, would and the past simpled
6 Read the grammar box and match the examples

with rules 1–3.

used to, would and the past simple

I used to hang out with my friends after school.

I would stay up late working on school nights.

I often made stupid mistakes.

I used to be so unfit. / I was so unfit. 
(NOT I would be so unfit.)

When I told them a joke, they laughed.

I went to the theatre twice while I was in London.

Rules

1 We use used to, would or the past simple ford repeated
actions in the past that are no longer true.

2 We use used to or the past simple to talk about past 
states that are no longer true. We don’t use would.

3 We use the past simple to talk about single actions or
about how many times something happened.

7 Rewrite the sentences with used to and/or would. 
Which sentence can’t you change?

8 In pairs, discuss things that you have changed in 
your life, and why you changed them.
I used to go to bed at midnight during the week. 
I would often feel very tired when I was at school. 
So I decided to …

 FAST FINISHER
Write sentences with would andd used to about other 
past habits.

Great people,
unusual habits

1 As a boy, Pelé practised
playing football with   
grapefruits.

2 Albert Einstein didn’t wear
socks, even in winter.

3 The singer Elton John built a wardrobe  
just for his sunglasses.

4 The designer Coco Chanel was obsessed
with the ‘lucky’ number five.

5 Steve Jobs, the founder of Apple, often  
cried at work.

s

GRAMMAR Past perfect simple vs
past perfect continuous

I can talk about past events and habits with past perfect 
forms, the past simple, used to and would.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 d the grammar box and complete the rules withRea
mpletedcom action or continuing action. 

Past perfect simple vs continuous

She told her parents that she’d done her homework.

She told her parents that she’d been doing her 
homework. 

After two hours, I realized that I’d only completed
half of my homework! 

I realized that I’d been working on the wrong thing 
all day!

Rules

We use the past perfect simple for a 1… that happened
at a point in timep  before another action in the past.
We use the past perfect continuous for a 2… that
happened over a period of timep  before another action in
the past. It might not be completed.

2 at is the difference in meaning between the Wha
t two sentences in the grammar box?first

3 PRONUNCIATION Past perfect continuous

 2.5 Listen and repeat.
1 He’d been working since seven o’clock.
2 They’d been playing for over two hours.
3 How long had you been waiting?
4 James had been studying all night.

4  2.5 Listen again and notice how the 
speakers say been. 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
the past perfect simple or continuous.
1 He was exhausted because he … hard all day.

(study)
2 Unfortunately, our train … the station two minutes 

before we got there. (leave)
3 When I joined the band, I … the guitar for just 

under three years. (play)
4 It was eight o’clock in the morning, and he still …

his phone. (not check)
5 How long … on the essay before you realized your

mistake? (you work)
6 She was out of breath and sweating because she

… . (run)
7 The grass was wet in the morning because it … all 

night. (rain)
8  I couldn’t buy a ticket because the airline … the last 

ticket the day before. (sell)

2

23

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 18
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UNIT 2

GRAMMAR Past perfect simple vs 
past perfect continuous

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called I’d been following the 
bike for an hour!, including the form and use of the past 
perfect simple and continuous, used to, would and the 
past simple. You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform to 
watch at home. See TG page 314 for the animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples. Elicit which verbs are 
in the past perfect simple and past perfect continuous. 
Point out the form: had + been + -ing. 

Sts copy and complete the rules. Check answers.

Answers
1 completed action
2 continuing action

Point out that both tenses refer to an action that 
happened earlier than other actions in the past, but 
we use the past perfect continuous for a longer action, 
or an action in progress. Explain that a past perfect 
continuous action may or may not be completed. 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I saw Rob at five o’clock. 
He had tidied his bedroom by then – was his bedroom 
tidy? (yes). Did he finish it before I saw him? (yes). I saw 
Rob at five o’clock. He had been tidying his bedroom all 
afternoon – why the past perfect continuous? (because 
the action happened over a longer period of time). Was 
his bedroom tidy? (we don’t know). 

2 Read out the question and elicit the answer from the 
class.

Answer
In sentence 1, her homework was finished. In sentence 
2, we know that she had spent a lot of time doing her 
homework, but we don’t know if it is finished.

3 PRONUNCIATION  2.5
Play the audio, pausing for sts to repeat.

4  2.5 Play the audio again for sts to listen and 
notice how the speakers say been.

5 Sts copy the sentences into their notebooks and 
complete them with the correct verb forms. Allow sts to 
compare answers in pairs, then check with the class.

Answers
1 had been studying
2 had left
3 had been playing
4 hadn’t checked

5 had you been working
6 had been running
7 had been raining
8 had sold

used to, would and the past simple
6 Read the grammar box examples. Sts could work in 

pairs to do the matching task. Check answers.

Answers
1 I used to hang out with my friends after school. 

I would stay up late working on school nights. I 
often made stupid mistakes.

2 I used to be so unfit. I was so unfit.
3 When I told friends about the race, they laughed. I 

went to the theatre twice while I was in London.

Point out that we can use all three verb forms for a 
repeated action in the past. We can use used to or the past 
simple for a state or fact that was true in the past. We can 
only use the past simple for a single action in the past.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I used to go shopping every 
Saturday – a repeated action? (yes). What other verb forms 
can I use? (I would go shopping … , I went shopping). I 
used to live in Paris – a repeated action or a state? (a state). 
What other verb forms can I use? (I lived …). I would live in 
Paris – correct? (no). I used to play football last Saturday – 
correct? (no – I played football – it is a single action).

7 Sts rewrite the sentences. Weaker sts could work 
in pairs for this. Check answers, and discuss which 
sentences you can’t change and why.

Answers
1 used to practise, would practise
2 didn’t use to wear, wouldn’t wear
3 can’t change – it is a single action
4 used to be
5 often used to cry, would often cry

8 Allow sts time to prepare some ideas individually, then 
put them into pairs to discuss things that they have 
changed in their lives. Monitor while they are working, 
and correct any errors in a feedback session at the end. 

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing sentences with used to and would. Weaker sts 
work in pairs to write a sentence with each verb form.

G Grammar practice: WB p.18
Sts will find more practice of the past perfect 
simple vs continuous and used to, would and the 
past simple here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.128
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That was amazing!
READING and LISTENING

I can understand adverts, posters and certificates.

3  2.6 Listen again. Are the sentences true (T) or false (F)? 
Correct the false sentences.
1 Jessica completed the race in under an hour.
2 Jessica isn’t a very experienced runner.
3 David and Kelly won the dance competition.
4 David and Kelly spent a lot of time practising the dances.
5 Michelle had seen the band play live before.
6 Michelle doesn’t want to go to any of their gigs in the future.
7 One of Adam’s neighbours saw Charlie yesterday morning.
8 Adam gets some good news in the end.

4 Which of the events or situations in Exercise 1 have you 
experienced? In pairs, discuss.

1 Match the pictures above with the events 
or situations (1–7).
1 a concert
2 a dance 

competition
3 a driving test

4 a lost family pet
5 a graduation
6 a job advert
7 a race

2  2.6 Listen to four people speaking. 
Which of the events or situations in 
Exercise 1 does each person talk about?
1 Jessica 3 Michelle
2 David 4 Adam 

Home   Your Profile  JobsJOBS-R-US.COM

Baristas wanted for new local café

Email your CV and a covering letter to: 

www.coffeehut.com
APPLY 
NOW!

Awards ceremony
University Hall

Monday 3 June, 9 a.m.

a

JJJJJJ
f

MISSING CATCharlie, 2 years old, male, black and white
Last seen in Green Road yesterday morning. 

We miss him and want him back.If you have any information, call Joel on 
07777 111 222 or email: joelcharlie@mycat.comTHANK YOU

g

10K runK run
Sunday 12th MayThe Parks – 9.30 a.m.

Sign up now and receive early bird reduction.

Go to our website for more information and to 

see the route: www.run10Ktoday.com

d

Practical Test
Pass Certificate

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

Name:

HAS PASSED THE TEST

Signed:

Jo Johnson

R Nailor

c

You competed in this year’s 
dance challenge.

Well done!
See you next year.

CONGRATULATIONS!

e
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KEEP
TALKING!

UNIT 2

That was amazing!

3  2.6 Allow sts time to read through the sentences. 
Check they understand them all. Play the audio again 
for them to listen and decide if the sentences are true 
or false and correct the false sentences. Allow sts to 
compare their answers in pairs, then check answers 
with the class, playing the audio again if necessary and 
pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 F  She completed the race in one hour and ten 

minutes.
2 T
3 F They finished second from last.
4 T
5 T
6 F Her ambition is to see them perform abroad.
7 F  They checked with all the neighbours, but they 

hadn’t seen him.
8 T

4 Sts discuss in pairs which of the events or situations in 
Exercise 1 they have experienced. Encourage them to 
ask each other questions to learn more. For feedback, 
ask some sts to tell the class about some of their 
partner’s experiences.

EXTRA PRACTICE
Say: I’ve got my driving test next week. I’m really nervous. 
What advice can you give me? Elicit some advice from the 
class, e.g. try to relax, practise a lot, get plenty of sleep. 
Put sts into pairs. Tell them to imagine they are going 
to take part in one of the events on page 24 soon. Ask 
them to prepare and practise a conversation in which 
they ask their partner for advice. Tell sts to remember 
the advice for being successful that they read and heard 
about earlier in the unit. They can then swap roles and 
practise again with a different event. Monitor and help 
while sts are working, then ask some sts to tell the class 
what useful advice their partner gave them.

READING and LISTENING
Sts read some adverts, posters and certificates related 
to the topic of success, focus on understanding them in 
detail and answer some true/false questions. They then 
learn how to give and respond to personal news. They 
read and hear a model dialogue and personalize the 
useful language by following the steps in the Speaking 
plan to practise giving and responding to personal news.

WARMER
Give some examples of successes you have experienced 
in your life, e.g. The successes I’m most proud of are 
graduating from university and running a marathon. Puts 
sts into pairs to discuss what successes they are proud 
of and why. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class their ideas. 
Ask: What successes do you hope to experience in the next 
five years? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. get good exam results, 
perform in a concert, etc.

1 Read through the events and situations with the class 
and check that sts understand them all. Sts then match 
the pictures with the events and situations. Weaker sts 
could work in pairs for this. Check answers.

Answers
1 b   2 e   3 c   4 g
5 a   6 f   7 d

2  2.6 Tell sts they will hear four people talking about 
the events in Exercise 1. Read out the question, then 
play the audio track. See TG page 275 for audio script. 
Check answers with the class, playing the audio again if 
necessary and pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 Jessica d
2 David e
3 Michelle b
4 Adam g
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SPEAKING Giving and responding to personal news
I can give and respond to personal news.

1  2.7 Listen and read. What’s Leo’s news?

4 Work in pairs. Prepare a dialogue giving and 
responding to news. Choose one of the situations 
below. Follow the steps in the Speaking plan.
• Your friend looks happy. He/She won first prize in a 

photography competition.
• You’re feeling upset. You didn’t do well in your end-

of-term tests.
• Your friend is excited. He/She managed to get 

tickets to see his/her favourite band.
• You’re annoyed. Your team lost an important 

football match.

Speaking plan

Prepare
❯ Work in pairs.
❯ Choose a situation for your dialogue.
❯ Make notes for your dialogue.

Speak
❯ Practise your dialogue.
❯ Use phrases from the Useful language box.
❯ Act out your dialogue without notes.

Reflect
❯ Did you respond to your partner’s news 

appropriately?
❯ How can you improve next time?

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Make a list of any good, bad or surprising news you have 
been given recently. How did you respond?

2  2.8 Listen and repeat the Useful language. 
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Giving news
Guess what?
I’ve got something to tell you.
I’ve got some good news.
I’m afraid … / Unfortunately, …
Something awful has happened.

Responding to good news
Wow! That’s amazing!
Congratulations! / Well done!

Responding to bad news
Oh, no! / Poor you! / That’s awful!
That’s really bad luck.
Never mind.
I’m sorry to hear that.

Expressing surprise
No way! / You’re joking! / Really?

3 Complete the dialogue with words from the Useful 
language box. Then work in pairs and practise the 
dialogue.
Mel: You know that barista job I applied for?
Karl: In that new café? Yes. How did it go?
Mel: Unfortunately, I didn’t get it.
Karl: Oh, no! I’m 1… to hear that. What happened?
Mel: They said I didn’t have enough experience.
Karl: You’re 2…! You’ve worked in a café before.
Mel: Yes, but I was a waitress in my last job.
Karl: 3… you! That’s really bad 4… .
Mel: I know. I can’t believe it.
Karl: Never 5… . You’ll find another job. 

Leo: Hi, Abbi. Guess what?
Abbi: What?
Leo: I passed my driving test yesterday!
Abbi: Congratulations!
Leo: I know. I can’t believe it. Third time lucky!
Abbi: So it all went OK then?
Leo: Well, I made a couple of mistakes.
Abbi: Really? And you still passed?
Leo: Yes, it’s OK to make a couple of minor mistakes.
Abbi: Wow! That’s brilliant! Well done!
Leo: So do you want a lift home today?
Abbi: Cool – thanks, Leo!

ing to personal news

ge. 

!

istakes.

2

2525LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.128

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 19
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UNIT 2

SPEAKING Giving and responding to 
personal news 
1  2.7 Ask: Do you have any exciting news this week? 

Have you done well at something? Have you got something 
new? Elicit responses from individual sts.

Focus on the question. With stronger classes, you could 
start by playing the dialogue with books closed and 
have sts listen for the answer. Then play the audio again 
for them to listen and read to confirm their ideas. With 
weaker classes, play the dialogue for sts to listen and 
read. Check the answer.

Answer
He passed his driving test.

2  2.8 Read through the Useful language box with 
the class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Sts then find the 
phrases in the dialogue in Exercise 1. Check answers.

Answers
Guess what?
Congratulations!
Really?
Wow! 
Well done!

3 Ask sts to copy the dialogue into their notebooks and 
complete it with the correct words. Check answers. Put 
sts in pairs to practise the dialogue.

Answers
1 sorry
2 joking
3 Poor
4 luck
5 mind

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
giving and responding to personal news.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work in pairs to choose a situation. You could 
brainstorm some ideas with the class. They then 
make notes about the situation, what happened 
and how they feel.

Speak
Sts choose their roles and create a dialogue, using 
phrases from the Useful language box. They can 
practise with and then without notes. Monitor 
and help as necessary. If your sts use smartphones 
in class, they could record and listen to their 
conversations. When they finish, they swap roles 
and make a new dialogue about a different event.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language. Encourage them to be honest and open 
about the things they did well and the things they 
can do better. Ask them to use their recordings to 
help them think about how they could improve 
next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise the useful language further. 
They write a list of any good, bad or surprising news 
they have been given, and how they responded to it. 
Weaker sts could write two possible pieces of news and 
phrases and respond to them. 

S Speaking practice: WB p.19
Sts will find more practice for giving and 
responding to personal news here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.128
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What do sprinters Usain Bolt, Yohan Blake, Elaine Thompson and Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce 
have in common? They’re all world-famous Jamaican Olympic medal winners. Since the 
1948 London Olympics, Jamaican athletes have won over 60 medals, almost all of them in 
athletics. How does an island of 2.9 million inhabitants produce so many top-class athletes?

nineteen compete in this annual nationwide competition. Like most Jamaicans, the competitors 
take athletics very seriously and are determined not just to do their best, but to win every time. 

Jamaica’s success in athletics. In the 1960s, he won an athletics scholarship to study and 
train at a university in California. When he left, his dream was to use what he had learned 

opportunity to study and train in their home country.

The sprint factory

TRAINING � Training on grass reduces stress-related injuries.

DIET � It contains lots of fruit and vegetables with 
little processed food.

CLIMATE � Athletes can train outdoors all year round.

TERRAIN � The island’s hilly surroundings ensure young 
athletes develop excellent stamina.

INVESTMENT � There is continuous investment in 
facilities, coaching and equipment.

SCHOOLS � They provide high-level training 
and regular athletics competitions 
from a young age.

ATHLETICS CULTURE � Athletics is a well-respected, 
extremely popular spectator sport.

Recipe for success

Sport and success
I can compare the importance of sport in schools in Jamaica 

and in my country.

A

B

C

D

REAL
CULTURE!

26
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REAL
CULTURE! Sport and success

2  2.9 Check that sts understand sprint and sprinter. 
Play the audio for sts to read and listen to the text. They 
then find the numbers and years in the text and note 
down which facts they refer to. Check answers, eliciting 
the part of the text which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 Jamaican athletes have won over 60 medals in 

athletics since 1948.
2 The island of Jamaica has 2.9 million inhabitants.
3 120 high school teams take part in the Champs 

each year.
4 30,000 fans go to watch the Champs each year.
5 In the 1960s, Dennis Johnson won a scholarship to 

study and train at a university in California.
6 In 1971, Dennis set up a sports programme at the 

University of Technology in Kingston.

3  2.9 Allow sts time to read the questions, then play 
the audio for sts to read and listen again and match the 
questions to the correct part of the text. Check answers, 
discussing what each part of the text is about to confirm 
the answers.

Answers
1 C 
2 A
3 B
4 D
5 D

21st Century skills

4 COMPARE CULTURES
Ask: Do you do sport at school? What sports do you 
do? Does your school take part in competitions? Does 
your school take sport seriously? Elicit answers from 
individual sts. Then put sts into pairs to compare 
sport in their school with sport in schools in 
Jamaica. Monitor and help while sts are working, 
then ask pairs in turn to tell the class their ideas. 
If sts think that sport is not as important in 
their country, ask: Do you think it should be more 
important? Why? 

Sts learn about the importance of athletics in schools 
in Jamaica and the annual Inter-Secondary Schools 
Championships, which has helped develop some world-
famous athletes such as Usain Bolt. They compare 
the importance of sport in schools in Jamaica and in 
their country. They study different kinds of compound 
adjectives and match some compound adjectives in 
the text to the correct types. They research a sporting 
success story and give a short presentation on it to the 
class. Finally, they read some opinions about being 
successful and discuss which ones they agree with. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about how 
to improve your performance in sport: see SB page 27. 

WARMER
Put sts into pairs. Give them two minutes to write the 
names of as many famous athletes as they can. Elicit 
their ideas, and elicit what sts know about each of 
the athletes, then ask: What has made these people so 
successful? Encourage sts to express their opinions.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Usain Bolt (born 1986) was a Jamaican sprinter who is 
considered by many to be the greatest sprinter of all 
time. He is the world record holder in the 100 metres, 
200 metres and 4 x 100 metres relay. His achievements 
earned him the nickname “Lightning Bolt”. 

Yohan Blake (born 1989) is a Jamaican sprinter who 
runs in 100 metre and 200 metre races. He is the second 
fastest man ever over 100 metres and 200 metres.

Elaine Thompson (born 1992) is a Jamaican sprinter who 
won gold medals for the 100 and 200 metres at the 2016 
Olympics.

Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce (born 1986) is a Jamaican 
sprinter who competes in the 60 metres, 100 metres 
and 200 metres. She has won two Olympic gold medals 
and one silver.

The Champs began in 1910 as an athletics competition 
between the main high schools in Jamaica. It is now 
an annual five-day event which features thousands of 
young Jamaican athletes. Numerous students who have 
competed at the Champs have gone on to achieve great 
success in the athletics world.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures and the 
questions. Discuss the answers as a class.

Answers
1 The people are all athletes, including Usain Bolt, a 

famous athlete.
2 They are all from Jamaica.
3 They are involved in athletics, particularly sprinting.
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6 GET CREATIVE Work in pairs or small 
groups. Choose a sportsperson from the panel
below. Research his/her sporting success story
and present it to the class. Include:
• who the person is
• what he/she achieved
• how he/she achieved it
• what challenges he/she faced

7 Read the opinions about being successful.
Which opinions do you agree with? In pairs,
discuss.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Top-class athletes are born, not made.To

es are born with the ability to be successful.Athletes ar

ccessful unless you’re happy and You can’t be success
doing.you love what you’re doin

rd work and perseverance.Success is all about hard w
successful.Everyone can be succ

can be successful unless they have failed.No one can b

Sporting success is 80% mental and 20% physical.Spo

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
What does success mean to you? Write three sentences.

1 at the pictures on page 26 and discuss the Look a
ons in pairs.questi

1 ho are the people in the pictures?Wh
2 hat country are they from?Wh
3 hat sport are they involved in?Wh

2  2.9 Read and listen to the text. Which facts do
these numbers and years refer to?these
1 60
2 2.9 million
3 120

4 30,000
5 1960s
6 1971

3  2.9 Read and listen again. Choose the correct
part of the text (A–D) for each question.
Which part …
1 explains how one person used his own experience 

to help others?
2 talks about the achievements of Jamaican athletes 

in the Olympic Games?
3 describes the popularity of athletics in Jamaica?
4 mentions that people in Jamaica have a lot of 

respect for athletics?
5 makes a link between physical fitness and the 

geography of the country?

4 COMPARE CULTURES How important
is sport in the curriculum of schools in your
country? Discuss with your partner.

5 Word Power A compound adjective is an
adjective with two or more words. You often put 
a hyphen between the two words before a noun,
e.g. top-class athlete. Find seven more compound 
nouns on page 26.

Sporting success stories

Antoni Ponce
Spain, swimming

Martina Navratilova
Czech Republic / USA, tennisShelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce

Jamaica,  athletics (sprint)

Ayrton Senna
Brazil, motor racing

Ada Hegerberg
 Norway, football

Diego Maradona
Argentina, football

Simone Biles
USA, gymnastics

Bethany Hamilton
Hawaii, surfing

2

27
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REAL
CULTURE!

5 Word Power Read out the information about 
compound adjectives. Sts could work in pairs to find 
the adjectives in the text. Check answers, and check 
that sts understand all the words. With weaker classes, 
you could read out each compound adjective in the 
text in turn and ask: What part of speech is the first word 
in the compound? What about the second part? Elicit the 
answers in this way.

Answers 
world-famous, high-quality, five-day, US-style, 
stress-related, high-level, well-respected

EXTRA PRACTICE
Ask sts in pairs to write three sentences on the topic 
of sport, using some of the compound adjectives in 
Exercise 5. Ask pairs in turn to read their sentences to 
the class. Ask other sts if they agree with the sentences.

21st Century skills

6  GET CREATIVE
Put sts into pairs or small groups and read out the 
task. Sts could do the research part of the task for 
homework if you prefer, then prepare and give 
their presentation in the next lesson. You could 
brainstorm a few ideas of sporting success stories 
with the class first, using the pictures to give them 
ideas. Monitor and help while sts are preparing 
their presentations. Encourage them to include 
some pictures in their presentations, and organize 
the presentation so they all take part. 

Before groups present, remind them of some tips 
for presenting, e.g. speak slowly and clearly, look at 
the audience, etc. Ask pairs or groups in turn to give 
their presentations to the class. When all sts have 
presented, discuss as a class which story is the best 
and why. End with a vote to decide the best story.

7 Ask individual sts to read out each of the quotes. Check 
sts understand the meaning of each quote. Put sts into 
pairs to discuss the quotes and decide which they agree 
with. Ask sts to tell the class which quote they agreed 
with and why.

Culture video

This lesson features an optional culture video about 
how to improve your performance in sport. You 
can watch this in class if you have time and access 
to video, or you can ask sts to download it from the 
Richmond Learning Platform to watch at home. See 
Shey: Up your game on TG pages 299 and 311.

FAST FINISHER
Sts write three sentences about what success means 
to them. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write two 
sentences about what success means to them. 
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Reaching the high notes!
Our choir had only been singing together for a few 
months before we entered the local schools competition.th b f t d th l l h l titi
We started the choir in September and, to begin with, we
were terrible! However, everyone made a huge effort to
improve. The week before the competition, we practised
for two hours every day! But would our singing impress
the judges?

When we arrived at the theatre, we were all feeling very 
excited. Unfortunately, we were the last choir to sing so we
had to wait a long time, which made everyone feel quite
anxious. Once the others had finished, it was our turn.
After we’d been singing for about thirty seconds, we all
forgot the words! Luckily, the judges let us start again. In 
the end, we left the stage smiling and everyone said how 
much they’d enjoyed our performance.

When it was all over, the judges announced the results.
We came sixth out of eleven schools. We didn’t win 
a prize, but we were absolutely delighted. It was a
brilliant result for a beginner choir. Since we started
singing together in September, we’ve learned a lot. Who 
knows what we’ll achieve next? Perhaps we’ll win the 
competition next year if we work hard enough!

LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.128E Exam: Unit 2 SB p.119W Writing summary WB p.85

School news
WRITING An article

I can write an article about a news story for a student 
magazine.

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples 
of the words and expressions in the article.

Useful language
Time clauses
When / As soon as we arrived …
Once that had happened …
Since we started singing …

Adverbs
Fortunately, … / Luckily, … / Unfortunately, …

Sequencing expressions
At first, … / To begin with, …
After that, … / After a while, …
Finally, … / Eventually, … /
In the end, … / When it was all over, …

4 Study the Look! box and find examples of after, rr
before and until in the article. When do we usel
a comma?

after, before, until

We use after or r before to sequence two events.
I left before she arrived. = After I left, she arrived.r
We use until to mean ‘continuing up to a time’.l
I stayed until she arrived.l

Look!

5 Write an article for Student Life magazine. Follow
the steps in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ D will wl write about.h event you wecide which
❯ P ach paragralan w nclude.ragraph will incluormation ealan what info

WrittWrite
❯ ur event for the student magazineWrite about you ne,

deas from the plan.using all your id
❯ an interesting title.GGive your story a
❯ felt and thought as well as whatSayay what people fe

happepened.
❯ Use exprepressions from the seful languageUseful l  box.

efleccReflect
❯ es andCheck your grammmmar: narrative tensemmar: na

used to/would.
❯ language, Check that yo  variety of Check that you have usused a v

including verb collocationons.

1 Read the article title and look at the picture. What 
school event is the article about?

2 Read the article and answer the questions.
1 How many paragraphs does Ana include?
2 What information does she include in each  

paragraph?
3 Which tenses does she use?
4 Which words and expressions does she use to 

indicate the order of events?

Student Life magazine
November

by Ana Toms

28

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 20; photocopiable activities for Unit 2: vocabulary, grammar and skills
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UNIT 2

School news
WRITING An article

Sts read an article about a successful choir. They learn 
words for introducing time clauses and also some adverbs 
and sequencing expressions to use in an article. They 
then follow the steps in the Writing plan to write their 
own article.

Writing
An article

Useful language
Time clauses (When / As soon as … , Once … , Since …); 
Adverbs (Fortunately, … , Luckily, … , Unfortunately, …); 
Sequencing expressions (At first, … / To begin with, … , 
After that, … / After a while, … , Finally, … / Eventually, … / 
In the end, … / When it was all over, …)
Look!
after, before, until

WARMER
Ask: Where can you read articles about news stories? Elicit 
that you can read them in newspapers, on online news 
websites or on social media. Ask: Where do you usually 
find out about the news? Elicit answers from individual 
sts, then ask: What kinds of news stories do you enjoy 
reading? Elicit answers from individual sts. You could 
discuss important stories that have been in the news 
recently in the students’ country.

1 Focus on the picture and read out the title of the article. 
Elicit a few ideas from sts, then ask them to read the 
first sentence of the article to check the answer. Check 
the answer with the class.

Answer
It is about a school choir competition.

2 Ask sts to read the article. They could then work in pairs 
to answer the questions. Check answers.

Answers
1 3
2 Paragraph 1: background information, and 

information about before the event; Paragraph 
2: the details of the main event; Paragraph 3: 
information about after the event.

3 She uses narrative tenses: past simple, past 
continuous and past perfect. 

4 to begin with, the week before the competition, 
when we arrived at the theatre, once they had 
finished, after, in the end, when it was all over

3 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss how 
to say these expressions in their first language. Sts 
find examples in the article. Point out that we use the 
past simple after When, As soon as and since, but we use 

the past perfect after once. Point out that the adverbs 
express our own feelings, and are usually used at the 
beginning of a sentence. Point out the use of commas 
after adverbs and sequencing expressions.

4 Read the Look! box with sts. Sts find examples of the 
words in the article. Elicit when we use a comma. 

Answer
We use a comma at the end of the first clause in a 
sentence, when after, before or until are used at the 
beginning of the sentence. 

5 Sts write an article about a news story following the 
steps in the Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts work as individuals and make notes for their 
article. Monitor and help with vocabulary if 
necessary. Remind them to include information 
about before the main events, the main events, 
and what happened after the main events.

Write
Explain that sts should organize their article into 
paragraphs. Refer back to Ana’s article and remind 
sts of what Ana includes in each paragraph. Sts 
write their article using Ana’s article as a model. 
Encourage them to use words and expressions 
from the Useful language box and also narrative 
tenses and used to/would. They should also use a 
variety of language, including collocations with 
do, make and take.   

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts work in pairs. They swap 
stories with a partner and give feedback on the 
use of narrative tenses, words and phrases in the 
Useful language box and verb collocations. Remind 
sts to be positive and encouraging when they give 
feedback, and always find aspects to praise. 

W Writing practice: WB p.20
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.85

E Exam: Unit 2 SB p.119

LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.128
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VOCABULARY Media and news
I can talk about different types of media and how they 

deliver the news.

1 Look at the pictures. How often do you use these 
forms of media to get the news? 

3 Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 What headline would you like to see in tomorrow’s 

newspapers?
2 Do you enjoy reading reading gossip about celebrities?
3 Is the advertising on social media relevant to you?
4 Do you prefer news stories or friends’ updates in 

your newsfeed?

4 FIND OUT Which issues are in the news at 
the moment? What are the biggest news stories for 
each issue? 

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Choose four of the media and news words in Exercise 2. 
Include each word in a sentence.

Vocabulary: Media and news; 
Verbs + prepositions

Grammar: be/get used to; 
get; Question forms

Speaking: Giving and 
asking for opinions

Writing: A formal 
email of enquiry

2  3.1 Match the words in the pictures with the 
definitions below. Listen and check.
1 messages to persuade people to buy products
2 someone who saw a crime or accident happen
3 often untrue reports about people’s private lives
4 the title of a written piece of news 
5 an important topic being discussed in the news
6 the work of gathering and reporting the news 
7 a social media page that shows the latest news
8 the person who reads the news on TV or radio
9 the person or organization that supplies a piece 

of news 
10 a news report about something that has happened
11 the most recent information about a piece of news
12 the people who watch TV or online videos

… In today’s news, 
the economy is ...

viewers

update

source

eyewitness

presenter

issue

advertisingheadline

story

gossip

journalism

newsfeed

29LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129

In the media 3
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UNIT 3 OVERVIEW: The topic for this unit is news and the media. Sts read an article 
about social media news. They read an interview with an online influencer, then listen to four 
extracts from online videos and podcasts. They learn vocabulary for media and news, and some 
verbs + prepositions. They then read an infographic about the history of immigration in the USA. 
Finally, they read an email enquiring about a creative writing course at a summer school and write their own 
email of enquiry to a summer school. They also watch a vlog about someone who became part of the news and a 
culture video about a person who takes part in a social media detox.

VOCABULARY Media and news

Sts learn 12 words related to the media and news. They learn 
these in context by using them to complete captions on 
pictures, then personalise the vocabulary by discussing their 
own opinions of the different aspects of the media and news.

Vocabulary
Media and news (advertising, eyewitness, gossip, 
headline, issue, journalism, newsfeed, presenter, source, 
story, update, viewers)

Vlog
Erika: My experience in the news

WARMER
Ask: What social media sites do you use? Elicit the ones that 
sts most typically use, then ask: Do you get information 
about the news on these sites? What kinds of news stories do 
you learn about? Elicit a few answers and prompt sts with 
more questions if necessary, e.g. About sport? Famous 
people? Elicit a few answers from individual sts.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures and discuss the 
question. Discuss their answers as a class. 

2  3.1 Focus on the pictures and words. Sts could work 
in pairs to match the words and definitions. Play the 
audio track for sts to listen and check answers. 

See Answers for audio script. Go through the answers 
with the class and check that sts understand all the 
words. Play the audio again, pausing for sts to repeat.

Answers
1 advertising
2 eyewitness
3 gossip
4 headline

5 issue
6 journalism
7 newsfeed
8 presenter

9 source
10 story
11 update
12 viewers

3 Read out the questions and check that sts understand 
everything. You could elicit one or two examples of 
recent celebrity gossip. Put sts into pairs to discuss the 
questions. Ask them to note down ideas they agree 
about, e.g. they would both like to see a headline about 
sport. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class some of the ideas 
they agree about.

21st Century skills

4  FIND OUT
Read out the questions. Set this exercise for 
homework if you prefer. Sts can report back on their 
findings in the next lesson.

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
vlogger talks about her experience when she became 
part of the news. You can watch this in class if you 
have time and access to video, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See TG pages 291 and 307.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by writing four sentences using some of the media and 
news words in Exercise 2. Weaker sts could work in 
pairs and write three sentences.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.22
Sts will find more practice of vocabulary for the 
media and news here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129

In the media

e 
SA
3

Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Media and 
news; Verbs + 
prepositions 

be/get used to; 
get for change; 
Question forms

Intonation in 
tag questions

Using 
reference 
words to 
understand text 
organization

Identifying the 
speakers’ main 
purpose

Agreeing as a 
group

A formal email 
of enquiry
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The changing news
READING

I can use reference words to understand text organization.

1 Look at the social media post in the article. Why 
are the daisies deformed?  

4  3.2 Read and listen to the article. Check your 
answers to Exercise 3. 

5 Word Power Match the news adjectives in bold 
in the article with the definitions.

not real fake

1 dramatic or shocking
2 not correct
3 fair, objective
4 not fair, subjective
5 can be trusted or believed
6 can’t be trusted or believed

6 THINK CRITICALLY Which news sources 
in your country do you think are reliable? What 
makes a news source reliable?

2 Read the article about social media news quickly. 
What is the writer’s main purpose?
a to convince the reader that you can’t believe news 

stories you read on social media
b to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 

getting your news from social media
c to give advice on how to become a social media 

news journalist

3 Match sentences a–f with gaps 1–6 in the article. 
Use the reference words in bold to help.
a As a result, over 80% of them struggled to answer.
b Their advice is to ask questions.
c Others, however, were completely ignored.
d So, which way is the best way?
e This means we can find out about a news story as 

soon as it happens.
f These are often called ‘fake news’ stories.

Social media news
Many older people are used to traditional news media, such as 
newspapers and TV news shows. They’re still getting used to 
the informal, ‘sharing’ world of social media, and they prefer it 
when the news is reported by professional journalists. However, 
for many younger people, social media is the most convenient 
and enjoyable way to keep up with what’s happening in the 
world. 1… . It all depends on your attitude towards social media.

On the one hand, social media has made the news more 
accessible, as anyone with a phone and internet access can 
post live news updates and videos in real time. 2… . What’s 
more, these eyewitness reports sometimes seem more 
trustworthy and reliable, because they come directly from 
the scene.

Some people also believe that social media news is more 
balanced, because it is free from editorial bias. In the past, 
big media organizations decided what kind of news was and 
wasn’t ‘important’. Some stories were given a lot of coverage. 
3… . Similarly, only certain opinions on a particular subject were 
ever included in newspapers or on news programmes. On 
social media, everyone can express their views on any topic.

However, social media stories can be inaccurate, because 
users accidentally share wrong information or don’t check their 
posts for mistakes. Worryingly, sometimes users deliberately 
spread false stories online, in the hope of influencing how we 
think, behave, or vote. 4… . In 2010, the expression ‘fake news’ 

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR NEWSFEED?

didn’t exist. In 2018, Twitter 
identified an astonishing ten 
million fake news accounts.

Social media has also 
changed our news-reading 
habits. We’ve got used to 
reading more quickly on 
our smartphones, and now 
we tend to focus more 
on exciting, sensational
headlines and images, while we miss important details. In 
one Stanford University experiment, researchers showed 
students a post from someone who claimed that daisies had 
been contaminated by the accident at a nuclear power plant 
in Japan. They asked: ‘Does this post provide strong evidence 
about the conditions near the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant?’ 
The students weren’t used to questioning news sources. 
5… . The correct answer is ‘no’. The post had come from an 
unreliable source!

In any case, social media is here to stay. It complements more 
traditional journalism, but will never replace it. Happily, the 
Stanford researchers also suggested a few tips to help us 
distinguish between real news and fake news. 6… . What’s the 
source? Is the story biased or unfair? Can you check the facts 
elsewhere? Always trust your own critical instincts first, and 
your newsfeed second!

h

 

 

TruthBeliever
2 weeks ago

Deformed daisies grow 
near nuclear power plant.

30
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UNIT 3

The changing news
READING

Sts read an article about the news on social media 
newsfeeds and focus on using reference words to 
understand text organization. They see examples of be/
get used to, and get for change in context, then discuss 
their own opinions about reliable news sources.

Reading text
An article about the news on social media newsfeeds

Reading skill
Using reference words to understand text organization

WARMER
Ask: How did people learn about the news in the past? 
Elicit some ideas, e.g. newspapers, radio, etc. Ask: How 
do most people learn about the news today? Elicit the 
idea of social media newsfeeds. Ask: How do you think 
the news is different on social media? Elicit a few ideas 
and ask more questions to prompt sts, e.g. Are articles 
longer in a newspaper or on social media? Where will you 
find more details? Do they report the same kinds of news? 
Discuss the questions as a class.

1 Read out the article title and the social media post. 
Put sts into pairs to look at the picture and the post to 
answer the question. Discuss the question as a class, 
encouraging sts to give reasons for their answers. Ask if 
they think the facts in the post are true but don’t go into 
detail at this stage.

2 Read out the task and the rubric. Elicit the key words in 
the three possible answers (convince the reader, discuss 
advantages and disadvantages, give advice). Ask sts to 
read the article quickly to identify the writer’s purpose. 
Check the answer.

Answer
b

3 Using reference words to understand text 
organization Point out the gaps in the article, and 
then focus on sentences a–f and point out the bold 
words. Explain that in a text, writers often use reference 
words to refer back to something that has already been 
mentioned. Tell sts they need to understand reference 
words in order to understand the text. Focus on 
sentence a, and point out the bold word them. Ask: Who 
does this refer to? Ask sts to read paragraph 5 again and 
focus on the gap. Ask: Does sentence a fit here? (yes). Who 
does ‘them’ refer to? (students). Sts read the article again 
and match the sentences with the gaps. Do not check 
answers at this stage.

4  3.2 Sts read and listen to the article to check their 
answers to Exercise 3.

Check answers eliciting what each of the bold words 
refers to.

Answers
1 d (which way = traditional news media or social 

media)
2 e (this = the fact that anyone with a phone can 

post news updates)
3 c (others = other stories)
4 f (these = false stories)
5 a (them = the students)
6 b (their = the Stanford researchers)

5 Word power Sts find words in the article and match 
them with the definitions. Weaker sts could work in 
pairs for this. Check answers, and check understanding 
of the words. You could also model pronunciation of 
words that are difficult, e.g. biased. 

Answers
1 sensational
2 inaccurate
3 balanced
4 biased
5 trustworthy
6 unreliable

6 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the question and brainstorm a few ideas 
of news sources in the sts’ own country. Write these 
on the board for sts to refer to. Put sts into pairs and 
ask them to discuss the news sources on the board 
and note down the ones they think are reliable. 
They can then look at their list to help them discuss 
what makes a news source reliable. Ask pairs in 
turn to tell the class their ideas. See if the class can 
agree which sources are reliable and why.

21st Century skills

R Reading practice: WB p.23
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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GRAMMAR be/get used to
I can use be used to, get used to and get to talk about 

changing states.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Copy and complete the rules in the grammar box 
with be used to and get used to.

be / get used to

Many older adults are used to traditional news media.

Older people are still getting used to social media.

The students weren’t used to questioning news 
sources.

We’ve got used to reading more quickly.

Rules

We use 1… + noun or the -ing form of a verb to say we are 
accustomed to something. We don’t find it new or strange.
We use 2… + noun or the -ing form of a verb to say we 
are becoming accustomed to something. It was new or 
strange at first, but now it is becoming normal.
We can use be used to and get used to with different 
tenses.

2 Choose the correct answers to complete the blog.

3 Complete the sentences with the correct 
affirmative or negative form of be/get used to.
1 Today’s teenagers … checking the news on their 

phones.
2 My grandma … online banking yet. She still prefers 

to go to the bank in person.
3 I … internet shopping. I’ve been doing it since 

I was a teenager.
4 When I moved to the UK, I quickly … driving on 

the left.
5 I … reading newspapers. I usually get the news 

online.
6 Paolo’s Italian, but now he lives in Scotland. He 

loves it, but he can’t … the weather.

4 Work in pairs. Take turns to tell your partner 
about something that you …
1 are used to doing every day.
2 aren’t used to doing very often.
3 weren’t used to when you were younger, but you’re 

used to now. 
4 haven’t got used to and never will!
5 are gradually getting used to doing these days.
6 think we’ll all need to get used to doing in the 

future. 

get for change
5 Read the grammar box. What other uses of get do 

you know?

get for change

Let’s go home now. It’s getting dark.

Hurry up and drink your coffee. It’s getting cold.

He’ll get tired if he doesn’t have a break soon.

Is your cold getting better? Get well soon!

They’re getting engaged / married / divorced.

After we left the motorway, we got lost.

Rules

get + adjective means ‘become’.
We use get + past participle in certain common 
expressions when our circumstances change.

6 Write questions with get and the word in brackets. 
Then ask and answer in pairs.
1 you / ever / while travelling? (lost) 
2 why / some people / about celebrity weddings? 

(excited) 
3 you / would like / one day? (married) 
4 what time / it / in winter? (dark) 
5 what time / it / in winter? (light)
6 when / be / the last time you / after reading the 

news? (upset) 

 FAST FINISHER
What kind of things do you have to get used to when you 
get married?

LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129

Day 1
Ariana Grande, Kanye West, Selena Gomez and other 
celebrities have recently done social media detoxes. 
They struggled at first, but eventually they got / were
used to it!

I’m a social media addict, and 1I used / I’m used to 
getting nearly all my news and celebrity gossip from 
social media. 2I can get / Can I get used to living 
without it for a whole month?

Day 5
This is impossible! I’m not 3used / use to spending 
so long without checking my social media. I’m not 
sure I’ll ever 4getting / get used to not knowing what’s 
going on in the world …

Day 20
5I’m used / I’m not used to having so much free 
time! I’m 6getting / being used to finding alternative 
sources of entertainment, like digital radio. 
7I’m getting used to not / I’m not getting used to 
listening to the news on the radio though, it’s great 
for music, but I prefer to read the news. 

Day 30
Well, I made it, and now I don’t want to go online! 
8I haven’t got used to / I’ve got used to not checking 
social media several times an hour. Apparently, I can 
survive taking a break from it! What challenge should I 
try next?

30 DAY
social media detox

My

3

31
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UNIT 3

GRAMMAR be/get used to

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called You’ll get used to it 
quickly!, including the form and use of be/get used to and 
get for change. You can watch this in class if you have 
time and access to a computer or tablet, or you can ask 
sts to download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See TG page 314 for animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Ask sts 
to copy and complete the rules. Point out that the example 
sentences are from the article on page 30. Sts could look 
at these to help them do the exercise. Check answers. 

Answers
1 be used to 2 get used to

Focus on the examples again. Point out to sts that they 
shouldn’t confuse this with used to, which is for past habits, 
e.g. I used to live in London. / I didn’t use to like swimming. 
Explain that with be/get used to, the only part that changes 
is be and get, e.g. I am used to using social media. My parents 
aren’t used to it. In the past, people weren’t used to it. 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I’m used to reading 
newspapers – am I accustomed to it? (yes). Can you make 
a similar sentence about my brother? (My brother is used to 
reading newspapers). My gran is getting used to shopping 
online – is she accustomed to it? (no – she’s becoming 
accustomed). Can you make the sentence negative? (My 
gran isn’t getting used to shopping online). My gran used to 
read the newspapers – does this mean she’s accustomed?
(No, it means she did it in the past). 

2 Read out the title of the blog and teach the meaning 
of detox (= when you give something up that is bad 
for you). Go through the example with the class. Sts 
read the blog and write the correct verb forms in their 
notebooks. Check answers.

Answers
1 I’m used
2 Can I get
3 used
4 get
5 I’m not used

6 get
7 I’m not getting used 

to
8 I've got used to not

3 Read out the first sentence and elicit the correct verb 
forms as an example. Ask sts to write the completed 
sentences in their notebooks. Check answers. 

Answers
1 are used to
2 isn’t used to
3 ‘m used to

4 got used to
5 ‘m not used to
6 get used to

4 Allow sts time to read the sentence prompts and 
prepare their answers, then put them into pairs to tell 
their partner. Monitor and help while sts are working 
and correct mistakes in a feedback session at the end.

get for change
5 Read the example sentences in the grammar box, then 

read out the rules. Put sts into pairs to think of other 
uses of get that they know. If sts struggle to think of 
different uses, read out the sentences in the Sample 
answers below and elicit the meaning of each use.

Sample answers
Buy: I want to get some new shoes. 
Receive: Did you get lots of presents?
Arrive: What time did you get home?
Do something: I got dressed quickly.

Point out to sts that with this use of get, the verb is 
followed by an adjective: get cold, get angry, etc. Point out 
that in some other uses, it is followed by a noun, e.g. get 
a present. Remind them that get is irregular in the past 
simple (got).

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I’m getting bored – which 
meaning? (become). Shall we get an ice cream? – which 
meaning? (buy). What time do you get to school – which 
meaning? (arrive).

6 Ask sts to write the questions. Check these, then put sts 
into pairs to ask and answer them. Ask some sts to tell 
the class something about their partner.

Answers
1 Have you ever got lost while travelling?
2 Why do some people get excited about celebrity 

weddings?
3 Would you like to get married one day?
4 What time does it get dark in winter?
5 What time does it get light in winter?
6 When was the last time you got upset after 

reading the news?

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing sentences about the things you have to get 
used to when you get married. Weaker sts could write 
some sentences based on their answers in Exercise 4.

G Grammar practice: WB p.24
Sts will find more practice of be/get used to and get
for change here. Set these exercises for homework. 

LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129
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Social media stars
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Communication: verbs + prepositions

I can identify the speaker’s main purpose in different types of videos and podcasts.

1 Look at the pictures. How can young people become famous online?

2  3.3 Read the interview on the right and choose 
the correct answers. Listen and check.

3 Complete the questions with prepositions. Then 
ask and answer in pairs.
1 When was the last time you commented … a post 

or webpage? What did you say?
2 When was the last time you wanted to complain … 

a website or video? Why?
3 Do you always respond quickly … friends’ online 

messages? Why/Why not?
4 Would you rather write a blog that reports … 

music, film or sports news? Why?

4  3.4 Listen to extracts from four different online 
videos and podcasts. Match extracts 1–4 with a–d.
a a product promotion
b a celebrity interview
c an instructional video
d a review

5  3.4 Listen again and choose the best answers.
1 What will Keelie miss most about vlogging?

a replying to messages
b creating the vlogs
c making money

2 What does Mia like most about her phone?
a the video camera
b the microphone
c the phone stand

3 What doesn’t Arlo include in his omelette?
a milk
b butter
c pepper

4 What does Dan Owen do?
a He makes documentaries.
b He makes vlogs.
c He’s a comedian.

a b c d

How to become an 
online influencer

Q&A with blogger Tyson Sullivan

Could you explain who ‘online influencers’ are?

They’re social media stars with the most popular 
vlogs, blogs, podcasts or digital radio shows. They 
have specialized knowledge, talents or opinions 
which they share 1for / with their followers. On my 
blog, I report 2about / on the London music scene.

Which subjects work best?

Anything you genuinely care about. What do 
you have to say that’s useful, funny or original? 
I usually warn beginners 3against / for copying 
other influencers. Be yourself, or people will 
criticize you 4with / for not being original.

Do I need professional media training?

No – most of us learn as we go along! If you make 
a mistake, just be honest and admit 5about / to it. 
Most followers are pretty understanding. But never 
blame others 6for / against your own errors. 

How do I get popular?

Hopefully, some people will react 7to / about your 
blog and write a comment. It’s a good idea to 
respond quickly 8for / to any posts you receive. 
Also, visit other sites and comment 9on / against
other influencers’ posts and uploads.

It’s an easy way to get rich, isn’t it?

Companies sometimes pay me to refer 10to / on a 
product on my blog, in the hope I’ll ‘influence’ fans 
to buy it. However, you’re more likely to hear me 
complain 11on / about how hard I work, than boast
12to / about how rich I am! I blog for love first, and
money second.

The first YouTube video appeared in 2005. It showed YouTube cofounder Jawed 
Karim with some elephants at a zoo! 

FUN
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UNIT 3

Social media stars
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
Communication: verbs + prepositions

Sts read an interview with an online influencer and 
practise matching verbs with prepositions. They then 
listen to four extracts from online videos and podcasts 
and practise identifying the speakers’ main purpose.

Vocabulary
Communication: verbs + prepositions (admit to, blame 
someone for, boast about, comment on, complain about, 
criticize someone for, react to, refer to, report on, respond 
to, share with, warn someone against)

Listening text
Extracts from four online videos and podcasts
Listening skill
Identifying the speaker’s main purpose in different types 
of videos and podcasts

WARMER
Ask: Do you watch videos online? What kinds of videos do 
you like? Fitness videos? Fashion videos? Put sts into pairs 
to discuss the kinds of videos they like watching online. 
Discuss their ideas as a class and find out which kinds of 
videos are the most popular with the class.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures and discuss 
the question. Discuss their ideas as a class. Ask: Do you 
watch any videos like these ones? Do you ever upload videos?

Suggested answers
a giving advice about make-up
b writing a blog
c videoing themselves doing stunts
d playing music or singing

2  3.3 Read out the interview title and explain the 
meaning of Q&A (questions and answers). Read out 
the questions in the interview, then ask sts to read the 
interview quickly to find Tyson’s answers. Discuss the 
answers as a class. Point out the verbs in bold and check 
sts understand them all. Explain that the verbs are all 
followed by certain prepositions. Ask sts to read the 
interview again and choose the correct prepositions. 
Play the audio for sts to check answers. Remind sts that 
it is important to learn which prepositions are used with 
different verbs.

Answers
1 with
2 on
3 against
4 for
5 to
6 for

7 to
8 to
9 on
10 to
11 about
12 about

3 Sts copy the questions into their notebooks and 
complete them with the correct prepositions. Check 
answers, then put sts into pairs to ask and answer the 
questions.

Answers
1 on
2 about
3 to
4 on

4  3.4 Identifying the speaker’s main purpose in 
different types of videos and podcasts Explain to sts 
that they are going to listen to four extracts from online 
videos and podcasts. Read out each description in turn 
and elicit what kinds of words and phrases you might 
hear for each one, e.g. a product promotion: It’s really 
good, It’s the best, etc; a celebrity interview: What are 
your plans?; a ‘how to’ video: First you … Then you …: a 
review: It was really good, I loved it. Play the audio for sts 
to listen and complete the matching task. See TG page 
275 for audio script. Allow sts to compare their answers 
in pairs, then check answers, playing the audio again if 
necessary, and pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 b
2 a
3 c
4 d

5  3.4 Allow sts time to read through the questions 
and possible answers, then play the audio again for 
them to listen and choose the correct answers. Audio 
script as above. Check answers with the class, playing 
the audio again and pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 c
2 a
3 b
4 b

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
You could suggest they find this video online 
and watch it. They might be interested to know 

that YouTube publishes a list each year of the most 
popular videos on the site. Sts might like to search for 
the list and view some of the popular viral videos.

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.25
Sts will find more practice for listening, and practice 
of communication verbs + prepositions here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129
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GRAMMAR Question forms
I can use a variety of question forms accurately.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and match the examples 
with rules 1–5.

Question forms

Did you use a professional video camera to make it? 

Which influencers do you follow?

Which influencers follow you?

You haven’t messed up, have you?

Could you tell us why you’ve stopped vlogging?

Can you tell us if/whether this is the end?

Rules

1 We use tag questions to check information or make 
a comment.  

2 We use indirect questions to sound polite. They start 
with a phrase, e.g. Can you tell me if / when … The 
subject and main verb follow in the same order as an 
affirmative sentence. 

3 We use object questions to ask about the object of 
a sentence. 

4 We use subject questions to ask about the subject 
of a sentence. We don’t use an auxiliary verb in a 
subject question. 

5 We use Yes/No questions to get an answer that starts 
with Yes or No. 

2 Write questions for the information in bold in the 
answers. Use Yes/No questions, subject questions 
and object questions.

Are you interested in vlogging?

Yes, I’m interested in vlogging.
1 I post new comments three or four times a day.
2 I’ve got three different social media accounts.
3 My best friend recommended that podcast.
4 No, I’ve never written a blog before.
5 I usually watch make-up and fashion vlogs.
6 My sister helped me to create my new website.

3 PRONUNCIATION Intonation in tag questions

 3.5 Listen. Which question is checking 
information? Which is making a comment?
1 You’re a radio presenter, aren’t you? 
2 It’s a beautiful day, isn’t it? 

4  3.6 Listen and repeat. 
1 We’re going to be late, aren’t we? 
2 You bought some bread, didn’t you?
3 It’s a really long queue, isn’t it? 
4 The parcel has been delivered, hasn’t it? 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct 
question tags.

This video isn’t very funny, is it?
1 She hasn’t updated her page for ages, … ?
2 He writes a music blog, … ?
3 Social media can get annoying sometimes, … ?
4 We’re meeting at 8.30, … ?
5 You didn’t enjoy that podcast, … ?

6 Rewrite the museum visitor’s questions to make 
them sound more polite. Would you like to visit 
this museum?

When does the New Media Museum shut? 
➝ Could you tell me when the New Media 
Museum shuts?

1 Is there a section about online gaming? 
➝ Do you know … ?

2 Where’s the room with 20th-century computers? 
➝ Can you tell me … ?

3 Are we allowed to take photos in here? 
➝ Do you know … ?

4 Where are the toilets, please? 
➝ Would you mind telling me … ?

5 When does the History of Video Games exhibition 
start? ➝ Could you tell me … ?

7 Work in pairs. Imagine that it is your first day at 
this school. Ask your partner questions, then 
swap roles.

Can you tell me if … ?

Which teacher … ?

Could you tell me wh- … ?

The ... starts at ... , doesn’t it?

8 GET CREATIVE Prepare a 2-minute vlog 
about a topic that interests you. Present your 
vlog in small groups. Then answer one follow-up 
question from each person in the group.

 FAST FINISHER
Imagine you are a famous vlogger and you are being 
interviewed. Write the dialogue of the interview. Include 
five questions.

3
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UNIT 3

GRAMMAR Question forms

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called Who’s playing tonight?, 
including a range of different question forms. You 
can watch this in class if you have time and access to 
a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to download 
it from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG page 314 for the animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples. Sts read the rules and 
match the examples with the rules. Point out that one 
rule matches two questions. Check answers.

Answers
1 You haven’t messed up, have you?
2 Could you tell us why you’ve stopped vlogging? 

Can you tell is if/whether this is the end?
3 Which influencers do you follow?
4 Which influencers follow you?
5 Did you use a professional video camera to make it?

Point out that Yes/No questions do not use a question 
word, e.g. Do you live in London? (yes/no). Explain that 
in tag questions, we use a negative tag for a positive 
verb, and a positive tag for a negative verb, e.g. You live 
in London, don’t you? You don’t live in London, do you? 
Point out that the answer to a subject question is the 
subject of a verb, e.g. Who follows you? Sam follows me.
The answer to an object question is the object of a verb, 
e.g. Who do you follow? I follow Sam. Point out that the 
word order in indirect questions is the same as for 
statements, e.g. Do you know where he is? NOT Do you 
know where is he?

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: Who’s coming to the party? 
– a yes/no question? (no). You don’t like parties – can 
you add a tag? (do you). Who called you last night? – 
subject or object question? (subject). Why do we use 
indirect questions? (to sound polite). Is the word order 
the same as a normal question? (no – it’s the same as for 
a statement).  

2 Read out the task and the example. Sts then write the 
questions. Check answers.

Answers
1 How often do you post new comments?
2 How many different social media accounts have 

you got?
3 Who recommended that podcast?
4 Have you ever written a blog before?
5 What kinds of vlogs do you usually watch?
6 Who helped you to create your new website?

3 PRONUNCIATION  3.5
Play the audio, pausing after each line. See TG page 
276 for audio script. Elicit which question is checking 
information and which is making a comment.

Answer
1 is checking information, 2 is making a comment

4 PRONUNCIATION  3.6
Play the audio, pausing after each question for sts to 
repeat. As an extension, you can ask sts if each item 
is checking information or making a comment. 

Answers
1 making a comment
3 making a comment

2 checking information
4 checking information

5 Sts copy the questions and complete them with the 
correct question tags. Check answers.

Answers
1 has she
4 aren’t we

2 doesn’t he
5 did you

3 can’t it

6 Read out the task and the example answer. Sts write the 
indirect questions in their notebooks. Check answers.

Answers
1 if/whether there’s a section about online gaming?
2 where the room with 20th-century computers is?
3 if/whether we are allowed to take photos in here?
4 where the toilets are, please?
5 when the History of Video Games exhibition starts?

7 Put sts into pairs and allow them time to write their 
questions. Sts ask and answer the questions.

21st Century skills

8  GET CREATIVE
Sts work individually or in pairs to prepare a short 
vlog. Sts can plan their vlogs, then use their phones 
to film them. Put them into small groups to present 
their vlogs to each other. Encourage sts to ask each 
presenter a follow-up question.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further by 
imagining they are a vlogger and writing an interview 
dialogue, using the question forms in the grammar box. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs to do the same task.

G Grammar practice: WB p.26
Sts will find more practice of question forms here. 
Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129
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What’s in the news?
READING and LISTENING

I can understand news headlines.

Newspaper headlines

We usually omit articles and possessive adjectives 
in headlines.
We use the present simple for past events and the 
infinitive for future events. 
We omit the verb be in passive verb constructions.

Look!

2 Match six of the headlines in Exercise 1 with the 
sentences below. Then rewrite the other three 
headlines as complete sentences.  
1 Tickets for the exhibition of paintings by Picasso in 

New York have sold out very quickly.
2 The Canadian Embassy in Australia has sent its 

staff home after more of its employees fell ill with 
an unknown illness.

3 The British government is going to discuss whether 
to lower the age people can vote to 16.

4 Vanessa Watson, the famous chef, is going to open 
a new vegetarian restaurant in Oxford.

5 Lots of people have been sharing videos on social 
media of a very popular new type of dance.

6 A teenage British model, who no one has seen or 
heard of before, starred at the Paris Fashion Week.

3  3.7 Listen and match the dialogues (1–4) with 
four of the headlines in Exercise 1.

4  3.7 Listen again and choose the correct answers.
1 The grandma couldn’t call anyone as

a her phone had run out of battery.
b her phone had no signal.
c she’d lost her phone.

2 The boys found out about the news story from …
a social media.
b the radio.
c a friend.

3 The man is worried about the situation at the 
embassy because he …
a knows a lot of the people there.
b is waiting for a travel document.
c works there.

4 The celebrity chef wants people …
a to watch her on TV.
b to become vegetarians.
c not to eat meat on Mondays.

5 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
1 What do you think makes a good news story?
2 What kind of news stories do you prefer? Why?
3 Tell your partner about a news story you have 

read recently.

1 Match news topics 1–9 with headlines a–i.
1 Arts  
2 Entertainment
3 Fashion
4 Food
5  Human interest

6  International
7 Money and business
8 Politics
9 Sport

YourNews.com
Home Headlines  Politics  Arts  Sport  More

Six-year-old 
boy walks 3 km 
in freezing 
temperatures 
to help sick 
grandmother

New York Picasso 
exhibition sells out 
within minutes

British government 
to discuss lowering 
voting age to 16

New dance craze 
goes viral thanks to 
TV programme

18-year-old Italian 
footballing sensation 
signed by United

Unknown British 
teenager stars at 
Paris Fashion Week

Canadian Embassy in Australia sends staff home after 
mystery illness strikes again

Celebrity chef to open new vegetarian restaurant in Oxford

Europe hit by recession as EU economies struggle

a

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 

b

c d

KEEP

TALKING!

34
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KEEP
TALKING!

UNIT 3

What’s in the news?

3  3.7 Tell sts they will hear four conversations about 
some of the news stories in Exercise 1. Read out the task, 
then play the audio track. See TG page 276 for audio 
script. Check answers with the class, playing the audio 
again if necessary and pausing to confirm answers.

Answers
1 b
2 f
3 g
4 h

4  3.7 Allow sts time to read through the questions 
and possible answers. Check they understand 
everything. Play the audio again for them to listen and 
choose the correct answers. Allow sts to compare their 
answers in pairs, then check answers with the class, 
playing the audio again if necessary and pausing to 
confirm the answers.

Answers
1 c
2 a
3 b
4 c

5 Sts discuss in pairs what makes a good news story and 
what kinds of stories they enjoy reading. For feedback, 
ask some sts to tell the class about some of the things 
they discussed.

EXTRA PRACTICE
Ask sts in pairs to imagine a news event in their area. 
You could brainstorm a few ideas with the class first, 
e.g. the local football team has won a competition, a 
new cinema is going to open in the city centre. Ask 
them to write a sentence explaining the details of their 
story, then write a headline for it. Monitor and help 
while they are working. Ask pairs in turn to read their 
full sentence to the class first. See if the class can guess 
the headline before they read it out!

READING and LISTENING
Sts read some news headlines and match them to 
the correct topics. They study the features of news 
headlines, then match some full sentences to the 
headlines and rewrite the remaining headlines as full 
sentences. They then learn how to agree as a group. They 
read and hear a model dialogue and personalize the 
useful language by following the steps in the Speaking 
plan to practise agreeing as a group.

WARMER
With books closed, say: I’m a journalist. There’s a big news 
story this week. Someone posted a video of a new kind of 
dance, and it’s become really popular – millions of people 
have watched it online – it’s gone viral. I need to write an 
article about this. What do you think my headline might be? 
Elicit a few suggestions and write them on the board. 
Ask sts to open their books on page 34 and find the 
correct headline in Exercise 1 (New dance craze goes 
viral). Compare it to the sts' headlines.

1 Sts could work in pairs to match the headlines with the 
topics. Check answers.

Answers
1 d  2 c  3 e  4 h  5 b 
6 g  7 i  8 a  9 e

Read the Look! box with the class about newspaper 
headlines. Ask sts to find examples of the different 
features mentioned in the headlines in Exercise 
1, e.g. The British government … , to help his sick 
grandmother, exhibition sold sells out, British 
government will discuss to discuss, footballing 
sensation is signed.

2 Read out the first sentence and elicit which headline it 
matches (c). Ask sts to match the remaining sentences. 
Check answers. Sts could then work in pairs to rewrite 
the remaining three headlines as full sentences.

Answers
1 d  2 g  3 a  4 h  5 c  6 e
b A six-year-old boy walked 3km in freezing 

temperatures to help his sick grandmother.
f An 18-year-old Italian footballing sensation has 

been signed by United.
i Europe has been hit by a recession and EU 

economies are now struggling.
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SPEAKING Agreeing as a group
I can give and ask for opinions.

4 Work in groups. You are journalists at a 
national daily newspaper. Prepare a new
dialogue. Follow the steps in the
Speaking plan. 

Speaking plan

PreparrPrepare
Student A: YY ng th on.the discussion.ou are leadingYY
Students B and C: u are contribntributingYou a

e the story.and helping o choose tping to
❯ Choose a y from page 34 that you think  story ky fromry

main story.should be the m
❯ hoices. Remember to ask theDiscuss your ch

opinions.oothers for their o
❯ wDececide together which one will be your 

main s story.
❯ Make noteotes for your dialogue.

SpeaaSpeak
❯ Practise your dialoalogueogogue.
❯ Use phrases fromom thehe geeful languagUsefu  box.
❯ AAcct out your ut notes.t out your dialogue wwithout

efleccReflect
❯ e?HowHow can you improve next t time
❯ otherssk otDid you u giou give your opinion angive you nd as

for ththeirs?

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Find three headlines in today’s English-language
newspapers. Write them in full sentences.

Anya: So, we need a good story for the website. Which on
we choose?

Karl: In my opinion, this one is good: the dance craze story.
Anya: What are your thoughts on that one, Tom?
Tom: It’s funny, but a lot of people won’t be interested in a silly

dance craze, will they?
Anya: You’re probably right.
Tom: What do you think of this story about the football transfer?
Anya: I’m not sure. It’s sport and not everyone likes reading about 

sport. What’s your view, Karl?
Karl: I reckon it’s a good choice and it’s a human interest story.
Anya: But it’s a sports story, isn’t it?
Tom: Yes, it is, but it’s about a teenager fulfilling his dreams.
Anya: I like it! Let’s go with that.

2  3.9 Listen and repeat the Useful language. Which
phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Giving your opinion
I reckon … / It seems to me (that) …
In my opinion/view, … / As I see it, … / To my mind, …
For me, … / From my point of view, …
Personally (speaking), I …

Asking for opinions
What do you think of … ? / What are your thoughts on … ?
What’s your opinion/view?
Which one shall we choose?

Making a final choice
Let’s go with that. / So, we all agree that …

3 Choose the correct answers. Then work in pairs and
practise the dialogue. 
Andy: We need a good story for the Student Times this week. 

1Let’s go with that. / Which one shall we choose?
Ben: 2It seems to me / Personally, I like this one about 

the Picasso exhibition.
Andy: 3As I see it, / What’s your view on that, Emma?tt
Emma: 4What’s your opinion? / ? From my point of view, that’sww

not right for our audience. You know, people like us.
Andy: OK. There’s the story about lowering the voting age. 

5What’s your opinion, / From my point of view, Ben?
Ben: That’s a good one, isn’t it? It’s very current and it 

affects us directly.
Andy: OK. 6Which one shall we choose? /? Let’s go with

that. The Picasso exhibition or the voting age?
Emma: 7What do you think? / ? To my mind, definitely the 

voting age story.
Ben: I agree with you.
Andy: Me, too. 8For me, / So, we all agree that the votingt

age story goes on the front page. Great!

1  3.8 Listen and read. Which story do they choose?

ne shall 

3
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UNIT 3

SPEAKING Agreeing as a group 
1  3.8 Focus on the question. With stronger classes, 

you could start by playing the dialogue with books 
closed and have sts listen for the answer. Then play the 
audio again for them to listen and read to confirm their 
ideas. With weaker classes, play the dialogue for sts to 
listen and read. Check the answer.

Answer
the story about the football transfer

2  3.9 Read through the Useful language box with 
the class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Sts then find the 
phrases in the dialogue in Exercise 1. Check answers.

Answers
I reckon …
In my opinion, …
What do you think of ….?
What are your thoughts on …?
Which one shall we choose?
Let’s go with that.

3 Ask sts to copy the dialogue into their notebooks, 
choosing the correct answers to complete it. Check 
answers. Put sts in pairs to practise the dialogue.

Answers
1 Which one shall we choose?
2 Personally, I like
3 What’s your view on that
4 From my point of view,
5 What’s your opinion
6 Which one shall we choose?
7 To my mind, 
8 So, we all agree that

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
agreeing as a group.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts each choose a news story from Exercise 1 on 
page 34. They then choose their roles and prepare 
a dialogue, discussing their choices and asking 
other group members for their opinion, then 
deciding together which should be the main story. 
They make notes for their dialogue. 

Speak
Sts can practise with and then without notes, 
using phrases from the Useful language box. 
Monitor and help as necessary. If your sts use 
smartphones in class, they could record and listen 
to their conversations. When they finish, they 
could choose two more news stories and practise 
their dialogue again.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language. Encourage them to be honest and open 
about the things they did well and the things they 
can do better. Ask them to use their recordings to 
help them think about how they could improve 
next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise the language for headlines 
further. They find three headlines in today’s English-
language newspapers and write them in full sentences. 
Weaker sts could do the same task in pairs.

S Speaking practice: WB p.27
Sts will find more practice for agreeing as a group 
here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 2 SB p.129
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Immigration in the USA
I can compare immigration in the USA and in my country.

Moving to the
The USA is a nation of immigrants and every year, about 800,000 immigrants 
enter the USA legally. Descendants of immigrants continue to celebrate the 
cultural heritage that their ancestors brought with them.

18
45

–5
0 The Irish Potato Famine

A serious famine in Ireland 
meant Irish people wanted to 
escape hunger and poverty. In 
the 1840s, half of US immigrants 
were from Ireland alone. By 
1930, 4.5 million Irish people had 
emigrated to the USA.

18
48

–5
5 California Gold Rush

Over 300,000 people from the 
rest of the USA and from abroad, 
particularly from China, arrived in 
California. They were hoping to 
get rich by nding gold. 

18
54 Gadsden Purchase

Tens of thousands of 
Mexicans became US 
citizens overnight following 
the USA’s acquisition of a 
part of Mexico – an area 
now part of Arizona and 
New Mexico.

18
82 Chinese Exclusion Act

Chinese immigration became illegal and Chinese 
labourers were banned from coming to the USA 
from 1882.

18
80

s–
19

20
s Between 1880 and 1930, more 

than 27 million immigrants from 
Europe entered the USA from Italy, 
Austria, Hungary and Russia. They 
were seeking political, religious and 
economic freedom. 

Austria, Hungary and Russia. They
were seeking political, religious and
economic freedom.

18
92 Ellis Island

Ellis Island became an o cial 
immigration station. Twelve 
million new arrivals entered 
through Ellis Island between 
1892 and 1954.

ere banned from coming to the USA 

ecame an o cial
station. Twelve 

arrivals entered
Island betweenIsland between 
54.

19
75 End of Vietnam War

It had begun in 1955, but after it ended, 
immigrants began to arrive again from 
Vietnam and other parts of Asia, like 
Korea and China. 

19
10 Mexican revolution

By 1930, there were 600,000 
Mexican immigrants living 
in the USA, compared with 
200,000 in 1910.

Vietnam and other parts of Asia, li
Korea and China. 

Mexican immigrants living
in the USA, comparededed wwwwititith
200,000 in 1910.

19
60

s –
 2

00
0s The majority of 

immigrants came from 
Asia and Latin America. 
Between 1965 and 2000, 
the highest number of 
immigrants to the USA 
came from Mexico.

REAL
CULTURE!

36
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REAL
CULTURE! Immigration in the USA

1 Draw sts’ attention to the title and read the introduction 
together. Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. 
Check that sts understand the words immigrate/emigrate 
and the related words immigrant/emigrant, immigration/
emigration. Check answers as a class. Write sts’ 
suggestions for question 3 on the board.

Answers
1 The Statue of Liberty. It’s located on Liberty Island 

in New York harbour.
2 Suggested answer: People believe it welcomes 

them to America as a land of opportunity.
3 Sts’ own answers

2  3.10 Play the audio for sts to read and listen and 
answer the question.

Answer
Ireland, China, Mexico, Italy, Hungary, Russia, 
Vietnam, Korea

3  3.10 Allow sts time to read the questions, then play 
the audio for sts to read and listen again and answer the 
questions. Check answers, eliciting the part of the text 
which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 because of the potato famine
2 gold
3 because the USA bought a part of Mexico
4 because they were looking for political or religious 

freedom
5 because a law prevented them from coming
6 processing new immigrants
7 Mexico
8 Vietnam, Korea and China

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
They might be interested to know that most 
Spanish speakers in the USA originally come 

from Puerto Rico, Cuba, El Salvador and Mexico.

Sts learn about the history of immigration in the USA, 
from the 1800s to today. They answer comprehension 
questions, then study nouns ending in the suffix -ion. 
They discuss immigration in the USA and in general, 
then compare immigration in the USA with immigration 
in their own country. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about 
Mon, who has emigrated from Portugal to Norway and is 
taking part in a social media detox: see SB page 37.

WARMER
Ask: What do you know about the history of the USA? Elicit 
what students know. If they mention immigration, 
ask: When did people start to move to the USA? Where did 
they go there from? If sts do not mention immigration, 
introduce the idea by asking: Where do the people who 
live in the USA come from originally? Elicit the idea that 
they have moved there from other countries. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Settlers from Europe began arriving in what is now the 
USA, following the voyage by Christopher Columbus to 
the continent in 1492. Before the Europeans arrived, the 
only inhabitants were the Native Americans, who had 
lived there for around 15,000 years. Since the time of 
the first settlers, immigrants have continued to arrive 
in the USA from all over the world, often as a result of 
difficulties in particular countries at particular times.

The Irish potato famine occurred in the 1840s and 50s, 
when the potato crop over the whole country failed 
repeatedly due to blight, a serious potato disease. A lot 
of poorer people depended on potatoes as their staple 
food, and there was widespread hunger and starvation. 
It is estimated that around one million people died, and 
many more emigrated to the USA. 

Immigrants have often been unpopular, especially 
when there are economic problems and not enough 
jobs for everyone. In the 1880s in the USA, there were 
economic problems, and many people believed it was 
due to Chinese immigrants, who were often willing 
to work for lower pay than American workers. The US 
government therefore passed the Chinese Exclusion Act 
in 1882, which limited Chinese immigration.

Ellis Island is an island in New York Harbour, where 
new immigrants were processed before being allowed to 
enter the United States. Between 1892 and 1924, around 
12 million immigrants were processed there. It now 
forms part of the Statue of Liberty National Monument.
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1 Look at the pictures and the introduction to the
text on page 36. Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 What is the name of the statue you can see in the

pictures? Where is it?
2 Why do you think the statue is relevant to 

immigration in the USA?
3 Which countries have immigrants to the USA come 

from? Make a list.

2  3.10 Read and listen to the text. Which countries
from your list are mentioned?

3  3.10 Read and listen again. Answer the
questions.
1 Why did so many people from Ireland emigrate to 

the USA in the 1840s?
2 What attracted immigrants to California in the

middle of the 19th century?
3 Why did thousands of Mexicans become American

citizens in 1854?
4 Why did a large number of Europeans emigrate to

the USA between 1880 and 1920?
5 Why did Chinese people stop emigrating to the

USA in 1882?
6 What was Ellis Island used for in the first half of the

20th century?
7 Which continents did most immigrants to the USA 

come from in the second half of the 20th century?
8 Which country did a large number of immigrants to 

the USA come from after 1975?

4 Word Power Find the names of two continents
in the text on page 36. In pairs, make a list of
the other five continents. What are the noun and
adjective forms?

5 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
1 Would you like to live in the USA? Why/Why not?
2 How far would you travel to find a better life?

Would you go even if the journey was dangerous?
3 How do you think immigrants can benefit the

countries they move to?

6 Many American icons were created by immigrants
and their descendants. Complete the Iconic USA! 
fact file with words from the box.  

Canadian   Danish   Dutch   English   
German (x2)   Irish   

7 COMPARE CULTURES How does 
immigration affect your country? What are the 
main immigrant communities? How do immigrants
benefit your country?

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHERS
Imagine you are emigrating to a new country. It’s the end 
of your first day. Write a short blog post about how you 
feel. What is the same? What is different?

Iconic USA!
Many iconic American dishes such M
as apple pie were introduced by a
17th century 1 1… immigrants. ‘As 
American as apple pie’ is a well-A
known phrase used to suggest thatk

omething is all-American.so

Internationally known as a symbol of 
American fast food, the origin of the
hamburger is unknown, but probably comess 
from the ‘hamburg steak’, a sandwich made
popular by 2… immigrants.

conic symbol of the USA, Mount
hmore was sculpted by 4…-American

on Borglum and features the heads 
rmer presidents, including Theodore 
evelt, who was of 5… descent.

es
ican 
century, 
igins

and 3… 

Jeans were first manufactured in the
United States by Levi Strauss, a 6… 
immigrant who arrived in California
during the Gold Rush. He heard the 
miners needed durable trousers, and 
Levi’s Jeans was born.

Walt Disney, creator of American
icons including Mickey Mouse and
Disneyland, is of 7… descent. His
grandparents emigrated from Ireland
as children.

FUN 99% of Americans are immigrants or the descendants of immigrants and there are more than 400 different languages spoken today in the USA. 

Although the basic set of rule
was first developed in Ameri
universities in the mid-19th c
American football has its ori
in early versions of English a
soccer and rugby.

An ic
Rush
Gutzo
of for
Roos

????
3
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REAL
CULTURE!

4 Word Power Read out the information about nouns 
and adjectives. Sts find two continents in the article and 
list the other five. Check answers, then ask sts to work 
in pairs to write the noun and adjective forms.

Answers
In the article: Europe and Asia.
Five more continents: Africa, Antarctica, Australia, 
North America, South America
To make the adjective form we add -n or -an, e.g. 
European

5 Allow sts time to read the questions and prepare their 
answers individually, then put them into pairs to discuss 
them. Discuss the questions briefly as a class.

6 Draw sts' attention to the pictures in the fact file. Elicit 
what each picture shows. Ask sts to read the fact file 
and complete it with words from the box. Allow sts to 
check answers in pairs before checking answers with 
the whole class. Alternatively, this exercise could be 
set for homework to allow time for sts to research the 
answers.

Answers
1 English
2 German
3 Canadian
4 Danish
5 Dutch
6 German
7 Irish

21st Century skills

7 COMPARE CULTURES
Ask: Are you or any of your friends immigrants? If sts 
are immigrants themselves or have friends who 
are immigrants, encourage them to tell the class 
where they are from and how long they have lived 
in the country. If they do not know any immigrants, 
ask some general questions about how many 
immigrants there are in their country, where they are 
from and what jobs they do. Read out each question 
in turn and discuss it as a class. Encourage as many 
sts as possible to express their opinions, but you may 
need to be careful to avoid the expression of negative 
opinions that could be offensive.

Culture video

This lesson features an optional culture video about 
Mon, who has emigrated from Portugal to Norway 
and is taking part in a social media detox. You can 
watch this in class if you have time and access to 
video, or you can ask sts to download it from the 
Richmond Learning Platform to watch at home. See 
Mon: Social media detox on TG pages 300 and 311.

FAST FINISHER
Sts imagine they are emigrating to a new country and 
write a blog post about how they feel after their first 
day. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write one or two 
sentences about how they feel. 
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Could you tell me …?
WRITING A formal email of enquiry

I can write a formal email of enquiry.

1 Read the advert. Would you like to study here?

We offer 1- or 2-weekk courses in:

 Performing artsts (singing, dancingg,, aactinnggg)))  
 Film-makingng  Music  Photooggrapapphhyhyhy 
 Creative e writing and journalilism
Sociaall media
GGaame and w

 Leadership a

ting and journaallism 
 skills
eb designgn 
nd buussineeessss sskik lllllllssss

Get to know the area in your free time.
After-class activities and day trips available.

Sydney International 
Summer School

38

W Writing summary WB p.86 L Literature: Units 1–3 SB pp.112–113

R Review: Units 1–3 SB pp.100–101 E Exam: Unit 3 SB p.120

P Project: Units 1–3 SB pp.106–107 LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples
of the expressions in the email.

Useful language
Polite expressions in a formal email
Dear Sir / Madam / Mr Robinson (opening)
Yours faithfully, / Yours sincerely, / Regards, (closing)
I am writing to enquire about …
I am especially/particularly interested in …
Thank you in advance for your help.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Polite questions and requests
I would be (very) grateful if you could …
Would it be possible (for me) to … ?
I would like to know (more) about …

4 Study the Look! box. Find an example of an 
indirect question in Javier’s email.

Polite language

In formal emails, we use:
• full forms, not contractions, e.g. I would (notd I’d)
• formal words and phrases, e.g. enquire, provide, 

I would like … , many thanks
• polite request forms with would ord could:

I would be grateful if you could …
• indirect questions: Can/Could you tell me if … ?

Look!

5 Write an email of enquiry to the summer school. 
Follow the steps in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ ’re in and why interested in anh course you’rDecide which

y e to take it.ou would like
❯ ns to ask.Think of thr questionsf three 

WrittWrite
❯ il. Use the plan below.Write your emai

Paragraph 1: xplain why you are writing.Ex
Paragraph 2: k three questions. Ask 
Paragraph 3: your message.End your m

efleccReflect
❯ t forms; indirectCheck your grarammar: polite request 

questions.
❯ olite, formal Check your regis e you used pogister: hr: have y

language thro email?language throughout yoyour em

2 Read Javier’s email and answer the questions.
1 Which course is Javier enquiring about?
2 Why is he interested in taking this course?
3 Which three things would he like to have more

information about?

infocourse@siss.au

Creative writing course

To:

Subject:

Dear Sir / Madam,
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UNIT 3

Could you tell me …?
WRITING A formal email of enquiry

Sts read an advert for a summer school, then study an 
email enquiring about a course at the school. They learn 
some polite expressions for a formal email and learn 
about the features of polite language. They then follow 
the steps in the Writing plan to write their own formal 
email of enquiry.

Writing
A formal email of enquiry

Useful language
Polite expressions for a formal email (Dear Sir / Madam / 
Mr Robinson, Yours faithfully / Yours sincerely / Regards, 
I am writing to enquire about … , I am especially / 
particularly interested in … , Thank you in advance for your 
help. I look forward to hearing from you. Polite questions 
and requests: (I would be (very) grateful if you could … , 
Would it be possible (for me) to …? I would like to know 
(more) about …)
Look!
Polite language

WARMER
Ask: Have you ever been to a summer school? If any sts 
in the class have been to a summer school, encourage 
them to tell the class what they studied there. If no 
sts have experience of summer schools, ask: What can 
you study at a summer school? Elicit that you can study 
languages, creative subjects such as music or dance or 
skills such as business skills. Explain that a lot of young 
people go to summer school because they want to study 
subjects that they cannot study at school, or they want 
to prepare for a university course.

1 Ask sts to read the advert, then put them into pairs to 
discuss what they would like to study at the summer 
school. Discuss their answers as a class.

2 Ask sts to read the email. They could then work in pairs 
to answer the questions. Check answers.

Answers
1 the creative writing course
2 because he wants to study creative writing and 

journalism at university
3 He wants to know if there are any places available 

on the course. He also wants to know about the 
accommodation and the free-time activities.

3 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss 
how to say these expressions in their first language. 
Sts find examples in the email. Explain that we use 
Yours faithfully after Dear Sir or Dear Madam and we use 
Yours sincerely if we use someone’s name, e.g. Dear Mr 
Robinson. Point out the use of commas after Dear Sir / 
Madam and after Yours sincerely / Yours faithfully.

4 Read the Look! box with sts. Sts find an example of an 
indirect question in the email.

Answer
Could you tell me if you have any places available in 
August?

5 Sts write a formal email of enquiry following the steps 
in the Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts work as individuals to decide which 
course they would like to take and think of 
three questions to ask. Monitor and help with 
vocabulary if necessary. 

Write
Explain that sts should organize their emails into 
paragraphs. Refer back to Javier’s email and point 
out that it follows the plan that is detailed here. Sts 
write their email using Javier’s email. Encourage 
them to use expressions from the Useful Language 
box, polite language and indirect questions. 

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. They 
swap emails with a partner and give feedback on 
the use of polite requests, indirect questions and 
polite, formal language. Remind sts to be positive 
and encouraging when they give feedback, and 
always find aspects to praise. 

W Writing practice: WB p.28
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.86

R Review: Units 1-3 SB pp.100–101

P Project: Units 1-3 SB pp.106–107

L Literature: Units 1-3 SB pp.112–113

E Exam: Unit 3 SB p.120

LS Language summary: Unit 3 SB p.129
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VOCABULARY Clothes: adjectives
I can describe clothes and personal style and discuss my attitude to fashion.

1 Look at the pictures. In pairs, discuss what the people are wearing. 
Whose ‘look’ or style do you like the best?

Vocabulary: Adjectives for 
clothes and appearance

Grammar: Obligation, necessity, advice; 
Ability and permission; let and make

Speaking: Returning 
an item to a shop

Writing: 
An opinion

2  4.1 Read the blog. Match the adjectives in 
bold with the definitions. Listen and check.
1 made by a famous fashion company
2 suitable for doing sports in
3 not casual; well-dressed
4 sensible and suitable for the situation
5 previously owned by another person
6 comfortable
7 different from other people
8 always in fashion
9 elegant and fashionable
 10 not in fashion
 11 in fashion at the moment
 12 informal

Luis, Mexico

What?My all-purpose sweater

Why? Because it’s so comfy. 
It’s warm, it fits perfectly (not too 
tight or loose), and it’s ideal for 
chilling out, playing football, or 
whatever I want to do. I’ve had 
it for ages. I suppose I have a 
fairly eco-friendly wardrobe – 
I keep stuff for ever! 

My style’s quite conventional 
and casual. I wear a lot of 
sporty clothes and trainers. 
As you can tell, I don’t tend to 
wear fashionable clothes, so I 
have absolutely no idea what’s 
in fashion right now!

Sam, Canada

What?My feel-good retro hat

Why? I love hats. I think 
they suit me and, for some 
reason, people seem to smile 
at me more when I’m wearing 
a hat. Maybe it shows I’ve 
got the confidence to be 
unconventional?
This hat is in a classic style, so 
it’ll never look unfashionable. 
I buy lots of second-hand
clothes, partly because I 
think fashion should be 
sustainable and not harmful to 
the environment. Plus, used 
clothes are super-cheap!

FASHIONblog.com HOME ABOUT LATEST POSTS

What’s your look? Do you have a favourite piece of clothing? 
Share your photo and story with us: #MyLookMyStyle!

3 Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions. Use 
some of the adjectives from Exercise 2.
1 Is your attitude to fashion similar to any of the 

attitudes in the blog?
2 How would you describe your look?
3 Do you try to look fashionable? Why/Why not?
4 Whose style do you admire? Why?

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write about your own favourite piece of clothing for the 
What’s your look? blog.

Gabriella, Italy

What? My ‘Hollywood’ heels

Why? I like to dress up and 
look smart, and these shoes 
make me feel like a Hollywood 
star. I admit they aren’t very 
practical, though. I’m really 
into fashion and I always try 
to look stylish. I’d love to be 
able to afford more designer
clothes, but buying the latest 
trendy clothes can cost a 
fortune. I guess I’m going to 
need to get a well-paid job 
when I finish studying!

39LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130

My style 4
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UNIT 4 OVERVIEW: This unit focuses on the topic of fashion and style. Sts read an article 
about green fashion. They read an article on the best places to take a selfie, then listen to a 
podcast on photo-friendly visitor attractions. They learn adjectives for describing clothes and 
appearance. They then read a web page about festivals in the four countries of the UK. Finally, they 
read an opinion essay on taxing non-sustainable clothing and write their own essay giving their opinion on 
whether school uniforms should be compulsory. They also watch a vlog about sustainable outfits for autumn and 
a culture video about a man who expresses his cultural identity through his choice of hairstyle.

VOCABULARY Clothes: adjectives

Sts learn 12 adjectives to describe clothes. They learn these 
in context by reading them in a fashion blog, then check 
understanding by matching them to definitions. They 
personalise the vocabulary by describing the kinds of 
clothes they enjoy wearing and their attitude to fashion.

Vocabulary
Clothes: adjectives (casual, classic, comfy, designer, 
practical, second-hand, smart, sporty, stylish, trendy, 
unconventional, unfashionable)

Vlog
Tally: Some autumnal outfits

WARMER
Tell sts you are going to test how observant they are. Give 
them 30 seconds to look at what their classmates are 
wearing, then ask them to close their eyes. Ask: What 
am I wearing today? See if they can describe your clothes 
without opening their eyes. Repeat this with the names 
of individual sts, e.g. What is (Maria) wearing today? As 
they say words for clothes, write these on the board. Stop 
the activity after three or four sts and focus on the words 
on the board. Brainstorm more words for clothes.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures and describe 
what the people are wearing. Elicit a description of each 
person from the class, then use a show of hands to see 
which style sts like the best. 

Suggested answers
Sam is wearing a white T-shirt, a yellow shirt and a 
brown hat.
Gabriella is wearing a light blue top, black leggings, 
grey shoes and sunglasses.
Luis is wearing a grey hoodie.

2  4.1 Pre-teach the words heels and sustainable. Ask sts 
to read the blog through quickly. Ask a few questions to 
check comprehension, e.g. Who would like to spend lots 

of money on clothes? (Gabriella). Who doesn’t buy many 
clothes? (Luis). Who cares about the environment? (Sam). 
Ask sts to read the blog again and match the adjectives 
in bold with the meanings. Play the audio for sts to listen 
and check. Check that sts understand all the adjectives.

Answers
1 designer
2 sporty
3 smart
4 practical
5 second-hand
6 comfy

7 unconventional
8 classic
9 stylish
10 unfashionable
11 trendy
12 casual

3 Read out the questions and check that sts understand 
everything. Allow sts time to prepare their answers 
individually and think about which adjectives they can 
use, then put them into pairs to discuss the questions. 
Ask them to note down their partner’s answers. Ask 
some sts to tell the class something about their partner, 
then ask some sts to tell the class about someone whose 
style they admire. 

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
vlogger talks about her outfits for autumn and her 
goal to buy fewer new clothes. You can watch this in 
class if you have time and access to video, or you can 
ask sts to download it from the Richmond Learning 
Platform to watch at home. See TG pages 292 and 308.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by writing about their own favourite piece of clothing for 
the What’s your look? blog. Weaker sts could write three 
sentences about the kinds of clothes they like wearing.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.32
Sts will find more practice of adjectives to describe 
clothes here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130

My style 4
Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Clothes: 
adjectives; 
Appearance: 
adjectives

Modals of obligation, 
necessity and advice; 
Modals of ability and 
permission; let and 
make

Elision of final 
/t/ before 
consonants

Predicting 
key topic 
vocabulary 
before reading

Identifying 
specific 
information

Returning 
an item to a 
shop

An opinion
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Eco-fashion
READING

I can predict key topic vocabulary before reading an article.

1 Which words do you think will be in this article about ‘green’ fashion?

2  4.2 Read and listen to the article. Check your 
answers to Exercise 1.

3  4.2 Read and listen again. Are the sentences 
true (T), false (F) or doesn’t say (DS)?
1 The clothing industry causes more environmental 

damage than any other industry. 
2 In the past, people thought that sustainable clothing 

was generally unattractive.
3 G-Star RAW jeans are eco-friendly because you 

can recycle them.
4 Emma Watson wears environmentally-friendly 

clothing at all times.
5 Emma Watson thinks that people who work in the 

fashion industry should be treated well.
6 Dave Rastovich became a celebrity when he 

started promoting sustainable sports clothing.

4 Word Power Complete the table with adjectives 
from the article. 

Adjective 
suffix

Examples Meaning

-ed shock ➝
shocked

describes how 
somebody feels

-ing shock ➝ 1…
describes the thing 
that causes the feeling

-ful colour ➝ 2… full of; very

-less colour ➝ 3… without

free cruelty ➝ 4… without

5 THINK CRITICALLY Work in pairs. Choose a 
celebrity who promotes good causes, and discuss 
why he/she is inspiring. 

According to designer 
Eileen Fisher, clothing is 
second only to oil as the 
least eco-friendly industry 
in the world. It consumes 
huge amounts of natural 
resources, releases 
toxic chemicals into the 
environment, and creates 
shocking amounts of waste. 
So what clothes should eco-
conscious consumers buy?
In the past, we had to 
choose between stylish 
clothes or eco-friendly ones. 
Sustainable clothing was 
considered unfashionable 
and it tended to be 
dull and colourless. But 

becoming stylish and 
there is now a growing 
number of celebrity 

determined to make green 
the new black.

Pharrell Williams
A style icon with a taste for colourful clothes, the US musician also 
co-owns a sustainable denim brand, G-Star RAW. Shocked to discover 
how much plastic waste is polluting the world’s oceans, Williams 
wanted to make a difference. G-Star RAW now makes designer jeans 
using recycled plastic bottles collected from the sea. When you buy 
a pair of these trendy jeans, you play a small role in cleaning up our 
oceans, and you don’t need to get your feet wet! 

Emma Watson
Everything that British actress Emma Watson wears on the red 
carpet is stylish and sustainable, from second-hand, vintage pieces 
to cruelty-free fake fur. Anyone who’s into fashion ought to check 
out her social media feeds, too. Emma regularly uploads images 
of herself modelling ethical brands, such as Veja, who make eco-
friendly, fair-trade trainers. (‘Fair-trade’ means that the people who 
make them must receive a fair wage for their work and have good 
working conditions.) Demand for these comfy trainers is huge!

Dave ‘Rasta’ Rastovich
All surfers know they mustn’t leave litter on the beach, but what else 
can they do to help the planet? Dave ‘Rasta’ Rastovich found fame 

conscience. Wetsuits and other specialist sports clothes are typically 
made from non-recyclable materials. However, Dave supports socially 
responsible companies like Patagonia, who produce eco-friendly 
sportswear that lasts longer. Patagonia also organizes ‘Worn Wear 
Tours’ to repair damaged gear, for free!

40
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UNIT 4

Eco-fashion
READING

Sts read an article about ‘green’ fashion and focus on 
predicting key topic vocabulary before they read. They 
see examples of modals of obligation, necessity and 
advice in context, and discuss celebrities who promote 
good causes.

Reading text
An article about ‘green’ fashion

Reading skill
Predicting key topic vocabulary before reading an article

WARMER
Ask: What do you think about when you buy clothes? The 
style? The price? How fashionable it is? Put sts into pairs 
and ask them to note down four things they think about 
when they buy clothes. Elicit their ideas. If some sts 
mention environmental concerns, encourage them 
to say more about this. If no sts mention it, ask: What 
about the environment? Are some clothes better for the 
environment than others? Why? Discuss  as a class.

1 Predicting key topic vocabulary before reading an 
article Read out the article title and elicit or explain 
that ‘green’ here means ‘good for the environment’ and 
‘the new black’ refers to the fact that black has always 
been a popular and fashionable colour. Read out the 
task and explain that predicting the vocabulary in an 
article before you read can help you understand the 
article better when you read it. Put sts into pairs to 
brainstorm words that they think will be in the article. 
Bring their ideas together on the board.

2  4.2 Play the audio for sts to read and listen to the 
article. Ask them to notice which words on the board 
are included in the article. Discuss as a class which of 
the words they predicted were included, and ask sts 
whether thinking about the topic and vocabulary before 
they read the article helped them understand it better.

3  4.2 Read out the task. Point out to sts that for a 
sentence to be true, it must be stated in the article, and 
for it to be false, this must be stated in the article. Focus 
on the first sentence. Elicit the answer and ask sts to 
find the evidence in the first paragraph which shows it 
is false (clothing is second to oil as the least eco-friendly 
industry). Play the audio. Sts read and listen to the 
article again and complete the rest of the task. Check 
answers with the class, eliciting the part of the article 
which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 F – It’s second to the oil industry.
2 T
3 F – They’re made from recycled plastic bottles.
4 DS – She wears environmentally-friendly clothing 

on the red carpet.
5 DS – It’s implied that she does, but it’s not stated. 
6 F – He found fame as a surfer.

4 Word Power Focus on the table and point out 
that the suffix endings are used to form adjectives 
from other words. Ask sts to copy the table into their 
notebooks. They could then work in pairs to find words 
in the article and complete the table. Go through the 
answers with the class and make sure sts understand 
all the adjectives. You could elicit one or two more 
examples for each suffix (see answers in brackets 
below). Elicit which adjective includes a hyphen.

Answers
1 shocking (embarrassing, entertaining)
2 colourful (painful, fearful)
3 colourless (painless, fearless)
4 cruelty-free (meat-free, sugar-free)
Cruelty-free includes a hyphen.

5 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the task and, as a class, brainstorm some 
celebrities that sts know who promote good causes. 
If sts cannot think of any examples, they could 
either do some research for homework, or they 
could use one of the celebrities in the article to talk 
about. Put sts into pairs to discuss the celebrity 
they have chosen and why they find this person 
inspiring. If time allows, ask sts to make notes as 
they discuss, then use their notes to prepare a short 
presentation. Tell them their presentation should 
include some facts about what good causes the 
celebrity supports, and why they find this person 
inspiring. Monitor and help while they are working. 
Ask pairs in turn to give their presentations to the 
class. You could end with a class vote to decide 
which celebrity sts find the most inspiring.

21st Century skills

R Reading practice: WB p.33
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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3 PRONUNCIATION Elision of final /t/
before consonants

 4.3 Listen and repeat. Notice how the 
underlined letters aren’t pronounced.
1 You don’t need to dress smartly.
2 You shouldn’t put this in the washing machine.
3 You must get some new clothes.
4 We mustn’t be late for the wedding!
5 They’d better not forget their swimming 

costumes.

4 Write advice for the situations below. 
Your cousins are coming to stay with you and you 
want to make sure they enjoy their stay.
You ought to take them to a football match. And you 
should go to the beach with them at the weekend.

1 You’re going on a skiing holiday, but you don’t know 
what to pack.

2 You’re going to a wedding, but you don’t know what 
kind of outfit to wear.

3 You want to change your ‘look’, but you don’t know 
where to start.

4 You want to make a good impression in a job 
interview or academic interview. 

5 Work in pairs. You are organizing a party to raise 
money for an environmental charity. Complete the 
sentences with your ideas.
1 All guests must wear a costume.
2 Everyone has to …
3 Guests don’t have to … , but …
4 They mustn’t … , but they can …
5 To advertise the party, we should …
6 We’d better not forget to organize …
7 We oughtn’t to … 
8 We don’t need to …

6 Tell the class about your party. Which party do you 
think would be the best? Why?

 FAST FINISHER
What do you think teenagers should do to help to protect 
the environment? Write some sentences with your ideas. 
Use the verb forms in the grammar box.

GRAMMAR Modals of obligation, 
necessity and advice

I can give advice and talk about obligation and necessity.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules with 
the words in the box. 

obligatory   advice   prohibited   necessity

should(n’t), ought(n’t) to

What clothes should eco-conscious consumers buy?

You ought to check out her social media feeds.

had better (not)

You’d better hurry if you want a pair!

You’d better not wear red with pink. It looks awful!

must, have to, need to; mustn’t

Workers must receive a fair wage.

You had to choose style or sustainability. 

You need to wear smart clothes.

Surfers mustn’t leave litter on the beach.

don’t have to, don’t need to

You don’t have to pay anything for the service. 
(NOT You mustn’t pay anything …)

You don’t need to get your feet wet! 
(NOT You mustn’t get your feet wet!)

Rules

We use should(n’t) and ought(n’t) to to give 1… .
We use had better (not) to give strong advice or a warning.
We use must, have to and need to for 2… or obligation.
We use mustn’t when something is 3… .
We use don’t have to or don’t need to when something isn’t 
necessary or isn’t 4… .

2 Complete the sentences with the verbs in the box. 
Use each verb only once.

don’t need to    ’d better not   have to    
must    mustn’t    should    shouldn’t

You have to wear (wear) a helmet when you ride a 
motorbike in the UK. It’s the law.

1 People … (wear) their sunglasses indoors. They 
don’t look as cool as they think!

2 At the Wimbledon tennis tournament it says in the 
rules that the players … (wear) white.

3 I think I … (buy) Kate a new umbrella. After all, 
I broke hers!

4 You … (take) photos in the museum! Look – there 
are signs everywhere!

5 You … (wear) smart clothes for the party. You can 
wear whatever you like.

6 I’ve just washed the floor, so you … (come) in here 
with those dirty shoes!

4

41LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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UNIT 4

GRAMMAR Modals of obligation, 
necessity and advice

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called We ought to shop 
around!, including the form and use of modals of 
obligation, necessity and advice. You can watch this in 
class if you have time and access to a computer or tablet, 
or you can ask sts to download it from the Richmond 
Learning Platform to watch at home. See TG page 315 for 
animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Point 
out that the example sentences are from the article on 
page 40. Sts could look at these to help them do the 
exercise. Read out the words in the box and check that 
sts understand what they mean. Ask sts to copy and 
complete the rules. They could work in pairs for this. 
Check answers. 

Answers
1 advice
2 necessity
3 prohibited
4 obligatory

Focus on the examples again. Point out to sts that must, 
have to and need to have a similar meaning (something 
is necessary or obligatory), but mustn’t has a different 
meaning to don’t have to/don’t need to: You mustn’t sit 
here = it is prohibited; You don’t have to/don’t need to sit 
here = it isn’t necessary. Point out also that we can use 
different tenses with have to/need to, but not with must: 
We must/have to/need to leave soon = it is necessary or 
obligatory; We had to/needed to leave = it was necessary 
or obligatory. Explain that should and ought to are both 
used for advice. Point out that the negative form of 
ought to is ought not to. Explain that ‘d better is a phrase 
which is also used to give advice. 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: We have to arrive early – Is it 
necessary? (yes). We must arrive early – same meaning? 
(yes). You mustn’t wear a hat – not allowed or not 
necessary? (not allowed). You don’t have to wear a hat – 
meaning? (not necessary). You should buy eco-friendly 
clothes – obligation? (no, advice). You ought to wear 
eco-friendly clothes – same meaning? (yes). You should 
be careful, You’d better be careful – which is stronger 
advice? (you’d better).

2 Sts read the sentences and write the correct verb forms 
in their notebooks. Allow sts to compare their answers 
in pairs, then go through them with the class, referring 
back to the rules to explain the answers.

Answers
1 shouldn’t
2 must 
3 should
4 mustn’t
5 don’t need to
6 ‘d better not

3 PRONUNCIATION  4.3
Read out the pronunciation point and explain that 
when we elide a sound, we don’t pronounce it. Ask 
sts to find examples in the sentence of a /t/ sound 
at the end of a word, followed by a consonant sound 
(don’t need, shouldn’t put, must get, etc.). Play the 
audio once for sts to listen and notice how the /t/ 
sound is not pronounced. Play the audio again, 
pausing for sts to repeat. 

4 Read out the task and the example answers. Sts read 
the situations and write the advice. Weaker sts could 
work in pairs. To check answers, invite individual sts to 
suggest their advice for each situation. 

Suggested answers
1 You should take sunscreen. You ought to pack 

warm clothes.
2 You ought to wear smart clothes. You shouldn’t 

wear jeans.
3 You should find pictures of ‘looks’ you like. You 

ought to try a new hair style.
4 You ought to wear a suit. You mustn’t be late.

5 Sts work in pairs to complete the sentences about their 
party. Encourage them to use their imagination to 
make their party fun! Monitor and help while they are 
working. 

6 Ask pairs in turn to tell the class about their party. 
Ask sts which party they think would be the best and 
why. You could hold a class vote to decide. Correct any 
language errors that sts made.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing sentences about what they think teenagers 
should do to protect the environment. Weaker sts could 
work in pairs.

G Grammar practice: WB p.34
Sts will find more practice of modals of obligation, 
necessity and advice here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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Fashion rules
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Appearance: adjectives

I can identify specific information in a radio programme.

WhaT’s YoUr FavOuRIte

pLacE To sNAp a sELfiE?

Museums are cool.
 No, really!

For a more interesting,

eye-catching image, pose with

a striking exhibit or artwork.  

Check out this bizarre (but very cool!)

visitor shot at the sel e riendly 

useum o  ce Cream in 

San Francisco. Fashion tips?

Frankly, in this case,
wear what you like.
You’re on a unicorn!

So you want to look good in a photo to put on social media? 

Great outfit? Check. Great hair? Of course! But if you really 

want to look like a star, you need the perfect location, too. Step

away from that bathroom mirror or pale, colourless

bedroom wall (yawn!). Try going out for a more 

striking and original shot. We guarantee you’ll look

even more gorgeous than usual!

Nature is the  ultimate stylist
ature is beauti ul, o  course,and natural light makes every shot look stunning. void wearing dull, neutral colours like grey or browni  you can. right, vivid coloursstand out better againstgreen grass or blue sea.  Vibrant pinks, yellows and reds can look

gorgeous.Cake goes with 
everything

 you want a casual, chilled look,

try a ca  shot. ear relaxed,  

in ormal clothes.  smart dress or

ancy suit might be super chic and

glamorous, but either would look weird

and wrong in this context. You don’t 

want to look as though you’re  

trying too hard! Save the 

elegant clothes or nights

out, or posh restaurants.

42 LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130

4

5

4.5 Listen again. For each question, write IC 
(the Museum of Ice Cream) or L (the Louvre). 
Which museum do the speakers say …
1 allows photography with selfie sticks? 
2 is fun to visit with friends?
3 is educational?
4 is too expensive?
5 is easy for visitors to explore?
6 will always be in fashion?

GET CREATIVE Invent a museum for your 
town. What will be on display? Present your ideas 
to the class. 

1 Look at the pictures. Which would get the most 
likes on social media? Why?

2  4.4 Read and listen to the article. Then match 
the pairs of synonyms 1–7 with definitions a–g. 
1 vibrant, vivid
2 chilled, relaxed
3 eye-catching, striking
4 elegant, glamorous
5 dull, neutral
6 bizarre, weird
7 stunning, gorgeous

a unusual, attractive
b beautiful
c bright and colourful
d very strange
e not bright or colourful
f smart and stylish
g casual

3  4.5 Listen to the radio programme. Which two 
‘photo-friendly’ museums are mentioned?
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UNIT 4

Fashion rules
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
Appearance: adjectives

Sts read an article on the best places to take a selfie. 
They then listen to a podcast on photo-friendly visitor 
attractions and practise identifying information in a 
radio programme. 

Vocabulary
Appearance: adjectives (bizarre/weird, chilled/relaxed, 
dull/neutral, elegant/glamorous, eye-catching/striking, 
stunning/gorgeous, vibrant/vivid)

Listening text
A podcast on photo-friendly visitor attractions

Listening skill
Identifying specific information in a radio programme

WARMER
Ask: How often do you take selfies? Every day? Once a 
week? Find out by a show of hands who in the class 
takes a lot of selfies. Tell the class about your favourite 
selfie, e.g. My favourite selfie was last year, when I was on 
holiday. I was on the top of a mountain! Ask: Do you have a 
favourite selfie? Where were you when you took it? Put sts 
into pairs to talk about their favourite selfies. Ask some 
sts to tell the class about their partner’s favourite selfie. 

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures of selfies and 
discuss which would get the most likes and why. Discuss 
their ideas as a class, and elicit the idea of being in an 
interesting place, or having an interesting background 
for a selfie.

Suggested answer
the picture of the girl in a museum, because it has the 
most interesting setting and background

2  4.4 Play the audio for sts to read and listen to the 
article. Point out the adjectives in bold in the article 
and explain that there are fourteen adjectives, seven 
pairs of synonyms. Explain the meaning of synonym if 
necessary. Sts could then work in pairs to look at the 
bold adjectives and match the pairs of synonyms with 
the definitions. Check answers with the class, and check 
that sts understand all the adjectives. You could play the 
audio again, pausing to focus on the pronunciation of 
the adjectives. 

Answers
1 c
2 g
3 a
4 f

5 e
6 d
7 b

3  4.5 Point out that the museum in the article is 
described as selfie-friendly. Elicit that in some museums 
you aren’t allowed to take photos, whereas other 
museums are ‘photo-friendly’. Read out the question, 
then play the audio for sts to listen for the answer. See 
TG page 277 for audio script. Check the answer with the 
class.

Answer
the Museum of Ice Cream in San Francisco and the 
Louvre in Paris

4  4.5 Identifying information in a radio 
programme Explain to sts that sometimes when they 
listen they need to hear exact information in order to 
answer a question. Read through the questions with 
the class. Explain that the information they need might 
use the same words as the questions, or might use 
different words. Read out the first question and ask: 
How might the audio give this information? Elicit some 
ideas, e.g. You can use a selfie stick. Put sts into pairs to 
read the remaining questions and think about how the 
information might be given. Discuss their ideas as a 
class. Then play the audio for sts to listen and answer 
the questions. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then play the audio again if necessary for them to 
complete their answers. Check answers with the class, 
playing the audio again and pausing to confirm how 
the information is given for each answer. Elicit which 
information is given using the same words, and which 
is given using different words.

Answers
1 IC
2 IC
3 L

4 IC
5 IC
6 L

21st Century skills

5  GET CREATIVE
Put sts into pairs or small groups to invent a 
museum for their town. You could brainstorm 
a few ideas for museums first, e.g. a museum of 
food, sport, music, fashion. Encourage sts to use 
their imagination to make their museum fun 
and interesting, and also good for taking selfies. 
Monitor and help while sts are working. They then 
present their museums to the class. Ask sts which 
museums sound the most fun, and which would be 
the best for taking selfies and why.

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.35
Sts will find more practice for listening, and practice 
of adjective synonyms for describing appearance 
here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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GRAMMAR Modals of ability and
permission

I can talk about ability and permission and use let and make.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules with
the words in the box.

be allowed to  can  couldn’t  managed to

Ability and permission

You can take a great selfie here!

I was lucky I managed to get a ticket. 
(NOT I was lucky I could get a ticket.)

Were you able to get a selfie with the Mona Lisa?

I couldn’t get close enough to take a selfie.

You aren’t allowed to use a selfie stick any more.

Rules

We use 1… , could ord be able to to talk about ability.
We use was able to or 2… to talk about a specific time 
in the past when we achieved something. (We can’t 
use could.)
We use wasn’t able to, didn’t manage to or 3… to talk 
about a specific time in the past when we failed to 
achieve something.
We use can, could ord 4… to talk about permission.

2 Choose the correct answers.
1 You aren’t able / allowed to take photos in this art

gallery. Photography isn’t permitted in here.
2 I couldn’t / t didn’t manage take a good selfie with

my old phone – the camera was rubbish!
3 She’s a very good driver. She could / d managed to 

pass her driving test first time.
4 I didn’t manage / wasn’t allowed to walk to schoold

by myself when I was ten years old.
5 I’m not sure I’ll be able / allowed to get you a ticket d

for the show. They’d almost sold out yesterday.
6 Sure, you can / could go to the party. Just don’t bed

late back!

3 Copy and complete the sentences so that three 
are true for you and three are false. Can you guess
which of your partner’s sentences are true?
A: When I was ten, I wasn’t allowed to play Fortnite.

B: I think / don’t think that’s true.

1 My parents used to be very strict. When I was ten, I
… (permission)

2 Now, my parents are more relaxed. I … (permission)
3 When I was only five years old, I … (ability)
4 Yesterday, I … for the first time! (ability)
5 When I’m 18, I … (permission)
6 I … , but I’d really like to learn. (ability)

let and make
4 Read the grammar box and complete the rules 

with let or t make.

let and make

They let visitors take photos without a flash.

My parents didn’t use to let me eat sweets.  

Our teacher made us work hard. 

The exhibits will make you smile.

Rules

We use 1… to talk about permission.
We use 2… to talk about forcing someone to do 
something. 
We use 3… to talk about causing someone to do
something or to feel a certain way.
let andt make are followed by the object and the infinitive
without to.

5 Complete the text. Use the correct form of let or t
make and the words in brackets.

My life in fashion
FAVOURITE COLOURFAVOURITE COLOUR

the colour yellow Wearing the coloe colour yellowyellow 1... happy (me, feel). It’s a h
very positive colour!very poery positive coive colour!

WORST CHILDHOOD MEMORYWWORST
I remember getting upset because my mum didn’t
2… (me, wear) my Spiderman costume to school!

MOST EMBARRASSING MOMENT
My sister 3… (me, dress) in a pink outfit for her 
wedding. It 4… (me, look) like a doll!

FASHION RULES
My school doesn’tdoesn’t 5… (students, wear) jeans to… (students, wear) jeans toto(s
school. We all have to wear a uniform – I hate it!e all have to wear a uniform – m – I hate it!e it!ool. We al

MY FASHION ‘HATE’MY FASHION ‘HATE’
g I would never, ever wear is flip flops. TheyOne thing I wou would never, never, ever w

don’tdon’tn t 6… (anyone, look) good!… (anyonanyone, loo

6 Choose the correct answers to complete the 
questions. Work in pairs. Think of a museum, 
gallery or exhibition that you visited recently. Take 
turns to ask and answer the questions.
1 What are people able / made to see and do here?
2 Are visitors allowed /d let to take photos inside?t
3 Could you / Did you manage to buy any interesting 

souvenirs?
4 Does the museum make / let visitors touch any of t

the exhibits?
5 How did this place make you feel / l to feel? Why?

 FAST FINISHER
Write about your own ‘life in fashion’.

4

43LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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UNIT 4

GRAMMAR Modals of ability and 
permission

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called Let me show you what I 
found!, including modals of ability and permission, and 
let and make. You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform to 
watch at home. See TG page 315 for the animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples. Sts then copy and 
complete the rules with the correct words. Weaker sts 
could work in pairs. Check answers.

Answers
1 can
2 managed to

3 couldn’t
4 be allowed to

Explain that we use can and could for permission: You 
can park here. We could park anywhere. Point out that 
we can use be allowed to in any tense: You are/were/will 
be allowed to … . Explain that we can use be able to for 
ability in any tense: She is/was/will be able to swim. Point 
out if we are talking about a specific time in the past, 
we use was/were able to or managed to, but not could: 
We managed to/were able to catch our flight. In negative 
sentences, all three are possible: We weren’t able to/didn’t 
manage to/couldn’t catch our flight.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: We weren’t allowed to go 
inside – ability or permission? (permission). Present or 
past? (past). Were you able to you speak Italian when 
you were five? –a general ability or a specific time? 
(general ability). Past or present? (past.) Could you speak 
Italian? – correct? (yes). We were able to escape through 
the window – general ability or a specific time? (specific 
time). We could escape – correct? (no). We weren’t able 
to escape / We couldn’t escape – both possible? (yes).

2 Sts read the sentences and write the correct verb forms 
in their notebooks. Weaker sts could work in pairs for 
this. Check answers.

Answers
1 allowed
2 couldn’t
3 managed to

4 wasn’t allowed
5 able
6 can

3 Sts copy the sentences and complete them about 
themselves, so three are true and three are false. Put 
them into pairs to read their sentences to each other 
and guess which are true. Get feedback on how many 
sts guessed correctly.

let and make
4 Read the grammar box examples. Sts then copy and 

complete the rules with the correct words. Weaker sts 
could work in pairs. Check answers.

Answers
1 let 2 make 3 make

Explain that we use let to talk about permission. Point 
out the similarity in meaning between They let us take 
photos and We were allowed to take photos. Explain that 
we use make to talk about obligation, and point out the 
similarity in meaning between They made us pay and We 
had to pay. Point out that let and make are followed by 
the infinitive without to: They let me take a photo, NOT 
They let me to take a photo.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: They made us pay the full 
price – did they give us permission? (no, they forced us). 
The sun lets me feel happy – correct? (no – it makes me
feel happy).

5 Sts read the text and write the correct verb forms in 
their notebooks. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class.

Answers
1 makes me feel
2 let me wear
3 made me dress

4 made me look
5 let students wear
6 make anyone look

6 Ask sts to choose the correct words to complete the 
questions first. Check these, then put sts into pairs to 
ask and answer the questions about a museum, gallery 
or exhibition they visited regularly. Monitor and help 
while sts are working, then ask some sts to tell the class 
about their experiences.

Answers
1 able
2 allowed
3 Did you manage to
4 let
5 feel

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing about their own ‘life in fashion’, like the 
text in exercise 5. Weaker sts can write three sentences 
about the museum they talked about in exercise 6.

G Grammar practice: WB p.36
Sts will find more practice of modals of ability 
and permission, and let and make here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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I’d like a refund, please.
READING and LISTENING

I can understand product descriptions.

1 Look at the products for sale. Put them in the 
following categories.
• Clothing and footwear
• Accessories
• Electrical items

2 Read the product descriptions. Which one …
1 comes with a quality assurance?
2 is available in two colours?
3 mentions its informal style?
4 used to be something else?
5 is suitable for boys and girls?
6 is not brand new?

3  4.6 Listen to four dialogues. Which of the 
products in Exercise 1 are the people talking 
about?

4 Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 Do you have any products like those on the 

coolstuff.com website? Which ones?
2 Which ones would you like to have?
3 Do you prefer shopping online or in shops? Why?

Bluetooth headphones by 
EarSoundz
Product description
• 35 hours of 

battery life
• Quick charge 

for 60 minutes 
playback

• Audio cable for wired 
connection

• Voice-assistant compatible
• One-touch connection

Second-hand; good as new 
Price: £29.99

Colourful, fair-trade 
unisex backpack
Product description
• Non-toxic, eco-

friendly materials
• Waterproof
• Ideal for carrying 

books, laptops 
and school supplies

• Perfect for students of all ages
• Comes in 20 vibrant colours

Price: £40.00

Haowao S13 smartphone

Product description
• GPS and map 

services
• Face recognition
• 32 GB storage
• Front-facing 

camera for super selfies
• Hands-free mode

2-year guarantee included 
Price: £179.99

Loose-fit, casual 
denim jacket
Product description
• Colour: blue
• Fabric: 100% 

sustainable 
cotton

• Description: 
Multi-pocket, metal buttons, 
long sleeves

Price: £39.99

Recycled tyre belt

Product description
• Made from 

recycled bike 
tyres

• Square silver buckle
• Each one is unique and 

individual with its own story
• Sizes: S–M: 28–34 inches; 

M–L: 30–38 inches

Price: £50.00

Eco-friendly, cruelty-free 
vegan boots

Product description
• Classic style; 

look good with 
everything

• Available in 
cherry red and black

• Upper: 100% vegan
• Sole: 100% PVC

Price: £124.99

COOLSTUFF COM

KEEP

TALKING!

44
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I’d like a refund, please.

3  4.6 Tell sts they will hear four conversations about 
some of the products. Read out the task, then play 
the audio track. See TG page 277 for audio script. Sts 
listen and match the conversations to the products. 
Check answers with the class, playing the audio again if 
necessary and pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 backpack
2 smartphone
3 boots
4 headphones

4 Sts discuss the questions in pairs. For feedback, ask 
some pairs which of the products they both have, and 
which they would like to have.

EXTRA PRACTICE
Ask sts in pairs to write a product description of another 
product they would both like to buy. Tell them they 
should describe it in detail and add the price. In their 
pairs, give sts a budget to spend (around the cost of 
three of the products on page 44). Then ask sts in turn to 
read their descriptions to the class. Ask other sts to take 
notes about the products and the prices. In their pairs, 
they then discuss which products they would like to buy 
with their budget. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class what 
they would like to buy and why.

READING and LISTENING
Sts read a website with products for sale and practise 
understanding product descriptions in detail by finding 
specific information in them. They listen to people and 
match the people to the products they are talking about. 
They then learn how to return an item to a shop. They 
read and hear a model dialogue and personalize the 
useful language by following the steps in the Speaking 
plan to practise returning an item to a shop.

WARMER
Ask: Do you sometimes buy things online? Elicit the 
kinds of things that sts buy online, then ask: How do 
you choose what to buy when you can only see a picture of 
it? Elicit the idea that you have to read the description 
of the product. Ask: Do you have to read the description 
carefully? Why? Elicit the idea that it is important to read 
the description carefully. If sts have any experience of 
not doing this, and ordering something which turns out 
to be not suitable, encourage them to tell the class.

1 Read out the task and check that sts understand 
accessories. Sts could work in pairs to look at the 
products and decide which category they are in. Check 
answers.

Answers
Clothing and footwear: jacket, boots
Accessories: backpack, belt 
Electrical items: headphones, smartphone

2 Sts read the product descriptions and answer the 
questions. Check answers, eliciting the part of each 
description which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 smartphone
2 boots
3 jacket
4 belt
5 backpack
6 headphones
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SPEAKING Returning an item to a shop
I can ask for a refund or an exchange.

1  4.7 Listen and read. What does Max want to return? Why?

Assistant: Hello. How can I help you?
Max: I’d like to return this smartphone, please.
Assistant: Of course. What’s wrong with it?
Max: It isn’t working properly.
Assistant: Oh, dear. I’m sorry about that. Would you like a 

refund or an exchange?
Max: I’d like a refund, please.
Assistant: OK, but we need proof of purchase before we can 

offer a refund. Do you have your receipt?
Max: Yes, I do. Here it is.
Assistant: Thanks. Did you pay with cash or by card?
Max: By card.
Assistant: OK, if you just put your card into the machine. The 

refund should be in your account in a few days.
Max: That’s great. Thanks for your help.

2  4.8 Listen and repeat the Useful language. 
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Returning an item to a shop
Assistant
Hello. How can I help you?
What’s wrong with it?
Would you like a refund or an exchange?

Customer
I’d like to return this …
Could I exchange this …?
It’s broken/faulty.
It isn’t working properly.
It’s too big / damaged. 
They’ve shrunk. 
I’d like a refund, please.
I’d like to exchange it, please.

3 Put the dialogue in the correct order. Then work in 
pairs and practise the dialogue. 
a I’d like to return these jeans, please.
b Yes, we do. I’ll just get some for you.
c I’m sorry. That’s the problem. I can’t find it anywhere.
d Good morning. How can I help you?
e They’re damaged.
f Oh, dear. I’m sorry about that. We need proof of 

purchase before we can offer a refund. Do you 
have your receipt?

g OK. Do you have another pair of jeans like these?
h I’m afraid I can’t give you a refund without the 

receipt. You can exchange them, though.
i Great, thanks.
j Of course. What’s wrong with them?

4 Work in pairs. Prepare a dialogue between a shop 
assistant and a customer. Follow the steps in the 
Speaking plan.

Speaking plan

Prepare
❯ Work in pairs.
❯ Choose one of the products on page 44.
❯ Make notes for your dialogue.

Speak
❯ Practise your dialogue.
❯ Use expressions from the Useful language box.
❯ Act out your dialogue without notes.
❯ Swap roles and choose a different product.

Reflect
❯ Assistant: Were you polite and helpful?
❯ Customer: Did you manage to explain the 

problem?
❯ How can you improve next time?

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
What other products do you think would sell well on 
coolstuff.com?

to a shop

nt to return? Why?

ease.

d you like a 

before we can 
ceipt?

y card?

e machine. The
 a few days.

age. 4 Work in pairs. Prepare a dialogue between a shop

4

4545LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 37
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SPEAKING Returning an item to a shop 
1  4.7 Check that sts understand return, refund and 

exchange. Focus on the question. With stronger classes, 
you could start by playing the dialogue with books 
closed and have sts listen for the answer. Then play the 
audio again for them to listen and read to confirm their 
ideas. With weaker classes, play the dialogue for sts to 
listen and read. Check the answer.

Answer
A smartphone. It isn’t working properly.

2  4.8 Read through the Useful language box with 
the class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Sts then find the 
phrases in the dialogue in Exercise 1. Check answers.

Answers
Assistant:
Hello. How can I help you?
Would you like a refund or an exchange?

Customer:
I’d like to return this …
It isn't working properly.
I’d like a refund, please.

3 Ask sts to copy the dialogue into their notebooks, 
putting it in the right order. Check answers. Put sts in 
pairs to practise the dialogue.

Answers
1 d
2 a
3 j
4 e
5 f

6 c
7 h
8 g
9 b
10 i

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
returning an item to a shop.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work in pairs to choose one of the products 
on page 44, then choose their roles and prepare a 
dialogue. They make notes for their dialogue. 

Speak
Sts can practise with and then without notes, 
using phrases from the Useful language box. 
Monitor and help as necessary. If your sts use 
smartphones in class, they could record and listen 
to their dialogues. When they finish, they could 
choose a different product, swap roles and practise 
their dialogues again.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language. Encourage them to be honest and open 
about the things they did well and the things they 
can do better. Ask them to use their recordings to 
help them think about how they could improve 
next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise further by listing other 
products that they think would sell well on COOLSTUFF.
COM. Weaker sts could do the same task in pairs.

S Speaking practice: WB p.37
Sts will find more practice for returning an item to a 
shop here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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Festivals in the UK and Ireland
I can compare festivals in the UK and Ireland and festivals in my country.

TravelBritain.com
HOME PLACES TO VISIT PLACES TO STAY BOOK SEARCH

Ireland
You should visit Ireland in August and go to the Fleadh 
Cheoil – an Irish festival of music, singing and dancing. 
It’s one of the younger festivals – the first one was held 
in 1951 – but it’s increasing in popularity and in 2018, 
more than 500,000 people attended the event. It takes 
place in a different location each year so you should 
make sure you know where it’s going to be held before 
you book your trip to Ireland. One of the highlights of 
this festival is the feis (pronounced ‘fesh’) – the Irish 
dance competition. The female dancers wear beautiful 
dresses with embroidered patterns and curly wigs on 
their heads.

Wales
On 1 March, you can celebrate St David’s Day in Cardiff 
city centre and watch the parades, complete with the 
national symbols of daffodil flowers and the Welsh 
dragon. Alternatively, visit Wales at the beginning of 
August and spend some time at the eight-day National 
Eisteddfod. There is traditional music and dancing, 
and there are poetry and singing competitions, which 
are always held in Welsh. At both festivals you will see 
men and women wearing the striking Welsh national 
dress. The women will be wearing tall black hats, white 
blouses, dark skirts and black-and-white checked or 
striped aprons. The men wear outfits in similar colours.

England
Visit England on the first Monday in May and you’ll 
be able to join in the May Day celebrations. In many 
English villages and towns you can watch people 
dancing around a tall pole with ribbons or crowning a 
May Queen and presenting her with flowers. On May 
Day you can also see performances of Morris dancing 
in many places. Morris dancers wear plain white shirts 
with colourful ribbons and belts, black or white 
trousers and flowery hats. They wear bells on their 
knees and they wave handkerchiefs or small sticks 
when they dance. 

Scotland
Don’t miss the Highland games. They’ve been part of 
Scotland’s culture and heritage for hundreds of years, 
dating as far back as the 11th century. As well as the 
traditional Highlands athletics events, there are music 
and dancing competitions. You can watch strong 
men tossing a six-metre long log called a ‘caber’– it’s 
like throwing a tree – and listen to bands playing the 
traditional Scottish bagpipes. While you’re there, you 
should take the time to admire the Scottish national 
dress. The tartan kilt, a traditional woollen skirt, is worn 
by both men and women. 

REAL
CULTURE!

46
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Morris dancing is traditional in all parts of England, 
although it is mainly associated with rural areas now. 
Teams of morris dancers have their own distinctive 
costumes and styles of dancing, and these vary from 
region to region within England. May Day is a festival to 
mark the beginning of summer.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the website and match the 
festivals to the countries they take place in. Elicit some 
possible answers, but don’t confirm them at this stage.

2  4.9 Play the audio for sts to read and listen and 
check their answers to exercise 1. Check answers with 
the class and elicit what else sts can remember about 
the four festivals.

Answers
1 d
2 c
3 b
4 a

3  4.9 Allow sts time to read the questions and 
possible answers, then play the audio for sts to read 
and listen again and choose the correct answers. Check 
answers, eliciting the part of the text which confirms 
each answer.

Answers
1 b
2 c
3 b
4 b
5 c

21st Century skills

4  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. Sts can 
report back on their findings in the next lesson. The 
answer to the question is: the United Kingdom is 
made up of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland; Great Britain is just the main island of 
Britain, made up of England Scotland and Wales; 
the British Isles include Great Britain and the whole 
of Ireland, including Northern Ireland and the 
Republic of Ireland.

Sts learn about some traditional festivals in the UK and 
Ireland. They answer comprehension questions, then 
study some adjectives for describing patterns. They 
research a traditional festival in their own country and 
give a presentation on it. 

This lesson also features an optional video about a man 
who expresses his cultural identity through his choice of 
hairstyle: see SB page 47.

WARMER
Ask: What do you know about the UK? How many different 
countries form the UK? Elicit what students know. If they 
mention Scotland, Wales or Ireland, elicit what they 
know about these countries, e.g. Do they have their own 
language? Do they have their own government? Get across 
the idea that the UK is made up of four very different 
countries, each with their own traditions and customs. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The United Kingdom is made up of four different 
countries: England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland. The four countries are all governed by the 
UK government in London, but they have their own 
separate, devolved parliaments to deal with issues 
specific to each country. For example, education is 
governed by the devolved parliaments, so the education 
system is slightly different in the four countries, with 
students taking different exams. 

Each of the four countries of the UK has its own culture 
and traditions. The Highland Games (named after a 
mountainous area in the north of Scotland) involve 
competitions of strength and speed, such as tossing the 
caber (throwing a huge log) and the stone put (throwing 
a large stone). The language of Scotland, Gaelic, is still 
spoken in some parts of the country. 

Wales has always been known for its poetry and singing, 
and is famous for its many choirs, especially male-
voice choirs. The Welsh language had almost died out 
in some parts of Wales, but it has been successfully 
brought back by being introduced as a subject that all 
children now learn at school.

Northern Ireland is part of the UK, but the Republic of 
Ireland is an independent country. The Irish language 
is only spoken and understood by a minority of people 
in Northern Ireland, but it is an official language in 
the Republic of Ireland. Traditional music and dance 
have always been an important part of life in Northern 
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. Traditional Irish 
dancing involves a lot of fast footwork and creating 
rhythms with the feet.

Festivals in the UK and Ireland
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1 Scan the website and match the festivals (1–4) with
the countries (a–d) in which they take place.
1 the National Eisteddfod
2 May Day
3 the Highland Games
4 the Fleadh Cheoil

a Ireland
b Scotland
c England
d Wales

2  4.9 Read and listen to the text and check your
answers to Exercise 1.

3  4.9 Read and listen again. Choose the correct 
answers.
1 At the Highland games …

a there are only sporting competitions.
b there is Scottish music, dancing and sport.
c everyone has to wear a kilt.

2 May Day always takes place …
a on 1 May.
b in the middle of May.
c on the first Monday of May.

3 The Fleadh Cheoil …
a takes place in the same place every year.
b has taken place every year since 1951.
c isn’t a very popular event.

4 The National Eisteddfod of Wales lasts for …
a a week.
b more than a week.
c one day.

5 You can see people wearing traditional Welsh 
clothes …
a only at the St David’s Day parade.
b only at the Eisteddfod.
c  at the St David’s Day parade and at the

Eisteddfod.

4 FIND OUT Look at the map below. What is
the difference between the United Kingdom, Great 
Britain and the British Isles?

5 Word Power The six adjectives in bold
in the texts all describe patterns. Match the
adjectives with the pictures.

1 2 3

4 5 6

6 underlined parts of the sentences
with an adjective from Exercise 5. Make any other 
changes necessary.

My football team wears shirts with vertical blue
and white lines on them.

  My football team wears blue-and-white 
striped shirts.

1 Do you like the shirt with the small squares inq
different colours?

2 I love wearing dresses with lots of flowers on them.
3 Joe’s going to wear a shirt without a pattern on itp

for his job interview.
4 I got a scarf with horizontal and vertical stripesp

on it for Christmas.

7  4.10 Listen to Joe and Tara. Answer the
questions.
1 Which of the festivals from the webpage are they 

talking about?
2 How old is the tradition of Irish dancing?
3 What is unusual about the dancers’ hair?
4 What is the complete outfit?
5 How does Tara feel about dancing now?

8 COMPARE CULTURES Research a traditional 
regional or national festival in your country. Find
out as much as you can and prepare a short
presentation to give to the class. Use photos or
illustrations. Include information about:
• what it’s called
• when it takes place
• why people celebrate it
• what people wear
• what people do at the festival (e.g. singing, dancing)
• any other interesting information

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
How many different patterns are you wearing on your
clothes today? What’s your favourite pattern?

4
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5 Word Power Ask sts to find the adjectives in the 
text, then match them with the pictures. They can use 
a dictionary to help if necessary. Check answers, and 
check that sts understand all the words. 

Answers 
1 striped
2 checked
3 tartan
4 plain
5 flowery
6 embroidered

6 Sts rewrite the sentences in their notebooks, using 
adjectives from Exercise 5. Check answers.

Answers
1 Do you like the checked shirt?
2 I love wearing flowery dresses.
3 Joe’s going to wear a plain shirt for his job 

interview.
4 I got a tartan scarf for Christmas.

7  4.10 Allow sts time to read the questions, then play 
the audio for them to listen and answer the questions. 
See TG page 278 for audio script. Allow sts to compare 
their answers in pairs, then play the audio again if 
necessary. Check answers with the class, playing the 
audio again and pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 the Fleadh Cheoil
2 centuries old
3 they wear big wigs
4 dress, wig, hair decoration, white socks or black 

tights, black shoes
5 She misses it.

21st Century skills

8 COMPARE CULTURES
Ask: What do you know about traditional festivals in 
your country or region? Elicit the names of festivals 
that sts know, and elicit what they know about 
them. If some sts have attended or taken part in 
festivals, encourage them to tell the class about 
their experiences. Explain to sts that they are going 
to find out about a traditional festival in their 
country or region and prepare a presentation on 
it. Sts could work individually or in pairs. They 
could do the research in class if they have access 
to computers, or for homework. Ask them to make 
notes on the different kinds of information listed in 
the task, then prepare a short presentation on the 
festival. Sts could give their presentations to the 
class, or they could give them to their classmates in 
groups then choose one to give to the class. Discuss 
with the class which festivals they enjoyed learning 
about and why, and which ones they would like to 
go to in the future.

Culture video

This lesson features an optional culture video about a 
man who expresses his cultural identity through his 
choice of hairstyle. You can watch this in class if you 
have time and access to video, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See Marc: London dreadlocks on TG 
pages 301 and 312.

FAST FINISHER
Sts note down how many different patterns they 
are wearing today, and what their favourite pattern 
is. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write one or 
two sentences about the patterns that they or their 
classmates are wearing. 
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1 Read Tom’s essay and answer the questions.
1 Is Tom for or against the clothing tax?
2 What are the two main arguments he uses to

support his opinion?
3 Do you agree with Tom? Why / Why not?

3 Read the Look! box. Which other connector can be 
followed by of?

because vs because of

We use because before a subject and a verb.
I agree with the tax because I care about the planet.
We use because of before a noun or a noun phrase.f
I agree with the tax because of my concern for f
the planet.

Look!

4 Choose the correct answers.
1 Students should be able to express themselves.

For this reason, / As a result of I am against school f
uniforms.

2 I think students should wear school uniforms
in order to / so that create a sense of community.t

3 Uniforms are a sensible choice because / because
of they are more practical.f

4 Students deserve respect. Due to the fact that /t
Therefore they should have the right to make their 
own decisions about what to wear to school.

5 Some parents object to school uniforms because / 
because of how much they cost.f

6 Teachers want pupils to wear uniforms so that / t
in order to they’ll look smarter and neater.

5 Work in pairs. Is each statement in Exercise 4 for
or against school uniforms?

6 Write an essay with the title Should school 
uniforms be compulsory? Follow the steps in the?
Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ supp pinion.pport your opinrguments to sBrainstorm ar
❯ deas.Choos two best ideChoose your t

WrittWrite
❯ Paragraph 1: Summarize the issue and give you S our 

opinion.
❯ Paragraph 2: Give your first main argument. Gi

to support your ideas.Incnclude reasons to
❯ Paragraph 3: your second main argument. Give you

t your ideas.Include ree reasons to support your id
❯ Paragraph 4: gain in different  State your opinion ag

words and end nd your essay.

efleccReflect
❯ Check your gr al verbs.Check your grammar: m: modal
❯ s.Check your use of conneectors

In my opinion …
WRITING An opinion essay

I can express my opinion on an issue in the news.

Today, the fashion industry produces new clothes more 
quickly and cheaply than ever before. As a result, it is 
easy for fashion-conscious shoppers to buy the latest 

Therefore I believe we should make retailers pay a tax on 

order to make companies behave more responsibly. If 

likely to produce eco-friendly clothes so that they would 
not have to pay it.

be more likely to swap clothes with our friends or buy 

Consequently, we would create much less waste.

protect the environment.

Should there be a tax 
on non-sustainable 
clothing?    
by Tom Lebowski

2 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples
of the connectors in Tom’s essay.

Useful language
Giving a reason
as a result of …
because of …
due to …
owing to …
due to the fact that …

Giving a result
for this reason, …
as a result, …
consequently, …
therefore …
so …

Expressing purpose
to … / in order to …
so (that) …

48 E Exam: Unit 4 SB p.121W Writing summary WB p.87 LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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In my opinion …
WRITING An opinion essay

Sts read an opinion essay making the case for a tax on 
non-sustainable clothing. They learn some connectors 
that are useful for expressing reasons, results and 
purpose, and study the difference between because and 
because of. They then follow the steps in the Writing plan 
to write their own opinion essay.

Writing
An opinion

Useful language
Connectors: Giving a reason (as a result of … , because 
of … , due to … , due to the fact that … , owing to … ) 
Expressing purpose (to … , in order to … , so (that)) 
Giving a result (as a result, … , consequently, … , for this 
reason, … , so … , therefore …)
Look!
because vs because of

WARMER
Express an extreme opinion, e.g.: I think students should 
come to school seven days a week. Do you agree? Elicit some 
answers, then ask: If I want to convince you that I’m right, 
what do I need to do? Elicit a few ideas, then write on the 
board: Purpose, Reasons and Results. Elicit that in order to 
persuade someone, you need to explain the purpose of 
your idea, the reasons for your opinion and the results 
of doing what you suggest. As a class, brainstorm what 
the purpose of this change could be (to help sts do better 
in exams), what reasons might support it (sts waste a lot 
of time at home playing on computers, etc.) and what 
the results might be (better exam results). Ask: Does the 
opinion seem stronger now? (yes). Tell sts they are going to 
practise writing their opinions, using these ideas.

1 Ask sts to read the essay and answer the questions. 
Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 for
2 the planet is suffering because of fast fashion; having 

a tax would make companies more responsible, and 
would change consumers’ shopping habits

2 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss how 
to say these expressions in their first language. Sts find 
examples in the essay. Point out as a result of, because of, 
due to and owing to are followed by a noun, but the other 
connectors are followed by a subject and a verb, e.g. For 
this reason, I believe that … . 

3 Read the Look! box with the class about because and 
because of. Say one or two more sentences using either 
because or because of, and elicit how they could be 
expressed using the other form, e.g. I didn’t buy the shoes 
because they were too expensive. (I didn’t buy them because 
of the price) We didn’t go shopping because of the bad 
weather (We didn’t go shopping because the weather was 

bad). Ask sts to look at the connectors in Exercise 2 again 
and decide which one can be followed by of (as a result of).

Answer
as a result

4 Sts could work in pairs to read the sentences and choose 
the correct answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 For this reason,
2 in order to
3 because

4 Therefore
5 because of
6 so that

5 Sts work in pairs to look at the sentences in Exercise 
4 again and decide which are for and against school 
uniforms. Check answers.

Answers
For: 2, 3, 6
Against: 1, 4, 5

6 Sts write an essay giving their opinion on school 
uniforms, following the steps in the Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts could work in pairs or groups to help each 
other brainstorm ideas to support their opinions. 
Alternatively, you could do this as a whole class 
and make notes on the board.

Write
Explain that sts should organize their essays into 
paragraphs. Refer back to Tom’s essay and point 
out that it follows the plan that is detailed here. 
Sts write their essay using Tom’s essay as a model. 
Encourage them to use connectors from the Useful 
language box and also modal verbs from this unit. 

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. They 
swap essays with a partner and give feedback on 
the use of modal verbs and connectors. Remind 
sts to be positive and encouraging when they give 
feedback, and always find aspects to praise.

W Writing practice: WB p.38
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.87

E Exam: Unit 4 SB p.121

LS Language summary: Unit 4 SB p.130
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Vocabulary: City compound 
nouns; Phrasal verbs

Grammar: Future continuous, perfect and 
time clauses; will vs would; Conditionals

Speaking: Apologizing 
and rearranging plans

Writing: A 
balanced essay

VOCABULARY City living: compound nouns
I can use compound nouns to talk about different aspects of city living.

2  5.1 Complete the compound nouns in the forum debate 
in bold with the words in the box. Listen and check.

apartment   crime   cycle  housing  night  over    
rush  shopping  sky  social          traffic   transport

3 Read the Look! box. Look at your answers to Exercise 2.
Which structure is the most common: A, B, C or D?

We form a compound noun with two or more words, e.g.
A noun + noun (pedestrian zone)
B -ing form + noun (parking space)
C adjective + noun (inner city)yy
D preposition + noun (underground)

Look!

4 Work in small groups. What do you think 
are the three biggest advantages and 
disadvantages of living in your city or town? 

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write your own comment for the forum debate in
Exercise 2. Include at least three compound nouns.

City life is the best. 
Who agrees with me?

Daniel 4m ago
10… isolation and loneliness can be big problems for city-dwellers, but 
there’s a strong sense of community in my village. And it feels so safe.
The 11… rate is almost zero. Who’d want to live anywhere else?

JK Blue  1m ago

I love my home city, Paris, especially the shops. I’m just five minutes from
the best 5… district in France! But I admit 6…crowding is a problem. There
are too many people living here, and a real 7… shortage, so apartment
prices are really high. 

Cara-777  6m ago

In a city there’s so much to do, 24/7 – shops, leisure centres, cafés, and 
all kinds of 12…life after dark. What can you do in the country, apart from
walking or horse riding?

David P  1m ago

The countryside for me. City life means sitting in a bus in a 1… jam twice a
day at 2… hour, breathing in exhaust fumes. And it usually means living in 
an ugly 3… block or a massive 4…scraper. No thanks!

Charlene 33  3m ago

I live in a suburb on the outskirts of Sydney. There are great 8… links with 
regular bus and tram services into the centre, and a 9… lane if you want to 
go by bike. And there are lots of trees and green spaces, too, so you can
breathe fresh air. It’s the best of both worlds!

Forums > Debates

Just curious …

1 Read the title of the debate below. Do you agree or
disagree? Why?

49LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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UNIT 5 OVERVIEW: The focus for this unit is cities. Sts read an article about life in cities 
in 2050. They read a blog post with tips for visitors to New York and listen to two people who 
are visiting that city. They learn compound nouns and phrasal verbs related to city life, and 
read some travel information. They then read an article about Montreal. Finally, they read a balanced 
essay about graffiti in cities and write their own balanced essay about whether cars should be banned in city 
centres. They also watch a vlog about a Canadian living in London and a culture video about Jon, who makes 
animated films about London.

VOCABULARY City living: compound 
nouns

Sts learn 12 compound nouns related to city living. 
They learn these by completing them in context, then 
personalise the vocabulary by discussing the advantages 
and disadvantages of living in their city or town.

Vocabulary
City living: compound nouns (apartment block, crime rate, 
cycle lane, housing shortage, nightlife, overcrowding, rush 
hour, shopping district, skyscraper, social isolation, traffic 
jam, transport links)

Vlog
Ben: On London

WARMER
Ask: What places can you find in cities? Elicit one or two 
ideas, e.g. office buildings, cinemas, theatres, car parks. Put 
sts into pairs and give them two minutes to brainstorm 
as many more words as they can. Elicit their ideas and 
write them on the board. Focus on the ideas on the 
board and ask: What are the best things about cities? Elicit 
a few ideas, then ask: What problems are there in cities? 

1 Read out the title of the debate. Explain the meaning of 
curious if necessary. Put sts into pairs to discuss whether 
they agree or disagree, and why. Ask pairs in turn to tell 
the class their ideas.

2  5.1 Check sts understand that compound nouns are 
nouns formed by joining together two other words, e.g. 
city life. Ask sts to read the forum debate and complete 
the compound nouns with the correct words. Allow 
sts to compare their answers in pairs, then play audio 
track 5.1 for them to listen and check their answers. See 
Answers for audio script. Check answers. You could play 
the audio again, pausing for sts to repeat. Point out that 
skyscraper, overcrowding and nightlife are usually written 
as a single word, but the others are usually written as 
two words.

Answers
1 traffic
2 rush
3 apartment
4 sky
5 shopping
6 over

7 housing
8 transport
9 cycle
10 Social
11 crime
12 night

3 Read the Look! box with the class, then put sts into pairs 
to look at the compound nouns again and decide which 
structure is the most common. Check answers

Answer
A (traffic jam, apartment block, skyscraper, transport 

links, cycle lane, crime rate, nightlife)
B (shopping district, housing shortage
C (social isolation, rush hour)
D (overcrowding)

4 Put sts into groups to discuss the question and note down 
the three advantages and disadvantages they agree on. 
Ask groups in turn to tell the class their ideas and reasons.

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
Canadian vlogger talks about living in London. You 
can watch this in class if you have time and access 
to video, or you can ask sts to download it from the 
Richmond Learning Platform to watch at home. See 
TG pages 293 and 308.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further by 
writing their own comment for the forum debate. Weaker 
sts could work in pairs and write three sentences saying 
which opinions in the forum debate they agree with.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.40
Sts will find more practice of vocabulary for the media 
and news here. Set these exercises for homework.
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The human city
READING

I can recognize synonyms and paraphrases in a text.

1  5.2 Read and listen to the vodcast descriptions. 
Which episode looks the most interesting?

2 Read the text again. Answer the questions. The 
underlined words are paraphrased in the text. 
1 When will over two-thirds of us live in cities? 
2 In addition to reducing air pollution, how else are 

the gardensg  helping the environment?
3 What do more than 1,000,000, , city-dwellersy do 

once a week in Bogotá?
4 What kind of accommodation may decrease

loneliness in cities?
5 How did cleaning up street art help some 

neighbourhoodsg  in Philadelphia?
6 What online trend has made removing rubbishg

more fashionable?

3 Word Power Make verbs with the suffixes -ate, 
-en, -ify, and -yy ize. Check your answers in the text. 

human ➝ humanize

1 intense ➝ … 4 pedestrian ➝ …
2 beauty ➝ … 5 strong ➝ …
3 wide ➝ … 6 motive ➝ … 

4 COMPARE CULTURES Compare and contrast 
the initiatives to humanize your city to those 
mentioned in the vodcasts.

CITIES WITH HEART

pisii odde 1: EpEpEpEpEEpEpisiiii dde 1: WiWW ld bbbbbbbuiuiuiiuiuiuildldlldldllddinininininni gsgsgsggsgggWiW ld bbbb iiiiiildldlddldiiii
e eee urbab n laandnn scscsccs apapapappappa e e ee ee e isisisisi oooooooftftfttenenenen uuunananan ttttt ractive,,, with a shshshshhshorooro tat geg of ff papaparkrkrkks ssss ororor ooooooothththhhererereeer gggggrerrreenenen 

ThThThThTT e eee e
aacaaa esee . Does SSSSSSininiinngagagaggagapopopopoooorerererererree hhhavaave e e thththththe answer? Here, ‘vvereee tical gagagaardrdrdddenenens’s’s’ bbbbeaeaeae utututtutifififififify y yy mamamam nynynyny 

spspspspacaaa
ysysysy crapaaaa ers, hhhididididdinininggg ugugugugugu lylylyly gggggrererey yyy waww lls with pplants ananannd dddd flofloflofloowewewwersrsrs. AsAsA wwwwelele l asasas aaaabsbsbsorororrorbibibbib ngngngg theee 

skskskskskysysyssy
hahahahaususussst tt fufufufumememem s frfrfrfrromomomomo ttthehehehe ttttrarararaafficfficfficc,,, the greeeeeneryryry aaaalso atttttrtrtrt acacactstst wwwillldlllife, hhhelelellpingngng ttttto ooo crcrcrc eaeae tete 

exexexhahahah
e ofofofof ttttthehehehee wwworooo lddd’s’s most biodododdivivivverereersesese mmmmmegegege acacccities. This ss trttrenee ddd issis nnnowowoww gggoio ng globaaaal. WWWill

ononone 
eee cicicic tytytytyy oooooffff 202020202 50505050 bbbbe a aaa brbrb eae ththth oooof ff frffresese h air??thththhe ee e cicicitytytytyy ooooof fff 2020202 5050050 bbbbbe a a breaeae th of frffresee h air?r?h ash a

EpEpEpEpisiisoddode ee 2:22:: ReRReclclc aiaiaiia mmm thththhe ee ststreereeteete ssss

TwTwTwTweneneene tytytyty yyyyeaeaearss aagogogo, BoBoBoogogogogg tát  city counnncic l decided to wwididddenen pppavvvementss, ,,,

pepepedededd stsss rianaa izi e e ror adads,s,s, aaaanddd creatate nenenenew www zones foooor r rr walklkl ininii g, cycycccling, orr simply y

reerer lalal xix ng. Evvery y Suunddday mmorningg, laaaarge areas of BBoggo oto á ara e e offooffo -llimmmits tototo ccccaraa s,, 

ananananddd ovoooo er a millil on residents take toooo the streetsts ooonn bib kes or on nnn fooooto ! A A fefefef w ww

yeyeyyearaa s from noww, perhaps wewe wono ’t be e takingg ccars into citty ceentnnn res at all.

pisode 4:pisode 4:Episode 4: 
lean up, rise upCle
ome urban issues may ySo
ave surprising solutions. hha
he crime rate in some districts of Philadelphia dropped 

Th
y almost a third when community teams removed litter 
yby
nd graffiti! It’s thought that clean streets sendnd a siggnal 
nand

hat neighg bourhoods aree careedd fofor,rr  which mootivatess 
tha
esisidedentntn s anana d viviv sisitott rs ttttoo o bbebebeeehahahahahavevevev  moooro e respspoonono sisiblblyy. TTTododoo ayay, 

resss
hee sosooocicccialal mmmmmmededededededdiaiaiaiaia #####TTrTTTTT aasasasaasashtagagagagagagagggaa  chhhhahhahh llengeegeeeg iis s evevevevevevvenenn mmmakakakinininggg ggg

thththththheeee
ttttttttttterererer-pickikikingngngng coooooll.ll CCCCCCCCCleleleleanannaa uup a lolocacacaacaaaaallllll araaaaaa eaa, , anana d d pop st ‘before’ 

liliitttttttttttttttt
ndd ‘afteree ’’ phphphhotosssosos. ter photoos.anaa d aaftftftererer photooos. 

humanizing the city of 2050

ppisoEpisode 3: me to yCoCome to my co-house

When you leave home, where will you Wh
ve? In big cities, apartments have live
ecome prohibitively expensive, and the be

’ h i rovedtuation probably won’t have improved situ
y 2050. In response, affordable by
o-housing’ apartment blocks are ‘co
ecoming popular in cities such as be
arcelona, Stockholm and Lonondon. Residentss have their r owown flats, 

Bar
ut ssharre soome ccomommumunanal ffacicililitit eses wwith theiir neighbhboours, such as 

bu
rge dininn ngg rooooms, kitchhenss aaaaandndndndn llllllauaaaaa ndryry rroooommsm . SStudies suugggeestt 

lalaaarg
o-housiing ccaan also reduuce soooocial isolatatttttioioioioion andd stttrerengngngththeenn pppeooeooplplee’e ssss

cco-hou g  also re

s nse oo omm yyyyysense ofoo com nitytyses nse ofofo cccomomomomommummmm nitytytytyy..

In 2050, around 68% of us will be living in cities.  By then, many urban 

issues like pollution, housing shortages and crime will have intensified. 

In the Cities with Heart vodcast series we explore ideas for making our 

cities more liveable – and loveable.
PLAY

PLAY

PLAY

PLAY
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UNIT 5

The human city
READING

Sts read a vodcast about city life in 2050 and focus on 
recognizing synonyms and paraphrases in a text. They 
see example of the future continuous, future perfect and 
future time clauses in context, and compare their city 
with the one in the vodcast.

Reading text
An article about city life in 2050

Reading skill
Recognizing synonyms and paraphrases in a text

WARMER
Ask: What do you think cities will be like in the future? 
How will they change? Elicit a few ideas and ask more 
questions if necessary to prompt them, e.g. What will 
people’s homes be like? How will people travel around 
cities? Will cities be safe? Will they be polluted? Will there 
be green spaces? Write on the board homes, transport, 
pollution, green spaces, crime. Put sts into pairs and ask 
them to think about what changes there will be related 
to the ideas on the board. Ask pairs in turn to tell the 
class their ideas. 

1  5.2 Read out the article title, then read out the 
question. Play the audio for sts to read and listen. Ask 
individual sts to say which episode they think looks the 
most interesting and why.

2 Recognizing synonyms and paraphrases in a text 
Give one or two examples of synonyms, e.g. happy/
delighted, sad/upset, then give one or two examples of 
paraphrases, e.g. feel lonely/suffer from social isolation, 
a lack of accommodation/housing shortage. Ask: Why do 
you need to recognize synonyms and paraphrases when you 
do a reading task? Elicit or explain that comprehension 
questions often use synonyms or paraphrases rather 
than using the exact words that are in the text. Read out 
the first question and ask sts to read the introduction 
to the text and find the paraphrase of two-thirds 
(around 68%). Sts then read the text again and answer 
the questions. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check answers with the class. Elicit the 
paraphrases for the underlined words (in brackets in the 
answer key). 

Answers
1 In 2050 (68%)
2 They attract wildlife. (As well as, the greenery)
3 They take to the streets on foot on or bikes. (over a 

million residents)
4 Co-housing can decrease loneliness. (reduce 

social isolation)
5 It motivated residents and visitors to behave more 

responsibly. (graffiti, districts)
6 The #Trashtag challenge has made it more 

fashionable. (litter-picking, cool)

3 Word Power Read out the example answer and 
point out that we can form verbs from other words by 
using the suffixes listed. Sts could work in pairs to find 
the verbs in the text. Check answers, and check that sts 
understand all the verbs. Write the verbs on the board 
and elicit which ones have had other spelling changes, 
e.g. beauty ➔ beautify, strong ➔ strengthen.  

Answers
1 intensify
2 beautify
3 widen
4 pedestrianize
5 strengthen
6 motivate

21st Century skills

4 COMPARE CULTURES
Ask: Which initiatives in the article do you think will 
improve city life? Why? Discuss the question with the 
class. Then ask sts if they know of any initiatives 
in their city which are trying to improve city life. 
Elicit a few initiatives that they know about. If they 
are struggling for ideas, help them by giving them 
details of some initiatives in their city. Put them 
into pairs or small groups to compare initiatives 
in their city with the ones in the text. Discuss their 
ideas as a class.

R Reading practice: WB p.41
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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GRAMMAR Future time clauses
I can talk about the future using future time clauses, the 

future continuous and the future perfect.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules.

Future time clauses

As smart technologies develop in the coming 
decades, cities will become more efficient.

When you leave home, where will you live?

Rules

We don’t use future forms in clauses that refer to the
future after words and phrases like after,r 1… , as soon as, 
before, by the time, once, until,l 2… and while.
We usually use the 3… tense in the future time clause.

2 Copy and complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the verbs in the box.

be finish forget get have travel

1 As soon as the game … , I’m going to go home.
2 I’ll listen to a podcast while I … home on the bus.
3 It’ll be 6.30 by the time I … back home tonight!
4 After I … dinner, I’m going to play my guitar.
5 I’ll book the concert tickets tonight before I … ! 
6 I probably won’t start my homework until it … 

nearly time for bed.

Future continuous and future perfect
3 Read the grammar box. Copy and complete the

rules with will,ll won’t,t be or have.

Future continuous

In 2050, around 68% of us will be living in cities.

A few years from now, perhaps we won’t be taking
our cars into city centres.

Future perfect

By then, many urban issues will have intensified.

The situation won’t have improved by 2050.

Rules

We use the future continuous to predict an action or 
situation that will be in progressp g at a certain point in 
the future.
We form the future continuous with will orl 1…
(negative) + 2… + the -ing form.
We use the future perfect to predict an action or
situation that will be completedp  before a certain point 
in the future. We often specify the time with by or y by 
the time.
We form the future perfect with 3… or 4… (negative)
+ 5… + past participle.

4 PRONUNCIATION Future perfect

 5.3 Listen and repeat. Notice how have
is pronounced.
1 By 2050, life will have changed in many ways.
2 Some cities will have doubled in size.
3 We won’t have stopped climate change by then.

5 Complete the quiz questions with the future
continuous or the future perfect form of the verb in 
brackets. Then do the quiz.

6 Work in pairs. How will your life be different in 
2050? Discuss the ideas below. 
• What things will have changed?
• What things won’t have changed?
• What kind of place do you think you’ll be living in?
• What will you be doing?

 FAST FINISHER
Write sentences about your plans and predictions for 
next weekend. 

Cities of the future

IIInnn thththe e e yeyeyeararar 221010100,0,0, wwhahahat t t pepeperccrceneentatatagegege oooff thththe e e wowoworlrld’d’d s s s
popopopupupulalalatitiiononon …… ((lililivevev ) ) ) inin cccitittiees?s?s?

ByByBy 2220303030,0,0, wwwhihihichchch cccititty yy …… (g(g(grorow)w)) iintntoo aaa mememegagag cicitytyty 
wiwiwiththh ooovevever r r 101010 mmmilililliliononon rrese ididdenene tsts???

ByByBy 2220303030,0,0 wwwhihihichchch cccititity y y ……… (b(b(bececomomome)e) ttthehehe bbbigigiggeeeststs cccititi y y 
inin tthehehe wwworororldldld???

YoYoYou u u prprprobobobababablylyy …… (((nononot tt sususunbnbnbatthehee) ) ) ininn SSSudududananan iiin n n
212121000000! !! HoHoHow w w hohohott wiwiwillllll ttthehehe aaavevev raragegege tttememempeperaraatutuurerere bbbe ee
thththerere ee ininn sssumummememer?r??

WeWeWe ……… (((nononot t t sososolvlvve)e)e) eevevev ryryry uuurbrbr anan iiisssss ueuee bbby y y 202020505050, ,, 
bububut t ininnteterarar ctctctivivi e e e tetetechchchnonoololoogygygy wwwilili l l mamamakekek cccitititieieiess s momomorerere  
efeffficficficieieientntnt.. WhWhWhatatat dddo o wewew ccalalalll thththisis tttececchnhnhnololo ogogy?y??

InInI wwwhihihichchc yyyeaear r ……… thththe e firfirfirststt ‘‘spspspacacce e e cicicitititieseses’’ … … (c(ciriri clclcle)e))  
thththe e EaEaEartrtrth?h?h?

Can you guess what 
futurologists are predicting?

5
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UNIT 5

GRAMMAR Future time clauses

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called Jake and Anna will 
be performing in concerts!, including the form and use 
of future time clauses, the future continuous and the 
future perfect. You can watch this in class if you have 
time and access to a computer or tablet, or you can ask 
sts to download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See TG page 315 for animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Ask 
sts to copy the rules into their notebooks and complete 
them with the correct words. Check answers. 

Answers
1 as
2 when
3 present

Focus on the examples again. Point out to sts that the 
sentences refer to things that will happen in the future, 
so they might expect all the verbs to be in a future form. 
Reinforce the point that after a future time clause we 
use a present tense, even though we are talking about a 
time in the future.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: When I move to Madrid, I’ll 
live with my cousin – am I moving to Madrid now or in 
the future? (in the future). Will I live with my cousin in the 
future? (yes). Which verb uses a future form? (I’ll live). 
Which uses a present form? (I move). Why? (because it is 
in a future time clause with when). I’ll get home and then 
I’ll phone you – is this in the future? (yes). As soon as I 
will get home, I’ll phone you – correct? (no – as soon as I 
get home, I’ll phone you).

2 Sts copy the sentences into their notebooks and 
complete them with the correct form of the verbs in the 
box. Check answers with the class, referring back to the 
rules to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 finishes
2 travel/‘m travelling
3 get
4 have
5 forget
6 ‘s/is

Future continuous and future perfect
3 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Sts 

then copy the rules into their notebooks and complete 
them with the correct words. They could work in pairs 
for this. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 won’t  2 be  3 will  4 won’t  5 have

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: At eight o’clock this evening 
I’ll be having dinner – will dinner be in progress at eight? 
(yes). Will it be finished? (no.) Next Friday I’ll have 
done my exams – will they be in progress next Friday? 
(no.) Will they be finished? (yes). The bank closes at 
six o’clock. At seven o’clock the bank will be closing – 
correct? (no – the bank will have closed).

4 PRONUNCIATION  5.3
Play the audio for sts to listen to the sentences. 
Elicit that have is pronounced with a weak vowel 
/həv/ or /əv/. Play the audio again, pausing for sts to 
repeat the sentences. 

5 Teach the meaning of futurologist (someone whose job 
is to make predictions about the future). Ask sts to read 
the quiz and complete the questions with the correct 
verb forms. Weaker sts could work in pairs. Check the 
questions, then ask sts to do the quiz in pairs. Point out 
that the answers are based on what futurologists are 
predicting. Check answers to the quiz and see who got 
the most answers right. Ask sts which prediction they 
find the most surprising and why.

Answers
1 will be living b
2 will have grown c 
3 will have become a
4 won’t be sunbathing a
5 won’t have solved c
6 will … be circling b

6 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Ask them 
to note down their predictions for each question, then 
ask pairs in turn to tell the class. See which predictions 
other sts agree and disagree with, and why.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing about their plans and predictions for next 
weekend. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write 
some sentences based on their answers in exercise 6.

G Grammar practice: WB p.42
Sts will find more practice of future time clauses, 
the future continuous and future perfect here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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City dos and don’ts
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
City living: phrasal verbs

I can identify the main purpose of everyday conversations.

3 Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 What’s the best way for tourists to get around 

your city?
2 Which areas of the city would you recommend

tourists head for to get away from the crowds?
3 Which is the prettiest area to look around?
4 What other travel tips would you give tourists? 

Think of at least two.

4  5.5 Listen to two cousins talking in five different
situations. Match each dialogue 1–5 with its main
purpose a–e.
a making plans
b imagining a hypothetical situation
c asking for information
d offering to help
e recommending something

5  5.5 Listen again and complete the travel guide 
to New York with the correct information. Write
one word in each gap.

1 Look at the pictures in the blog. Which city is it?

2  5.4 Complete the blog with the phrasal verbs 
in the box. Listen and check.

break down drop offf get around get away
hang around head for hold up hurry up
leave behind look around pick up run into

Five
for tourists

If you want to make the most of
your stay:

✪ Ride the elevator to the top of 
the Empire State Building. It has
1… floors!

✪ Take your time to explore Central 
Park. It’s 2… than Monaco!

✪ Visit Times Square early in the day 
to avoid the crowds. It’s the most 
popular attraction in the USA, with 
over 3… million visitors a year.

✪ Enjoy international cuisine, 
US-style. New York is home to
America’s oldest 4… restaurant.

✪ Get tickets to a show on Broadway,
the 5… street in New York.

‘must-dos’

New York is the largest city in the USA, and home to many talented people. 
Credit cards, ice cream cones, toilet paper and hip hop were all invented here!

FUN

Don’t hire a car! There’s too much traffic already! A taxi can
1... you ... from the airport and 2... you ... anywhere you like.

Don’t walk so slowly! Of course we hope you enjoy 3…
our awesome city, but could you 4… a bit, please? When 
you 5… us …, you make us late and grumpy!

Don’t stand in groups on the sidewalk! So you’re
spending a day with friends, or maybe you unexpectedly 6…
some friends while you’re out. And now you want to take a
group selfie, or just 7… and chat. Could you move out of the 
way? We don’t want to have to walk in the street!

Don’t block subway doors! Move down the carriage,
please! And can you take off your backpack? When you
knock into us and spill our coffee, it really spoils our day! And
please don’t 8… it … when you get off the train. Unattended 
luggage can cause security incidents, which make us all late.

Don’t spend all your time in Manhattan! It’s easy to 9…
New York, and public transport is pretty reliable. (The trains
rarely 10… and they usually run on time.) The city has so 
much to offer. Why don’t you 11… from the crowds and 12… 
B kl h B ?B kl h B ?Brooklyn or the Bronx?

Here are my five DON’Ts for 
visitors to the Big Apple:

52 LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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UNIT 5

City dos and don’ts
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
City living: phrasal verbs

Sts read a blog post with tips for visitors to New York 
and practise using phrasal verbs. They then listen to two 
people who are visiting that city and practise identifying 
the main purpose of short conversations. They also hear 
examples of using will and would in different situations.

Vocabulary
City living: phrasal verbs (break down, drop off, get 
around, get away, hang around, head for, hold up, hurry 
up, leave behind, look around, pick up, run into)

Listening text
Five short conversations related to cities in different 
situations

Listening skill
Identifying the main purpose of everyday conversations

WARMER
Ask: What do tourists usually do when they visit a city? 
Elicit a few ideas, e.g. visit well-known monuments, 
go to museums, go shopping, etc. Ask: What cities have 
you visited? What did you do there? Put sts into pairs to 
compare their experiences. Ask some sts to tell the 
class. If more than one student has visited the same city, 
encourage them to compare their experiences. Ask: 
What can visitors to your city do? Elicit a list of tourist 
attractions in their own city, or their nearest city. 

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the photos and discuss the 
question. Discuss their ideas as a class, and confirm that 
the city is New York.

2  5.4 Focus on the text and explain that it is a blog 
post for visitors to New York. Read out the title and 
explain that the Big Apple is a nickname for New York. 
Ask sts to read the blog post and complete it with the 
correct phrasal verbs. They could work in pairs for this. 
Play the audio for sts to listen and check their answers. 
Go through the answers with the class, reading out 
each phrasal verb in its context and using the context 
to teach the meaning, e.g. a taxi can pick you up from the 
airport – it can collect you. 

Answers
1 pick … up
2 drop … off
3 looking around
4 hurry up
5 hold … up
6 run into

7 hang around
8 leave … behind
9 get around
10 break down
11 get away
12 head for

3 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions and note 
down their answers. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class 
their ideas. See if, as a class, sts can agree on the top five 
dos and don’ts for visitors to their city.

4  5.5 Identifying the main purpose of everyday 
conversations Explain to sts that Maxwell is visiting 
New York and they are going to listen to five different 
conversations that he has with different people while he 
is there. Read out the task and the five situations. Ask: 
How will you know if he is making plans in a conversation? 
How will he behave towards the other person (friendly, 
polite, etc.)? What might he say? Elicit that he will be 
friendly, and he might make some suggestions, e.g. Let’s 
go to … .Put sts into pairs to discuss how Maxwell might 
behave in the remaining situations, and what he might 
say. Discuss some of their ideas, but don’t confirm 
them. Play the audio for sts to listen and match each 
conversations with its main purpose. See TG page 278 
for audio script. Check answers, playing the audio again 
and pausing to discuss how Maxwell behaves in each 
situation, and what he and the other person says which 
shows the purpose. 

Answers
1 c   2 d   3 a   4 e   5 b

5  5.5 Allow sts time to read through the travel guide. 
You could elicit the kind of information or word that is 
missing in each gap. Then play the audio again for sts to 
listen and write the correct answers in their notebooks. 
Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then check 
answers with the class, playing the audio again and 
pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 102
2 bigger
3 40
4 pizza
5 longest

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Ask what else they know about New York. They 
might also be interested to know that over 800 

different languages are spoken in New York, so 
it is one of the most diverse cities in the world. For 
homework, sts might like to find out one or two more 
interesting facts about New York. They can share 
them with the class in the next lesson.

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.43
Sts will find more practice for listening, and 
practice of phrasal verbs for city living here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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GRAMMAR will vs l would with d
future use

I can talk about the future and describe present and future 
real and unreal conditions.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box. Copy and complete the
examples with the words in the box.

I’d   I’ll   I won’t   would   Would   You’ll

will

Predictions: 1… love this pizza I’ve made for you!

Instant decisions: There isn’t any sugar left. 2… go 
to the shop and get some.

Offers: I’ll take you to the train station in my car, if 
you like.

Promises: I promise 3… be late this time!

would

It 4… be amazing to see a celebrity.
5… you like me to take the photo?
6… rather (not) walk.

Rules

We use will to make predictions, instant decisions, offers l
and promises.
We use would to talk about imaginary or unlikely events.d
We use would to sound more polite, especially in certaind
polite expressions e.g. I would like/hate/love/prefer … ; I 
would rather … .

2 Complete the sentences with will or l would andd
the verbs in the box.

not askk be never breakk love take win

1 ‘How are you getting home?’ ‘ …  the train.’
2 In an ideal world, buses … down.
3 Don’t be late, or Mum … angry!
4 Yes, please. I … a coffee.
5 I think Brazil … the World Cup.
6 I … her for directions. She looks like a tourist!

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of
will or l would and your own ideas.d
1 It’s going to be sunny this weekend. I think I …
2 In ten years’ time, I …
3 ‘Can I get you anything to drink?’ ‘Yes, please. I … ’
4 ‘I’m so sorry, I’m going to be late!’ ‘That’s OK. We … ’
5 Imagine if all cities were car-free. For one thing, …
6 ‘Do you want to go away this weekend or spend

time relaxing at home?’ ‘I think I … ’
7 ‘Would you like to try these fried insects?’ ‘No, … ’

5

53LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131

Zero, first and second conditionals
4 Copy and complete the examples with the correct

form of the verbs in the box.

ask    be    not get    have    rain    take

Zero conditional

If you take the subway, it only 1… about 10 minutes.

When you 2… ready, press here.

First conditional

If it 3… , we won’t play tennis this afternoon.

If you don’t stand closer, I 4… you all in the picture!

Second conditional

If I 5… a bike, I’d cycle to school.

If I met Donald Glover, I 6… him for a selfie.

Rules

We use the zero conditional to describe general truths or
to give instructions.
We use the first conditional to talk about possible future
events or situations and their consequences.
We use the second conditional to talk about unreal or
unlikely events or situations in the present or future and 
their consequences.

5 Complete the sentences with the correct form
of the zero, first or second conditional. Use 
contractions where possible.
1 There … (be) usually less traffic if you … (set) off 

after 9.00.
2 If I … (live) nearer the station, I … (get) to work 

more quickly.
3 When you … (be) in the city centre, … (not walk) in 

the cycle lanes.
4 If I … (have) £30,000, I … (buy) a new car.
5 The streets … (not be) so dirty if people … (put)

their rubbish in the bins.
6 We … (not reduce) air pollution over the next five

years unless we … (ban) cars from the city centre.

6 Complete the questions with the correct form of
the verb in brackets. Ask and answer in pairs.
1 What do you usually do when you … (be) on a long

car journey?
2 If you could change one thing about your city,

what … (you, change)?
3 If you get good exam results next year, how …

(you, celebrate)?
4 If you won a holiday to New York for two people, 

who … (you, take) with you? Why?

 FAST FINISHER
Write six travel dos and don’ts for visitors to your own city.
Begin each sentence with If orf When.
If you come to Barcelona, visit the Picasso museum.

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 44
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UNIT 5

GRAMMAR Will vs would with 
future use

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called You won’t need your 
sunglasses today!, including a contrast between will 
and would, and zero, first and second conditionals. You 
can watch this in class if you have time and access to 
a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to download 
it from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG page 315 for the animation script.

1 Read the rules with the class. Sts then copy the 
examples into their notebooks and complete them with 
the correct words. Weaker sts could work in pairs. Go 
through the answers with the class, matching each 
example with one of the rules.

Answers
1 You’ll
4 would

2 I’ll
5 Would

3 I won’t
6 I’d

Point out that will is usually contracted to ‘ll, and would 
is often contracted to ‘d when it is used with a pronoun.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: Don’t worry, I’ll be there 
on time – a promise or a prediction? (promise). I’ll help 
you carry your bag – an offer or an instant decision? (an 
offer). We’re going to watch a film together – make a 
prediction about it. (e.g. You’ll enjoy it; it’ll be exciting.) 
We might get free tickets – that will be amazing or that 
would be amazing? (would – it is an imaginary or unlikely 
event). Will you like a coffee or would you like a coffee? 
(would). I’d like to go to the museum or I’ll like to go … ? 
(I’d like to go …).

2 Sts copy the sentences into their notebooks and 
complete them with will or would and the correct verbs. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs for this. Check answers, 
referring back to the grammar box to explain them.

Answers
1 I’ll take
2 would never break 
3 will be

4 ‘d love
5 will win
6 wouldn’t ask

3 Read out the first sentence beginning and elicit a few 
possible answers, e.g. I think I’ll invite some friends for a 
barbecue. Sts then write the sentence beginnings in their 
notebooks and complete them with the correct form 
of will or would and their own ideas. Weaker sts could 
work in pairs. Check answers by inviting individual sts 
to read out some of their completed sentences. Ask if 
other sts have similar sentences.

Zero, first and second conditionals
4 Read the rules in the grammar box. Sts copy the 

examples into their notebooks and complete them with 
the correct form of the verbs in the box. Check answers.

Answers
1 takes
4 won’t get

2 are
5 had

3 rains
6 ‘d ask

Point out that all three conditionals have an if clause 
and a second clause, but they use different tenses and 
have different meanings. Point out the comma between 
the two clauses. Remind sts that the other clause can 
come first, in which case there is no comma, e.g. We 
won’t play tennis this afternoon if it rains.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: If we have enough time, we’ll 
go to a museum – a possible future event or an unlikely 
event? (possible future event). Which conditional? (first.) 
If I was rich, I’d buy an apartment in New York – possible 
future event or imaginary event? (imaginary). Which 
conditional? (second.) If there are too many people in 
the lift, it doesn’t work – possible future event or general 
truth? (general truth). Which conditional? (zero).

5 Sts copy and complete the sentences. Check answers. 
Check that sts understand that unless in sentence 5 
means ‘if not’, e.g. We’ll reduce air pollution … if we ban 
cars … .

Answers
1 is, set
2 lived, ‘d get
3 ‘re, don’t walk

4 had, ‘d buy
5 wouldn’t be, put
6 won’t reduce, ban

6 Ask sts to complete the questions with the correct verb 
forms first. Check these, then put sts into pairs to ask 
and answer the questions. Ask some sts to tell the class 
one of their partner’s answers, e.g. (Ana) usually reads 
when she’s on a long car journey.

Answers
1 ‘re
2 would you change

3 will you celebrate
4 would you take

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing six dos and don’ts for visitors to their city, 
using conditionals. Weaker sts could work in pairs 
and change some of the sentences in Exercise 5 so they 
relate to their city.

G Grammar practice: WB p.44 
Sts will find more practice of will vs would and 
zero, first and second conditionals here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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When’s the next train?
READING and LISTENING

I can understand travel information.

1 Match the pictures (1–5) with the words (a–e).
a young person’s discount travel card
b travel app
c train timetable
d train tickets
e departures board

2 Read the information. Answer the questions.
1 How much is the train ticket from London to 

Manchester?
2 What happened to the 09.00 train?
3 What time are the next two trains to Manchester 

Piccadilly after 9 a.m.?
4 Who does the railcard belong to?
5 What time does the train to London King’s Cross

leave Manchester Piccadilly?
6 When is the next tram to Etihad Stadium?

Advance Single

Valid with 16-25 Railcard

From
London King’s Cross

To
Manchester Piccadilly

Fro
28-Jun-2

Un
28-Jun-2

North West 
Trains

£21.80 Coach A, Sea
Not refundable. Exchangeable for a fee before travel.

1

from: 

to: 

08:40 ➙ 11.05

09:00 ➙ 11.27

09:20 ➙ 11.46

09.40 ➙ 12.05

3  5.6 Listen and complete the table with the
times Jess and Tom mention.

Journey Times
Departed from London King’s Cross 1…
Arrived at Manchester Piccadilly 2…
Catch tram to Etihad Stadium 3…
Arrive at Etihad Stadium 4…
Depart from Manchester Piccadilly 5…

4  5.6 Listen again. Answer the questions.
1 What problem was there on the 9.20 train?
2 What are they going to do in Manchester?
3 How long will it take to walk to the stadium?
4 What’s the quickest way to get there?
5 How do they decide to get there in the end?

5 FIND OUT Can you get a train direct from
London to Paris? If so, how?

2

om
2
n
2

Advance Single
Valid with 16-25 Railcard
From
Manchester Piccadilly
To
London King’s Cross

From
28-Jun-20

Until
28-Jun-20

18.35
North West 
Trains only

North West 
Trains £19.15 Coach A, Seat 40

Not refundable. Exchangeable for a fee before travel.

More trains 

4

3

16-25 Railcard

Number:

Name: Jessica Ali
Issue date: Feb 2019
Valid until: Feb 2028

Must be carried on all rail journeys.

5

My Journey Times
From: Manchester PiccadillyTo: Etihad Stadium

Tram in 2 minutes and 13 minutes

Journey time: 17 mins

KEEP

TALKING!

54
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KEEP
TALKING!

UNIT 5

When’s the next train?

Answers
1 issue date (on the railcard)
2 coach (on the rail ticket) 
3 advance single (on the rail ticket)
4 not refundable (on the rail ticket)
5 valid (on the rail ticket and the railcard)

3  5.6 Tell sts they will hear a conversation between 
Jess and Tom. Read through the table with the class and 
check that sts understand depart (leave). Play the audio 
track. See TG page 279 for audio script. Sts listen and 
write the times. Check answers with the class, playing 
the audio again if necessary and pausing to confirm 
answers.

Answers
1 9.20
2 11.46
3 11.59
4 12.16
5 18.35

4  5.6 Allow sts time to read through the questions. 
Check they understand everything. Play the audio again 
for them to listen and answer the questions. Allow sts to 
compare answers in pairs, then check answers with the 
class, playing the audio again if necessary and pausing 
to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 It was very crowded.
2 They are going to watch a football match.
3 It will take about 35 minutes.
4 A taxi is the quickest way.
5 They decide to take the tram.

21st Century skills

5  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. 
Encourage sts to find out as much information as 
they can about the journey from London to Paris. 
Sts can report back on their findings in the next 
lesson. The answer to the question is: It is possible 
to get a train direct from London to Paris on the 
Eurostar train. It travels through the Channel 
Tunnel and takes about two hours.

READING and LISTENING
Sts read some travel information and listen to a 
conversation about travel and focus on understanding 
travel information. They then learn how to apologize 
and give reasons. They read and hear a model dialogue 
and personalize the useful language by following the 
steps in the Speaking plan to practise apologizing.

WARMER
With books closed, ask: Do you sometimes travel by 
train or bus? When? Ask individual sts to tell the class 
when they travel by train or bus. Ask: Are there often 
problems? What kinds of problems? Discuss with the class 
what problems there can be, e.g. trains or buses can 
be delayed or cancelled, or they can be overcrowded. 
Encourage sts to talk about their own experiences 
of using trains or buses and the problems they have 
encountered. You could also tell them about problems 
you have encountered.

1 Sts could work in pairs to match the pictures with the 
words. Check answers, and check that sts understand all 
the words.

Answers
1 d   2 c   3 e   4 b   5 a 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Etihad Stadium is the football ground of 
Manchester City, one of Manchester’s two main football 
teams. The other team, Manchester United, is better 
known worldwide.

2 Sts read the information and answer the questions. 
Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then check 
with the class. 

Answers
1 £21.80  
2 It was cancelled. 
3 9.20 and 9.40

4 Jessica Ali
5 18.35
6 in two minutes

EXTRA PRACTICE
Ask sts in pairs to look at the information again and 
find words and phrases with the meanings below.

1 the date a travel card officially starts
2 one part of a train where people sit
3 a ticket in one direction only, which you buy before 

you travel
4 you cannot get your money back
5 something is officially acceptable
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SPEAKING Apologizing
I can apologize, give reasons, accept apologies and rearrange.

1  5.7 Listen and read. Answer the questions.
1 Where is Lily? Where is Noah?
2 What has happened?

2  5.8 Listen and repeat the Useful language. 
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Apologizing and giving reasons
I’m really sorry. / I’m so sorry.
I’m afraid I missed the bus.
I didn’t know/realize that …
My train has broken down / been cancelled.
I’ve got / My bike’s got a puncture.
The traffic’s awful. / I’m in a traffic jam.

Accepting apologies and rearranging
No problem. / No worries.
Don’t worry (about it). / Never mind.
It’s OK / no big deal / fine.
It isn’t your fault.
What about … ? / Why don’t we … ?
If I … , I’ll … / If you … , we can …

3 Complete the dialogue. Then work in pairs and 
practise the dialogue.
A: I’m really 1… , I’m going to be late. I’m 2… my train 

has been 3 … . 
B: 4… worries. It isn’t your 5… .
A: If I get the next train, 6… be there in half an hour.
B: OK. 7… don’t we meet in the library?
A: Great. See you there. 

Noah: Lily. Hi. Where are you?
Lily: Noah … I’m so sorry. I’m still at the bus stop.
Noah: What happened?
Lily: I’m afraid I missed the bus. I didn’t know there

was a different timetable at the weekend.
Noah: Don’t worry.
Lily: I am worried. The film starts at 7.45.
Noah: It’s no big deal. What time’s the next bus?
Lily: Erm … hang on … it gets here in ten minutes. 

If I get that one, I’ll be there in half an hour.
Noah: That’s fine. So, you’ll be here by 8.00.
Lily: Is there a later film?
Noah: Yes, it’s on at 9.15, too.
Lily: OK, why don’t we go to that one, instead?
Noah: Perfect. If you get here at 8.00, we can have a pizza

before the film.
Lily: Great idea. See you in a bit.

4 Work in pairs. Prepare a new dialogue. Follow the 
steps in the Speaking plan.

Speaking plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ Student A: to m t B. Somethingmeet Student BYou’re going toY

e going to hone andg to be late. Phod and you’rehas happened
apologize. plain wapologize. Exp at’shat  happened.d
Student B: u’re waiting for Student A to arrYo arrive. u’re waYo

r apology and make a new arrangAccept his/her ngement
together.

❯ ion aCChoose a situatio nd make notes.

SpeaaSpeak
❯ Use phrahrases from the seful languageUseful lang  box.
❯ es.Act out yourour dialogue without notes
❯ tuation.Swap roles andnd choose a different sit

efleccReflect
❯ Student A: ain why you wereDi ssfully explaDid you susuccess

going to be late?
Student B: tic and were yououmpathetDid you soundnd sym

nt?abable to make a new arrangegemen

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
When was the last time you apologized? Who did you 
apologize to? Why?

5

5555LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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UNIT 5

SPEAKING Apologizing 
1  5.7 Read out the questions and point out the photos 

of Lily and Noah. With stronger classes, you could start 
by playing the dialogue with books closed and have 
sts listen for the answer. Then play the audio again for 
them to listen and read to confirm their ideas. With 
weaker classes, play the dialogue for sts to listen and 
read. Check answers.

Answers
1 Lily is at the bus stop and Noah is at the cinema.
2 Lily has missed the bus.

2  5.8 Read through the Useful language box with 
the class and check sts understand all the phrases. 
Play the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Sts then find 
the phrases that are used in the dialogue in Exercise 1. 
Check answers.

Answers
I’m so sorry.
I’m afraid I missed the bus.
I didn’t know …
Don’t worry.
It’s no big deal.
Why don’t we … ?
If you … , we can …

3 Ask sts to copy the dialogue into their notebooks and 
complete it with the correct words. Check answers with 
the class, then put sts in pairs to practise the dialogue.

Answers
1 sorry
2 afraid
3 cancelled
4 No
5 fault
6 I’ll
7 Why

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
apologizing.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work in pairs to decide on their roles, then 
choose a situation and make notes for their 
dialogue. You could choose a situation and 
brainstorm a dialogue with the class first, to give 
sts ideas. 

Speak
Sts can practise with and then without notes, 
using phrases from the Useful language box. 
Monitor and help as necessary. If your sts use 
smartphones in class, they could record and 
listen to their dialogues. When they finish, they 
swap roles and choose a different situation, then 
practise again.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language or using intonation to emphasize how 
sorry they are. Encourage them to be honest 
and open about the things they did well and the 
things they can do better. Ask them to use their 
recordings to help them think about how they 
could improve next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can explore the topic further by thinking 
about the last time they apologized and why. They could 
prepare a short dialogue based on their own situation. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs and discuss the last time 
they apologized and why.

S Speaking practice: WB p.45
Sts will find more practice for apologizing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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Montreal is in the province of Quebec and is Canada’s
second-largest city, after Toronto. It’s one of the most 
bilingual cities in Canada. Almost 60% of the population 
are able to speak both French and English, although 
French is the official language. Montreal experiences
temperatures of up to 30ºC in the summer, while during
its severe winters, temperatures often drop as low as
-20ºC! As well as these freezing temperatures in winter,
there’s always a lot of snow. So, how do Montrealers 
escape the heat of summer or the cold of winter?

Under Montreal there are 32 km of tunnels, some of 
which have been there for over 50 years. This network of 
tunnels connects two ice-skating rinks, three museums,
four universities, six concert halls, ten hotels, over 200
restaurants, more than 2,000 shops, and 10,000 indoor
parking spaces. If you want to travel from one place to
another, you can walk, take a bus or hop on the metro.
The underground city is also home to banks, 1,000
offices, apartment blocks, 40 cinemas and the world’s 
largest underground art gallery. More than 500,000
people use it every day. What’s it like? Here are the
contrasting views of two young Montrealers.

‘What ’s the point of going 
underground when there’s 
a whole world above ground 
with incredible outdoor 

activities? It ’s packed with 
people down there every day, 

especially during the rush hour. I 
find it really oppressive and it makes me feel rather 
claustrophobic. When I want to get away from the 
crowds, I head for the mountains, where I can go 
skiing or snowboarding. It feels unnatural to me 
to be underground when I could be outdoors in the 
fresh air.’

‘You can escape from the 
scorching summer heat and the 
freezing winter temperatures 
down here. The best thing about 

the underground city is not having 
to go outside at all on the way to 

college or to the Bell Centre stadium. I’m a massive
ice hockey fan and it ’s the home of my team, the 
Montreal Canadiens. If I were a tourist, I’d always 
use the maps on my phone to help me get around 
because it ’s very easy to get lost! Everyone should 
head for the Cours Mont-Royal. It used to be a 
1,100-room hotel, but now it ’s one of the most 
beautiful shopping malls in North America.’

I can compare the climate in Canada with the climate in my country.

Escaping the big freeze!
I can compare the climate in Canada with the climate in my country.

GOING UNDERGROUND

Jacques

Amelie

REAL
CULTURE!

56
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UNIT 5

Escaping the big freeze!

3  5.9 Play the audio for sts to read and listen to the 
article. Then ask them to read the sentences and decide 
if they are true or false, or if the article doesn’t say. 
Remind them that, for a sentence to be true, the article 
must state the same information as in the sentence, 
although it might be in different words. For a sentence 
to be false, the article must explicitly state something 
which shows it is false. If information is not explicitly 
given, they should choose DS (doesn’t say). Allow sts 
to compare their answers in pairs, then check answers 
with the class, eliciting the part of the article which 
confirms each true and false answer.

Answers
1 T
2 F
3 DS
4 T
5 F
6 T

4 Word Power Read out the information about 
extreme adjectives. Elicit or explain that extreme 
adjectives have a stronger meaning than other 
adjectives. Give one or two examples if necessary, 
e.g. good ➔ amazing, bad ➔ terrible. Sts then find the 
adjectives in bold in  the article and match them with 
the definitions. Check answers, and check that sts 
understand all the adjectives.

Answers 
1 freezing
2 scorching
3 massive
4 incredible
5 packed

Sts learn about the underground city in Montreal, 
Canada. They answer comprehension questions, 
then learn some extreme adjectives. They discuss 
the advantages and disadvantages of living in a 
bilingual city, then work creatively to design their own 
underground city. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about 
Jon, who makes animated films about London: see SB 
page 57.

WARMER
Ask: What do you know about Canada? Elicit what 
students know and ask more questions if necessary to 
prompt them, e.g. Where is it? What are the main cities? 
What languages do people speak there? What’s the weather 
like? Explain to sts that they are going to learn about 
Montreal. You can share the background information 
with them after they have done the prediction task in 
Exercises 1 and 2. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Canada is a country in the northern part of North 
America. It is the second largest country in the world 
by area, although it has a relatively small population. 
Its border with the USA is the longest land border 
in the world. The capital city is Ottawa, and other 
important cities are Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal. 
Settlers from Europe began arriving in Canada in the 
sixteenth century and different parts of Canada became 
colonies of Britain and France. It gradually broke off 
its links with both France and Britain, beginning in 
the eighteenth century and ending with full legal 
independence in 1982. Because of its history, Canada 
has two official languages – English and French.

Montreal is in the south east of Canada. Summers can 
be very warm, and winters can be extremely cold, with 
temperatures as low as -20°.

1 Put sts into pairs to read the sentences and guess the 
correct answers. Ask some sts to tell the class their ideas 
and reasons for choosing them, but don’t confirm them.

2 Ask sts to read the first paragraph of the article to check 
their answers to Exercise 1. Go through the answers 
with the class and find out who guessed all the answers 
correctly.

Answers
1 b    2 c    3 a
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1 Work in pairs. Before you read the article,
complete the sentences with the correct 
alternative.
1 Montreal is a(n) … city.

a American b Canadian c French
2 The biggest city in Canada is …

a Vancouver. b Montreal. c Toronto.
3 The official language of Montreal is …

a French. b English. c Spanish.

2 Read the first paragraph of the article and check 
your answers to Exercise 1.

3  5.9 Read and listen to the article. Are the 
sentences true (T), false (F) or doesn’t say (DS)?

They don’t usually have very cold winters in 
Montreal. F

1 The people that live in Montreal are called 
Montrealers.

2 The tunnels under Montreal were all built recently.
3 There are a lot of French restaurants in the

underground city.
4 From where Jacques lives you can get into the 

underground city without going into the street.
5 It’s easy to find your way around the underground

city without a map.
6 Amelie thinks it’s more natural to be outdoors 

than underground, even in winter.

4 Word Power There are six extreme adjectives in
bold in the article. Match them with the definitions.

very intense and extreme (Paragraph 1) severe

1 extremely cold (Paragraph 1)
2 extremely hot (Paragraph 3)
3 extremely big (Paragraph 3)
4 extremely good (Paragraph 4)
5 very crowded (Paragraph 4)

5 Complete the sentences with the extreme 
adjectives in Exercise 4.

There’s a severe weather warning for tomorrow.e
There’s going to be a storm.

1 The new football stadium is … . It can hold more 
than 100,000 spectators.

2 I’ll wait for the next bus. This one is … – nearly
everyone’s standing up.

3 They’re expecting … temperatures this weekend – 
between 35 and 40 degrees!

4 It’s … today. I can’t get warm. I need to buy some
gloves and a scarf.

5 The views from the top of the tower are … .
You can see for miles!

6 THINK CRITICALLY Discuss the 
questions in pairs.
1 Look at the two signs below. Where would you

see them? How are they different to signs in
your country?

2 Make a list of the advantages and disadvantages of 
living in or visiting a bilingual city.

Canada has more lakes 
than the rest of the 
world combined. It is 
estimated that there are 
more than two million 
lakes!

FUN

7 GET CREATIVE Design and plan an
underground city. Draw a plan and write a short
description. Include the following information:
• amenities: shops, cafés, restaurants, etc.
• transport
• schools and universities
• offices and houses/flats
• culture and entertainment
Present your design to the class. Vote for the best one.

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
In 30 seconds, write down as many words as you can for
things in the natural world.

Advantages Disadvantages

5

57
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REAL
CULTURE!

UNIT 5

5 Sts read the sentences and write the correct extreme 
adjectives in their notebooks. Check answers.

Answers
1 massive
2 packed
3 scorching
4 freezing
5 incredible

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
They might be interested to know that the 
largest lake in Canada is Great Bear Lake, 

which is over 31 km2.

6 THINK CRITICALLY
1 Allow sts time to read the questions individually 
and prepare their ideas. Teach the meaning of 
bilingual if necessary. Then put sts into pairs to 
discuss the questions. For feedback, focus on the 
signs first and elicit that they are in two different 
languages. 
2 Ask sts, in pairs, to write a list of advantages 
and disadvantages of living in or visiting a 
bilingual city. Elicit an example for each and write 
them on the board. Then ask pairs in turn to tell 
the class their ideas about the advantages and 
disadvantages of bilingual countries. Ask other sts 
if they agree or disagree. 

21st Century skills

21st Century skills

7  GET CREATIVE
Put sts into pairs or groups to design and plan their 
underground city. Read through the instructions 
with the class first. You could brainstorm a few 
ideas for each category of information with the 
class first, to help give sts ideas. Encourage sts 
to use their imaginations and make their city as 
interesting and fun as possible. Monitor and help 
while sts are working. Ask pairs or groups in turn to 
present their designs to the class. Encourage other 
sts to ask questions about each design, then end 
with a class vote to choose the best one.

Culture video

This lesson features an optional culture video about 
Jon, who makes animated films about London. You 
can watch this in class if you have time and access 
to video, or you can ask sts to download it from the 
Richmond Learning Platform to watch at home. See 
Jon: Animating the city on TG pages 302 and 312.

FAST FINISHER
Sts time themselves and write down as many words for 
things in the natural world as they can in 30 seconds. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs and do the same task.
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E Exam: Unit 5 SB p.122W Writing summary WB p.88 LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131

For and against
WRITING A balanced essay

I can write a balanced essay and make points for 
and against an argument.

3 Look at the Useful language box. Add one more
word or phrase to each category.

Useful language
Expressing contrast
Nevertheless, …
On the one/other hand, …
Despite the fact that …
In spite of …
Even though …

Giving your opinion
All in all, I feel …
In my view, …

Adding ideas
What’s more, …
In addition (to this), …

4 Read the Look! box. Find examples in the essay.

although / even though vs 
in spite of / despite

We use although / even though before a subject
and a verb.
Even though it brightens up the city, it also
attracts crime.
We use in spite of / despite before a noun, pronoun,
or the -ing form.
Despite being amateurs, some street artists are
very talented.
We use in spite of the fact that / t despite the fact that 
before a subject and a verb.
In spite of the fact that many councils dislike t
graffiti, it can benefit local businesses.

Look!

5 Write an essay with the title ‘Cars should be 
banned in city centres. Discuss.’ Follow the steps
in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ Think of points for aThink of point ainstnst.nd aga
❯ on?What own opinionWhat is your o

WrittWrite
❯ ideas into paragraphs.Organize your i

Paragraph 1: ummarize the issue.Su
Paragraph 2: Make two pointsMa for.
Paragraph 3: ake two pointsMak against.
Paragraph 4: in your own opinion.Explain you

❯ Use phrasases from the nguageUseful langu box.

efleccReflect
❯ Check your grammmmar and spelling.mmmar and
❯ Check your use se of p shhrases to et contrast,xpress 

give your op ideas.give your opinions and ad add id

1 Look at the photos. Do you think graffiti improves
a city or makes it worse? Why?

2 Read the essay. In which paragraph (1–4) 
does Eva …
a make points for the argument?
b summarize the argument?
c give her own opinion on the argument?
d make points against the argument?

1

2

3

4

‘Graffiti enhances the appearance 
of our cities. Discuss’.
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UNIT 5

For and against
WRITING A balanced essay

Sts read an essay discussing whether graffiti improves 
a city or makes it worse. They learn some words and 
phrases for expressing contrast, giving your opinion 
and adding ideas and learn about although, even though, 
in spite of and despite. They then follow the steps in the 
Writing plan to write their own balanced essay.

Writing
A balanced essay

Useful language
Expressing contrast (Nevertheless, … On the one/other 
hand, … Despite the fact that … In spite of … Even though …); 
Giving your opinion (All in all, I feel … In my view, …); Adding 
ideas (What’s more, … In addition (to this), …)

Look!
although / even though vs in spite of / despite

WARMER
Tell sts an improvement you would like to see in your 
city, e.g. There aren’t enough green spaces in my city. I think 
parks and green spaces improve a city. Ask: What do you 
think could improve your city? Elicit ideas from individual 
sts. Prompt them with more questions if necessary, e.g. 
What about transport? What about pollution? What about 
crime? What about amenities? Encourage as many sts as 
possible to join in and express their opinions.

1 Read out the question and teach the meaning of graffiti 
if necessary. Put sts into pairs to discuss the question, 
then discuss it briefly with the class. Encourage sts to 
give reasons for their opinions.

2 Ask sts to read the essay. They could then work in pairs 
to answer the questions. Check answers and point 
out that this is a balanced essay because it presents 
points both for and against the argument, and does 
not express the writer’s own opinion until the final 
paragraph.

Answers
a paragraph 2
b paragraph 1

c paragraph 4
d paragraph 3

3 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss how to 
say these words and phrases in their first language. Point 
out that they are all connectors, because they connect 
ideas together in a text. Point out that we often use On the 
one hand, … at the beginning of one paragraph, and On the 
other hand, … at the beginning of the next paragraph, to 
present a contrasting point of view. Sts could then work 
in pairs to add one more word or phrase to each category, 
either from the essay or words and phrases they already 
know. For feedback, write the three categories on the 
board and elicit words and phrases to add to each one.

Suggested answers
Expressing contrast: although … However, … but …
Giving your opinion: In my opinion, … I think …
Adding ideas: and … also … as well (as) ... Moreover, …

4 Read the Look! box with sts. Sts find examples of the 
words and phrases in the essay.

Answers
Although many people believe it is vandalism, … despite 
the fact that most people do not regard graffiti as art …
Even though some people create very artistic graffiti, …
In spite of being amateurs, …

5 Sts write a balanced essay following the steps in the 
Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts could work in pairs to think of two points 
for the argument and two against, then decide 
on their own opinion. Alternatively, you could 
brainstorm points for and against the argument 
with the class and make notes on the board. Sts 
can then refer to the notes to help them decide on 
their opinion.

Write
Explain that sts should organize their essay into 
paragraphs and follow the paragraph plan. Refer 
back to the essay in Exercise 2 and point out that 
it follows the plan that is detailed here. Sts write 
their essay using the essay in Exercise 2 as a 
model. Encourage them to use words and phrases 
from the Useful Language box and also although, 
even though, in spite of and despite. 

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. They 
swap essays with a partner and give feedback on 
the use of phrases to express contrast, give your 
opinions and add ideas. Remind sts to be positive 
and encouraging when they give feedback, and 
always find aspects to praise. 

W Writing practice: WB p.46
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.88

E Exam: Unit 5 SB p.122

LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.131
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Vocabulary: Accident 
and emergency; Nature

Grammar: Modals of deduction; 
Third conditional; Regrets and wishes

Speaking: Making an
emergency phone call

Writing: An 
informal email

VOCABULARY Accident and emergency
I can talk about accidents and emergency situations.

LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132

Yellowstone Park

Q.1
What causes the most emergencies in the park?
a the weather – accidents often happen when it’s very hot,

very cold or stormy.

b dangerous animals – some visitors have been injured in

bear, wolf and bison attacks.

c road accidents – drivers may crash into a fallen tree or run

over an animal.

Q.2 Q.3
What kind of colours should
you wear if you don’t want to 
be bitten by mosquitoes?
a bright

b light

c dark

At a picnic site, you
burn yourself on a hot
camping stove. What
should you treat the 
injury with?
a water

b ice

c oil

Q.4
Your friend trips over and hits his/her head on a rocky path.
Head injuries can be serious! What should you do if he/she
loses consciousness?
a Check for injuries. Is his/her head bleeding?

b Check whether he/she’s breathing normally.

c Call the emergency services on 911.

Q.5
What should you do if you come across wolves on the path?
a Run away immediately – you’re in great danger!
b Call 911, then stay where you are until you can be rescued.
c Walk slowly backwards, looking directly at the wolves.

> visititotor safafefetetyty quiz <

1 Read the Fun Fact. Why can visiting Yellowstone 
National Park be dangerous? Would you like to go
there? Why/Why not?

2 Do the quiz in pairs. 

3  6.1 Match the words below from the quiz with 
the definitions. Listen and check.

bite bleed breathe crash into hit
injure lose conciousness rescue run over
take precautions treat trip over

1 do something to protect someone from danger
2 when an insect makes a small hole in your skin
3 touch someone/something with force
4 lose blood
5 use a remedy on someone
6 move air in and out of your lungs
7 suddenly appear to go to sleep (after an injury)
8 hurt
9 hit and drive over someone/something
10 lose your balance or fall (after hitting your foot 

on something)
11 hit an obstacle or another vehicle
12 save someone (from a dangerous situation)

4 Work in pairs or small groups. Choose a national 
park or other wild location from your country.
What five safety tips would you give visitors?

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write safety tips for the following situations: climbing a 
mountain, swimming in the sea, exploring the jungle.

Yellowstone, USA, the world’s 
first national park, is beautiful 
but dangerous. As well as 
grizzly bears and wolves, the 
park sits on a supervolcano 
and contains 10,000 
geothermal features (water 
in the famous ‘Old Faithful’ 
geyser can reach 100oC!). 

FUN

Follow official park advice at all times and take sensible precautions, 
like staying away from dangerous animals and carrying a first aid kit.

59
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UNIT 6 OVERVIEW: Unit 6 is all about danger and risk. Sts read an article about the danger 
of getting distracted by your phone. They read a website advertising day trips from Cape Town 
and listen to someone talking about their experiences on the trips. They learn vocabulary 
for accident and emergency, and nature. They then read an article about the British nurse Florence 
Nightingale. Finally, they read an informal email with travel advice and write their own informal email giving 
advice and making suggestions. They also watch a vlog about working as a hospital volunteer and a culture video 
about police officers at work .

VOCABULARY Accident and emergency
Sts learn 12 words and phrases related to accidents and 
emergencies. They learn these in context by reading them 
in a safety quiz and matching them to meanings, then sts 
practise using them by writing some safety tips.

Vocabulary
Accident and emergency (bite, bleed, breathe, crash 
into, hit, injure, lose consciousness, rescue, run over, take 
precautions, treat, trip over)

Vlog
Chelsie: What working in a hospital is like

WARMER
Say: Imagine you are going to the beach for a day with your 
family. What activities will you do? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. 
swim in the sea, play football on the beach, sunbathe. 
Ask: What dangers do you think there might be? Elicit a 
few ideas, e.g. you might swim too far from the shore, 
you might fall while you are playing on the beach, you 
might get sunburnt. Ask: Do you think about dangers 
before you do something? Do you think you should? Why?

1 Fun fact Put sts into pairs to read the fun fact and 
discuss the questions. Discuss their ideas as a class, 
and check they understand grizzly bears, wolves, volcano, 
supervolcano and geyser. Sts might also be interested to 
know that Yellowstone National Park was created in 
1872 and is the oldest National Park in the USA.

Answers
There are bears and wolves, it is on a supervolcano 
and has natural hot water geysers which can be 
extremely hot.

2 Check that sts understand emergency and injury. Put sts 
into pairs to do the quiz. Check answers with the class 
and see which pair got the most answers right.

Answers
1 c   2 b   3 a   4 c   5 c

3  6.1 Ask sts to match the words from the quiz with 
the definitions. Encourage them to find the words in 
the quiz and read them in context to try to work out the 
meanings first, then choose the definition which best 
matches each one. Play the audio for sts to listen and 
check their answers. Check answers with the class.  

Answers
1 take precautions
2 bite
3 hit
4 bleed
5 treat
6 breathe

7 lose consciousness
8 injure
9 run over
10 trip over
11 crash into
12 rescue

4 As a class, brainstorm some national parks and other 
wild areas in the sts’ own country. Elicit what sts know 
about each one, and elicit a few ideas about what dangers 
there might be in each one. Sts then work in pairs to 
choose one and write five safety tips for it. Encourage 
them to use words from Exercise 3 in their tips. Ask pairs 
in turn to read their tips to the class. You could discuss 
with the class which tips are the most useful and why.

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
vlogger talks about what working in a hospital is 
like. You can watch this in class if you have time and 
access to video, or you can ask sts to download it 
from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG pages 294 and 308.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by writing safety tips for the different situations. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs and choose one of the 
situations to write some safety tips for.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.48
Sts will find more practice of accident and emergency 
vocabulary here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132

Taking risks
r6

Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Accident and 
emergency; 
Nature and 
the outdoors

Modals of deduction; 
Third conditional; 
Regrets and wishes; 
Other uses of I wish
and If only

I wish and If 
only

Using connectors 
to understand text 
organization

Listening for 
detail

Making an 
emergency 
phone call

An informal 
email
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Be careful!
READING

I can use connectors to understand text organization.

1 Look at the picture. What is happening? Why might 
this be a bad idea?

2 Read the article, ignoring the gaps. Answer the 
questions in pairs.
1 What is ‘distracted walking’?
2 In which two ways can you injure yourself 

getting pizza?
3 What is the writer’s main message?

3 Match sentences a–e with gaps 1–5. Use the
connectors in bold to help you.
a (In the same year, there were similar numbers of r

sky-diving accidents!)
b However, in busy cities, being distracted can haver

tragic consequences.
c And perhaps also when eating pizza!
d That’s because the tunes distract you from the 

sights and sounds around you.
e For example, we stream films while we’re 

eating dinner.

4  6.2 Read and listen to the article to check your 
answers to Exercise 3.

5 Word Power get has many uses. Copy andt
complete the table with the infinitive form of the
phrases in bold in the text. 

use of get example
+ noun phrase, meaning ‘obtain’ 1…
+ adjective, meaning ‘become’ 2…
+ past participle, with passive 
meaning

3…

in phrasal verbs 4… = ‘communicate’
in expressions 5… = ‘throw away’

6 THINK CRITICALLY Work in pairs. Should
it be illegal for cyclists and pedestrians to use
headphones? Think of some arguments for and r
against and then give your own opinion.t

[a/w 060a photo: teenager(s) 
checking phone when crossing the 
road. E.g. Getty 944237700]

>> The Art off LLivingg magazzine • Issue 9117 <<<

Today most of us take our phones everywhere, and we’re
constantly multitasking. 1… We check messages while we’re 
studying – and then we get stressed because it takes us
twice as long! You might even be multitasking right now!
But are there times when getting distracted by technology
could be dangerous?

We’ve all laughed at videos of phone users who walk into walls 
or doors while they’re looking at their screens. They must
feel pretty stupid afterwards. 2… In the USA, the number of 
pedestrians killed in traffic accidents has increased by 41% since
2008. Many of these people were using a phone when a vehicle
ran them over. Could ‘distracted walking’ have caused their
deaths? If they’d paid more attention to their surroundings, they
might have been more aware of the traffic.

Even listening to music can be dangerous for road users. 3… In
2010, a cyclist in Melbourne, Australia, got injured when he
cycled in front of a tram. He can’t have noticed the tram – even
though it was huge and noisy! The police said that if the cyclist 
hadn’t been listening to music, the accident wouldn’t have

happened. In some countries, it’s now illegal to wear headphones
or use a phone when you’re cycling.

Distractions can be dangerous in other everyday situations, too.
You might not think you’re in much danger of being injured
when you get pizza. Yet, if you don’t concentrate, it could be as
risky as doing an extreme sport! In 2017, hospitals treated 2,300
Americans for pizza-related injuries. 4… Some people burned 
their mouths badly when they ate pizza before it had cooled; 
others tripped over things while they were getting a takeaway. 
If these people had taken just a few basic precautions, they 
would have been fine. I wonder how many of them were also 
using technology at the same time?

This is not an anti-technology rant, and I’m not saying we need 
to get rid of our phones. Modern technology is amazing, andf
I’m not sure how I’d cope without it. I just want to get the 
message across that you shouldn’t risk losing your life just in 
order to stay connected!

Maybe there are times when we need to put our phones down, 
and keep our heads up. Especially when we’re using roads. 5…

60
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UNIT 6

Be careful!
READING

Sts read an article about the danger of getting distracted 
by your phone and not concentrating on what you are 
doing. They focus on using connectors to understand text 
organization. They see examples of modals of deduction 
and the third conditional in context, and discuss their 
own opinions about whether it should be illegal to use 
headphones in some situations.

Reading text
An article about the danger of getting distracted by your 
phone and not concentrating on what you are doing

Reading skill
Using connectors to understand text organization

WARMER
Ask: When you do use your phone? Give a few examples, 
e.g. at home, on the bus, in bed, at meal times? Put sts into 
pairs and ask them to make a list of all the different 
times and places they use their phones. Elicit ideas from 
students in turn and build up a list on the board. Point 
to the list and ask: Do you think it might be dangerous to 
use your phone in any of these situations? Why? 

1 Read out the questions and discuss with the class why it 
might be a bad idea to use your phone in this situation. 

Suggested answer
You might not pay attention to the traffic.

2 Pre-teach the words distract, distracted and distracting. 
Ask sts to read the article quickly. Tell them to ignore 
the gaps for now. Put sts into pairs to answer the 
questions. Discuss the answers with the class.

Answers
1 It is walking without paying attention to what is 

happening around you.
2 You can eat the pizza while it is too hot and burn 

your mouth, or you can fall over while you are 
buying a takeaway pizza.

3 You shouldn’t look at your phone while you are 
doing something else.

3 Using connectors to understand text organization
Read out the five sentences a–e. Point out that the bold 
connectors and time expressions link back to an idea 
that has already been expressed. Read out the sentence 
before the first gap in the text. Ask sts to read sentences 

a–e again and decide which one follows on (e). Elicit 
that the connector for example links back to the idea that 
we are constantly multi-tasking. Sentence e gives an 
example of this. Ask sts to read the sentence after the 
gap and check that sentence e makes sense with that 
too. Sts then look at the remaining gaps and choose the 
correct sentences to complete them.  

4  6.2 Play the audio for sts to listen and check their 
answers. Go through the answers with the class, 
eliciting or explaining how each connector or time 
expression links back to an idea before the gap.

Answers
1 e
2 b
3 d
4 a
5 c

5 Word Power Ask sts to copy the table into their 
notebooks. They then find the uses of get in bold 
in the article and add them to the table. Weaker sts 
could work in pairs for this. Check answers, and check 
understanding of the uses of get.

Answers
1 getting a takeaway
2 get stressed
3 got injured
4 get across
5 get rid of

6 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the question, then write the headings for 
and against on the board. Elicit a few ideas to add 
under each heading, e.g. for: if you’re listening to 
music, you aren’t paying attention to what is around 
you, you might get hurt; against: most people can 
still look where they are going if they are wearing 
headphones. Put sts into pairs to brainstorm more 
ideas, then decide on their opinions. Ask pairs 
in turn to tell the class their opinions and their 
reasons. You could end with a class vote to find out 
if most sts think it should be illegal or not.

21st Century skills

R Reading practice: WB p.49
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules with
present, past, infinitive and past participle.

Modals of deduction

Present

She speaks French, so she may be Belgian.

The lights are on. He must be home.

Sally can’t be in bed yet – it’s only eight o’clock!

Past

Joe still hasn’t arrived. He might have missed the bus.

I can’t find my phone. I must have left it at home.

Sara looks disappointed. She can’t have passed her 
driving test.

Rules

We use may, yy might, tt could, d must andt can’t +t 1… to make
deductions about the 2… .
We use may, yy might, t could, d must andt can’t +t have + 3… to
make deductions about the 4… .

Continuous form of present deductions 
We use may,yy might, tt could,d must andt can’t +t be +
-ing to speculate about something that is (not)
happening at this moment.
It might be snowing at the moment in Scotland.
He can’t hear me. He must be listening to music on 
his headphones.
He can’t be doing homework – I can hear the TV.

Look!

2 Complete the sentences with present or past
modals of deduction and the correct form of the 
verb in brackets. 
1 ‘My uncle competes in triathlons.’ ‘Wow! He … (be) 

very fit!’
2 He looks really happy. His football team … (win) the 

match last night.
3 Look – they’re wearing scarves and gloves. It … 

(be) cold in New York today.
4 Tom … (not talk) to Anna on the phone – she’s 

having a shower upstairs at the moment.
5 Sam didn't eat any of the fish. He … (be) allergic to 

fish. Or maybe he prefers meat. 
6 David only started his homework five minutes ago.

He … (not finish) yet.
7 You … (not feel) tired already – we’ve only been

running for five minutes!

Third conditional
3 Read the grammar box and choose the correct

answers to complete the rules.

Third conditional

Situation Result

If they had taken just a 
few basic precautions,

they would have been
fine.

If the cyclist hadn’t been 
listening to music,

the accident wouldn’t 
have happened.

If they’d paid more 
attention,

they might have been
more aware of the traffic.

Rules

We use the third conditional to talk about imaginary 
situations and their results in the 1present / t past.
We use if + f 2past simple / past perfect for the situation t
and would have + past participle for the result.
We can also use the past perfect continuous in the
situation clause.
We can use might have or could have instead of would 
have in the result clause.

4 Complete the third conditional sentences with the 
correct form of the verbs in brackets.

GRAMMAR Modals of deduction
I can make deductions about the present and the past and 

imagine an alternative past.

LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132

 FAST FINISHER
Choose a situation from this week. Imagine it had been 
different. What would the results have been?

On Monday, I didn’t finish playying my favourite 
computer game until after midnnight .

If I hadn’t gone (not go) to bedd so late on Monday e
night, I 1… (not feel) so sleepy yyesterday morning.
If I 2… (not be) so tired yesterdaay morning, 
I 3… (wake up) when I heard ththe alarm.

I 4… (not miss) the 8.15 bus to sschool if I 
5… (get up) on time. If I 6… (not miss) my bus, 
I 7… (not arrive) an hour late foor school.

My teacher 8… (not phone) myy mum 
if I 9… (get) to school on time. Iff my 
teacher 10… (not call) my mumm, 
she 11… (not confiscate) my
games console!

This is why I’m not playing

computer games at 

the moment: 

6

61
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UNIT 6

GRAMMAR Modals of deduction

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called It must be taking 
photographs!, including the form and use of modals of 
deduction and the third conditional. You can watch 
this in class if you have time and access to a computer 
or tablet, or you can ask sts to download it from the 
Richmond Learning Platform to watch at home. See TG 
page 316 for animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Ask 
sts to copy and complete the rules. They could work in 
pairs for this. Check answers. 

Answers
1 infinitive
2 present

3 past participle
4 past

Focus on the examples again. Point out that may, might,
could + be all have a similar meaning of uncertainty: That 
might be Joe = it’s possible. Point out also that must and 
can’t both express certainty: That must be Joe = I’m sure 
it’s Joe; That can’t be Joe = I’m sure it isn’t Joe. Point out 
that the meanings of the modals are similar in the past 
forms: They may/might/could have been late = maybe they 
were; They must have been late = I’m sure they were late; 
They can’t have been late = I’m sure they weren’t late.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: He might be a policeman 
– present or past? (present). Am I certain or uncertain? 
(uncertain). Their car must be new – present or past? 
(present.) Certain or uncertain? (certain). What if I’m 
certain their car isn’t new? (Their car can’t be new). She 
must have forgotten her purse – present or past? (past). 
Certain or uncertain? (certain.) What if I’m not certain? 
(She may/might/could have forgotten her purse).

Read the Look! box with the class. Say a few sentences 
using continuous tenses and elicit the present 
deductions, e.g. I’m sure she’s working. She … (must be 
working). It’s possible that it’s raining. It … (may/might/
could be raining).

2 Ask sts to read the sentences and write the correct 
present and past modals in their notebooks. Weaker 
sts could work in pairs for this. Check answers with the 
class, referring back to the grammar box as necessary.

Answers
1 must be
2 must have won
3 must be
4 can’t be talking
5 may/might/could be
6 can’t have finished
7 can’t be feeling

Third conditional
3 Read the example sentences in the grammar box, 

then read out the rules and elicit the correct words to 
complete them. Elicit which examples use the past 
perfect, and which use the past perfect continuous.

Answers
1 past
2 past perfect  

Point out to sts that, as with other conditionals, either 
clause can come first in the third conditional, e.g. If he 
had looked where he was going, he wouldn’t have fallen. 
/ He wouldn’t have fallen if he had looked where he was 
going. Point out that when the if clause comes first, we 
use a comma between the two clauses.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: If you had asked me, I would 
have helped – am I talking about the present or past? 
(past). A real situation or an imaginary one? (imaginary 
– you didn’t ask me, so I didn’t help). If he had paid 
attention, he wouldn’t have had an accident – Did he 
pay attention? (no). Did he have an accident? (yes). She 
missed the bus, so she was late. If she … (hadn’t missed 
the bus, she wouldn’t have been late).

4 Read out the title of the text and the introductory 
sentence. Teach the word confiscate. Ask sts to write the 
third conditional sentences in their notebooks. Check 
answers with the class, referring back to the grammar 
box if necessary to explain the answers.

Answers
1 wouldn’t have felt
2 hadn’t been
3 would have woken up
4 wouldn’t have missed
5 had got up
6 hadn’t missed
7 wouldn’t have arrived
8 wouldn’t have phoned
9 had got
10 hadn’t called
11 wouldn’t have confiscated

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing third conditional sentences about their own 
experiences this week. Weaker sts could work in pairs. 
They could use the sentence beginnings in Exercise 4 
and write their own endings.

G Grammar practice: WB p.50
Sts will find more practice of modals of deduction 
and the third conditional here. Set these exercises 
for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132
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Go wild?
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Nature and the outdoors

I can listen for detail.

1 Read the website advertising day trips from 
Cape Town. Which activity would you like to try?

4  6.4 Martha went on each of the four day trips on
the website in Exercise 1. In what order did she go
on them?
a Shark-diving
b Table Mountain

c Quad-biking
d Safari Adventure

5  6.4 Listen again. Which four things happened
to Martha on holiday?
1 She got sunburned.
2 She walked to the top of Table Mountain.
3 She went quad-biking in the sand dunes.
4 She swam under a waterfall.
5 She took a photo of a baby giraffe.
6 She stayed the night at the nature reserve.
7 She had a minor accident on a boat.
8 She saw sharks in the ocean.

6 FIND OUT Near Cape Town you can also visit 
Robben Island. What is the name of the Nobel
prize-winner who spent 18 years in prison there?

CA
PE

TOWN

A D V E N TU
R

E

SHARK-DIVING
False Bay is a pretty, 
horseshoe-shaped bay, 
popular with tourists – and
sharks! View them close-up
while scuba-diving in a
cage! Back on the shore,
enjoy the amazing beach.

TABLE MOUNTAIN
Enjoy spectacular views
from the summit of Table
Mountain, the most famous 
peak in the whole Capek

Fold mountain range. Hike 
up walking trails to the top, 
or take the cable car!

QUAD-BIKING
Take a guided quad-bike 
ride along a trail into the 
mountains, past still lakes
and rushing streams. 
Then take a break to swim 
in a natural pool under a
cascading waterfall. 

SAFARI ADVENTURE
Go on safari in South Africa’s
‘bush’. In one of the locally
managed nature reserves

you can explore the natural
habitats of the lions,
elephants and rhinos who
live there. 

HOME       ABOUT       PACKAGES       DAY TRIPS       REVIEWS       BOOK

Cape Town is the perfect destination for thrill-seekers who
also like to admire the scenery. Stunning natural features
include spectacular coastlines, green, rolling hills and 

some of the most beautiful wild landscapes in the world!

62 LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132

2  6.3 Complete the sentences with the correct
form of the nouns in bold on the website. Listen
and check.
1 The Andes is a … of mountains in South America

that runs from Venezuela to Chile.
2 The largest … in the world is on the Iguazu River 

between Brazil and Argentina.
3 A … is a small, narrow river.
4 The highest point of a mountain is called the … or

the … .
5 We walked along the sea … from one side of the

… to the other.
6 The Amazon rainforest is the most famous … in

Brazil.
7 Let’s go for a drive by the lake so we can admire

the spectacular … .
8 The … in this part of Canada consists of mountains,

forests and lakes.
9 There’s a … in Florida called the Everglades where 

you can see alligators in their natural … .

3 Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 What’s the scenery like near your town or city?
2 What are the most interesting natural features?

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 51
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UNIT 6

Go wild?
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
Nature and the outdoors

Sts read a website advertising day trips from Cape Town 
and listen to someone talking about their experiences on 
the trips. They practise listening for detail.

Vocabulary
Nature and the outdoors (bay, habitat, landscape, natural 
feature, nature reserve, peak, range, scenery, shore, 
stream, summit, waterfall) 

Listening text
A conversation about a day trip on holiday

Listening skill
Listening for details

WARMER
Ask: What do you enjoy doing on holiday? Elicit a few 
ideas from individual sts, e.g. going to the beach, going 
on bike rides. Then ask: What new experiences can you try 
on holiday? Give an example if necessary of something 
you have tried on holiday, e.g. I once tried parasailing at 
the beach. Ask sts to share with the class any unusual or 
exciting activities they have tried on holiday.

1 Put sts into pairs to read the website and discuss which 
activity they would like to try and why. Discuss their 
ideas as a class. Find out which activity is the most 
popular and why.

2  6.3 Point out words in bold on the website. Ask 
sts in pairs to read the words again in context and try 
to work out the meanings. Read out the first sentence 
of Exercise 2 and elicit the correct word to complete it. 
Sts then read the sentences and complete them with 
the correct words. Play the audio for sts to listen and 
check their answers. See Answers for audio script. 
Go through the answers with the class and check 
that sts understand all the words. You could model 
pronunciation of difficult words, e.g. scenery. 

Answers
1 range  
2 waterfall  
3 stream  
4 summit, peak  
5 shore, bay  
6 natural feature  
7 scenery  
8 landscape  
9 nature reserve, habitat

3 Sts discuss the questions in pairs. Discuss their ideas 
as a class. Ask more questions if necessary, to prompt 
them to use more of the new vocabulary, e.g. Are there 
any waterfalls near here? Where can you see animals in 
their natural habitat? Do you know any nature reserves in 
your country?

4  6.4 Explain to sts that they are going to listen to 
someone talking about their experience of going on 
the day trips in Exercise 1. Read out the question, then 
play the audio for sts to listen and note down the order 
in which Martha went on the day trips. See TG page 279 
for audio script. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check answers, playing the audio again if 
necessary, and pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 b   2 c   3 d   4 a

5  6.4 Listening for details Read out the task, then 
allow sts time to read through all the possible answers. 
Check they understand them all. Point out that in order 
to decide which things happened to Martha, sts must 
listen very carefully, to hear the details. For example, 
tell sts that Martha might mention that someone else 
got sunburned, or that she didn’t quite get to the top of 
Table Mountain. Play the audio again for sts to listen 
and choose the four things that happened to Martha. 
Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then check 
answers with the class, playing the audio again and 
pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
4, 5, 7 and 8.

21st Century skills

6  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. 
Encourage sts to find out as much as they can 
about Robben Island and the famous person who 
spent time in prison there. Sts can report back on 
their findings in the next lesson. The answer to the 
question is: Nelson Mandela.

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.51
Sts will find more practice for listening, and practice 
of vocabulary for nature and the outdoors here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132
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Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules with
past participle, past perfect ort past.

Regrets and wishes

should(n’t) have

I should have walked up. (But I didn’t.)

I shouldn’t have taken the photo. (But I did.)

I wish / If only

I wish I hadn’t been so impatient. (But I was.)

If only we’d had more time! (But we didn’t.)

Rules

We use should(n’t) have, I wish or If only to express y
a regret about the 1… .
Should(n’t) have is followed by the 2… .
I wish and If only are followed by they 3… .

2 Express past regrets with should have or shouldn’t 
have and the words in the box.

check / the map   eat / so much ice cream   
pack / so many clothes  set off / earlier  
sunbathe / all day  use / insect repellent

holiday problems regrets
My bag is so heavy! ➝  I shouldn’t have packed 

so many clothes.

1 I’ve been bitten. ➝ I …
2 He got sunburned. ➝ He …
3 We’re lost. ➝ We …
4 I feel sick. ➝ I …
5 She missed the train. ➝ She …

3 Complete the rewritten sentences. 
I didn’t enjoy staying in that awful hotel!
If only I hadn’t stayed in that awful hotel!

1 It’s a shame you didn’t come with us. I wish you …
2 We should have booked our flights earlier.

If only we …
3 I regret not going surfing. I wish I …
4 I spent so much money on souvenirs and regret it. 

If only I …
5 It rained every day of our holiday. I wish it …
6 It’s a pity we couldn’t stay longer. If only we …

4 What regrets do you have about the things below?
In pairs, discuss.
1 your last holiday
2 something you said to a friend
3 something you didn't say to a relative
4 something you bought
5 something you didn't buy

Other uses of I wish and If only
5 Read the grammar box and choose the correct

answers to complete the rules.

Other uses of I wish and If only

I wish I lived near the sea. (But I don’t.)

I wish the sun was shining today. (But it isn’t.)

If only I was / were still there! (But I’m not.)

I wish / If only it would stop raining. (It’s so 
annoying.)

I wish / If only you would drive more slowly. 
(It’s dangerous.)

Rules

We can use I wish and If only + the 1present /t past simple t
or continuous to express a wish for the present or future.
We can use I wish and If only + y 2will / l would to talk d
about something we would like to change, especially 
something which annoys or worries us.

6 Choose the correct answers.
1 If only the summer holidays are / were longer.
2 I wish you’d stop / you stop complaining about

everything!
3 If only I’d been / I were on holiday right now.
4 I wish we didn’t /t wouldn’t have to leave tomorrow.t
5 If only she wouldn’t talk / k won’t talk all the time!k
6 I wish you were / you’d be here with me now.

7 PRONUNCIATION I wish and If only

 6.5 Listen and repeat. Notice the sentence
stress on wish and only.yy
1 I wish I were a better surfer.
2 If only it would snow!
3 I wish we didn’t have Maths today.
4 If only you’d told me it was your birthday!

8 Write two examples for 1–4, using I wish or If only.yy
Tell your partner about your wishes. How many of
your wishes were the same as your partner’s?
1 two things you wish you didn’t have to do today.
  I wish I didn’t have to study today. Then I could go 

to the beach instead!

2 two things you wish were different about your life 
right now.

3 two things you wish you had (or hadn’t) done
yesterday or last week.

4 two annoying things you wish other people would 
stop doing.

 FAST FINISHER
Write six sentences about things you’d like to change 
about the past or the present. Use all of the different 
verb patterns on this page.

GRAMMAR Regrets and wishes
I can express regrets and wishes.

6

63LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132
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UNIT 6

GRAMMAR Regrets and wishes

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called I shouldn’t have been so 
impatient!, including regrets and wishes and I wish and 
if only. You can watch this in class if you have time and 
access to video, or you can ask sts to download it from 
the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at home. See 
TG page 316 for the animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples with the class. Sts read 
the rules and complete them with the correct words. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs. Check answers.

Answers
1 past
2 past participle
3 past perfect

Explain that I wish and If only have a similar meaning, 
but If only expresses a stronger regret. Point out that 
with I wish and if only we use the past perfect, e.g. I wish 
I had taken my phone. NOT I wish I took my phone.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I should have taken some 
money – Did I take money? (no). Do I regret it? (yes). I 
ate all the cake and I regret it. I shouldn’t … (have eaten 
all the cake). We didn’t go quad-biking. If only we went 
quad-biking – correct?  (no – if only we had gone
quad-biking).

2 Read out the task and the example answer. Sts then 
write the sentences. Weaker sts could work in pairs for 
this. Check answers, referring back to the grammar box 
if necessary to explain them.

Answers
1 I should have used insect repellent.
2 He shouldn’t have sunbathed all day.
3 We should have checked the map.
4 I shouldn’t have eaten so much ice cream.
5 She should have set off earlier.

3 Sts complete the rewritten sentences using I wish or If 
only. Weaker sts could work in pairs. Check answers. 

Answers
1 had come with us.
2 had booked our flights earlier.
3 had gone surfing.
4 hadn’t spent so much money on souvenirs.
5 hadn’t rained every day of our holiday.
6 could have stayed longer.

4 Allow sts time to prepare their ideas individually, then 
put them into pairs to discuss their regrets. Ask some 
sts to tell the class about their regrets.

Other uses of I wish and If only
5 Read the example sentences in the grammar box, 

then read out the rules and elicit the correct words to 
complete them. 

Answers
1 past
2 would

Point out to sts that when we talk about regrets about 
the present, we use the past simple or past continuous, 
e.g. It’s raining – I wish it wasn’t raining. NOT I wish it 
isn’t raining. Point out that we use I wish I was or I wish I 
were, e.g. I wish I were taller.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I wish I had a car – a present 
wish or a past one? (present). I wish Jack would stop 
talking! – what do I want? (I want Jack to stop talking). Is 
he annoying me? (yes).

6 Sts read the sentences and choose the correct answers 
to complete them. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class.

Answers
1 were
2 you’d stop
3 I were
4 didn't
5 wouldn’t talk
6 you were

7 PRONUNCIATION  6.5
Play the audio once for sts to listen and notice 
the stress on wish and only. Play the audio again, 
pausing for sts to repeat. 

8 Sts write their sentences individually. With weaker 
classes, you could brainstorm one or two examples for 
each situation with the class first. Ask some sts to read 
out some of their sentences. Correct any mistakes. Sts 
then work in pairs and tell their partner about their 
wishes. Ask pairs to tell the class which of their wishes 
were similar.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing six sentences using all the verb patterns on 
the page. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write two 
sentences about the past and two about the present.

G Grammar practice: WB p.52
Sts will find more practice of regrets and wishes 
and other uses of I wish and If only here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132
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1 Look at the information. Where would you find 
signs and notices 1–4? Choose from the places
in the box.

apartment block  k forest   house   
kitchen    mountain   workplace

2 Complete the information 1–4 with sentences a–d.
a Stay indoors until the shaking stops.
b Charge your phone.
c Switch off heat.
d It may also be useful to have a first aid manual or 

instruction booklet.

3  6.6 Listen to the dialogues. Are the sentences 
true (T) or false (F)? Correct the false sentences.
1 If Ruby had checked the chips earlier, the frying

pan wouldn’t have caught fire.
2 Sam’s grandma has experienced earthquakes

before.
3 While Sam and his grandma are talking, the

building starts to move.
4 Mandy felt ill before she came to work this

morning.
5 Harry gives her two painkillers to take.

4 Have you ever been in an emergency situation? 
Tell your partner what happened.

Help!
READING and LISTENING

I can understand safety signs and notices.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

FIRE BLANKET  •  KITCHEN FIRES

• Hold blanket 
by tapes, cover 
burning material 
completely by 
placing centrally 
over fire.

• 2_______________

• Leave covered until 
cool.

• Throw away 
blanket after use.

Stay safeenjoy the mountains!BEFORE YOU SET OFF …
✔ 3_______________________✔ plan your route carefully.✔  take a map and compass.✔ check the weather.

✔ leave details of your route  and expected time of  return with someone.
✔ eat well before you   start and take lots  of snacks.

WHILE YOU ARE HIKING …✔ be prepared to turn back if the weather gets   worse and make sure your group always stays together.✔ if you have an accident or you come across an injured hiker, dial 112.

Don’t panic. If you call the rescue team, stay safe and stay where you are!

Home   *****  Work+ Healthcare.com

+ plasters
+ dressings
+ bandages
+ pins or clips
+

+ tweezers 
+ scissors
+ wipes
+ sticky tape
+ painkillers

In an emergency situation, 

you may have to act 

quickly. It’s important to be 

know what to use.

1

1

2

3
Earthquake 
Safety Tips

Dominion 

Housing 

Group

BEFORE
✪ Choose a safe place.

✪ Get under a table or a desk 

where nothing can fall on you.

✪ Practise drop, cover and hold on!

DURING
✪ Drop, cover and hold on!

✪ 4________________________

✪ Stay away from windows.

AFTER
✪ Check for injuries.

✪ Inspect your home for damage.

✪ Eliminate fire hazards: turn off 

the gas.

✪ Expect aftershocks. If you feel 

one, drop, cover and hold on.

4

KEEP

TALKING!

64
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KEEP
TALKING!

UNIT 6

Help!

3  6.6 Tell sts they will hear three conversations 
about emergency situations. Play the audio once for 
sts to listen to the dialogues. See TG page 280 for audio 
script. Then ask them to read the sentences. Check they 
understand all the vocabulary in the sentences, e.g. 
frying pan, painkillers. Sts decide if the sentences are 
true or false, and correct the false sentences. Allow sts 
to compare their answers in pairs, then play the audio 
again for them to check their answers. Check answers 
with the class, playing the audio again if necessary and 
pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 T  
2 T  
3 F – They discuss an imaginary situation. 
4 F – She felt ill after she got to work. 
5 T

4 Sts work in pairs and discuss their own experiences 
of emergency situations. Be aware that some sts may 
have difficult memories of emergency situations. Tell 
sts that they don’t have to talk about any situations 
they feel uncomfortable about, and be prepared to 
step in and move sts into larger groups if some sts look 
uncomfortable, so some sts can just listen and not 
contribute. For feedback, ask some sts to tell the class 
about some of the situations they discussed.

EXTRA PRACTICE
There is a lot of useful vocabulary on the signs and 
notices. Read through them again as a class and 
check understanding of all the vocabulary in detail. 
Encourage sts to make a note of useful vocabulary in 
their notebooks. You could then ask them in pairs to 
make a safety notice for their classroom. You could 
discuss different emergency situations that might 
happen, e.g. someone falls or there is a fire. They can 
choose a situation for their notice. Ask pairs in turn to 
read their safety notice to the class.

READING and LISTENING
Sts read some signs and safety notices and do 
comprehension exercises to focus on understanding 
them in detail. They then learn how to make an 
emergency phone call. They read and hear a model 
dialogue and personalize the useful language by 
following the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
making an emergency phone call.

WARMER
With books closed, write a range of different activities 
on the board, e.g. cooking, hiking in the mountains, playing 
sport, playing computer games, sailing. Put sts into pairs 
and ask them to think of three dangers for each activity. 
Add their ideas to the board. Then ask: When you try a 
new activity or go to a new place, how can you learn about 
the dangers and what to do if things go wrong? Elicit the 
idea of looking at safety notices. 

1 Sts could work in pairs to decide where you would find 
the signs and notices. Check answers, eliciting the parts 
of each notice which suggest where you would find it.

Suggested Answers
1 workplace
2 kitchen
3 mountain
4 apartment block

2 Point out the gaps in the notices. Ask sts to read the 
notices again and complete them with the missing 
sentences. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then check with the class.

Answers
1 d
2 c
3 b
4 a
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2  6.8 Listen and repeat the Useful language.
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Operator
Which service do you require?
Where are you calling from?
What's happened? / What's the problem?
Has anybody been injured?
Is he conscious and breathing?
A police car / an ambulance / a fire engine is 
on its way.

Caller
My friend has fallen in the sea / hit his head / 
hurt his leg / burned his arm.
There’s been a car crash / an accident / 
a burglary. / The house is on fire.
She’s unconscious.
She's in a lot of pain.
He isn’t breathing.

3 Complete the dialogue with the operator’s 
questions and responses. Then work in pairs 
and practise the dialogue.
Operator: Which service do you require?
Sara: The ambulance service.
Operator: 1…
Sara: 14, Alfred Terrace, AF1 4QT.
Operator: 2…
Sara: There’s been a car crash outside my

house.
Operator: 3…
Sara: Yes, the woman in the car.
Operator: 4…
Sara: Yes, she is, but she’s in a lot of pain.
Operator: 5… Stay calm. Don’t panic.

SPEAKING Making an emergency phone call
I can ask the emergency services for help.

1  6.7 Listen and read. What has happened?

Operator: Hello, which service do you require?
Phil: Mountain Rescue, please.
Operator: Where are you calling from?
Phil: I’m near the top of Mount Snowdon.
Operator: What’s happened?
Phil: My friend tripped over and fell. I think 

she's broken her leg.
Operator: Is she conscious and breathing?
Phil: Yes, she is.
Operator: OK, don’t try to move her. Keep her comfortable

and warm. The Mountain Rescue team are on
their way. Stay calm and don’t panic.

Phil: Thanks.

6
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4 Work in pairs. Prepare a dialogue between a caller 
and an emergency services operator. Follow the steps 
in the Speaking plan.

Speaking plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ Choose your roles aChoose your r cide mergencyde what the emend dec

situation is.
❯ Exercises 1 and 3 to Use the dia ou. 3 to help yougues in Exdialog
❯ r your dialogue.Make notes forr youror

SpeaaSpeak
❯ alogue.PPractise your dia
❯ m the Usese phrases from Useful language box.
❯ ue without notes.Act ouout your dialogue wi
❯ rent eSwap roleoles and choose a different mergency situattion.

efleccReflect
❯ D o the operator?id you clearly exexplain the situation toxpplain th
❯ ns and send theDid the operator ight questiontor ask tk the rig

correct emergcorrect emergency servrvice?
❯ me?How can you improve neext tim

5 COMPARE CULTURES What’s the emergency 
number in your country? Find out the emergency 
numbers in the USA, Canada, the UK and Australia.

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Write five skills or qualities that an emergency operator
should have.

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 53
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UNIT 6

SPEAKING Making an emergency 
phone call 
1  6.7 Ask: Who do you phone if there is an emergency?

Elicit the names of the emergency services, e.g. police, 
fire service, ambulance. Ask: What about if you are in the 
mountains? Elicit or teach the word Mountain Rescue. 
Focus on the picture and ask sts what they think has 
happened. With stronger classes, you could start by 
playing the dialogue with books closed and have sts 
listen for the answer. Then play the audio again for 
them to listen and read to confirm their ideas. With 
weaker classes, play the dialogue for sts to listen and 
read. Check the answer.

Answer
Phil’s friend has broken her leg.

2  6.8 Read through the Useful language box with 
the class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Sts then find the 
phrases in the dialogue in Exercise 1. Check answers.

Answers
Which service do you require?
Where are you calling from?
What’s happened?
My friend has broken her leg.
Is she conscious and breathing?
The Mountain Rescue team are on their way.

3 Ask sts to copy the dialogue into their notebooks, 
completing it with the correct questions and responses. 
Check answers, then put sts into pairs to practise it. 
Before sts practise, you could play audio track 6.8 again 
and ask: How does the operator sound? Calm or worried? 
Elicit that the operator remains very calm, and point out 
to sts that they should do the same when they practise.

Answers
1 Where are you calling from?
2 What’s happened?
3 Has anybody been injured?
4 Is she conscious and breathing?
5 An ambulance is on its way.

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
making an emergency phone call.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work in pairs to choose their roles, and decide 
on the emergency situation. They then make notes 
for their dialogue. 

Speak
Sts can practise with and then without notes, 
using phrases from the Useful language box. 
Monitor and help as necessary. If your sts use 
smartphones in class, they could record and listen 
to their dialogues. When they finish, they could 
choose two more situations and practise their 
dialogues again.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language or speaking faster or more fluently. 
Encourage them to be honest and open about the 
things they did well and the things they can do 
better. Ask them to use their recordings to help 
them think about how they could improve their 
dialogues next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise the topic further. They write 
five skills or qualities an emergency operator should 
have. Weaker sts could do the same task in pairs.

S Speaking practice: WB p.53
Sts will find more practice for making an 
emergency phone call here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 5 SB p.132
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The Lady with the Lamp
I can talk about advances in medicine.I ca  medicine

Florence Nightingale
(1820–1910)

As a child, Florence Nightingale 
loved Maths and Science and she 
had a passion for recording and 
organizing information. This 
was evident from the careful 
and precise tables and lists 
the young Florence drew to 
record her collection of shells 
and coins.

By 1844, Florence had decided 
that she wanted to become a 
nurse. At first, she was unable 
to do so as her parents had strong 
objections to her choice of career. They 
considered nursing inappropriate for a 
young woman of Florence’s class so they refused 
to let her go and train as a nurse. They wanted her to get 
married. Eventually, her father realized that his daughter 
was unlikely to get married so he allowed her to travel to 
Germany to train as a nurse. In 1853, she began working as 
a nurse in a women’s hospital in London.

Later that year, the Crimean War broke out and newspapers 
were full of stories of the inhumane conditions in British 
army hospitals. Florence was chosen to take a team of 
38 nurses to care for soldiers in a military hospital in 
Scutari, Turkey. When she arrived, she was shocked by the 
inadequate conditions there. There weren’t enough beds, 
blankets or basic supplies like soap and bandages and there 
were rats and flies everywhere. Soldiers were dying from 
preventable diseases caused by bad sanitation, rather than 
from the wounds they had suffered in battle.

When Florence realized that there was a direct connection 
between the soldiers’ deaths and these unhygienic 
conditions, her immediate reaction was to do everything 
she could to improve the hygiene in the wards. Her 

team of nurses cleaned the wards 
thoroughly and she insisted that 

all the nurses washed their hands 
before coming into contact 
with the patients to reduce the 
transmission of infections. She 
made sure the patients ate 
well and had clean bandages, 
sheets and clothes and that they 

were treated with dignity and 
respect. At night, she would walk 

through the wards carrying a lamp, 
talking to them and making sure that 

they were comfortable. This led to a 
significant reduction in the death rate at 

the hospital.

When the war ended in 1856, she returned to London a 
national heroine and she persuaded the British government 
to set up a special investigation into the health and 
well-being of soldiers. They discovered that 16,000 of the 
18,000 deaths were not due to injuries sustained in battle 
but were caused by preventable diseases spread by poor 
sanitation. She worked with statisticians to analyse a 
huge amount of complex data. In her report she used an 
innovative ‘rose diagram’ to show how the death rate in the 
army had fallen by 99% in just one year.

Four years after the Crimean War ended, she set up the 
Nightingale Training School for Nurses at St Thomas’ 
Hospital in London. Florence Nightingale is considered to 
be the mother of modern nursing. The foundation of her 
school marked the beginning of nursing as an organized 
profession in Great Britain. She is still celebrated in 
modern times, and in 2020, a number of large-scale 
temporary hospitals built in response to the Covid-19 
pandemic were named after her.

REAL
CULTURE!

66
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CULTURE! The Lady with the Lamp

3  6.9 Allow sts time to read the questions, then play 
the audio for them to read and listen to the text again 
and answer the questions. Check answers, eliciting the 
part of the text which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 They didn’t think it was a suitable job for someone 

of her class.
2 There weren’t enough beds, blankets or other 

basic supplies. There were rats and flies 
everywhere and soldiers were dying from 
preventable diseases due to the poor sanitation.

3 She got her team of nurses to clean the wards, and 
she insisted that nurses should wash their hands. 
She made sure the patients ate well and had clean 
bandages.

4 Far fewer soldiers died.
5 She worked with statisticians to analyse data 

about the death rate in hospitals.
6 She turned nursing into a modern, organized 

profession.

4 Word Power Read out the positive adjectives and 
check that sts understand them all. Then read out the 
example opposite adjective. You could elicit one or two 
more opposite adjectives that sts know with the two 
suffixes, e.g. unhappy, incorrect. Sts then copy the table 
into their notebooks and complete it with the negative 
adjectives. They could work in pairs for this. Allow 
them time to check their answers in the text, then check 
answers with the class and check that sts understand all 
the negative adjectives.

Answers 
1 unable
2 inappropriate
3 unlikely
4 inhumane
5 inadequate
6 unhygienic

Sts learn about the pioneering British nurse, Florence 
Nightingale, and her contribution to medicine. They 
answer comprehension questions, then study some 
opposite adjectives that use the prefixes un- and in-. 
They discuss general questions relating to Florence 
Nightingale and her work, then do their own research on 
another medical advance. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about 
police officers at work: see SB page 67.

WARMER
Ask sts to think about what medical treatments were 
like 100 years ago. Ask: In what ways were they different? 
Sts could work in groups to brainstorm ideas. Bring 
their ideas together into a class discussion. Elicit that 
there were no painkillers or anaesthetics at this time. 
If sts don’t mention antibiotics, introduce this as an 
idea and point out that there were no antibiotics, so if a 
wound became infected, there was no way of treating it. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Crimean War was a conflict that took place from 
1853 to 1856, between Russia and the combined forces 
of the Ottoman Empire (modern Turkey), the UK and 
France. The Crimea is an area in Eastern Europe that 
is currently administered by Russia but is claimed by 
Ukraine.

1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Discuss the 
answers as a class. 

2  6.9 Pre-teach the word sanitation (cleanliness). Play 
the audio for sts to read and listen to the text. They 
could then work in pairs to look at the text again and 
complete the key facts about Florence Nightingale’s life. 
Check answers with the class, eliciting the part of the 
text which confirms each answer.

Answers
1844: She decided she wanted to become a nurse.
1853: She started working as a nurse.
1856: The war ended and she returned home.
1860: She set up the Nightingale Training School for 
Nurses.
1910:  She died.
2020: Temporary hospitals called Nightingale 
Hospitals were built in Britain in response to the 
Covid-19 pandemic.
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5 Discuss the questions with your partner.
1 Why was Florence’s childhood passion useful 

to her after the Crimean War?
2 Imagine you were in hospital and the wards 

and equipment were dirty. How would you feel? 
What could happen?

3 Why is there an important connection between 
statistics and medicine, in your opinion?

6 GET CREATIVE Work in pairs or small groups. 
Research information about one of the following 
medical advances. Use the questions below to help 
you. Then prepare a short presentation to give to
your class.

anaesthetics   CT and MRI scanners    defibrillators 
organ transplants    penicillin   prosthetic limbs   
vaccinations X-rays

• What was the breakthrough?
• Who discovered/invented it?
• When did they make the discovery?
• How did they make it?
• What impact has it had on healthcare?

1 Look at the pictures on page 66. Discuss the 
questions in pairs.
1 What can you see in the pictures?
2 What job do you think the ‘Lady with the Lamp’ 

is doing?
3 Do you think it looks like a difficult job? Why?

2  6.9 Read and listen to the text. Complete 
the timeline with the key facts about Florence
Nightingale’s life.

3  6.9 Read and listen to the text again. Answer 
the questions.
1 Why did Florence Nightingale’s parents not

want her to become a nurse?
2 What were the problems in the army hospital

in Scutari?
3 What did Florence do to deal with the problems

in the hospital?
4 What was the result of her actions?
5 Why did she work with statisticians after she 

returned to London?
6 What impact did Florence Nightingale have on

nursing in Great Britain?

4 Word Power Write the opposite adjectives using
the negative prefixes un- and in-. Check your 
answers in the first column of the text.

Verb Noun

1 able unable

2 appropriate

3 likely

4 humane

5 adequate

6 hygienic

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
What’s the worst illness you have had? How did medicine 
help you get better? Tell your partner.

1844

1853

1856

1860

1910

2020

1820 Florence Nightingale 
was born

6

67
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5 Allow sts time to read the questions and prepare their 
answers individually, then put them into pairs to discuss 
them. Discuss the questions briefly as a class.

21st Century skills

6  GET CREATIVE
Put sts into pairs or small groups and read out the 
task. Read through the list of medical advances 
in the box with the class and make sure sts 
understand them all. Then read out the prompts 
for the presentation, and check that sts understand 
everything. Allow sts to choose what they want 
to research. You might want to check that not too 
many pairs or groups have chosen the same thing 
to research. You might prefer to allocate different 
medical advances to different pairs or groups, to 
ensure a spread across the class. Sts then do their 
research and prepare their presentation. They can 
do the research in class if they have access to the 
internet, or they can do it for homework. Ask pairs 
or groups in turn to give their presentation to the 
class. Encourage other sts to ask questions at the 
end of each presentation, to find out more. When 
all sts have given their presentations, you could 
discuss with the class which advance has made the 
biggest difference to medicine and to people’s lives.

Culture video

This lesson features an optional culture video about 
police officers at work. You can watch this in class if 
you have time and access to video, or you can ask sts 
to download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See Cops on the job on TG pages 303 
and 312.

FAST FINISHER
Sts discuss in pairs the worst illness they have had and 
how medicine helped them get better. Weaker sts can 
do the same task. 
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W Writing summary: WB p.89 L Literature: Units 4–6 SB pp.114–115

R Review: Units 4–6 SB pp.102–103 E Exams: Unit 6 SB p.123

P Project: Units 4–6 SB pp.108–109 LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132

Travel tips
WRITING An informal email

I can write an informal email to give travel advice.

1 Look at the photo of people doing the world’s
highest outdoor tower walk. Would you want to try 
this? Why/Why not? 

2 Read Tom’s email to Adam. Which four activities
does Tom recommend?

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples 
of the expressions in Tom’s email.

Useful language
Do you fancy (going / meeting) …?
If you want/like, we can/could …
If you like/love … , you (absolutely) must …
Another thing you should do is …
You might also want to check out …
Don’t miss …
Do visit / take / try / get … (use Do for emphasis)
Just don’t forget to … (use Just for emphasis)t

4 Read the Look! box.

Informal language

In informal emails we use:
• colloquial expressions and phrasal verbs

How are things? Do you fancy meeting up? 
• informal connectors for writing ‘as we think’

Anyway, …    Oh, and …    By the way, …
• contractions (I’m, it’s)
• exclamation marks (!) and dashes (-)
• short or incomplete sentences

Can’t wait to see you!

Look!

5 Imagine that an English-speaking friend is coming
to your city. Write an email, following the steps in
the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ cal ac your visitor.activities for youThink of three exciting locaThink of three

WrittWrite
❯ ideas into paragraphs.Organize your ideas inour

Paragraph 1: Suggest when to meet and what y S t you
her.could do togeth

Paragraph 2: Make your first recommendation. M
Paragraph 3: ake two more recommendations. Ma

❯ ing and closing expressions.Use se suitable opening 
❯ Use the ee expressions in the Useful languageUsefu  box.

efleccReflect
❯ conditionals,Check your grammmmar: modal forms, cmar: m

regrets and wishehes.s
❯ Check yChe ge.ou hav mal languagu have used in inform

Hi Adam,

Great to hear from you!

I’m so excited you’re coming to Toronto with your
family next weekend! Do you fancy meeting up on
Sunday afternoon? If you like, we could go to the
aquarium. You’ll love all the sharks! I wish you’d told
me you were coming earlier, though. If I’d known, I
could have got us some tickets to see the Toronto 
Raptors against the Boston Celtics. (I know you’re a
big basketball fan.)

If you love adventure, you absolutely must do the
EdgeWalk around the top of the CN Tower (356
metres above the ground!). It must be the most
terrifying thing I’ve ever done in my life! Do get a
photo – you’ll definitely want to show your friends. If 
only I’d been braver when I did it. I think I must have
kept my eyes closed most of the time!

Another thing you should do is visit the Elora Gorge –
the scenery there is absolutely stunning. If you want,
you could go tubing – you float down the river on a
giant rubber donut! Just don’t forget to bring insect
repellent. The last time my brother went he must have 
been bitten, like, a hundred times! Oh, and you might
also want to check out the Wonderland theme park.
Don’t miss the SlingShot ride. It will throw you into the
air at over 100 kilometres per hour! My top tip – don’t
eat first!

Anyway, can’t wait to see you!

Tom

68

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 54; photocopiable activities for Unit 6: vocabulary, grammar and skills
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UNIT 6

Travel tips
WRITING An informal email

Sts study an informal email with travel advice. They 
learn some useful language for making suggestions and 
recommendations and learn about informal language. 
They then follow the steps in the Writing plan to write 
their own informal email making suggestions and 
recommendations for a trip to their city.

Writing
An informal email

Useful language
Informal suggestions and recommendations (Do you 
fancy (going / meeting) …? If you want/like, we can/could 
… If you like/love …, you (absolutely) must … Another 
thing you should do is … You might also want to check out 
… Don’t miss … Do visit / take / try / get … (use Do for 
emphasis) Just don’t forget to …(use Just for emphasis)
Look!
Informal language

WARMER
Ask: What activities can visitors to your city do? Put sts 
into groups and give them two minutes to brainstorm 
ideas. Ask groups in turn to tell the class their three best 
ideas and explain why people will enjoy them.

1 Ask sts to look at the photo. Elicit a description of what 
the people are doing, then ask: How do you think they 
feel? Ask for a show of hands to see who would like to do 
it. Ask some sts to explain why they would like to. Then 
ask some sts who didn’t put their hands up to explain 
why they wouldn’t want to do it.

2 Ask sts to read the email and note down the four 
activities that Tom recommends. Check answers, and 
check that sts understand all the activities.

Answers
Go to the aquarium, do the EdgeWalk, visit the Elora 
Gorge, go to the Wonderland theme park. 

3 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss how 
to say these expressions in their first language. Sts then 
find examples in the email. 

4 Read the Look! box with sts. Sts could then find 
examples of informal language in the email.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Focus on the beginning and ending of the email and 
point out that it uses informal phrases: Hi Adam, Great 
to Hear from you! Remind sts that this is very different 
to formal emails, where we use formal greetings and 
endings such as Dear Sir, Yours faithfully, etc. Elicit or 
teach some more informal beginnings and endings, e.g. 
Hi there, How are things? See you soon! Take care! 

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask sts in pairs to look at Tom’s email again and find 
examples of modals for deduction, third conditionals 
and wishes and regrets. Go through these with the class, 
and encourage sts to use some of these structures when 
they write their own email.

5 Sts write an informal email following the steps in the 
Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts work as individuals to decide which activities 
they are going to include. Monitor and help with 
vocabulary if necessary. 

Write
Explain that sts should organize their emails into 
paragraphs. Refer back to Tom’s email and point 
out that it follows the plan that is detailed here. 
Sts write their email using Tom’s email as a model. 
Encourage them to use expressions from the 
Useful language box and also informal language. 

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. They 
swap emails with a partner and give feedback 
on the use of modal forms, conditionals, regrets 
and wishes and informal language. Remind sts 
to be positive and encouraging when they give 
feedback, and always find aspects to praise.

W Writing practice: WB p.54
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.89

R Review: Units 4–6 SB pp.102–103

P Project: Units 4–6 SB pp.108–109

L Literature: Units 4–6 SB pp.114–115

E Exam: Unit 6 SB p.123

LS Language summary: Unit 6 SB p.132
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VOCABULARY Film and TV
I can talk about films and TV programmes.

1 Do the quiz with your partner. 

Vocabulary: Film and TV; 
Opinion adjectives: opposites

Grammar: Relative clauses; Reduced relative 
clauses: active verbs; Verb patterns (2)

Speaking: Agreeing 
and disagreeing

Writing: 
A review

2  7.1 bold in the quiz with 
the definitions. Listen and check.
1 all of the actors in a film or programme
2 the words spoken by the actors
3 the story in the film or programme
4 a second film to follow the first
5 the topics in a film or programme
6 all of the music in a film
7 a person in a story
8 computer-generated images in a film
9 where a story happens
10 a part of a programme (e.g. 45 minutes long)
11 all parts of a programme made that year
12 a part set in one place (e.g. 5 minutes long)

3 In pairs, recommend films and TV programmes. 
Why are they good?
Jaws is my favourite film ever. It has a great plot 
and soundtrack.

4 GET CREATIVE Create your own film and TV 
quiz. Choose different categories.

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write a paragraph about your favourite film or TV 
programme. 

The Big Film and TV Trivia

A British actress Millie 
Bobby Brown plays a girl 
with supernatural powers 
in the fantasy drama, 
Stranger Things. What’s 
her character’s name?

B Two original members of the cast from 
the rst Star Wars lm also appear in The Last 
Jedi. They are Mark Hamill and … ?

A The main themes of Mamma Mia (and its sequel Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again) are love, hope – and feel-good music! Which band wrote the songs?

B Which famous singer stars in the concert lm Homecoming and wrote all the gsongs used in the soundtrack, including ‘Crazy in Love’ and ‘Single Ladies’?

A In episode  of the very rst series of Friends, Monica meets her friend Rachel wearing a wedding dress in ‘Central Perk’. What kind of place is Central Perk?

B Alfonso Cuarón directed and wrote the script for the Oscar-winning Spanish-language lm Roma (2018). Which Latin American megacity is the setting for this lm?

A Frozen tells the story of two unusual 
princesses, Elsa and Anna. At a key 
moment in the plot, what kind of 
weather does Elsa accidentally 
create in Arendelle?

B In a famous scene from Harry 
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, 
Harry is shown ying over a lake 
on Buckbeak. The 
in this scene are amazing. What 
kind of creature is Buckbeak? 
Part eagle and part ...

Round 1: Actors
Round 2: Music

Round 3: Places Round 4: Kids (and big kids!)

69LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133

Watch this! 7
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UNIT 7 OVERVIEW: The focus for Unit 7 is film and TV. Sts read a blog about binge-
watching TV series and listen to a review podcast about two films that challenge stereotypes. 
They learn vocabulary for film and TV, and opinion adjectives and their opposites. They read 
some social media posts about films and TV series. They then read about two famous British authors 
and talk about famous writers in their country. Finally, they read a film review and write their own film review. 
They also watch a vlog about favourite childhood movies and a culture video about Lily, a young artist who 
makes podcasts.

VOCABULARY Film and TV

Sts learn 12 words related to film and TV. They learn these 
in context by reading them in a film and TV trivia quiz, 
then personalise them by recommending films and TV 
programmes they like. They then create their own film 
and TV quiz.

Vocabulary
Film and TV (cast, character, episode, plot, scene, script, 
series, sequel, setting, soundtrack, special effects, themes)

Vlog
Regal: My favourite childhood movies

WARMER
Tell sts about a good film that you saw recently and why 
you liked it. Then ask: What’s your favourite film? Put 
sts into pairs to tell each other their favourite films and 
make a list of three that they both like. Ask pairs in turn 
to tell the class their ideas. 

1 Put sts into pairs to do the quiz. Encourage them to 
guess the answers if they don’t know them for certain. 
Check answers.

Answers
1 A 11; B Mark Hamill and Carrie Fisher
2 A Abba; B Beyonce
3 A a coffee shop; B Mexico City
4 A Icy weather, she freezes Arendelle; B horse

2  7.1 Ask sts to match the words from the quiz with 
the definitions. Encourage them to find the words in 
the quiz and read them in context to try to work out 
the meanings. Play the audio for sts to listen and check 
their answers. Check answers.

Answers
1 cast
2 script
3 plot
4 sequel

5 themes
6 soundtrack
7 character
8 special effects

9 setting
10 episode
11 series
12 scene

3 Read out the task and the example answer. Remind sts 
that there are some English names of films on the board. 
Encourage sts to use vocabulary from the quiz to say why 
they like the films. Sts then work in pairs. Ask some sts 
which films their partner recommended and why.

21st Century skills

4  GET CREATIVE
Put sts into pairs or small groups and read out the 
task. Elicit some different categories that sts could 
choose for their quiz, e.g. Heroes, Thrillers, Science 
Fiction etc. Ask them to prepare two questions for 
each category. Sts then work in their pairs or groups 
to create their quiz. If they need to do research to 
complete their quiz, they could use their phones or 
tablets in class or do the research for homework. 
Ask pairs or groups to read their quiz to the class. 
Other sts can try to answer the questions. See which 
pair or group has the best film and TV knowledge!

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
vlogger talks about his favourite childhood movies. 
You can watch this in class if you have time and 
access to video, or you can ask sts to download it 
from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG pages 295 and 309.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by writing a paragraph about their favourite film or TV 
programme. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write 
three sentences using some of the vocabulary in the quiz.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.58
Sts will find more practice of Film and TV 
vocabulary here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133

Watch this! 7
Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Film and 
TV; Opinion 
adjectives: 
opposites 

Relative clauses; 
Reduced relative 
clauses: active 
verbs; Verb 
patterns (2)

Verb patterns Matching 
statements with 
comments in a 
blog

Identifying 
speakers' 
opinions

Agreeing and 
disagreeing

A film review
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Personal obsessions
READING

I can match statements and opinions to different comments in a blog.

1 Read the first paragraph of the blog and 
look at the picture. Work in pairs. Which
TV programmes or films have you
‘binge-watched’ recently?

2  7.2 Read and listen to the whole blog. 
Answer the questions.
Which person …
1 is critical of some aspects of this

programme/film?
2 doesn’t usually watch this type of 

programme/film?
3 has started a new hobby since watching 

this programme/film?
4 is embarrassed about recommending

this programme/film?
5 regrets deciding to binge-watch this 

programme/film?

3 Word Power We can add prefixes to some adjectives, 
verbs and nouns to form new words with a special meaning.
Copy and complete the table with examples from the blog.

Prefix Meaning Examples
re- again, another 1… (v.) – watch again

2… (n.) – new version of older
programme/film

over- too much 3… (adj.) – considered better 
than it really is

under- not enough 4… (v.) – consider something 
less skilful, important, etc. than
it really is

dis- negative/opposite 5… (v.) – don’t like

4 FIND OUT How many episodes were there in the first 
series of Blue Planet? Which episode features scenes of 
polar bears and penguins? 

Are you a 

binge-watcher?

Lucy (USA) – Go! Live Your Way
Crime dramas are normally more my thing, but my sister,
whose taste in TV is usually pretty good, recommended
it. I was hooked right away! This high-school musical
has a sharp script and characters who feel alive. In my
opinion, it’s much better than the overrated Glee, which
I really disliked! It’s an Argentinian series with English
subtitles, so anyone learning Spanish should check it out.
You can pretend you’re studying!

Conor (Ireland) – Harry Potter 
After streaming the first Harry Potter film, I felt sor
impatient to see more, I watched all seven sequels in one
weekend! Sure, the plot is ridiculous at times, and the
rules of Quidditch make absolutely no sense. But the cast
are all excellent and the cinematography is just amazing!

Li Min (Canada) – Blue Planet
I binge-watched series one a few weeks ago, when 
I should have been finishing a big project. And then I
rewatched it more slowly, and wow! I think we often 
underestimate how astonishing nature is, but Blue 
Planet really opened my eyes. It’s a programme whicht
has a really powerful environmental message. I just wish 
I’d discovered it sooner. I might have got better grades!

Kai (Australia) – Stranger Things
I missed a party to finish series one, but it was worth
it! Stranger Things is so stylish – it looks like a remake
of an eighties show, only with much better special
effects! The soundtrack has even inspired me to take 
up keyboard lessons. But the ending was unexpected!
And what was the monster living in the Upside-Down?
Time to stream series two.

José (Brazil) – Bake Off
I’m not sure I should admit to binge-watching a reality
TV show about cake-baking. It’s not exactly cool, is
it?! But this is the perfect show for winding down after
a hard week. The people making the cakes are so
serious and competitive, it’s hilarious. Top tip: watch
with snacks, as it will make you hungry!

We’ve all done it. You start watching episode one of 
a new show, then suddenly it’s hours later, and you’re 
incapable of switching off! Surveys suggest that over
60% of us regularly binge-watch TV series and movie
franchises, with 30% of us admitting to sometimes losing 
sleep after a marathon viewing session.

What was the last thing you binge-watched, and why was 
it so addictive?

70
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UNIT 7

Personal obsessions
READING

Sts read a blog about binge-watching and focus 
on matching statements and opinions to different 
comments in a blog. They see examples of relative 
clauses and reduced relative clauses in context, then 
study prefixes and research the TV series Blue Planet. 

Reading text
A blog about binge-watching

Reading skill
Matching statements and opinions to different comments 
in a blog

WARMER
Say: It’s a Sunday afternoon and it’s winter. It’s raining 
outside. You don’t have any homework to do, and you 
aren’t going out. What do you do? Elicit a few ideas from 
individual sts. Write the word binge-watch on the board 
and ask sts to guess the meaning. If they are struggling, 
explain that to binge usually means to eat a lot all at 
once. Ask if they can guess what binge-watch means. 
Elicit or teach the meaning (to watch a lot of episodes of 
a series all at once).

1 Teach the word movie franchise (a collection of related 
films in a series). Ask sts to read the first paragraph of 
the blog and look at the picture. Then put them into 
pairs to discuss the question and make a list of TV 
shows or movie franchises they have binge-watched 
recently. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class their ideas.

2  7.2 Matching statements and opinions to 
different comments in a blog Play the audio for sts 
to read and listen to the whole blog. When they have 
listened, point out that the blog consists of several 
different comments and opinions. Ask them to read 
the questions, then elicit that they ask sts to match the 
people with the comments and opinions. Ask: Do you 
think the blog will use the same words as in the questions? 
Elicit that the blog will use different words to express 
the same ideas. Read out the first question and ask sts 
to read the blog comments again and find one in which 
the person is critical of some aspects (Conor – the plot 
is ridiculous; the rules of Quidditch make absolutely no 
sense). Sts then complete the task. Allow sts to compare 
their answers in pairs, then check with the class, eliciting 
the part of the blog which matches each question.

Answers
1 Conor
2 Lucy
3 Kai
4 José
5 Li Min

3 Word Power Ask sts to copy the table into their 
notebooks. Read through the prefixes and meanings 
with the class. You could elicit or give an example of 
each prefix that sts already know, e.g. rewrite, oversleep, 
underpaid, disallow (a goal). Sts then find the words in 
the blog and add them to the table. Weaker sts could 
work in pairs for this. Check answers, and check 
understanding of the words.

Answers
1 rewatch  
2 remake
3 overrated
4 underestimate
5 dislike

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask some questions using some of the words in Exercise 
3, e.g. Which films or series have you rewatched? Do you 
know any remakes of films? Which TV series do you think 
are overrated? Which films do you dislike? Elicit answers 
from individual sts.

21st Century skills

4  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. 
Encourage sts to find out as much as they can 
about the Blue Planet series. Sts can report back on 
their findings in the next lesson. The answer to the 
question is: The first series of Blue Planet had eight 
episodes. The episode featuring polar bears and 
penguins was Frozen Seas.

R Reading practice: WB p.59
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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I can use relative clauses to add information to a sentence.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and choose the correct 
options to complete the rules.

Defining relative clauses

The actor who/that plays Dracula is Danish.

It’s a film which/that has a powerful message.

I’ve just read the book which/that won the award. 

I’ve just read the book (which/that) Tom 
recommended.

Non-defining relative clauses

My mum, who doesn’t usually enjoy wildlife 
documentaries, watched the whole series.

That new detective series, which Julian strongly 
recommends, is set in Tokyo.

The book is from my sister, whose taste in books is 
usually pretty good.

Rules

We use a defining relative clause to add 1essential / extra
information about someone or something.
We can omit the relative pronoun who, which or that in at
defining relative clause when it refers to the object of the
relative clause.
We use a non-defining relative clause to add 2essential / 
extra information about someone or something. Without 
this clause, the sentence still makes sense.

2 Complete the sentences with relative pronouns 
and your own ideas. Read your sentences to your 
partner. Do you have similar tastes?

Personal tastes
1 A TV show … makes me laugh out loud is …
2 An actor … I really like is …
3 A singer … music really moves me is …
4 A place … you can always get great food is …
5 A film … I’ve seen more than once is …
6 A band … I’d love to see in concert is …
7 A book … is simply unforgettable is …
8 A film director … films I always love is …

3 Look at your answers to Exercise 2. In which 
three sentences can we omit the relative pronoun? 
Rewrite the sentences without the relative
pronoun.

GRAMMAR Relative clauses 7

71LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133

4 Join the sentences using a non-defining
relative clause that refers to the words in 
bold. Which sentences are true for you?

Non-fiction is about real-life facts and events. 
It interests me more than fiction.

  Non-fiction, which is about real-life facts and 
events, interests me more than fiction.

1 My best friend likes similar things to me. She
often recommends great TV shows.

2 My sister’s taste is very different to mine. She 
can’t stand my music!

3 Playing video games is something I do most 
days. It helps me to relax.

4 I usually watch films at home. There’s more space
and better snacks!

5 I found an old DVD. I watched it immediately.

Reduced relative clauses: active verbs
5 Read the grammar box and choose the correct

answers to complete the rules.

The people making (= who are making) the cakes 
are so serious and competitive.

What was the monster living (= which lived) in the 
Upside-Down?

Anyone learning (= that’s learning) Spanish should 
check it out.

Rules

We can reduce a defining relative clause when it refers to 
the 1subject /t object of the sentence.t
We omit the relative pronoun and replace the verb with
the 2-ing form / past participle of the verb.

We can’t reduce a relative clause when we can 
omit the relative pronoun.
The last film (that) t I saw was amazing.
NOT The last film I seeing was amazing.

Look!

6 Rewrite four of the sentences with reduced relative 
clauses. There is one sentence you can’t reduce.
1 People that talk in the cinema are so annoying!
2 People who wanted tickets were disappointed.
3 What’s the name of the song that’s playing in the 

background?
4 The man who he met at the party is an actor.
5 This is the film which is showing at 8.30.

 FAST FINISHER
Write a comment about a series you’ve binge-watched 
for the blog on page 70. Use relative clauses.
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UNIT 7

GRAMMAR Relative clauses

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called The pizza you made was 
delicious!, including the form and use of relative clauses 
and reduced relative clauses. You can watch this in class 
if you have time and access to a computer or tablet, 
or you can ask sts to download it from the Richmond 
Learning Platform to watch at home. See TG page 316 for 
animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Ask 
sts to copy and complete the rules. They could work in 
pairs for this. Check answers. 

Answers
1 essential
2 extra

Read out one of the sentences from the first section but 
without the defining relative clause, e.g. I’ve just read 
the book. Elicit that it doesn’t make sense because we 
don’t know which book. Point out that the information 
in the relative clause is essential. Then do the same with 
a sentence with a non-defining relative clause, e.g. My 
mum watched the whole series. Elicit that this still makes 
sense, so the information in the relative clause is extra. 
Point out that we use commas around non-defining 
relative clauses.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: He’s an actor that I love 
– what’s the relative clause? (that I love). Defining or non-
defining? (defining). This actor, who is American, is my 
favourite – what’s the relative clause? (who is American). 
Defining or non-defining? (non-defining). A film which is 
very popular is Jaws – can we omit the relative pronoun? 
(no – it’s the subject). A film which I love is Jaws – can we 
omit the relative pronoun? (yes, - it’s the object).

2 Ask sts to write the sentences in their notebooks, 
completing them with relative pronouns and their own 
ideas. Put sts into pairs to compare their ideas, then ask 
some sts to read their sentences to the class. Ask which 
pairs have similar tastes and why.

3 Sts could work in pairs to look at the sentences in 
Exercise 2 again and decide in which sentences you can 
omit the relative pronoun. Check answers.

Answers
Sentences 2, 5 and 6

4 Read out the task and the example sentence. Sts write 
the sentences in their notebooks. They could work in 
pairs for this. Check answers.

Answers
1 My best friend, who likes similar things to me, 

often recommends great TV shows.
2 My sister, whose taste is very different to mine, 

can’t stand my music.
3 Playing video games, which is something that I do 

most days, helps me to relax.
4 I usually watch films at home where there’s more 

space and better snacks!
5 I found an old DVD which I watched immediately.

Reduced relative clauses: active verbs
5 Read the example sentences in the grammar box, 

then read out the rules and elicit the correct words to 
complete them. 

Answers
1 subject   2 -ing form

Point out that we use the same -ing form in the reduced 
relative clause for all tenses, e.g. The people (who are) 
watching the film are happy. / The people (who were) 
watching the film were happy. 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: The film which is showing 
at the cinema is very good – can you reduce the relative 
clause? (yes – the film showing at the cinema – because 
it refers to the subject). The film which we are watching 
is very good – can you reduce the relative clause? (no, 
because it refers to the object: we are watching the film).

Read the Look! box with the class. Point out that we 
can omit the relative pronoun when the relative clause 
relates to the object, but we can only use a reduced 
relative clause when the clause relates to the subject.

6 Sts could work in pairs to reduce the relative clauses and 
write the sentences in their notebooks. Point out that 
there is one sentence they can’t reduce. Check answers.

Answers
1 People talking in the cinema are so annoying!
2 People wanting tickets were disappointed.
3 What’s the name of the song playing in the 

background?
4 (can’t reduce)
5 This is the film showing at 8.30.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing a comment about a series they have watched, 
using relative clauses. Weaker sts could work in pairs 
and find more examples of relative clauses and reduced 
relative clauses in the blog on page 70.

G Grammar practice: WB p.60
Sts will find more practice of relative clauses and 
reduced relative clauses: active verbs here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133
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Something different
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Opinion adjectives: opposites

I can identify opinions expressed in a film review.

5  7.4 Rewrite each sentence with an adjective 
in the box that has the opposite meaning of the 
adjectives in bold. Listen and check.

feel-good forgettable poor predictable
tedious unfunny unrealistic weak

1 The final fight scene was thrilling.
2 There are lots of very convincing fight scenes.
3 The ending is particularly outstanding.
4 The plot is original.
5 The script is powerful.
6 There were some hilarious jokes.
7 The dialogue is memorable.
8 It’s a dark film.k

6 Work in pairs. Think of five more adjectives you 
can use to describe films.

7 Work in pairs. Take turns to describe the last film 
you saw. Use a variety of adjectives.
1 What did you like about it? Why?
2 What didn’t you like about it? Why?t
3 Would you give the film a five-star rating? Why/

8 THINK CRITICALLY h three super
Compare your
ns. Then decide 
the most useful.

1 Work in pairs. Read the summary of the podcast. Do you enjoy superhero films? 
Why/Why not? What do you know about these two films?

2  7.3 Listen to the podcast. Which film do the 
critics like best?

3  7.3 Listen again and complete the summaries of 
the film reviews.

>> The Film Show Podcast <<

FUN

Why not?

8 THINK CRITICALLY Whic
powers would you like to have? C
ideas in pairs, giving your reason
together which power would be t

UN the actor who ddddooooddodott,t,tGGaGGaGaGaGaGaaaGGGGaGaGaGaGGGGaGGGG l ll l lllll l GGGaGGaGaGaGGaGaGaGGGaaGaGaGaGadddddd

Wonder Woman, ededdddeedeedd WWWppplplplplplpllppllplplaayaayayaaayyayayyayyyyyeeeeeeee

avily pregnant hehehehehhhh aawwwawawawwawawawawawawawawaawawawawawawwawaawasssssssssssss

r second child hhhhheeewwiwiwwiwiiiwwwiwiiwwiwithththththhthhttttthtthhthttthhhh

reshoots for iiiiiinngnngngnddduddddudududududdududdudududdudduduudduudududud rririririrrirrirrrr

m. A real-life eee eeeee fififilfilfithththththththththththtthhththhhthhhthtthttttttttt eeeeeeeee

nder woman!wowowoowwww nnwwwwwwwwww

Wonder Woman
• Frank and Ivy agree that the dialogue is very

1natural / l funny.

• Ivy thinks the film is quite 2moving / violent.

• Ivy thinks the action scenes are very 
3exciting / boring.

• Frank 4agrees / disagrees with Ivy about the
action scenes.

• Frank rates this film as 5three stars / 
four stars.

• Ivy rates this film as 6two stars / four stars.

Black Panther
• Frank and Ivy agree that the acting is very

7bad / d good.

• Frank thinks the dialogue is 8very clever / r
a bit boring.

• Some of the scenes in the film made
9Ivy / y Frank and Ivy emotional.y

• They agree the film has a positive message
about 10peace0 / co-operation.

• Frank rates this film as 11four stars / 
five stars.

• Ivy rates this film as 12three stars / five stars.

4 Work in pairs. Answer the questions.
1 In your opinion, are the critics Ivy and Frank good 

at their job? Why/Why not?
2 Do their reviews make you want to watch either of 

the films, or avoid them?

Episode 14: Superheroes
In this episode, we look at two hugely successful superhero
films which challenged stereotypes: Wonder Woman and Black 
Panther. But are they worth seeing? Critics Frank Anderson and
Ivy Brockley give their verdicts …

72 LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133
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UNIT 7

Something different
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
Opinion adjectives: opposites

Sts read a summary of a review podcast, then listen to 
the podcast about two films that challenge stereotypes. 
They practise identifying opinions in a film review and 
describe a film they have seen.

Vocabulary
Opinion adjectives: opposites (convincing, dark, 
feel-good, forgettable, hilarious, memorable, original, 
outstanding, poor, powerful, predictable, tedious, thrilling, 
unfunny, unrealistic, weak) 

Listening text
A podcast about two films that challenge stereotypes
Listening skill
Identifying opinions expressed in a film review

WARMER
Say: I’m a character in a film. I’m a journalist and I work for 
a newspaper called the Daily Planet. But I’m also something 
else. I’m a superhero. I can fly, and I fight crime. My name 
as a journalist is Clark Kent. Who am I? Elicit the name 
Superman. Ask: What other superheroes do you know? 

1 Pre-teach the meaning of stereotype. Put sts into pairs 
to read the summary of the podcast and discuss the 
questions. Discuss their ideas as a class. 

2  7.3 Identifying opinions expressed in a film 
review Explain to sts that they are going to listen to the 
podcast they have read about. Read out the question and 
point out that it asks about the critics’ opinions. Ask: 
What do you think they will say about the films? How will 
they express their opinions about them? Elicit that they 
might use verbs like I like … or I love … , or they might use 
adjectives like amazing, great, terrible. Play the audio for 
sts to listen and answer the question. See TG page 280 for 
audio script. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then check answers, playing the audio again, and pausing 
to confirm how the critics express their opinions.

Answers
Black Panther

3  7.3 Allow sts time to read through the summaries. 
Check they understand everything. Play the audio again 
for sts to listen and choose the correct words to complete 
the summaries. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check answers with the class, playing the 
audio again and pausing to confirm the answers. 

Answers
1 funny
2 violent
3 boring
4 disagrees

5 four stars
6 two stars
7 good
8 a bit boring

9 Frank and Ivy
10 co-operation
11 five stars
12 five stars

4 Allow sts time to read the questions and prepare their 
ideas individually, then put them into pairs to discuss 
the questions. Discuss their ideas as a class.

5  7.4 Read through the adjectives in the box with the 
class and elicit or teach the meanings. Read out the 
first sentence and elicit the correct opposite adjective 
(tedious). Sts then rewrite the sentences using the 
opposite adjectives. Check answers, and check that sts 
understand all the adjectives. 

Answers
1 tedious
2 unrealistic
3 poor
4 predictable

5 weak
6 unfunny
7 forgettable
8 feel-good

6 Sts work in pairs to think of five more adjectives for 
describing films. Bring their ideas together onto the 
board and check that sts understand all the adjectives.

7 Read out the task and give sts time to think about the 
last film they saw and prepare how they can describe 
it using some of the adjectives in Exercise 5. Then put 
them into pairs to talk about the films. Ask pairs in turn 
to tell the class which films they discussed and what 
they agreed about them. 

8 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the question, then elicit some possible 
superpowers, e.g. being able to fly, having extra 
strength, being invisible. Ask sts mention different 
superpowers, ask: Why is this useful? Elicit how each 
superpower could help you. Ask sts to list their 
three superpowers individually, then put them 
into pairs to compare their ideas and agree on the 
most useful. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class which 
superpower they chose and why.

21st Century skills

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Sts might also be interested to know that 
Amber Miller ran the Chicago Marathon in 

2011 and then gave birth almost immediately 
afterwards. And Jacinda Ardern became the Prime 
Minister of New Zealand in October 2017, the same 
month that she found out she was pregnant. She was 
the first world leader to be pregnant while in office.

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.61
Sts will find more practice for listening, and practice 
of opinion adjectives: opposites here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133
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GRAMMAR Verb patterns (2)
I can use the correct verb pattern after adjectives, 

prepositions, nouns and certain expressions.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules with
-ing form or to + infinitive.

She isn’t afraid of getting into a fight.

He keeps on surprising you.

Did you have more fun watching Black Panther?

It was hard not to laugh at her costume. 

It was easier to watch this film.

There was no need to have so much violence.

It was the first superhero film to star a woman.

Rules

We use 1… after prepositions and phrasal verbs.
We use 2… after certain expressions, such as have fun, 
have trouble, have a problem, can’t help, and it’s worth, 
there’s no point,t it’s no use, and spend/waste time.
We use 3… after most adjectives, including comparatives
and superlatives.
We use 4… after certain nouns, such as ability, yy attempt, t
decision, need,d opportunity,yy plan, reason and way.
We use 5… after first,t last, etc. + noun.t
We put not before the t -ing form or to + infinitive to make
a negative.

2 Rewrite the sentences, making the phrases in 
bold negative. 
1 We made the decision to move house.
2 It was difficult to leave.
3 I'm looking forward to getting up early. 
4 He's used to having a coffee after dinner. 
5 I'm having so much fun working!

3 Complete the sentences with a verb so they are
true for you. Use the -ing form or to + infinitive.
I often waste time playing video games when I 
should be studying.

1 I often waste time …
2 I’ve recently made the decision …
3 I don’t find it easy …
4 I usually feel really happy after …
5 I think it’s better not … than …
6 I’m looking forward to … this weekend.

4 PRONUNCIATION Verb patterns

7.5 Listen and repeat.
1 I’m worried about missing the start of the film.
2 He gave us permission to take photos in

the museum.
3 In my view, it isn’t worth seeing the sequel.
4 I’m not prepared to lend him another £10.
5 He’s worried about not arriving on time.

5 Choose the correct answers to complete the 
blog post.

6 In pairs, ask and answer the questions. Use the 
correct form of the verb in brackets. Give a reason
for your recommendation.
Can you recommend …
1 an unusual film that’s really worth … (see)?
2 a hobby you’re passionate about … (do)?
3 a computer or board game that’s fun … (play)?
4 the best TV show … (watch) at the moment?
5 an activity that families can have a good time …

(do) together?
6 a book or comic that makes an attempt …

(challenge) stereotypes?

 FAST FINISHER
Write about an unusual or interesting hobby for the blog 
post in Exercise 5. Use the -ing form and to + infinitive.

Leah
Boys are often surprised 2discovering / to discover

I’m really into 3playing / to play video games, likey

Final Fantasy. I don’t know why – lots of girls like 
playing video games, too! And being a girl certainly
doesn’t affect my ability 4scoring / to score points. 

Cooper
As well as 5being / to be captain of the school football 
team, I also really enjoy dancing! In fact, I’ve just 
started going to a Latin dance class. I still find it much
easier 6to play / y playing football than to dance the 
tango, but I’m having a good time 7to learn / learning.

Milo
I’m really into vintage style, and I love spending time 
8watching / to watch black-and-white movie classics, 
likelike CasablancaCasablanca andand Bicycle ThievesBicycle Thieves Some people. Some people
think k iit’s’s ssstrrtrtrt anangegegg  for a tteenan geg r tot  like thisis ooldd sstuuff,ff, 
bubub tt II dodon’n’t t wowoorrr y abababbououo tt 9fofofollllllowowiinnggg /// toto ffffolollo low tthehe w

crcrowd.d BBe yoururself – it’s thheeee ononononlylyy wwwwayayayay 10lililil viviv ngng / to llivivee

yoyoyourur life!

Do you have an interest or hobby that 
surprises people? 
Tell us what you have fun 1doing / to do!

Breaking stereotypes

7
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UNIT 7

GRAMMAR Verb patterns (2)

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called I just want to keep on 
playing!, including verb patterns (2). You can watch this 
in class if you have time and access to video, or you can 
ask sts to download it from the Richmond Learning 
Platform to watch at home. See TG page 316 for the 
animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples with the class. Sts read 
the rules and complete them with the correct words. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs. Check answers.

Answers
1 -ing form
2 -ing form
3 to + infinitive
4 to + infinitive
5 to + infinitive 

Point out the negative forms of the infinitive: I was 
happy not to go with them and the -ing form: We were 
afraid of not getting home on time.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: Anyone can swim – it’s 
easy … (to swim). I don’t want to swim. I’m not keen on 
… (swimming). She’s worried about not to get home on 
time – correct? (no – She’s worried about not getting 
home on time). I made the decision don’t go to university 
– correct? (no – I made the decision not to go to 
university).

2 Read out the first sentence and elicit the negative form 
as an example. Sts then write the sentences in their 
notebooks, making the words in bold negative. Check 
answers with the class.

Answers
1 not to move
2 not to leave
3 not getting up
4 not having
5 not working

3 Sts write the sentences in their notebooks, completing 
them so they are true for them. Put sts into pairs to 
compare their sentences, then ask some sts to tell the 
class something true about their partner.

4 PRONUNCIATION  7.5
Play the audio once for sts to listen and notice the 
pronunciation. Play the audio again, pausing for sts 
to repeat. 

5 Read out the title of the blog post and the introductory 
question. Ask: What hobbies do people expect teenagers to 
have? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. playing video games, doing 
sport, fashion, music, etc. Ask sts to read the blog post 
quickly, ignoring the gaps, to find out what hobbies 
Leah, Cooper and Milo have (playing video games, 
dancing, watching old movies). Ask them to read the 
blog post again and choose the correct verb forms to 
complete it. Check answers.

Answers
1 doing  
2 to discover  
3 playing  
4 to score  
5 being  

6 to play  
7 learning  
8 watching  
9 following  
10 to live

6 Ask sts to complete the questions with the correct 
verb forms first. Check these, then allow sts time 
to read the questions and prepare their answers 
individually. Put them into pairs to ask and answer 
the questions. Remind them to give a reason for their 
recommendations. Ask some pairs to tell the class 
which of their answers were similar, and which were the 
most different.

Answers
1 seeing
2 doing
3 to play
4 to watch
5 doing
6 to challenge

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing about an unusual or interesting hobby for 
the blog post. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write 
some sentences about themselves, using their ideas 
from Exercise 6.

G Grammar practice: WB p.62 
Sts will find more practice of verb patterns (2) here. 
Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133
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1 Read the conversations and answer the questions.
Which conversation is about …
1 a nature programme?
2 a talent show?
3 a series originally made for another country?
4 a crime drama?

2  7.6 Listen to the dialogue. Which of the
conversations above does it continue?

What do you think?
READING and LISTENING

I can identify key information in social media posts.

3  7.6 Listen again. Answer the questions.
1 Why are Luke and Julia tired?
2 What was the character Nairobi responsible for?
3 What did Julia think of the story?
4 What are they going to do tonight?
5 What does Julia have to do after school?

4 Work in pairs. Take turns to ask and answer.
1 Have you watched any of these TV series?
2 Which TV series are you watching at the moment?
3 What’s your favourite series? Why do you like it?
4 Which types of social media do you use most?

➔ Luke Taylor

Julia

Yes! Can't wait to see the last episode tonight!
22:05 ✓✓

Luke Taylor

Have you been watching Money Heist, Julia? It’s 

about a gang of criminals that take over the Royal 

Mint of Spain so they can print 2.4 billion euros. 

Their leader is a guy called ‘The Professor’. It’s really 

exciting! Here’s the trailer. 22:04 ✓✓

Animal Kingdom
@animal_king_dom

I loved last night’s Our Planet. That baby gorilla was so cute, wasn’t it?

Love My Planet
@lovemyplanet

@animal_king_dom  I’ve just watched that, too. It’s an amazing documentary series, isn’t it? What I really like about it is how it discusses the effects on the animals of climate change.

Follow Who watched the final of America’s Got 

Talent? I was a bit disappointed with this 

year’s winners. I think they were overrated. 

I wanted the magician to win, not another 

music act. What did you think? 

I don’t think that’s fair. How can you say that? I 

loved this year’s winners. The dancing dog was 

funny and the magician was pretty cool too, but 

they definitely didn’t deserve to win. The band 

was the best. I can’t believe they were playing in 

a garage and at school proms a few weeks ago. 

Billy

Magda

20.451 views

I’m really into Rebelde at the moment. It’s SO good, even though it was made years ago. The band is amazing! Give 
them a listen now. Would recommend – 100%! @rebeldewithoutacause

leoni.sanchez

rosie-perez 
Is that the Mexican remake of the 
Argentinian soap opera? I’ve heard 
of it, but never seen it! Thanks for 
the tip. 

a

b

c
d

KEEP

TALKING!

74
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What do you think?

3  7.6 Allow sts time to read the questions. Check 
they understand everything. Play the audio again for 
them to listen and answer the questions. Allow sts to 
compare their answers in pairs, then check with the 
class, playing the audio again if necessary and pausing 
to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 They couldn't sleep because they were both 

thinking about the last episode of the series.
2 She was responsible for printing the money.
3 She thinks it is unusual because it is about 

criminals, but you end up liking them.
4 They are going to watch the last episode again.
5 She has a music exam.

4 Allow sts time to read the questions and prepare their 
ideas individually, then put them into pairs to discuss 
the questions. Encourage them to give longer answers 
by adding reasons and expressing their opinions.

EXTRA PRACTICE
Ask sts to write a social media post on a piece of paper 
about a TV series they have watched recently. Then 
put them into groups. They pass the posts around 
and add their own comments to each one, agreeing or 
disagreeing or expressing their opinions. 

READING and LISTENING
Sts read some social media posts, then listen to a 
conversation that follows on from one of the posts 
and practise identifying key information. They then 
learn how to agree and disagree. They read and hear a 
model dialogue and personalize the useful language 
by following the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
agreeing and disagreeing.

WARMER
Ask: How often do you post things on social media? How 
many times a day? Ten? Twenty? Fifty? Ask sts to think 
about their answers individually and write a number. 
Put them into pairs to compare their answers. Find out 
who in the class uses social media the most and least. 
Ask: What kinds of things do you usually post about? Elicit 
a few ideas.

1 Ask sts to read the conversations and answer the 
questions. Allow them to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class.

Answers
1 c
2 d
3 b
4 a

2  7.6 Tell sts they will hear a conversation that follows 
on from one of the online conversations. Read out 
the question, then play the audio. See TG page 281 for 
audio script. Allow sts to discuss the answer in pairs, 
then check with the class, playing the audio again if 
necessary and pausing to confirm the answer.

Answer
a
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SPEAKING Agreeing and disagreeing
I can agree and disagree with someone else's opinion. 

1  7.7 Listen and read. Who enjoyed watchin
the most: Liz or Joe?

2  7.8 Listen and repeat the Useful language. Which
phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Agreeing
You’re right. Good point.
Absolutely./Exactly.
I suppose so.
I know what you mean.
Yes, I (totally) agree.
I couldn’t agree more.

Disagreeing
I don’t agree.
I (totally) disagree.
Absolutely not.
I’m not sure about that.

3 Complete the dialogue with words from the Useful 
language box. Then work in pairs and practise the
dialogue.
Ana: So, what did you think of the final of America’s

Got Talent last night?t
Sam: I was a bit disappointed, actually. I wanted Roxy to

win. I think she was the best singer.
Ana: I totally 1… . She sang well last night, but some of 

her earlier performances weren’t that great.
Sam: I 2… so, but she got better every week.
Ana: Yes, I 3… , but all of Jamie C’s performances were

amazing. And he’s got such a powerful voice.
Sam: You’re 4… , but Roxy’s more passionate than 

Jamie C when she sings. Don't you agree?
Ana: 5… not! One of the judges cried after Jamie C sang

in the final!
Sam: I’m not 6… that. She just had something in her eye.
Ana: Oh, well. At least those two crazy magicians didn’t

win – they were terrible!
Sam: I 7… more!

Liz: So, what did you think of Rebelde?
Joe: Overall, I found it a bit disappointing, actua

amazing music.
Liz: Really? I don't agree. I was so sad when it 
Joe: It all just ended up feeling so predictable, w
Liz: I know what you mean. But it shows teena
Joe: I’m not sure about that. It’s about a group o

very particular type of school.
Liz: True, but it deals with themes like friendshi

other normal teenage stuff.
Joe: Yes, you’re right. Good point. I hadn’t thoug
Liz: And the storylines were quite funny, weren
Joe: Yes, I suppose so, although sometimes I fo

childish. Don't you think it got a bit silly at t
Liz: Absolutely not. I thought the humour was o

the series.
Joe: So, would you recommend it to other people?
Liz: Yes, definitely! I really enjoyed it.

4 Work in pairs. Prepare a new dialogue about
something you have both seen. Follow the 
steps in the Speaking plan.

Speaking plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ film.m.TV series or fiDecide on a T
❯ Mak bout it:ake notes ab

Whi was it?ch TV s es/film wV serie
Wh think of it?at did you tthink ot
Wh ke/dislike it?y did you lik

SpeaaSpeak
❯ Pr ogue.acactise your dialo
❯ heUse phphrases from the Useful languageUse  box.
❯ Ac notes.t out yoyour dialogue without note

efleccReflect
❯ Did you agree or ddisagree? didisagree
❯ Di pinions?d you give rea stify your opreasons ts to just
❯ How can yo ime?How can you improve nnext tim

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Write another dialogue about a different TV series 
or film.

greeing
on.

ng Rebelde

ally, apart from the 

ended!
which is a shame.
ge life really well.
of students in a 

ips, family and

ght of that.
n’t they?
ound the humour a bit 
times?
one of the best things about 

7

7575LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 63
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SPEAKING Agreeing and disagreeing 
1  7.7 Focus on the picture and tell sts it shows Liz and 

Joe and they are talking about the series Rebelde. Ask: 
What do you think Liz is saying? What do you think Joe will 
reply? Elicit a few ideas. Read out the question. With 
stronger classes, you could start by playing the dialogue 
with books closed and have sts listen for the answer. 
Then play the audio again for them to listen and read 
to confirm their ideas. With weaker classes, play the 
dialogue for sts to listen and read. Check the answer.

Answer
Liz

2  7.8 Read through the Useful language box with the 
class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Sts then find the 
phrases in the dialogue in Exercise 1. Check answers.

Answers
I don’t agree.
I know what you mean.
I’m not sure about that.
Yes, you’re right. Good point.
I suppose so.
Absolutely not.

3 Ask sts to copy the dialogue into their notebooks, 
completing it with the correct words. Check answers, 
then put sts into pairs to practise the dialogue. 

Answers
1 disagree
2 suppose
3 agree
4 right
5 Absolutely
6 sure about
7 couldn’t agree

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise a 
dialogue about something they have both seen.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work in pairs to decide on a TV series or film 
and make notes on it, answering the questions. 

Speak
Sts can practise with and then without notes, 
using phrases from the Useful language box. 
Monitor and help as necessary. If your sts use 
smartphones in class, they could record and listen 
to their dialogues. When they finish, they could 
choose another film or TV series and practise 
again.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the 
Useful language or giving more reasons for their 
opinions. Encourage them to be honest and open 
about the things they did well and the things they 
can do better. Ask them to use their recordings to 
help them think about how they could improve 
their dialogues next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise the topic further. They write 
another dialogue about a different TV series or film. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs. They take turns to give 
an opinion about a film or TV series. Their partner 
responds by agreeing or disagreeing.

S Speaking practice: WB p.63
Sts will find more practice for agreeing and 
disagreeing here. Set these exercises for 
homework.
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Famous writers
I can compare writers in my country with writers in the UK.

Jane Austen
(1775–1817)

Early years
He always wanted to write and
knew from the age of five or six
that he wanted to be a writer.
His first published work was a
poem which he had written at
school that appeared in a local
newspaper.

Experiencing poverty
He was fascinated by society
and social injustice. The first book he published
was a work of non-fiction, Down and Out in Paris
and London, a memoir that describes poverty in
the two cities. He was a man who lived by his
beliefs – in both cities, he lived a life of poverty,
found low-paid jobs and came
close to starvation at one point. He
felt he could not understand the
poor or the unemployed without
experiencing how they lived their
lives.

Literary output
He wrote six novels and he
started using the name George
Orwell because he did not want
to embarrass his family after
spending time living in poverty while he was
researching his first novel. His most famous
novels are Animal Farm and 1984, but he also wrote
hundreds of essays, book reviews and poetry.

Legacy
His work still remains influential in popular
and political culture. Today, a lot of people are
reading 1984, a novel which is set in an imaginary
totalitarian state where every aspect of its citizens’
lives is constantly being monitored by the
government. They feel the novel is still relevant
today in the 21st century. Both Animal Farm and
1984 have sold more than 50 million copies.4
Various films, plays, TV series and radio shows
have been based on these novels.

George Orwell
(1903–1950)

A Fortunately, although
Jane's father was not

wealthy, he had a library
consisting of over 500
books, which was unusual
200 years ago as books were so expensive. She read
extensively and admired popular male and female
writers who wrote gothic and romantic prose, poetry
and drama.

B She wrote about social class and moral
problems using her own background and

experience. She was one of the first women to write
with sharp wit, humour and intelligence. She
highlighted the frustrations and limitations
experienced by young women at that time and she
chose everyday subjects that people thought were
not worth writing about. Most of her novels are
about strong female characters and the choices they
have to make. One key theme which preoccupied her
was how women depended on marriage for social
standing and economic security.

C She wrote six works of fiction which were all
published anonymously because writing was

not regarded as a suitable profession for women in
the 1800s. She financed the publication of her first
novel, Sense and Sensibility, herself in 1811 and it was
an immediate success. Her most famous novel, Pride
and Prejudice, was published in 1813. She did not
become a best-selling author until the 20th century.

D Her novels are still popular today because she
writes about friendship, dysfunctional families

and the relationships
between men and women.
Her books have been
translated into 35 different
languages and adapted for
both the cinema and
television.

REAL
CULTURE!

76
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Famous writers

4  7.9 Allow sts time to read the questions, then play 
the audio for them to read and listen to both texts and 
answer the questions. Check answers, eliciting the part 
of the text which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 B
2 JA
3 GO
4 GO
5 JA
6 GO
7 B

5 Word Power Sts match the bold words in the 
text with the meanings. Encourage them to read the 
words carefully in context to help them work out the 
meanings. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then check answers with the class and check that sts 
understand all the words.

Answers 
1 novel
2 prose
3 poetry
4 memoir

5 fiction
6 non-fiction
7 essay
8 play

Sts learn about two well-known British writers: Jane 
Austen and George Orwell. They answer comprehension 
questions, then study some words for types of writing. 
They discuss what they know about some more well-
known British writers, and discuss famous writers from 
their own country. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about Lily, 
a young artist who makes podcasts about London: see 
SB page 77. 

WARMER
Ask: What British writers do you know about? Elicit 
a few ideas, and prompt sts with more questions if 
necessary, e.g. Who wrote the Harry Potter books? Who 
wrote ‘The Lord of the Rings’? Who wrote ‘Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory’? Encourage sts to share what they 
know about British writers and their books. 

1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Discuss the 
answers as a class. 

2 Read out the questions and check that sts understand 
influenced (= had an effect on). Ask sts to read the text 
about Jane Austen and match the questions to the 
paragraphs. Check answers.

Answers
1 C
2 B
3 A
4 D

3 Ask sts to read the text about George Orwell and answer 
the questions. Allow sts to compare their answers 
in pairs, then check with the class. When you check 
answers, explain the meaning of down and out (= with 
no money), in the title of Orwell’s book Down and out in 
Paris and London. 

Answers
1 Paris and London
2 Animal Farm and 1984
3 more than 50 million
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7 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.
1 What type of writing do you prefer to read? Why?
2 Who is your favourite writer? Why?
3 Do you like film versions of books? Why/Why not?

8 COMPARE CULTURES Who are the most 
famous writers from your country? Which of their 
books are also films? How do they represent your
country and culture?

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
Imagine a friend asks you to recommend a book. Which 
book would you recommend and why?

1 Work in pairs. Look at the pictures on page 76.
What do you know about these writers, books or 
film versions of the books?

2 Read the text about Jane Austen. Match questions
1–4 to paragraphs A–D.
1 How many books did she write?
2 What did she write about?
3 Who influenced her work?
4 Why is she still popular today?

3 Read the text about George Orwell and answer the 
questions.
1 In which two cities is his first book set?
2 What are the names of his two most famous novels?
3 How many copies of his most famous novels have 

been sold?

4  7.9 Read and listen to both texts and
answer the questions. Write JA (Jane Austen),
GO (George Orwell) or B (Both).
1 Who wrote his/her observations about the society

in which he/she lived?
2 Who wrote about subjects that people did not think 

were important?
3 Whose real name did not appear on his/her books?
4 Who felt it was necessary to experience things

himself/herself in order to write about them?
5 Who often used strong female characters in his/

her novels?
6 Who wrote both fiction and non-fiction books?
7 Who died in his/her forties?

5 Word Power The words in bold in the texts 
refer to types of writing. Match the words with
the definitions. 
1 a long written story about imaginary characters

and events
2 written language in its normal form, i.e. not poetry
3 writing that is often in short lines which rhyme
4 a written account of someone’s personal

experiences
5 stories or books that describe people or events 

that are not true
6 stories or books that describe people or events 

that are true
7 a short piece of writing that deals with one subject
8 a piece of writing that actors perform in a theatre

6 Work in pairs. Look at the names of the writers in 
the box and answer the questions.

Agatha Christie   Roald Dahl   
William Shakespeare   Mary Shelley

1 Have you heard of the writers before? If so, what
books did they write?

2 Look at the film posters in the panel on the right.
Match the writers in the box with the film versions 
of their books.

3 Have you read any of the books or seen the films?
Is the film better than the book?

Better
than the

book?

7

77
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6 Put sts into pairs to discuss the four authors and answer 
the questions. Discuss the answers with the class.

Answers
2
Agatha Christie Murder on the Orient Express
Roald Dahl Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
William Shakespeare Romeo and Juliet
Mary Shelley Frankenstein

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Agatha Christie (1890–1976) was an English writer 
known for her detective novels. She created the fictional 
detectives Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple. Many of her 
novels, including Murder on the Orient Express, have been 
made into successful films.

Roald Dahl (1916–1990) was a British novelist and short-
story writer. He is especially well-known for his many 
children’s books, including Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory, Matilda, The Witches and The BFG. Many of his 
children’s stories have been made into films.

William Shakespeare (1564–1616) was an English 
playwright and poet who is considered to be the 
greatest writer in the English language. He wrote both 
comedies and tragedies. His best-known tragedy, Romeo 
and Juliet, has been made into many successful films.

Mary Shelley (1797–1851) was an English novelist who 
wrote the novel Frankenstein, which has become a 
classic of horror films.

7 Sts discuss the questions in pairs. If you have sts in your 
class who do not read books for pleasure, they could 
talk about their favourite films and actors instead. Ask 
some pairs to tell the class about their discussions.

21st Century skills

8 COMPARE CULTURES
Sts could work in pairs or small groups to discuss 
the questions. If they are struggling for ideas, 
brainstorm some names of well-known authors 
in their country with the class first. Ask pairs or 
groups to tell the class about their discussions, 
and discuss as a class how the different writers 
mentioned represent the sts’ country and culture.

Culture video

This lesson also features an optional culture video 
about Lily, a young artist who makes podcasts about 
London. You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to a computer or tablet or you can ask sts 
to download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See Lily: Portrait of a podcast on TG 
pages 304 and 312.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers think about which book they would 
recommend to a friend and why. Weaker sts could work 
in pairs and do the same task, or think about which film 
they would recommend and why. 
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Arts review
WRITING A film review

I can write a review and make recommendations.

1 What do you want to know when you read a film
review? Choose three answers.
a personal opinions and recommendations
b a full description of the plot from start to finish
c basic information about the story and the themes
d reasons why some aspects of the film are good / bad
e a complete list of the cast and the characters

2 Read the review. Which aspect of the film is the
reviewer most critical of?

the cast   the special effects    
the soundtrack   k the plot

The Culture Magazine

FILM REVIEWS >>>>

The Lion King
The Lion King (2019) is a 
remake of a classic Disney 
animation with some 
changes to the story, 
characters and songs. It’s 
such a feel-good movie 
it will make you smile – 
and possibly even start 
singing!

The film, which is set in a 
fictional African country, 
tells the story of a young 
lion, Simba. Simba hopes 
to grow up to be like his father, King Mufasa. But 
the king’s evil brother Scar kills Mufasa, and sends 
Simba away. Will Simba be able to return and become 
king? This is a family movie about self-discovery 
and friendship, and the plot is fairly predictable. 
However, there are so many great scenes that it hardly 
matters. There’s comedy, action, and some powerfully 
emotional moments, too. I found one particular scene 
so moving I almost cried!

It’s well worth watching this on a big screen 
because the special effects are stunning, and utterly 
convincing. The cast also do a great job of making 
the animal characters come to life. Donald Glover, 
starring as Simba, and Beyoncé, playing his friend 
Nala, are especially memorable. Beyoncé also sings 
on the incredible soundtrack.

I’d highly recommend The Lion King to anyone who 
loves heart-warming family movies. It was such fun 
I’ve decided to go and see it again!

78 E Exam: Unit 7 SB p.124W Writing summary WB p.90 LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133

3 Look at the Useful language box. In pairs, think of
three other useful phrases for film reviews.

Useful language
Describing films
It’s about … / It tells the story of …
It’s set in …
… stars as (the hero).
… plays (the character of) …

Emphasizing opinions with adverbs
… are utterly/totally/incredibly convincing.
… is particularly/especially brilliant.
I’d strongly/highly/thoroughly recommend …
It was so moving (that) I almost cried!

4 Read the Look! box. Then find three examples in
the review.

so / such (… that)t
We can use so and such to add emphasis. We
can add a that clause afterwards to show at
consequence.
so + adjective or adverb phrase
The film is so slow (that) I got bored!
so + much / many / y little / few
There was so much violence (that) I couldn’t watch.
such + noun phrase / noun
It’s such a funny script (that) I laughed out loud.

Look!

5 Choose a film or TV series and write a review.
Follow the steps in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ he fil ries?film or TV serieWhat did you like about theWhat did you 
❯ out it?What d ou like abouWhat didn’t yo

WrittWrite
❯ Paragraph 1: ntroduce the film or TV series anIn nd

ral opinion.give your gener
❯ Paragraph 2: Give basic details about the plot.Gi

u liked or didn’t like, giving reasonsExpxplain what you l s.
❯ Paragraph 3: what else you liked or disliked. Say what
❯ Paragraph 4: nal recommendation. Make a personal rec

efleccReflect
❯ patterns.Check your relativtive clauses and verb veve claus
❯ terestingCheck that you’v variety of intu’ve useused a va

language, incl s and language, including advdverbs so / suchs  (… that).
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Arts review
WRITING A film review

Sts study a film review of The Lion King. They learn some 
useful language for describing films and emphasizing 
their opinions with adverbs. They also learn how to use so 
and such. They then follow the steps in the Writing plan to 
write their own film review.

Writing
A film review

Useful language
Describing films (It’s about … / It tells the story of …, It’s set 
in … , … stars as (the hero). … plays (the character of …); 
Emphasizing opinions with adverbs (… are utterly/totally/
incredibly convincing, … is particularly/especially brilliant, 
I’d strongly/highly/thoroughly recommend … , It was so 
moving (that) I almost cried.)
Look!
so / such (… that)

WARMER
Ask: When new films come to the cinema, how do you 
decide which ones to watch? Elicit the idea that they can 
look at posters or see adverts on TV. Ask: Do you ever 
read film reviews? Where can you read film reviews? Elicit 
that you can read them online on review websites or on 
cinema websites.

1 Tell sts to imagine they are going to see a new film 
and they don’t know much about it. Say: You can read 
a review to find out about it. What do you want to know? 
Put sts into pairs to read the question and choose three 
options. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class which three 
options they chose and why.

2 Focus on the review and ask who in the class has seen 
The Lion King. Ask if they enjoyed it and why, and 
encourage them to share their opinions with the class. 
Read out the questions and the possible answers, then 
ask sts to read the review and answer the question. 
Check the answer with the class.

Answer
the plot

3 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss how 
to say these expressions in their first language. Sts 
could find examples of the phrases in the review, to read 
them in context. As a class, brainstorm more useful 
phrases for film reviews.

Suggested answers
My favourite scene is …
There are some amazing special effects.
The ending is completely unexpected.

4 Read the Look! box with sts. Sts then find examples of 
so and such in the review. Point out that so and such have 
a similar meaning, but they are used in slightly different 
ways: The film was so good! It was such a good film! I 
enjoyed it so much!

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask sts to read the review again and find examples of 
more useful words and phrases they can use in their 
own review, e.g. It will make you smile. This is a family 
movie. It’s well worth watching this on a big screen. Remind 
sts that they should not copy the model writing task, 
but they can use it as a resource for useful language, to 
improve their own writing.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask sts to read the review again and find examples of 
relative clauses and verb patterns. Check with the class, 
and encourage sts to use relative clauses and verb patterns 
with to + infinitive or the -ing form in their own review.

5 Sts write their own film review following the steps in 
the Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts work as individuals to decide which film or 
TV series they are going to write about and think 
about what they liked and didn’t like about it.

Write
Explain that sts should organize their reviews into 
paragraphs. Refer back to the review in Exercise 
2 and point out that it follows the plan that is 
detailed here. Sts write their review using the 
review in Exercise 2 as a model. Encourage them 
to use expressions from the Useful language box 
and also so and such. 

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. They 
swap reviews with a partner and give feedback on 
the use of relative clauses and verb patterns, and 
also so and such. Remind sts to be positive and 
encouraging when they give feedback, and always 
find aspects to praise. 

W Writing practice: WB p.64
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.90

E Exam: Unit 7 SB p.124

LS Language summary: Unit 7 SB p.133
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LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134

Vocabulary: Science and 
inventions; time phrases

Grammar: Active and passive; Reduced relative 
clauses: passive; have/get something done

Speaking: 
Instructions

Writing: 
A report

VOCABULARY Science and inventions
I can talk about science and discuss important inventions and discoveries.

1 Read the text. Discuss the questions in pairs.
1 Which two inventions do you think are the most

important? Why?
2 What other ‘communication inventions’ do you 

think are important?

2  8.1 Copy and complete the table with ten of the 
nouns in bold in the text. Listen and check.

Verb ➝ Noun
create 1creation (action)n

2… (ability)

design 3…
develop 4…
discover 5…

3 Match the four remaining science and invention
nouns in bold with the definitions.
1 proof (synonym)
2 physical substance with a special purpose
3 dramatic and important discovery
4 improvement of skills and knowledge

4 Work in pairs. What are the five most important 
scientific inventions or discoveries that we 
couldn’t live without? Why? 

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Write short descriptions of other inventions that are still 
important today. Include science and invention words.

Amazing inventions
Paper

Paper was first made in China. Other early
writing materials included animal skin, leaves 
and stone.

Did you know … ?

Paper has always
inspired creativity.
The ancient
Chinese also 
invented wrapping
paper, banknotes, 
and toilet paper!

The telephone
Scottish scientist Alexander Graham Bell
received the first patent for a telephone in
the USA.

Did you know … ?

Bell also developed 
biofuels, and in
1917 he also made 
an astonishingly
accurate 
prediction of 
global warming!

The smartphone
IBM launched the first smartphone model onto
the market in 1994.

Did you know … ?

The battery in the first 
smartphone lasted
one hour. Thankfully,
progress has been 
made since then!

Writing
Archaeological exploration has uncovered 
evidence of writing from more than 5,000 
years ago!

Did you know … ?

The discovery of 
40,000-year-old 
bone and ivory 
flutes in Germany 
is proof that f
music is much
older than writing!

The printing press

The internet
A breakthrough in the development of the
internet came in 1989, with the creation of the 
world wide web by 
Tim Berners-Lee.

Did you know … ?

In 1843, Ada
Lovelace wrote
the first
computer 
program!

3200 BC 200 BC 1438

1876 1989 1994

Johannes Gutenberg’s new design of printing 
press enabled the mass production of books in 
E d l dEurope, and led to
the transformation
of European culture.

Did you know … ?

Today, we can also 
3D-print cars, body 
parts, and even 
food!

➝ Noun
explore 6…
predict 7…
produce 8…
prove 9…
transform 10…

79

Discover 8
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UNIT 8 OVERVIEW: Unit 8 focuses on the topic of knowledge and discoveries. Sts read 
about some accidental scientific discoveries and listen to a podcast about a teenage inventor. 
They learn vocabulary for science and inventions and time phrases. They read some adverts 
for tech festivals, then read about the history of US space exploration. They also watch a vlog about 
a fermentation experiment and a culture video about an artificial surf park in Wales. Finally, they read a report 
about a visit to a museum and write their own report about a local attraction in their area.

VOCABULARY Science and inventions

Sts learn ten nouns and verbs to do with science and 
inventions. They learn these in context by reading a text 
about amazing inventions, adding them to a table and 
matching them with definitions. They personalize the 
vocabulary by discussing their opinions on the most 
important scientific inventions and discoveries.

Vocabulary
Science and inventions (create, creation, design, develop, 
development, discover, discovery, explore, exploration, 
predict, prediction, produce, production, prove, proof, 
transform, transformation)

Vlog
Maiku: Fermentation station

WARMER
Ask: What machines and gadgets have you used today? 
Elicit a few ideas, then ask more questions to prompt 
sts, e.g. Did you switch a light on this morning? Did you use 
a shower? What about a kettle? As sts mention different 
gadgets and machines, write them on the board. 
Explain that these things are all inventions. Ask: Do you 
know who invented any of them? 

1 Focus on the text and explain that all the inventions 
it discusses are to do with communication. Ask sts to 
read the text, then put them into pairs to discuss the 
questions. Discuss their ideas as a class.

2  8.1 Ask sts to copy the table into their notebooks, 
then read through the verbs in the table with the 
class and check that sts understand them all. Sts 
then complete the table with the nouns in bold in the 
timeline. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then play the audio for them to listen and check. 

Answers
2 creativity
3 design
4 development

5 discovery
6 exploration
7 prediction

8 production
9 proof
10 transformation

3 Point out to sts that there are four more words in bold in 
the timeline which don’t fit in the table. Sts could work 
in pairs to find these words and match them with the 
definitions. Encourage sts to read the words carefully 
in context and try to work out the meanings first, then 
choose the correct meanings. Check answers, and check 
that sts understand the words.

Answers
1 evidence
2 material(s)

3 breakthrough
4 progress

4 Put sts into pairs to discuss different inventions and 
decide on the five most important which we couldn’t 
live without. Ask them to note down their answers and 
their reasons. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class their 
ideas. See if, as a class, sts can agree on their top five 
inventions overall.

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
vlogger demonstrates a fermentation experiment. 
You can watch this in class if you have time and 
access to video, or you can ask sts to download it 
from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG pages 296 and 309.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by writing descriptions of other inventions that are 
still important today. Weaker sts could work in pairs 
and write some example sentences using some of the 
science and invention words.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.66
Sts will find more practice of vocabulary for science 
and discoveries here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134

Discover

b
8

Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Science and 
inventions; 
time phrases

Active and passive; 
Reduced relative 
clauses; passive; have/
get something done

Stress in 
passive 
sentences

Using 
connectors to 
understand text 
organization

Listening to a 
narrative and 
putting the 
events in order

Instructions 
and 
clarification

A report
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Lucky discoveries
READING

I can use sequencing words and connectors to understand text organization.

1 Read the text quickly. Who made each discovery?

2  8.2 Read the text again. Match gaps 1–7 in the text with
sentences a–g. Use the sequencing words and connectors 
in bold to help. Listen and check.
a As a result, he hardly left his laboratory for six weeks!
b Next, he microwaved some popcorn.
c Yet luck often plays a major role in breakthroughs.
d So he brought in more foods to test.
e First, they dropped stones to test the depth of the hole.
f They’re also widely used outside hospitals.
g What’s more, they’re often made by ordinary people.

3 Word Power Complete the expressions
from the extract with the missing 
prepositions.
1 by chance/accident = accidentally
2 … once = immediately
3 … doubt = certainly
4 … purpose = deliberately
5 … instance = for example
6 … existence = that exists

4 FIND OUT What else was discovered 
by chance?

Discovered by chance
1… . Here are some incredible 

accidental discoveries from three different fields. 

A Medicine: X-rays
The discovery of X-rays led to the transformation of medicine. 2… . If you’ve

ever been through airport security, you’ve been scanned by X-rays! Yet

X-rays were discovered by chance on 8 November 1895, when German

physicist Wilhelm Röntgen noticed a mysterious green light in his laboratory.

At the time, Röntgen was studying cathode rays in a covered tube. The tube 

had been wrapped in thick black paper. So how had the light escaped? At

once, Röntgen became obsessed with studying this strange new ray, which

he called an ‘X-ray’ (‘X’ for ‘unknown’). 3… . His wife was one of the first

people he invited in. The first human X-ray photo shows her hand.

B Engineering: the microwave oven
The microwave oven is without doubt one of the best-loved kitchen

inventions. But it was also invented by accident.

In 1946, US engineer Percy Spencer was working on a design for a

microwave-based military gadget when he made an annoying discovery.

The peanut bar in his pocket had turned into goo! Spencer wanted to

know if the bar had been melted by the microwaves. 4… . The first food he

microwaved on purpose was an egg. Unfortunately, it exploded in Spencer’s 

face! 5… . Only a year later, the first microwave ovens went into production.

C Archaeology: the Lascaux Cave paintings
In archaeology, accidental discoveries are often the norm. 6… . For instance,

Lascaux Cave in France wasn’t discovered until 1940, when it was first

explored by four teenagers.

The teenagers came across a hole while they were walking in the woods

one day. They decided to investigate, hoping to find buried treasure! 7… . 

Then, they lowered themselves down. At the bottom, they found one of the

most significant prehistoric art collections in existence. The walls of Lascaux

Cave are covered in stunning pictures of animals, evidence of astonishing

skill and creativity. Experts believe they were painted 17,000 years ago!

80
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UNIT 8

Lucky discoveries
READING

Sts read a text about some important scientific 
discoveries that were made by chance. They see examples 
of active and passive verbs in context, study expressions 
with prepositions and research other chance discoveries. 

Reading text
A text about chance scientific discoveries

Reading skill
Using sequencing words and connectors to understand 
text organization

WARMER
Ask sts to imagine a scientist working on an amazing 
new technology that will change the world. Ask: What 
can you see? Where is the scientist? What are they wearing? 
What are they doing? Are there other people around? Elicit 
answers from the class and build up a collective picture 
of a scientist at work. Ask: What do you think they have to 
do to make the final discovery? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. work 
hard, do experiments, keep detailed notes, etc. Tell sts 
they are going to read about three discoveries that were 
made in very different ways. 

1 Focus on the pictures and teach the words X-rays, 
microwave oven and cave paintings. Read out the 
question, then ask sts to read the text quickly to find the 
answers. Check answers.

Answers
X-rays: Wilhelm Röntgen
Microwave oven: Percy Spencer
Lascaux cave paintings: four teenagers

2  8.2 Using connectors and time words to 
understand text organization Read out the first 
sentence of the text, then point out the gap and explain 
that a sentence is missing. Read out the sentence after 
the gap, then focus on the sentences in Exercise 2. Ask 
sts in pairs to decide which sentence fits the gap. To 
do this, suggest that they read each sentence in turn 
in the gap and see if it makes sense. Elicit the correct 
answer (c), then focus on the word in bold (yet). Ask: 
How does this help you decide if the sentence fits? Elicit or 
explain that the first sentence of the text explains the 
idea of science being very logical. The sentence after 
the gap introduces the idea of discoveries that are made 
by accident. The missing sentence forms a ‘bridge’ 
between the two ideas by using the connector yet, to 
introduce a contrast. Sts then read the rest of the text 
and match the gaps with the remaining sentences. Play 
the audio for sts to read and listen to the whole text to 
check answers. Check  answers with the class, eliciting 
in each case how the connector or time word in bold 
helps you decide if the sentence fits.

Answers
1 c
2 f
3 a
4 d
5 b
6 g
7 e

3 Word Power Ask sts to find the expressions in the 
text and complete them with the correct prepositions. 
Check answers, and check that sts understand all the 
expressions.

Answers
1 by
2 at
3 without
4 on
5 for
6 in

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask sts in pairs to choose three expressions from 
Exercise 3 and write example sentences for them. Ask 
pairs in turn to read their sentences to the class.

21st Century skills

4  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. 
Encourage sts to find examples of other discoveries 
that were made by chance and find out as much as 
they can about them. Sts can report back on their 
findings in the next lesson. Some possible answers 
are: penicillin, insulin, Velcro and Super Glue.

R Reading practice: WB p.67
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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GRAMMAR Active and passive
I can use the active and passive in different tenses.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box and complete the rules.

Active

We often use microwaves to cook snacks.

Four French teenagers discovered the cave.

Passive

Microwaves are often used to cook snacks.

The cave was discovered by four French teenagers.

You’ve been scanned by X-rays at airport security.

The bar had been melted by the microwaves.

X-rays can be used to diagnose many injuries.

Your passport will be checked before you get on 
the plane.

You might be asked to provide proof of your age.

I think they should be invited to the wedding.

Rules

We form the passive with the correct form of the verb be 
and the 1infinitive / past participle.
We use 2active / passive sentences to focus on the 
person or thing that does the action.
We use 3active / passive sentences to focus on the 
person or thing that receives the action.
We can use 4from / by after the passive to specify they
agent, i.e. the person or thing that performs the action.

2 Complete the sentences with the correct passive
form of the verb in brackets.
1 What amazing things … (invent) in the next 

50 years?
2 Smartphones … (can, use) to buy things online.
3 You … (might, give) some money for your birthday.
4 These days most tea … (grow) in sub-tropical

countries in Asia.
5 Penicillin … (discover) by Alexander Fleming

in 1928.
6 That bank … (rob) three times since 2016.
7 The crime … (investigate) at the moment by police.
8 The parcel … (must, deliver) to my home address.

3 PRONUNCIATION Stress in passive sentences

 8.3 Listen and repeat. Notice where the 
sentence stress is.
1 The new plane is powered by electricity.
2 A new drug has been developed by scientists.
3 That planet can’t be seen from the Earth.
4 Faster space rockets will be invented.
5 Is a space station going to be built on

another planet?

81LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134

84 Rewrite the active sentences in the passive. 
Only include by + agent when it is essential.y

Nobody had used the Lascaux Cave for
thousands of years.
➝ The Lascaux Cave hadn’t been used for 
thousands of years.

1 The artists only painted one picture of a human.
➝ Only one picture of a human …

2 You can see over 2,000 images on the walls.
➝ Over 2,000 images …

3 Contaminants have damaged some of the art.
➝ Some of the art …

4 Thousands of people visit a replica of the cave
every year. ➝ A replica of the cave …

5 We must do everything possible to preserve the
cave art. ➝ Everything possible …

6 Archaeologists might cover the paintings with 
protective glass. ➝ The paintings …

After analysing painting techniques 
and hand sizes, many experts now 
believe that a lot of prehistoric art 

was created by teenage boys! Was cave art the graffiti of the day?

FUN

5 In pairs, take turns to talk about the topics below,
using active and passive sentences. Can you
speak for two minutes?

My favourite food
It’s made …

My favourite museum… can be seen here.

A discovery 
that 

changed the 
world

… was discov
ered …

A brilliant invention
… was invented …

A prediction for the future
… will be developed / discovered / 

invented that will …

 FAST FINISHER
Write a short text about an archaeological discovery that 
showed what life was like in the past in your country. Use
active and passive sentences.
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UNIT 8

GRAMMAR Active and passive

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called The best game might 
be published!, including active and passive verb forms. 
You can watch this in class if you have time and access 
to a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to download 
it from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG page 316 for animation script.

1 Read the example sentences in the grammar box. Ask 
sts to copy the rules and choose the correct words to 
complete them. They could work in pairs. Check answers. 

Answers
1 past participle
2 active
3 passive
4 by

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: Alexander Graham Bell 
invented the telephone – active or passive? (active). Does 
the sentence focus on the person who does the action? 
(yes). The telephone was invented in Scotland – active 
or passive? (passive). Does the sentence focus on the 
thing that received the action? (yes – the telephone). The 
telephone was invented from Alexander Graham Bell – 
correct? (no – was invented by Alexander Graham Bell).

2 Ask sts to write the sentences in their notebooks, 
completing them with the correct passive verb forms. 
Tell them they can use the examples in the grammar 
box to help with the form of the different passive tenses. 
Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then check 
answers with the class, referring back to the rules if 
necessary to explain the answers.

Answers
1 will be invented  
2 can be used  
3 might be given  
4 is grown
5 was discovered
6 has been robbed
7 is being investigated
8 must be delivered

3 PRONUNCIATION  8.3
Play the audio once for sts to listen and notice the 
stress in the passive sentences. Play the audio again, 
pausing for sts to repeat.

4 Read out the task and the example sentence. Point out 
to sts that they should use the same tense in the passive 
sentence as is in the active sentence. Sts then write the 
sentences in their notebooks. Weaker sts could work in 
pairs for this. Check answers, discussing why by + agent 
is essential in some of the sentences.

Answers
1 was painted.
2 can be seen on the walls.
3 has been damaged by contaminants.
4 is visited by thousands of people every year.
5 must be done to preserve the cave art.
6 might be covered with protective glass.

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Sts might also be interested to know that some 
of the graffiti that was preserved by the volcanic 

eruption that destroyed the ancient cities of 
Pompeii and Herculaneum is also believed to have 
been produced by teenagers. 

5 Read out the task, then allow sts time individually 
to think about the topics and prepare some ideas. 
Encourage them to think about how they can use 
passive verbs. You could brainstorm a few ideas for each 
topic with the class first. Sts then work in pairs and take 
turns to talk about the topics and try to speak for two 
minutes while their partner times them. Monitor while 
sts are working and correct any mistakes with passive 
verbs in a feedback session at the end. For feedback, ask 
who managed to talk for two minutes, and ask which 
topic sts found the most difficult to talk about.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by writing a short text about an archaeological 
discovery in their own country, using active and passive 
verbs. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write some 
active and passive sentences based on the things they 
talked about in Exercise 5.

G Grammar practice: WB p.68
Sts will find more practice of active and passive 
verb forms. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134
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Problem solved …
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Phrases with time

I can listen to a narrative and put the events in order.

3  8.4 Match the phrases in bold in the quiz with
the definitions. Listen and check.
1 for quite a long time
2 very quickly
3 sometimes
4 individually
5 while something else is happening
6 spend less time
7 not to use the time well
8 fix a time to do something
9 make sure there is enough time
10 not to hurry
11 working for the whole of the working week 
12 taking a lot of time

4 Look at the picture below from a film about William
Kamkwamba’s life. Work in pairs and discuss the 
questions. 
1 What kind of structure 

is William climbing?
2 Why do you think 

William is climbing it?
3 Which country do you 

think it might be in?
4 Why do you think a

film was made about
William?

5 The film is called The
Boy Who Harnessed the
Wind. Why do you think 
it is called this?

5  8.5 Listen to a podcast about William. 
What was the most impressive thing about his 
achievement?
a He created the world’s most eco-friendly windmill.
b He learned about engineering on his own

from books.
c He became an inventor while he was a 

full-time student.

6  8.5 Listen again and put these events from 
William’s life in order (1–6).
a He built a windmill that pumps water.
b He used the internet for the first time.
c He started a radio repair business.
d He left school.
e He wrote a book.
f He built a windmill that created electricity.

7 THINK CRITICALLY Work in pairs. What
kind of problem solver was William? Give reasons
for your answer.

1 Are you good at solving problems? Why/Why not? 
Discuss with your partner.

2 Read the quiz. What kind of problem solver are you?

are you?

What kind of
problem solver

THE CREATIVE THINKER

You focus on the big picture, and you don’t waste time

on insignificant details. You hate having to do things

one at a time and you often find schedules frustrating.

Your motto is ‘Just do it!’

Your weakness: Sometimes you forget to plan. Planning 

can save time by preventing future mistakes.

Famous example: Elon Musk, the technology

entrepreneur who has innovated with electric cars, AI, 

and space travel.

THE EXPERT COLLABORATOR

In your experience, teams working together can solve 

problems in no time, so you always make time for 

other people’s help and advice. In the meantime,

sharing worries reduces your stress levels!

Your weakness: At times you lack self-confidence. Do 

things your way when you need to!

Famous examples: Marie and Pierre Curie, two Nobel-

prize-winning scientists who spent many years working

full-time together on radioactivity.

THE DEDICATED ANALYST

You think about a problem 

for some time in order to

understand it, and you like to

take your time deciding 

what to do. You don’t mind 

working hard or doing 

time-consuming research in 

order to find the best solution.

Your weakness: You can get 

stressed, or overthink things! 

Always set a time to stop.

Famous example: Ada Lovelace,

the Victorian mathematician 

who created the first computer

program.

LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.13482
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UNIT 8

Problem solved …
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
Phrases with time

Sts read a quiz about different kinds of problem solvers, 
then listen to the podcast about a teenage inventor. They 
practise listening to a narrative and putting the events 
in order.

Vocabulary
Phrases with time (at times, for some time, full-time, in no 
time, in the meantime, make time, one at a time, save time, 
set a time, take your time, time-consuming, waste time) 

Listening text
A podcast about the teenage inventor William 
Kamkwamba
Listening skill
Listening to a narrative and putting the events in order

WARMER
Hold up your phone and elicit that it is an example of 
modern technology. Ask: What problems are there with 
it? How could we improve it? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. it runs 
out of battery, the memory fills up, it breaks if you drop 
it. Ask: Who can solve these problems? How do you think 
they find solutions? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. discuss ideas, 
brainstorm different possibilities, do experiments, etc. 

1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the question. Ask pairs in 
turn to tell the class their ideas. You could ask some of 
them to tell the class about a problem they have solved 
and how they did it.

2 Ask sts to read the quiz and decide what kind of 
problem solver they are. Allow sts to compare their 
ideas in pairs, then ask some sts to tell the class which 
kind they are and why. 

3  8.4 Sts could work in pairs to match the phrases 
in bold with the meanings. Encourage them to read 
the phrases in context first and try to work out the 
meanings, then choose the best meaning from the list. 
Play the audio for sts to listen and check their answers. 
See Answers for audio script. Check answers with the 
class and check that sts understand all the phrases. 

Answers
1 for some time
2 in no time
3 at times
4 one at a time
5 in the meantime
6 save time

7 waste time
8 set a time
9 make time
10 take your time
11 full-time
12 time-consuming

4 Read out the task and tell sts that the film is based on 
a true story, and William Kamkwamba is a real person. 
Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Elicit some 
possible answers, but don’t confirm them.

Suggested answers
1 a windmill
2 possibly to check or repair it
3 Malawi
4 because his achievement was so amazing
5 because he used the wind to create electricity

5  8.5 Play the audio for sts to listen and check their 
ideas in exercise 4. See TG page 281 for audio script. 
Check these with the class, then ask sts to choose the 
most impressive thing about his achievement. Check 
the answer, playing the audio again if necessary and 
pausing to confirm it.

Answer
b

6  8.5 Listening to a narrative and putting the events 
in order Read out the task, and point out to sts that 
when they read or listen to a story, it is important to have 
a clear idea of the order in which the events happened. 
Ask: What words can help you understand the order? Elicit 
that words like First, Next, Later, Finally can help you hear 
the order of the events. Allow sts time to read through 
the events, then play the audio again for them to listen 
and order them. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class, playing the audio again if 
necessary and pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 c  2 d  3 f  4 a  5 b  6 e

7 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the question, then put sts into pairs to 
discuss it. Encourage them to think in detail about 
how William solved the problems in his village, 
and encourage them to look back at the quiz in 
Exercise 2 to see which kind of problem solver he 
was. Discuss the answer as a class, encouraging sts 
to give reasons for their answers.

21st Century skills

Suggested answer
He was a dedicated analyst because he was prepared 
to work hard and do time-consuming research in 
order to find the best solution.

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.69
Sts will find more practice for listening, and practice 
of phrases with time here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134
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GRAMMAR Reduced relative
clauses: active and passive verbs

I can use active and passive reduced relative clauses and 
have/get something done.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Read the grammar box. Copy and complete the
rules with past participle or -ing form.

Active

Teams working (= who work) together can solve 
problems in no time.

Passive

He wrote a book called (= which was called) 
The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind.

William searched for materials left (= which 
had been left) in rubbish dumps.

Rules

When we reduce a defining relative clause with an active
verb, we replace the verb with the 1… .
When we reduce a defining relative clause with a passive
verb, we replace the verb with the 2… .

2 Rewrite the sentences by reducing the underlined
relative clause. Do you agree with these 
statements?

I enjoy reading books that have been written
about science.
I enjoy reading books written about science.

1 I think teenagers who are living in my countryg y y are
very lucky.

2 We should recycle all the plastic which is producedp
by supermarketsy p .

3 There aren’t enough women who work in science.
4 Smartphones are the best gadgets that have ever

been invented!
5 A problem which is shared is a problem which is

halved.
6 We should eat produce that is growng  locally rather 

than food that is importedp  from far away.

3 Complete each sentence using the verb in 
brackets in a reduced relative clause.
1 The oldest surfboard … was found in Peru. 

(ever / make)
2 Robots … artificial intelligence may replace doctors

by 2050. (use)
3 Could meat … in laboratories save the planet?

(grow)
4 Teenagers … enough sleep have lower IQs.

(not get)
5 A mushroom … in the Amazon can eat plastic. 

(discover)
6 Dinosaurs … millions of years ago had feathers like

birds. (live)

83LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134

8have/get something done
4 Copy and complete the rule in the grammar box 

with a or b.
a someone else does for us.
b we do ourselves.

The villagers wanted to have electricity installed.

They couldn’t afford to get their radios repaired.

He had his photo taken with Barack Obama.

Rule

We use have/get + object + past participle to talk about t
an action that … , especially when we are talking about
professional services.

5 Jason is a man with a lot of problems. Read his 
problems and write his solutions. Use have/get 
something done and the words in the box.

fix / it   repair / my suit    send / flowers   
clean / it deliver / pizzas make / birthday cake

Jason’s problems Jason’s solutions

‘My new car is really 
dirty.’

‘I’ll get it cleaned
tomorrow.’

1 ‘I’ve had an argument
with my girlfriend.’

‘I’ll … to her at work this
afternoon.’

2 ‘My washing machine is
broken.’

‘I’ll … as soon as
possible.’

3 ‘It’s my mum’s birthday, 
but I’m away.’

‘I’ll … for her and dad
can pick it up.’

4 ‘My friends are coming 
over, but I have no food.’

‘I’ll … when they all get 
here.’

5 ‘It’s my best friend’s
wedding next week and 
I need to look smart.’

‘I’ll … before the 
wedding.’

6 Work in pairs. Invent four more problems and 
solutions for Jason. 

 FAST FINISHER
How will scientific progress make life better by 2050? 
Suggest ideas using reduced relative clauses.
People injured in accidents will be given hi-tech 
robotic limbs.

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 70
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UNIT 8

GRAMMAR Reduced relative clauses: 
active and passive verbs

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called Teams working together 
can manage anything!, including the form and use of 
reduced relative clauses: active and passive verbs and 
have/get something done. You can watch this in class if 
you have time and access to video, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform to 
watch at home. See TG page 316 for the animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples with the class. Sts read 
the rules and complete them with the correct words. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs. Check answers.

Answers
1 -ing form 2 past participle

Point out to sts that they have already studied active 
reduced relative clauses (in Unit 7), so they are just 
adding one more kind of clause to what they already 
know. Give a related pair of reduced relative clauses to 
illustrate the difference between active and passive, e.g. 
The boy building the windmill was William (he built it). 
The windmill built by William was very successful (it was 
built by him).

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I met the people making 
the film – active or passive reduced relative clause? 
(active). Does it mean the people who were making the 
film? (yes). I loved the film made about William – active 
or passive? (passive). Does it mean the film that William 
made? (no, the film that was made about him).

2 Read out the first sentence and example. Sts write the 
sentences in their notebooks, reducing the relative 
clauses. They could work in pairs for this. Check answers.

Answers
1 I think teenagers living in my country are very lucky.
2 We should recycle all the plastic produced by 

supermarkets.
3 There aren’t enough women working in science.
4 Smartphones are the best gadgets ever invented.
5 A problem shared is a problem halved.
6 We should eat produce grown locally rather than 

food imported from far away.

3 Sts complete the sentences using the correct reduced 
relative clauses. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class.

Answers
1 ever made
2 using
3 grown

4 not getting
5 discovered
6 living

have/get something done
4 Read the grammar box examples with the class. Then 

read out the rule and elicit the correct answer to 
complete it.

Answer
a

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I painted my bedroom – did 
I do it myself? (yes). I had my bedroom painted – did I do 
it myself? (no, someone else did it for me). Someone cut 
my hair – I … (had/got my hair cut).

5 Read out the situation, then read out the first problem 
and Jason’s solution. Sts then complete the remaining 
solutions. Check answers.

Answers
1 have/get some flowers sent
2 have/get it fixed
3 have/get a birthday cake made
4 have/get pizzas delivered
5 have/get my suit repaired

6 Sts work in pairs to invent four more problems and 
solutions for Jason. You could brainstorm a few ideas 
for problems with the class first, e.g. his car is scratched, 
his hair is too long, etc. Ask pairs in turn to read one of 
their problems and solutions to the class.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by using reduced relative clauses to suggest ideas for 
how life will be better by 2050. Weaker sts could work 
in pairs and write some personal sentences about things 
they have had or got done recently.

G Grammar practice: WB p.70 
Sts will find more practice of reduced relative 
clauses: active and passive verbs and have/get 
something done here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134
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2 Read the adverts again. Answer the questions.
Which gadget …
1 can’t be bought yet?
2 is powered by the sun?
3 is a new sport?
4 uses human bones?

3  8.6 Listen and answer the questions.
1 When does the Tech Festival start?
2 Which two products does the speaker mention?
3 What else is being organized at the festival?

How does it work?
READING and LISTENING

I can identify important information in adverts.

1 Read the adverts. Which gadget would you like to own? Why? 

4  8.6 Listen again and complete the sentences.
1 Students will be able to talk to the … that were …

this year’s most innovative products.
2 In the competition students will be asked to 

prepare a design for a … they think … .
3 The winner of the competition will get the chance

to work with a … of … .
4 The festival organizer is looking for students with …

and … .

5 GET CREATIVE Design a new sport or game.
Write instructions for how it works and any rules 
it has. 

Tech Festival

The Panoball 360 is designed
to take high-resolution 360˚
panoramic photos. It’s simple
and easy to use. It can be
thrown into the air like a
ball and it will automatically
record the view at the highest point.
It can also be used as a manual camera. If you
want the best shots every time and the most
‘instagrammable’ views ever, this is the answer.
This item will be released on 1 April.

panoball 360

Products available for you to buy

this year at the festival

Pre-order now

drone racing
A lot of people think this is
the sport of the future. Virtual
reality and video games are
combined with the latest
technology in FPV (First Person
View) goggles. Just put them
on and you become the pilot.
Your drone is equipped with 
a camera so you’ll see everything
it sees as you race. Are you ready for an
adrenaline rush like this?

try drone 
racing today!

Nemos
Have you ever been swimming
and wished you could listen to
your music in the water? The wait
is over. Nemos has arrived – a
waterproof MP3 player! Audio
transmission isn’t made using
sound waves – instead the sound is
transported through your bones!
How cool is that? You’ll be amazed
and it might even help you swim a little further!

Come and check it 
out at our stand!

solaphone
Solaphone can be charged with
just a little sunlight by using
its solar battery! When the sun
reaches the battery, an electrical
current is produced to charge
your phone. It’s equipped with a
special indicator to tell you when
your phone needs to be charged.
Each phone is available in a range of
attractive designs. What’s not to like?

No wires, 
no chargers, 

no fuss!

KEEP

TALKING!

84
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KEEP
TALKING!

UNIT 8

How does it work?

4  8.6 Allow sts time to copy the gapped sentences 
into their notebooks. Check they understand 
everything. Play the audio again for them to listen and 
complete the sentences. Allow sts to compare their 
answers in pairs, then check with the class, playing the 
audio again and pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 scientists, behind
2 new product, is needed
3 team, engineers
4 potential, creativity

21st Century skills

5  GET CREATIVE
Put sts into pairs or small groups and read out the 
task. You could brainstorm a few ideas for new 
sports or games with the class first. Give them 
one or two ideas if they are struggling, e.g. remote 
controlled tennis in which the players use an app 
on their phones to guide the ball. Encourage sts to 
be creative and think of unusual and fun ideas. You 
could briefly revise modal verbs for talking about 
rules, e.g. You have to … , You can … , You can’t … . 
Monitor and help while sts are working. Ask pairs 
or groups to present their sport or game to the class. 
The class could vote for their favourite.

READING and LISTENING
Sts read some adverts for new gadgets, then listen to 
someone presenting information about a school Tech 
Festival. They then learn how to give instructions and 
clarification. They read and hear a model dialogue and 
personalize the useful language by following the steps 
in the Speaking plan to practise giving instructions and 
clarification.

WARMER
Ask: Where can you find out about new technology? Elicit a 
few ideas, e.g. online, on TV programmes. Introduce the 
idea of a festival or exhibition where new technology 
is presented. Ask sts if they have heard of any events 
like this in their area or country. Teach the meaning of 
gadget (a clever device or small machine).

1 Read out the heading Tech Festival and explain to sts 
that they will read four adverts for new gadgets that are 
presented at the festival. Ask sts to read the adverts and 
decide which gadget they would like to own and why. 
Allow them to compare their ideas in pairs, then ask 
for a show of hands for each gadget, to see who would 
choose it. Ask some of the sts who chose each gadget to 
explain why they chose it.

2 Sts read the adverts again and answer the questions. 
Check answers, eliciting the part of the adverts that 
confirms each answer.

Answers
1 Panoball
2 Solaphone
3 Drone racing
4 Nemos

3  8.6 Tell sts they will hear someone presenting 
information about the festival. Read out the questions, 
then play the audio. See TG page 281 for audio script. 
Allow sts to discuss the answers in pairs, then check 
with the class, playing the audio again if necessary and 
pausing to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 3.30 today
2 Solaphone and Panoball
3 a competition
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I can ask for and give instructions and clarification.

1  8.7
to Sam?

2 Answer the questions.
1 How do you know when the drone is ready to fly?
2 Is Sam’s first flight successful?

3  8.8 Listen and repeat the Useful language. 
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Asking for instructions
How does it work?
How do you work this (drone)?
How do I get it to … ?
Could you show me how to … ?
What do you do next?

Giving instructions
First, (turn on) the …
Then, you have to …
You (move the stick up), like this.
Move it to the left.
Now it’s ready.

Asking for clarification
Sorry, could you explain that again, please?
Like this?
I’m sorry. I didn’t (quite) get that.

4 Complete the dialogue with words from the 
Useful language box. Then work in pairs and 
practise the dialogue.
Phil: How do you 1… this camera, Lena?
Lena: It’s really easy. 2… , switch it on.
Phil: So, how do I do that?
Lena: Press this button here.
Phil: OK. Now the screen says ‘manual’ or

‘automatic’. What do you do 3… ?
Lena: You 4… press the button on the right.
Phil: Sorry, I didn’t quite 5… that. Could you 6… me

again, please?
Lena: Sure, no problem. OK, I’ve selected ‘automatic’

for you.
Phil: OK, I get it now.
Lena: You’re 7… to take a photo. Just point the

camera and press that silver button.
Phil: Great, thanks. Oh, no! That’s a photo of 

my foot!

5 Work in pairs. Prepare a new dialogue. Follow the 
steps in the Speaking plan.

Speaking plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ Choose your roles.Choose your r

Student A: sitor at a te d youa tech fair and you are a visi Yo
ore about one of thewould like t ets of the gadgetsknow moreke to k

on page 84.
Student B: u are a designer at the tech fair. You

o show Student A how one of theYou are going to e
e 84 works.ggadgets on page

❯ our dialogue.MakMake notes for you

SpeaaSpeak
❯ o improvise! Practise youour dialogue. Be ready to i
❯ Use expressionons from the nguageUseful lan  box.
❯ Act out your dialogogue without notes.oggue wit
❯ dget.Swap roles and c different gadd choosoose a di

efleccReflect
❯ successfully?ctions sDid you ask for and give innstruc
❯ s successfullyfully?ations DidDid you ask for and give claarifica
❯ ?How canan ycan you improve next tn you im time?

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Think of a recent situation when you have given someone 
instructions. What were the instructions for? Write down 
three of the instructions you gave that person.

Sam: This drone looks
very complicated.
How does
it work?

Amy: It’s very simple. 
First, turn on the
transmitter.

Sam: Like this? Oh, yes,
now the lights are 
flashing.

Amy: OK, then you have to wait
until the lights stop flashing. There you are. 
Now it’s ready to fly.

Sam: What do you do next?
Amy: You move the stick up, like this.
Sam: Oh, look, the drone’s taking off. How do I get

it to turn?
Amy: You move the stick right to make it go right.
Sam: Like this?
Amy: Yes, or move it to the left to make it go left.
Sam: Oh, no! It’s crashed! Could you show me

again, please?
Amy: Sure, no problem.

SPEAKING Instructions and clarification

85LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134

8

85

EXTRA PRACTICE Workbook page 71
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UNIT 8

SPEAKING Instructions and 
clarification 
1  8.7 Focus on the picture and tell sts it shows Amy 

and Sam. Ask: What is Amy pointing at? (a drone). Read 
out the question, then teach transmitter and to flash. 
With stronger classes, you could start by playing the 
dialogue with books closed and have sts listen for the 
answer. Then play the audio again for them to listen and 
read to confirm their ideas. With weaker classes, play the 
dialogue for sts to listen and read. Check the answer.

Answer
She is explaining how to operate the drone.

2 Put sts into pairs to read the dialogue again and answer 
the questions. Check answers.

Answers
1 It is ready to fly when the lights stop flashing.
2 No, because the drone crashes.

3  8.8 Read through the Useful language box with 
the class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Sts then find the 
phrases in the dialogue in Exercise 1. Check answers.

Answers
How does it work?
First, turn on the …
Like this?
then you have to …
Now it’s ready.
What do you do next?
You move the stick up, like this.
How do I get it to … ?
Move it to the left.
Can you show me again, please?

4 Ask sts to copy the dialogue into their notebooks, 
completing it with the correct words. Check answers, 
then put sts into pairs to practise it. 

Answers
1 work  
2 First
3 next
4 have to
5 get
6 show
7 ready

5 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise a 
dialogue in which they practise asking for and giving 
instructions and clarification. 

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work in pairs to decide on their roles and 
choose which gadget on page 84 they are going 
to talk about. They prepare their ideas and make 
notes for their dialogue. 

Speak
Sts can practise with and then without notes, 
using phrases from the Useful language box. 
Monitor and help as necessary. If your sts use 
smartphones in class, they could record and 
listen to their dialogues. When they finish, they 
could choose another gadget and practise their 
dialogues again.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language or giving more detail in the instructions. 
Encourage them to be honest and open about the 
things they did well and the things they can do 
better. Ask them to use their recordings to help 
them think about how they could improve their 
dialogues next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise the topic further. They 
think about a situation when they gave instructions 
to someone, and write three of the instructions they 
gave. Weaker sts could work in pairs and write three 
instructions for taking a photo on their phone.

S Speaking practice: WB p.71
Sts will find more practice for asking for and 
giving instructions and clarification here. Set these 
exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134
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Space exploration
I can identify key information in a text.

US sPacE ExPloRAtiON

The American space agency NASA (National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration) was 

formed in 1958 and is responsible for the USA’s 

space programme. The first American satellite, 

Explorer 1, was launched in 

that same year and on 5 May 

1961, Alan Shepard became 

the first American to fly 

into space. Nine months 

later, on 20 February 1962, 

John Glenn became the 

first American astronaut to 

orbit the Earth.

1

Top

It is the most famous and one of the largest 

space telescopes, built mainly by NASA but in 

collaboration with the European Space Agency. It 

was launched into the Earth’s orbit in 1990 and 

is still in operation today. It faces towards space 

and uses powerful cameras to take high-resolution 

images which it sends back to Earth. These provide 

scientists and astronomers with important data 

about the planets, stars, galaxies and black holes 

that make up the universe.

3

The ISS is a research laboratory which orbits the Earth at 
a height of around 250 miles. It began as an American 
project in the 1980s, but the main construction work, 
which began in 1998, involved five space agencies 
representing 15 different countries. It has been 
continuously occupied since November 2000 and it is 
serviced by a variety of spacecraft. It has been visited by 
over 240 people – astronauts and space tourists – from 
19 different countries and is used to carry out research 
that could not be done on Earth. The ISS is seen as a 
great symbol of international cooperation.

4

acHIevEMenTs

NASA launched the Mars Pathfinder, one of its 

first robotic spacecraft, on 4 December 1996. It 

successfully landed on Mars seven months later 

and began mapping and analysing the planet’s 

surface, sending back important information 

about one of the other planets in our solar 

system. Today, a number of different spacecraft 

are either orbiting the red planet or exploring its 

surface. One of NASA’s 

goals is the creation of 

a spacecraft that can 

send humans to Mars 

by the early 2030s.

5

On 20 July 1969, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, two members of the Apollo 11 crew, took ‘one giant leap for mankind’ when they stepped out onto the surface of the moon for the very first time. The event was watched live on TV by 600 million people around the world. Between 
1969 and December 
1972, five more Apollo 
missions were made to 
explore the moon. These 
led to the invention of 
the microchip!

2

Have you ever looked up into the night sky and thought 
about what it would be like to travel into space?

It wasn’t until the late 1950s when the Soviet Union 
and the USA launched their first satellites into orbit
that space exploration became a reality.

Below are five of the most important milestones in
American space travel.

5

REAL
CULTURE!

86
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REAL
CULTURE! Space exploration

3  8.9 Allow sts time to read the statements, then 
play the audio again for them to listen and decide if 
the sentences are true or false, and correct the false 
sentences. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then check with the class, eliciting the part of the text 
which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 F – They stand for National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration.
2 T
3 F – Five more Apollo missions to the moon 

between 1969 and 1972.
4 F – It is one of the largest space telescopes.
5 T
6 F – A robotic spacecraft (with no astronauts on 

board) has visited the planet.

4 Word Power Ask sts to copy the table into their 
notebooks. Read out the first verb and ask sts to find the 
noun connected to it (exploration). Sts could then work 
in pairs to find the remaining nouns and complete the 
table. Check answers with the class and check that sts 
understand all the verbs and nouns.

Answers 
1 exploration
2 collaboration
3 operation
4 construction
5 cooperation
6 information
7 creation
8 invention

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Sts might also be interested to know that the 
Apollo 11 Lunar Module which landed on the 

moon in 1969 was quite small. It had a cabin 
space for the astronauts of only 6.6 square metres.

Sts learn about the history of American space 
exploration. They answer comprehension questions, 
then study some nouns connected to verbs that they 
already know. They discuss their own opinions about 
space exploration and discuss whether all countries 
should invest in space exploration. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about an 
artificial surf park in Wales: see SB page 87.

WARMER
Ask: What do you know about space exploration? Which 
countries have built rockets and sent people to the Moon? 
Which other planets have countries explored? Elicit what 
sts know about the topic. If some sts are interested in 
the topic and know a lot about it, encourage them to 
share what they know with the rest of the class.

1 Sts could work in pairs to check the meanings of the 
words in the box. Alternatively, read out the words and 
elicit or teach the meanings. 

2  8.9 Play the audio for sts to read and listen to the 
text. Sts can then look at the text again and decide 
which paragraph contains the information. Encourage 
them to use the headings and pictures to help them 
with this task, rather than reading the whole text 
again. They could work in pairs for this. Check answers, 
eliciting evidence from the text to support the answers.

Answers
a 4
b 1
c 2
d 3
e 5
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1 Before you read the text, check that you
understand the meaning of these words.

astronaut black hole galaxy launch orbit
satellite space surface telescope

2  8.9 Read and listen to the text. In which
paragraph (1–5) can you find the following
information?
a how different nations have worked together on a 

major scientific project in space
b the name of the first American to go into space
c an important event that was watched by a huge TV 

audience around the world
d a piece of equipment that provides scientists with 

vital information about the universe
e how various countries have started to explore 

another planet

3  8.9 Read and listen again. Are the sentences 
true (T) or false (F)? Correct the false sentences.
1 The letters NASA stand for North American 

Space Agency.
2 The USA sent its first satellite into space in 1958.
3 Apollo 11 was the only American space mission to

the moon.
4 The Hubble Telescope is the only space telescope.
5 The ISS is an international project.
6 American astronauts have already visited the 

planet Mars.

4 Word Power Find the nouns in the text that are 
connected with the verbs in the table. Copy and
complete the table.

Verb Noun
1 explore

2 collaborate

3 operate

4 construct

5 cooperate

6 inform

7 create

8 invent

5 Complete the questions below with the
correct form of a noun from Exercise 4. Then
discuss the questions in pairs.

FUN
The ISS is the size 
of an American 
football field and 
it weighs 420 tons 
– the same as 320 
cars. It travels 
round the Earth 16 
times every day at 
a speed of about 
28,000 kilometres 
per hour.

6 COMPARE CULTURES Do you think all
countries should invest in space exploration?

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
Imagine you went into space as a tourist. Describe to a 
partner how you felt before, during and after your trip.

There is a widespread urban myth that the 
Apollo moon landing images were a Hollywood 
5… , filmed in a studio. Why do you think this 
myth is popular?

Space research has led to 3… such as camera 
phones, CAT scans and water purification 
systems. How important do you think these are?

Do you think we should spend less money on 
space 4… ? If so, what do you think we should 
spend the money on instead?

In your opinion, how important is 2… and 
collaboration between space agencies from 
different nations?

Would you like to have a telescope in order to 
look into space? What 1… can we find out by 
looking through a telescope?

Space schools are secondary schools which 
teach all subjects, but focus on science and 
technology. Would you like to go to a space 
school? 

What is your opinion of science fiction films and 
TV series set in space? Can you recommend one 
in particular?

OuT Of ThIS woRlD
discussions

8

87
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REAL
CULTURE!

5 Ask sts to read the questions and complete them with 
nouns from Exercise 4. Check these, and check that 
sts understand all the questions. Put sts into pairs to 
discuss the questions. Discuss with the class.

Answers
1 information
2 cooperation
3 inventions
4 exploration
5 creation

21st Century skills

6 COMPARE CULTURES
Sts could work in pairs or small groups to discuss 
the questions. If they are struggling for ideas, 
you could brainstorm some advantages and 
disadvantages of space exploration with the class 
first, e.g. For: people can learn a lot from it, we may 
have to explore space in the future to find new 
places to live; Against: it is expensive and takes 
funds away from other things. Ask pairs or groups 
to tell the class about their discussions, and discuss 
the question as a class, encouraging as many sts 
as possible to join in and express their opinions. 
Discuss with sts whether their own country invests 
in space exploration, and if they think it should.

Background information
Currently, the United States spends the most 
money each year on space exploration. Other 
countries that also invest in space exploration are 
Russia, Europe (joint investment, including France, 
Germany and Italy), Japan, China and India.

Culture video

This lesson also features an optional culture video 
about an artificial surf park in Wales. You can watch 
this in class if you have time and access to a computer 
or tablet or you can ask sts to download it from the 
Richmond Learning Platform to watch at home. See 
Wave garden on TG pages 305 and 313.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers work in pairs. They imagine they are 
space tourists and describe their feelings before, during 
and after their flight. Weaker sts could work in pairs. 
They could look at the picture of the astronaut in the 
Fun fact and imagine what he or she is feeling and 
thinking about.
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Visiting a museum
WRITING A report

I can write a report and make suggestions.

1 Look at the picture. Would you like to visit this 
museum? Why/Why not?

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples 
of the words and phrases in the report.

Useful language
Stating your intention
The aim of this report is to …

Formal connectors
Furthermore, … / Moreover, … / Nevertheless, …

Summing up
All things considered, … / On the whole, …

Making suggestions 
More could be done to …
Possible ideas include …
The following suggestions could improve …

4 Read the Look! box. Find an example of a passive
form in the report in Exercise 2.

Impersonal style

In a report, the reader is more interested in the
ideas themselves than the person who is writing.
To sound more impersonal, we can use the passive
form of a verb instead of the active form. This 
avoids use of personal pronouns I,I you, we.

Look!

5 Write a report about a local attraction in your area.
Follow the steps in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ you u know well.Choose a local attraction yChoose a loca
❯ Maake or yke notes fo ortour repo . (You m o dou may want to d

.)some resea h online.)esearch

WrittWrite
❯ O report into paragraphs:rganize your r

PParagraph 1: troduce the report. Int
Pararagraph 2: escribe the attraction. Des
Paragragraph 3: cribe the positive points. Describe t
Paragrapaph 4: gative points. Describe the negativ
Paragraph 5h 5: r improvements. Make suggestions for 

❯ Use the phrases es in the ageUseful langua  box.

efleccReflect
❯ CChechec sive fk your g e and passk your grammar: aactive a orms and

reduced relative clauses.s
❯ onal style.mpersoCheck that you have used d an im

2 Read the visitor feedback report and match gaps 
1–5 with missing headings a–e.
a Negative points
b Introduction
c Suggestions for improvement
d Positive points
e Description of the museum

1…
The aim of this report is to describe the Natural History
Museum in London and to make suggestions for attracting
more teenage visitors.

2…
The Natural History Museum is one of the most popular
museums in London. It is visited by over 5 million people
every year. There are more than 80 million items relating to
the natural world in the museum.

3…
The museum offers great variety, and the dinosaur
skeletons, giant squid and prehistoric art are likely to be
highlights for many teenage visitors. Several exhibits are
fun and interactive, such as the earthquake simulator
and the dinosaur section. Furthermore, entrance to the
museum is completely free.

4…
Some displays can be quite academic, and therefore less
interesting for teenagers. Moreover, many special events
are intended for adults or younger children only. Finally,
the cafés and gift shops are rather expensive.

5…
On the whole, the museum has much to offer to all ages.
Nevertheless, more could be done to make it more suitable
for teenage visitors. Possible ideas include more lively,
teenage-friendly displays, and more special events for
12–18 year olds. A student discount card for the café and
the gift shop would also help teenagers on tight budgets.

The Natural History Museum:
a visitor report
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UNIT 8

Visiting a museum
WRITING A report

Sts study a report on a visit to the Natural History 
Museum. They learn some useful language for organizing 
a report and learn how to write in an impersonal style. 
They then follow the steps in the Writing plan to write 
their own report about a local attraction in their area.

Writing
A report

Useful language
Organizing a report (The aim of this report is … 
Furthermore, … Moreover, … Nevertheless, … All things 
considered, …nOn the whole, … More could be done to … 
Possible ideas include … The following suggestions could 
improve …)
Look!
Impersonal style

WARMER
Ask: What attractions are there to visit in your town or 
city, or in your area? Elicit some ideas from the class. 
Encourage sts to think about a wide range of different 
attractions, e.g. museums, theme parks, zoos, safari 
parks, etc. Ask: Which of these attractions do you enjoy 
visiting? Put sts into pairs to talk about the attractions 
they enjoy visiting and why. When they have finished, 
ask: Do you enjoy visiting museums? What kinds of things 
do you enjoy seeing in museums? 

1 Use the picture to elicit or teach the word dinosaur. 
Put sts into pairs to look at the picture and discuss the 
questions. Discuss their ideas as a class.

2 Focus on the report and explain that it is a report based 
on feedback from visitors to the museum. Ask sts to 
read the report and match the gaps with the missing 
headings. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then check with the class.

Answers
1 b   2 e   3 d   4 a   5 c

3 Read the Useful language box with sts. Sts could work 
in pairs to find examples of the words and phrases in 
the report.

4 Focus on the Look! box and elicit or teach the meaning 
of impersonal style (a style that does not express your 
own opinions or feelings). To check that sts understand 
the difference between a personal and an impersonal 
style, say: I loved this museum – personal or impersonal? 
(personal). This museum is very popular – personal or 
impersonal? (impersonal). Read the Look! box with sts. 
Sts then find examples of the the passive form in the 
report in Exercise 2. 

Answer
It is visited by …

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask sts to read the review again and find examples of 
useful words and phrases they can use in their report on 
an attraction, e.g. … offers great variety … … are likely to 
be highlights for many teenagers … entrance to the museum 
is completely free … the cafes and gift shops are rather 
expensive. Remind sts that they should not copy the 
model writing task, but they can use it as a resource for 
useful language, to improve their own writing.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask sts to read the review again and find an example of 
a reduced relative clause (… items relating to the natural 
world). Encourage sts to use at least one reduced 
relative clause when they write their own report.

5 Sts write a report about a local attraction in their area 
following the steps in the Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts work as individuals to decide which attraction 
they are going to write about and make notes for 
their report. They may need to do some research 
online to find detailed information about the 
attraction they have chosen.

Write
Explain that sts should organize their reports into 
paragraphs, with a heading for each paragraph. 
Refer back to the report in Exercise 2 and point 
out that it follows the plan that is detailed here. 
Sts write their report using the report in Exercise 
2 as a model. Encourage them to use words and 
phrases from the Useful language box and also an 
impersonal style. 

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a first 
draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. They 
swap reports with a partner and give feedback 
on the use of reduced relative clauses and the 
active and passive voice, and also their use of an 
impersonal style. Remind sts to be positive and 
encouraging when they give feedback, and always 
find aspects to praise.

W Writing practice: WB p.72
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.91

E Exam: Unit 8 SB p.125

LS Language summary: Unit 8 SB p.134
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VOCABULARY Personal qualities
I can describe people’s personal qualities.

1 Work in pairs. Describe the pictures below. What 
special events are being celebrated?

2  9.1 Listen to Chloe, Ben and Jessica
talking about the photos. Who describes …
1 similarities to his/her parents?
2 an inspirational best friend?
3 a special day for his/her shy older brother?

3 Copy and complete the table with nouns and
adjectives from the listening. Use the suffixes
in brackets.

Describing personal qualities
noun adjective noun adjective

courage
1courageous
(-ous)

self-
confidence

7… (-ent)

determination 2… (-ed) sense 8… (-ible)
energy 3… (-ic) 9… (-ity) sensitive
4… (-ity) generous 10… (-ness) shy

imagination 5… (-ive) 11… (-th) strong

passion 6… (-ate) 12… (-dom) wise

sensible vs sensitive

He’s too sensible to smoke. 
(= showing good judgement)
She’s sensitive and cares about people’s feelings. 
(= kind)

Look!

4  9.2 Listen, check and repeat the words in the
table above. When do the noun and the adjective
form have a different main stress?

courage ➝ courageous (stress change)

5 Discuss the questions in pairs. Use adjectives and 
nouns for describing personal qualities.
1 Describe a special moment you’ve shared with an

important person in your life. Why is this person
important to you?

2 Describe one of your best friends. How does 
he/she inspire you?

3 Describe an older relative you take after. How are 
you similar? How are you different?

Now watch the vlog.

 FAST FINISHER
Brainstorm other adjectives and nouns for describing 
personal qualities. Then give examples of people you know
personally who have these qualities.

Vocabulary: Personal qualities; 
Relationships: phrasal verbs

Grammar: Reported speech patterns (1); 
Reported speech patterns (2)

Speaking: 
A presentation

Writing: 
A biography

89LS Language summary: Unit 9 SB p.135

Life and love

sica
9

a

b

c
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UNIT 9 OVERVIEW: The focus for the final unit of the book is life and love. Sts read an 
article about Ed Sheeran, then do a quiz to find out how romantic they are and listen to advice 
from an expert on romance. They learn vocabulary for personal qualities and phrasal verbs 
to talk about relationships. They read some mini biographies of inspiring people and listen to two 
people talking about who they admire. They then read a biography of Martin Luther King. They also watch a vlog 
about football and a culture video about a creative partnership. Finally, they read a biography of a personal hero 
and write their own biography of their own personal hero. 

VOCABULARY Personal qualities

Sts learn adjectives and nouns for personal qualities. 
They learn these in context by listening to them in a 
conversation, then consolidate the meaning by adding 
them to a table. They personalize the words by using them 
to talk about important people in their lives.

Vocabulary
Personal qualities (courage, courageous, determination, 
determined, energy, energetic, generosity, generous, 
imagination, imaginative, passion, passionate, self-
confidence, self-confident, sense, sensible, sensitivity, 
sensitive, shyness, shy, strength, strong, wisdom, wise)

Vlog
Spencer: How to be a standout football player

WARMER
Ask: How would you describe yourself ? Give an example, 
e.g. I would describe myself as cheerful, hard-working and 
friendly. Ask sts individually to write three words they 
would use to describe themselves. Allow sts to compare 
their ideas in pairs, then elicit adjectives from the class. 
Check that sts understand them all.

1 Sts work in pairs. Elicit a description of each picture, 
and the special event being celebrated.

Answers
a wedding  b graduation  c quinceañera

2  9.1 Tell sts they will hear three people describing the 
pictures. Play the audio for sts to listen and answer the 
questions. See TG page 282 for audio script. Check answers.  

Answers
1 Jessica   2 Ben   3 Chloe

3 Ask sts to copy the table into their notebooks. Read out 
the example answer. Point out it uses the noun courage 
and the suffix in brackets -ous. Sts complete the table. 
Don’t check answers yet.

Read the Look! box with the class. Check that sts 
understand the meaning of the two adjectives, and point 
out that sensible may be a false friend for their language.

4  9.2 Play the audio for sts to listen and check their 
answers to Exercise 3. Play the audio again, pausing for 
sts to repeat. Elicit for each noun and adjective whether 
they have the same main stress or a different main stress.

Answers
2 determined
3 energetic
4 generosity
5 imaginative

6 passionate
7 self-confident
8 sensible
9 sensitivity

10 shyness
11 strength
12 wisdom

Stress changes: determination/determined, energy/
energetic, generosity/generous, imagination/
imaginative, sensitivity/sensitive

5 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Ask some 
sts to tell the class who they talked about and how they 
described them.

Vlog

This lesson features an optional vlog in which a 
vlogger talks about the qualities you need to be a 
standout football player. You can watch this in class if 
you have time and access to video, or you can ask sts 
to download it from the Richmond Learning Platform 
to watch at home. See TG pages 297 and 309.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the vocabulary further 
by brainstorming other adjectives and nouns for 
describing personal qualities and giving examples of 
people with these qualities. Weaker sts could do the 
same task using the adjectives and nouns in Exercise 3.

V Vocabulary practice: WB p.74
Sts will find more practice of vocabulary for personal 
qualities here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 9 SB p.135

Life and love 9
Vocabulary Grammar Pronunciation Reading Listening Speaking Writing
Personal 
qualities; 
Relationships: 
phrasal verbs

Reported speech 
patterns (1); 
Reported speech 
patterns (2)

Direct and 
reported 
speech

Using topic 
sentences to help 
you understand 
an article

Understanding 
advice given 
on a radio 
programme

Giving a short 
presentation

A biography
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Starting out
READING

I can use topic sentences to help me understand an article.

1 Who is the musician in the picture? What do you
know about him?

1  Ed Sheeran is a multi-award-winning superstar. 

Famous for the beauty and sensitivity of his music,

Ed first found fame as a shy ‘geeky, ginger kid with

spectacles’ (Ed’s own words!). Today, he regularly sells

out stadiums and hangs out with stars like Elton John,

Pharrell Williams and Bruno Mars. He’s also written

songs for his friends Justin Bieber and Taylor Swift.

2  Ed was born in England in 1991. His parents

were both creative, imaginative people who were

passionate about art and music, and their two sons

soon followed in their footsteps. For a time, Ed

and his brother Jim sang in their local church choir.

However, Ed left when he was nine because he said he

preferred watching The Simpsons cartoons on TV tos
choir practice! His parents also encouraged Ed to take

up the guitar, and by the age of eleven he was writing

his own songs.

3  Ed was an unusual child who was bullied by 

classmates. Other pupils made fun of Ed for hisf
appearance, his shyness and his stutter (a speech

problem). But Ed’s passion for music and his obvious

talent helped to build his self-confidence. When Ed

was nine, his dad told him to listen to Eminem’s ‘The

Marshall Mathers LP’. Soon, Ed drove his family 

crazy with his singing! Amazingly, Ed’s speech started

to improve, too. Later, when interviewers asked him

how he had cured his stutter, Ed said that rapping

along to Eminem’s music had helped him to get rid of it.

How a shy red-head conquered the world

4  When he was still in his teens, Ed packed a

guitar and some clothes and headed to London. But 

his musical career didn’t take off overnight, and Ed

was often short of money. Ed told fans that his song

‘Homeless’ had been inspired by his own experience.

Sometimes he asked friends if he could sleep on their 

floors; other times he slept on trains or in the street

outside Buckingham Palace.

5  Yet Ed wouldn’t give up on his dream. He played

hundreds of gigs and worked hard on his YouTube

profile, until finally his determination paid off. In 2011,

his debut album ‘+’ was an instant hit, and the world

fell in love with the unlikely superstar.

6  Ed’s message is ‘Be yourse

never give up!’ In 2015, actres

fellow-stutterer Emily Blunt ask

Ed to speak at a gala organized

by the American Institute of 

Stuttering. In his speech, Ed

told the audience that being

weird was wonderful! He said

that being weird had helped

him to stand out from
the crowd in his career. 

After all, how many famous

scruffy red-head singers do

you know?

y superstar.

elf and

ss and 

ked 

d 

4 Word Power Match the idioms in bold in the 
article with the definitions.
1 annoy
2 laugh at (someone) unkindly
3 begin to like very much
4 be different from others
5 do what someone else did

5 GET CREATIVE Write one verse of a song 
about Ed Sheeran’s life.

2 Read the first sentence of each paragraph of the 
article. Match topics a–f to paragraphs 1–6.
a Ed’s family background
b basic information about Ed
c leaving home
d Ed’s advice to others
e problems at school
f how Ed achieved success

3  9.3 Read and listen. Answer the questions.
1 What is Ed’s relationship with Taylor Swift?
2 How was Ed similar to his parents?
3 How did listening to Eminem help Ed?
4 What influenced the song ‘Homeless’?
5 How can being unusual help you to achieve 

success?

90
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UNIT 9

Starting out
READING

Sts read an article about how Ed Sheeran became a 
famous singer and focus on using topic sentences to 
help them understand an article. They see examples of 
reported speech in context. They then work creatively to 
write a verse of a song about Ed Sheeran’s life.

Reading text
An article about how Ed Sheeran became a famous 
singer

Reading skill
Using topic sentences to help you understand an article

WARMER
Ask: Who are your favourite singers? Elicit a few answers 
from individual sts. As sts mention names, ask the 
class: What do you know about his/her life? Elicit what 
sts know about different singers. Ask: How do singers 
become successful and famous? Elicit a few answers, 
e.g. win a TV talent competition, become well-known 
online, do concerts, etc. 

1 Ask sts to look at the picture and elicit that the musician 
is Ed Sheeran. Elicit what sts know about him and ask if 
they know any of his songs. 

2 Using topic sentences to help you understand an 
article Pre-teach the words geeky, ginger (with red hair), 
weird, to bully and to stutter. Explain that the text is an 
article, and it is organized into paragraphs. Explain that 
the first sentence of each paragraph is called the topic 
sentence. Ask: Why do you think it is called this? Elicit or 
explain that the topic sentence of each paragraph tells 
you what the paragraph is about. Tell sts they can use 
topic sentences to help them understand what each 
paragraph in an article is about. Ask sts to read the first 
sentence of each paragraph, then match the topics to 
the paragraphs. Check answers.

Answers
1 b
2 a
3 e
4 c
5 f
6 d

3  9.3 Allow sts time to read the questions. Check 
they understand influenced (had an effect on). Play the 
audio for sts to listen and read. They then answer the 
questions. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, 
then check with the class, eliciting the part of the article 
which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 Ed Sheeran and Taylor Swift are friends, and Ed 

has written songs for her.
2 He was similar because he and his parents were 

creative and imaginative, and passionate about 
music. 

3 It helped him cure his stutter.
4 His own experiences of not having anywhere to 

live influenced the song.
5 It can help you because you are different, so 

people notice you.

4 Word Power Ask sts to find the idioms in bold in the 
article and match them with the definitions. Encourage 
them to read the idioms carefully in context, to try to 
work out the meanings, then choose the best definition 
for each one. Weaker sts could work in pairs for this. 
Check answers, and check understanding of the idioms.

Answers
1 drive crazy
2 make fun of
3 fall in love with
4 stand out from the crowd
5 follow in someone’s footsteps

21st Century skills

5  GET CREATIVE
Read out the task, then put sts into pairs to write 
a verse of a song. You could brainstorm a few 
ideas with the class first about which aspects of 
his life they could write about, e.g. singing in the 
church choir, having a stutter and being bullied at 
school, heading off to London and being homeless, 
bringing out his first album, achieving success. 
Monitor and help while sts are working, then ask 
pairs in turn to read out their verses to the class. Sts 
could vote for their favourite.

R Reading practice: WB p.75
Sts will find more practice for reading here. Set 
these exercises for homework.
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LS Language summary: Unit 9 SB p.135

GRAMMAR Reported speech
patterns (1)

I can report statements, questions, commands and 
requests.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Complete the grammar box with the correct form 
of the verbs. Check your answers in the article.

Direct statements Reported statements

‘Being weird is a 
wonderful thing.’

He said being weird 1… a 
wonderful thing.

Direct questions Reported questions

‘Can I sleep on your 
floor?’

‘How did you cure your 
stutter?’

He asked friends if he 2… 
on their floors.

Interviewers asked him 
how he 3… his stutter.

Direct commands and 

requests

Reported commands 

and requests

‘Listen to Eminem’s 
album.’

‘Please speak at the gala.’

He told him 4… to 
Eminem’s album.

Emily Blunt asked Ed 5… 
at a gala.

Rules

We use reported speech to report what someone said. 
The most common reporting verbs are say,yy tell and l ask.
In reported speech we move the tense of the verb back 
in time, e.g. is → was, like → liked, d can → could,d have seen
→ had seen, went → t had gone, will → l would.
In reported speech we change personal pronouns,
possessive adjectives, and time expressions.
In reported questions we don’t use the interrogative form 
of the verb.

2 PRONUNCIATION Direct speech and
reported speech

 9.4 Listen and repeat.
1 ‘I can’t speak French.’ ➝

She said she couldn’t speak French.
2 ‘Are you going to the party?’ ➝

He asked me if I was going to the party.
3 ‘Could you help me with my bag?’ ➝

She asked me to help her with her bag.

3 Complete the reported statements. 
1 ‘I haven’t seen the film yet.’ ➝ He said that … .
2 ‘We’re going to play tennis.’ ➝ They said that … .
3 ‘I can’t stand rap music.’ ➝ She told me that … .
4 ‘Anna is meeting us at 7.45.’ ➝ I said that … .
5 ‘I think it will rain tomorrow.’ ➝ He told me that … .

4 Rewrite 1–5 as reported questions, commands 
or requests. Include the words in brackets.

I ➝ Taylor Swift: ‘Are you still working with 
Ed Sheeran?’ (asked)

  I asked Taylor Swift if she was still working with 
Ed Sheeran.

1 The journalist ➝ Adele: ‘When’s your new album
being released?’ (asked)

2 My sister ➝ me: ‘Turn the music down!’ (told)
3 I ➝ Lewis Hamilton: ‘Please give me your

autograph.’ (asked)
4 My friend ➝ me: ‘Can you recommend any good

music?’ (asked)
5 Our Maths teacher ➝ us: ‘Don’t forget to bring

me your homework tomorrow!’ (told)
6 The popstar ➝ the audience: ‘You’ve been the best 

audience ever.’  (said)

5 Report the sentences 1–10 in Isla and Leo’s 
conversation. Use the verbs in brackets.
Isla: Did you enjoy the concert? (asked)

Isla asked Leo if he had enjoyed the concert.

Leo: Yes, it was brilliant! 1I love Bruno Mars. (said)
2I also met an amazing girl last night. (told)

Isla: Ooh! 3Tell me what happened! (asked)33

Leo: 4We started chatting while we were queuing 
to get in. (told) 5After the concert, she gave me
her phone number. (said) 6I’m meeting her for a
date tonight! (said)

Isla: 7Where’s she from? (asked)
Leo: 8She’s Italian and she’s studying English in 

Brighton. (said)
Isla: OK. 9Message me tomorrow! (told) 10I want to

know all about it. (said)
Leo: I will!

6 Think of the people who inspired or influenced 
you while you were growing up. Then think of five
things these people said, asked or told you.

When I was little, my 
mum asked me what …

My gran always 
told me to …

One day, my dad 
asked me if …

My primary school 
teacher said that …

I’ll never forget the day 
my friend told me that …

There’s an inspirational 
quote from Greta 
Thunberg. She said …Ed Sheeran, my favourite 

singer, said that …

 FAST FINISHER
Think of the conversations you have had today. Report five 
things people have said, asked or told you.

9

91
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UNIT 9

GRAMMAR Reported speech 
patterns (1)

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called She told us not to take 
any risks!, including the form and use of reported speech 
patterns (1). You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to a computer or tablet, or you can ask sts to 
download it from the Richmond Learning Platform to 
watch at home. See TG page 317 for animation script.

1 Read the rules with the class and check that sts 
understand everything. Sts copy the grammar box into 
their notebooks and complete it with the correct verb 
forms. They could work in pairs. Check answers. 

Answers
1 was
2 could sleep
3 had cured

4 to listen
5 to speak

Point out that the two common reporting verbs, say and 
tell, are used differently, e.g. He said that he had enjoyed 
the concert. He told me that he had enjoyed the concert. 

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I like Ed Sheeran – direct 
speech or reported speech? (direct). What did I say? I 
said … (that I liked Ed Sheeran). What has changed? 
(the verb tense) Sam said me that he liked Ed Sheeran 
– correct? (no – Sam said … or Sam told me …). Where 
do you live, (Carlos)? – What did I ask Carlos? I asked 
him … (where he lived). What has changed? (verb tense, 
interrogative form has become statement form, and 
pronoun). Stand up, (Ana) – what did I tell Ana? I told her 
… (to stand up). Was it a command? (yes). Do we use 
different tenses in commands? (no, the infinitive).

2 PRONUNCIATION  9.4
Play the audio once for sts to listen and notice the 
pronunciation of direct speech and reported speech. 
Play the audio again, pausing for sts to repeat. 

3 Ask sts to write the reported speech statements in their 
notebooks. You could do the first one with the class 
as an example. Check answers, referring back to the 
grammar box  as necessary. Point out the changes to 
pronouns and change of time expression in sentence 5.

Answers
1 he hadn’t seen the film yet
2 they were going to play tennis
3 she couldn’t stand rap music
4 Anna was meeting us at 7.45
5 he thought it would rain the next day

4 Sts write the reported questions, commands or requests 
in their notebooks. With weaker classes, go through 
the prompts with the class first and elicit which are 
questions, commands and requests. Sts could then work 
in pairs to write them. Check answers, referring back 
to the grammar box if necessary. Point out the use of 
the plural pronoun they in sentence 6 and explain that 
nouns like audience that refer to groups of people often 
take a plural pronoun.

Answers
1 The journalist asked Adele when her new album 

was being released.
2 My sister told me to turn the music down.
3 I asked Lewis Hamilton to give me his autograph.
4 My friend asked me if I could recommend any 

good music.
5 Our Maths teacher told us not to forget to bring 

him/her our homework the next day.
6 The popstar said to the audience that they had 

been the best audience ever.

5 Ask two confident sts to read out the dialogue first, so 
sts get a general understanding of the conversation. 
They then write the reported sentences in their 
notebooks. Check answers.

Answers
1 Leo said that he loved Bruno Mars.
2 He told Isla that he had also met an amazing girl 

the night before.
3 Isla asked him what had happened.
4 Leo told Isla that they had started chatting while 

they were queuing.
5 He said that after the concert she had given him 

her phone number.
6 He said that he was meeting her for a date that 

night.
7 Isla asked Leo where she was from.
8 Leo said that she was Italian, and she was 

studying English in Brighton.
9 Isla told Leo to message her the next day. 
10 She said that she wanted to know all about it.

6 Ask sts to think of their ideas and write sentences 
individually. Read out each sentence beginning in turn 
and elicit some possible endings.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further 
by thinking of a conversation they have had today and 
reporting five things people have told them or asked 
them. Weaker sts could work in pairs. They could think 
of three things the teacher has said or asked in class 
today, and report them.

G Grammar practice: WB p.76
Sts will find more practice of reported speech 
patterns (1) here. Set these exercises for homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 9 SB p.135
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1 Who is your favourite celebrity couple?

5  9.6 Listen to an expert on romance. What are
the two main topics he gives advice about?

6  9.6 Listen again and complete the advice. 
Write one or two words in each gap.
Advice for Sienna
1 Eating food like … can encourage romantic

feelings.
2 … is the best colour to wear if you want to feel

more self-confident.
3 An especially good topic to discuss on a first

date is … .
Advice for Harry
4 Good activities for reducing pain are jogging,

cycling and … .
5 Try writing a list of all your ex’s … .
6 On average, it takes … to recover from a break-up.

7 THINK CRITICALLY What are the
three most important ingredients for a happy
relationship?

2  9.5 Choose the correct answers to complete 
the phrasal verbs in the quiz. Listen and check.

3 Match the phrasal verbs in the quiz with the 
correct definitions.
1 end a relationship (two phrasal verbs)
2 be strongly attracted to someone
3 argue and stop being friends
4 not arrive for a date
5 slowly become less friendly
6 have a relationship with someone who isn’t 

your boyfriend/girlfriend
7 invite someone to go on a date with you
8 have a romantic relationship
9 be friendly again with someone after an argument
10 start living with your boyfriend/girlfriend or 

get married
11 start talking to someone because you are

attracted to him/her

4 Discuss the quiz questions in pairs. What do you
disagree about?

A Do you think it’s at all possible to 
fall 1for / with someone the very 
first time you meet?

B What’s the most romantic way to ask 
someone 2out / up on a date?

C What’s the worst way to chat 3up / on
someone you would like to date?

d Could you forgive a boy or girl who 
stood you 4out / up on a date and 
left you waiting?

e Could you forgive a boyfriend or 
girlfriend who cheated 5on / with
you and dated someone else?

f What do you think is the best age to 
settle 6down / up with ‘the love of 
your life’ and plan a life together?

g After you start going 7on / out with 
someone, how soon is it OK to say 
‘I love you’?

h Why do you think some couples 
drift 8by / apart and stop loving 
each other?

i You fall 9to / out with your boyfriend 
or girlfriend because he or she forgot 
it was your birthday. What’s the best 
way to make 10up / over?

j What do you think is the best way to 
break 11up / out with someone when 
you want to end a relationship?

K What do you think is the worst way 
to split 12apart / up with someone?

qUiZ: How romantic are you?

Falling in love
VOCABULARY and LISTENING Relationships: phrasal verbs

I can understand advice given on a radio programme.
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UNIT 9

Falling in love
VOCABULARY and LISTENING
Relationships: phrasal verbs

Sts do a quiz to find out how romantic they are and listen 
to an expert on romance giving advice. They practise 
understanding advice given on a radio programme and 
discuss what three ingredients are the most important 
for a happy relationship.

Vocabulary
Relationships: phrasal verbs (ask (someone) out, break up 
(with someone), chat (someone) up, cheat on (someone), 
drift apart, fall for (someone), fall out (with someone), go 
out (with someone), make up (with someone), settle down, 
split up (with someone) stand (someone) up) 

Listening text
A radio interview with an expert on romance

Listening skill
Understanding advice given on a radio programme

WARMER
Tell sts you are going to write some words on the board 
and they must guess the connection between them. 
Write the following words on the board, pausing after 
each one for sts to guess: music, the moon, flowers, poetry, 
chocolates, a ring. Elicit the words love and romance. Ask: 
What other things do you connect with love and romance? 
See if sts can suggest any other words to add to the 
board, e.g. candlelight, dinner.

1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the question. Ask some 
pairs to tell the class their answer and their reasons.

2  9.5 Sts could work in pairs to read the quiz and 
choose the correct words to complete the phrasal verbs. 
Play the audio for sts to listen and check their answers. 
Go through the answers with the class.

Answers
1 for  2 out   3 up  4 up
5 on  6 down  7 out  8 apart
9 out  10 up   11 up  12 up

3 Sts could work in pairs to match the phrasal verbs with 
the definitions. Encourage them to read the phrasal 
verbs carefully in context to work out the meaning, then 
choose the best definition. Check answers and check 
that sts understand all the phasal verbs. Point out that 
some of the phrasal verbs have two patterns: Jack and 
Eli are going out. Jack is going out with Eli. Ask sts which 
other phrasal verbs they think follow a similar pattern 
(settle down (with), go out (with), fall out (with), make 
up (with), break up (with), split up (with). 

Answers
1 break up, split up
2 fall for
3 fall out
4 stand someone up
5 drift apart
6 cheat on someone

7 ask someone out
8 go out 
9 make up
10 settle down
11 chat someone up

4 Sts work in pairs to read the quiz questions and discuss 
their answers. Ask them to note down which questions 
they disagree about. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class 
about one question they disagree about and why.

5  9.6 Explain to sts that they are going to listen to a 
radio programme in which an expert gives advice on 
romance. Read out the question, then play the audio 
for sts to listen and note down the two topics he gives 
advice about. See TG page 282 for audio script. Allow sts 
to compare their answers in pairs, then check answers, 
playing the audio again if necessary, and pausing to 
confirm the answers. 

Answer
He gives advice on first dates and getting over a 
break-up.

6  9.6 Understanding advice given on a radio 
programme Read out the task, then ask: What phrases 
do you think Dr Ed might use to give advice? Elicit some 
ideas, e.g. You should … , you shouldn’t … , You could … , 
I’d advise … , … is a good idea, … can help. Play the audio 
again for sts to listen and complete the advice. Allow 
sts to compare their answers in pairs, then check with 
the class. Play the audio again and pause to focus on the 
words Dr Ed uses to give each piece of advice.

Answers
1 ice cream
2 Black
3 travel

4 roller-skating
5 negative qualities
6 10 weeks

7 THINK CRITICALLY
Put sts into pairs to discuss the most important 
ingredients for a happy relationship. You could 
brainstorm some ideas with the class first, e.g. 
having interests in common, respect, similar sense 
of humour, etc. Ask pairs to agree on the top three 
ingredients. Ask pairs in turn to tell the class their 
ideas and their reasons. 

21st Century skills

V L Vocabulary and Listening practice: WB p.77
Sts will find more practice for listening, and practice 
of phrasal verbs for relationships here. Set these 
exercises for homework.
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GRAMMAR Reported speech
patterns (2)

I can use a range of reporting verbs.

Now watch the grammar animation.

1 Study the examples. Complete the rules with the
base form of the underlined reporting verbs.

We invited you to send us your questions.

We promised not to use anyone’s real name on 
the show.

Harry’s girlfriend announced that she wanted to 
break up with him.

She apologized for hurting him.

Rules

We use different reporting verbs with different patterns.
A verb + (that) + reported speech:
e.g. add, answer, argue, believe, boast, 1…
B verb + object + (not) to + infinitive:
e.g. advise, ask, beg, command, convince, 2…
C verb + (not) to + infinitive:
e.g. offer, prefer, refuse

OR verb + (that) + reported speech:
e.g. agree, decide, demand, expect, 3…
D verb + (object) + preposition + -ing
e.g. complain about, t insist on, 4…

2 Rewrite the dialogue in reported speech. Do you 
think Toby and Rosa’s love story will have a happy 
ending?
1 Rosa: ‘I’m sorry I’m late.’

Rosa apologized for … .
2 Rosa: ‘I missed the bus.’

She explained … .
3 Toby: ‘You’re always late!’

Toby accused Rosa of … .
4 Toby: ‘It’s really inconsiderate.’

He added … .
5 Toby: ‘You should have messaged me.’

He pointed out … .
6 Rosa: ‘I won’t do it again.’

Rosa promised not … .
7 Rosa: ‘Please don’t be so grumpy.’

She begged … .
8 Rosa: ‘Let me get you an ice cream.’

Rosa offered … .

3 Complete the comments with the correct 
reporting verbs.

Is Romeo and Juliet the 

greatest love story ever?

Yes! When my teacher 1announced / d told that d

we were going to study Romeo and Juliet in class,t

I wasn’t impressed. (Shakespeare is so boring!)

However, he 2insisted /d encouraged us to keepd

an open mind, and I 3agreed /d convinced to give d

it a chance. To my surprise, it was brilliant, and 

the story is still so fresh! This is a story about

teenagers who 4swear / r refuse to love each other e

until the end – and really mean it! Their parents
5advise / e threaten to ruin their happiness, butn

nothing can split this pair up. It’s tragic, but so

romantic – I 6offer /r promise that it’ll make you cry!e

TomasTZ

No! I 7apologize /e explain forn criticizing

Shakespeare, but Romeo is an idiot! Before he

falls for Juliet, he 8boasts /s claims abouts loving

Rosaline! All through his (short) life, he
9complains / s refuses to be sensible. If he’d beens

less impatient, he might have 10denied / persuaded

his parents to listen. Oh, and can I 11add /d ask youk

to remember that he’s a murderer, too? If you want

a great love story with more likeable heroes, I’d
12suggest /t advise you to watche Titanic instead.c

Evelyn0000

4 Work in pairs. Take turns to tell each other about a 
time you …

announced something important.
  I announced that I’d passed my exams!

1 complained about having too much to do.
2 invited someone to visit (and regretted it!).
3 swore not to do something again (and did it!).
4 warned someone not to do something.
5 predicted that something would happen.

 FAST FINISHER
Think of a short conversation you’ve recently had with
family or friends. Report the conversation using a range of 
reporting verbs and patterns.

93LS Language summary: Unit 9 SB p.135
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UNIT 9

GRAMMAR Reported speech 
patterns (2)

Grammar animation

This lesson features an optional animated presentation 
of the grammar in context called You’ve always 
encouraged me to keep trying!, including reported speech 
patterns (2). You can watch this in class if you have time 
and access to video, or you can ask sts to download 
it from the Richmond Learning Platform to watch at 
home. See TG page 317 for the animation script.

1 Read the grammar box examples with the class. Sts 
copy the rules into their notebooks and complete them 
with the correct reporting verbs. Weaker sts could work 
in pairs. Check answers.

Answers
1 announce
2 invite
3 promise
4 apologize

Point out that in the patterns with that it is necessary to 
change the verb form according to the rules for reported 
speech, e.g. It’s really important > Max added that it was
really important.

Ask questions to check concept.

Concept check questions: I’m sorry I’m late – am I 
apologizing or offering? (apologizing). We must go home 
now – am I expecting or insisting? (insisting). Please help 
me – am I agreeing or begging? (begging). Sam advised 
that I ask her out – correct? (no – Sam advised me to ask 
her out). Eva offered for helping me – correct? (no – Eva 
offered to help me). Jack insisted on go by train – correct? 
(no – Jack insisted on going by train).

2 Read out the task, then elicit the first reported speech 
as an example answer. Remind sts to think about tense 
and pronoun changes where necessary. Sts then rewrite 
the dialogue in reported speech in their notebooks. 
Weaker sts could work in pairs for this. Check answers, 
referring back to the grammar box if necessary to 
explain them.

Answers
1 being late
2 that she had missed the bus
3 always being late
4 that it was really inconsiderate
5 that she should have messaged him
6 to do it again
7 Toby not to be so grumpy
8 to get Toby an ice cream

3 Read out the question and ask sts what they know about 
the story of Romeo and Juliet. Read out the background 
information if necessary. Sts then read the comments 
and choose the correct reporting verbs. Check answers. 

Answers
1 announced
2 encouraged
3 agreed
4 swear
5 threaten
6 promise

7 apologize
8 boasts
9 refuses
10 persuaded
11 ask
12 advise

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Romeo and Juliet is the title of a play by William 
Shakespeare. It tells the story of two young people 
whose families are sworn enemies. They fall in love, 
and plan to run away together. As part of the plan, Juliet 
takes a potion which makes her appear to be dead. 
Romeo, on finding her and believing that she is really 
dead, kills himself. She wakes up to find him dead, and 
kills herself too. The families are heartbroken and vow 
not to argue again. 

4 Allow sts time to prepare their ideas individually, then 
put them into pairs to discuss their experiences. Ask 
some sts to tell the class about their experiences.

FAST FINISHER
Sts who finish early can practise the grammar further by 
reporting a conversation they had recently with a friend 
or family member. Weaker sts could work in pairs and 
report some individual sentences of things that friends 
or family members have said to them recently.

G Grammar practice: WB p.78
Sts will find more practice of reported speech 
patterns (2) here. Set these exercises for homework.
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1 Look at the pictures. Discuss the questions with
your partner.
1 Which of the people do you recognize?
2 What do you think they have in common?

2 Read the mini biographies. Which person …
1 feels strongly about environmental problems?
2 produced drawings of three twentieth century 

inventions?
3 earns a lot of money, but has used some of it to 

help others?
4 has been particularly inspirational for young

women?

3  9.7 Listen to Andy and Lola talking. Who does
Lola admire?

4  9.7 Listen again. Are the sentences true (T) or
false (F)? 
1 Lola went on a school trip to Italy last year.
2 Lola has never seen the Mona Lisa.
3 Lola hadn’t known about da Vinci’s other talents.
4 Lola has never worn contact lenses.
5 Leonardo da Vinci didn’t eat meat.

Who’s your hero?
READING and LISTENING

I can understand the key facts in mini biographies.

ShShe e e isis aan n AfAfAfriricacaan n n AmAmAmerere icicicanan 
lalawywyw erer aanddnd wwriritetet r.r. AAAs s s thththee e 
wifefefe ooff PPrP esesididi enene t t BaBaBararackk 
Obbamamama,a,a sshehehe wwwasas tthehe FFiri stst 
LaLaLadydydy ooof f f thththe e e USUSSA A bebetwtweeeen n 
202020090909–1–1–17.7.7 MMicichehehellllle ee ususeded hhherer 
pooosisisitititionono ttoo enenencococ ururagagagee yoyooununng g
peopopoplele too go iintntntoo o hihihighghgherer 
edededuucu ataa ioon n n anand d d toto llivivvee heheh alalththy y y
liliiveves.s.s SShehe aaalsslso seet t upupup aa nnnumumbeber r ofof iiintnterere nanatitit ononalal programmes
toto eensnssururure e e ththat girlss iin n n dedeeveveloloopipipingng cccouountntririeses hhhavave e aca cess to 
ededucucatatioioion.n. SShehehe has hhhelelelpepep d d a a a gegeg neneraratitionono oof f f yoyoy ununng g wowow mem n 
bebebecococ memem mmororeee seseselflfl -connnfidfidfidenennt.t.t

Michelle Obama 
(1964–)

Greta Thunberg (2003–)

Leonardo da Vinci 
(1452–1519)

Kylian Mbappé
(1998–)

AsA  a pasa siiono ate e tetet enagaa e clclclimimata e e
actiivivistst, she e begaann byby skikippppiningg 
school aandn  proteeststinng g bybyb hheerseses lflf 
outside the Sweddisi h h PaPaParlrlrliaiaiamemem ntnt. 
She wanted the Sweweedidishshh 
government to takeke sstrtronongegeger r
action on climate chanangegege aandndd 
held up a sign saying g g ‘S‘S‘ chchchoooool l 
Strike for the Climaatetete’.’.’ SSininincecec  
then, there have beee nnn aaa seseririeses  
of strikes around d ththe e wowworlrld
with up to a mili lion ttteenagers 
skipping school in prootest at t

their governments’ lack of action on climate change. Greta 
knows that one person can make a huge did ffeff rence.

ReRegagaardrdeded aasss onone e ofoff tthehee mmosost t 
tatatalelentntteded aandndn iiimamagiginanatitiveve 
inindidd viviidudualals s inin hhhisisstototoryry, , dada 
ViVincncnci i is pproroobabablblbly y bebeb stst kknonownwnwn 
as thehee artisist t whwhho o papapaininntetet dd
the MoMona LLisisaa aaandndd TheThe LLasast t 
Supper. DDespitte e hahahavivingngng nno o o
formal eduducac tionon,, heh wwasas 
also an exceptptionaalllly y tataleentnteded 

mamam ththememata iiciaian,n,, ssscucuculplplptototor,r,r, aarcrcrchihh tect, scientist, engineer and 
ininnveveventttorr. HeHe pprororodududuceced d d sosomeme of the first accurate drawings of ththee
huhuhumamm n bobody aaandndn ccrereatatedede  designs for helicopters, taanks and 
pap rachc utes 440000 yyyeaearsrs bbbefeforoo e they were e ini ventede .

MbMM appé grew up in a tough
PaPariris s sus burb and, after
plplayayining g fofor Monaco, joined 
PaPaririss SaSainint-t-GeGermain (PSG), 
whwherere e hhe hhhasass bbececomome one
off ttheheirir statar r plplayaya erers.s. HHavavining g
acchihieveve eded hhisis aambmbititioion n ofof 
bebeb cocomim ngng oonene oof f ththe e e bebestst 
fofofoottbabab lllerers s inin thehe wwororldld, he 
hahasss usused hhisis fammee and dd weala thth to make a difference ttto o o otototheheher r 
pepepeopopoplele. FoFoor exexexamample,e, aafterr hhelping the French teammm ttto o wiwiwinnn ththheee
WoWorlrlrld d CuCuCup p p inini 22201010 8,8,8 hhe decided d to donate alala l hiss prprprizizi e e momonenen y y y tototo 
a a FrFrenenenchchh cchihih ldldldrereren’n’s chchharara ititityy.y

Who inspires you? We asked you to tell us about the people whose strength and passion you
admire and who inspire you to go that little bit further … every time.

KEEP

TALKING!

94
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KEEP
TALKING!

UNIT 9

Who’s your hero?

3  9.7 Tell sts they will hear Lola talking about 
someone she admires. Pre-teach optician. Read out the 
question, then play the audio for sts to listen and note 
down the answer. See TG page 283 for audio script. 
Check the answer with the class.

Answer
Leonardo da Vinci

4  9.7 Allow sts time to read through the sentences. 
Check they understand contact lenses. Play the audio 
again for sts to listen and decide if the sentences are 
true or false. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class, playing the audio again 
and pausing if necessary to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 F – She went to Paris.
2 F – She saw it last year.
3 T
4 F – She wears them.
5 T

EXTRA PRACTICE
There is a lot of useful vocabulary in the biographies. 
Ask sts in pairs to choose one of the biographies and 
read it again. Ask them to choose three new words that 
they don’t know and check the meanings. Put pairs 
together into groups of four (making sure the two pairs 
have read different biographies). Ask them to teach 
their classmates the three new words they have learned.

READING and LISTENING
Sts read some short biographies of famous people and 
focus on understanding them in detail. They listen to 
someone talking about a person they admire. They 
then learn how to give a short presentation. They read 
and hear a model dialogue and personalize the useful 
language by following the steps in the Speaking plan to 
prepare a short presentation on a person they admire. 

WARMER
Tell the class about someone you admire, e.g. I admire 
Bill Gates because he’s a very successful businessman 
and he uses his money to help other people, for example by 
paying for medical research to find cures for diseases. Ask: 
Who do you admire? Put sts into groups to think about 
famous people that they admire and why. Ask groups in 
turn to tell the class their ideas. 

1 Sts work in pairs to look at the pictures and answer the 
questions. Check with the class who the people are, and 
elicit that they are all people that others admire.

Answers
The people are: Michelle Obama, Greta Thunberg, 
Leonardo da Vinci and Kylian Mbappe.
They are all people that others admire for making a 
difference in the world.

2 Ask sts to read the biographies and answer the 
questions. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 Greta Thunberg
2 Leonardo da Vinci
3 Kylian Mbappe
4 Michelle Obama
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SPEAKING Giving a short presentation
I can give a short presentation.

3 Complete the extracts from Lena’s presentation
with phrases from the Useful language box. Then
practise saying them.
a Good morning, everyone. My name’s Lena and

1… to you today about a person I admire: Greta 
Thunberg. She is a passionate climate activist.

b 2… a photo of her taken recently.
c 3… you a little bit about her background. She was

born on 3rd January 2003.
d Now I’m going to 4… tell you about what she has

done.
e 5… , you can see her outside the Swedish

parliament building.
f Now let’s 6… at the impact of her actions.
g Now 7… to the final part: why I admire her.
h That’s 8… of my presentation.
i Thank you for 9… . Are there any 10… ?

4 Prepare your own presentation about a person you 
admire. Follow the Speaking plan.

Speaking plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ D g to t nd o talk about andyou are going ecide who y

r lives.research their 
❯ M presentation, but donake notes eut don’t write r your preotes for

every word.
❯ If p d visuals to illustrate parts of your ossible, find ur 

presentation.

SpeaaSpeak
❯ Write te your p ationresentatio . Use expressions from the 

Useful lal language box.
❯ Practise youour presentation ur notes and your  with your

visual aids.
❯ ssmates to Give your presentantation. Ask your classation. A

listen or make a r g.a recocording.
❯ ns.Invite your cla k questionInvite your classmates ts to ask

efleccReflect
❯ on?DDid you give a clear presenntatio
❯ smates’assmWere yoe you able to answer you able t our cla

questioestions??
❯ Ho ove next timHow can you improv me?

Now play Keep moving!

 FAST FINISHER
Think of three famous people from your country that you 
admire. Write a sentence about each one, saying why you
admire him/her.

1  9.8 Read Lena’s notes and listen to her 
presentation. Who is it about?

A person I admire

Photo 1: recent photo of GT
- her family background

- what she did and why – the first strike

- the person who inspired her

Photo 2: GT outside parliament
- her impact

- other strikes: no. of students and cities

- organizations she has spoken to

Photo 3: GT giving a talk
- the reasons I admire her

- questions?

2  9.9 Listen and repeat the Useful language. 
Which phrases are used in Exercise 1?

Useful language
Giving a presentation

Introduction
I’d like to talk to you today about …
The topic of my presentation is …

Sequencing
Let’s begin with …
First, I’m going to tell you about …

Introducing visuals
This is a photo of …
In this photo, you can see …
Here they are …

Linking
Now I’m going to move on to tell you about …
Now let’s have a look at …
Now let me turn to the final part …

Conclusion
That’s the end of my presentation.
Thank you for listening. Are there any questions?

9
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UNIT 9

SPEAKING Giving a short presentation 
1  9.8 Explain to sts that they will now hear someone 

giving a short presentation on one of the people on page 
94. Allow sts time to read through the notes, then read 
out the question and play the audio for them to listen 
and answer. See TG page 283 for audio script. Check the 
answer.

Answer
Greta Thunberg

2  9.9 Read through the Useful language box with 
the class and check sts understand all the phrases. Play 
the audio for sts to listen and repeat. Put sts into pairs 
to discuss which phrases they can remember from the 
presentation. Play the audio again for them to check. 
Check answers.

Answers
I’d like to talk to you today about …
This is a photo of …
First, I’m going to tell you about …
Now I’m going to move on to tell you about …
In this photo, you can see …
Now let’s have a look at …
Here they are …
Now let me turn to the final part …
That’s the end of my presentation. 
Thank you for listening. Are there any questions?

3 Ask sts to copy the extracts from the presentation into 
their notebooks, completing them with phrases from 
the Useful language box. Check answers, then put sts 
into pairs to practise saying them. 

Answers
1 I’d like to talk
2 This is
3 First, I’m going to tell
4 move on to
5 In this photo
6 have a look
7 let me turn
8 the end
9 listening
10 questions

4 Sts follow the steps in the Speaking plan to practise 
giving a short presentation about a person they admire.

Speaking plan

Prepare
Sts work individually to decide who they are 
going to talk about and research their lives. If they 
are working in class, they could use one of the 
people on page 94 if they don’t have access to the 
internet. Alternatively, they could do the research 
and make notes for homework. If sts are doing the 
preparation work at home, encourage them to find 
visuals to show with their presentation.

Speak
Sts write their presentation, using expressions 
from the Useful language box. Encourage sts to 
make detailed notes, but not to write out their 
presentations in full because it will sound more 
natural if they can speak spontaneously, rather 
than reading directly from notes. Monitor and 
help as necessary. Sts then take turns to give their 
presentations. If you have a small class, sts could 
give their presentations to the class. In larger 
classes, sts could give their presentations to each 
other in groups. If your sts use smartphones in 
class, a classmate could record each presentation. 
Encourage other sts to ask questions at the end of 
each presentation.

Reflect
Discuss as a class how sts could improve next 
time, for example, by including more of the Useful 
language or speaking more clearly. Encourage 
them to be honest and open about the things they 
did well and the things they can do better. Ask 
them to use their recordings to help them think 
about how they could improve next time.

Keep moving!

This lesson features an optional language revision 
and consolidation game for use in digital classrooms. 
Players control different characters, each with their 
own personalities and special abilities.

FAST FINISHER
Fast finishers can practise the topic further. They think 
of three famous people from their country that they 
admire and write a sentence about each one, saying why 
they admire them. Weaker sts do the same task in pairs.

S Speaking practice: WB p.79
Sts will find more practice for giving a short 
presentation here. Set these exercises for 
homework.

LS Language summary: Unit 9 SB p.135
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I have a dream!
I can understand a biography of a famous person.

Born: 15 January 1929, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Died: 4 April 1968, Memphis, Tennessee, USA
Wife: Coretta Scott (married 1953)
Children: Yolanda, Martin Luther III, Bernice, Dexter
Occupation: Minister, activist
Awards: Nobel Peace Prize 1964

Born: 15 January 1929, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Died: 4 April 1968, Memphis, Tennessee, USA
Wife: Coretta Scott (married 1953)
Children: Yolanda, Martin Luther III, Bernice, Dexter
Occupation: Minister, activist
Awards: Nobel Peace Prize 1964

Personal details

DeDeDeDeDeDeDespspspspspspspititititititte e slsss avereerererery being abolisheheheeeeedddddd innnnn ttttttheheheeh UUUUUUUSASASASASASAS iiiin nnn nn 188888865656565655,, , AfAfAfAfAAfA riricacacacac n-nn
AmAmAmAmAmAmAmerererererererericicicicicicicans continued to experieieieeeencccn e ee e sososososs cicicialalaaaa aaaaandndndndnddn eeeeeecocococooononononon mimimimim ccccc
inininnneqeqequauauauauau lity well into the twentieth ccccccene tut ryrryy. .. Innnnnn mmmananany yy papapaartrtrtrts ss s ofoo tttttheheehhe 
USSA,AA theere was segregation in scccchohoohoololo s, restat urantststs, cicicinenenenen mmaas ss 
and other public places, as well as on pubublic transpororo t.

Martin Luther King was no stranger to discrimination. At the age 
of six, he and a white friend were sent to different schools. 1… . He 
had just taken part in a debate in which he had given a speech about 

In December 1955, an African-American woman called Rosa Parks
was arrested in Montgomery, Alabama for refusing to give up her 
seat on the bus for a white man. Martin Luther King helped to
persuade African-Americans to organize a boycott of buses and 
public transport in support of Rosa Parks’ actions. 2… .The US 
Supreme Court ruled that segregation on Montgomery’s busesSupreme Court ruled that segregation on Montgomery s buses 
was illegal.

In 1963, Birmingham, Alabama was one of America’s most
segregated cities and there was violent resistance to the black 
civil rights movement. 3… . The protesters received threats

and were attacked and Martin Luther King was
arrested and imprisoned.

and ddd in August 19636333, hehehehehehe jjjjjjoioioioioioiinenenenenenen dd d ddd mommm rererere tttttthahahan 2225222 0,000 people on a 
pepeepeeacaa efulll mamm rch in Washs innnngtgttgttgtonononono ccccccalalalala ling forr jjjobs and freedom. 
4… . HeHeeHe prer dictede  that ono e day y there would be a world without
disccririr mination, and social equality and freedom would be a reality 
for all Americans. Less than a month after his speech, four young 
African-American girls were killed in a bomb attack on a church in 
Birmingham. 5… .

In 1964, at the age of just 35, he won the Nobel Peace Prize and
in Selma, Alabama, he set his sights on winning the right for black 
people to vote. 6… . Martin Luther King led a group of 30,000 
people. In 1965, the Voting Rights Act removed many of the barriers 
that had prevented African-Americans from being able to vote.

As he continued with his work and the civil rights movement
grew so did feelings against him On 4 April 1968 while he was ingrew, so did feelings against him. On 4 April 1968, while he was in
Memphis, he was assassinated by a white supremacist called James
Earl Ray. 7… . Despite not living to see his dream of social equality 
and peace realized, he is still remembered today as a courageous 
man who stayed true to his beliefs and principles.

A life’s 
dream

REAL
CULTURE!
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CULTURE! I have a dream!

3  9.10 Point out the gaps in the article. Remind sts 
that when they are completing a text with missing 
sentences, they should read the sentence before and 
after each gap carefully and look for clues on the kind of 
information that is missing. Remind them that they can 
use connectors and time words to help them. Sts read 
the article again and decide which sentence fits each 
gap. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then 
play the audio for them to read and listen and check 
their answers. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 e
2 c
3 a
4 f
5 g
6 b
7 d

21st Century skills

4  FIND OUT
Set this exercise for homework if you prefer. Sts 
do research to find the information they need to 
complete the fact file about Rosa Parks. Encourage 
them to find out as much extra information 
about her as they can. Sts can report back on their 
findings in the next lesson. 

Answers
1 February 4, 1913
2 92
3 none
4 boycott
5 My Story
6 Stand for something or you will fall for anything.

Sts learn about the life and work of the American 
civil rights activist, Martin Luther King. They answer 
comprehension questions and study some vocabulary 
related to civil rights protests. They research 
information on a second civil rights activist, Rosa Parks. 
They then discuss which famous people in their country 
have fought to improve people’s lives. 

This lesson features an optional culture video about two 
dancers from London who want to inspire young people: 
see SB page 97.

WARMER
Ask: What are civil rights? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. the right 
that all citizens have to be treated equally by the law. 
Ask: What do you know about civil rights in the USA? In 
the past, did everyone in the USA have full civil rights? Who 
didn’t have civil rights? Elicit that in the past, African 
Americans were slaves and did not have civil rights. 
Ask: Do you know when this changed and how it changed? 
Elicit what sts know about the history of civil rights in 
the USA.

1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures and discuss the 
questions. Discuss sts’ ideas as a class, but don’t confirm 
the answers. 

2 Ask sts to read the article quickly to check their answers 
to exercise 1. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 Martin Luther King
2 He is famous for his role as a civil rights activist. 
3 The main picture on page 96 shows Martin Luther 

King and a civil rights march on Washington in 
August 1963. The pictures on page 97 show Rosa 
Parks being arrested and travelling on a non-
segregated bus.

FUN Encourage sts to read this fun fact for pleasure. 
Sts might also be interested to know that most 
of the other famous people in the USA who 

have had a large number of streets named after 
them are former presidents such as Abraham Lincoln 
and Thomas Jefferson.
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1 Work in pairs. Look at the pictures and answer 
the questions.
1 Who is the biography about?
2 Why is he famous?
3 Which historical events do the pictures show?

2 Quickly read the article. Check your answers to
Exercise 1.

There are more 
than 730 streets 
in the USA 
named after 
Martin Luther 
King.

FUN

3 9.10 Complete the article with sentences a–g. 
Listen and check.
a Martin Luther King organized a series of boycotts,

marches and sit-ins there.
b Activists took part in a five-day march from Selma 

to Montgomery.
c The boycott lasted for 381 days and was a success.
d Riots broke out across the USA and a national day 

of mourning was declared.
e When he was fourteen, he was forced to give up 

his seat on a bus for a white passenger.
f There he gave his famous ‘I Have a Dream’ speech.
g King and others were devastated by this violent act.

4 FIND OUT Complete the Fact File below about
Rosa Parks. 

5 Word Power Match the definitions with
the words in bold in the article.
1 a refusal to buy or do something because you

disagree with it
2 people who disagree with something and 

express their feelings publicly
3 the policy of separating different groups of 

people because of their race, religion or sex
4 an event where a lot of people walk through

a public place to express their support or
disapproval

5 the rights that every person has to participate in
society without discrimination or repression

6 treating people differently because of their race,
religion, age, sex, etc.

6 COMPARE CULTURES Which famous 
person in your country fought to improve
people’s lives? What did he/she protest about? 

7 Discuss the questions in small groups.
1 Which national or global issues do you feel

strongly about? Why?
2 Have you ever protested about something?

What did you do?

Now watch the culture video.

 FAST FINISHER
Imagine you have gone on a protest march. Describe 
how it feels: think about the sights and the sounds. 

FACT FILE 
Born: 15 January 1929, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

Died: 4 April 1968, Memphis, Tennessee, USA

Wife: Coretta Scott (married 1953)

Children: Yolanda, Martin Luther III, 
Bernice, Dexter

Occupation: Minister, activist

Awards: Nobel Peace Prize 1964

Born:Bornrn:: 1... , Tuskegee,
Alabama, USA

Died:Died:: 24 October 2005, Detroit,
Michigan, USA, aged
2... years old

Children:ChiChildrenren:: 3...

Husband:Husbausbanndnd:: Raymond Parks 
(married 1932) 

Occupation:OccupationOccupation:: dressmaker, secretary, 
civil rights activist

Known for:KnownKnown forfor:: the Montgomery bus 4...

Awards:Awardss:: Presidential Medal
of Freedom (1996),
Congressional Gold 
Medal (1999)

Books:Bookss:: the autobiography 
Rosa Parks: 5... (1992) 

Famous quote:FamousFammous quote:quote: ‘6... Today’s mighty oak is 
yesterday’s nut that held 
its ground.’

9
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5 Word Power Sts could work in pairs to match the 
definitions with the words in bold in the article. Point 
out that civil rights and movement are separate words, 
with their own definitions. Encourage sts to read the 
words in bold carefully in context and try to work out he 
meaning, then choose the correct definition. They could 
work in pairs for this. Check answers with the class and 
check that sts understand all the words.

Answers 
1 boycott
2 protesters
3 segregation
4 march
5 civil rights
6 discrimination

21st Century skills

6 COMPARE CULTURES
Put sts into groups to discuss people in their 
country who have fought to improve people’s lives. 
You could suggest a few names for sts to discuss if 
necessary. Ask groups in turn to tell the class who 
they discussed and what those people achieved. 
You could discuss as a class which of the people sts 
admire the most, and why.

7 Allow sts time to read the questions and prepare their 
answers individually, then put them into pairs to discuss 
them. Discuss the questions briefly as a class.

Culture video

This lesson also features an optional culture video 
about two dancers from London who want to inspire 
young people. You can watch this in class if you have 
time and access to a computer or tablet or you can 
ask sts to download it from the Richmond Learning 
Platform to watch at home. See A creative relationship
on TG pages 306 and 313.

FAST FINISHER
Sts imagine they have gone on a protest march and 
think about what it is like, and how they feel. Weaker 
sts could work in pairs to look at the pictures of Rosa 
Parks and Martin Luther King and talk about how the 
people feel in each picture.
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My personal hero
WRITING A biography

I can write a biography and explain how the person 
inspired me.

1 Work in pairs. In your opinion, what personal
qualities does a hero need to have?

2 Read the biography quickly. What qualities does
Delia have?

3 Look at the Useful language box. Find examples 
of the expressions in the biography.

Useful language
Describing a person
… is the most … person I know.
… is always …-ing. (habit)
… is the kind of person who …

Describing important events
At that time, …
Aged (ten), …
A key moment in his/her life came when …
One day, …

Describing how someone inspired you
… (has) inspired / encouraged (me) to …
… has been a big influence on me.
I think I take after her/him.

4 Study the Look! box. Find examples in the text.

Connected writing

To organize our ideas we use:
1 different paragraphs for each main topic.
2 connectors and time expressions.
3 different tenses to show when things happen.
4 reference words (she, it, tt her, rr this, etc.) to refer 

back to people and things already mentioned.

Look!

5 Write a biography of your ‘personal hero’. Follow 
the steps in the Writing plan.

Writing plan

PreparrPrepare
❯ tant e isnt events in thisWhat are the most importaWhat are the 

person’s life?
❯ on like?What is/wa his person/was th
❯ person inspired or influenced yoHow has this p you?personp

WrittWrite
❯ Paragraph 1: troduction Int
❯ Paragraph 2: ain life events: childhood Mai
❯ Paragraph 3: life events: adult lifeMain life 
❯ Paragraph 4: your opinion Conclusion and you

efleccReflect
❯ Check your connenected writing.ecected w
❯ Check your gram spelling.ammar ar and s

My personal hero: Delia Samuels
My personal hero is my gran, Delia Samuels, 

because she’s the most determined and passionate 

person I know.

Grandma grew up in Ohio in the sixties. At that time, 

racism was a big problem in the USA, and Delia was 

constantly bullied at her school. However, Grandma 

is the kind of person who doesn’t give up easily – 

she worked hard at school and she always got good 

grades. A key moment in her life came when her dad 

took her to a civil rights rally when she was ten years 

old. The speaker was Martin Luther King! Grandma 

said he’d inspired her to become the first person in 

her neighbourhood to go to college.

To pay her college fees, Delia worked part-time 

at a supermarket. One day, my grandad came in 

to buy some peaches. He told me that he fell for 

Grandma the moment he saw her smile! When 

Delia graduated, she decided to become a Science 

teacher. She also got married and had five children 

– she now has thirteen grandkids! Even though she’s 

always busy, Grandma is always smiling, and she 

somehow makes time for everyone.

Grandma has been a big influence on me. We both 

have a passion for science, and she’s encouraged 

me to follow my dream of becoming an astronaut! 

I think I take after her as we share the same positive 

outlook on life. She never complains about anything 

– not even about making thirteen birthday cakes 

a year!
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UNIT 9

My personal hero
WRITING A biography

Sts study a biography of a personal hero. They learn some 
useful language for writing a biography and learn about 
how to organize ideas in connected writing. They then 
follow the steps in the Writing plan to write their own 
biography of a personal hero.

Writing
A biography

Useful language
Writing a biography: Describing a person (… is the most 
… person I know. … is always … -ing. … is the kind of 
person who … Describing important events: At that time, 
… Aged (ten), … One day, … Describing how someone 
inspired you: … (has) inspired / encouraged (me) to … , 
… has been a big influence on me. I think I take after her/
him.)
Look!
Connected writing

WARMER
Remind sts that in this unit they have learned about 
some well-known people who are admired as heroes. 
Ask: Do heroes have to be famous people? Can they be 
normal people in your life, who inspire you? Elicit that we 
can have personal heroes in our lives, who we admire 
and who encourage or inspire us, for example parents, 
grandparents, aunts, uncles, friends, etc. Tell sts they 
are now going to write a biography of a personal hero.

1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the question. Discuss their 
ideas as a class.

You could make a list on the board of the qualities that 
sts mention, e.g. honest, determined, hard-working, 
energetic, etc.

2 Ask sts to read the biography and note down the 
qualities that Delia has. Check answers.

Answers
She is determined, passionate, hard-working, cheerful, 
kind and positive.

3 Read the Useful language box with sts and discuss how 
to say these expressions in their first language. Sts then 
find examples in the biography. 

4 Read the Look! box with sts. Sts could then find 
examples of reference words in the biography.

EXTRA ACTIVITY
Ask sts in pairs to look at the biography again and find 
examples of connectors and time expressions, e.g. and, 
but, because, however, also. Go through these with the 

class, and encourage sts to use some of these connectors 
to link the ideas when they write their own biography. 
You could also ask sts to find examples of past and 
present tenses in the biography in Exercise 2. Elicit that 
the past tenses talk about past events, and the present 
tenses are used to talk about the person now, and why 
they are inspiring.

5 Sts write a biography of their personal hero, following 
the steps in the Writing plan. 

Writing plan

Prepare
Sts work as individuals to decide who they will 
write about and answer the questions. Monitor 
and help with vocabulary if necessary. 

Write
Explain that sts should organize their biographies 
into paragraphs. Refer back to the biography in 
exercise 2 and point out that it follows the plan 
that is detailed here. Sts write their biography 
using the one in Exercise 2 as a model. Encourage 
them to use expressions from the Useful Language 
box and also connectors, time expressions, tenses 
to show when things happened and reference 
words to connect their writing. 

Reflect
Ask sts to check their grammar, spelling and 
punctuation and make any necessary changes. 
Explain that it is normal to make changes to a 
first draft of written work. Sts then work in pairs. 
They swap biographies with a partner and give 
feedback on their connected writing. Remind sts 
to be positive and encouraging when they give 
feedback, and always find aspects to praise.

W Writing practice: WB p.80
Sts will find more practice for writing here. Set 
these exercises for homework.

W Writing summary: WB p.92

R Review: Units 7-9 SB pp.104–105

P Project: Units 7-9 SB pp.110–111

L Literature: Units 7-9 SB pp.116–117

E Exam: Unit 9 SB p.126

LS Language summary: Unit 9 SB p.135
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READING
1 Complete the article with the correct form of the 

verbs in brackets.

LISTENING
3 R1 Match 1–5 with a–e to make questions. 

Listen and check.

1 Could you tell me how 
2 You haven’t always been a news presenter,  
3 Can you tell us what
4 You aren’t always as calm as you look on TV,
5 What can help me

a the most important thing for you in your job is? 
b are you?
c have you?
d you ended up working as a news presenter?
e to get a job in the media?

4 R1 Choose the correct words in each sentence. 
Listen and check.
1 When Fiona left school, things didn’t go

to plan / wrong.
2 She won a radio / magazine competition to be a 

news presenter for a month. 
3 She used to work as a reporter / journalist and she 

has travelled all over the world. 
4 There are differences between TV news and 

online / newspaper journalism.
5 Eyewitnesses / Viewers should not be aware of 

how you are feeling.

5 R1 Listen again. Copy and complete the 
sentences. Write one to three words.
1 Fiona didn’t fulfil her … becoming an actor because 

she failed to get into drama school.
2 The most important thing for Fiona is to use … .
3 TV presenters need to … news stories really 

quickly.
4 She has sometimes felt … , irritation and anger, but 

she’s always professional.
5 Not many people who want to work as a news 

presenter … .

2 Choose the correct words in the comments.

Tell us what your last small act of kindness was!
This morning, I calmed my best friend 1down / up after she 

had 2gave up / messed up a test. It not only 3cheered her up / 
grew on her and made her happy, but also did me 4good / 
well. I enjoy making 5a fortune / an effort for other people. 

Elise

I 6did / made without meat at dinner because there wasn’t 

enough for everyone. It was only a small act of kindness, but 

I try not 7to miss / to take the opportunity to be kind at some 

point every day. I used to complain 8of / about my life a lot, 

but now I realize that actually, I’m really lucky. Helping people 

gives me a sense of 9exhaustion / pride. 

George

How small acts of 
kindness went global
For over twenty years, people in a lot of countries 
1… (celebrate) official World Kindness Day on 13 
November. The inspiration behind this special day was 
a Japanese university professor called Seiji Kaya.

One morning in 1963, he 2… (wait) for his train to go to 
work at Tokyo University. There were a lot of people in 
the station. As Mr Kaya 3… (get on) the train, he realized 
that someone 4… (steal) his bag. He 5… (shout) for help, 
but no one 6… (do) anything to help. 

Instead of getting angry about the situation, Mr Kaya 
decided 7… (take) the opportunity to turn this negative 
experience into something positive. He 8… (share) 
his story with his students 9… (demonstrate) to them 
that we need 10… (be) brave and practise small acts 
of kindness every day. That is how the Japan Small 
Kindness Movement 11… (begin). Since then, millions 
of people across the world 12… (do) kind things 
every day.

REVIEW
UNITS 1–3
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REVIEW
UNITS 1–3

LISTENING
3 R1 Focus on the picture and elicit that it shows 

a news reader. Explain to sts that they will hear an 
interview with a news reporter on a school radio 
station. Explain that first they need to complete the 
matching task to form the questions they will hear. Sts 
could work in pairs to do the matching. Play the audio 
for them to listen and check. See TG page 283 for audio 
script. Remind them to listen to the answers to the 
questions, too. Go through the answers with the class.

Answers
1 d
2 c
3 a
4 b
5 e

4 R1 Sts read the sentences and choose the correct 
words to complete them. Allow sts to compare their 
answers in pairs, then play the audio again, pausing to 
confirm the answers.

Answers
1 to plan
2 magazine
3 reporter
4 newspaper
5 Viewers

5 R1 Sts copy the sentences into their notebooks. 
Play the audio again for them to listen and complete 
the sentences with between one and three words. 
Check answers, playing the audio again and pausing if 
necessary to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 dream of
2 trustworthy sources
3 react to
4 exhaustion
5 make it/will make it

LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson reviews the 
grammar and vocabulary sts have learned in Units 1–3 
of the book. Sts read about the Japan Small Kindness 
Movement and listen to an interview with a news 
presenter. They speculate about some pictures, and 
write paragraphs about their experiences in three 
different situations. The lesson ends with a fun memory 
test of language sts have learned in Units 1–3.

WARMER
Say: Today, I’m feeling … Invite a student to complete the 
sentence, e.g. happy. Invite another student to repeat 
this and add their own idea, e,g, Today, Ana’s feeling 
happy and I’m feeling relaxed. Continue around the class, 
with each student repeating how their classmates are 
feeling and adding their own idea, using a different 
adjective each time. Help out with vocabulary if 
necessary, encouraging sts to use adjectives they 
learned in Unit 1. Continue until the list of feelings to 
remember becomes too long!

READING
1 Read out the title of the text and focus on the picture. 

Ask: What do you think small acts of kindness are? How 
do you think it went global? Elicit a few ideas, then ask 
sts to read the text quickly, ignoring the gaps, to check 
their ideas. Discuss the answers, and elicit what sts 
learned about Mr Kaya and the Japan Small Kindness 
Movement. Then ask them to read the text again and 
complete it with the correct verb forms. Allow sts to 
compare their answers in pairs, then check answers 
with the class.

Answers
1 have celebrated
2 was waiting
3 was getting on
4 had stolen
5 shouted
6 did

7 to take
8 shared
9 to demonstrate
10 to be
11 began
12 have done

2 Sts read the comments and choose the correct words 
to complete them. Allow sts to compare their answers 
in pairs, then check with the class. Check that sts 
understand all the words, phrasal verbs and phrases in 
the answers.

Answers
1 down
2 messed up
3 cheered her up
4 good
5 an effort

6 did
7 to miss
8 about
9 pride
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TEST YOUR MEMORY!

Describe a time 
when something 
went wrong, but 

you didn’t 
give up.

Name six phrasal 
verbs for feelings.

Name two news 
stories you have 

read about or 
seen this week.  

Write four 
sentences about 
your past habits 
with would and 

used to. 

Describe 
something you’re 

used to, and 
something you’re 

getting used 
to.

Make 
expressions with 
do, make or take

and these words:
time off, without, 
an effort, sense.

Write two 
sentences about 
things you have 

been doing 
recently.

Write the 
prepositions that 

go after these 
verbs: warn, react, 
comment, boast, 

respond.

Complete these 
sentences: I plan… , 

I’ve decided… , 
I can’t stand… , 

I suggest… .

Give the noun 
forms of the 

adjectives: joyful, 
proud, relaxed, 

amused.

Say what you 

were doing at 

8 a.m. and what 

you had been 

doing before 

that.

Make tag 
questions with: 

isn’t it?   
haven’t you?   

will we?

SPEAKING
6 Work in pairs. Look at the pictures. Ask and 

answer the questions. Then choose a picture and 
tell another pair the story behind it.

WRITING
7 Choose three of the topics below and write a 

paragraph about each situation. Think about how 
you felt and what you learned.

A time when you felt a lot of relief

A problem you have overcome recently

A time when things didn’t go to plan for you

An idea you once had to make a fortune

Something you would do every weekend 
as a young child

Something you weren’t used to at first, but 
later you got used to

1 What is the people’s relationship to each other? 
How long have they known each other?
I think they're best friends and they’ve known 

each other since they were children. 

2 What do you think the people were doing five 
minutes before these pictures were taken?

3 What emotions were they feeling before the 
pictures were taken? And after?

4 What do you think has just happened? How has it 
affected the people?

Something you’ve been 
criticized for in the past

Something you didn’t like 
at first but has grown on you

R
EV

IEW
U

nits 1–3
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REVIEW
UNITS 1–3

SPEAKING
6 Read out the task and explain to sts that they are going 

to ask and answer questions in pairs, and they need to 
use their imagination to guess what is happening in the 
pictures. Allow sts a little time to look at the pictures 
and ask you for any vocabulary they think they will 
need. Ask them to read the questions and check they 
understand them all. They then work in pairs to ask and 
answer the questions about each picture. With weaker 
classes, you could read out the questions and elicit 
some example answers about one of the pictures before 
sts start. Monitor while sts are working in pairs and 
note down any typical errors to correct in a feedback 
session at the end. When sts have finished asking and 
answering questions, put pairs together into groups of 
four. Pairs take turns to choose one of the pictures and 
tell the other pair their ideas about it. Ask some pairs to 
tell the class their ideas about one of the pictures. 

WRITING
7 Read out each of the topics in turn and elicit one or two 

examples of each situation. Sts then work individually 
to write their paragraphs. Sts could work in pairs and 
swap paragraphs for their partner to read. Ask some sts 
to read one of their paragraphs to the class.

TEST YOUR MEMORY
This is a fun way for sts to review the vocabulary 
and grammar from the unit. They could do the task 
individually or in pairs, and you could do the activity 
as a race to provide extra motivation. Alternatively, 
sts could work in pairs and take turns to choose one of 
the tasks for their partner. With weaker classes, you 
could challenge sts to choose six tasks to complete 
from memory, then refer back to the units to help them 
complete the remaining tasks. Elicit a range of example 
answers for each task.
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READING
1 Complete the text with the words in the box.

’d moved   ’ll have been   ’ll be able to   
as soon as   crime rate   don’t have to   
had to   landscape   lived   look around

LISTENING
2 R2 Listen and match pictures 1–3 with 

descriptions a–d. There is one description that you 
don’t need.

a This person broke something important to them.
b This person decided to do something to help 

the environment.
c This person had an accident and had to go 

to hospital. 
d This person worked hard to fulfil an ambition.

3 R2 Listen again. Choose the correct words in 
each sentence.
1 Amy ought to / isn’t allowed to make some 

changes in her shopping habits. 
2 Amy will have found / will find more things to give 

away by the end of the weekend. 
3 If it had been / hadn’t been rush hour, Theo could 

have been badly hurt.
4 Theo must have stopped / managed to stop

himself from falling with his hands. 
5 According to Miranda, people don’t have to /

should train before the Three Peaks Challenge. 

4 R2 Listen again. Copy and complete the 
sentences. Write one to three words.
1 Amy loves clothes, but she loves … designer 

clothes in particular.
2 When Amy buys new clothes, it … feel happy.  
3 Theo might have been … and ended up in hospital. 
4 Theo … more attention the next time he crosses 

the road. 
5 Miranda says you’re exhausted, but you feel great 

when you reach each … . 
6 Miranda wishes she … the three peaks again 

tomorrow.

If you 1… in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia, 
you’ll see a dynamic and vibrant city, but also 
traffic jams during rush hour and a lack of green 
spaces. Overcrowding and a housing shortage 
in the city meant architects 2… come up with an 
unconventional solution to the urban problems: 
Cosmo Park. 

Cosmo Park sits on top of a ten-storey shopping 
mall! 3… you arrive, you 4… see even taller 
skyscrapers nearby. Lots of families with young 
children live in the 78 stylish apartment blocks. If 
you hang around for a while, you soon notice the 
vibrant colours of its urban 5…  with gardens full 
of colourful flowers, fruit trees and vegetables.

Maria, one of the residents with a young family, 
says, ‘There’s so much open space up here and 
it’s really safe. The 6… is low. If I 7… in another 
part of the city, I wouldn’t let my kids play 
outside. I 8… worry about my children playing in 
the street. I 9… here for six months at the end of 
next week. I wish I 10… here sooner. I miss the 
street food stalls though. If only there were a few 
up here!’

Cosmo Park represents a different side to 
Jakarta. We think other cities will be following 
this example before long.

A village in the sky

1

2

3
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LISTENING
2 R2 Explain to sts that they will hear three people 

talking about different aspects of their life. Allow sts 
time to look at the pictures and read the descriptions, 
then play the audio for them to listen and match the 
pictures with the descriptions. See TG page 284 for 
audio script. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 b
2 a
3 d

3 R2 Allow sts time to read through the sentences, 
then play the audio again for them to listen and choose 
the correct words to complete them. Check answers 
with the class, playing the audio again and pausing if 
necessary for sts to hear the answers.

Answers
1 ought to
2 will have found
3 hadn’t been
4 managed to stop
5 should

4 R2 Ask sts to copy the gapped sentences into their 
notebooks. With weaker classes, you could read out 
each gapped sentence in turn and elicit some possible 
words to complete it. Play the audio again for sts to 
listen and complete the sentences. Check answers 
with the class, playing the audio again if necessary 
and pausing to confirm the answers. Check that sts 
understand all the words and verb tenses they have 
used to complete the sentences.

Answers
1 stylish
2 makes her
3 run over / badly hurt
4 will be paying
5 summit
6 could climb

LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson reviews the 
grammar and vocabulary sts have learned in Units 4–6 
of the book. Sts read about a village in the sky in Jakarta 
and listen to three people talking about different aspects 
of their lives and changes they have made or intend to 
make. They do a ‘Find someone who …’ activity with 
their classmates and report back to the class, and write 
about things they will be doing and will have done at a 
time in the future. The lesson ends with a fun memory 
test of language sts have learned in Units 4–6.

WARMER
Write these words on the board: traffic, crime, apartment, 
social, night, housing, cycle, over, rush, shopping, sky, 
transport. Explain to sts that the words are all used in 
compound nouns to do with city life. Divide the class 
into teams. Teams take turns to choose a word from the 
board and make a sentence using the correct compound 
noun, e.g. I live in an apartment block. If their answer is 
correct, they get a point and the word is crossed off the 
board. If their answer is not correct, don’t correct it, but 
move on to the next team. Continue until all the words 
have been practised.

READING
1 Read out the title of the text and focus on the picture. 

Ask: What do you think the village in the sky is? Where do 
you think it is? Elicit a few ideas, then ask sts to read the 
text quickly to check their ideas. Discuss the answers, 
and elicit what sts learned about the village. Then ask 
them to read the text again and complete it with the 
correct words, Check answers and revise any language 
points that sts have struggled with.

Answers
1 look around
2 had to
3 As soon as
4 ‘ll be able to
5 landscape
6 crime rate
7 lived
8 don’t have to
9 ‘ll have been
10 ‘d moved
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TEST YOUR MEMORY!

Describe four 
urban problems 

in your town. Use 
compound nouns.

Complete these 
sentences: 

I wish …   
If only …

Finish these 
sentences: My 

parents usually let 
me … . They often 

make me … .

Name six verbs 
connected with 
accidents and 

emergency.

Name three 
nature words 

for mountains and 
three for water.

You see a zebra 
in the road. Write 
three sentences 
using modals of 

deduction.

Say three things 
you don’t have to 
do and two things 

you ought to do 
today.

Say what two 
things you will 

have done by the 
time you’re 21.

Name six phrasal 
verbs related to 

city living.

Name six 
adjectives to 

describe clothes.

Think of a cool 

building you’ve 

seen. Name three 

adjectives to 

describe it.

Complete this 
sentence twice: 

If I hadn’t … , 
I wouldn’t … .

SPEAKING
5 Write questions with the prompts below. 

Are you allowed to use your phone at the dinner table?

WRITING
8 Choose a time in the future and write about the 

things you’ll be doing and experiences you’ll have 
had. Use the ideas below.

6 Ask your classmates the questions from Exercise 5. 
Write one student for each situation. 

7 Choose two students and find out more 
information. Then report back to the class.

Twenty years from now, I won’t have changed my 
style. I’ll still buy second-hand clothes. I’ll be living …

clothes and styleisn’t allowed to use their phone at 
the dinner table.

gets around your town by bike or 
skateboard.

will have bought something trendy by 
the end of next week.

is going to meet their friends as soon 
as school finishes today.

doesn’t have to do any homework 
tonight.

parents let them stay out late during 
the week.

will live and work abroad when they’re 
older.

wouldn’t have got the bus to school 
today if they lived closer.

Find someone who / whose … 

work

places to live
family

places in nature

travel and transport

Name
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SPEAKING
5 Explain to sts that they are going to ask their classmates 

some questions, and they must try to find someone who 
can give an answer for each question. Read out the first 
question prompt and the example answer. Ask sts to 
write the remaining questions. Check these questions 
with the class.

Answers
Are you allowed to use your phone at the dinner 
table?
Do you get around your town by bike or skateboard?
Will you have bought something trendy by the end of 
next week?
Are you going to meet your friends as soon as school 
finishes today?
Do you have to do any homework tonight?
Do your parents let you stay out late during the week?
Will you live and work abroad when you’re older?
Would you have got the bus to school today if you 
lived closer?

6 Allow sts to move around the classroom, asking and 
answering the questions. Tell them they should try 
to find a different student for each situation. Stop the 
activity when one or more sts have found a student for 
each situation.

7 Ask sts to look at their list of sts who answered yes to 
the questions. Ask them to choose two to interview 
further, to find out more information. Allow sts to move 
around the classroom again, asking and answering 
their questions. Remind them to listen carefully to 
the answers. When they have finished, ask some sts 
to report back to the class on what they learned about 
their classmates.

WRITING
8 Read out the task and the example answers. Focus on 

each of the pictures in turn and elicit examples for each, 
e.g. I’ll have found a good job and I’ll be working in New 
York. Use the opportunity to revise the tenses that sts 
will need. Sts then write sentences about what they will 
be doing and experiences they will have had. Ask some 
sts to read some of their ideas to the class.

TEST YOUR MEMORY
This is a fun way for sts to review the vocabulary 
and grammar from the unit. They could do the task 
individually or in pairs, and you could do the activity 
as a race to provide extra motivation. Alternatively, 
sts could work in pairs and take turns to choose one of 
the tasks for their partner. With weaker classes, you 
could challenge sts to choose six tasks to complete 
from memory, then refer back to the units to help them 
complete the remaining tasks. Elicit a range of example 
answers for each task.
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Abbie asked Ed 1… he was doing. Ed told her he 2… 

reading an article about bike helmets. She asked 

him 3… it was good, and he said that he 4… been 

learning some really interesting things. Abbie 5… 

him to tell her more and Ed 6… that the article was 

about a new airbag for cyclists. 

Abbie 7… that Ed 8… get her one for her birthday. Ed 

suggested going for a bike ride and 9… to buy her 

lunch. But he 10… her for 11… always wearing her 

helmet. Abbie 12… that she would wear it. 

READING
1 Choose the correct words in the blog post.

2 Rewrite the sentences with reduced relative 
clauses. Check your answers in the blog post.
1 A problem that is shared is a problem that is 

halved.  
2 I love watching films that have been adapted 

from books.
3 Anyone who wants to watch it should check it 

out online now!

3 Find four phrasal verbs about relationships and 
three phrases with time in the blog post.  

LISTENING
4 R3 Listen to Abbie and Ed. Which sentence is 

the best summary of the conversation?

1 Ed has bought a new piece of technology for his 
bike, but Abbie doesn’t think that it’s safe.  

2 Ed has read about a development in cycling 
technology and explains it to Abbie. 

3 Ed is passionate about cycling and has designed a 
new type of technology in cycling.

5 R3 Listen again. Copy and complete the 
sentences with the correct word. 
1 It was … by two Swedish students. 
2 They’re … about cycling. 
3 It sounds like a really important … . 
4 If their … are right, it will save a lot of lives. 
5 It’s great that there are people out there improving 

the world with their … .
6 Don’t forget their … . 
7 They’d been working on it for years before they 

made their … .

6 R3 Complete the text with the correct words 
from the box. Then listen again and check. 

could   criticized   explained   had   joked
not   offered   promised   told   was   
what   whether   

My week so far … 
So, the big news is that my best friend Charlie 1said / told 
me that he’d split up with his girlfriend, Lisa. They’d been 
going out with each other for some time. Poor Charlie! I 
never thought that he would 2settle up / settle down with 
Lisa, but breaking up is always hard. I told him I’d be there 
for him whenever he wanted to talk. A problem shared is a 
problem halved, isn’t it?

I can’t remember when I last watched a film, so I made time 
to watch one instead of 3to revise / revising for my exams. 
It’s called If Beale Street Could Talk and it 4was adapted / 
adapted from a novel. I love watching films adapted from 
books. It has characters 5whose / who I really cared about, 
especially the strong female ones. The main 6theme / 
episode is life in 1970s America for African-Americans. It’s 
also a 7powerful / forgettable love story involving Tish and 
Fonny, 8which / whose families are very different. The main 
characters, who are played by Kiki Layne and Stephan James, 
are brilliant. As well as 9to learn / learning about the reality 
of life for African-Americans 
in the 1970s, it’s got a great 
10series / soundtrack. Anyone 
wanting to watch it should 
check it out online now! 
11I'm getting my hair cut / 
I’m cutting my hair on Saturday. 
I’ll post a photo when I get 
back from the hairdresser’s!

In the meantime … here’s an 
image of the film poster. 

Emma's blog
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Answers
Phrasal verbs for relationships: split up, go out with, 
settle down, break up
Phrases with time: for some time, make time to … , in 
the meantime

LISTENING
4 R3 Focus on the picture and elicit what it shows. 

Explain to sts that they will hear a conversation between 
Abbie and Ed. Read out the question and allow sts time 
to read the three summaries. Play the audio for sts to 
listen and choose the best summary. See TG page 284 for 
audio script. Check the answer.

Answers
2

5 R3 Ask sts to copy the gapped sentences into their 
notebooks. With weaker sts, you could read out each 
gapped sentence in turn and brainstorm some ideas for 
how it could be completed. Then play the audio again 
for them to listen and complete the sentences with the 
correct words. Check answers, playing the audio again 
and pausing if necessary for sts to hear the answers.

Answers
1 designed
2 passionate
3 development
4 predictions
5 creativity
6 determination
7 breakthrough

6 R3 Focus on the text and explain that it reports 
Abbie and Ed’s conversation. Ask sts to read it and 
complete it with the correct words. Weaker sts could 
work in pairs. Play the audio again for sts to listen and 
check the ideas in the text, then go through the answers 
with the class, playing the audio again and pausing if 
necessary to confirm the answers. See TG page 000 for 
audio script.

Answers
1 what
2 was
3 whether
4 had
5 told
6 explained

7 joked
8 could
9 offered
10 criticized
11 not
12 promised

LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson reviews the 
grammar and vocabulary sts have learned in Units 7–9 of 
the book. Sts read a blog post about the writer’s week so 
far and listen to a conversation about a new safety device 
for cyclists. They discuss a range of different topics with 
a partner, and write two replies to questions written to 
an agony aunt. The lesson ends with a fun memory test 
of language sts have learned in Units 7–9.

WARMER
Ask: What have you done so far this week? Give one or 
two examples of things you have done, e.g. On Monday 
I bought some new shoes online, and yesterday I watched a 
really good film. Encourage sts to ask questions to find 
out more information, e.g. What was the film? What was 
it about? Ask sts individually to write down three things 
they have done so far this week. Put them into groups to 
tell their classmates and ask questions to find out more 
information. Ask groups to tell the class who in their 
group has done something interesting.

READING
1 Focus on the text and explain that it is a blog post by 

Emma about her week so far. Ask them to read the post 
and choose the correct words to complete it. Check 
answers, and revise any language points that sts struggled 
with. Elicit what Emma has done so far this week.

Answers
1 told
2 settle down
3 revising
4 was adapted
5 who
6 theme

7 powerful
8 whose
9 learning
10 soundtrack
11 I’m getting my hair 

cut

2 Sts rewrite the sentences in their notebooks, then check 
their answers in the blog post. Weaker sts could work 
in pairs for this. Check answers and revise the rules for 
reduced relative clauses if necessary.

Answers
1 A problem shared is a problem halved.
2 I love watching films adapted from books.
3 Anyone wanting to watch it should check it out 

online now!

3 Sts find the words in the blog. Check answers, and check 
that sts understand the words. You could brainstorm 
more words for each category with the class.
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0 an important development in technology
0 a prediction about the future of space 

exploration
0 an important scientific discovery

0 people you know who are generous, courageous 
and wise

0 a friend who you have drifted apart from
0 someone you once fell out with but then made 

up with

0 a film with outstanding special effects or 
soundtrack

0 a feel-good film or TV programme you’ve 
seen recently

0 a sequel which was better than the original

Ask Anya

I’m extremely shy. How can I learn to be more 
self-confident?

My best friend is too sensitive. She thinks I am 
always criticizing her and gets angry with me. 

I find our homework really time-consuming – I 
seem to spend all my free time doing it. I can’t 
make time to do anything else. 

There’s a new boy in my class. We get on well and 
I’d like to ask him out. How can I do it?

I arranged to meet my friend to go shopping 
yesterday, but she stood me up because a different 
friend asked her to do something. I’m really angry! 

One of my friends is 
always trying to make 
jokes, but they aren't 
funny. Should I say 
something?

TEST YOUR MEMORY!

Give the noun 
forms of these 
verbs: prove, 

design, transform, 
predict, develop, 

create.

Give your 
opinion on a 
book using 
positive and 

negative 
adjectives.

Complete the 
sentences. 

I find it difficult …
I often waste 

time …

Make passive 
sentences. What is it?

invent in 1973 / 
by Martin Cooper, it / 

use / by billions of 
people today

Say two things 
you have had 
done recently. 

Name six phrasal 
verbs related to 
relationships.

Report a short 
conversation you 
have heard today.

Complete the 
sentences:

I apologized for …   
My mum blamed 

me for not …

Name your top 
three qualities 
in a friend and 
explain why.

Say as many 
expressions with 

time as you can in 
30 seconds.

Name four nouns 

related to film and 

TV beginning 

with ‘s’. 

Reduce the 
relative clause 

and complete the 
sentence: … is a film 

which is loved by 
many for its ….

SPEAKING
7 Work in pairs. Think of examples for the ideas 

below and discuss them with your partner. 
Black Panther has got really outstanding special 
effects. Have you seen it?

No, I haven’t. Tell me about the special effects.

WRITING
8 Choose two of the problems below and write a 

reply from Anya. 
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SPEAKING
7 Ask sts to read the ideas individually and think of an 

example for each one. Read out the example question 
and answer, then put sts into pairs to discuss their ideas 
and ask questions to continue the discussion on each 
one. Monitor while sts are working in pairs and note 
down any typical errors to correct in a feedback session 
at the end. When sts have finished working in pairs, ask 
some pairs to tell the class which idea they talked about 
for the longest time, and what they discussed.

WRITING
8 Focus on the text and elicit or explain that it contains 

problems that people have written to an agony aunt. 
Ask sts to read through the problems. Check they 
understand everything. With weaker classes, you could 
read out each problem in turn and brainstorm ideas 
for advice that Anya might give for each one. Use the 
opportunity to revise language for giving advice. Sts 
then choose two of the problems and write a reply from 
Anya for each one. Ask some sts to read their advice 
to the class without saying which problem it matches. 
Other sts could listen and guess the problems. You 
could discuss as a class who gave the best advice for 
each problem.

TEST YOUR MEMORY 
This is a fun way for sts to review the vocabulary 
and grammar from the unit. They could do the task 
individually or in pairs, and you could do the activity 
as a race to provide extra motivation. Alternatively, 
sts could work in pairs and take turns to choose one of 
the tasks for their partner. With weaker classes, you 
could challenge sts to choose six tasks to complete 
from memory, then refer back to the units to help them 
complete the remaining tasks. Elicit a range of example 
answers for each task.
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TASK
Create a school newsfeed

I can  work in pairs and write stories for a school newsfeed.

PREPARE

Step 1 Get ideas

❯ Look at the pictures. What is the news story in each?
❯ What has happened at your school recently? 

Step 2 Choose your activities

❯ Think about recent stories and events connected with 
your school. Choose three.

Find out

How can you find out about interesting stories and 

events about your school? Where can you look for 

information? Who can you ask? 

21st Century Skills

Step 3 Choose ideas

❯ Make a list of all the stories that you’ve found out 
about. 

❯ Work in pairs. Compare your lists and agree on three 
or four news stories to include in your newsfeed. 

❯ If necessary, find out more details about each story. 

Fact checking

Always make sure your stories contain true facts. 
If possible, check your information by asking more 
than one person, or reading about it in more than 
one place.

Look!

Our school news

PROJECT
UNITS 1–3
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21st Century skills

FIND OUT
Read out the information on finding out. Discuss 
with the class where sts can find information 
and who they can ask. Elicit or point out that 
they can ask teachers and sts who are involved 
in different activities in the school. If sts have 
access to the internet in class, they could 
look on their school website for information. 
Alternatively, you could discuss as a class which 
sts are involved in different activities in the 
school, and elicit what they know about recent 
activities or events. Contribute ideas yourself 
about activities and events that you know about. 
Sts then work individually to choose three 
stories they would like to write about.

Step 3 Choose ideas
Put sts into pairs to make a list of all the stories they have 
found out about, and choose three or four to include in 
their newsfeed. Read the information in the Look! box 
with the class and point out to sts that it is important to 
check information to make sure that what they write is true 
and accurate. Point out that if they cannot check written 
information, it is always useful to ask more than one 
person, to see if they give the same information. If sts have 
access to the school website, they could check the facts 
about their events there. Alternatively, encourage them 
to ask questions to the class to get answers from different 
students. Encourage other sts to share what they know, and 
contribute what you know about the activities and events 
too. If it is not possible for sts to check information, you 
could explain that for this task, they can invent some of the 
details if necessary.

LESSON OVERVIEW: In this project, sts work in 
pairs to write stories for a school newsfeed. They work 
through different stages of planning and writing to 
create their stories, then evaluate their work and reflect 
on what they could improve. They also focus on the skill 
of finding out information.

Task Skill 
Create a school newsfeed Collaboration

WARMER
Ask: Does your school have a website? What information does 
it have on it? Elicit a range of answers. If sts mention that 
the website has news, ask more questions, e.g. Does it have 
news about the school? About students? Elicit examples of the 
kinds of news it has. If sts don’t mention that their school 
website has news, introduce the idea and ask questions to 
find out the kinds of news it has. Explain to sts that they are 
going to write stories for a school newsfeed.

PREPARE
Step 1 Get ideas

Focus on the pictures and elicit the activities that they 
show. Ask sts to look at the pictures and discuss in pairs 
what the news story in each is, and if similar things have 
happened at their school. Discuss their ideas as a class.

Suggested answers
The pictures show a school play, a school sports team 
winning a competition, students getting exam results, 
a school trip, a science experiment and the opening of 
a new facility at the school.

Step 2 Choose your activities
Explain to sts that they need to think of some recent stories 
and events connected with their school. 
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REFLECT
Step 7 Evaluate the projects

❯ Look at all the newsfeeds. Which stories are the 
most interesting? Which are well written? Which 
pictures make you want to read the stories? 

❯ Tell your partner which stories you already knew 
about, and which were new. Did you disagree with 
any of the information? 

Step 8 Reflect

❯ Think about your own newsfeed. Is there anything 
you can improve?

Useful language
Congratulations to …
… is/are celebrating after …  
… put on a wonderful performance/concert
There was good news for … 
One student told us, ‘ … ’

DO
Step 4 Plan your newsfeed

❯ Read the newsfeed below.
❯ Plan the layout of your newsfeed. Think about the text 

and interesting pictures that you can include.
❯ Decide who will write each story. 

Step 5 Write the text for your newsfeed

❯ Make notes with all the information about each story. 
❯ Write your news stories from your notes. Use the 

Useful language box to help you. 
❯ Give your text to another student to check your 

spelling, grammar and punctuation.

Step 6 Create your newsfeed

❯ Print or download any pictures and your text.
❯ Put your newsfeed together.
❯ Share your newsfeed with the rest of the class.

Home Students Teachers School clubs Latest news Contact us

Sign inGreenwood School 

NEWSFEED

GREENWOOD STUDENTS JOIN CLIMATE CRISIS PROTEST

Greenwood students joined last Friday’s Climate Crisis protest. Students left school at 11 a.m. and 

arrived in the city centre half an hour later. They marched through the city centre with more than 

1,000 other students from schools and colleges across the city. 

One student told us, ‘Unless we take urgent action immediately to deal with this climate 

emergency, there will be no future for our planet. Don’t forget to join us on our next strike.’

SPANISH ADVENTURE FOR YEAR 9

Fifty Year 9 students have arrived in Alicante to spend two weeks living with Spanish families 

as part of the European schools exchange programme. During their stay, they’ll go to a Spanish 

secondary school every day, explore Alicante and the region, and have some unforgettable 

experiences. And, we hope, they’ll come back speaking excellent Spanish! We will welcome fifty 

students from Alicante to Greenwood in the second part of the exchange next month. 

SUCCESS FOR GREENWOOD GIRLS

Greenwood Girls 3    Milton Girls 1

Congratulations to the Year 10 girls’ football team, who are celebrating after a 3–1 win over local 

rivals, Milton High, in the Year 10 County Cup Final. Our captain, Shannon Brown, was the star of 

the match, scoring two goals and Paula Fox scored the other. After a close first half, Greenwood 

Girls scored twice in the last ten minutes to send their fans home happy! Shannon told us, ‘It 

was such an exciting match, and we are thrilled to have won the cup for Greenwood!’
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DO
Step 4 Plan your newsfeed

Decide as a class whether sts will produce their leaflets on 
paper or on a computer, depending on what is possible in 
your class situation. Focus on the newsfeed at the bottom 
of page 107 and read through it with the class. Then ask sts 
in their pairs to plan their own newsfeed, deciding on the 
layout, what images they can include and who will write 
each story. Monitor and help while they are working. 

Step 5 Write the text for your newsfeed
Ask sts to work in their pairs and make notes for the 
stories in their newsfeed. Monitor and help while they are 
working. Before they write their stories, read out the three 
headlines in the newsfeed on page 107. Elicit or point out 
that they are written in a brief style, with no articles and 
no verb tenses. Read through the Useful language with the 
class, then ask sts to read the newsfeed again and make a 
note of any other useful words and phrases that they could 
use in their own newsfeed. Sts work in their pairs and 
write their own newsfeed. Monitor and help while they are 
working. Ask pairs to swap texts and check each other’s 
spelling and punctuation. 

Step 6 Create your newsfeed
Focus on the newsfeed on page 107 again. Elicit that it has 
an interesting picture for each story, and it uses a clear 
layout to show where each story begins and ends. Sts then 
work in their pairs to download or draw pictures for their 
newsfeed and put it together. When they have finished, put 
all the newsfeeds around the class for sts to see.

REFLECT
Step 7 Evaluate the projects

Explain to sts that they are now going to evaluate the 
newsfeeds. Remind them that they should always be 
respectful when they are commenting on each other’s 
work, and they should focus on saying positive things and 
making helpful suggestions. Allow sts to walk around the 
class and look at all the newsfeeds. Ask them to note down 
which stories they think are the most interesting, which are 
well written and which pictures make them want to read 
the stories. They then discuss in their pairs which stories 
they already knew about, which were new to them and if 
there is any information they disagree with. Discuss their 
ideas and reasons as a class.

Step 8 Reflect
Sts work in their pairs to think about their own project 
again and think about what they could improve. Point out 
to sts that when they have done a big piece of work like this 
one, they should always think about what they did well, 
and what things they could do better next time. Ask some 
sts to tell the class what they think they did well, and how 
they could improve. 
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TASK
Plan an urban tour and create a poster

I can  work in pairs to plan an urban tour and create 
  a poster.

PREPARE

Step 1 Get ideas

❯ Look at the mind map and the pictures. Which types 
of urban tour do the pictures show? 

❯ What other types of urban tour can you think of?

Step 2 Choose ideas

❯ Think about tours for your own town or city.  
❯ Work in pairs. Decide which tour is best. 

Compare cultures

How is your town or city different from cities in other 

countries? What things might visitors be interested in 

seeing or doing? 

21st Century Skills

Identifying strengths 

Think about your strengths and your partner’s 
strengths before you plan your tour and create your 
poster. Who is good at researching information, 
writing, designing and presenting?

Look!

Step 3 Do your research

❯ Think of places in your town or city for your tour 
to include.

❯ Find out more information about each place on 
the internet. 

p

urban art 
tour

URBAN 
TOURS

hidden 
secrets tour

history 
tour

food and 
drink tour

architecture 
tour

parks and 
garden tour

PROJECT
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PROJECT
UNITS 4–6

LESSON OVERVIEW: In this project, sts work in 
pairs to plan an urban tour and create a poster advertising 
it. They work through different stages of planning and 
writing to plan their tour and create their poster, then 
evaluate their work and reflect on what they could 
improve. They also focus on the skill of comparing 
cultures. 

Task Skill 
Plan an urban tour and 
create a poster

Collaboration

WARMER
Ask: What cities have you visited? Elicit some answers from 
individual sts. As they answer, ask: What did you see there? 
What places in the city did you visit? Elicit answers, and 
encourage sts to talk about their own experiences. Ask: 
Have you ever been on a city tour? If some sts have done city 
tours, encourage them to tell the class about the places the 
tour took them to. You could also tell sts about a city tour 
that you have done. Ask: Why do you think so many people 
choose to go on tours of cities, rather than exploring on their 
own? Elicit a few possible ideas.

PREPARE
Step 1 Get ideas

Focus on the pictures and elicit the things that they show. 
Then focus on the mind map. Ask sts to match the pictures 
with the tours on the mind map. Check answers. Sts then 
work in pairs and discuss other kinds of urban tour. 

Answers
The pictures show a parks and garden tour, a food 
and drink tour, a history tour and an architecture tour. 

Step 2 Choose ideas
Explain to sts that they are now going to plan a tour for 
their town. 

21st Century skills

COMPARE CULTURES
Read out the information on comparing cultures. 
Discuss as a class how the sts’ town or city is 
different from cities in other countries. If they are 
struggling for ideas, write the names of some well-
known cities on the board, e.g. New York, London, 
Paris. Ask: Is your town or city smaller than New 
York? Is it older or more modern? Is it busier or quieter? 
Ask more questions comparing the sts’ own town 
or city with others around the world. As a class, 
brainstorm ideas of things that visitors might be 
interested in seeing or doing in their town or city. 

Sts could work in pairs to brainstorm ideas for 
their tour, then decide which is the best idea. 
Alternatively, brainstorm ideas as a class and make 
notes on the board. Sts can then work in pairs to 
discuss the ideas on the board and choose the one 
they think is best.

Step 3 Do your research
Explain to sts that they are now going to do some research. 
Read out the information in the Look! box. Explain that 
when you are working on any joint project, it is important 
to think about different people’s strengths when planning 
and carrying out the tasks involved. Doing this will help 
you to achieve much better results overall. Point out that, in 
order to do this, it is also important to have a realistic idea 
of your own strengths and weaknesses, e.g. in researching, 
writing, designing and presenting. Sts work in pairs to 
think of places in their town or city for their tour, then look 
online to find information about each one. Encourage them 
to use reliable websites to find the information, e.g. the 
official website for each place, or a tourist information site. 
Encourage sts to make notes on the information they find. 
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DO
Step 4 Plan your tour

❯ Look at a map of your city. Find the places that you 
want to include in your tour. 

❯ Decide on a starting and finishing point for your tour, 
and plan the route in between. 

Step 5 Plan and create your poster

❯ Read the poster below. Research pictures and a map 
for your poster.

❯ Write the text. Include an introduction and practical 
information. Use the Useful language box to help you.  

❯ Give your text to another student to check your 
spelling, grammar and punctuation.

Step 6 Present your tour

❯ Tell the class about your urban tour. Show them your 
poster and say what type of tour it is. 

❯ Show the route on a map and explain why you chose 
each place. 

REFLECT
Step 7 Evaluate the projects

❯ Look again at the posters. Which is the most 
attractive and appealing? Why?

❯ Think about the tours. Say which you would most 
like to go on and why.  

Step 8 Reflect

❯ Think about your own poster and urban tour. Is 
there anything you can improve?

Useful language
If you enjoy … , you’ll …
You should/must (wear/bring) …
You don’t have to …
If you want to experience … , you'll …
Everyone can …
You’re allowed to …
You'll be (visiting/walking/climbing) …

If you fancy doing something different this 

weekend, then come and join us on our urban 

street art tour. Don’t worry, you don’t have to 

know anything about art! 

Our guide will show you vibrant, colourful 

street art in places you might not have noticed 

before. They will also explain the story behind 

each drawing. Are you ready to see your town 

through different eyes? 

Practical information

• Tours start at 10.30 a.m. and leave from 

Central metro station. 

• Tours last approximately two hours. You'll 

be walking about 5 km so you should wear 

comfy footwear.

• Book online here, or just turn up. 

• If you bring a friend, you'll get a 
10% discount.

URBAN ART TOUR

NORTH PARK

TOWN HALL

TOWN 
CENTRE

CENTRALM

OUR ROUTE
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DO
Step 4 Plan your tour

Sts could find a map of their city online. Alternatively, if 
you have an interactive whiteboard, you could display a 
map for sts to refer to. They work in their pairs to plan the 
route of their tour. Point out that they should think about 
a route that is easy and doesn’t involve too much time 
walking between different places, but also a route that is 
interesting and varied for the visitors. Monitor and help 
while they are working. 

Step 5 Plan and create your poster
Ask sts to read the poster on page 109. Elicit or point 
out the different kinds of information it includes: an 
introduction and invitation to join, more details of the 
kinds of things you will see, practical information about 
the time, how to book, etc. Read through the Useful 
language with the class, then ask sts to read the poster 
again and make a note of any other useful words and 
phrases that they could use, e.g. come and join us, Our guide 
will show you … , Tours start at … . Sts work in their pairs and 
research pictures and map for their poster. They then write 
the text for their own poster. Monitor and help while they 
are working. Ask pairs to swap texts and check each other’s 
spelling and punctuation. 

Step 6 Present your tour
Ask pairs in turn to present their tour to the class. Before 
they give their presentations, you could discuss tips for 
giving presentations with the class, e.g. speak clearly, show 
the poster to the whole class, etc. Encourage sts to ask 
questions about each tour after the presentation. When all 
sts have presented their tours, put all the posters around 
the class for sts to see.

REFLECT
Step 7 Evaluate the projects

Explain to sts that they are now going to evaluate the 
posters. Remind them that they should always be respectful 
when they are commenting on each other’s work, and they 
should focus on saying positive things and making helpful 
suggestions. Allow sts to walk around the class and look 
at all the posters. Ask them to note down which ones they 
think look the most attractive and appealing, and which 
tours they would like to go on. Discuss their ideas and 
reasons as a class, and discuss which tours sts would like to 
go on and why.

Step 8 Reflect
Sts work in their pairs to think about their own project 
again and think about what they could improve. Point out 
to sts that when they have done a big piece of work like this 
one, they should always think about what they did well, 
and what things they could do better next time. Ask some 
sts to tell the class what they think they did well, and how 
they could improve. 

UNITS 4–6
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TASK
Design your own invention

I can  work in pairs and design an invention.

Step 1 Get ideas

❯ Look at the pictures of inventions. What is each one 
and how is it used?  

❯ Think about the inventions. How does each one solve 
a problem? 

Think critically

Do you think these are useful inventions? 

Why/Why not? Do you think inventions always 

have to be useful?

21st Century Skills

Step 2 Choose your ideas

❯ Think of more everyday problems that people have. 
Make a list of ideas for inventions to solve them. 

❯ Work in pairs. Choose the best invention from 
your lists. 

Step 3 Do your research

❯ Check the internet to find out if a similar invention 
already exists.

❯ Decide what changes to make to the invention.  

PREPARE

Ingenious inventions
Award-winning inventions from around the world

PROJECT
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PROJECT

21st Century skills

THINK CRITICALLY
Read through the information on thinking critically 
with the class. Ask sts to look at the inventions in 
Step 1 again and work in pairs to discuss how useful 
each invention is/isn’t. Discuss the questions as a 
class and ask sts whether they think all inventions 
have to be useful and give reasons for their answers.

Step 2 Choose your ideas
Tell sts they are now going to think of more problems that 
inventions could solve. You could brainstorm a few ideas 
with the class first, e.g. your backpack gets wet in the rain, 
it’s too easy to sleep through your alarm, etc. Sts then 
work individually to think of some everyday problems and 
make a list of inventions to solve them. Put sts into pairs to 
compare their lists and choose the best invention. Remind 
them to consider each idea critically when they make their 
final choice.

Step 3 Do your research
Sts work in their pairs and look on the internet to find out 
if a similar invention already exists. If it does, ask them to 
think of a way to make their own invention different.

LESSON OVERVIEW: In this project, sts work in 
pairs to design their own invention. They work through 
different stages of planning and writing to design their 
invention, then evaluate their work and reflect on what 
they could improve. They also focus on the skill of 
thinking critically.

Task Skill 
Design your own invention Think critically

WARMER
Ask: What inventions do you use every day? Elicit a range 
of ideas from the class, e.g. electric lights, phones, cars 
or buses, pens. Ask: What qualities do you need to be an 
inventor? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. you need to be intelligent, 
patient, determined, etc. Put sts into pairs to discuss the 
question and note down the three main qualities that they 
think you need to be an inventor. Ask pairs in turn to tell 
the class their ideas and reasons. Explain to sts that for this 
project, they are going to become inventors and design 
their own invention. 

PREPARE
Step 1 Get ideas

Sts work in pairs to look at the inventions and discuss the 
questions. Discuss their ideas as a class.

Suggested answers
The dog collar with lights solves the problem of dogs 
not being seen at night.
The window wiper cleans windows and solves the 
problem of windows steaming up in bathrooms.
The musical shower plays music while you have a 
shower and solves the problem of not being able to 
have a music player in the bathroom.
The pizza cutter is used for cutting pizza and makes it 
easier to cut slices from a pizza.
The phone umbrella keeps your phone dry. It solves 
the problem of your phone getting wet in the rain. 

UNITS 7–9
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Step 4 Design your invention

❯ Think carefully about how your invention works. 
❯ Work together to design your invention. Draw pictures 

of it, changing the design as you work if necessary, 
until you are happy with the design.  

❯ Think of a name for your invention. 

Step 5 Plan a visual guide for your invention 

❯ Look at the guide below. Decide which pictures and 
information you want to include in your visual guide, to 
show how your invention works.

Step 6 Create your visual guide 

❯ Draw pictures of your finalized design which show 
how your invention works.

❯ Write an explanation for each picture. Say what your 
invention is, what problem it solves, and how to use it. 
Use the Useful language box to help you.

❯ Give your text to another student to check spelling, 
grammar and punctuation.

❯ Display your visual guide around the classroom. 

DO

WHERE-R-U FEEDBACK
• Five students said that they 

already had similar apps on 
their phone. 

• Three students told us 
they didn’t like taking their 
phones to busy events, 
and for this reason they 
preferred WHERE-R-U.

• One student was impressed 
by the design, but he 
thought that it wouldn’t be 
useful because he never got 
separated from his friends. 

• One student said it was a 
really good idea for older 
people such as her grandpa, 
who suffers from memory 
loss.

Step 7 Evaluate and reflect

❯ Read your classmates’ visual guides. What do you 
like about them? Would you use the inventions? 
Would you change or improve them? How? 

❯ Read the feedback below. Then give feedback to 
your classmates about their inventions. 

Giving feedback

When you give feedback, be constructive! Start by 
saying what you like. Then make suggestions.

Look!

❯ Think about the feedback your invention has 
received and write a paragraph to summarize it. 
How can you improve your design?

Useful language
… is a … designed to …
It works by using … 
It can be worn/kept/stored/used … 
… is perfect for … 

REFLECT

Our invention is 
called WHERE-
R-U. It’s a small 
device designed to 
locate your friends 
when they’re lost 
and there’s no wifi 
or phone signal. 

WHERE-R-U can 
be worn around 
your neck, attached 
to your keys or kept 
in your pocket. 

WHERE-R-U is 
perfect for staying 
connected at a busy 
event where it’s easy 
to get separated, 
such as a concert, 
festival, or sports 
match. 

WHERE-R-U works by using 
a GPS tracking system. You 
create a group with your 
friends or family. Everyone 
connects to each other’s device. 
You can see exactly where each 
person in your group is. 
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DO
Step 4 Design your invention

Sts work in their pairs to design the details of their 
invention. Encourage them to draw pictures of it, think of a 
name for it and think carefully about how it works and how 
people can use it. Monitor and help while they are working. 

Step 5 Plan a visual guide for your invention
Focus on the visual guide at the bottom of page 111 and 
read through it with the class. Then ask sts in their pairs 
to look at their information about their own invention and 
decide what they should include in their own visual guide. 
Monitor and help while they are working. 

Step 6 Create your visual guide
Explain to sts that they are now going to produce 
their finalized design and visual guide. Read out the 
instructions, then read through the Useful language 
box with the class and make sure sts understand all the 
expressions. Ask them to read the visual guide on page 111 
again and find more useful words and phrases that they can 
use in their own visual guide, e.g. Our invention is called … , 
It’s a small device … , You can … . Sts then work in their pairs 
to prepare their visual guide. Ask pairs to swap guides 
with another pair and check each other’s grammar and 
punctuation. Then display the guides around the classroom 
for sts to look at.

REFLECT
Step 7 Evaluate and reflect

Tell sts they are now going to look at their classmates’ 
visual guides and give them feedback. Read the 
information in the Look! box with the class. Point out 
that giving negative feedback can destroy someone’s self-
confidence, so it is very important to always be positive and 
constructive. Allow sts time to look at all the guides, then 
give feedback to their classmates. You could put a feedback 
sheet next to each guide for sts to add their feedback 
comments. Encourage sts to make one or two suggestions 
for each invention. When all sts have given feedback on 
all the guides, sts can collect their feedback sheets and 
read what their classmates have written. Ask sts to read 
the feedback paragraph at the bottom of page 111, then ask 
sts to read the feedback on their invention carefully and 
write a similar paragraph. Sts then work in their pairs and 
discuss how they can improve their design. Ask pairs in 
turn to tell the class what feedback they received and how 
they think they can improve their design. The class could 
vote for their favourite invention.

UNITS 7–9
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1 Work in pairs. Look at the picture. Which century 
do you think it shows? Why?

2 Read the outline to Jane Eyre. Put the events in 
order 1–6.
a … Jane leaves school. 
b … Jane’s uncle dies.
c … Jane goes to school. 
d … Jane’s parents die. 
e … A visitor comes to see Jane. 
f … Jane moves in with her uncle and his family.

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë
Jane Eyre’s parents died when she was 

very young so Jane moved to live with her 

uncle, Mr Reed and his wife and their children, 

John, Eliza, and Georgiana in their house, Gateshead. 

Mr Reed died soon after that, and Mrs Reed took care 

of Jane. Mrs Reed was a cruel woman. She didn’t 

like Jane. Her son John often hit Jane but never got 

in trouble for it. The only person in the house who 

cared for Jane was Bessie, the maid. 

When Jane was ten, Mrs Reed sent her away to 

boarding school. It was a cold and unhappy place, 

but thanks to a kind teacher, Miss Temple, Jane got 

an education. She lived there for many years and 

never returned to Mrs Reed’s house. 

After eight years at the school as a student and then a 

teacher, Jane decided to leave. She was offered a job 

teaching an eight-year-old girl at Thornfield Hall, a 

large country house. The night before she left school, 

she received a visitor.

OUTLINE

3 L1 Read and listen to the extract from Jane Eyre 
and answer the questions.
1 Where are the people in the picture? 
2 Who is Jane speaking to? 
3 Which two families does Jane receive news about?
4 Why has the woman come to see Jane now?

BEFORE YOU READ

READ

A servant appeared in my room and announced a visitor 

downstairs. I ran down and as I passed the kitchen a voice 

cried out, ‘It’s her, I am sure! I could have recognized her 

anywhere!’

The voice belonged to a very good-looking woman with 

black hair and eyes. In another moment I was kissing her 

excitedly. ‘Bessie! Bessie! Bessie!’ was all I said. She gave me 

news of Gateshead.

‘I am now married and have a little boy and a girl that 

I’ve called Jane,’ she said. ‘We live near Gateshead. But you 

have not grown very tall, Miss Jane, and you are very thin. 

I suppose they have not fed you properly at school. Miss 

Eliza Reed is much taller than you. And Miss Georgiana is 

twice as wide.’ 

‘I suppose she is also very beautiful?’

‘Very. And she was a great success in London society last 

winter.’

‘And how is John Reed?’ 

‘Oh, he is not doing as well as his mother would wish. He 

was asked to leave university. But he is such a wild young 

man.’ 

‘And Mrs Reed?’ 

‘She is well enough in her body, but not easy in her mind. 

Mr John’s behaviour does not please her. He spends a great 

deal of money.’ 

‘Did she send you here, Bessie?’ 

‘No. I heard that you were moving to a different part of the 

Jane EyreLITERATURE
UNITS 1–3

112
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BEFORE YOU READ
1 Put sts into pairs to look at the pictures and discuss the 

questions. Discuss with the class which century they 
think the picture shows and why. Share the Background 
information with the class.

Answer
It shows the nineteenth century.

2 Ask sts to read the outline to the story, then put the 
events in order. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class. 

Answers
1 d 
2 f
3 b
4 c
5 e
6 a

READ
3 L1 Read out the questions, then point out the 

glossary at the bottom of page 113 and allow sts time to 
read it. Then play the audio. Sts read and listen to the 
extract and answer the questions. Check answers.

Answers
1 The people are at Jane’s school.
2 She is speaking to Bessie.
3 She receives news of her own family and the 

Reeds.
4 She has come to see Jane before she moves to 

Thornfield Hall to start her new job.

LESSON OVERVIEW: In this lesson, sts read an 
extract of the novel Jane Eyre. They read an outline of the 
novel, then read an extract and listen to the next part 
of the story. They end by producing a piece of creative 
writing based on the story.

WARMER
Read out the title of the book and focus on the pictures. 
Explain to sts that they are going to read an extract from 
a book called Jane Eyre. Ask questions about the pictures 
to encourage sts to speculate about the story: Which 
person do you think is Jane? What can you guess about her 
life? Is she rich or poor? Who do you think the other person 
is? Elicit a few ideas but don’t confirm them.

BACKGROUND
The story of Jane Eyre was written in the nineteenth 
century and is set at that time. In the 1800s, young 
women could not easily find a job and live on their 
own. If their parents died, they relied on other family 
members or friends to support them and give them 
a home. Working as a governess, a private teacher 
for a wealthy family, was one way in which a single 
woman could achieve a certain amount of financial 
independence.

Gateshead, where Bessie is from, is a town in the north 
east of England.
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4 Read the extract again. Choose the correct 
answer. 
1 Bessie thinks Jane looks …

a healthy.
b overweight.
c like she hasn’t been eating enough.

2 According to Bessie, John Reed …
a has been doing well at university. 
b has probably disappointed his mother.
c has become successful in London.

3 Bessie is pleased that Jane …
a has become educated. 
b has got a good job. 
c is more successful than Georgiana Reed.

4 Bessie tells Jane about …
a a recent visit from one of Mrs Reed’s relatives.
b a visit from one of Jane’s relatives years ago.
c a visit from someone selling something. 

5 According to Bessie, the visitor looked like …
a he was quite poor.
b he had a lot of money.
c he wanted some money. 

5 Word Power Read the sentences and rewrite 
them in informal English.
1 She gave me news of Gateshead.
2 I suppose they have not fed you properly. 
3 Mr John’s behaviour does not please her.
4 I’m afraid you are disappointed in me, Bessie. 
5 Oh, you are quite a lady, Miss Jane!

6 L2 Listen to the next part of the story. 
Answer the questions.
1 What words does Jane first use to describe the 

house? How do you think she feels about her 
new home at Thornfield Hall?

2 What surprises Jane about the way that Mrs 
Fairfax treats her? How did she expect to be 
treated?

3 What mistake does Jane make about the child 
that she is going to teach?

4 How do you think Mrs Fairfax feels about Jane? 
Why do you think this?

5 When did the child arrive at Thornfield Hall? 
Does Jane find out where she came from?

7 GET CREATIVE Imagine you are Jane Eyre. 
Write a letter to Bessie about your first week at 
Thornfield Hall. Write about: 
• the house, the gardens, your room and how you 

feel there. 
• the people who live and work there, including 

Mrs Fairfax and Adèle Varens. 
• your daily life at Thornfield.

REFLECT

country. I thought I must see you before you got out of 

my reach.’

‘I’m afraid you are disappointed in me, Bessie.’ 

‘No, Miss Jane. You look like a lady. You are what I 

expected: you were no beauty as a child. I’m sure you 

are clever though.’ And she went on to admire my piano 

playing, my painting, my French and my sewing. 

‘Oh, you are quite a lady, Miss Jane! I always said you would 

do better in learning than the Miss Reeds! You will get on 

very well without your relatives. Oh, there was something I 

wanted to ask you. Have you ever heard anything from your 

father’s family, the Eyres?’ 

‘Never in my life.’ 

‘Well, you remember that Mrs Reed said they were poor. 

Well, one day, nearly seven years ago, a Mr Eyre came to 

Gateshead and wanted to see you. Mrs Reed said you were 

at school fifty miles away. He was very disappointed. He 

said he could not stay because he was going on a journey 

to a foreign country, an island - Madeira, I think - in two 

days’ time. The ship was leaving from London. He looked 

quite a gentleman, not poor, and I believe he was your 

father’s brother - your uncle. My husband, Robert, believes 

he was a wine merchant.’ 

We talked a little longer and then she left. I saw her the 

next morning at Lowton, while I was waiting for the 

coach. She went back to Gateshead. I went in the other 

direction, towards another new life.

Extract from Richmond Readers: 
Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë

coach: a closed vehicle for carrying people
servant (n): a person who works in another   

person’s home, cleaning and cooking

Glossary
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REFLECT

21st Century skills

7 GET CREATIVE
Ask sts to read through the task. Check they 
understand everything. Point out that they should 
use information from the extracts to help with 
ideas, and they should also use their imagination to 
help them decide how Jane felt at Thornfield Hall. 
You could brainstorm a few ideas with the class first 
if necessary. Ask sts to write their letter from Jane 
to Bessie. Weaker sts could work in pairs. Ask some 
sts to read their letter to the class. Focus on the story 
about Jane Eyre again and ask: Who wants to read 
this story now? Explain to sts where they can buy the 
book if they want to read it. 

EXTRA PRACTICE
Point out that at the time Jane Eyre was written, people’s 
social position was very important. Elicit that Bessie 
was a servant, Jane was an orphan with no money of her 
own and the Reeds were very wealthy. Ask: Is there still a 
lot of difference between different social classes now? What 
things have changed, and what things haven’t changed? Is 
it possible to be successful if you come from a poor family 
now? Discuss the questions as a class.

4 Sts read the extract again and choose the correct 
answers to the questions. Allow sts to compare their 
answers in pairs, then check with the class, eliciting the 
part of the extract which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 c
2 b
3 a
4 b
5 b

5 Word Power Explain to sts that novels written in the 
nineteenth century often use formal words and phrases. 
Ask sts to find the sentences in the extract and rewrite 
them in informal English. Check answers.

Suggested answers
1 She told me about Gateshead.
2 I don’t think they have fed you properly.
3 She doesn’t like Mr John’s behaviour.
4 I think you are probably disappointed in me, 

Bessie.
5 Oh, you look very elegant, Jane!

6 L2 Explain to sts that they will now hear the next 
part of the story. Read out the task, then allow sts time 
to read through the questions. Play the audio. See TG 
page 285 for audio script. Sts listen and answer the 
questions. Check answers, playing the audio again and 
pausing if necessary to confirm the answers.

Suggested answers
1 She describes the room as small and comfortable, 

with a cheerful fire. I think she feels happy to be 
living at Thornfield Hall.

2 She is surprised that Mrs Fairfax treats her politely, 
as a visitor. She expected to be treated in a cold, 
unfriendly way.

3 She thinks the child is Mrs Fairfax’s. 
4 I think Mrs Fairfax is glad to see Jane because she 

will keep her company. She says the winter is long, 
and she only has the servants for company.

5 The child arrived at Thornfield Hall in the autumn. 
Jane does not find out where she came from.
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1 Work in pairs and answer the questions. 
1 What do you know about the story of Dracula? 

Who was he? Where was he from? 
2 Is it a true story or a legend?
3 Have you ever read the book or seen a film or TV 

show of Dracula? What was it like?

2 Read the outline to Dracula. Are the sentences true 
(T) or false (F)?  Correct the false sentences.
1 Jonathan Harker meets Dracula by accident.
2 Dracula isn’t a popular man where he lives. 
3 Harker quickly becomes scared of Dracula.
4 Harker’s fiancée goes to Whitby to see a friend.
5 In Whitby, a man tells Mina some good news.

Dracula by Bram Stoker

The story is told through the diary entries 

and letters of the main characters, and 

through newspaper reports. 

Jonathan Harker is a young lawyer in nineteenth-

century England. He is sent on business to Transylvania 

to meet a wealthy man called Count Dracula, who 

is buying a house in London. On his way to Castle 

Dracula, local people become frightened when he 

mentions the Count and warn him not to go. 

When he arrives at the castle, Dracula is friendly but 

soon Harker realizes he is trapped in the castle and 

that Dracula is a frightening man who sleeps in a 

wooden box. Harker decides that he must leave the 

castle by climbing down its walls. 

Back in England, Harker’s fiancée, Mina Murray goes 

to meet her friend, Lucy Westenra, in the seaside 

town of Whitby. Mina is worried that Jonathan hasn’t 

contacted her for some time. 

Mina meets an old man there who tells her stories 

of the sea. The weather changes and it looks like a 

terrible storm is coming. The old man tells Mina that 

‘death is in the air’.    

OUTLINE

3 L3 Look at the picture. Then read and listen to 
the extract from Dracula and answer the questions.  
1 What did the journalist find on board the ship? 
2 What happened to the people on the ship? 
3 Who else was seen on the ship?

BEFORE YOU READ

READ

Article cut out of the Daily Telegraph, 8 August
(entered in Mina Murray’s diary)

From our man in Whitby
Whitby has just had one of the severest and most sudden 

storms on record. A Russian ship ran onto the rocks on 

the east side of the town, just below the church. I was 

able to go on board with the coastguard. There we saw 

the strangest sight - a dead man tied to the ship’s wheel. 

There was no one else on board, living or dead. But at the 

moment the ship touched the rocks, many people saw a 

large dog running up the hill towards the church.

Some notes on the voyage were found in the dead man’s 

pocket. I shall write more about this in tomorrow’s 

newspaper.

Whitby – 9 August
We now have more details on the story of the Russian ship.

She was carrying very little cargo, only a number of large 

wooden boxes addressed to Mr S. F. Billington, Whitby. He 

has now taken charge of them. 

The large dog that was seen yesterday seems to have 

disappeared completely.

The notes found in the dead man’s pocket show that he 

was the ship’s captain. The poor man obviously went mad 

during the voyage. I will give the main points of the story 

that he told in his notes.

At the end of the first week at sea, strange things started 

to happen. Something was troubling the sailors, and a 

Dracula

LITERATURE
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BEFORE YOU READ
1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Elicit answers 

from the class.

2 Ask sts to read the outline to the story, then decide if the 
sentences are true or false. Remind them to correct the 
false sentences. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class. 

Answers
1 F – He goes to Transylvania to meet him, because 

Dracula is buying a house in London.
2 T
3 T
4 T
5 F – He tells Mina some bad news, that death is in 

the air.

READ
3 L3 Read out the questions and point out the 

glossary on page 115. Then play the audio. Sts read and 
listen to the extract and answer the questions. Check 
answers with the class.

Answers
1 He found a dead man tied to the ship’s wheel.
2 The people on the ship all died, one after the other.
3 A tall, thin man with a very pale face was seen on 

the ship.

LESSON OVERVIEW: In this lesson, sts read an 
extract of the novel Dracula. They read an outline of the 
novel, then read an extract and listen to the next part 
of the story. They end by discussing their opinions of 
the characters in the story and speculating about what 
happens next in the story. They also do some research to 
find out who the character of Dracula is based on.

WARMER
Read out the title of the book and explain to sts that 
they are going to read an extract from a book called 
Dracula. Focus on the pictures and ask: How do you think 
these things are related to the story? Elicit a few ideas but 
don’t confirm them

BACKGROUND
The story of Dracula was written by the Irish writer 
Bram Stoker and first published in 1897. It has become 
one of the most successful horror stories of all time, 
and has been made into many successful films. Bram 
Stoker’s inspiration for the book was European folklore, 
which has many stories about vampires. Part of the 
story of Dracula takes in or near the town of Whitby, 
on the north east coast of England. The story is written 
not as a continuous narrative, but as a series of diary 
extracts and letters, which tell the story from the point 
of view of different characters.
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Extract from Richmond Readers: 
Dracula by Bram Stoker

4 Read the extract again. Copy and complete 
the sentences with suitable words. 
1 The ship collided with … off the coast 

of Whitby. 
2 The journalist found … in the dead 

captain’s pocket. 
3 The ship was carrying some … that were to 

be delivered to an address in Whitby.
4 No one saw … at all after the ship ran onto 

the rocks.
5 The … died by jumping into the sea. 
6 The captain decided to steer the ship towards … . 
7 It seems that someone killed … that Mina 

had met. 

5 Word Power Find the prepositions in the 
extract that complete the phrases. 
1 … record
2 … the moment
3 write … (something)
4 take charge … (something)
5 speak … (something)
6 a look … (something)

6 L4 Listen to the next part of the story, which 
is told from Mina’s diary. Answer the questions.
1 What did Mina discover when she woke up in 

the middle of the night?
2 Where did Mina find Lucy? What did Mina see?
3 What did Mina notice about Lucy’s neck?
4 What did Lucy describe to Mina at sunset?
5 What did Mina see on the seat in the churchyard?

7 THINK CRITICALLY Work in pairs. Think 
about the following things from the story and 
discuss the questions.

Jonathan’s disappearance    the strange ship    
the cargo     the death of Mr Swales    
the large dog   the marks on Lucy’s neck     

1 How do you think Mina must have felt? 
2 What do you think has happened to Jonathan?
3 What do you think has happened in Whitby?
4 What do you think is going to happen next?

8 FIND OUT The character of Dracula was 
inspired by a real person. Who was he?

REFLECT

man unknown to anyone on board kept appearing and 

disappearing. When the ship was searched, nothing was 

found. Then, one by one, the sailors died or disappeared, 

usually when they were alone at night. Finally, only the 

captain and the first officer were left alive. By that time, the 

first officer was almost mad with terror. He spoke of seeing 

a tall, thin man with a very pale face. Then he threw himself 

into the sea, leaving the captain alone.

The captain would not abandon his ship. He tied himself to 

the wheel with a crucifix round his neck and tried to sail 

towards the coast.

Of course, it will never be known who the murderer was. 

All the people here consider the captain a hero.

Mina Murray’s Diary, Whitby
10 August 

Lucy and I went up to our seat early and watched the funeral 

of the dead sea captain. His grave is quite near. Poor Lucy was 

very upset. There is another reason, too. We heard that old Mr 

Swales was found dead on our seat this morning. His neck 

was broken and there was a look of horror on his face.

While we were sitting there, one of Mr Swales’ friends came 

up with his dog. Usually, the animal loves to see us and lies 

on the grave beside the seat. Today, he stayed some distance 

away, barking loudly, with the hair on his back standing 

straight up.

cargo:  the goods carried in a ship
first officer:  the person who is second to the 

captain on a ship
ship’s wheel:  the wheel used to control the 

direction of a ship
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7 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the events from the story in the box and 
ask sts to read through the questions. Check they 
understand everything. Put them into pairs to 
discuss the questions. Explain that there are no 
correct answers to the questions, so they must 
think for themselves, express their own ideas and 
opinions, and use their imagination to think about 
how the people in the story felt. Elicit some possible 
answers to each question and discuss as a class 
what sts think might happen next. Ask: Who wants 
to read this story now? Explain to sts where they can 
buy the book if they want to read it. 

8  FIND OUT

You could set this task for homework if you prefer. Sts 
look online and find out the name of the real person 
who Dracula was inspired by. The answer is: the 
Romanian leader Vlad III, who was known as Vlad the 
Impaler and was also known for his cruelty.

EXTRA PRACTICE
Sts could work in pairs and write the next entry in 
Mina’s diary, 11 August. To help them think of ideas, 
ask: What do you think happened the next night? Did Mina 
check on Lucy again? Did the dark figure come to find Lucy 
again? What happened to Lucy, and what did Mina do?
Discuss the questions with the class and encourage sts 
to use their imaginations to think of answers. Sts then 
write their diary entry. Ask pairs in turn to read their 
diary entries to the class. Discuss as a class which diary 
entries continue the story in the best way, and why.

4 Sts copy the gapped sentences into their notebooks, 
then read the extract again and complete the sentences 
with suitable words. Check answers, eliciting the part of 
the extract which confirms each answer.

Answers
1 some rocks
2 some notes
3 wooden boxes
4 the large dog
5 first officer
6 the coast
7 the man

5 Word Power Explain to sts that it is important to 
learn the prepositions that are used with nouns and 
verbs, especially in phrases. Ask sts to find the phrases 
in the extract and complete them with the correct 
prepositions. Check answers.

Answers
1 on
2 at
3 about
4 of
5 of
6 of

6 L4 Explain to sts that they will now hear the next 
part of the story. Read out the task, then allow sts time 
to read the questions. Play the audio. See TG page 285 
for audio script. Sts listen and answer the questions 
in their notebooks. Check answers, playing the audio 
again and pausing if necessary to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 She found Lucy’s bed empty.
2 She found Lucy on a seat in the churchyard. She 

saw a dark shape bending over Lucy.
3 She noticed two small, red points on her neck.
4 Lucy described the man’s red eyes. 
5 Mina saw a dark figure sitting on the seat in the 

churchyard.

UNITS 4–6
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1 Work in pairs and answer the questions. 
1 What kind of personal qualities do people with 

sense have? What about people with sensibility?  
2 What do you know about the writer Jane Austen? 

2 Read the outline to Sense and Sensibility and 
complete the sentences.  

1 George Dashwood owned a large house but didn’t 
have any … .

2 George had a … called Henry.
3 When Henry died, he gave his house to John, who 

was Henry’s … with his first … .
4 When Henry died, Mrs Dashwood moved into a 

house owned by her … .

Sense and Sensibility
by Jane Austen

George Dashwood was a wealthy man with 

no children, and when he died, everyone thought 

he would give his large country house, Norwood, 

to his nephew, Henry Dashwood. Instead, he only 

gave it to Henry to live in for as long as he was alive. 

When Henry died, the house would be given to John, 

Henry’s son from his first marriage. 

Unfortunately, Henry died a year later and his wife, 

Mrs Dashwood, and their three daughters, Elinor, 

Marianne and Margaret, were left with nowhere to 

live and no money to live on. 

Fortunately, a cousin of Mrs Dashwood, Sir John 

Middleton, offered them a small house called Barton 

Cottage on his land in Devon, a long way from 

Norwood.  

In their new home, Elinor and Marianne met some 

interesting people, including Colonel Brandon, a 

retired soldier, and John Willoughby, who has just 

come to Marianne’s rescue after she fell over and hurt 

herself while out walking.  

OUTLINE

3 L5 Look at the picture. Then read and listen to 
the extract from Sense and Sensibility and answer 
the questions. 
1 Who are the people in the picture?
2 What has happened to the girl in the middle?
3 How do you think the two girls are feeling? Why?

BEFORE YOU READ

READ

As soon as the rain stopped, Sir John called at Barton 
Cottage.

The story of Marianne’s accident was at once related 
to him, and everything he knew about Willoughby was 
soon extracted.

‘Willoughby!’ cried Sir John. ‘Is he in the country? That 
is good news. I will ride over tomorrow and ask him to 
dinner on Thursday.’

‘And what sort of a young man is he?’ asked Mrs 
Dashwood.

‘As good a man as ever lived. He is a great hunter. 
He is very good with a gun and he rides a horse as 
well as any man in England.’

‘And is that all you can say for him?’ cried Marianne, 
indignantly. ‘What are his manners like? What are his 
interests and his talents? What kind of poetry and 
music does he like?’

Sir John was rather perplexed. ‘Well, well,’ he said, 
‘I don’t know that much about him. He has the nicest 
little black dog I ever saw. Was she with him today?’

Marianne was unable to answer questions about his 
dog just as Sir John was unable to answer questions 
about the quality of his mind. Sir John, however, had 
more to say about his circumstances.

‘He has no property of his own in Devon. He comes 
to visit the old lady, Mrs Smith, at Allenham Court. He 
is related to her in some way and he is to inherit her 
fortune.

Sense and Sensibility

LITERATURE
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BEFORE YOU READ
1 Put sts into pairs to discuss the questions. Discuss the 

questions as a class and check that sts understand the 
words sense and sensibility. Elicit what sts know about 
Jane Austen and share the Background information 
with them. 

Suggested answers
1 Someone with sense can make good decisions. 

Someone with sensibility is aware of other 
people’s feelings.

2 Sts’ own answers.

2 Ask sts to read the outline of the story, then copy the 
sentences into their notebooks and complete them. 
Check answers. 

Answers
1 children
2 nephew
3 son, wife
4 cousin

READ
3 L5 Read out the questions, and point out the 

glossary on page 117. Then play the audio. Sts read and 
listen to the extract and answer the questions. Check 
answers with the class.

Answers and possible answers
1 Sir John Middleton, Mrs Dashwood, Elinor and 

Marianne
2 She has hurt her foot by falling over while she was 

out walking.
3 Marianne is feeling excited at the thought of 

seeing Willoughby again. Elinor does not look very 
interested in what is being discussed.

LESSON OVERVIEW: In this lesson, sts read an 
extract of the novel Sense and Sensibility. They read an 
outline of the novel, then read an extract and listen to the 
next part of the story. They end by discussing some of the 
issues that arise in the novel.

WARMER
Focus on the pictures. Ask: When do you think the story 
takes place? Why do you think that? Discuss the questions 
as a class and discuss the evidence in the picture that 
gives away the time, e.g. the clothes, the man’s wig, the 
women’s hairstyles. Ask: What do you think life was like 
for women at that time? Discuss the question with the 
class and encourage sts to speculate, but don’t confirm 
their ideas.

BACKGROUND
Sense and Sensibility was written by Jane Austen and first 
published in 1811. At that time, women could not take 
on jobs or live independently. They depended on their 
family to support them until they found a suitable man 
to marry them and provide for them financially. Finding 
a ‘good match’ (a wealthy husband) was therefore a pre-
occupation of many young women. Jane Austen’s novels 
point out the inequalities between men and women, 
and gently criticize the beliefs of the time.
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Extract from Richmond Readers: 
Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen

4 Read the extract again and answer the questions.
1 What do you think is the relationship between 

Sir John and Mr Willoughby?
2 What kind of things does Marianne want to know 

about Mr Willoughby? Why?
3 Who is Mrs Smith and why does Sir John think it 

is important to mention her? 
4 What advice does Sir John give to Elinor about 

Mr Willoughby? 
5 Why doesn’t Mrs Dashwood like Sir John’s use 

of the word ‘catch’?

5 Word Power Find these words in the text. 
Are they nouns or adjectives? What are their 
corresponding noun or adjective forms? 

elegance    enthusiasm    good-humoured    
respectable    spirit

6 L6 Listen to the next part of the story. 
Choose the correct answers.
1 When she first saw Mr Willoughby the next day, 

Marianne …
a felt a little uncomfortable. 
b was excited and happy.
c asked him lots of questions.

2 You could tell a lot about Marianne’s character 
from her …
a smile.
b face.
c eyes. 

3 Marianne soon found out that Willoughby …
a wrote poems and music.
b liked many of the same things that she did.
c had met her before some years ago. 

4 After Willoughby’s visit, Elinor …
a warned Marianne about talking too much. 
b asked Marianne to find out more about   

Willoughby.
c joked with Marianne about the way she   

talked to Willoughby.
5 Marianne was …

a angry with her sister for the way she spoke.
b annoyed at first, but not for long. 
c upset about the conversation. 

7 THINK CRITICALLY The book was first 
published in 1811. How do you think the role of 
women in society was different from today? 

REFLECT

Yes, yes, he is well worth catching! He has a small 
estate of his own in Somerset – at Combe Magna, 
I believe. If I were you, Miss Dashwood,’ said he, 
addressing Elinor, ‘I would not give him up to my 
younger sister. Miss Marianne cannot have all the men 
to herself. Colonel Brandon will be jealous.’

‘I do not believe,’ said Mrs Dashwood, with a good-
humoured smile, ‘that either of my daughters will 
attempt to “catch” Mr Willoughby. I have not brought 
them up to catch men, however rich they are. But I am 
glad to hear that he is a respectable young man.’

‘Yes, he is a good sort. I remember last Christmas, at a 
little party in the Park, he danced from eight until four 
in the morning, without once sitting down.’

‘Did he indeed?’ cried Marianne, with sparkling eyes, 
‘and with elegance and spirit?’

‘Yes, and he was up again at eight riding across the 
fields,’ said Sir John.

‘That is what a young man ought to be,’ said Marianne.

‘Whatever he does, he should do it with enthusiasm 
and spirit!’

‘Oh dear,’ said Sir John. ‘You will never think of poor 
Brandon now.’

hunter:  a person who catches wild animals
perplexed:  confused
property:  a house and land

Glossary
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7 THINK CRITICALLY
Read out the task, then put sts into small groups 
to discuss the question and make notes. You could 
write some topics on the board for them to think 
about during their discussions, e.g. work, marriage, 
money, politics. Ask groups in turn to tell the class 
their ideas. You could end by asking sts if they think 
that women have now achieved full equality in 
society, and, if not, what things still need to change.

EXTRA PRACTICE
Elicit that the story is told from the point of view of 
Marianne. Ask sts to imagine that the story is told from 
Willoughby’s point of view. Ask them in pairs to write 
Willoughby’s account of his meeting with Marianne 
when she had her fall, and then his visit to the house 
the next day. Ask them to use the first person (I … ). Tell 
them they can use information in the outline and the 
extracts, and they can also use their own imagination. 
Monitor and help while sts are working, then ask pairs 
in turn to read their accounts to the class. Discuss as a 
class which accounts best fit with the novel and why.

4 Sts read the extract again and answer the questions. 
Check answers, eliciting the part of the extract which 
confirms each answer.

Answers
1 They are friends.
2 She wants to know if he dances well, because she 

is interested in him romantically.
3 He mentions Mrs Smith so that the girls know that 

Willoughby will inherit money one day.
4 He advises Elinor not to let Marianne become 

involved with Willoughby, but try to marry him 
herself.

5 She doesn’t like it because it suggests that her 
daughters would try to trap a man as a husband 
against his will.

5 Word Power Explain to sts that it is useful to learn 
words in word families of related words, e.g. know – 
knowledge. Sts could work in pairs to find the words in 
the text then decide on their part of speech and write 
the corresponding noun or adjective forms. Check 
answers, and check that sts understand the words.

Answers
elegance (noun), elegant
enthusiasm (noun), enthusiastic
good-humoured (adjective), good humour
respectable (adjective), respectability (noun)
spirit (noun), spirited (adjective)

6 L6 Explain to sts that they will now hear the next 
part of the story. Read out the task, then allow sts time 
to read through the questions and possible answers. 
Play the audio. See TG page 285 for audio script. Sts 
listen and choose the correct answers. Check answers, 
playing the audio again and pausing if necessary to 
confirm the answers.

Answers
1 a
2 c
3 b
4 c
5 b
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EXAM PRACTICE

EXAM TASK

UNIT 1

Reading
Gapped text

About the task

In this reading task, you read a text
from which six sentences have 
been removed. You are given seven 
sentences and have to choose which 
six sentences best fit the gaps.

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Read the text and sentences
quickly to get an idea of the topic.
Underline the key words in the
sentences.

■ Read the paragraph the gap 
appears in. Which sentence makes
sense in the context of the whole 
paragraph?

■ Identify pronouns, conjunctions and
time expressions that fit with the
text before and after the gap. 

1 Read the paragraph below. Which
sentence, A or B, best fits the gap?

Art has been around since early
man lived in caves and scratched
images of wild animals on the
walls. 1… Indeed, it can pop up
where we least expect to see it, such
as in train stations or even public
toilets!

A Discoveries of prehistoric art have 
helped us understand much about
our ancestors.  

B These days, however, art appears
in all manner of places.

2 Why does it fit the gap? Why 
doesn’t the other sentence fit?

3 Which words helped you match the
correct sentence to the gap?

4 Complete the EXAM TASK.

Six sentences have been removed from the article. Choose from 
sentences A-G the one which fits each gap. There is one extra 
sentence that you do not need to use.

A It doesn’t just make us absorb information.   
B Therefore, anyone can learn to appreciate art regardless of their 

background, level of wealth or political affiliation.   
C It can create awareness and present information in a way that 

can be absorbed by many easily.  
D However, the truth is that many of us have yet to recognize its 

value and importance. 
E It could even be said that if it weren’t for art, our history and 

traditions would be in danger of being completely forgotten.   
F But no matter what the definition may be, art has been around 

for us as long as humans have existed.   
G It can lead to better pain management and a reduction in stress

or anxiety.    

The impact of art on our lives
Why is art so powerful? Perhaps the 
simplest answer to this question is that 
art touches us emotionally. It can also
potentially influence so many areas of 
our lives.

Firstly, art has the power to educate people 
about almost anything. 1… In a world where
a great deal of people don’t have access to
effective education, art makes education
an even greater equalizer of society. 

Art also promotes cultural appreciation. 
2… That would be a tragedy for us all. As well as this, art can break down
cultural, social and economic barriers. While it can’t really solve poverty 
or promote social justice on its own, it can be used to encourage discourse
and expression. The reason why we can all relate to art is that we all have 
emotions and personal experiences. 3… And that is a good thing.

Art can help us heal, and experts have long supported the idea of art
therapy. This includes drawing, painting, sculpture and various other
creative outlets. The focus of this kind of therapy within a medical setting
is to work with individuals through creating artwork in addition to existing
care, in an effort to promote successful recovery. 4… Additionally, it can
increase self-esteem and coping skills.

Art accesses higher orders of thinking. 5… Rather, it makes us think about
current ideas and inspires us to make our own. This is why creativity is a 
form of intelligence. It can be said that it is a special ability that unlocks the 
potential of the human mind, and studies have shown that exposure to art 
can make us better in other fields of knowledge. 

There will always be debates about what art is and what it is not. 6… 
Whether or not we are aware of it, art affects our lives one way or another.
There are many reasons why we make art and it helps people thrive in a 
world of modern distractions.  

118
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2 Put sts into pairs to discuss why sentence B fits the gap, 
and why sentence A doesn’t fit. Discuss as a class.

Answer
B fits the gap because it makes sense with the ideas 
before and after the gap: 
Art has existed since we did it on the walls of our 
caves ➔ but today we see art in lots of different 
places ➔ we even see it in unexpected places! 
A doesn’t fit the gap. It follows on logically from the 
sentence before the gap but it doesn’t make sense 
with the sentence after the gap:
Art has existed since we did it on the walls of our 
caves ➔ discoveries of early art helps us understand 
our ancestors ➔/  we even see it in unexpected places!

3 Sts work in pairs to decide which individual words 
helped them match the correct sentence to the gap. 
Discuss the answer with the class.

Answer
Conjunctions and time expressions: 
The sentence before the gap mentions the past 
(since early man lived in caves) and sentence B 
contrasts that with the present (these days), using the 
conjunction however. The ideas make sense with the 
contrast: 
Art has existed since we did it on the walls of our 
caves ➔ but today we see art in lots of different places.
The sentence after the gap develops and supports 
sentence B, using the conjunction indeed. The ideas 
makes sense: 
Today we see art in lots of different places ➔ we even 
see it in unexpected places!
Pronouns:
The subject of sentence A is ‘Discoveries of 
prehistoric art’. The subject of sentence B is ‘art’. The 
pronoun in the sentence after the gap is ‘it’. This only 
fits with sentence B.

4 Remind sts of the information in the Useful strategies
box, and remind them to read the text through when 
they have finished, to check that it makes sense. Sts 
then complete the exam task. Allow them to compare 
their answers in pairs. Check answers with the class.

Answers
1 C
2 E
3 B
4 G
5 A
6 F

LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Reading gapped text exam task. It also reviews some 
of the language sts have learned in Unit 1.

Skill Exam task 
Reading Gap fill

WARMER
Ask: What famous artists do you know? Elicit a few ideas. 
If sts are struggling for ideas, suggest some artists they 
might know, e.g. Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt, Monet. 
Ask: Where can you see art in your city? Elicit some ideas, 
e.g. the art gallery, in public buildings, street art. Ask: Is 
art important? Why? Put sts into groups to think of two 
reasons why art is important. Ask groups in turn to tell 
the class their ideas.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts read a long text. There are six 
missing sentences, and sts must choose the correct 
sentence to complete each gap. There are seven possible 
sentences to choose from, so there is one sentence they 
don’t need. Sts should use clues in the sentences before 
and after each gap, e.g. linking words and pronouns, to 
help them choose the correct sentence for each gap.

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a reading 
exam task. Read the information in the Look! box with 
the class. Point out that only one sentence fits each gap 
correctly, to give the correct meaning in the text. 

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. Point 
out to sts that it is a very good idea to read the whole 
text first, ignoring the gaps, to get an idea of what it is 
about. Point out that it is really important to read the 
text around each gap carefully and think about the 
general meaning of that part of the text. Tell them it is 
also important look at clues such as pronouns and time 
expressions to help them choose the correct sentence.

Put sts into pairs to look at the paragraph and choose 
the correct sentence to complete it. Check the answer.

Answer
B
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EXAM TASK

LISTENING
Multiple matching

UNIT 2

About the task

In this listening task, you hear five speakers
talking about topics that are related in some
way. You choose the option that matches what 
each speaker says. There are eight options.

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Read the introductory sentence to get an
idea of the topic of the listening task.

■ Look at the information in each option.
Underline the key words and phrases.

■ Listen for the meaning of sentences and 
ideas. Don’t make a match based on one
word or phrase.  

■ Listen carefully to everything the speakers 
say. Sometimes the information you need is 
at the end.

1 You will hear a woman talking about her life
as a professional cyclist. First, underline the
key phrases in each option below. 
A I enjoy visiting schools in order to inspire 

young people.
B I feel fortunate because things have gone 

really well for me. 
C I knew I had to manage my sporting career 

as nobody else could do it. 

2 E2.1 Listen to the woman talking.
Choose the correct option, a or b, to answer
questions 1–3 below.
1 What does she say about feeling fortunate 

because things have gone well?
a She’s lucky to have had opportunities to 

achieve so much.
b She’s lucky because her dad made her

work really hard.
2 What does she say about visiting schools to

inspire young people? 
a She does it and she enjoys it.
b She’d like to start doing it.

3 What does she say about managing her own
sporting career?
a Nothing. She says her dad has managed

her career. 
b It’s been hard work managing her own

career.

3 E2.1 Now listen again. Choose the correct option
A, B or C from Exercise 1. 

4 Why is it the correct option? Why are the other options 
incorrect?

5 E2.2 Complete the EXAM TASK.

You will hear five short extracts in which successful 
sports professionals talk about their lives.

For questions 1–5, choose from the list (A–H) what each 
speaker says about their sporting career.

Use the letters only once. There are three extra letters
which you do not need to use.

A I’ve fulfilled a dream.
B I’ve made my parents proud.
C I regret missing an opportunity.
D I now plan to take some time off.
E I accept that’s it’s normal to get things wrong. 
F I’m glad I took my sport seriously.
G I’ve been able to overcome a problem.
H I’m grateful everything went according to plan.

1 Speaker 1 …
2 Speaker 2 …
3 Speaker 3 …
4 Speaker 4 …
5 Speaker 5 …
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LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Listening multiple- matching exam task. It also 
reviews some of the language sts have learned in Unit 2.

Skill Exam task 
Listening Multiple matching

WARMER
Ask: What qualities do you need to be a successful 
sportsperson? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. you must be 
determined and work hard. Put sts into teams. Tell 
them you are going to write some words and phrases on 
the board, and they must use them to make sentences 
about being successful at sport. Write these words on 
the board: practise, effort, make it, give up, opportunity, 
mess up, compete, overcome, fulfil. Teams take turns to 
choose a word and make a sentence, e.g. If you mess up, 
you have to keep trying. If their sentence is correct, give 
them a point and cross the word or phrase off the board. 
If their sentence is not correct, don’t correct it, but move 
to the next team. Continue until all the vocabulary has 
been practised.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts listen to five short extracts, about 
a similar topic. They have eight sentences, and they 
must match one sentence to each speaker. There are 
three sentences that they don’t need. They will have 
enough time before they listen to read all the sentences. 
More than one speaker may use some of the words in 
the sentences, so sts must listen carefully to match 
the correct sentence to each speaker by matching the 
meaning exactly. They hear the recording twice. 

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a listening 
exam task. Read the information in the Look! box with 
the class. Point out that there are three sentences that 
sts don’t need to use.

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. Point 
out to sts that it is important to read the introductory 
sentence and think about what words they might hear. 
This will help them to understand each extract better. 
Point out also that it is also important to read the eight 
options carefully before they listen, so they know what 
meanings they are listening for. Reinforce the point 
that the speakers will not use exactly the same words 
as in the options, but they will express exactly the same 
meaning as one of the sentences. 

Ask sts to read the introductory sentence in Exercise 
1. Ask: What will the woman talk about? (her life as a 
professional cyclist). Ask: What do you think she might 
say? Elicit a few ideas. Sts could work in pairs to read the 
options and underline the key words. Check answers.

Answers
A I enjoy visiting schools in order to inspire young 

people.
B I feel fortunate because things have gone really 

well for me. 
C I knew I had to manage my sporting career as 

nobody else could do it.

2 E2.1 Allow sts time to read through the questions 
and options, then play the audio for them to listen and 
choose the correct answers. See TG page 286 for audio 
script. Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then 
check with the class. 

Answers
1 a   2 b   3 a

3 E2.1 Allow sts time to read the options in Exercise 1 
again, then play the audio again for them to listen and 
choose the correct option. Allow sts to compare their 
answers in pairs, then confirm the answer.

Answer
B

4 Discuss why the other options are incorrect, playing the 
audio again if necessary.

Answer
A is incorrect. Although she talks about visiting 
schools to inspire teenagers, she doesn’t say she 
enjoys doing it. In fact, she says she’d love to start 
doing it. We don’t know if she enjoys it. 
C is incorrect. She says her dad has managed her 
career, and that nobody else could do the training for 
her. She doesn’t say she managed her own career as 
nobody else could do it. 
B is correct because she says that she won her first 
race and kept on winning, and that she’s lucky she’s 
had so many opportunities to achieve so much. This 
matches all parts of sentence A (She feels fortunate 
that things have gone really well for her).

5 E2.2 Allow sts time to read the exam task and the 
options. Play the audio twice for sts to listen and choose 
the correct option for each speaker. See TG page 286 for 
audio script. To check answers, focus on each question 
in turn. Ask sts which answer they chose and why, then 
play the audio for that question, pausing to confirm the 
correct answer.

Answers
1 F   2 A   3 G   4 E   5 C
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Speaking
Collaborative task 

About the task

In this speaking task, the examiner 
gives you instructions and an 
information card to look at. You
discuss the ideas on the card with
your partner and come to a decision
about something.

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Discuss all of the ideas on the 
information card before coming to a
decision.

■ Don’t spend too long discussing one
idea. Move the discussion forward
by introducing the next idea. 

■ Be collaborative. Take equal turns in 
the discussion and respond to what 
your partner says.

■ When you make a decision, you
don’t have to agree with your 
partner.

1 Match the speaking expressions
with their function.
1 Shall we start with … ?
2 Let’s move on to the next idea. 
3 I’m afraid I don’t agree with you.
4 What do you think?
5 Personally, I …
6 Having looked at all the options,

I think …

a Disagreeing politely
b Introducing the first idea
c Asking for your partner’s opinion
d Giving your opinion
e Suggesting to discuss another idea
f Giving your decision after

discussing the ideas

2 E3.1 Look at the EXAM TASK. 
Listen to two students completing
the task. Do the students come to 
the same decision at the end?

3 Tick (✓) the things the students did well.

1 Taking it in turns to speak

2 Discussing all of the ideas on the information card

3 Moving the discussion forward

4 Agreeing or disagreeing with each other politely

5 Making a decision at the end

4 Complete the EXAM TASK. 

EXAM TASK

I’d like you to imagine that a family of two adults and two 
teenagers want to research different destinations for their next 
holiday. 

Here are some ways of finding out information about the 
dde tstiin tatiions.

Discuss why these ideas would be suitable for the family to find 
ououttt iininffoformrm tatatiioionn. TTThhehenn ddede iciciddede wwhihihi hchch iiiddedeaa wowo lululddd bbebe ttthhehe bbbesesttt. 

Watching travel 
programmes 

on TV

Reading guide 
books

Talking to
people who have 

already visited

Looking at 
tour company

websites

Why would these 
ways of getting

 information on different 
holiday destinations 

be suitable?
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LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a collaborative Speaking exam task. It also reviews 
some of the language sts have learned in Unit 3.

Skill Exam task 
Speaking Collaborative

WARMER
Put sts into teams. Tell them you are going to write 
some incomplete words on the board which are all 
related. Tell them they need to complete the words and 
decide what they have in common. Write these words 
on the board, with some gapped letters. You can decide 
how many letters to gap, depending on the ability of 
the class: newspapers, magazines, social media, radio, 
websites. When one team has completed all the words, 
invite them to come and complete the words on the 
board and tell the class what they have in common (they 
are all forms of media).

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts work in pairs. They read a 
situation and discuss different ideas. They then try to 
agree on which idea is the best. This task is all about sts 
working together. It is important for them to discuss 
all or most of the ideas and express their opinions. It is 
also important for them to listen to their partner’s ideas 
and respond to them. In the second part of the task, it is 
important that they work together and try to agree on 
the best idea. It doesn’t matter if they don’t agree, but 
they must try.

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a speaking 
exam task. Read the information in the Look! box with 
the class. Point out to sts that they should work with a 
partner, and it is important they listen to each other and 
collaborate on the task.

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. Point 
out to sts that it is important that they both speak and 
contribute to the task, so if their partner is struggling 
to think of ideas, they should help them by making 
suggestions or asking for their opinion. 

Sts could work in pairs to match the speaking 
expressions with the functions. Check answers.

Answers
1 b
2 e
3 a

4 c
5 d
6 f

2 E3.1 Ask sts to read the exam task, then explain 
that they will hear two sts completing the task. See TG 
page 286 for audio script. Read out the question, then 
play the audio for sts to listen and answer the question. 
Check the answer.

Answer
Yes

3 Sts could work in pairs to discuss which things the sts 
did well. You could play the audio again for them to 
check. Check answers with the class. 

Answers
The students did everything well, except they only 
discussed three of the four ideas on the information 
card.

4 Put sts into pairs to complete the task. Point out that 
they should try to do all the things in Exercise 3, and 
should use some of the expressions in Exercise 1. When 
they have finished, ask which part of the task they 
found difficult and why. If sts need more practice, they 
could work with a new partner and repeat the task. 
Point out to them that the more they practise, the more 
their speaking will improve.
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EXAM TASK

UNIT 4

Reading
Vocabulary meaning

About the task

In this reading task, you read a text 
and answer some multiple-choice
questions. Some of the questions 
are about the meaning of underlined 
words in the text. Other questions are
about general meaning of the text. 

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Quickly read the text to get an idea 
of the main idea. Then read the
questions.

■ Find the part of the text where an 
underlined word is. Read that part
again carefully.

■ If you don’t know a word, look at the
context around it. Also, look at the 
word, do you know any part of it?

■ Check your answer. Read the 
sentence again, replacing the
underlined word with the word you 
have chosen. 

1 Quickly read the text in the EXAM 
TASK. What title best summarizes 
the main idea of the text?
A My new way of shopping 
B Giving up fast fashion – my story
C How I’ll beat my addiction to 

buying fast fashion
D Online shopping detox plans – how

I’ll save thousands!

2 Look at the text and answer the
question below. How did you 
choose your answer?
In paragraph 2, the word discard is
closest in meaning to … .
A set off 
B put away 
C tidy up
D throw away

3 Complete the EXAM TASK.

For each question, choose the best answer. 

1 In paragraph 3, the word vowingg is closest in meaning to …
A assuring. 
B ordering.
C promising.
D recommending.

2 In paragraph 4, the phrase retail therapypy is closest in meaning to …y
A avoiding going to the shops. 
B shopping to make yourself feel better.
C looking in shop windows to see what’s new.
D an addiction to shopping.

3 In paragraph 4, the word it refers to …
A not going shopping. 
B not selling clothes.
C not buying brand-new things.
D not doing outdoor activities.

Last year, I decided to see what would happen if I stopped 
buying fast fashion (non-ethically or non-sustainably produced
fashion) for an entire year. I started by educating myself about 
our fast-fashion industry.

I had no idea that fast fashion now existed in a 52-season model,
meaning that you could purchase something new every single 
week. To make room for the ‘new seasons’, many fast-fashion
retailers have been known to discard and even destroy the
previous season’s clothing to make room for the new items,
which seems extremely wasteful and irresponsible. 

My initial reaction was to toss aside all my fast-fashion clothes,
but I quickly realized that this would be far more wasteful than 
helpful. I went to my wardrobe and did an immediate edit of all
the clothes I had. Once I’d put all the clothes that could be sold
second-hand in a bag, I put the remaining clothes back in my
wardrobe, vowingg to myself to repeat the edit each three months.

While I’ve never been a big shopper, I would definitely use 
shopping as retail therapypy. That had to change. I started planning 
more outdoor adventures with family and friends and before 
long, I didn’t even miss going into shopping centres. I’d stopped
feeling the impulse to shop. I was completely relaxed about it all.  
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LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Reading vocabulary meaning exam task. It also 
reviews some of the language sts have learned in Unit 4.

Skill Exam task 
Reading Vocabulary meaning

WARMER
Write the words fast fashion on the board and ask: What 
do you think fast fashion is? Put sts into pairs to discuss 
what they think it is, then ask pairs to tell the class 
their ideas. Elicit or explain that the term fast fashion 
refers to clothes that are produced and sold cheaply, and 
designed to be replaced quickly rather than worn for a 
long time. Ask: Do you think fast fashion is a good thing or 
a bad thing? Why? Discuss the question as a class.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts read a text and answer multiple-
choice questions about it. Some questions are about the 
meaning of unfamiliar words and phrases in the text, 
and require sts to guess the meaning from the context. 
This is the skill that sts will practise in this activity.

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a reading 
exam task. Read the information in the Look! box with 
the class and point out that in order to choose correct 
answers, sts need to read the underlined words carefully 
in the text and use the context to work out the meaning.

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. Point 
out that it is always a good idea to read through the text 
quickly to get an idea of what it is about. Explain that 
they can then use the context around the underlined 
word to help them work out what it means.

Ask sts to read the text quickly. Tell them at this stage to 
ignore any words they don’t understand, but just focus 
on understanding the general idea of the text. Sts could 
work in pairs to read the three summaries and choose 
the best one. Check the answer.

Answer
B

2 Ask sts to find the word discard in paragraph 2 of the 
text, and ask them to read the paragraph again carefully 
and think about what the word might mean. They could 
then work in pairs to choose the correct meaning and 
discuss how they chose that answer. Discuss the answer 
with the class, eliciting what clues in the text help to 
show the meaning.

Answer
D The prefix dis- suggests a negative meaning. The 
sentences around the word talk about making room 
for new clothes, and even destroying other clothes to 
make room.

3 Sts complete the exam task. They could work in pairs, 
or they could work individually then compare their 
answers in pairs. Go through the answers with the 
class, discussing what clues in the text help to show the 
correct meaning in each case.

Answers
1 C
2 B
3 A
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UNIT 5

Writing
Discursive essay

About the task

In this writing task, you write an essay. 
You have to discuss different aspects 
of a topic and give your opinion.

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Read the question carefully and
underline the key words.

■ Plan your essay. Which main ideas 
and supporting ideas will you put in 
each paragraph?

■ Use opening and closing sentences
to make your writing clear. 

■ Use linking words to connect ideas.

1 Work in pairs. Look at the EXAM
TASK. Answer questions 1–3.
1 What do you have to give your 

opinion about?
2 How many words do you have 

to write?
3 How many paragraphs do you 

think your essay should have?

2 Complete the essay plan on the 
right with the words in the box.

entertainment   jobs   pollution
public transport   stressful

3 Change three of the main ideas or 
supporting points in the plan.

4 Read the paragraph below. Is it well
written? Why/Why not?

There are many positive aspects to city
living. To begin with, people have much 
more choice when it comes to jobs so
they can end up making a very good 
living. As well as this, most cities have
lots of trendy bars, clubs and cafés so 
people can have a really great nightlife.
Furthermore, cities usually have
several different shopping districts and
interesting food or clothes markets and
good transport links make it easy to get 
to these places. 

5 Complete the EXAM TASK.

EXAM TASK
 Write an essay about the advantages and disadvantages of    
living in a city. Give your opinion about whether there are more
advantages than disadvantages. Write 150–180 words.

ESSAY PLAN
Advantages and disadvantages of living in a city

Paragraph 1 – Introduction
General comment about topic (where to live – city/suburbs/

countryside, depends on lifestyle you like)

Explain what I will discuss in my essay (both advantages and 

disadvantages)
Ask question (more pros than cons?)

Paragraph 2 – Advantages
Opening sentence about advantages 

Give two or three (with supporting explanations/examples): 

→ 1… (more choice, make a good living)

→ 2… (nightlife, markets, shopping)

→ 3… (makes it easy to get around)

Paragraph 3 – Disadvantages
Opening sentence about disadvantages 

Give two or three (with supporting explanations/examples):

→ 4… (quality of life, health)

→ 5… (busy, fast pace, lack of nature)

Paragraph 4 – Conclusion
Summarize main points (there are both pros and cons) 

Give my opinion (more pros than cons)

Closing sentence (prefer city than suburbs/countryside, but only 

if can get out of city sometimes.) 
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2 Ask sts to read the essay plan and complete it with the 
correct words. Allow sts to compare their answers in 
pairs, then check with the class.

Answers
1 jobs
2 entertainment
3 public transport

4 pollution
5 stressful

3 Sts could work in pairs to change three of the main 
ideas or supporting points in the plan. Tell them they 
can use some of the ideas on the board from the warmer 
activity, or their own ideas. Ask pairs in turn to tell the 
class some of the ideas they changed.

4 Ask sts to read the paragraph. Ask: Which paragraph of 
the essay is it? (paragraph 2 – advantages). Ask sts to look 
at the paragraph again in pairs and discuss if it is well 
written or not, and why. Discuss their ideas as a class.

Answers
This is a well-written paragraph. It has a clear opening 
sentence and it explains three clear advantages of city 
life with some examples. Ideas are connected with 
linking words, e.g. To begin with, … As well as this, … 
Furthermore, … .

5 Sts complete the exam task. Refer them back to the 
Useful strategies to help them check their answer. Sts 
could check each other’s essays in pairs. Elicit a model 
answer and write it on the board.

Sample answer
Your ideal place to live depends on the lifestyle 
you like. Living in a city, like living in the suburbs 
or countryside, has a number of advantages and 
disadvantages. However, are there more pros or cons 
of city living?
There are many advantages of city living. Firstly, 
you can meet people from all over the world and 
learn about their cultures, which is really interesting. 
Additionally, you can try food from different places 
when you eat out. There is also a wide range of social 
activities to choose from, like going to the theatre, live 
concerts or museums.
However, city living has downsides too. Exhaust fumes 
from vehicles cause air pollution, which affects our 
health. As well as this, crime rates tend to be higher in 
cities so people may feel afraid. Another drawback is 
loneliness. Cities can be cold, unfriendly places.
In conclusion, there are both good points and bad 
points about city living. In my opinion, however, there 
are more advantages than disadvantages. Cities are 
the place to be, especially if you enjoy doing new and 
interesting things.

LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Writing discursive essay exam task. It also reviews 
some of the language sts have learned in Unit 5.

Skill Exam task 
Writing Discursive essay

WARMER
Ask: What fun things can you do in cities? Elicit a few 
ideas, e.g. go to the cinema, go shopping, watch sports, 
etc. Make notes on one side of the board as sts suggest 
ideas. Ask: What problems are there in cities? Elicit a 
few ideas, e.g. traffic jams, crime, pollution. Add these 
ideas to the other side of the board. Point to the ideas on 
the board and point out that there are advantages and 
disadvantages to living in a city.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts write a discursive essay in which 
they discuss different aspects of a topic, for example 
the advantages and disadvantages of something. 
Their essay should be well planned and organised into 
paragraphs, and should have a clear introduction and 
conclusion. It should use linking words to connect 
the ideas.

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a writing 
exam task. Read the information in the Look! box with 
the class. Point out that sts should present the different 
aspects of the topic, then give their own opinion in 
the conclusion.

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. Point 
out to sts that it is worth spending time planning their 
essay before they write it, because the essay is marked 
on how well it is organised into paragraphs.

Put sts into pairs to look at the exam task and answer 
the questions. Discuss the answers with the class. 
Point out that sts can use this same structure of four 
paragraphs (introduction, advantages, disadvantages, 
conclusion) for any discursive essay that asks them to 
discuss advantages and disadvantages.

Answers
1 You have to give your opinion on whether there are 

more advantages or disadvantages of living in a 
city. 

2 150–180 words
3 There should be four paragraphs: Introduction, 

Advantages, Disadvantages, Conclusion
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EXAM TASK

You will hear a man called Jack Dillon, who works for a travel
association, talking about the risks of adventure holidays. 

Complete the sentences with a word or short phrase in each gap.

UNIT 6

Listening
Sentence completion

About the task

In this listening task, you hear 
someone talking about a topic. You
complete sentences with a word or
short phrase of no more than three
words. 

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Read the title and the gapped
sentences to get an idea of the
topic of the listening task.

■ Read the sentences again. Pay 
attention to the text before and
after the gap.

■ Think about what kind of 
information you need in the gaps, 
e.g. a plural, a verb, a place, a sport.

■ The words you write in the gaps 
will be exactly the same as the ones
you hear.

1 Look at the sentences below. What
is the general topic?
1 The benefits of an adventure 

holiday include being active and 
seeing incredible … . 

2 You can get immense satisfaction 
when white-water rafting or when 
reaching the … mountain.

3 Regarding safety, everyone should 
… throughout their holiday. 

2 Look at the sentences in Exercise 1
again. What kind of information 
goes in each gap?

3 In pairs, discuss which words or 
short phrases could go in the gaps 
in Exercise 1.

4 E6.1 You will hear someone
talking about adventure travel. 
Complete sentences 1–3 in Exercise 1
with a word or short phrase. 

5 E6.2 Complete the EXAM TASK.

The risks of adventure travel
The main risks involved in adventure travel are caused either

by humans or by 1… .

Recently, there has been a 2… in the amount of companies 

who sell adventure holidays.

A lot of these tour operators don’t have full control over 3…
because the local companies that they use decide their 

own rules.

A good adventure tour operator should spend time on staff 

training as well as 4… the details of the holiday.

People thinking of going on an adventure holiday should 

consider their overall health and their 5… . 

Before booking an adventure holiday, check what kind of 
6… the tour guides have. 

Always ask what 7… is provided on the trip.

People should make sure they have 8… in place before 

setting off on their trip.
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LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Listening sentence completion exam task. It also 
reviews some of the language sts have learned in Unit 6.

Skill Exam task 
Listening Sentence completion

WARMER
Ask: What kinds of exciting activities can you do on 
holiday? Elicit a few ideas, e.g. swimming with sharks, 
paragliding, canoeing. If sts don’t mention mountain 
climbing, suggest this and teach the meaning. Also 
teach the term white water rafting and explain the 
meaning (travelling down a very fast river in an 
inflatable raft). Ask: What dangers might there be with 
some of these activities? Discuss some possible dangers 
with the class.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts listen to a talk about a topic. They 
complete a set of sentences with words from the talk. 
They should use between one and three words for each 
gap, and should use the exact words they hear on the 
audio. The speaker will not use the exact wording in 
the gapped sentences, but they will express the same 
meaning and will use the exact words that sts have to 
write. Sts have time to read the gapped sentences before 
they listen, and they hear the recording twice.

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a listening 
exam task. Read the information in the Look! box with 
the class. Remind them that for all listening exam tasks, 
they hear the recording twice, so they shouldn’t worry 
if they can’t complete all the sentences the first time 
they listen.

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. 
Emphasize the point that the speaker will use the exact 
words that they need to use to complete the sentences, 
but they will express the meaning of the sentence in 
a different way. Point out to sts that they must listen 
carefully to hear the meaning of each sentence and the 
words they need to complete each one.

Ask sts to read the sentences, then put them into pairs 
to decide on the general topic. Check the answer.

Answer
adventure holidays

2 Sts can work in pairs to discuss what kind of 
information goes in each gap in Exercise 1. Ask them 
to think about general kinds of information at the 
moment, not individual words that might go in the gap. 
Discuss their ideas as a class.

Answers
1 a noun, something that you can see during an 

adventure holiday
2 a noun, a part of a mountain
3 a verb, something to do with safety

3 Sts work in pairs to think of words or short phrases that 
could go in each gap in Exercise 3. Discuss their ideas as 
a class, but don’t confirm them.

4 E6.1 Play the audio for sts to listen and complete the 
sentences in Exercise 1. See TG page 287 for audio script. 
Allow sts to compare their answers in pairs, then check 
answers with the class, playing the audio again and 
pausing if necessary to confirm the answers.

Answers
1 scenery
2 top of a
3 take precautions

5 E6.2 Focus on the exam task. Allow sts time to read 
the task and the gapped sentences. Put them into pairs 
to discuss what kind of information is missing from 
each sentence, and what word or short phrase might be 
missing from each. Remind sts that they will hear the 
audio twice. Play the audio for sts to listen and complete 
the sentences. See TG page 287 for audio script. Play 
the audio again for them to check and complete their 
answers. Check answers with the class, playing the audio 
again and pausing if necessary to confirm answers.

Answers
1 nature
2 huge increase
3 safety standards
4 planning
5 fitness level
6 experience
7 equipment
8 (travel) insurance
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EXAM TASK

For each question, choose from the sections A–D. The sections
may be chosen more than once. 

Which section
1 mentions the promotion of one individual? 
2 explains which awards the show has won?
3 describes how the show grew in popularity?
4 praises the creator’s unique ability to create suspense?
5 mentions a tragedy that happens to some of the characters?
6 explains the research behind this authentic drama? 

UNIT 7

Reading
Multiple matching

About the task

In this reading task, you locate
specific information in a text. You
need to understand detail, attitude 
and opinion.

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Read the questions and underline 
the key information. Then quickly 
read the text.

■ Scan the text for ideas that match
the detail of each question.

■ Underline the part of the text that 
gives you the answer. Check it 
matches all the key information in 
the question. 

■ Don’t choose an answer based on 
one word or phrase that appears in 
both the question and the text.

1 You are going to read an article
about a TV police drama. Complete 
the table below with words that 
might be in the article. 

TV
channel

Crime
criminal

2 Underline the key information in the
question below.
Which section refers to the show's 
transfer from one channel to another?

3 Look at the EXAM TASK. Which
section contains the information 
you underlined in Exercise 2?

4 Complete the EXAM TASK.

LINE OF DUTY
A Line of Duty is a powerfully authentic police drama created by Jed 

Mercurio. The first series made its debut in June 2012 on BBC Two, 
where it had an audience of more than four million viewers. By the 
time the fourth series was in production, the decision was taken to 
broadcast the drama on BBC One. Series five, the most successful 
yet, amassed almost thirteen million viewers. 

B Line of Duty 's main character is Detective Sergeant Steve Arnott. 
A firearms officer, DS Arnott was transferred to Anti-Corruption 
Unit 12 (AC-12), where he is partnered with Detective Constable 
Kate Fleming, an excellent investigator adept at going under 
cover. At the start of series five, we discover that Fleming has, 
unsurprisingly, risen up the ranks to Inspector.  

C Things are as explosive as ever in episode one of the latest season, 
and Mercurio gives a masterclass in building tension as a police 
van is ambushed by a masked gang, with lethal consequences for 
three officers. Fleming and Arnott suspect that someone in the 
police force is involved in planning the ambush, and the corruption 
possibly extends to the highest echelons of the force. 

D Line of Duty has won numerous coveted accolades to date. This is 
due, in great part, to its production values and real-life feel. The 
production team received advice from active and retired police 
officers, and anonymous police blogs were used for inspiration. 
Indeed, the show is most deserving of Best Drama Series and Best 
Crime Writing on Television. 
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2 Ask sts to read the question and underline the key 
information. Check the answer.

Answer
Which section refers to the show’s transfer from one 
channel to another?

3 Focus on the article and ask sts to read it through 
quickly. They then look at it again and decide which 
section contains the information they underlined 
in Exercise 2. Check the answer, pointing out how 
the information in the article exactly matches the 
information in the question.

Answer
A (June 2012 on BBC Two, … decision was taken to 

broadcast the drama on BBC One)

4 Remind sts of the information in the Useful strategies
box. They could work in pairs to read the questions and 
underline the key words, then work individually to do 
the matching task. Allow sts to compare their answers, 
then check answers with the class, eliciting the parts of 
the text which match the information in each question.

Answers
1  B At the start of series five, we discover that 

Fleming has, unsurprisingly, risen up the ranks to 
Inspector.

2  D Line of Duty has won numerous coveted 
accolades to date … . Indeed, the show is most 
deserving of Best Drama Series and Best Crime 
Writing on Television …

3  A … BBC Two’s best-performing drama series 
in a decade, with an audience of more than four 
million viewers. By the time the fourth series was 
in production, the decision was taken to broadcast 
the drama on BBC One, with an average viewing 
figure of ten million …

4  C Mercurio gives a masterclass in building tension
5  C a van … seized by police is ambushed by a 

masked gang, with lethal consequences for three 
officers.

6 D … the production team received anonymous 
advice from active and retired police officers, and 
anonymous police blogs were used for inspiration 
and research.

LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Reading multiple matching exam task. It also reviews 
some of the language sts have learned in Unit 7.

Skill Exam task 
Reading Multiple matching

WARMER
Ask: Do you enjoy watching crime dramas? Why? Which 
ones have you watched recently? Put sts into pairs to tell 
their partner why they like or don’t like crime dramas, 
and which ones they have watched recently. Discuss as 
a class some of the crime dramas that sts have talked 
about, and discuss what is good and bad about them.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts read a longer text that is divided 
into different sections or paragraphs. They need to 
match specific pieces of information to the sections 
of the text where it is found. To do this, they need to 
understand how details can be expressed in different 
ways, and they also need to understand the writer’s 
attitude and opinion, for example whether they are 
criticizing something or praising it.

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a reading 
multiple matching exam task. Read the information in 
the Look! box with the class. Explain that the questions 
each mention very specific details that they must 
match exactly to a section of the text. Point out that the 
information in the text will match exactly, but it will use 
different words.

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. 
Explain that some words from the questions may 
appear in the text, but this does not mean that the 
question matches that part of the text. Point out that 
different sections of the text may mention similar ideas, 
but only one section exactly matches each question.

Sts could work in pairs to copy the table into their 
notebooks and complete it with suitable words. Draw 
the table on the board and elicit possible words to add to 
each part.

Possible answers
TV: episode, series, character, broadcast
Crime: police, detective, solve, catch, prison, 
dangerous
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EXAM TASK

You have received this email from your English-speaking friend.

Write your email reply to Paula in 140–190 words.

Hi there

It was great to chat last week! 

My best friend and her family are thinking about visiting
your country later this year for about ten days. They’d like
to hire a car and visit the most famous places and learn
about the culture of your country.

When do you think is the best time of year to visit, and
why? And could you let me know which places are worth
visiting?

Thanks and speak soon!
Paula

From: 

Subject: 

Paula

Visit

UNIT 8

Writing
Email

About the task

In this writing task, you write an
email in response to someone, e.g. a 
friend, a school principal. You have to
respond to information and answer 
questions in your email, and write the 
correct number of words.  

Look!

Useful strategies

■ Think about the style of writing and
tone you’ll use in your email reply. 
Should it be formal or informal? 

■ Read the email carefully. Underline
the information you need to 
respond to.

■ Plan the content of each paragraph 
of your email. Make sure you 
respond to all the necessary
information.

■ Consider the functions you need to
use, e.g. give a recommendation, an 
explanation or advice.

1 Work in pairs. Look at Paula’s email 
in the EXAM TASK. Answer the 
questions below. 
1 Should your email to Paula be

formal or informal? Why? 
2 What information in Paula’s email

should you respond to?
3 Which functions should you use to 

answer Paula’s questions?
4 What useful language can you use

to express these functions?

2 Look at the reply below. Does it respond to all of the information
in Paula’s email?

Hi Paula

It was great to chat to you, too! 

I’m sure your friend and her family will have a fantastic time
in Italy! They should come in September as there are fewer 
tourists, and it’s far cooler than the summer months. 

If I were them, I’d start in Rome and do some sightseeing. I’d 
visit some of the most interesting museums there, like Galleria 
Borghese and the Museo del Mura, where they can learn 
all about ancient Roman culture. The Trevi fountain is also
worth visiting, and they must go for ice cream near Piazza del 
Popolo. Delicious!

I’d also recommend that they drive along the Amalfi coast, 
with its stunning scenery and typical restaurants. Hiring a car
is definitely the best way of getting around as they can go to
the beach whenever they like, and stop off for lunch and eat
fresh fish in some of the beautiful little villages. 

If they’d like to know anything else, just get in touch. 

Take care!

Carlota

3 Complete the EXAM TASK.
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LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Writing email exam task. It also reviews some of the 
language sts have learned in Unit 8.

Skill Exam task 
Writing Email

WARMER
Ask: What things can tourists do in your area? Elicit ideas 
from sts and build up a list of places and activities on 
the board. Try to elicit as broad a range of places and 
activities as possible, e.g. natural areas, museums, 
theme parks, etc. Ask: Which of the places have you been 
to? Did you enjoy it? Put sts into pairs to discuss which 
places they have visited and what they thought of them. 
Discuss their ideas as a class.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts write an email in response to 
a prompt email. They have to answer questions in 
the prompt email and provide information that is 
requested. It is important that they answer all the 
questions in the prompt email, and use the correct 
number of words that are specified in the task.

1 Explain to sts that they are going to practise a writing 
exam task in which they have to write an email in 
response to a prompt email. Read the information in 
the Look! box with the class. Elicit or point out that they 
should use a more formal style if the email is to a school 
principal, and a more informal style if it is to a friend. 

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. 
Emphasize that it is very important to respond to the all 
the questions or requests in the prompt email. Point out 
that they may need to make a suggestion or give advice, 
and they should use a suitable phrase to do this.

Ask sts to read Paula’s email in the exam task. They 
could work in pairs to answer the questions. Discuss the 
answers with the class.

Answers
1 The email should be informal as Paula is a friend.
2 The best time of year to visit and why, which 

places are worth visiting.
3 Giving advice, explanations and recommendations
4 should, if I were you, I’d recommend

2 Ask sts to read the reply and decide if it responds to all 
the information in Paula’s email. Check the answer, 
eliciting which part of the email respond to each of 
the questions and requests in Paula’s email. You could 
also elicit the functional language that it uses, e.g. They 
should … , If I were them, I’d … , I’d also recommend … .

Answer
Yes, it responds to all the information.

3 Sts complete the exam task. Sts could check each other’s 
emails in pairs. Elicit a model answer and write it on the 
board.

Sample answer
Hi Paula
That’s fantastic! They’ll just love England as there’s so 
much to do here.
My advice would be for them to come in May or June. 
It’s not quite as busy then as it is during the summer 
months, but the weather is often really pleasant – not 
too hot and nice long days.
I’d definitely start my trip in London. There are loads of 
museums and historic places to visit. Then, of course, 
there’s the shopping. The markets are awesome and 
it’s not just trendy clothes or antiques that you can 
find there, there are some markets that only sell food, 
like Borough Market, for example, where you buy 
really unusual snacks. They should make time to visit 
Cornwall and Devon too. Those are places on the 
coast and the scenery is simply stunning so they’ll 
love it. It’s a bit of a drive from London, but if they’re 
travelling by car, they can stop off wherever they like 
on the way.
I’m positive they’ll have a memorable holiday in 
England and in the meantime, if you need any more 
information, just give me a call.
Anna
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EXAM TASK

Public figures from the past and present

• Who has been in the news recently in your country?
• What has this person achieved? 
• Which public figure from the past has inspired you? 
• What made (Nelson Mandela) so inspirational?
• If you had met (Nelson Mandela), what would you have said to him?
• How do you think fame changes a person?
• Should famous people have the right to privacy? 

UNIT 9

Speaking
Conversation about a topic

About the task

In this speaking task, you have a
conversation with the examiner about 
a topic. The examiner will ask you 
some questions about the topic and
you must keep a natural conversation 
going. 

Look!

Useful strategies

■ The examiner will start, but 
you should aim to keep the
conversation going. 

■ Listen carefully and respond 
appropriately to show you 
understand the conversation. Ask 
the examiner for clarification if 
necessary.

■ During the conversation, give 
detailed answers, react to what 
is said and ask relevant follow-up 
questions. 

■ Hesitating is normal in a natural 
conversation, but don’t be silent for
more than a few seconds.

1 Match the speaking expressions
with their function. 
1 So, you mean … ?
2 What do you think …?
3 That’s really interesting!
4 You’re right. 
5 Well, let me think.

a Reacting
b Agreeing
c Asking for clarification
d Asking for an opinion
e Filling a hesitation

2 You will hear a conversation about 
public figures from the past and
present. What vocabulary might
you hear?

3 E9.1 Listen to the conversation. Tick (✓) the things the 
student does well.
1 Giving detailed answers

2 Showing understanding

3 Reacting to what is said

4 Filling silence when hesitating

5 Asking for clarification

6 Asking questions

4 Look at the questions in the EXAM TASK. Think of a follow-up 
question you could ask for each.

5 Complete the EXAM TASK. Take it in turns to be the examiner. 
Ask each other follow-up questions. 
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LESSON OVERVIEW: This lesson provides practice 
of a Speaking conversation exam task. It also reviews 
some of the language sts have learned in Unit 9.

Skill Exam task 
Speaking Conversation

WARMER
Ask: Do you watch the news on TV or read about it online? 
What stories have been in the news recently? Elicit some 
news stories that have been in the news recently in the 
sts’ country or internationally. Ask more questions 
about some of the stories to encourage sts to express 
their opinions or give more details. Explain to sts 
that they are going to practise a speaking exam task 
in which they have a conversation with the examiner 
about a topic.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this exam task, sts have a conversation with the 
examiner about a topic. Sts have to answer questions 
that the examiner asks them, and respond to what the 
examiner says, to keep the conversation going.

1 Read the information in the Look! box with the class. Point 
out that as well as answering the examiner’s questions, sts 
need to make an effort to keep the conversation going, for 
example by responding to comments the examiner makes 
or asking follow-up questions.

Read through the Useful strategies with the class. Point 
out to sts that it is OK to hesitate a little bit, but if they 
cannot think of an answer, or if they don’t understand 
a question, they should ask the examiner to clarify, to 
keep the conversation going 

Sts could work in pairs to match the speaking 
expressions with the functions. Check answers.

Answers
1 c
2 d
3 a
4 b
5 e

2 Ask sts to read the exam task and look at the pictures. 
Put them into pairs to discuss what vocabulary they 
might hear. Discuss their ideas as a class.

3 E9.1 Read through the task with the class and make 
sure sts understand what they are listening for. Play the 
audio for them to listen and tick the things the student 
does well. See TG page 287 for audio script. Allow sts 
to compare their answers in pairs, then play the audio 
again if necessary for them to check and complete their 
answers. Check answers with the class, playing the 
audio again and pausing to point out examples of when 
the student shows understanding, reacts, etc. 

Answers
The student does everything well, except filling silence 
when hesitating. However, towards the end, she does 
fill a hesitation with ‘Oh, erm … Let me think …’, which 
sounds much more natural than the earlier silence.

4 Sts could work in pairs to look at the exam task and 
think of follow-up questions. Elicit some possible 
follow-up questions from the class.

5 Refer sts back to the Useful strategies. They work in 
pairs and complete the task, taking turns to be the 
examiner. Monitor while they are working, then discuss 
with sts what they found difficult about this task. For 
extra practice, sts could work with a new partner and 
repeat the task.
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UNIT 1

GRAMMAR
Present perfect review

Present 

perfect 

simple

Ian has joined the gym.

How long have you known Adam?

I’ve known Adam for six years. / since I was at school.

Past 

simple

Ian joined the gym last week.

How long did you stay in Rome?

I stayed in Rome for a day then I came home.

Rules

We use the present perfect simple to connect the past with the 
present. We use it for completed actions in the past when we don’t 
specify when the action happened. We also use it for actions that 
started in the past and continue in the present. We often use it with 
ever, r never,r for,r since, just,t already and y yet.
We use the past simple for completed actions or situations that
started and finished in the past. We usually say when they happened,
e.g. last week, kk two weeks ago and in 2015.

Present perfect simple vs present perfect continuous

Laura’s done her homework. It’s complete now.

Laura’s been doing her homework. It isn’t complete.

I’ve written three songs this week.

I’ve been writing songs since I was eleven years old.

I’m thirsty now because I’ve been playing tennis.

We’ve known each other since we were five years old.

Rules

We use the present perfect simple for completed actions that are 
connected to the present, and to say how often something has 
happened. We use the present perfect continuous for long and 
repeated actions that continue in the present or have a present result.
We use the simple form with stative verbs, e.g. be, have, know and w like. 

Verb patterns (1)

The -ing form My brother enjoys listening to rap music.

I stopped watching the film and went to bed.

Doing yoga every day helps me to relax.

to + infinitive Sean offered to help me with Maths.

I stopped to chat to Jo in the park.

I went to the shop to buy a cake.

Rules

We use the -ing form as the subject of a sentence, and after 
don’t mind, enjoy, can’t stand, feel like, avoid, miss, suggest.
We use to + infinitive to give a reason, and after hope, plan, agree, 
decide, need, offer, help, promise, refuse, want.
We can use both forms with no meaning change after start, begin, 
continue, hate, like, prefer. The meaning changes after stop, try, 
remember, forget, regret, mean.

VOCABULARY
Feelings: nouns
affection
amusement
anger
anxiety
confusion
depression

embarrassment
exhaustion
joy
pride
relaxation
relief

Feelings: phrasal verbs
calm down
cheer (sb) up
chill out
get carried away
get (sb) down

get over (sth/sb)
get to (sb)
go off (sth/sb)
grow on (sb)
stress (sb) out

sb/sth = somebody/something

SPEAKING
Describing recent experiences
Have you been to / seen any good … 
recently?
I’ve just been to / seen …
I went to / saw … last weekend.
Where did you see it / them?
Who did you go with?
What was it like?
Cool! / Wow! / Nice!
I’m so jealous!
I’ve never been / seen / done …
I can imagine!
That sounds amazing!

WRITING
A personal profile
and
also
too
as well as
what’s more
but
however
although
even though
because

as
since
so
that’s why
then
next
after
before
after that
later

Phrasal verbs
It cheers me up.
I'm looking forward to my holiday.
We eat out every night.
She looked after us. 
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UNIT 2

GRAMMAR
Narrative tenses

Past simple The robbers ran out of the bank and drove off. 

On Saturday, my football team won the cup final.

Past 
continuous

Somebody was playing the violin upstairs.

He was studying when the phone rang.

While they were shopping, they saw Ana.

Past perfect 
simple

When we arrived, the party had finished.

By the time I got home, the film had started.

Rules

We use the past simple to talk about completed actions or situations 
that started and finished in the past. It describes the main events in a
narrative. We usually say when the action took place.
We use the past continuous to describe the background events in a
narrative, and for a longer action in progress which was interrupted 
by a shorter action. We usually use when before the past simple and 
while before the past continuous.
We use the past perfect to describe an action that happened before
another action in the past. We often use already, yy after, r before, when
and by the time in sentences with the past perfect.

Past perfect simple vs past perfect continuous

Past perfect 
simple

When I got home, they had already eaten. 

Tom had washed the car before I arrived.

Past perfect 
continuous

The grass was wet because it had been raining.

Tom had been washing the car when I arrived.

Rules

We use the past perfect simple to describe a completed action that
happened at a point in time before another action in the past.
We use the past perfect continuous to describe a continuing or incomplete
action that happened over a period of time before another action.

used to, would and the past simpled

used to I used to walk to school with my best friend.

would We would visit our grandparents every Sunday.

Past simple He went to the cinema every Friday as a child.

They went to Thailand twice in the 1990s.

Rules

We use used to, would or the past simple to talk about repeatedd
actions or habits in the past that are no longer true.
We use used to with stative verbs, e.g. be, have, know, like. We can’t 
use would with stative verbs.d
We use the past simple to talk about single actions in the past or
about how many times something happened.

VOCABULARY
Success and failure
fail to
fulfil your dreams
give up
go to plan
go wrong
make it

mess up
miss an opportunity
overcome a problem
realize an ambition
turn out badly/well
work

Collocations: do, make, take
do (sb) good
do nothing
do well
do without
make an effort
make a fortune

make sense
make sure
take control of (sth)
take the opportunity
take (sth) seriously
take time off

SPEAKING
Giving and responding to 
personal news
Guess what?
I’ve got something to tell you.
I’ve got some good news.
I’m afraid … / Unfortunately, …
Something awful has happened.
Wow! That’s amazing.
Congratulations! / Well done!
Oh, no! / Poor you! / That’s awful!
That’s really bad luck.
Never mind.
I’m sorry to hear that.
No way! / You’re joking! / Really?

WRITING
An article
When / As soon as we arrived …
Once that had happened …
Since we started singing …
Fortunately, … / Luckily, … / Unfortunately, …
At first, … / To begin with, …
After that, … / After a while, …
Finally, … / Eventually, … 
In the end, … / When it was all over, …

after, rr before, until
I left before she arrived.
After I left, she arrived. 
I stayed until she arrived.
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UNIT 3

GRAMMAR
be/get used to

be used 
to

I drive to work every day so I’m used to it. 

My grandma isn’t used to shopping online.

get used 
to

I can’t get used to the cold weather here.

I lived in the UK so I got used to driving on the left.

Rules

We use be used to before a noun or the -ing form to say that we are
accustomed to something. We don’t find it new or strange.
We use get used to to describe the process of becoming accustomed 
to something. 
Don’t confuse be/get used to with used to for past habits.

get for changet

She’s run over 10 km now so I expect she’s getting tired.

We’ll probably get lost if we don’t take a map.

My parents got engaged and married in 2004.

Rules

We often use get before an adjective when the meaning is ‘become’.t
We use get + past participle in certain common expressions when our t
circumstances change.

Question forms

Yes/No questions Did you enjoy the film last night?

Object questions Who did you meet at the party?

Subject questions Who met Sam at the station last night?

Tag questions We aren’t lost, are we?

It will stop raining soon, won’t it?

Indirect questions Do you know if Tim is vegan?

Can you tell us where the bus stop is?

Rules

We use Yes/No questions when we want a Yes/No response.
Object questions ask about the object of a sentence, and follow usual
word order for questions.
Subject questions ask about the subject of a sentence, and use the 
affirmative form of the verb.
Tag questions check information or make a comment. We form tag
questions with an auxiliary verb (e.g. be, have, do, did, will, would) and
a subject pronoun. If the main clause is affirmative, the question tag is 
negative. If the main clause is negative, the question tag is affirmative.
Indirect questions sound more polite, and use a polite phrase, e.g. 
Can you tell me if + the real question in affirmative word order. We
use question words (wh-) before indirect questions that request
information. We use if or f whether before r Yes/No questions.

VOCABULARY
Media and news
advertising
eyewitness
gossip
headline
issue
journalism

newsfeed
presenter
source
story
update
viewers

Communication: verbs + 
prepositions
admit to
blame (sth/sb) for
boast about
comment on
complain about
criticize (sb) for

react to
refer to
report on
respond to
share with
warn against

SPEAKING
Agreeing as a group
I reckon … / It seems to me (that) … / In my
opinion/view, …
As I see it, … / To my mind, …
For me, … / From my point of view, …
Personally (speaking), I …
What do you think of … ? / What are your 
thoughts on … ?
What’s your opinion/view?
Which one shall we choose?
Let’s go with that. / So, we all agree that …

WRITING
A formal email of enquiry
Dear Sir / Madam / Mr Robinson (opening)
Yours faithfully, / Yours sincerely, / Regards, 
(closing)
I am writing to enquire about …
I am especially/particularly interested in …
Thank you in advance for your help.
I look forward to hearing from you.
I would be (very) grateful if you could …
Would it be possible (for me) to … ?
I would like to know (more) about …

Polite language
I am writing to enquire about …
I would be very grateful if …
Many thanks in advance.
Could you tell me if …
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GRAMMAR
Modals of obligation, necessity and advice

You shouldn’t drink coffee in the evenings.

I think Sarah ought to study Medicine.

You’d better not leave the kitchen in a mess!

You must / have to / need to eat protein.

You mustn’t use your phone when driving.

You don’t have to pay. The museum is free!

You don’t need to bring your own towel – the health club 
provides them.

Rules

We use should(n’t) and ought(n't) to to give advice, and had better
(not) to give strong advice or a warning.
We use must,t have to and need to to say that something is necessary
or obligatory. We usually use must in formal notices and signs.t
We use don’t have to or don’t need to to say that something isn’t 
necessary.

Modals of ability and permission

My brother can speak French and German.

Michelle could swim 100 metres when she was six.

Have you been able to get tickets for the concert?

I managed to arrive on time despite the traffic jam.

Can we use our dictionaries in the exam?

Unfortunately, we couldn’t take photos in the museum.

Are you allowed to wear jeans to school?

Rules

We use can for present ability, could for past ability, and be able to for 
present, past or future ability, especially when talking about specific
events.
We use managed to + infinitive to talk about a specific time in the past 
when we succeeded in doing something difficult.
We use can to ask for, give or refuse permission, and be allowed to,
can or could to talk about things that we have permission to do.d

let and t make

Do they let you wear jewellery at your school?

Jack’s teacher made him apologize to Becky.

My cousin’s really funny – he always makes me laugh.

Rules

We use let to talk about permission. We use t make to talk about forcing 
or causing someone to do something.
let andt make are followed by the object and the infinitive without to.

VOCABULARY
Clothes: adjectives
casual
classic
comfy
designer
practical
second-hand

smart
sporty
stylish
trendy
unconventional
unfashionable

Appearance: adjectives
bizarre
chilled
dull
elegant
eye-catching
glamorous
gorgeous

neutral
relaxed
striking
stunning
vibrant
vivid
weird

SPEAKING
Returning an item to a shop
Hello. How can I help you?
What’s wrong with it?
Would you like a refund or an exchange?
I’d like to return this …
Could I exchange these … ?
It’s broken / faulty. 
It isn’t working properly. 
It’s too big / damaged.
They’ve shrunk. 
I’d like a refund, please.
I’d like to exchange it, please.

WRITING
An opinion
to …
in order to …
so (that) …
as a result of …
because of …
due to …
owing to …

due to the fact that …
for this reason, …
as a result, …
consequently, …
therefore …
so …

because vs because of
I agree with the tax because I care about the 
planet.
I agree with the tax because of my concern
for the planet.
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GRAMMAR
Future time clauses

We’ll go home as soon as the match finishes.

When it stops raining, we’ll go out for a walk.

Rules

We use the present simple after as, as soon as, before, by the time, 
once, until,l when and while in clauses that refer to the future.

Future continuous and future perfect

Future 

continuous

In six months’ time, you’ll be taking your exams.

This time next week, we’ll be relaxing on the beach.

Future 

perfect

I’ll have finished my degree by 2030.

By the time Jo gets here, we’ll have had lunch.

Rules

We use the future continuous to talk about an action or situation that 
will be in progress at a specific time in the future. 
We use the future perfect with by to talk about an action or situation y
that will be completed before a specific time in the future.

will vsl would with future used

will I’m sure you’ll have a great time on holiday.

I think she’s broken her leg – I’ll call an ambulance.

I’ll carry your shopping if you like.

would It would be amazing to go into space!

I’d rather stay in tonight. Í m tired.

Rules

We use will for predictions, instant decisions, offers and promises.l
We use would to talk about imaginary or unlikely events, and in polite d
expressions e.g. I’d like, I’d rather.

Zero, first and second conditionals

Zero 

conditional

If you buy a ticket online, it’s cheaper.

Call me when you get to the station.

First 

conditional

If Jess studies hard next year, she’ll pass her exams.

If we don’t leave now, we’ll miss the bus.

Second 

conditional

If I lived alone, I wouldn't be happy. 

If I had a car, I’d be able to drive to school. 

Rules

We use the zero conditional for general truths or instructions.
We use the first conditional to talk about possible future events or 
situations and their consequences. 
We use the second conditional to talk about unreal or unlikely events 
or situations in the present or future and their consequences. 

VOCABULARY
City living: compound nouns
apartment block
crime rate
cycle lane
housing shortage
nightlife
overcrowding

rush hour
shopping district
skyscraper
social isolation
traffic jam
transport links

City living: phrasal verbs
break down
drop (sb) off
get around
get away (from)
hang around
head for

hold (sb) up
hurry up
leave (sth) behind
look around
pick (sb) up
run into

SPEAKING
Apologizing 
I’m really sorry. / I’m afraid I …
I missed the bus.
I didn’t know/realize that …
My bus has broken down / been cancelled.
I’ve got / My bike’s got a puncture.
The traffic’s awful. / I’m in a traffic jam.
No problem. / No worries.
Don’t worry (about it). / Never mind.
It’s OK / no big deal / fine.
It isn’t your fault.
What about … ? / Why don’t we … ?
If I … , I’ll … / If you … , we can …

WRITING
A balanced essay 
What’s more, …
In addition (to this), …
Nevertheless, …
On the one/other 
hand, …

Despite the fact that …
In spite of …
Even though …
All in all, I feel …
In my view, …

although / even though vs
in spite of / f despite
Although graffiti is colourful, it can look 
untidy.  
Even though graffiti brightens up the city,
it also attracts crime. 
In spite of the fact that many councils
dislike graffiti, it can benefit local businesses. 
Despite being amateurs, some street artists
are very talented.
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GRAMMAR
Modals of deduction

Present She isn’t at home. She may/might/could be at work.

Look, that’s Jack’s car. He must be in that shop. 

That girl can’t be Amy’s daughter. She’s too young.

Past Toby isn’t answering his phone. He may/might/could
have left it at home.

Anna looks happy. She must have passed her exams.

All the lights are on in the house, so Grandma can’t 
have gone to bed.

Rules

We use may, might or could when we think that something is possibly d
true, must when we think that something is definitely true, and t can’t
when we think that something is definitely not true.
To talk about a deduction in the present, we use the modal verb + 
infinitive. To talk about a deduction about the past, we use the modal 
verb + auxiliary verb have + past participle.

Third conditional

If he hadn’t fallen over, he wouldn’t have broken his arm.

If they hadn’t been chatting, they would have heard the teacher. 

If we’d run, we might have caught the train.

Rules

their results in the past.
We use the past perfect (simple or continuous) for the situation and 
would have + past participle for the result (or might have / could have).

Regrets and wishes

should 
have

You look tired. You should have gone to bed earlier 
last night.

I can’t sleep. I shouldn’t have had that coffee after dinner.

I wish / 
If only

I wish I hadn’t forgotten my mum’s birthday.

Mark’s broken his leg. If only he hadn’t fallen off his bike.

I wish I had a bigger flat.

If only we were staying in a nicer hotel.

I wish they would play their music more quietly.

If only Luke would be nicer to his little sister.

Rules

We use should have + past participle, I wish / If only + past perfect to 
express a regret about the past.
We can use I wish / If only + the past simple or continuous to express 
a wish for the present or future.
We can use I wish / If only + would to talk about something we would 
like to change, especially something which annoys or worries us..

VOCABULARY
Accident and emergency
bite
bleed
breathe
crash into
hit (your head)
injure

lose consciousness
rescue
run over
take precautions
treat (an injury)
trip over

Nature and the outdoors
bay
habitat
landscape
natural features
nature reserve
peak

range
scenery
shore
stream
summit
waterfall

SPEAKING
Making an emergency 
phone call
Which service do you require?
Where are you calling from?
What’s happened? / What’s the problem?
Has anybody been injured?
Is he conscious and breathing?
A police car / an ambulance / a fire engine is
on its way.
My friend has fallen in the sea / hit his head / 
hurt his leg / burned his arm.
There’s been a car crash / an accident /
a burglary. / The house is on fire.
She’s unconscious.
He isn’t breathing.

WRITING
An informal email
Do you fancy (going / meeting) … ?
If you want/like, we can/could …
If you like/love … , you (absolutely) must …
Another thing you should do is …
You might also want to check out …
Don’t miss …
Do visit / take / try / get … 
Just don’t forget to …

Informal language
How are things?
Do you fancy meeting up?
By the way, …
Can't wait to see you!
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GRAMMAR
Relative clauses

Defining Hannah’s the girl who/that lives next door to me.

He’s got a phone which/that takes amazing photos.

He’s the boy (who/that) I met at the party.

Non-

defining

The new sports centre, which cost £2 million to 
build, opened today.

Jack Yin, whose wife is also a film star, won the 
Oscar for best actor.

Rules

We use a defining relative clause to add essential information about 
someone or something.
We can omit the relative pronoun who, which or that in a defining 
relative clause when it refers to the object of the relative clause. We 
cannot omit the relative pronoun in a non-defining clause.
We use a non-defining relative clause to add extra (non-essential) 
information about someone or something. Without this clause, the 
sentence still makes sense.

Reduced relative clauses: active verbs

The man wearing the red tie is my new Maths teacher.

Drivers using their phones will receive a fine of £250.

Rules

We can reduce a defining relative clause when it refers to the subject
of the sentence. We omit the relative pronoun and replace the verb 
with the -ing form of the verb.

Verb patterns (2)

the -ing
form

I’m bored of playing this game.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Is it worth waiting for the bus or shall we walk?

to + 

infinitive

It’s difficult to learn Chinese.

He made the decision not to look for a new job.

Charles was the last person to leave the restaurant.

Rules

We can use the -ing form after prepositions, phrasal verbs, and 
expressions such as have fun, have trouble, have a problem, can’t help, 
it’s (not) worth, there’s no point, t it’s no use, spend/waste time and have 
a good/hard time.
We can use to + infinitive after most adjectives, first / t last + noun, and t
nouns such as ability, yy attempt, t decision, need, d opportunity, yy permission, 
plan, reason, refusal, l way.
We put not before the t -ing form or to + infinitive to make a negative.

VOCABULARY
Film and TV
cast
character
episode
plot
scene
script

sequel
series
setting
soundtrack
special effects
theme

Opinion adjectives: opposites
convincing
dark
feel-good
forgettable
hilarious
memorable
original
outstanding

poor
powerful
predictable
tedious
thrilling
unfunny 
unrealistic
weak

SPEAKING
Agreeing and disagreeing
You’re right. Good point.
Absolutely./Exactly.
I suppose so.
I know what you mean.
Yes, I (totally) agree.
I couldn’t agree more.
I don’t agree.
I (totally) disagree.
Absolutely not.
I’m not sure about that.

WRITING
A film review
It’s about … / It tells the story of …
It’s set in …
… stars as (the hero).
… plays (the character of) …
… are utterly/totally/incredibly convincing.
… is particularly/especially brilliant.
I’d strongly/highly/thoroughly recommend …
It was so moving (that) I almost cried!

so and such
The film is so slow that I got bored!
There was so much violence I couldn't 
watch. 
It's such a funny script!
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GRAMMAR
Active and passive

Active: present 

simple and past 

simple

Passive: present 

simple and past 

simple

Passive: other forms

They grow a 
lot of coffee in 
Colombia.

A lot of coffee 
is grown in 
Colombia.

This fish has been cooked
for 15 minutes.

Fresh milk can be kept in 
the fridge for a week.

You will be met at the 
airport by your aunt.

You might be invited to 
Dan’s party.

The cake should be 
checked after 30 minutes.

The Chinese 
invented
fireworks.

Fireworks were 
invented by the 
Chinese.

Rules

We use active sentences to focus on the person or thing that does the 
action. We use passive sentences to focus on the person or thing that 
receives the action.
We form the passive with the correct form of the verb be + the past 
participle. We can use by after the passive to specify the agent, i.e. the 
person or thing that performs the action.

Reduced relative clauses: active and passive 
verbs

Active Passive

Children walking to 
school are generally 
healthier.

The tomatoes grown on my uncle’s 
farm are organic.

The shoes made in Italy were more 
expensive.

Rules

When we reduce a defining relative clause with an active verb, we 
replace the verb with the -ing form.
When we reduce a defining relative clause with a passive verb, we 
replace the verb with the past participle.

have/get something done/

I had my eyes checked last week.

He’s taken his car to the garage to get it fixed.

She always has her hair cut by the same person.

James had some flowers sent to his mum yesterday.

Rules

We use have or get + object + past participle to talk about an actiont
that someone else does for us, especially when we are talking about
professional services.

VOCABULARY
Science and inventions
breakthrough
creativity
creation
design
development
discovery
evidence

exploration
materials
prediction
progress
production
proof
transformation

Phrases with time
at times
for some time
full-time
in no time
in the meantime
make time

one at a time
save time
set a time
take your time
time-consuming
waste time

SPEAKING
Instructions and clarification
How does it work?
How do you work this (drone)?
How do I get it to … ?
Could you show me how to … ?
What do you do next?
First, (turn on) the …
Then, you have to …
You (move the stick up,) like this.
Move it to the left.
Now it’s ready.
Sorry, could you explain that again, please?
Like this?
I’m sorry. I didn’t (quite) get that.

WRITING
A report
The aim of this report is to …
Furthermore, … / Moreover, …
Nevertheless, … 
All things considered, … / On the whole, …
More could be done to …
Possible ideas include …
The following suggestions could improve …

Impersonal style
The aim of this report is to describe …
More could be done to make it more suitable.
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GRAMMAR
Reported speech patterns (1)

Reported 

statements

He told them/said (that) he lived in New York.

She told me/said (that) they’d gone on holiday.

He told me/said (that) he would help me with 
the shopping.

Reported 

questions

He asked me if/whether I could lend him £20.

She asked me where I had been the day 
before.

Reported 

requests and 

commands

My sister asked me to help her with her 
homework.

He told me to show him my passport.

Our teacher told us not to run in the corridors.

Rules

We use reported speech to report what someone said. The most 
common reporting verbs are say, yy tell and l ask.
When we change direct speech to reported speech we move the 
tense of the verb back in time, e.g. is → was, like → liked, d can → could, d
have seen → had seen, went → t had gone, is going to → was going to, 
will → l would.
We also usually change personal pronouns, possessive adjectives, 
and time expressions.
When we report Yes/No questions, we put if or f whether before the r
question. When we report wh- questions, we put the wh- question 
word before the question.
In reported questions we don’t use the interrogative form of the verb.
We use tell + object + l (not) to + infinitive when we report commands.

Reported speech patterns (2)

She explained (that) she had to meet her cousin at the airport.

My teacher encouraged me to study Spanish and French.

He refused to say where he was going.

They decided not to visit the castle in the afternoon.

My mother criticized me for not keeping my room tidy.

Rules

We use different reporting verbs with different patterns.
Verb + (that) + reported speech: e.g. add, announce, answer, argue, 
believe, boast, claim, complain, confess, deny, explain, feel, insist, joke, 
mention, point out, predict, reply, report, say, suggest, think
Verb + object + (not) to + infinitive: e.g. advise, ask, beg, command, 
convince, encourage, forbid, instruct, invite, persuade, tell, urge, warn
Verb + (not) to + infinitive: e.g. offer, prefer, refuse
Verb + (not) to + infinitive OR verb + (that) + reported speech: e.g.
agree, decide, demand, expect, hope, promise, swear, threaten
Verb + (object) + preposition + -ing: e.g. accuse of, apologize for, 
blame for, boast about, complain about, criticize for, insist on

VOCABULARY
Personal qualities
courage
courageous
determination
determined
energetic
energy
generosity
generous
imagination
imaginative
passion
passionate

self-confidence
self-confident
(good) sense
sensible
sensitive
sensitivity
shy
shyness
strength
strong
wisdom
wise

Relationships: phrasal verbs
ask (sb) out
break up (with sb)
chat up (sb)
cheat on (sb)
drift apart
fall for (sb)

fall out (with sb)
go out (with sb)
make up (with sb)
settle down
split up (with sb)
stand (sb) up

SPEAKING
Giving a short presentation
I’d like to talk to you today about …
The topic of my presentation is …
Let’s begin with …
First, I’m going to tell you about …
This is a photo of …
In this photo, you can see …
Here they are …
Now I’m going to move on to tell you about …
Now let’s have a look at …
Now let me turn to the final part …
That’s the end of my presentation.
Thank you for listening. Are there any 
questions?

WRITING
A biography
… is the most … person I know.
… is always …-ing. (habit)
… is the kind of person who …
At that time, …
Aged (ten), …
A key moment in his/her life came when …
One day, … 
… (has) inspired / encouraged (me) to …
… has been a big influence on me.
I think I take after him/her.
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IRREGULAR VERBS LIST

Infinitive Past simple Past participle

beat /biːt/ beat /biːt/ beaten /̍ biːtn/
bite /baɪt/ bit /bɪt/ bitten /̍ bɪtən/
break /breɪk/ broke /brəʊk/ broken /̍ brəʊkən/
bring /brɪŋ/ brought /brɔːt/ brought /brɔːt/
build /bɪld/ built /bɪlt/ built /bɪlt/
catch /kætʃ/ caught /kɔːt/ caught /kɔːt/
choose /tʃuːz/ chose /tʃəʊz/ chosen /̍ tʃəʊzn/
come /kʌm/ came /keɪm/ come /kʌm/
cost /kɒst/ cost /kɒst/ cost /kɒst/
draw /drɔː/ drew /druː/ drawn /drɔːn/
drive /draɪv/ drove /drəʊv/ driven /̍ drɪvn/
fall /fɔːl/ fell /fel/ fallen /̍ fɔːlən/
feel /fiːl/ felt /felt/ felt /felt/
find /faɪnd/ found /faʊnd/ found /faʊnd/
fly /flaɪ/ flew /fluː/ flown /fləʊn/
forget /fə̍ɡet/ forgot /fə̍ɡɒt/ forgotten /fə̍ɡɒtn/
get /ɡet/ got /ɡɒt/ got /ɡɒt/
give /ɡɪv/ gave /ɡeɪv/ given /̍ ɡɪvn/
go /ɡəʊ/ went /went/ gone/been /ɡɒn, biːn/
grow /ɡrəʊ/ grew /ɡruː/ grown /ɡrəʊn/
hang /hæŋ/ hung /hʌŋ/ hung /hʌŋ/
hit /hɪt/ hit /hɪt/ hit /hɪt/
keep /kiːp/ kept /kept/ kept /kept/
leave /liːv/ left /left/ left /left/
lose /luːz/ lost /lɒst/ lost /lɒst/
meet /miːt/ met /met/ met /met/
pay /peɪ/ paid /peɪd/ paid /peɪd/
put /pʊt/ put /pʊt/ put /pʊt/
read /riːd/ read /red/ read /red/
ride /raɪd/ rode /rəʊd/ ridden /̍ rɪdn/
ring /rɪŋ/ rang /ræŋ/ rung /rʌŋ/
run /rʌn/ ran /ræn/ run /rʌn/
say /seɪ/ said /sed/ said /sed/
see /siː/ saw /sɔː/ seen /siːn/
sell /sel/ sold /səʊld/ sold /səʊld/
send /send/ sent /sent/ sent /sent/
set /set/ set /set/ set /set/
shrink /ʃrɪŋk/ shrank /ʃræŋk/ shrunk /ʃrʌŋk/
sleep /sliːp/ slept /slept/ slept /slept/
speak /spiːk/ spoke /spəʊk/ spoken /̍ spəʊkən/
spend /spend/ spent /spent/ spent /spent/
split /splɪt/ split /splɪt/ split /splɪt/
stand /stænd/ stood /stʊd/ stood /stʊd/
take /teɪk/ took /tʊk/ taken /̍ teɪkən/
teach /tiːtʃ/ taught /tɔːt/ taught /tɔːt/
tell /tel/ told /təʊld/ told /təʊld/
think /θɪŋk/ thought /θɔːt/ thought /θɔːt/
throw /θrəʊ/ threw /θruː/ thrown /θrəʊn/
wake /weɪk/ woke /wəʊk/ woken /̍ wəʊkən/
wear /weə(r)/ wore /wɔː(r)/ worn /wɔːn/
win /wɪn/ won /wʌn/ won /wʌn/
write /raɪt/ wrote /rəʊt/ written /̍ rɪtn/
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STARTER
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2 and 3
1.3 Page 12, Exercises 4 and 5
T = Tom, A = Amy
T: Music can really affect our 

emotions. Sometimes it can 
make us cry, sometimes it can 
inspire us – sometimes it simply 
annoys us! With me today is Dr 
Amy Collins, professional DJ 
and music psychologist. Amy, 
what kind of songs can make us 
feel happier? 

A: Hi, Tom. I suppose the obvious 
answer is that you should listen 
to any song you like listening 
to! There’s little clear scientific 
evidence that any particular 
type of music works better: 
rock music and hip hop can be 
equally effective. The key thing 
is to choose a reasonably fast, 
upbeat track. Surprisingly, speed 
is the most important factor – 
positive lyrics are a bonus, but 
they aren’t essential.

T: Can you give an example?
A: Sure! Well, American 

researchers at the University of 
Missouri recently analysed the 
favourite tracks of 2,000 British 
people and the happiest song in 
the world is apparently ‘Don’t 
Stop Me Now’ by Queen.

T: No way! I remember listening to 
that when I was a kid. Dad loved 
playing Queen in the car. We all 
used to really get carried away 
and sing along!

A: You’re not alone! In fact, studies 
suggest many of us like to 
sing along to this song, even 
when we don’t know all the 
lyrics! Various studies show 

that singing creates feel-good 
chemicals in your body, and, 
luckily, you don’t need any 
talent to get the benefit. Finally, 
‘Don’t Stop Me Now’ makes us 
happy because it’s exciting. It 
energises us, even if we’re just 
sitting in the car. 

T: OK, so tell me, why is sad music 
so popular?

A: Good question! Well, there are 
two main reasons. Firstly, when 
life’s really getting us down, we 
listen to sad music to explore 
our feelings. It might not make 
us feel instantly happier, but 
it reassures us that we aren’t 
alone; that someone else has 
experienced what we’re feeling. 
That sense of connection can 
help to make us stronger. Just 
remember not to listen to sad 
songs all the time – you need to 
strike a balance!

T: And secondly …?
A: So, uh, secondly, constantly 

listening to happy music would 
get pretty boring! We need to 
match our music to our moods. 
For example, when we’re just 
chilling out, we might prefer 
listening to slow instrumental 
music that helps us to calm 
down and relax. And for a truly 
happy life, we need a little 
silence from time to time, too!

1.4 See SB Page 13, Exercise 3
1.5 Page 14, Exercises 3 and 4
L = Lucy, M  = Marco
L: Right, Marco. Let’s do 

something a bit different this 
weekend – something new and 
exciting for a change.

M: Maybe. What have you got in 
mind?

L: Well, let’s have a look at Daily 
Info and see what’s on. Look. 
There are lots of things on: there 
are cookery demonstrations 
… there are various concerts, 
with all kinds of different music 
– pop music, rock, classical … 
and sporting events – you know, 
football and rugby matches. 

And look … there’s a street 
dance class. What about that? 

M: I don’t like dancing and anyway 
the maximum age is 18. We’re 
both 19.

L: Oh yeah, good point. I didn’t see 
that. OK. What about an open 
mic night?

M: What’s an open mic night?
L: It’s when new bands and singers 

try out new songs in front of a 
small audience.

M: Ah, OK. That’s not a bad idea. 
When is that? 

L: It’s every Saturday at the 
Coconut Tree Club.

M: Oh yeah. That’s that new place. 
I haven’t been there yet. I think 
it’s quite near the station.

L: So, what do you think?
M: Well, I reckon we could give it a 

go on Saturday and see what it’s 
like. We don’t have to perform 
though, do we?

L: Not unless you’ve been writing 
some songs of your own and can 
actually sing!

M: Well, listen … what do you 
think?

L:  Please stop! I don’t think it’s a 
good idea for you to get up on 
Saturday and start singing. Let’s 
just go and listen!

1.6 See SB Page 15, Exercise 1
1.7 See SB Page 15, Exercise 2
1.8 See SB Page 17, Exercise 3

UNIT 2
2.1 See SB Page 19, Exercise 2
2.2 See SB Page 20, Exercise 1
2.3 See SB Page 22, Exercise 2
2.4 Page 22, Exercises 4 and 5
Av = Ava, F = Finn, A = Assif, 
I = Izzy
AV:I used to be so addicted 

to checking my phone – I 
practically did nothing else. 
Then three months ago, I 
decided to break the habit 
because it just felt so wrong, and 
I stopped checking my phone 
during the day.  To be honest, 
I found it really boring at first, 
especially on the bus on my way 
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to school, but I didn’t give up. 
After a while, my brain started 
to find new things to do, like 
writing songs! I’d love to be 
a pop star one day, and now I 
already have a few good songs 
of my own. All because I had 
nothing to do on the bus every 
day!

F: Life can be quite stressful when 
you’re at school, you know – 
you get loads of homework, 
plus regular tests and exams. 
I used to hang out with my 
friends after school instead of 
going straight home, so I didn’t 
use to start my homework 
until after I’d had dinner. And 
because of that I’d stay up late 
in the evenings, which meant 
that getting up in the morning 
was really difficult as I was 
just so tired. So, three months 
ago I started going straight 
home after school and doing 
my homework as soon as I got 
home. And I also made sure I 
went to bed earlier, at around 
ten. I feel much healthier now 
and my school grades have 
improved. 

A: I used to study constantly, 
but it wasn’t doing me much 
good. I’d get stressed and make 
stupid mistakes. Once, I’d 
nearly finished a project when 
I decided to check my teacher’s 
instructions again … . To my 
horror, I realized that I’d been 
working on the wrong thing 
all day! Now I use a special 
organizer app to help me create 
study schedules, with time for 
planning, checking and, most 
importantly, taking breaks. 
My grades are just as good, 
even though I’m working less. 
I’ve even had time to start a 
new hobby – I’ve joined the 
photography club, and I love it!

I: When I told friends I wanted to 
run a 10-kilometre race, they 
laughed. I used to be so unfit 
that I would get out of breath 
just going upstairs! They didn’t 
take me seriously. But then, 
three months ago, I found this 
app: Sofa to So Far!  It shows 
you how to set yourself smaller, 
achievable goals, and get fit 

slowly. It makes a lot of sense. 
I started by getting off the sofa 
and going on short walks. Then 
slow, short runs. One day, I’d 
been running for an hour when 
I noticed that I’d already done 
ten kilometres! I can’t wait to 
surprise my friends when they 
see me in the race next week! 

2.5 See SB Page 23, Exercises 
3 and 4
2.6 Page 24, Exercises 2 and 3
J = Jessica, D = David, 
M = Michelle, A = Adam
J: It was hard – much harder than 

I’d thought it would be, even 
though I’d been training for 
it for the last three months. 
Anyway, I made it, and 
completed the course in one 
hour and ten minutes, which is 
not bad for a beginner. It was 
great doing it with friends – that 
gave me lots more motivation 
to succeed and every time I felt 
like giving up, one of my friends 
would encourage me and tell 
me to push myself harder and 
make more of an effort! I only 
started running last year and 
I never thought I’d be able to 
do something like this. I used 
to think getting up early to go 
running at the weekend was just 
something for fitness fanatics 
and not for people like me! 

D: It was amazing, such a good 
experience. I’m still buzzing! 
The lights, the music, the 
outfits. We finished second from 
last, but we didn’t mind, we had 
such a laugh!  I’d danced before, 
but Kelly hadn’t. She kept 
standing on my toes to begin 
with, which was really funny. 
Anyway, she got better and 
better the more we practised. 
We worked well as a team. We 
made sure we’d spent enough 
time learning all the dances 
and practised so much, every 
evening for about six weeks, 
except at the weekends. We had 
a great time and I’d do it again 
tomorrow! I think Kelly would, 
too.

M: Wow, that was awesome – so 
cool! The atmosphere was 
amazing. I actually think this 
is one of the best gigs that I’ve 

ever been to. I’m a super-fan, 
you know – they’re my idols! 
This is the twelfth time that 
I’ve seen them play live. I know 
you might think I’m a bit crazy, 
but that’s what I do. I save up 
all my pocket money and then 
every year I go to at least one 
of their gigs. I think it’s worth 
it … money well spent. So far, 
I’ve only seen them play in this 
country, but my ambition is 
to see them perform abroad, 
perhaps in Germany or Holland 
next year. I need to start 
checking out next year’s tour 
dates.

A: I can’t believe I’m feeling this 
sad. It’s been two whole days 
now and no one has seen him. 
My little sister’s really upset. 
We just don’t know where 
he’s gone. It’s so unlike him. I 
realized when I got home from 
school last Friday. It’s my job to 
feed him and he always comes 
running when I get home, but 
he didn’t do that. We checked 
with all the neighbours, but 
they hadn’t seen him, either. 
We checked the gardens and the 
park near us, but we couldn’t 
find him. I put the posters up 
yesterday morning on my way 
to school, but no one’s emailed 
me or called me yet. Hopefully, 
he’s just gone to someone 
else’s house and is keeping 
warm. Wait, what’s that? A text 
message! He’s been found!

2.7 See SB Page 25, Exercise 1
2.8 See SB Page 25, Exercise 2
2.9 See SB Page 27, Exercises 
2 and 3

UNIT 3
3.1 See SB Page 29, Exercise 2 
3.2 See SB Page 30, Exercise 4 
3.3 See SB Page 32, Exercise 2
3.4 Page 32, Exercises 4 and 5
1
I = Interviewer, K = Keelie
I: Could you tell us why you’ve 

stopped vlogging, Keelie?
K: It’s been amazing, and I love my 

fans so much, but the pressure 
was huge. I was constantly 
creating, performing, and 
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responding to messages – and 
people criticized me for any tiny 
mistake. I was finding it all so 
stressful …

I: So can you tell us if this is the 
end of KeelieSays?

K: Oh, no way! I’m just taking a 
break.

I: And do you know what you’re 
going to do next?

K: Actually, I’m going to go back 
to university! I won’t have 
any money, of course, and I’m 
definitely going to miss that, 
but it’ll be great just to be an 
ordinary student again. For a 
little while, anyway!

I: Well we’ll definitely miss you, 
Keelie, and hope you’re back 
soon!

2
M = Mia
M: People are always 

complimenting me on the 
quality of the videos on my vlog
Mia’s World, and ask if I use 
a professional video camera. 
They’re always so surprised 
when I tell them that I just make 
them on my phone! I’m never 
far away from my Universe Ultra 
52 smartphone! Look, it’s got 
loads of design features that 
make it perfect for vlogging. 
The microphone is good, it has 
a little stand so it’s stable when 
I’m recording videos, and the 
camera … well, the camera is 
simply the best I’ve ever used. In 
the past, I’ve complained about 
the quality of video cameras 
built into phones, but this one is 
… it’s just amazing! So clear! The 
Universe Ultra 52. My favourite 
smartphone ever. 

3
Z = Zoe, A = Arlo
Z: It’s easy to make an omelette, 

isn’t it, Arlo?
A: Yes, it is, and they’re fast, cheap, 

and very good for you – so 
what’s not to like? So, first I’m 
going to crack three eggs, like 
this. Oops!

Z: You haven’t messed up the first 
step, have you? 

A: Yeah, a bit, but it’s OK, it’s just a 
bit of shell in the bowl. I can get 
it out ... See? Now, that’s perfect! 
I’m blaming you for that, ha, ha!

Z: Oh, sorry – I‘m distracting you, 
aren’t I?

A: No, don’t worry, I’m joking. I’m 
used to being filmed for the 
show! Anyway, then you beat 
the eggs with a little milk and 
add a pinch of salt, like that … 
and some pepper. And I fry my 
omelettes in olive oil instead of 
butter …

A: Oil’s healthier than butter, isn’t 
it?

M: Yes, definitely. 
4
S = Sam, M = Max
S: So, Max, our listeners have been 

looking forward to finding out 
what you thought about that 
documentary about Dan Owen.

M: Yeah, he’s an interesting 
character, Dan, isn’t he? But I 
admit to finding him a bit fake 
sometimes. And I can’t decide if 
I like him or not. 

S: Oh? Why?
M: Well, on the one hand, he’s this 

super-confident vlogger and 
social media influencer. On 
the other hand, he never stops 
promoting himself. He can be 
very funny sometimes, but I’m 
not sure he’s entirely believable. 
And he tries so hard to be, er, … 
‘cool.’

S: So, who made the documentary?
M: Er, it was Michael Wilson.
S: Oh yeah, that’s right! His 

documentaries are always great, 
aren’t they?

M: Yes, they are. So, what about 
you? What did you think of it?

3.5 Page 33, Exercise 3
1 
A: You’re a radio presenter, aren’t 

you?
B: Well, no. I used to be, but now 

I’m a writer.  
2 
A: It´s a beautiful day, isn´t it? 
B: I know. Not a cloud in the sky. 

Lovely.  
3.6 See SB Page 33, Exercise 4
3.7 Page 34, Exercises 3 and 4
1
T = Tina, L = Luke
T: Have you seen this story about 

that amazing little boy in 
Scotland, Luke?

L: No, why, what happened?

T: Well, he was staying at his 
grandma’s house in the country 
when suddenly she got sick. The 
problem was that she couldn’t 
find her phone, so he walked 
for three kilometres through 
the snow to the nearest house 
and asked them to call for an 
ambulance. 

L: Wow! That’s incredible, isn’t it?
T: Yes, it is. I couldn’t have walked 

all that way in the freezing cold 
when I was six.

L: Me, neither.  He’s a very brave 
boy, isn’t he? Is his grandma OK 
now? 

T: Yes, she is, thankfully. 
L:  Ah, we like a happy ending, 

don’t we?
T: We certainly do! 
2
F1 = Friend 1, F2 = Friend 2
F1: It says here we’ve just signed a 

young Italian player.
F2: Really? I know we’ve been 

looking for someone who can 
score more goals for us. Where 
did you see that?

F1:  I follow United’s Twitter feed 
and I get notifications so I got 
one first thing this morning.

F2: Really? I just listen to the sports 
news on the local radio.

F1: In that case you’re missing out 
on all the top stories, aren’t you? 

F2: Well, I suppose so. Anyway, tell 
me more. 

F1: Apparently, he’s only 18, but he’s 
already scored 30 goals for his 
club in Italy this year.

F2: Cool! Let’s hope he can score 30 
goals a season for United, too!

3
M = Man, W = Woman
M: Oh no!
W: What’s up?
M: Apparently, all the staff at the 

embassy in Australia have been 
sent home because everyone’s 
falling ill. There’s this strange 
kind of flu that they’re all 
getting. There are two people in 
hospital.

W: Right … which embassy are we 
talking about?

M: The Canadian Embassy.
W: Oh, I see. So why are you 

particularly interested in that 
story?
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M: Because I’m waiting for them to 
send me a visa. And if everyone 
who works there is off sick, 
who’s going to do it?

W: Ah, I get it now. 
4
F3 = Friend 3, F4 = Friend 4
F3: There’s an article here about 

that woman who won that TV 
cooking programme Superchefs. 
Apparently, she’s going to open 
a new vegetarian restaurant in 
Oxford. Did you know that?

F4: Yes, I did, actually. I think she’s 
great. I follow her on Instagram. 
In fact, I’ve just been reading 
her latest blog post. It’s trying to 
persuade people to do meat-free 
Mondays – you know, giving 
up eating meat every Monday. 
It’ll be great to have another 
vegetarian restaurant in Oxford, 
won’t it?

F3: Mmm, maybe. You don’t like 
vegetarian food, do you?

F4: Yes, I do, actually.
F3: So, when’s it opening and 

where?
F4: It says in her blog that it’s a 

secret. She’s going to announce 
the date in the next day or two. 
Personally, I can’t wait .

F3: Yeah, me neither. 
3.8 See SB Page 35, Exercise 1
3.9 See SB Page 35, Exercise 2
3.10 See SB Page 37, Exercises 
2 and 3

UNIT 4
4.1 See SB Page 39, Exercise 2
4.2 See SB Page 40, Exercises 
2 and 3
4.3 See SB Page 41, Exercise 3
4.4 See SB Page 42, Exercise 2
4.5 Page 42, Exercises 3 and 4
P = Presenter, J = Jake, A = Ana
P: Hi! Welcome to the show. 

Today we’re talking about the 
world’s most photo-friendly 
visitor attractions. Jake, you’ve 
just been to the Museum of Ice 
Cream in San Francisco, haven’t 
you?

J: Yes. I was lucky I managed to 
get a ticket. This interactive 
art exhibition often sells out! 
Beyoncé, Jay-Z, Katy Perry … 

everyone wants to take a selfie 
here!

P: Cool – what can you see and do 
there?

J: So, there’s a pool of rainbow 
sprinkles – you know, tiny pieces 
of colourful sugar sprinkled on 
top of ice creams  – which you’re 
allowed to dive into. Obviously, 
the ones in the pool are plastic, 
not edible! And, uh … you can 
sit on a unicorn! Every room is 
decorated in gorgeous, vibrant 
colours. It’s user-friendly, easy to 
explore, and best enjoyed with 
friends – you need someone to 
have a laugh with!

P: Did you get a good selfie?
J: Of course! Anyone who can 

operate a camera-phone or 
selfie stick can take a great selfie 
here. If you take a selfie in this 
museum, you will definitely 
look cool!

P: So you’d recommend it?
J: Hmm … yes and no. At $38 a 

ticket, it’s really over-priced. You 
don’t really learn much, and the 
exhibits will make you smile, 
but they aren’t exactly original. 
But I had fun, and the amazing 
ice cream made me very happy! 
My favourite ‘Nana Banana’ 
flavour tasted like banana bread 
– bizarre, but so good!

P: Really? So, Ana … you went 
somewhere very different, 
didn’t you?

A: Yes, I went to the Louvre in 
Paris. I don’t know how it rates 
for ice cream, but it’s starred 
in many, many selfies, and is 
probably the museum that 
appears the most on Instagram! 

P: Wow, really? 
A: Yeah, it seems this museum will 

never go out of fashion! On the 
other hand, it means exploring 
the Louvre can be a challenge. 
It’s crowded with people posing 
for selfies. The museum lets 
visitors take photos without 
a flash, although you aren’t 
allowed to use a selfie stick any 
more. They were becoming a 
hazard, apparently. 

P: Were you able to get a selfie 
with the Mona Lisa?

A: Uh, no! I couldn’t get close 
enough to take a selfie with the 

famous smiling lady. It was too 
crowded, but away from the 
crowds there are many hidden 
surprises in the Louvre. I took 
a great selfie in the medieval 
basement, for instance. Against 
the dull stone walls, I looked 
like a queen in a castle! There’s 
so much beauty and history 
here, it really inspires your 
imagination, and you learn so 
much about art and history. 

P: So would you recommend it?
A: Absolutely. The tickets are 

expensive, but worth it. The 
photos will be great memories. I 
can’t wait to go back.

4.6 Page 44, Exercise 3
1 
A = Assistant, C = Customer
A: Hi. Can I help you?
C: I like this, but I’m not sure if 

there’s enough space inside. 
A: Let’s have a look inside. What 

do you need to fit in there?
C: My school stuff, you know, 

books, notebooks, folders and 
my laptop.

A: Well, there’s a special laptop 
pocket here to protect it and the 
inside is quite spacious.

C:  Oh yes, so it is. It’s bigger than it 
looks. What about the material?

A: It’s made from eco-friendly 
fabric and it is completely 
waterproof. It looks really 
stylish.

C: That’s good to know. 
A: So, what do you think?
C:  I really like it but it’s quite 

expensive. I’d better have a 
think. Thanks for your help.

A: No problem.
2
A2 = Assistant 2, C2 = Customer 2
A2: Good afternoon. How can I help 

you?
C2: I’m interested in an upgrade.
A2: Sure. What are you using at the 

moment?
C2: This model here. 
A2: Well I’m sure we can find you 

something at a good price that 
offers you a bit more. Let’s see … 
OK, There’s this one here. 

C2: What sort of memory has it got?
A2: Well, there’s 32GB, but with this 

offer you can get an extra 16GB 
free.
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C2: Wow! That’s good. What’s the 
camera like?

A2: It’s one of the best around. It 
takes amazing photos.

C2: Cool. So, do you have it in black?
A2: I’m sorry. The offer is only on 

the blue one. Is that OK?
C2: I guess so. OK, I’ll take it.
3
F1 = Friend 1, F2 = Friend 2
F1: Hey, Millie. Look at these. What 

do you think?
F2: Wow! They look amazing. I 

really want a pair.
F1: Me, too!
F2: They look so good in the red. 

What other colours do they 
come in? 

F1: It looks like they come in black 
too. 

F2: Black’s a bit boring. 
F1: Yes, I agree. The red ones are so 

cool. 
F2: I know. And they’ve been made 

with no cruelty to animals.
F1: You could try them on. These 

are your size.
F2: Maybe. How much are they?
F1: They’re £124.99. 
F2: Ooh … that’s really expensive. 
F1: I don’t think you should buy 

them.
F2: No, but I can dream! 
4 
F3 = Friend 3, F4 = Friend 4
F3: Hi. What are you up to?
F4: I’m just looking at these online. 

I need to replace mine.
F3: They look nice.
F4: Yes, and they’re wireless. I’m a 

bit concerned though because 
they’re not brand new. 

F3: It says good as new. 
F4: Hmm … but you never know.
F3: What does it say about the 

seller? Are there any reviews?
F4: Oh yes. Look. They’re all five-

star reviews.
F3: That must be a good sign then.
F4: Yellow’s a bit too vivid.  I was 

looking for something more 
stylish.

F3: I think you just need to be 
practical. You don’t have much 
money and these look like a 
good deal. Why don’t you order 
them? You can always return 
them.

F4: You’re right. Here goes … 

4.7 See SB Page 45, Exercise 1
4.8 See SB Page 45, Exercise 2
4.9 See SB Page 47, Exercises 
2 and 3
4.10 Page 47, Exercise 7
J = Joe, T = Tara
J: Wow! Look at those outfits.  
T: I know. They look pretty 

amazing, don’t they? I used to 
wear one like that when I was 
younger. In fact, I danced at 
the Fleadh Cheoil a few years 
ago. 

J: Really? When did you start 
learning? 

T: Well, I started going to classes 
after school from the age 
of three and I did it at school, 
too. It’s massive in Ireland. It 
dates back centuries, but the 
style of dancing I did goes back 
to the 18th century. At that time, 
a Dance Master used to travel 
between towns and villages and 
give lessons to people and then 
the best dancers from each town 
or village competed against 
each other. 

J: That’s really interesting. Can 
you explain what’s going on 
with the hair? 

T: It’s all part of the tradition. Until 
the 1980s dancers just curled 
their own hair but if you didn’t 
have naturally curly hair, it took 
ages. So someone had the bright 
idea of just wearing a wig and 
over the years, the wigs have 
become bigger and bigger! Now 
all the dancers have to wear the 
same curly wigs. You can choose 
the colour you want though, but 
most people choose the same 
colour as their own hair. 

J: Wow! You must get hot wearing 
it. 

T: Yes, we do. 
J: So, what do you wear? 
T: Well, the dress, obviously – 

they’re usually made specially 
for a festival or competition. 
The really good dancers can 
design their own dresses. The 
wig with a hair decoration to 
match the dress … white socks 
or black tights and either flat 
black shoes or heavier ones 
depending on the type of dance. 

Oh yes, and dancers have 
to wear a lot of make-up, too. 

J: How much time do dancers have 
to spend getting ready?  

T: Hours! But it’s great fun! I miss 
it. 

UNIT 5
5.1 See SB Page 49, Exercise 2
5.2 See SB Page 50, Exercise 1
5.3 See SB Page 51, Exercise 4
5.4 See SB Page 52, Exercise 2
5.5 Page 52, Exercises 4 and 5
1
M = Max, F = Fiona, G = Guide
M: What’s holding this queue up? 
F: Ask the guide over there.
M: OK,  I’ll ask him how long we’ve 

got to wait … Excuse me! Sorry, 
could I ask … How long do you 
think we’ll need to wait?

G: Oh, maybe another hour?
M: Oh no! Is that normal?
G: For the Empire State Building? 

Yep! But it’s worth it. Once you 
get to the top, up there on Floor 
102 , the views are incredible. 
You’ll love it!

2
FT = Female tourist, M = Max, G = 
Group
FT: If you don’t stand closer, I won’t 

get you all in the picture!
M: Oh, hi. Would you like me to 

take the photo? Then you can be 
in it with your family.

FT: Uh, that would be great, thank 
you! I left my selfie stick behind 
in Central Park. Eric tells me 
the park’s bigger than Monaco, 
so I’ve got no chance of finding 
it again! There you go. When 
you’re ready, press here.

M: 3, 2, 1, say cheese!
G: Cheese! 
M: I’ll take another one if you like.
FT: Yes, please! 
3
F = Fiona, H = Hazel, M = Max
F: I can’t wait to get away from 

these crowds. Apparently, like, 
40 million people visit Times 
Square every year! That’s … 
Wait. Is that Hazel? … Hazel! Hi, 
Hazel. Didn’t expect to run into 
you here!
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H: Fiona! Sorry, can’t stop, I’m late. 
But are you hanging around? I 
could be free in, like, an hour?

F: Yeah, great. Wanna get some 
lunch?

H: Perfect! Meet you at the subway 
entrance at 1. I promise I won’t 
be late this time!

F: See you then! Oh, this is Max, by 
the way. My cousin.

M: Nice to meet you.
H: Hi, Max. Meet you later!
4
M = Max, F = Fiona
M: Wow, everything looks amazing. 

What would you have if you 
were me?

F: Oh, you should try the 
mozzarella balls. They’re to die 
for.

M: That sounds good. I’ll get them! 
F: If you like Italian food, you’re 

in the right city! The first pizza 
restaurant in the USA opened in 
New York.

M: Right! So where can you get the 
best pizza in town?

F: In Little Italy in the Bronx. 
M: OK, so how far is that from your 

place?
F: Well, if you walk, it’s about 30 

minutes. If you take the subway, 
it only takes about 10 minutes.

5
M = Max, F = Fiona
M: I can’t believe we’re going to see 

a Broadway show. We must be 
nearly at the theatre now.

F: I think there’s still some way to 
go. Broadway’s the longest street 
in New York, you know. It might 
take a while to get there with all 
this traffic. Shall we take a taxi?

M: I’d rather walk. We can look 
around Times Square before 
the show. Imagine, we might 
even spot someone famous on 
Broadway. It would be amazing 
to see a celebrity, wouldn’t it?

F: I’m not sure how likely that is. 
But, anyway, which celebrity 
would you like to meet most?

M: Let me think. Oh, I know. 
Donald Glover! If I met Donald 
Glover, I’d ask him for a selfie. 
That would be so cool! 

5.6 Page 54, Exercises 3 and 4
J = Jess, T = Tom
J: So, here we are at last, Tom. 

Manchester Piccadilly station. 
On time! Well, at least this 
9.20 train we ended up getting 
arrived on time! 

T: Yes, but if our original 9 o’clock 
train hadn’t been cancelled, we’d 
have been here at 11.27.

J: Well, we’re here now. It’s lucky 
we were able to get on the 9.20, 
it was so crowded. Come on, 
press the button, let’s get off and 
run. It’s 11.46!

T: Yes, we need to hurry up.  The 
match starts at 12.30 and  I really 
don’t want to miss the start. 
We’ve got about 40 minutes to 
get there now.  Do you think 
we’ll make it, Jess?

J: Yes, I’m sure we will. 
T: Why didn’t we plan our route 

from the station to the stadium 
before? Can we walk there, do 
you think? How long would it 
take?

J: Let me check. According to 
my app, it will take us about 35 
minutes to walk there.

T: Let’s see. I think it’ll take longer 
than that and if we get lost, we 
definitely won’t be there in time. 
That’s too risky. By the time 
we’ve walked, the match will 
have started. What are our other 
options?

J: A taxi is definitely the quickest 
– we’d be there in about seven 
minutes if we took a taxi.

T: Yes, but that’s also the most 
expensive. We’re not going to do 
that. 

J: OK, in that case let’s see … Oh, 
actually we can get a tram from 
here. There’s a tram in two 
minutes, but I don’t think we’ll 
get to the stop in time for that 
one. Then there’s one in thirteen 
minutes, which leaves from 
here at … 11:59. Erm, it’ll take 
us seventeen minutes. So if we 
get the one in thirteen minutes, 
we’ll be there at … 12.16 – just in 
time to find our seats!

T: Right, come on. Let’s find the 
tram stop, get a ticket and let’s 
go … now! 

J: OK. I’m coming. At least our 
train home doesn’t leave until 
18.35! We can walk back after 
the match.

5.7 See SB Page 55, Exercise 1
5.8 See SB Page 55, Exercise 2
5.9 See SB Page 57, Exercise 3

UNIT 6
6.1 See SB Page 59, Exercise 3
6.2 See SB Page 60, Exercise 4
6.3 See SB Page 62, Exercise 2
6.4 Page 62, Exercises 4 and 5
E = Evan, M = Martha
E: Hey, Martha, how was your 

holiday in South Africa? 
M: We had a great time, thanks, 

and the weather was fantastic! 
If only I were still there! The 
scenery around Cape Town is 
so beautiful, and there was so 
much to do. 

E: So what did you do first?
M: So, the first day we didn’t feel 

like doing much so we just went 
to the beach. 

E: Cool!
M: Then, on our second day we 

went up Table Mountain.
E: That big mountain overlooking 

Cape Town?
M: That’s the one! We had some 

stunning views of the city and 
the shore. Lots of people hike all 
the way up to the summit, but 
Mum wasn’t feeling well – she’d 
got a bit sunburned the day 
before. We got the cable car up.  

E: So, what else did you do?
M: We got more adventurous. The 

next day we went quad-biking.
E: Oh, I’d love to do that.
M: It was so cool! We had to choose 

between riding up a mountain 
trail, or riding in the sand 
dunes. We did the trail, which 
was great – we even swam under 
a waterfall! If only we’d had 
more time, though. I wish I’d 
done both! 

E: Wow! So what else did you do?
M: So, after that, we went on safari 

in a nature reserve which was 
about two hours away from 
Cape Town.

E: You’re so lucky! Did you see any 
lions?
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M: Yeah, and elephants and 
giraffes, too, all in their natural 
habitats. A curious baby giraffe 
even came right up to the car! 
I took a photo, but I shouldn’t 
have done – it scared him away.

E: So did you spend the night 
there?

M: No, we had to get back. We’d 
already booked a shark-diving 
trip at False Bay for the next day.

E: A what? 
M: So, we took a boat out into the 

bay, and Mum and Jasper got 
into a cage …

E: A cage?
M: Yeah, wearing scuba gear. I wish 

I hadn’t been so impatient to get 
in, too! If I hadn’t tripped over, I 
might not have hit my head on 
the side of the boat!

E: Oh no! Were you OK?
M: Yeah, it wasn’t serious, but the 

tour guides were worried I could 
lose consciousness underwater 
or something! Anyway, I saw 
sharks and dolphins next to the 
boat, which was so cool. 

6.5 See SB Page 63, Exercise 7
6.6 Page 64, Exercise 3
1
L = Leon, R = Ruby
L: Is it your turn to cook tonight, 

Ruby?
R: Yes!  I’m super-organized this 

week and I’ve started getting 
dinner ready already.

L: Great. So, what are you cooking? 
Actually, what’s that smell?

R: Oh … that will be the chips. Oh, 
no!

L: Ruby, quick! Grab that fire 
blanket and throw it over the 
frying pan! Phew! Just in time.

R: That was close. I should have 
checked the chips earlier. Sorry, 
Leon.

L: Never mind. Everything’s OK 
now. It’s lucky that we had that 
fire blanket, isn’t it?

R: Yeah, very lucky!
2 
S = Sam, G = Grandma
S: So, Grandma. Have you seen 

this new notice about what to do 
in the event of an earthquake? 

G: I don’t need to read any notices, 
Sam. It’s a matter of common 
sense, isn’t it?

S: But Grandma. This is serious. 
You can’t ignore things like 
this, there may actually be an 
earthquake one day. A notice 
like this could save your life.

G: If you’d lived as long as I have, 
you’d know exactly what to do, 
believe me. There have been 
several earthquakes since I 
moved into this apartment. 

S: So, what would you do if this 
apartment block started to 
shake? 

G: Easy. If I was in this room, I’d 
choose a safe place, cover my 
head and hold on.

S: Hmm … you’re right. That’s 
exactly what it says right here.

3 
H = Harry, M = Mandy
H: You don’t look great, Mandy. Are 

you OK?
M: I feel awful. I’m not sure what’s 

wrong with me. It might have 
been something I ate. 

H:  Is it your head or your stomach?
M: Both! I’ve got a splitting 

headache and I feel a bit sick.
H:  If you’re not feeling great, you 

should take something for it. 
M: If I’d felt like this before I came 

to work, I would’ve taken 
something. I was fine when I 
left the house this morning. I 
haven’t got any pills on me. 

H:  OK, don’t worry. One second. 
Right, here we go. There should 
be some painkillers in here. OK, 
got them. Are you allergic to 
anything?

M: No, only to what I had last night, 
obviously! 

H:  Then take two of these tablets 
with some water.

M: Thanks, Harry. 
6.7 See SB Page 65, Exercise 1
6.8 See SB Page 65, Exercise 2
6.9 See SB Page 67, Exercises 
2 and 3

UNIT 7
7.1 See SB Page 69, Exercise 2
7.2 See SB Page 70, Exercise 2
7.3 Page 72, Exercises 2 and 3
F = Frank, I = Ivy
F: Hello. Today, Ivy and I are 

discussing two films that 
challenge the stereotype of 

the white male American 
superhero, and that do 
something fresh and different. 

I: Wonder Woman, released in 
2017, was the first DC Comics 
superhero film to star a woman. 
And 2018’s Black Panther, which 
has a largely black cast, was one 
of the most successful films of 
the year. So, Frank, let’s start 
with Wonder Woman. What did 
you think, Frank? 

F: I loved it! Gal Gadot’s Wonder 
Woman is a 21st century hero. 
She’s likeable and funny.

I: Yes, that’s true. She does have 
some hilarious lines.

F: Yeah, but she’s also super-tough. 
She isn’t afraid of getting into a 
fight.

I: But in the comics, Wonder 
Woman is peace-loving. 
There was no need to have so 
much violence – the film’s full 
of lots of rather unrealistic 
fight scenes. For me, that was 
disappointing. I was yawning 
a lot from boredom. And the 
final fight scene was particularly 
tedious.

F: I thought the action scenes 
were pretty thrilling, actually. 
And OK, maybe the plot wasn’t 
hugely original, but I loved 
seeing a strong female action 
hero for once. I’d give this film 
four stars out of five.

I: Really? I wanted to love Wonder 
Woman, I really did, but after 
a promising start I think it 
loses its way, and the ending is 
particularly poor. The plot is 
just too predictable and obvious. 
Oh, and it was hard not to laugh 
at Wonder Woman’s ridiculous 
costume! Why on earth was she 
fighting in such impractical 
clothes? Just two stars from me.

F: That’s harsh! So, did you have 
more fun watching Black 
Panther, Ivy?

I: Oh yeah! For one thing, the 
acting was outstanding. I 
particularly loved Michael 
B Jordan, who plays a really 
memorable villain who keeps on 
surprising you. The cast are so 
convincing, the story feels real.

F: Totally. If I had to criticize 
anything, though, I’d say the 
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script is a little weak in places. 
There were some unfunny jokes 
that didn’t quite work, and the 
dialogue is fairly forgettable. I 
can’t remember any great lines. 
But everything else is so good, 
you barely notice.

I: I found some scenes genuinely 
moving. I even cried at one 
point!

F: Me too! Some moments are 
quite dark and sad. 

I: Yeah, and yet ultimately it’s 
a positive, feel-good film. It 
deals with a theme we all need 
reminding of from time to time - 
how important it is for people to 
work together. 

F: Such a powerful message, and 
such a contemporary, original 
film. All in all, I’d give it five 
stars.

I: Yes, I agree with you on this one, 
Frank! Definitely a film worth 
seeing!

7.4 See SB Page 72, Exercise 5
7.5 See SB Page 73, Exercise 4
7.6 Page 74, Exercises 2 and 3
L = Luke, J = Julia
L: Hi there! How are you this 

morning?
J: A bit tired, to be honest. After 

messaging you, I couldn’t get 
to sleep for ages. I was thinking 
about that last episode and how 
it all finished. 

L: I know. Me too. 
J: So, do you think they really 

escaped with all the money?
L: Yes, I do. I think the professor 

had planned everything so 
carefully that nothing could go 
wrong.

J: Hmm. But, thinking about it 
again I wasn’t sure something 
unexpected was going to 
happen.

L: Yeah, I know what you mean. 
Who was your favourite 
character? 

J: Well, I really liked Nairobi. 
She was the one who was 
responsible for printing the 
money. So, she was probably 
the most important member of 
the team. In my view, she was 
one of the coolest characters - 
definitely my favourite. 

L: Yes, you’re right. Without her 
they wouldn’t have been able to 
make all that money.

J: That’s right. It’s funny that it’s 
a crime drama, but you end up 
liking the criminals. And the 
plot was so good.

L: I know. When’s the next series?
J: I’m not sure.
L: Why don’t we watch the last 

episode again at my house 
tonight? We can relive all the 
final action and see if we spot 
anything new!

J: OK! I have a music exam after 
school, but I’ll be home about 
seven.

L: Great, see you then. Hope your 
exam goes well.

J: Thanks. Bye!
7.7 See SB Page 75, Exercise 1
7.8 See SB Page 75, Exercise 2
7.9 See SB Page 77, Exercise 4

UNIT 8
8.1 See SB Page 79, Exercise 2
8.2 See SB Page 80, Exercise 2
8.3 See SB Page 81, Exercise 3
8.4 See SB Page 82, Exercise 3
8.5 Page 82, Exercises 5 and 6
William Kamkwamba was born in 
Malawi in 1987. He grew up in a 
farming village, without electricity 
or running water. But from time to 
time, William dreamed of becoming 
an inventor. When he was a child, 
he started his own part-time radio 
repair business. Sadly, few villagers 
could afford to get their radios 
repaired, so he didn’t make much 
money.
When William was fourteen, there 
was a terrible famine in Malawi. At 
times, William’s family didn’t have 
enough food to eat. Soon, William’s 
parents couldn’t afford to send 
him to school. William left school 
aged just 14. Desperate to continue 
his education, William spent long 
hours in the local library. There, a 
book about electrical engineering 
changed his life. The villagers 
couldn’t have electricity installed 
professionally because it would be 
too expensive. But what if William 
could create electricity? 
William didn’t have any training in 

engineering. But he did have lots of 
determination. He used pictures in 
the book to build his own windmill, 
taking his time to get the details 
right.
He searched for useful materials 
hidden in rubbish dumps, spending 
many time-consuming hours 
finding the pieces he needed, from 
wood to parts of old bikes. He had 
to work alone. Local villagers told 
him he was crazy and even his own 
mother thought he was wasting 
his time. But, incredibly, in the end 
William’s eco-friendly windmill 
design succeeded, powering four 
lights and two radios. In no time, 
William had lots of enthusiastic 
visitors. Lots of people wanted to 
know if they could get their phones 
charged!
Next, William built a windmill 
that pumped water. Farmers could 
water their fields and grow food 
again. William’s windmills had 
saved the village. News of William’s 
achievement quickly spread around 
the world. Everyone wanted to hear 
about the windmills built from 
things that people had thrown 
away! In 2007, William was flown to 
Tanzania to speak at a TED talk. It 
was the first time he had ever been 
on a plane or used the internet.
Later, William received a scholarship 
to go to college in the USA.  While 
he was there he had his photo 
taken with Barack Obama and he 
even found the time to write an 
autobiography called The Boy Who 
Harnessed the Wind, which later 
became a film starring Chiwetel 
Ejiofor. 
Today William is a successful 
inventor and anti-poverty activist 
who uses his fame to spread a 
message of hope. In a TED Blog 
interview, he says: ‘In life you can 
go through many difficulties, but 
… if you don’t give up, you will still 
succeed.’
8.6 Page 84, Exercises 3 and 4
Good morning. My name’s Carly 
and I’m here this morning to tell 
you about today’s Tech Festival, 
which is being held after school this 
afternoon at 3.30. I’m sure you’ve all 
seen the posters around the school 
and you’ve got the email so let me 
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tell you a bit more about it. Today 
we’re giving you the chance to see 
what new tech is currently on the 
market and to get a preview of some 
of the exciting gadgets that will soon 
be available. You’ll be able to meet 
and talk to some of the scientists 
that were behind this year’s most 
innovative products, such as the 
Solaphone and Panoball.
We’re also here to set you some 
hands-on challenges and to give 
you the opportunity to do some 
experiments. Oh, and we’ve also 
organized a competition: we want 
you to identify a product you think 
is needed and prepare a design for it. 
You don’t have to be a top scientist, 
engineer or designer – you just 
need to be a creative thinker and a 
problem solver.
So, have you got an idea that’s 
waiting to be developed? There’s a 
great prize for the winning design. 
Over the summer, the winner will 
be given the chance to work with 
a team of engineers to develop a 
prototype of their invention and 
watch their creation come to life. 
Interested? Then come along and 
join us! We can’t wait to meet you 
and help you unlock your potential 
and creativity!
8.7 See SB Page 85, Exercise 1
8.8 See SB Page 85, Exercise 3
8.9 See SB Page 87, Exercises 
2 and 3

UNIT 9
9.1 Page 89, Exercise 2
C = Chloe, B = Ben, J = Jessica
C: This is my favourite photo 

from my big brother Callum’s 
wedding. Callum and Libby 
are perfect for each other, but 
they’re complete opposites. 
Libby is fun, sociable and 
outgoing, while Callum’s best 
qualities are his sensitivity 
and kindness. He’s always 
thinking of others, but his 
natural shyness can make him 
uncomfortable in big groups. So, 
agreeing to a huge wedding was 
quite courageous of him! We 
all had a wonderful day. Callum 
later said he’d been moved by 
the generosity of people’s kind 

words and gifts – I don’t think 
he realizes how special we think 
he is!

B: This is a photo of me and my 
friends when we graduated from 
university. I’m second from the 
right, and my best friend Cara 
is next to me – she’d just run 
over to be part of the photo – as 
energetic as always! We were 
all so proud that day, but it was 
an incredible achievement for 
Cara. She has dyslexia, so she 
found university quite hard 
sometimes. But it’s amazing 
how self-confident she is. She’s 
always been such a determined 
person – she never gives up! 
Now she’s training to be a 
paramedic! Her strength of 
character and her determination 
to succeed really inspire me.

J: So this is me at my quinceañera, 
my fifteenth birthday party. I 
love this picture! I take after 
both of my parents, I think. 
Like me, Dad’s creative and 
imaginative – a bit of a dreamer. 
He had loads of great ideas 
for my party, but they weren’t 
always very practical. Like 
hiring a horse and carriage, for 
instance! Mum is the sensible 
one who actually organized 
everything. Everyone in my 
family comes to her for advice 
if they have a problem. We all 
appreciate her wisdom and 
good sense. But Mum’s also 
very passionate and has strong 
opinions – and so do I! We 
love each other, but we argue 
sometimes. 

9.2 See SB Page 89, Exercise 4
9.3 See SB Page 90, Exercise 3
9.4 See SB Page 91, Exercise 2
9.5 See SB Page 92, Exercise 2
9.6 Page 92, Exercises 5 and 6
P = Presenter, E = Ed
P: Welcome back. Joining us today 

is Dr Ed Venables, author of The 
Science of Love. 

E: Hi, there!
P: Before the break, we invited 

you to message us your dating 
and relationship questions for 
Dr Ed to answer. We promised 
not to use anyone’s real name 

on the show! So here’s our first 
message from … let’s call her 
Sienna! What Sienna wants to 
know is: can science help her 
plan the perfect first date?

E: Sure! So, have you chosen where 
to meet yet, Sienna? If not, how 
about going for an ice cream? 
Doing something fun will help 
you both relax. Even better, 
research demonstrates that we 
feel more romantic after eating 
sweet food. You’ll be falling for 
each other in no time.

P: Great! And what should she 
wear?

E: Fashion isn’t my strong point, 
sorry, but colour psychology can 
help here! Red signals passion, 
but also arrogance. Black shows 
self-confidence. Blue means 
calm. But I’d advise Sienna not 
to wear orange – it’s the least 
romantic colour!

P: Is it? Good to know! Finally, any 
tips on what to say, or not to say?

E: Be yourself, and ask lots of 
questions! Research suggests 
that travel is a particularly 
successful topic on dates, so 
try asking: ’If you could travel 
anywhere in the world, where 
would you go?’  

P: Brilliant. Hope that helps, 
Sienna! Next we have … uh, let’s 
call him Harry. Sadly, last week, 
Harry’s girlfriend announced 
that she wanted to break up 
with him.

E: Oh dear …
P: Yeah. Apparently, she 

apologized for hurting him, but 
understandably, Harry’s really 
upset. How can he get over this?

E: Well, of course, when you split 
up with someone, it’s really 
hard. Neuroscience shows it can 
affect the areas of our brain that 
feel pain, or even change how 
quickly our heart beats. 

P: So heartache is real?
E: Oh, yes. But luckily, it’s 

treatable. For example, exercise 
creates endorphins, chemicals 
that reduce pain. High-energy 
activities create the most 
endorphins, so Harry could try 
jogging, cycling or even roller-
skating.
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P: Great! Anything else?
E: Well, writing a list of all his 

ex-girlfriend’s negative qualities 
might help. Did she regularly 
stand him up while they were 
going out? Did she like terrible 
music, or have an annoying 
laugh? In a 2018 psychology 
study, people who agreed to try 
this strategy recovered more 
quickly after a break-up.

P: How quickly?
E: Well, recovery won’t be instant, 

I’m afraid, but it may be quicker 
than Harry thinks! Research 
reveals that it usually takes 
people about ten weeks to get 
over a break-up – sometimes 
much less. 

P: Well, that’s good.
9.7 Page 94, Exercises 3 and 4
A = Andy, L = Lola
A: So, Lola, choose a person you 

admire. You’re not allowed to 
choose a friend or family 
member. Who would you 
choose and why?

L: Hmm … so not a friend or 
someone in my family. In that 
case, I’d go for someone who has 
made me want to be an optician. 

A: Oh, I didn’t know that was what 
you wanted to do. Never mind, 
back to the question. Who is it?

L: You probably know this person 
better as an Italian painter. 

A: So, Michelangelo? Leonardo da 
Vinci?

L: Leonardo da Vinci.
A: Really? But you want to be an 

optician. So how has he inspired 
you?

L: Well, it all started when I went 
to Paris on an art trip with 
school last year. We went to the 
Louvre museum and I saw the 
Mona Lisa for the first time. I 
knew da Vinci had painted it, 
but I just thought he was an 
Italian artist.

A: He was, wasn’t he?
L: Well, yes, of course he was. 

But after the trip, I did some 
research and I found out that he 
was also a lot of other things. 
He was a natural genius and he 
did so many things that we still 
benefit from today. 

A: Like what?

L: Well, there are probably some 
things you’ve seen like his 
amazing drawings of human 
anatomy and flying machines. 

A: Yes, I know the ones you mean. 
They’re really detailed, aren’t 
they?

L: That’s right. He made notes 
about his drawings in a series of 
notebooks and he had his own 
secret way of writing, so he used 
mirror writing. You know, so 
everything was backwards. 

A: No way! I bet that took ages to 
write and to figure it out! But 
you still haven’t answered my 
question properly! How has he 
inspired you?

L: Well, because he helped me 
choose my career path. He 
produced the very first drawings 
of how the human eye works. 
Some people think he invented 
the concept of contact lenses 
long before the first ones were 
created.

A: Wow! That’s so cool. 
L: Exactly. So, my contact lenses 

today are based on a concept 
from almost 500 years ago.  

A: So, he’s the reason you want to 
train to be an optician?

L: Yes, oh and he was also a 
vegetarian – just like me!

A: OK, well, I can honestly say I’ve 
learned something new today! 
Thanks, Lola.

9.8 Page 95, Exercise 1
Good morning, everyone. My name’s 
Lena and I’d like to talk to you today 
about a person I admire, Greta 
Thunberg. She’s a passionate climate 
activist. This is a photo of her taken 
recently.
First, I’m going to tell you a little bit 
about her background. She was born 
on the third of January 2003 – just 
like me! One of her middle names is 
Tintin. Her parents are both Swedish 
and she’s got one sister.
Now I’m going to move on to tell 
you about what she has done. She 
said she first heard about climate 
change when she was eight years 
old and she couldn’t understand 
why people weren’t doing anything. 
For two weeks in 2018, instead of 
going to school every day, she stood 
and protested by herself outside 

the Swedish parliament. She 
wanted the Swedish government 
to take stronger action on climate 
change. This was the first ‘School 
Strike for the Climate’. Greta was 
inspired by the American civil rights 
campaigner Rosa Parks, who made 
her realize that one person can 
make a difference. In this photo, 
you can see her outside the Swedish 
parliament building.
Now let’s have a look at the impact of 
her actions. By December 2018, she 
had encouraged more than 20,000 
students in 270 cities to hold their 
own strikes and by February 2019, 
she had spoken to politicians and 
given speeches at the United Nations 
and at the World Economic Forum. 
Here she is giving a talk.
Now let me turn to the final part: 
why I admire her. There are two 
main reasons: she is determined to 
make a difference to the planet and 
she has encouraged young people to 
express their opinions in a positive 
way.
That’s the end of my presentation. 
Thank you for listening. Are there 
any questions?
9.9 See SB Page 95, Exercise 2
9.10 See SB Page 97, Exercise 3

REVIEWS
R1 Page 100, Exercises 3, 4 
and 5
P = Presenter, T = Tia, F = Fiona, 
Ph = Phoebe, J = Jack, H = Harry
P: Good afternoon, and welcome 

to Greenhills High school radio 
show. Here in the studio today 
we have Fiona Cross, a TV news 
presenter. Fiona’s here to share 
some tips with us about how to 
get into the media. So, let’s get 
started with our first question, 
from Tia.

T: Hi, Fiona, could you tell me how 
you ended up working as a news 
presenter?

F: Hi, Tia. Well, it was completely 
by accident! Things didn’t go 
to plan when I left school. I 
failed to get into drama school 
so I couldn’t fulfil my dream of 
becoming an actor. Fortunately 
for me it all turned out well in 
the end. I entered a competition 
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that I saw in a magazine to 
be a young presenter with 
a TV company. I won the 
competition!

P: Wow, what a lucky break! OK, 
next question. Over to you, 
Phoebe. 

PH: Hi, Fiona. You haven’t 
always been a news presenter, 
have you? 

F: No, I haven’t. I used to work 
as a reporter. I’ve travelled all 
over the world and I’ve reported 
on lots of different news 
stories and interviewed a lot of 
eyewitnesses.

PH: And can you tell us what the 
most important thing for you in 
your job is?

F: To use trustworthy sources. It’s 
also important for journalists to 
tell the truth and to check the 
facts. As news presenters, it’s 
important to present the news 
professionally, and one of the 
main differences between TV 
news and newspaper journalism 
is that we often have to react to 
news stories very quickly. 

P: Interesting. OK, next question 
from Jack.

J: Hi, Fiona. I think you’re very 
professional. But you aren’t 
always as calm as you look when 
you’re on TV, are you?

F: Definitely not! I feel a lot 
of emotions doing this job, 
exhaustion, irritation and 
even anger at times, but 
the important thing is to be 
professional and not to think 
about your own feelings. 
Viewers shouldn’t be aware of 
how you’re feeling. 

P: And final question from Harry.
H: What can help me to get a job in 

the media?
F: You have to have a lot of 

patience and be really 
determined. A lot of people 
want to work as a news 
presenter. Unfortunately, most 
won’t make it. But if you really 
want to do it, don’t give up! 

R2 Page 102, Exercises 2, 3 
and 4
1 Amy
What can I say? I love clothes, 
especially stylish, designer ones, 
but I’m also comfortable wearing 

something casual. When I buy 
something new it makes me feel 
happy. I’ve been reading a lot about 
the climate crisis and fast fashion 
and I need to make some changes to 
save the planet. So, here’s my new 
plan. When I see something new 
I want, I won’t buy it immediately. 
First, I’ll have a look through the 
clothes I already have. Then, I’ll 
either decide I don’t need the new 
item, or I’ll choose something I 
already have that doesn’t fit or suit 
me any more and I’ll donate it to a 
second-hand shop. So far I’ve only 
managed to find one pair of old 
trainers that I can give away, but I’ve 
recently bought seven new outfits 
so I’m going to spend the weekend 
going through my wardrobes. I’ll 
have found loads of things to give 
away by Monday.
2 Theo
I was walking home from college 
last week during rush hour. I was 
listening to my new playlist and 
scrolling through Instagram. Well, 
I should have been more careful. I 
stepped off the pavement to cross 
the road, but I tripped. I didn’t even 
see the car, but luckily, because the 
whole road was one big traffic jam 
the car didn’t run me over. Phew! 
If it hadn’t been rush hour, I could 
have been badly hurt. I managed 
to stop myself from falling with my 
hands, but I hit my nose and the 
worst thing, my phone smashed. 
It was dead. But it could have been 
a lot worse. I might have been 
run over. I may have ended up in 
hospital. I shouldn’t have tried to 
cross the road during rush hour or 
had my phone out – or even been 
wearing headphones. My advice: 
don’t use your phone while walking 
down the street. Next time I cross 
the road, I’ll use the pedestrian 
crossing and I’ll be paying more 
attention. 
3 Miranda
When my friend asked me to do the 
Three Peaks Challenge to help him 
raise money for charity, I couldn’t 
say no. I’ve been training every day 
for years, hoping to take part in such 
an amazing climbing adventure. The 
Three Peaks Challenge is climbing 
the highest mountains in Scotland, 
England and Wales in 24 hours. If 

you want to do a challenge like this, 
you need to be fit and you should 
train before you go, like I did. You 
ought to wear practical and comfy 
clothing. It can be slippery and 
dangerous, so take precautions. 
Never go alone, and make sure you 
wear good walking boots. By the 
time you get to each summit, you’re 
exhausted, but it’s such a relief to get 
there. What an incredible 24 hours! I 
saw striking natural features I didn’t 
think existed: amazing landscapes, 
clear blue water in streams, 
stunning waterfalls. At times, I could 
have been in a tropical country, not 
the UK. If only I could climb them 
all again tomorrow. I’d do it every 
weekend if I could!
R3 Page 104 Exercises 4, 5 
and 6
A = Abbie, E = Ed
A: Hi, Ed. What are you doing?
E: I’m reading an article about bike 

helmets
A: Is it good?
E: Yes. I’ve been learning about 

some really interesting things. 
A: Really? Tell me more. 
E: Well, the most interesting one 

isn’t actually a helmet – it’s 
an airbag. It was designed by 
two Swedish students. They’re 
passionate about cycling.

A: An airbag for cyclists? How does 
that work?

E: You wear it on your head. If 
you have an accident, it detects 
unusual movement, and the 
airbag fills with gas in 0.1 
seconds. A hood forms around 
your neck and head to protect 
you.

A: Cool! It sounds like a really 
important development.  

E: It is. If their predictions are 
right, it will save a lot of lives. 

A: It’s great that there are people 
like that out there improving 
the world with their creativity. 

E: And don’t forget their 
determination. They’d been 
working on it for years before 
they made their breakthrough. 

A: It’s my birthday next week. You 
can get me one for my birthday!  

E: Haha, very funny. Do you know 
how much they cost? But let’s go 
for a bike ride on your birthday 
and I’ll buy you lunch. 
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A: Sounds good.
E: You have to wear your helmet 

though! I know you don’t always 
use it. That’s dangerous. 

A: I’ll wear it, I promise!

LITERATURE
L1 See SB Page 112,  Exercise 3
L2 Page 113, Exercise 6
The coach from Lowton left me at 
Millcote. By now it was evening. 
I was met there and driven to 
Thornfield. We soon left the lights 
of the town behind and drove for 
several miles through countryside. 
The driver finally stopped at some 
gates. We passed through and drove 
up to the long front of a house. 
The front door was opened by a 
maidservant and I went in. She took 
me to a small, comfortable room, lit 
by a cheerful fire and candles. A tidy 
little old lady dressed in black came 
forward to meet me.
‘How do you do, my dear? I am afraid 
you have had a long journey. John is 
such a slow driver. You must be cold. 
Come to the fire.’
‘Mrs Fairfax, I suppose?’ I said.
‘Yes, you are right. Do sit down.’ She 
made me sit down and went out to 
order tea and a sandwich from Leah, 
the maid.
‘She treats me like a visitor,’ I 
thought. ‘I expected coldness and 
unfriendliness. I have heard that is 
how governesses are treated.’
‘Shall I meet Miss Fairfax tonight?’ I 
asked when she returned.
‘Miss Fairfax? Oh, you mean Miss 
Varens. Varens is the name of your 
future pupil.’
‘Oh, then she is not your daughter?’
‘No – I have no family.’ She went on, 
‘I am so pleased you are here. The 
winter is so long on my own with 
only the servants for company. But 
this autumn little Adèle Varens 
arrived with her nurse, Sophie. A 
child does bring a house alive. And 
now you are here too! There – I have 
talked enough. You must be tired. I 
will show you to your room.’
She took the candle and I followed 
her. The hall was large. Upstairs 
was a long gallery, dark and cold. 
It was more like a church than a 
house. I was pleased to find that my 

bedroom, next to Mrs Fairfax’s, was 
small and comfortable.
L3 See SB Page 114,  Exercise 3
L4 Page 115, Exercise 6
11 August, 3 a.m. 
Lucy was very tired last night and 
went to sleep early. I was happy 
because I thought the sleepwalking 
was over, and I did not lock the 
bedroom door. But we have just 
had the most terrible experience 
... I woke up suddenly an hour ago 
and found Lucy’s bed empty. The 
front door of the house was open. 
Lucy had clearly gone out in her 
night clothes. I took my coat and 
ran after her. I looked towards the 
church. I wondered if Lucy was 
in our favourite seat. There was a 
bright full moon, with black clouds 
moving fast across the sky. For a 
moment, I could see nothing. Then 
the moonlight fell on a white figure 
on the seat. Just before the clouds 
covered the moon again, I thought I 
saw a long, dark shape bending over 
the white figure. I ran towards it in 
great terror. ‘Lucy! Lucy!’ I called.
The shape heard me and raised its 
head. I could see a white face and 
red eyes. Lucy did not answer. When 
I reached her, there was no sign of 
any other living thing.
11 August, 12 midday 
I managed to bring Lucy home safely 
and she slept quietly for the rest of 
the night. This morning, she seems 
better than she has been for weeks – 
except for one thing. There are two 
small, red points on her neck. I do 
not know what they are, but they 
are bleeding a little. Lucy says they 
do not hurt so I am sure they will 
soon get better. I have decided not 
to worry Lucy’s mother with this 
adventure. In future, I shall lock the 
door of our room every night and 
keep the key with me.
14 August 
We spent the whole afternoon at 
our seat, reading and writing. At 
sunset, while we were walking home 
for dinner, Lucy said something 
very odd. ‘His red eyes again! They 
are just the same.’ She spoke in a 
dreamy voice and there was an odd 
look on her face. She was looking 
back at our seat. There was a dark 

figure sitting alone on it. For a 
moment, I thought I saw eyes red as 
fire, but it was just the effect of the 
dying sun. Lucy seemed to wake up, 
but I said nothing. She may have 
been thinking of that terrible night 
and I did not want to remind her of 
it.
L5 See SB Page 116,  Exercise 3
L6 Page 117, Exercise 6
Willoughby called at Barton Cottage 
early the next morning.
Marianne was at first embarrassed, 
remembering the circumstances of 
their first meeting the day before. 
But when she heard him say to 
Elinor that he was passionately fond 
of music and dancing, her dark eyes 
quickly filled with their usual spirit.
Marianne was a handsome girl. Her 
skin was translucent. Her colour was 
brilliant. Her face was pretty and her 
smile was sweet and attractive. But 
her character was in her eyes: spirit, 
emotion and enthusiasm were all 
there.
Marianne and Willoughby soon 
discovered that their tastes were 
surprisingly similar. Whatever 
Marianne talked of with delight, 
Willoughby loved with a similar 
passion. They talked of novels, 
music and poetry. Long before the 
end of his visit, they felt that they 
had known each other all their lives.
‘Well, Marianne,’ said Elinor as soon 
as he had gone, ‘you have found out 
Mr Willoughby’s opinion on almost 
every subject. Another meeting will 
be enough to discover his views on 
art and second marriages and then 
you will have nothing more to ask.’
‘Elinor,’ cried Marianne, ‘is this fair? 
I suppose I was too honest and too 
happy, when I should have been 
reserved and dull. I should have 
talked only of the weather and the 
roads! I should have spoken only 
once every ten minutes!’
‘My love,’ said her mother, ‘you must 
not be offended. Elinor was making 
fun. She does not want to lessen 
the pleasure of your conversation 
with our new friend.’ Marianne 
immediately threw her arms around 
Elinor.
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EXAMS
E2.1 Page 119, Exercises 2 and 
3
As a kid, I’d spend hours out and 
about exploring on my bike. Then, 
in my teens, when my dad suggested 
I join the local youth cycling club, I 
jumped at the chance. I won my first 
race, and then just kept on winning. 
I consider myself very lucky to have 
had so many great opportunities 
to achieve so much. Dad’s been 
fantastic at managing my career and 
has always given me sound advice. 
Training has been hard work for 
me, though. Nobody else could do 
that for me!  Looking forward, what 
I’d love to start doing is going into 
schools and inspiring teenagers to 
follow their dreams. After all, you’ll 
never know if you can fulfil your 
ambitions unless you try! 
E2.2 Page 119,  Exercise 5
1
I got into golf when I was about 
nine. I used to go out on the golf 
course with my dad and just loved 
it! And that continued through my 
teenage years. I can’t say I ever had a 
master plan to become a champion 
golfer, but that’s how things turned 
out. No complaints about that from 
me of course, over the years, golf’s 
made me a fair bit of money which 
means my family will be secure 
for life. I suppose it’s a good thing 
that I listened all those years ago 
when I was having lessons on how 
to improve my game, instead of just 
messing around. That focus got me 
where I am today! I’ve got no plans 
to put away my golf clubs just yet – I 
think as long as I’m still mobile, I’ll 
always play. 
2
Well, it goes without saying that 
getting to the top of your game in 
professional tennis isn’t easy. It took 
time to get there and the journey 
wasn’t always easy because there 
were lots of obstacles to overcome, 
but for me there was never any 
question as to whether it was the 
right path for me. I never really saw 
myself doing anything else really. 
It’s been a few years now since I got 
to the top and stepped away from it 

all and my kids are happy that I now 
have time to focus on being Mum. 
I’m living a totally different life now, 
and enjoying every second of it. 
3 
I play cricket at a professional level 
– I’m on the national team. To be 
honest, I’m just so thankful that I’m 
still part of it all, because last year 
I had a serious health issue and for 
a while it was looking like I might 
have to walk away from it all. I had 
the best care though and after a few 
months of complete rest I was able 
to get back out there. We’re getting 
ready for some big matches later this 
year – we’re really putting in a lot of 
hours out there so let’s hope all goes 
to plan and we don’t make any major 
mistakes. It’d be great to bring the 
cup home again!   
4
I’ve been on the Canadian ice hockey 
team for several years now and I’m 
so proud to be able to represent my 
country. It’s hard to describe the 
feeling it gives me, really. If being 
a professional sports person is 
something you dream of, I’d say just 
go for it! Don’t give up! Of course, 
it won’t always be easy because 
sporting success doesn’t come easy 
– it takes a lot of blood, sweat and 
tears, as they say. Don’t be hard on 
yourself when you fall over or mess 
up – it’s bound to happen at some 
stage. And personally speaking, 
the sooner I realized that I was only 
human and could make mistakes 
during a match, the sooner I started 
to relax into my role.     
5
Being a professional footballer’s 
probably the dream of many a young 
boy everywhere and believe me, 
I’m well aware of how lucky I am. I 
was actually approached by a talent 
scout when I’d just entered my teens, 
but I didn’t do anything about it as 
I didn’t think I was good enough. 
That could have been the end of it, 
really, but I was so fortunate to be 
given a second chance a couple of 
years later. It’s a real shame that I 
lost those two years, but now I’m 
dreaming big and my hope is to play 
in the World Cup one day. That’s 
my ambition and I’m really serious 
about fulfilling it. 

E3.1 Page 120, Exercise 2
S1 = Student 1, S2 = Student 2
S1: So, we have to discuss ways 

of getting information about 
holiday destinations for a family 
of two adults and two teenagers, 
and why they’re suitable. Shall 
we start with watching travel 
programmes on TV? 

S2: OK. I think that’s a really good 
idea. It’d be an enjoyable way to 
find out about different places, 
both for the adults and for the 
teenagers. Everyone could 
sit down together with some 
popcorn and then chat about 
what they’ve seen afterwards. 

S1: Definitely! And I think it’d 
be useful because they could 
watch programmes about lots of 
places. Then they could decide 
together if they look interesting 
or not.

S2: Yes, I agree. How about the 
next idea, checking some tour 
company websites?

S1: Well, I think if they looked on 
tour company websites, they’d 
be able to get lots of up-to-
date information about each 
place. There wouldn’t be any 
unpleasant surprises then! 
What do you think?

S2: True, but websites like that 
might only show the good 
things about a place and have 
fantastic customer reviews 
because the company’s trying to 
sell holidays. 

S1: That’s a very good point! 
So, moving on, what about 
guide books? Most countries 
nowadays have a travel guide 
written by experts in the travel 
industry, but it has to be a recent 
guide book so the information 
isn’t out of date.  

S2: I know what you mean. But I 
don’t think people buy books 
any more, and I’m not sure the 
teenagers would want to read 
a lot of books. They’d probably 
prefer to go online to get 
information.

S1: I’m afraid I don’t really agree 
with you. I think a lot of people, 
including people our age, read 
guide books. At least, I do.
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S2: Really? Anyway, having looked 
at all the options, which one 
do you think would be best for 
them?

S1: Personally, I’d choose reading 
guide books or watching TV 
programmes, if they’re recent. I 
think all the family would enjoy 
that.

S2: Shall we agree on watching 
travel programmes then?

S1: Yes, good idea. 
E6.1 Page 123,  Exercise 4
Hi, I’m Jack Dillon from ABTA – the 
Association of British Travel Agents 
– and today I want to talk about 
adventure travel. An adventure 
holiday offers an exciting alternative 
to the usual package holiday, 
where people check into a resort 
and relax, eat and maybe do a bit 
of sightseeing for a week or two. 
Adventure holidays involve two 
main benefits: plenty of physical 
activity and challenges, all while 
taking in the amazing scenery of the 
great outdoors. 
Water rafting and mountain 
climbing have become particularly 
popular in recent years. I don’t 
think many people will disagree 
that navigating white-water 
rapids or finally getting to the top 
of a mountain is a fantastically 
rewarding feeling. Exciting as all 
this sounds, there are a number of 
things to consider when choosing 
an adventure holiday and of course 
people should take precautions from 
the moment their holiday starts to 
the minute they get back home. 
E6.2 Page 123,  Exercise 5 
I’ll now look at some of the risks that 
there are with adventure holidays. 
We all know that adventure travel, 
by definition, presents risks to the 
participants and these risks broadly 
fall into two categories – those that 
are down to people, and those that 
nature is responsible for. And to 
many travellers, this is part of the 
appeal. As a professional in the 
travel industry, my job is to minimize 
my clients’ exposure to these risks. 
The last few years have seen a 
huge increase in the number of 
tour operators offering adventure 
holidays. Unfortunately, however, 
far too many of these tour operators 

can’t fully assure safety standards 
as they allow local companies at 
the destination to follow their own 
rules. This obviously presents a big 
problem for the traveller. 
Any reputable adventure tour 
operator should devote equal time to 
two aspects of their business. One of 
these is the training of its employees, 
the other is detailed planning, 
which is key to a successful holiday. 
Nowadays though, armed with the 
right knowledge, people can ask 
their chosen tour company the right 
questions. They can then decide if 
the company has done enough to 
minimize risks.  
Of course, anyone thinking of going 
on an adventure holiday needs 
to be mindful of certain things. 
For example, are they generally 
in good health and not suffering 
from any underlying issues? As 
adventure holidays can be fairly 
strenuous, the person’s fitness level 
is something that should be taken 
into consideration, too. 
Ahead of booking a holiday, while 
people are doing their research, 
they should also look into a few 
things relating to the company’s 
tour guides, especially the type 
of experience they have. This is 
all useful information to know in 
advance. As well as that, enquire 
about what equipment will be 
available to people on the holiday. 
It’s important to know if you’re 
expected to take anything yourself. 
Ask also about emergency 
situations.  People should know 
who’s responsible for their safety in 
the event of an emergency, and what 
systems are in place if something 
does happen. And before people 
leave on their trip, it’s vital to buy 
travel insurance. If anything does 
happen, then it’s obviously wise to 
ensure that no financial loss takes 
place, whether that be down to the 
company going out of business, for 
example, or perhaps large medical 
bills in the unfortunate event of an 
accident. 
E9.1 Page 126, Exercise 3
E = Examiner, S = Student
E: Who has been in the news 

recently in your country?

S: Well, the oldest person in my 
country was on the news last 
week. He’s just celebrated his 
one hundred and fifth birthday, 
and there was a big celebration 
for him. He’s very famous! 

E: Fantastic! What has he achieved 
in his life?

S: Sorry, I didn’t catch that. Could 
you say it again, please?

E: What has he achieved in his life? 
What are his achievements?

S: He was a firefighter and he used 
to go into schools to educate 
children about fire safety. He 
also raised a lot of money for 
charity and helped firefighters 
who had been injured at work. 
He was an incredibly kind man. 
Are there any elderly people in 
your country in the news?

E: Yes, I’ve recently read about 
a woman who has adopted 
eighteen children in her 
life and now has over fifty 
grandchildren! 

S: Wow! What an achievement!
E: So, tell me, which public figure 

from the past has inspired you?
S: So, you mean someone who’s no 

longer alive, is that right?
E: That’s right.
S: Well, probably Nelson Mandela, 

because I think he was a 
really remarkable person. I 
can’t imagine how he could 
go through all the things he 
experienced and never give 
up hope. His courage and 
determination gave lots of other 
people hope, too. Who do you 
think was inspirational?

E: I think Florence Nightingale was 
really inspirational. She was the 
founder of modern-day nursing 
and she set up the first nursing 
school in London. She was 
extremely passionate about her 
work. 

S: Oh, that’s really interesting! I’d 
like to learn more about her. 
Can you recommend any good 
books or films about her?

E: I think there’s a biography about 
her life, but in any case, I’m 
sure there’s a lot of information 
about her online. So, if you had 
met Nelson Mandela, what 
would you have said to him?
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S: Oh, erm … Let me think … I 
think I would have asked him 
about the place where he grew 
up, and what his childhood was 
like. And if he liked being a 
public figure. 

E: Interesting! And how do you 
think fame changes a person?

S: Sorry, how what changes a 
person?

E: Fame. How do you think fame, 
being famous, changes a 
person? 

S: Ah, OK. Well, in my opinion, 
fame can change some people 
for the worse. That’s a definite 
disadvantage of being famous. 
For example, celebrities can 
become selfish and greedy, 
which is really sad. They enjoy 
fame and all the attention 
they get, but they complain 
about cameras following them 
everywhere. What do you think 
about that? Should famous 
people have the right to privacy? 

E: Yes, I think they should. 
Everyone should have the right 
to privacy in my view. 

S: I agree. I just don’t think they 
should complain so much. 

E: You’re probably right! 
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VLOG V
UNIT 1

How to write a song
BACKGROUND
Jason Regal is a music production student at Full Sail 
University. He is a singer and songwriter, and he makes 
videos that showcase some of his artistic endeavours. He is 
British and Jamaican, and grew up living in both Jamaica 
and Panama. In this vlog, he describes the process of 
writing a new song and gives tips to help people have a go 
at writing a song themselves.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
1: anger, anxiety, confusion, embarrassment, joy; verb patterns. 
These are detailed in bold in the Unit 1 vlog script on TG 
page 307. You may wish to pre-teach the following words 
and phrases: tips, shortcuts, beat, splendid, grand (= good).

NOTE: Regal also uses some grammar that sts don’t meet 
until later in the SB: future continuous (I’ll be playing) to 
talk about an action in progress in the future.

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to 
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete 
lexical set from SB page 9 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, 
the timecodes are as follows: anger (0:15); anxiety (0:16); joy 
(1:49); confusion (1:51); joy (2:00); embarrassment (2:53). These 
are detailed in bold in the Unit 1 vlog script on TG page 307.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Regal uses a beat from YouTube to help him write 
his song. Discuss with the class whether any of 
them have experience of using beats in this way. If 
you have time and internet access, students could 
search for beats that are available online, so they 
could also try writing their own songs at home.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
songwriting tip they learned from Regal’s vlog. Then ask 
some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers.

• What kinds of beats does Regal search for online? (chill 
beats: 0:50)

• What is next to Regal’s piano? (a laptop and some 
headphones: 0:57)

• What gesture does Regal make to show ‘joy’? (he holds 
both hands up next to his face: 1:49)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also 
relate to music: sing along to (0:49) chords (0:58), catchy 
(1:24), melody (1:43), section (of a song) (2:40), structure (of a 
song) (2:45). 

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and the types of music they like. First, elicit 
the questions sts need to ask. (Do you like rap music/
rock music/pop music? Who’s your favourite singer?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many 
different classmates as possible, using the same 
questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who likes:

» rap music
» rock music
» pop music
» classical music

• Talk to your classmates about their favourite singers 
and bands. Who’s your favourite singer? What’s 
your favourite band?

• Find out who in your class would like to write a 
song. What kind of song would they like to write – 
joyful, sad? Would they like to sing it themselves?

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the vlog again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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• The skateboarder falls off their skateboard. (true: 1:05)

• Hofstadter’s Law says that you can usually do things 
more quickly than you expect. (false – things always take 
longer than you expect: 2:45)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also 
relate to success and failure: learn a lesson (learn something 
about life 0:29), achieve a goal (0:54), have a goal (0:57), a key 
learning moment (a time when you learn something about 
life 1:39), go horribly (go wrong 2:12)).

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and activities they have tried and not 
enjoyed, and what they have learned from them. 
First, elicit the questions sts need to ask. (Have you 
tried an activity you didn’t enjoy? What was it? Why 
didn’t you enjoy it?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many different 
classmates as possible, using the same questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» has tried a sport they didn’t enjoy
» has tried to learn a language they didn’t enjoy
» has tried a creative activity they didn’t enjoy

• Talk to your classmates about the things they tried 
and didn’t enjoy. How long did you spend trying? 
What did you learn from the experience?

• Find out who in your class has learned from their 
failures – and who needs to get out of their comfort 
zone more!

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 

Things I’ve learned about 
failure
BACKGROUND
Ben Chinapen is a Canadian actor and video producer 
currently living in London. He produces vlogs about his 
life and music, and gives advice on how to stay happy. In 
this vlog, he talks about the things you can learn from 
experiences when things go wrong.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
2: fail, fulfil your dreams, give up, go to plan, go wrong, mess up, 
missed opportunity, overcome a problem, realize an ambition, 
turn out badly. These are detailed in bold in the Unit 2 
vlog script on TG page 307. You may wish to pre-teach the 
following words and phrases: a regret, stand-up comedy, 
release an album, satisfaction.

NOTE: Ben uses some expressions which sts might find 
difficult to translate: stumbling through life (making 
mistakes in life), it sucks (it feels bad), step out of your comfort 
zone (do something you don’t feel comfortable with).

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to focus 
on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete lexical 
set from SB page 19 and click the words they hear on the 
vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, the 
timecodes are as follows: fail (0:12); go to plan (0:23); go wrong 
(0:25); fulfil your dreams (0:48); missed opportunity (1:43, 1:56); 
give up (2:06), turn out badly (2:17), mess up (2:32), overcome a 
problem (2:36), realize an ambition (2:56). These are detailed in 
bold in the Unit 2 vlog script on TG page 307.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Ben lives in London, but he is Canadian. The UK and 
Canada have a long-standing friendly relationship, 
as parts of Canada were former British colonies. If 
you have time and internet access, students could 
do some research to find out more about Canada 
and its relationship with the UK.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
sentence with something they learned from Ben about 
failure. Then ask some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following true/false noticing questions from the 
video, playing it again for them to check their answers.

• There are two photos on the shelf behind Ben. (true: 0:14)
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My experience in the news
BACKGROUND
Erika Felton lives in Sydney. Australia. As well as working, 
she also makes films, and is an actor, photographer and 
vlogger. She has lived all over the world, including in 
China. In this vlog, Erika talks about her experience of 
being in the news, following her success in a competition 
with a documentary she made about her time in China.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
3: headline, journalism, newsfeed, presenter, story, updates, 
viewers. These are detailed in bold in the Unit 3 vlog script 
on TG page 307. You may wish to pre-teach the following 
words and phrases: fell in love with, documentary, submit (an 
entry to a competition), shortlist, award.

NOTE: Erika uses some words and expressions which 
sts might find difficult to translate: to cut a long story 
short (telling a story very briefly), Plus (also), a weird and 
wonderful (strange but nice).

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to 
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete 
lexical set from SB page 29 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, 
the timecodes are as follows: journalism (0:35); story (0:59, 
1:24); headline (1:18); updates (1:28, 2:06); presenter (1:40), 
viewers (1:46), newsfeed (2:07). These are detailed in bold in 
the Unit 3 vlog script on TG page 307.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Erika’s documentary is about the city of Nanjing, 
in China. If you have time and internet access, 
students could search for information about 
Nanjing to download. They could find out which 
part of China it is in, how big it is, what its climate is 
like, what interesting there are to visit, etc.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
sentence with a fact that they have learned from Erika’s 
vlog. Then ask some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers.

• What is the name of the video competition? (Foreigners 
on China: 0:48)

• What is the date of her visit to China (month and year)? 
(June, 2019: 1:18, 1:23, 1:37)

• What is the name of the news channel that interviewed 
Erika in China? (China Matters: 1:49, 1:59)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words and phrases which also 
relate to the news and media: talk on-camera (1:42), be 
featured (1:54).

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, 
and questions below, to find out more about 
their classmates, awards they have won, their 
experiences of being in the news and activities they 
would like to be in the news for. First, elicit the 
questions sts need to ask. (Have you ever won any 
awards? Do you know anyone who has won an award? 
What activity would you like to be in the news for?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many different 
classmates as possible, using the same questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» has won/knows someone who has won an award
» has been in the news
» knows someone who has been in the news

• Talk to your classmates about their experiences and 
the experiences of people they know. What activity 
would you most like to be in the news for? 

• Find out who in your class has an ambition to be in 
the news, and what they would like the headline and 
article to say about them.

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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Some autumnal outfits
BACKGROUND
Tally Kerr lives in Glasgow, in Scotland and works as a 
Digital Marketing Manager. She makes vlogs about her 
own life and experiences. She is keen on clothes, and she 
also has two pet rabbits. In this vlog, she presents three of 
her outfits for the autumn and explains why she likes them 
and how she is trying to be more sustainable in the way she 
buys clothes.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
4: casual, classic, comfy, practical, second-hand, smart, stylish, 
trendy, unconventional. These are detailed in bold in the Unit 
4 vlog script on TG page 308. You may wish to pre-teach the 
following words and phrases: outfit, sustainable, cardigan, 
cashmere, denim.

NOTE: Tally uses some words and expressions which sts 
might find difficult to translate: super (very: super-casual = 
very casual) I fitted right in (I looked similar to other people).

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to focus 
on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete lexical 
set from SB page 39 and click the words they hear on the 
vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, the 
timecodes are as follows: second-hand (1:10); comfy (1:16); 
casual (1:21); stylish (1:23); smart (1:39); classic (1:52), trendy 
(2:20), unconventional (2:38), practical (3:04). These are 
detailed in bold in the Unit 4 vlog script on TG page 308.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tally talks about buying fewer new clothes. Ask sts 
to discuss clothes they have bought recently, and 
what kinds of clothes they could buy in second-
hand or vintage shops instead. If you have time and 
internet access, students could search for second-
hand and vintage stores online and see if they can 
find any clothes they like.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, put students into pairs 
and ask them to write a description of one of Tally’s outfits. 
Then ask some of them to read their descriptions aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers.

• What is Tally carrying when she walks in the park? 
(a drink: 0:34)

• What does she try on in the second-hand shop? (a scarf: 
2:15)

• What colour is her skirt in the third outfit? (silver: 2:58)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also 
relate to clothes and fashion: brand-new (0:59), the perfect fit 
(1:14), stretchy (1:15), match (1:24), go out of style (1:54), tie it 
all together (2:19), look good with (3:06). 

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and their attitudes to clothes and 
fashion. First, elicit the questions sts need to ask. 
(Do you buy new clothes every month? Do you try to be 
sustainable in the way you buy clothes? Do you ever buy 
second-hand clothes? Why?/Why not?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many 
different classmates as possible, using the same 
questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» buys new clothes every week/every month
» tries to be sustainable in the way they buy clothes
» buys second-hand clothes

• Talk to your classmates about the way they buy 
clothes and how they try to be sustainable. Do you 
buy many new clothes? Do you think it’s important 
to buy clothes in a sustainable way? 

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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On London
BACKGROUND
Ben Chinapen is a Canadian actor and producer 
currently living in London. He produces vlogs about his 
life and music, and gives advice on how to stay happy. In 
this vlog, he talks about what it is like living in London, 
one of the largest and busiest cities in the world.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
5: traffic jam, rush hour, transport links, shopping districts, 
social isolation, skyscrapers. These are detailed in bold 
in the Unit 5 vlog script on TG page 308. You may wish 
to pre-teach the following words and phrases: long to 
(want to), massive, maintenance, downtown (American for 
the city centre), frustrating, potential downsides (possible 
disadvantages).

NOTE: Ben uses some words and expressions which sts 
might find difficult to translate: tell you a little bit (talk 
about), make connections (meet interesting people), push 
past someone (push someone out of the way to get past), use 
… as inspiration (use something to give you ideas).

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to 
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete 
lexical set from SB page 49 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, 
the timecodes are as follows: traffic jam (0:54); rush hour 
(1:00); transport links (1:42); shopping district (1:46); social 
isolation (1:55); skyscraper (2:27). These are detailed in bold 
in the Unit 5 vlog script on TG page 308.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Ben mentions different kinds of transport that 
people use in London. Discuss with the class 
how people travel in their city. If you have time 
and internet access, students could search for 
information on different kinds of transport that 
people use in cities around the world. Discuss 
which transport they think would work in their city.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
sentence with a fact that they have learned from Ben’s vlog. 
Then ask some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again if necessary for sts to check their answers.

• What kind of animal do we see when Ben is in the 
countryside? (a horse: 0:42)

• What is the speed limit in the area where Ben lives? 
(20 miles per hour: 1:33)

• What kind of bird do we see in the park? (a peacock: 2:10)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also 
relate to cities and urban issues: residential district (1:32) 
outskirts (1:37), green spaces (2:03). 

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and their attitudes to living in cities, in 
their own country and around the world. First, elicit 
the questions sts need to ask. (Do you enjoy living in a 
city? What do you like about it?)
Encourage sts to talk to as many different 
classmates as possible, using the same questions.
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» enjoys living in a city
» would like to change the place where they live
» would like to live in another country

• Talk to your classmates about the place where they 
live, and places they would like to live in the future. 
What do you like and dislike about the place where 
you live? Which other country would you like to 
live in?

• Find outwhat your classmates like and dislike about 
where they live. Where would they like to live? 

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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What working in a hospital 
is like
BACKGROUND
Chelsie Angeles is studying law at the University of York, 
in the north of England. She is also a YouTuber, and loves 
creating vlogs about her university experience. In this vlog, 
she talks about working as a volunteer in a hospital. 

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from 
Unit 6: bleed, breathe, injured, injury, lose consciousness, take 
precautions, treat; modals of deduction. These are detailed 
in bold in the Unit 6 vlog script on TG page 308. You 
may wish to pre-teach the following words and phrases: 
volunteer, Acute Medical Unit (part of a hospital which deals 
with serious medical conditions), assess, damage.

NOTE: Chelsie uses some informal words and expressions 
which sts might find difficult to translate: the lot (all 
different kinds of things), the whole vibe (the atmosphere 
and feeling in a place), it’s all hands on deck (everyone needs 
to help and work together).

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to 
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete 
lexical set from SB page 59 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, 
the timecodes are as follows: treat (0:36, 1:19); injury (0:37, 
1:20); breathe (0:40); lose consciousness (1:26); bleed (1:30), 
take precautions (1:54, 2:10), injured (1:57). These are detailed 
in bold in the Unit 6 vlog script on TG page 308.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Chelsie is a student, but she talks about working 
as a volunteer in a hospital. Explain that a lot 
of students choose to work as volunteers while 
they are studying or before they go to university. 
Ask: Why do you think people choose to work as 
volunteers? What can they gain from it? If you have 
time and internet access, students could search for 
volunteering opportunities, either where they live 
or abroad. 

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
sentence with a fact that they have learned from Chelsie’s 
vlog. Then ask some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again if necessary for sts to check their answers.

• What is the name of the hospital on Chelsie’s identity card? 
(York Teaching Hospital: 0:11)

• Which numbered part of the hospital does Chelsie point to 
on the plan? (5: 0:46)

• What do we see someone cooking? (meat and vegetables: 
2:09)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also relate 
to injuries and treatment: feel unwell (0:39),  infection (0:44). 

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and how they feel about working as a 
volunteer. First, elicit the question sts need to ask. 
(What kind of volunteer work would you like to do?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many different 
classmates as possible, using the same questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» would like to do volunteer work
» would like to volunteer abroad

• Talk to your classmates about their attitudes to 
working as volunteers. What kinds of volunteer 
work do you think would be interesting? What could 
you learn from it? 

• Find out who in your class would like to work as a 
volunteer. What would they do? Why? What do they 
think they could gain by volunteering?

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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My favourite childhood 
films!
BACKGROUND
Jason Regal is a music production student at Full Sail 
University. He is a singer and songwriter, and he makes 
videos that showcase some of his artistic endeavours. In 
this vlog, he talks about some of his favourite childhood 
films and explains why he still enjoys watching them.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from 
Unit 7: character, plot, scene, script, setting, soundtrack, special 
effects, theme; relative clauses, reduced relative clauses. 
These are detailed in bold in the Unit 7 vlog script on TG 
page 309. You may wish to pre-teach the following words 
and phrases: sled dogs, rejected, survive, pack (a group of 
dogs), skip (move quickly), miss (not notice).

NOTE: Check that students understand that movie is the 
usual American word for film. Regal uses both words in the 
vlog. Regal also uses some words and expressions which sts 
might find difficult to translate: there’s much more to them 
(they are more interesting) let’s get into that list (let’s start 
looking at it), Sure (of course), that’s it (that is the end). 

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to 
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete 
lexical set from SB page 69 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, 
the timecodes are as follows: plot (0:22, 1:21); character 
(0:24, 2:22, 2:28); scene (0:26, 2:20); special effects (0:27); 
soundtrack (0:31, 2:13, 2:36), theme (1:20); setting (1:51); script 
(1:56). These are detailed in bold in the Unit 7 vlog script on 
TG page 309.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they are going to watch a vlog about Regal’s 
favourite childhood films. Ask: What films were 
popular when you were younger? If you have time and 
internet access, students could search for the names 
of the best childhood movies, to remind them of 
films they watched when they were younger.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
sentence with an opinion that Regal expresses about one 
of the films he talks about. Then ask some of them to read 
their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again if necessary for sts to check their answers.

• What year is Balto from? (1995: 0:57)

• What animals do we see, apart from Charlotte? (a pig, a rat 
and a goose: 1:57)

• What colour dress is the Swan Princess wearing? (white 
and blue: 2:19, 2:42)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also 
relate to films: action scenes (0:26), plot line (the main 
feature of a plot; 0:39), animated film (0:43), based on a true 
story (0:44), in the end (1:04), version (1:38), the original (1:41). 

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and the films they enjoyed when they 
were young. First, elicit the questions sts need to 
ask. (Did you enjoy watching films when you were 
young? Did you prefer animated films, or action films?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many different 
classmates as possible, using the same questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» enjoyed watching films when they were young
» enjoyed animated films best

• Talk to your classmates about their favourite films 
when they were. What kind of films did you enjoy? 
Do you still watch them now?

• Find out who in your class still enjoys watching 
childhood films now. Which films do they enjoy? 

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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Fermentation station
BACKGROUND
Maiku Wong is a journalist, photographer and filmmaker 
from Canada. He loves showing people how to create and 
experience new things, and is passionate about protecting 
the environment. In this vlog, Maiku demonstrates a 
fermentation experiment with chicken eggs.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
8: create, evidence, materials, prediction, product, progress, 
proof, transformation. These are detailed in bold in the Unit 
8 vlog script on TG page 309. You may wish to pre-teach the 
following words and phrases: cured (used to describe food 
that is treated to prevent it going off), rot, go bad, go sour, 
fermentation, moisture, bacteria.

NOTE: Maiku uses some words and expressions which sts 
might find difficult to translate: tons of (lots of), I’ll keep 
you guys posted (I will provide more information as more 
things happen). He also uses the expression four for four, 
which is an expression you use in baseball when you have 
successfully hit four shots without being caught 'out'.

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to 
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete 
lexical set from SB page 79 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, 
the timecodes are as follows: create (0:07); materials (0:29); 
evidence (0:37); proof (0:57); product (1:19); transformation 
(2:12), prediction (2:14), progress (2:37). These are detailed in 
bold in the Unit 8 vlog script on TG page 309.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Maiku is experimenting with fermentation. Elicit 
examples of preserved food the class, e.g. cured 
meats such as ham, fermented foods such as 
yogurt, preserved foods such as jam, frozen foods 
and canned foods. If you have time and internet 
access, students could search for information about 
fermentation and other ways of preserving foods.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
sentence with a fact that they have learned from Maiku’s 
vlog. Then ask some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again if necessary for sts to check their answers.

• What do we see Maiku smelling? (milk: 0:43)

• What colour is Maiku’s sweatshirt when he takes the eggs 
out of the fridge? (grey: 2:11)

• What gesture does Maiku make at the end of the video? 
(he holds up two fingers to signify ‘peace’: 2:46)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following words or phrases which also 
relate to science: a controlled environment (0:25, 0:51) the 
right conditions (0:29), experimentation (0:38), consistency 
(1:06), the experiment failed (2:33). 

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and the extent to which they like to 
experiment with food. First, elicit the questions sts 
need to ask. (Do you enjoy trying new foods? Do you 
always follow recipes, or do you experiment with food?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many different 
classmates as possible, using the same questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» enjoys trying new kinds of food
» always follows recipes
» enjoys experimenting with new food ideas

• Talk to your classmates about food. Who likes 
experimenting with new ideas in the kitchen?

• Find out who in your class would like to try a 
fermentation experiment.

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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How to become a standout 
footballer
BACKGROUND
Spencer Moeller is a football player from Florida, in the 
United States. He creates YouTube tutorials and offers fitness 
programmes and training for young athletes. In this vlog, 
Spencer gives advice on how to improve your game and 
become mentally stronger, in order to achieve your dreams.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 9: 
courage, determination, self-confidence, sensitive, shy, strength.

These are detailed in bold in the Unit 9 vlog script on TG 
page 309. You may wish to pre-teach the following words 
and phrases: mess up, mentor, coach, positivity, weaknesses, 
guidance. 

NOTE: Spencer uses some informal words and expressions 
which sts might find difficult to translate: on the pitch (while 
playing football), off the pitch (not playing football, so in 
life in general), I got out of my comfort zone (I did something 
that was challenging for me), master my mind (control my 
thoughts and emotions), let my emotions get the better of me 
(let my emotions control me), balance the scales (achieve 
balance or stability in life), somebody who’s been in your shoes 
(someone who understands the situation you are in).

The Richmond Learning Platform has a vlog activity to 
focus on the vocabulary of this lesson. Sts see the complete 
lexical set from SB page 89 and click the words they hear on 
the vlog. Alternatively, if focusing on these words in class, 
the timecodes are as follows: sensitive (0:42); shy (0:43); 
determination (0:45); courage (1:39); strength (1:52, 2:09); 
self-confidence (1:55), determined (1:59). These are detailed in 
bold in the Unit 9 vlog script on TG page 309.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Spencer is from Florida, in the United States, and 
he plays football in the USA. Although football is 
popular in the USA, it is not the main sport. If you 
have time and internet access, students could find 
out what other sports are popular in the USA.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the vlog together. At the end, ask sts to write one 
sentence with a fact or piece of advice that they have 
learned from Spencer’s vlog. Then ask some of them to read 
their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again if necessary for sts to check their answers.

• What letters are on the front of his grey T-shirt? (USA: 
0:27, 0:51, 2:30)

• What number is on the back of his red football shirt? (3: 1:14)

• Where are Moeller and his mentor in the photo of them? 
(in a gym: 1:48)

With stronger classes, you may also wish to focus on the 
meaning of the following phrases which relate to personal 
qualities and personal development: focus on positivity
(2:04), create an action plan (2:12), put yourself second (think 
about other people, not just yourself 2:52)

REFLECT

FIND OUT 
Sts can use the Find someone who activity, and 
questions below, to find out more about their 
classmates and their goals in life. First, elicit the 
questions sts need to ask. (Do you have an ambition in 
life? Do you have a plan of action to help you achieve it?)
Encourage sts to mingle and talk to as many different 
classmates as possible, using the same questions. 
Ask one or two sts to report back to the class.
• Find someone who:

» has a clear ambition in life
» has a plan of action to help them achieve it

• Talk to your classmates about the ambitions and 
goals that they have in life. What is your goal? 
What will you have to do to achieve it? 

• Find out who in your class has a clear ambition in 
life. Who do you think will achieve their ambitions? 

21st Century skills

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). 
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 1

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about similarities or differences between Barcelona, 
in Spain and their own country: 
• Do a lot of young people in your country get together 

and play music in bands?

• What kinds of music are popular in your country?

• Do a lot of young people move to your country from 
other countries, or move from your country to other 
countries? Why?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• Think about all the jobs involved in making music – 
singing, writing songs, playing an instrument, arranging 
shows, etc. Which would you most like to do? Why?

• What is your favourite band? Why? What do you think 
is especially good about it? (the songs, the music, the 
performance, etc.)

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class. 

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

A musical soul
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this video, we meet Ana, a young singer and songwriter. 
We learn about her life, and the things that inspire her 
songs. We watch her rehearsing with her band, and watch 
part of the band’s performance on stage. 

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from 
Unit 1: Present perfect review; verb patterns

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: encounters, 
an outsider, to stand out, inspiration

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about a young singer 
and songwriter who grew up in Sweden, but now 
lives in Barcelona. If you have time and internet 
access, you could ask sts to find information about 
Barcelona and photos of the city. They could work 
individually to find information, then share it in 
pairs or groups.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 311 for Unit 1 culture 
video script. Ask sts to write a sentence about one thing 
they learned about Ana. Then, ask some of them to read 
their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers:

• What do we see Ana buying? (a stone: 0:29)

• What do we see on her desk? (some books, some photos, 
a drink bottle: 1:09)

• What colour is Pat’s hat? (yellow: 2:21)

• How many people do we see on stage? (three: 3:29)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 2

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about similarities and differences between sport in 
Britain and their country, e.g.:
• Is tennis a popular sport in your country? Do any 

important competitions take place in your country?

• What other sports are popular in your country? 
What are the big sporting events each year?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• What do you think is more important if you want to 
improve at a sport – talent or practice? Why?

• What qualities do you think someone needs to become a 
professional sportsperson?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class. 

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

Up your game
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this video, we meet Shey, who is keen to get fit and 
improve her tennis (up her game). She goes to Wimbledon 
in London, the home of British tennis, for a training 
session with coach, Grant. We learn about the four steps to 
improving your game, and watch as Shey practises, learns 
and improves during her session with Grant.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
2: make sure.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: up your 
game, get fit, to coach, training, warm up, agility. Hand-eye 
coordination, assess, focus on, to practise.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about a young person 
who has a tennis coaching session at Wimbledon, 
in London. If you have time and internet access, 
you could asks sts to find out about Wimbledon, 
how it became the home of British tennis and what 
competitions are played there.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 311 for Unit 2 culture 
video script. Ask sts to write one tip they learned about 
how to up your game. Then, ask some of them to read their 
sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers: 

• What is Shey wearing on her head? (a headband: 0:16)

• Which parts of the video are in black and white? (the parts 
about his childhood: 0:45) 

• What number court are Shey and Grant on? (number 2: 
0: 52)

• What three aspects of the game does Grant get Shey to 
focus on? (forehand, backhand, serve: 1:23)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 3

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about similarities or differences between how much 
time people spend on social media in the UK and 
their own country, e.g.:
• What are the most popular social media sites?

• How much time do people spend on social media?

• Do some people spend too much time on social 
media? Would a detox be a good idea?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• In what ways do you think social media can help people 
communicate better?

• What disadvantages are there to social media?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class.

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

Social media detox
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Social media is an important part of most people’s lives 
now, and people are spending more and more time on their 
phones and other devices, chatting to friends, uploading 
photos, etc. In this video, Mon keeps a video diary of her 
one-week social media detox, in which she tries to go for a 
whole week without using social media.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
3: share; be/get used to.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: challenge 
yourself, chores, embroidery, inspiration.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about someone who 
tries to live for a week without social media. If you 
have time and internet access, you could asks sts 
to find information about the benefits of a social 
media detox. Discuss their findings as a class.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 311 for Unit 3 culture 
video script. Ask sts to write one interesting thing they 
have learned about the experience of a social media detox. 
Then, ask some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers:

• When was the first social media network created? 
(1997: 0:49)

• What was it called? (Six Degrees: 0:52)

• What activity does Mon do on Day 1? (skiing: 1:19)

• What did Mon search for online on Day 4? (some recipes: 
1:54)

• What kind of animals are on Mon’s embroidery? (bees: 
2:48)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 4

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about similarities and differences with attitudes to 
hair styles in the UK and in their own country e.g.:
• Are dreadlocks popular in your country? Do you 

know anyone who has them?

• Are there any other hair or fashion styles that 
people in your country have to show their cultural 
identity? What are they?

• Do you think your country celebrates diversity?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• Do you think dreadlocks look stylish? Why?/Why not?

• Would you choose a hairstyle because it’s trendy, or 
because it’s practical and comfy? Why?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class. 

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

London dreadlocks
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Dreadlocks have been fashionable in many cultures for 
hundreds of years, but they are especially associated with 
the Rastafari movement and became fashionable in the 
1970s when they were adopted by reggae music stars such 
as Bob Marley. In Britain, they are especially popular with 
young people whose cultural background is in the West 
Indies or parts of Africa. This video celebrates the diversity 
of London by focusing on people who wear their hair in 
dreadlocks and speaking to Marc Hare, a shoe designer, 
who explains that dreadlocks are an important part of his 
cultural identity.

LANGUAGE

The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
4: Modals of obligation, necessity and advice; Modals of 
ability and permission; let; eye-catching, stylish.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words and 
phrases: dreadlocks, all walks of life, stereotypical, cultural 
identity, diversity, heritage.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about dreadlocks in 
London, in the UK. If you have time and internet 
access, you could asks sts to find information about 
dreadlocks and pictures of people who have them. 
Can they find out how people style their hair into 
dreadlocks? Do they like them? Why/Why not?

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 312 for Unit 4 
culture video script. Ask sts to write one thing they learn 
about dreadlocks from the video, then elicit ideas from 
around the classroom.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers:

• At what event do we first see dreadlocks? (a fashion show: 
0:10)

• How do we see someone maintaining their dreadlocks? 
(putting wax on them: 0:55)

• What is the name of Marc Hare’s shoe shop? (Mr. Hare: 
1:21)

• What colour shoes do we see at the end of the video? (red; 
black and white: 2:30)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 5

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about architecture in their country, e.g.:
• Do most people in your country live in cities, or in 

small towns and villages? 

• Are most buildings in your town or city old or 
modern? Do you think more people prefer old 
buildings or modern ones? Why? 

• Are towns and cities quite ‘dense’ in your country? 
Can you think of any parts of cities that are an 
‘impenetrable mass’? Or are there plenty of open 
spaces and green spaces?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• How important is it to have open spaces and green spaces 
in cities?

• What changes can be made to cities, to make them more 
enjoyable to live in?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class. 

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

Animating the city
BACKGROUND
In this video, we meet Jon, a young artist living in London. 
Jon has three passions in life: architecture, drawing and 
cinema. He brings these together by creating drawings 
of buildings which he uses to make animations. We 
learn what inspires Jon, watch him at work creating his 
animations and see extracts from some of his films. 
Through his work, we also see the city from some unusual 
perspectives.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from 
Unit 5: Will vs would with future use; zero, first and second 
conditionals; skyscraper.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: skyline, 
glass, steel, concrete, extravaganza, animation, right angle, 
sphere, rectangle, shelter, surroundings, eel, an impenetrable 
mass.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about a young artist 
who is based in London and makes animations 
based around some of the buildings in the city and 
the idea of how and why we create cities. If you have 
time and internet access, you could ask sts to find 
pictures of some of the interesting old and modern 
buildings in London and discuss which ones they 
like and why.

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 312 for Unit 5 culture 
video script. Ask sts to write down one thing they like 
about Jon’s work.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers:

• What’s on the window sill behind Jon when we first see 
him? (a thesaurus 0:34)

• Where does he put the girl on the swing in his animation? 
(between two buildings:1:08)

• Who do we see running in Jon’s animation? (a child: 1:51)

• What is the name of his short film about cities? (eel’s nest: 
2:23)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 6

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about the similarities and differences between the 
police in the UK and their own country, e.g.:
• What unusual situations do the police have to deal 

with in your country?

• Do people generally trust and support police officers 
in your country?

• Do police officers in your country carry guns? Do 
you think this is a good idea?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• The video presents police officers as being friendly, normal 
people. Do you think the police should encourage this 
image, of should they encourage the public to be scared of 
them? Why?

• Do you think that in general the police have too much 
power, too little power or the right amount? Why?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class. 

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

Cops on the job
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The police force works around the clock, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. In this video, we see the everyday life 
and work of some British police officers as they answer 
calls for help from the public. We watch them attend a 
range of different incidents and learn how a cop has to be 
ready for almost anything. 

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
6: Modals of deduction; third conditional.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: PC (police 
constable), cop, incident, illegal, expect the unexpected, a 
jack of all trades (someone who can do a lot of different 
jobs), urgent, burglar, premises, catch someone red-handed, be 
trapped, a suspect. 

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about Carla and 
other police officers in the British police force. We 
watch them as they attend different incidents and 
have to respond to some unexpected situations. If 
you have time and internet access, you could ask sts 
to find some information about the police force in 
Britain, for example the uniform they wear and the 
equipment they use, e.g. Do they carry guns? What 
do they use to defend themselves if necessary?

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 312 for Unit 6 
culture video script. Ask sts to write a sentence with one 
thing they find interesting or amusing in the video. Ask 
some sts to read their sentences to the class. 

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again if necessary for them to check their 
answers:

• How many horses are there by the side of the road? (two: 
0:44, 0:46)

• What kind of car does the officer park behind when he 
arrives at the premises? (another police car: 2:07)

• What is the officer holding as he goes into the premises? 
(a torch: 2:23)

• What numbers are on the top of the police car at the end? 
(42, R68: 3:18)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 7

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to 
think about similarities and differences between 
young creative people in their country and other 
countries, e.g.:

• Do you think there are opportunities for young 
people in your country to follow creative careers? 
How easy is it to make a living from creative 
activities like art or music in your country?

• Do young people in your country usually live 
independent lives, like Lily, or do they usually live 
with their family? Which do you think is best?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• Lily probably doesn’t make any money from making her 
podcasts. Why do you think she does it? 

• Are artists important to society? Do you think that 
governments should help them financially? Why/Why not?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class.

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

Portrait of a podcast
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
More and more people are making podcasts to share their 
interests with others, In this video, Lily, a young artist living 
in London, takes us through the process of preparing for 
and making a podcast in which she interviews Harriet, an 
artist who uses VR (virtual reality) to teach people about 
environmental issues. 

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from 
Unit 7: relative clauses and reduced relative clauses, verb 
patterns, themes, episode.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: VR, to keep 
up with, a peek, an insight, record shop, recording studio, music 
venue. 

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about a young artist 
and podcaster, who will explain and show how she 
prepares for and makes a podcast. If you have time 
and internet access, you could ask sts to search for 
some interesting English-language podcasts. 
Alternatively, put sts into pairs or small groups and 
ask them to talk about podcasts that they listen to. 
Ask some sts to tell the class about their favourite 
podcast. 

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 312 for Unit 7 culture 
video script. Ask sts to write a sentence saying something 
they learned about how to make a podcast, then ask some 
of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers:

• Where is Lily when we first see her? (in the street: 0:27)

• What colour is Harriet’s scarf ? (black and white: 1:17)

• What is written on the microphone when she is recording? 
(Blue: 2:44)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 8

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about similarities and differences between water 
sports in their country and other countries, e.g.:
• Does your country have a coastline? Are there 

places in your country where people can do water 
sports such as surfing?

• Are water sports popular in your country? What 
other sports are popular? 

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• Creating artificial environments such as surf parks or ski 
slopes uses a lot of energy, which contributes to climate 
change. Is this a good use of resources and energy? Why?

• What other free-time activities take a lot of resources and 
energy? Should people think about the environment when 
they think about what free-time activities they do? Why?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class.

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

Wave garden
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Wales is one of the four countries that makes up the United 
Kingdom (the others are England, Scotland and Northern 
Ireland). In this video, Ali Ward visits Surf Snowdonia, an 
artificial surf park in Wales. The managing director of the 
park explains how to build an artificial surf park, and how 
the waves are made. We then see Ali trying to surf on some 
of the waves. 

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
8: Active and passive; create, design, develop.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: angle, 
artificial, cultivate, to implement, lagoon, plough, power drill, 
pressure, reliable, wave foil (a piece of metal which is pulled 
through the water to create waves).

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about an artificial 
surf park. If you have time and internet access, 
you could ask sts to search online and find some 
information about good places in the world to surf, 
and places that have artificial surf parks? Is an 
artificial surf park a good idea?

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 313 for Unit 8 
culture video script. Ask sts to write one sentence about 
what they enjoyed in the video. Then, ask some of them to 
read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers:

• What is Ali Ward’s job? (scientist: 0:36)

• How big is the lagoon in Surf Snowdonia? (300 metres 
long, 100 metres wide: 1:20)

• What colour is Ali’s surfboard? (green: 2:23)
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CULTURE VIDEO
UNIT 9

REFLECT

COMPARE CULTURES 
You could ask questions to encourage sts to think 
about differences between music and dance in their 
country and other countries, e.g.:
• What kinds of dance are popular in your country?

• Are dance shows popular, for example in theatres? 
How easy do you think it is to become a professional 
dancer in your country?

21st Century skills

After watching the video, put sts into pairs or small groups 
to discuss one or both of the following questions:

• How important is it to do a job that you enjoy doing?

• Is it more important to do a job you enjoy or to earn lots of 
money? Why?

Monitor while sts work, then collect some ideas from the 
class. 

You could also ask sts to watch the video again for 
homework (either with or without subtitles). There are 
comprehension questions for them to answer about the 
video on the Richmond Learning Platform.

A creative relationship
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In this video, we meet Rhys and Waddah, two dancers 
and choreographers from London. The two men are best 
friends and also run their own dance company, Fubunation. 
They talk about the advantages and disadvantages of being 
friends and working together. They also talk about their 
ambition to help younger dancers in the future.

LANGUAGE
The following target language items are recycled from Unit 
9: reported speech patterns; determined, passionate, energy.

You may wish to pre-teach the following words: bump 
heads (= argue), chemistry (= a feeling between people that 
they like each other), choreograph, choreographer, ladder, lift 
someone up (= encourage someone), productive, soul.

PREPARE

FIND OUT 
Tell sts they will watch a video about two young 
dancers and choreographers who live in London. If 
you have time and internet access, you could asks 
sts to find videos of different kinds of dance, e.g. 
traditional dance, modern dance, ballet. Ask them 
to find one they like to show their classmates in 
groups. 

21st Century skills

WATCH
Watch the video together. See TG page 313 for Unit 9 
culture video script. Ask sts to write a sentence about 
something they learn about Waddah or Rhys in the video. 
Then, ask some of them to read their sentences aloud.

Ask sts the following noticing questions from the video, 
playing it again for them to check their answers:

• What can you see on the wall of the dance studio? (a clock 
and bars: 0:09)

• How many chairs are there in the dance studio? (two: 
0:36)

• What is their dance company called? (Fubunation: 0:59)

• Which of the dancers has earrings? (Waddah: 1:56)
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UNIT 1
How to write a song
R = Regal
R: Hey there, my name’s Regal and 
today I’m going to show you how 
to write a song. When I started 
songwriting, it was in a time when 
I experienced a lot of anger and 
anxiety. I started songwriting when 
I was really young and I found that 
it was a great way to express my 
emotions. It also just makes me really 
happy. Another great thing about 
songwriting is that you can share 
it with your friends and family, and 
that’s how I eventually got pretty good 
at it. It seems complicated at first, but 
I’m going to show you a few tips and 
shortcuts of how to write a song.
If you don’t play an instrument, I 
would suggest finding a beat on 
YouTube that you can sing along to. 
For this video, I’ll be playing a piano. 
Here are a few chords that are simple 
and easy. Once you have your beat, it’s 
time to start writing. If you want to 
make a song really catchy, it’s best to 
start by just singing or humming oohs 
and aahs. Don’t write words yet. 
Now that we have a melody that we 
like, we can start adding words to 
it. Think of any emotion that comes 
to mind, it could be joy or sadness, 
or confusion or clarity, or chaos or 
perfection. This melody sounds really 
joyful to me, so I’m going to go with 
the topic of joy. Start to match words 
to the melody you created like this. 
Oh, you might as well smile, and after a 
while, the weather will change, and the 
sun will come out. You might as well 
laugh, it isn’t so bad. When you look 
around, and see all that you are,  life is 
so splendid, life is so great. When you 
understand that the trouble will pass, 
that life is so splendid, life is so great. 
When you understand the trouble will 
pass ...
Once you have a section of the song 
that you like, follow these steps to 
create the next sections. You can 
follow the structure of a song that you 
like, or you can make it completely 
your own. Once you have a song that 
you like, show it to your friends and 
family. You might feel a little bit of 
embarrassment at first, but trust me, 

it gets easier the more you do it. Most 
importantly, don’t forget to have fun 
with this. I hope this was really helpful 
to you. See you next time.

UNIT 2
Things I’ve learned about 
failure
B = Ben
B: My name is Ben, I live in London 
and I make vlogs about life.
I’ve failed to do a lot of things in my 
life. The more that time passes, the 
more you realize what lessons you’ve 
taught yourself just by stumbling 
through life. When things don’t go 
to plan or go wrong it sucks, but you 
learn from that. You don’t learn a 
lesson because someone told you that 
was the truth, you learn it because you 
experienced it yourself. That’s growing 
up. That being said, here are some of 
the things I’ve learned to be true.
First thing: do you have a dream? 
Before you fulfil your dreams, you 
have to have a dream. When I was 
younger, I could never achieve any 
goals because I didn’t have any goals. 
To have a dream or goal, you have 
to try different things. I used to like 
music, but I never knew what I wanted 
to do with my music. Then, I tried 
something new: making electronic 
music. It was strange at first, but I 
discovered that I really love it. Then, I 
made a goal to release an album, and 
now I have an album! Stepping out of 
your comfort zone is really important 
to achieving any goal.
Second thing: a key learning moment 
is in the hours spent thinking about a 
missed opportunity. We often think 
it’s bad to ask the question What if ?
But I’d argue it is a necessary tool for 
our brains. Do you ever think back to a 
memory and realize Oh! I missed a big 
opportunity there? I guarantee the next 
time you are in that situation, you will 
be reminded of that regret and know 
what to do the next time around.
Third thing: it’s OK to give up on a 
dream. I tried to do stand-up comedy 
recently. It went so horribly that I 
realized I didn’t actually want to do 
it. When something turns out badly, 
maybe that’s what you’re learning. 
Learning what you don’t want to do 

is just as important as learning what 
you want to do. It might even be more 
important.
Fourth thing: everything takes time.  A 
lot of it. You can’t mess up and always 
expect to immediately overcome the 
problem. Time and repeated effort is 
all that it takes for your brain to learn 
something. Hofstadter’s Law says it 
best: It always takes longer than you 
expect, even when you take into account 
Hofstadter’s Law. That’s it!
And finally, there is immense 
satisfaction in realizing an ambition. 
This is my music! It clicks a part of 
our brain that makes us satisfied to 
be alive. I want that for myself and I 
want that for everyone. Thanks for 
watching, bye!

UNIT 3
My experience in the news
E = Erika
E: When I was twelve years old, my 
family and I moved to Nanjing, China. 
My whole life changed and I fell in love 
with the city. And then when I moved 
to Sydney after living in China for five 
years, I was sure of one thing. I wanted 
to make something that represented 
my love for the city. So, I made a short 
documentary called This is Nanjing.
About a year after making the film, 
a journalism student working at a 
big English language magazine in 
Nanjing contacted me. She told me 
about a competition for foreigners to 
submit their films about their time 
in China. She said that she loved 
my film and thought that I should 
submit it. And I thought that was an 
amazing opportunity. To cut a long 
story short, about seven months later, 
it was announced that I was one of 25 
out of 300,000 films to be on the final 
shortlist. And I was going to be flown 
to China to attend the award show!
The news about my film became a 
headline in several articles. It was so 
strange to be the story that people 
were going to be reading about in 
their magazines. I got interviewed a 
few times to provide updates on the 
competition. And it meant my parents 
were very surprised to see my face in 
the news. 

VLOG SCRIPTS
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I was very excited when I got to China 
because a local news presenter asked 
if I’d like to talk on-camera about my 
film. He asked me lots of questions 
for his viewers about my experience. 
And I was so happy to talk about 
everything ‘cause I was so grateful 
to be there.  Being featured in both 
written and video articles was such 
a cool experience and it’s a great 
way to remember the event by. Plus, 
my friends got to see my face in the 
updates on their newsfeed. And that 
was such a weird and wonderful time. 
I ended up winning an excellence 
award at the competition and I was 
just grateful to go back to China 
because it’s a place that I love and I 
will always call home.  Thanks for 
watching. Bye!

UNIT 4
Some autumnal outfits
T = Tally
T: Hello, my name is Tally and today 
I’m going to be showing you some cute 
outfits that I’m going to be wearing all 
autumn long. This year, I am trying 
to be more sustainable and one of my 
goals is to buy fewer clothes. So most 
of the clothes I put together for these 
outfits are not new.
This first outfit would be perfect for 
going for a walk in the park on one of 
the warmer weekends in autumn. This 
cardigan is super-thick and cosy, so 
on a warmer day, you wouldn’t need 
a jacket to go with this outfit. This 
cardigan is the only brand new thing 
I bought for this outfit, and I know 
that it’s going to be in my wardrobe for 
years. These are my absolute favourite 
trousers. I got them second-hand
from a vintage shop and they are the 
perfect fit. They’re super-stretchy and 
super-comfy. This outfit is super-
casual, but it still looks really stylish
by matching the white T-shirt, bag and 
trainers.
This outfit is a bit smarter, so would 
be perfect for meeting a friend for 
coffee. I bought this coat last year and 
it’s such a classic shape that it’s never 
going to go out of style. This jumper 
that I’m wearing is cashmere so it’s 
very warm even though it’s nice and 
thin. I was so happy to find this in a 
second-hand shop. And the outfit 
wouldn’t be complete without a belt 
with a big gold buckle to tie it all 
together, which is very trendy. These 
jeans are the perfect blue denim. I love 
the length they come to on my ankle 

and I think they look great with shoes 
like this. 
This final outfit is a bit more 
unconventional and I wore this to 
an art exhibition, so I fitted right in. 
Because this jumper is so big and 
cosy, I can wear a lighter denim jacket 
over it and still be warm. And these 
boots are so practical. They look good 
with everything, including tights 
and a skirt. And for this outfit, none 
of the clothes were new. I’ve worn 
them so many times! I’m definitely 
not ashamed of repeating my outfits. 
Thank you so much for watching this 
video. Please let me know which one 
was your favourite outfit, and please 
follow me on Instagram if you’d like to 
see more of my outfits for inspiration.

UNIT 5
On London 
B = Ben
B: Hi! My name is Ben and I moved all 
the way from Canada to the UK four 
years ago. I want to tell you a little bit 
of what it’s like to live in one of the 
largest cities in the world, London. 
I’m in London to make connections 
and find really interesting jobs, but 
a part of me really longs to leave. I’m 
enjoying my time here, but I’m getting 
really excited to move back to Canada 
in a few years. 
Before I moved to London, I lived on a 
farm near a small town, and now I am 
in a massive city. It’s very different. 
Look at that! There are good and bad 
things about living in a city. One of 
the things I really miss is the fresh 
air. There are constant traffic jams
and it can take hours to get where you 
need to go if you travel during rush
hour. I really love driving, but I don’t 
have a car in London. But driving here 
doesn’t really seem all that enjoyable 
anyway. I prefer taking the London 
Underground. At first, it was really 
confusing. There are so many train 
paths and some stations are always 
closing for maintenance, but it’s much 
easier than driving.
I live in an apartment building in 
a residential district of south-west 
London. It’s very quiet here compared 
to downtown. It’s in the outskirts of 
the city, but I spend a lot of time going 
to the city centre. Luckily, there are 
great transport links. I can go to all 
the different shopping districts like 
Oxford Street.

One of the things that is frustrating 
is the social isolation. Because there 
are so many people, you can really 
feel lonely in crowded places. Luckily, 
there are a lot of green spaces near 
where I live. One of my favourites 
is called the Kyoto Garden. It’s very 
peaceful there and it helps me avoid 
strangers who are just trying to push 
past me.
However, there are amazing things 
about being in a big city. I love big 
buildings and London has so many 
beautiful skyscrapers. I use these 
buildings as inspiration to write 
music.
My mother once told me, Every decision 
you make has consequences, every 
decision. If you are thinking about 
moving to a big city, it’s important to 
think about the potential downsides. 
I hope you make the right decision for 
yourself. Thanks for watching.

UNIT 6
What working in a hospital 
is like
C = Chelsie
C: Hi guys, I’m Chelsie. Today, I 
thought I’d sit down and talk about my 
role as a hospital volunteer. I volunteer 
at my local hospital in the Acute 
Medical Unit. It’s the bit you wait in 
after you’ve been seen in Accident and 
Emergency.
So we have a wide range of people 
coming in and it’s really interesting 
to see how the doctors treat a wide 
range of injuries. People can come in 
because they feel unwell or they might 
not be able to breathe and there can 
be cuts, bruises, infections, the lot. 
When the injury has been handled, 
but it just needs to be watched, I really 
enjoy talking to the patients and 
learning more about them. When 
more serious cases come in, that’s 
when you learn a lot. Serious injuries
can change the whole vibe of the 
hospital.
Normally when there aren’t any really 
serious cases in the hospital, the 
doctors are seeing all the patients and 
it’s busy, but it’s still calm. They go 
round, they see all of their patients, 
they assess them, they work out what’s 
wrong with them and then they treat
the injury. But when a serious case 
comes in, everything changes. Patients 
can lose consciousness or there could 
be quite a lot of blood due to a bleed. 
The doctors and nurses become full 
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of adrenaline and everybody knows 
it’s all hands on deck to try and help 
that person. That’s when it becomes 
stressful. But still through this process 
the doctors remain calm and focused 
and it’s really interesting to see.
This role has made me realize how we 
should take precautions in everyday 
life to avoid being injured. A lot of the 
things I see are little accidents that 
can cause a lot of damage. So it’s good 
to know how everyday things such as 
cooking or driving can cause a lot of 
damage if we don’t take precautions. 
Thank you for listening, see you in the 
next video, I’ll see you next time. Bye, 
guys!

UNIT 7
My favourite childhood films!
R =Regal
R: Hey there, my name’s Regal and 
today I’ll be guiding you through a 
list of my favourite childhood movies. 
I’ve been watching them a lot recently 
and I realize there’s much more to 
them than I remember! Personally, 
I’ve always loved a film with a great 
plot and engaging characters way 
more than films with action scenes
and lots of special effects. Also, I’ve 
also always loved music, so a good 
soundtrack is really important to me. 
Let’s get into that list.
One of my favourite plot lines as a 
kid is from the movie Balto. Balto is 
an animated film based on the true 
story of a dog named Balto, who led a 
team of sled dogs through the snow 
in Alaska to bring medicine to a town 
called Nome when they really needed 
it. In the film, Balto is half wolf and 
half dog, and is rejected by everyone 
in his town because of it. But in the 
end, this ends up being his greatest 
strength as wolves can survive all 
alone in the wild, but dogs need a 
pack. I love the themes of this plot. 
Throughout the movie, Balto learns 
that what makes him different is what 
makes him really special. Sure, we’ve 
seen this plot line in other movies 
before, but Balto is where I saw it first.
Another film I really loved as a child 
was Charlotte’s Web. You probably 
know the version from 2006, but I 
also really like the original from 1973. 
In Charlotte’s Web, a spider and a pig 
become friends and the spider uses 
messages in her webs to save his life. 
The setting of the movie is on a farm, 
so visually it’s not as beautiful as 

Balto. However, the script is written 
so well, you really fall in love with the 
characters and the friendship that 
they create. It’s amazing to see that 
even though this movie is pretty old, 
the characters have so much life! 
Last but not least, one of my favourite 
soundtracks from a childhood movie 
has to be from The Swan Princess, 
especially the song This is My Idea that 
they used to skip from scene to scene
to show the characters grow up. In 
just five minutes, the song shows us 
that the relationship between the 
characters has always been full of 
fun, causing us to fall in love with 
them from the start. Another one 
of my favourite melodies from the 
soundtrack is from Far Longer than 
Forever.
Song: And with your love I’ll never be 
alone.
It’s so much fun to watch childhood 
movies again and see all the hard work 
that really went into them. There’s 
so much that we missed as kids! 
Anyways, that’s it for this video. I’ll see 
you next time.

UNIT 8
Fermentation station
M = Maiku
M: Hey, my name’s Maiku and in 
today’s video we’re creating some 
cured egg yolks. This is the world of 
fermentation and it looks like it’s tons 
of fun to do. But the first thing that 
you need to know before you start is 
that we’re not just letting things rot. 
We’re putting things in controlled 
environments. When you combine 
the right conditions with the right 
materials, what we’re looking for is 
something that’s safe to eat. This is all 
based on scientific evidence. With a 
little bit of experimentation! Let’s take 
milk, for example. If you leave milk 
on a counter for an extended period of 
time, it will go bad. It goes sour, you 
definitely don’t want to drink that. 
But if you leave milk in a controlled 
environment, you make yogurt! 
Which is actually very delicious and 
good for your body. Cheese and yogurt 
are proof of what you can do with 
fermentation. And today what I want 
to do is try it on eggs. 
Careful! Fermentation can cause food 
poisoning if not done correctly.
So, the idea is that we’re going to be 
using salt and sugar and that’s going 
to pull moisture out of our food 

products. We’re trying to control 
the consistency of the food and the 
bacteria. Today, we’re going to be 
doing chicken eggs. This is a mixture 
we have here. It’s salt and sugar, but 
I’ve also added peppercorns, bay leaves 
and you know, chilli flakes in order to 
add that touch of spice. I don’t have a 
real blender. Sprinkle some on here. 
Two, three … We’re trying to make a 
landing zone for our little yolks. So, I 
need to crack it, separate it. OK, this 
is an egg yolk. Yeah! Perfect. Ha ha! 
That’s four for four! Ha ha! I’m just 
going to put a sprinkling on top. You 
leave it open, leave it in the fridge for 
four days.
Alright, it’s four days later, I want to 
see what kind of transformation
has happened here. What’s your 
prediction? It didn’t work. I don’t 
think it’s supposed to be wet. That’s 
not what that’s supposed to look like. 
The top parts are hard, the bottom 
parts are still liquid, that’s not good.
DO NOT EAT if it goes wrong 
OK, so that’s it for me today. You know, 
those things are definitely not safe to 
eat so, you know, experiment failed. 
But, even in a failed experiment, it’s 
just a good way to make progress. 
That’s just how science works. So, I’m 
going to try this experiment again 
some time later, I’ll keep you guys 
posted. And until next time, I guess I’ll 
see you guys later. Peace.  

UNIT 9
How to become a standout 
footballer
S = Spencer
S: Hey guys, my name is Spencer 
Moeller and I’m a vlogger and 
footballer from the United States. 
Today, I want to share with you some 
of my best tips I’ve learned over my 
twenty plus year career playing the 
beautiful game, in the hope it’ll help 
you become a great player and even 
better person off the pitch.
When I was younger, maybe thirteen 
or fourteen years old, I was a very 
sensitive and shy player. I lacked 
determination on the pitch, which 
led to many poor performances early 
in my career. I was constantly afraid I 
would mess up in games, although my 
technique on the ball was always very 
good. My goal, ever since I was a kid, 
was to become a professional football 
player. That’s all I ever wanted to do. 
That’s all I ever wanted to be. When 
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your dream is to kick a ball around a 
grass field for 90 minutes and you’re 
struggling to complete a single pass 
and perform a quality touch, you 
realize something needs to change.
I got out of my comfort zone and 
found the courage to admit I had a 
problem. Along the way I also found 
a mentor, who was a former coach, 
to help me master my mind. As my 
mental strength grew, so did my 
self-confidence. I became more 
determined as a player to not let my 

emotions get the better of me and to 
always focus on positivity in what I 
was doing well.
Once you start understanding your 
strengths and weaknesses as a player 
and person, and you create a plan of 
action to try to balance the scales, 
you’ll eventually become unstoppable. 
You’re not going to achieve a balanced 
mind or body without a lot of help 
from the friends and family around 
you, though. You’re going to need a 
lot of guidance and direction from 

somebody who’s been in your shoes. 
That goes with football and also for 
your life outside of the game. In order 
to become a standout footballer and 
human being, you have to ask a lot of 
questions. And the greatest question 
you can ask is: What can I do for you? 
How can I help you? Put yourself 
second behind the people you trust, 
respect and believe in. And I guarantee 
you’re going to have an amazing career 
and also an incredible life.
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UNIT 1 
A musical soul
A = Ana
Old memories. New encounters. 
Different sights and sounds. All of us 
experience these things. But some are 
able to take these experiences and turn 
them into something beautiful. For 
Ana, these experiences have always 
come alive in her songs. Ana grew up in 
Sweden. Her mother is Bolivian and her 
father is Russian. As a child, she always 
felt different. She never used to fit in. 
A: Both parents come from different 
countries and they lived in different 
neighbourhoods. So, I always felt like an 
outsider. 
And then, she decided she wanted to 
stand out instead. She moved to Spain 
to study Art, but life had different 
plans for her. She’s loved music for as 
long as she can remember, and she 
decided to follow her heart. 
A: I met some musicians that told me 
‘you should sing’. I started singing and 
we liked doing music so much that we 
created a band and we’ve been playing 
almost every week since two years ago. 
Ana finds inspiration in everything 
around her past and present. It could 
be the books she reads, a new person 
she’s met or the sights and sounds she 
experiences every day. 
A: It’s people that inspire me. Travelling 
is what inspires me the most. It can be 
literally anything, as long as it’s new, as 
in something I haven’t done before.
Working on her music in Barcelona, 
Ana met Pat. They make music together 
in their band, Echoes in Smoke. Ana 
sings, Pat plays the guitar and they write 
the music and lyrics together.
A: I can’t write songs just reading a book 
or watching a movie. I need to talk to 
people, I love talking to people.
The song they’re working on now is 
based on their experiences travelling. 
A: My travels, my memories, what I’ve 
read, other people, any person, any 
conversation, any face, any dream can 
turn into a song. 
It was this collection of memories 
and dreams that inspired Echoes in 
Smoke’s new song, ‘Behind the Teeth’. 
When they take to the stage, the band 
bring all that life experience with 
them.

UNIT 2
Up your game
S = Shey
This is Shey. And this is Grant. Shey 
wants to get fit. She’s always loved 
watching tennis, but she’s never tried 
playing it. She’s come to Wimbledon, 
the home of British tennis, for a 
coaching session. Grant has coached 
tennis for over twenty years, training 
some of the UK’s best young talent. 
He believes there are four steps to 
effective training for athletes of any 
kind. Using his four-step training plan, 
Grant’s going to show Shey how to up 
her game in just one day. 
Firstly, always warm up properly. 
Tennis requires strength and agility, 
so it’s important to make sure your 
muscles are warm, or you’re more 
likely to suffer an injury. Grant’s 
warm-up also engages Shey’s hand-
eye coordination with throwing and 
catching exercises, to get her mind, as 
well as her body, ready for the training 
ahead. 
Secondly, assess your weaknesses. 
Before Grant gives any advice, he 
needs to analyse the different aspects 
of Shey’s game: forehand, backhand 
and serve. 
Once you identify your problem 
areas, you can focus on them. Grant 
focuses on each skill, looking at hand 
and body positioning, footwork and 
racket movement. One crucial aspect 
of tennis that students struggle with 
is the serve. This is how the game 
restarts to play each point. Grant 
draws Shey’s attention to each phase 
of the serve, how she should position 
herself, and the movements she needs 
to make. 
Finally, remember to keep practising. 
Once Grant has shown Shey the 
correct technique, it’s time to 
practise. Again, and again, and again. 
Grant believes that one key aspect 
of improving your tennis game is 
confidence and self-belief. This 
confidence will grow naturally as 
you … one, warm up properly; two, 
assess the aspects of your game you 
want to improve; three, focus on 
these problem areas; four, of course, 
practise, practise, practise! 

S: I think my serves are actually 
improving, which I’m surprised about. I 
didn’t think they would in one day, but 
he’s a great coach, so this is really fun. 
So why not try Grant’s four steps in 
your training and see how much you 
can improve?

UNIT 3 
The social media detox
M = Mon
M: Hello everyone, my name is Mon. I 
am from Portugal, I’m Portuguese, but 
I moved to Norway five years ago. So, 
I have been living in Oslo, in Norway, 
for five years. This week, I am going to 
challenge myself and I’m not going to 
use social media. I cannot touch, see, do 
anything related to social media. Social 
media is forbidden.
Mon may not remember, but a few 
short years ago, social media just 
didn’t exist. The first social media 
network was created in 1997, and it 
was called Six Degrees. Ever heard 
of it? Probably not. It wasn’t very 
successful, but it was the first of many. 
Today, millions of people all around 
the world are used to constant sharing. 
Will Mon get used to living without it? 
M: Hei hei! We came to Norefjell. We are 
doing downhill. It’s really good weather. 
I didn’t feel the need yesterday for social 
media and when I arrived home I was so 
tired. We just ate and went to bed, like 
straight to bed. Today, I’m still feeling 
really relaxed, I don’t feel the need for it, 
for now! I have a lot of chores to do, like, 
house chores to do. I went to Google and 
searched some recipes and I found one 
that I actually liked. I clicked the link 
and I was like, ‘No! YouTube! It’s a social 
media’. So, I guess today I have, like, to 
use my imagination. 
Hei hei! In general, I think that what I 
miss about social media is the fact that 
I can talk with my friends and family 
anytime I want, even though they are far 
away because my family they ... my mum 
lives in Portugal and my sister lives in 
France. That’s how I’m feeling today. A 
little bit far away from the world. 
Today, I am going to work on my 
embroidery. I sometimes use Instagram 
to ... and Pinterest also, to get, like, 
inspiration, but I already had the idea, 
so that’s a thing I can do without social 
media! Oh yeah! 
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It’s the end of the week, a week without 
social media. So, it’s kind of funny how 
social media is so, like, integrated into our 
lives that we don’t realize how integrated 
it is. You don’t realize how much time you 
spend just looking on your phone a bit 
lost. But I have to be honest, I can’t wait to 
go to my Instagram and check everyone’s 
pages. So, in a way it’s good, in a way it’s 
bad. I hope you guys enjoyed this video and 
I hope you have a wonderful week, with or 
without social media! Bye!

UNIT 4
London dreadlocks
M= Marc
At a fashion show. In a club. On the 
street. In a photoshoot. On the train. 
Wherever you go in London, there are 
some people you’ll notice immediately 
… because they aren’t afraid to make 
a statement. They’re proud of making 
their natural hair look eye-catching. 
Dreadlocks are a way of styling your hair. 
A lot of effort goes into maintaining 
dreadlocks. They can be fashioned into 
lots of unique styles, but you have to look 
after them. Dreadlocks have become part 
of London’s visual identity. They mean a 
lot to people from all walks of life. Marc 
Hare runs a business as a shoe designer. 
His shoes are stylish, expensive and very 
popular. When he started his business, 
he wore dreadlocks and he still wears 
them with pride. 
M: There are expectations, and there are 
stereotypical viewpoints of what you’re 
gonna be like. And … and it’s because of the 
way I look.
But that did not deter Marc. He let his 
work speak for him, and his dreadlocks 
are a part of his style and professional 
identity. They let people know that he 
also cares about his culture. 
M: I … I think that cultural identity is a 
very ... is a very important thing. It just … 
it’s just part of me. I feel no … I feel no need 
to change. 
London celebrates its diversity. The 
city values creative people like Marc. 
His dreadlocks are a part of his self-
expression, just like the shoes he designs 
and sells. They show people that Marc 
is proud of his culture and heritage, and 
he’s excellent at what he does, his way.

UNIT 5
Animating the city
J = Jon
The London skyline. The glass, the 
steel, the concrete. Crowds look at the 

skyscrapers shooting up and that’s all 
most of them see. But there are those 
who look closer. 
Jon is one of those people. He studies 
the city. He watches it carefully and 
listens to the sounds it makes. He 
stops and looks at this man-made 
extravaganza that so many people call 
home, and comes up with new ideas. 
Then, he shares these ideas with us 
by doing the thing he does best: he 
brings them to life with his drawings. 
Animation has allowed him to bring his 
three great passions into his work. 
J: I love architecture, I love drawing and I 
love cinema. 
Jon’s first animated film, Right angles 
don’t exist, explores the idea of boxes. 
Our homes as the boxes we live in. The 
walls around us form right angles that 
are nowhere to be found in nature. We 
look at the perfect sphere of the sun 
through a rectangle. If nature is round, 
why do we try to make all our lines 
perfectly straight? These thoughts are 
buzzing in Jon’s head while he works. 
Every time he starts a new piece of art, 
he’s confident he will learn something 
new about how we build spaces and 
how we live in them. About how we 
interact with each other and with the 
spaces we inhabit. 
J: I wanted to talk about the ideas of house 
and home. 
In his short film Eel’s Nest, he explores 
how our basic need for shelter has 
led us to build the cities we live in 
today. Buildings growing closer and 
closer together, creating this almost 
impenetrable mass that is the city. 
We move around the city focused on 
where we need to be next, without 
thinking about our surroundings. But if 
we look closely, we might just see. If we 
listen carefully, we’ll be able to hear. Jon 
certainly can.

UNIT 6
Cops on the job
W = Woman, C = Carla, PO = Police 
officer
W: Police. Emergency.
The police force never sleeps. There’s 
always something happening or 
someone to help. And a cop never 
knows what kind of emergency they’ll 
need to attend next. PC Carla Rossi has 
been called to an incident on the side 
of the road. There have been reports of 
a dangerous issue. Horses. The horses 
aren’t actually very dangerous, but it 
is illegal to keep them there. If a horse 

had run away, it could have caused an 
accident. The horses don’t seem too 
worried, though! 
C: You don’t look very stressed, do you?
The owners must have left them here to 
feed on the grass. 
C: To them, it’s free grass. So they just leave 
‘em tied up, they graze round, then they’ll 
move ‘em on …
Giving horses water isn’t normally on 
PC Rossi’s to-do list. 
C: Go on then, go and drink. 
But because people call the police in all 
kinds of situations, she always expects 
the unexpected. 
C: When everything else fails, we call the 
police because they’ll know what to do. 
You know, and I just think it’s quite funny, 
really because we’re kind of jack-of-all-
trades, really. 
It’s nighttime, and this police officer has 
an urgent call from some fellow officers. 
PO: So erm, there’s a premises over in 
Galleywood that’s been broken into. 
If the police officer is fast enough, he 
might be able to catch the burglar at the 
scene. 
PO: There’s nothing more exciting knowing 
that there is a burglar inside a premises. 
Your adrenaline then starts pumping really 
high. You really want to catch that person 
red-handed, in the act. 
He arrives on the scene. But there’s no 
sign of the burglar or the other officers. 
PO: Initially, I’m just going to help out my 
colleague because he’s got himself stuck, 
but shh, we’re not allowed to tell anyone.
The other officers have locked 
themselves in the shop. He sets his 
colleagues free. But while they’ve been 
trapped, the burglar’s escaped with 
lots of stock. Luckily, there are CCTV 
cameras. 
PO: Appears to be our suspect. There is a 
flash where the suspect’s face actually kind 
of comes on. So it’s actually going to be 
quite useful.
Hopefully, they’ll be able to identify 
and catch the burglar, but it won’t be 
tonight. Not everything goes to plan 
for the police. Being a cop means being 
ready for all kinds of situations. You 
could find yourself trapped in a shop, or 
giving water to horses. A cop has to be 
ready for almost anything.

UNIT 7
Portrait of a podcast
L = Lily, H = Harriet
London. A city famous for its art, music 
and culture. Sometimes it can be hard 
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to keep up with it all. Lily is a young 
artist and creative based in London. 
She wants to give people a peek into 
the budding youth culture in London 
and beyond! And what better way than 
making fun, fast-paced and exciting 
podcasts. 
L: Hello, I’m Lily and I host The I Can’t 
Even Speak English Show podcast.
Lily is making a new podcast episode 
combining interviews, reviews, music 
and comedy that will give an insight 
into the London scene. But there’s 
more to making a podcast than simply 
sitting down in front of a microphone. 
Lily is going to show us how it’s done. 
Firstly, you have to choose a theme or 
idea for the podcast.
L: Hey Harriet, how’s it going?
H: Nice to meet you.
Lily has decided to make the new 
episode of her podcast with Harriet, an 
artist using VR to teach people about 
environmental issues. She wants to 
talk about her exhibitions and what 
inspires her as an artist. 
Next, Lily has to do loads of research. 
L: We research in lots of different ways. 
We go to record shops, we go to libraries, 
we find books and we all sort of bounce 
ideas off each other that way.
Lily will be interviewing Harriet, so 
it’s important she prepares questions 
and understands the main themes 
of Harriet’s work. She also needs to 
see what other people think about 
the topic and discuss it with Harriet 
herself. The third thing is publicity. 
Lily wants to attract an audience of 
young listeners, so she needs to make 
artwork that will make the podcast 
eye-catching and appealing to young 
people.
Finally, it’s time to record the podcast. 
You don’t need a recording studio to 
make a great podcast! Lily records 
her podcasts from music venues, out 
and about in London, and often from 
home.
L: I record in my own home because it’s … 
it’s comfortable.
Now they’re all set to begin. 
L: Hi, I’m Lily. Yay! Good morning, good 
evening, good day, good afternoon. Hope 
you’re having the best day ever! If you’re 
here, consider yourself lucky! And where 
do you live? Where do you come from? 
H: I’m from London.
The recording has gone well! Harriet 
and Lily are both very happy with 

it. Now you know how, why not try 
making your own podcast?

UNIT 8
Wave Garden
An = Andy; Al = Ali
Welcome to Wales. A country famous 
for its beautiful mountains, stunning 
landscapes and an artificial surf 
park? That’s right! Wales is home to 
Surf Snowdonia Adventure Park. Ali 
Ward is in Snowdonia to check it out! 
So, how are these enormous waves 
made? Ali is with Andy, the managing 
director of Surf Snowdonia. 
An: It’s a ‘wave garden’. That’s the 
technology, yeah.
Al: You’ve cultivated waves! 
An: Yeah, yeah. It’s actually a Spanish 
company that developed the technology 
and we were the first people to implement 
it for the public. 
Al: The waves are reliable?
An: Yeah.
Al: No sharks?
An: No sharks, nice changing rooms, a 
cup of coffee afterwards. A great training 
ground as well. 
So, how do you make a wave garden? 
Step one, dig a hole. The lagoon in 
Surf Snowdonia is 300 metres long 
and 100 metres wide! Step two, get a 
power drill. The waves are created by a 
gigantic power drill that is 118 metres 
long. This pulls a kind of plough or 
‘wave foil’, which ends up creating the 
waves. And that’s it! The design isn’t as 
simple as it sounds, though. There is 
quite a bit of science behind all of this! 
An: And that’s one of the big secrets of 
Wave Garden that they were working on 
for many years, to perfect that. The angle 
of the wave foil, the pressure that it has 
to take. It runs on wheels, it’s quite a big 
engineering operation.
But that’s not all! You also have to 
ensure that the water levels are 
maintained perfectly, or the waves will 
not be so good. Sounds like a lot to 
think about? We think so, too! It might 
not be as easy as it looks! But as they 
say, try and try again.

UNIT 9
A creative relationship
W = Waddah; R = Ryhs
Rhys and Waddah do what they really 
love for a living. They dance. 

W: My name is Waddah Sinada, I am 
29 years old and I’m a dancer and 
choreographer from London. 
R: Hi, I’m Rhys. I’m 25 years old, I’m 
from London. I work with Waddah 
for Fubunation and I’m a dancer 
choreographer.
When Rhys and Waddah first met 
at school as teenagers, they never 
imagined that they’d grow up to dance 
professionally together. But a close 
friendship became a close, creative, 
working relationship when Waddah 
asked Rhys to start a dance company 
with him. Now they choreograph 
and perform together. Their dance 
company is called Fubunation. 
They’re passionate and determined 
and they’ve come pretty far together 
already. But what’s it like being 
best friends and running all of this 
together? 
R: What makes it difficult about working 
together is that we’re two individuals 
with separate ideas. So sometimes we 
bump heads in terms of ideas, but we 
usually have a way of, like, talking it out 
and finding a solution to every, every 
problem that we have. 
Being good problem solvers is a key 
part of their friendship and working 
relationship. What’s also great about 
their friendship is that they support 
each other and they have fun. 
W: My favourite thing about Rhys is 
that … it’s his humour! Rhys is … he’s a 
comedian. And when I’m around him, 
um, I laugh, and that’s good for my soul. 
R: My favourite thing about Waddah 
is that he sees the best in people and 
he likes to lift them up, show them 
opportunities and kind of lead them in 
the right direction. 
W: I think the easiest thing about 
working together is that we are friends. 
I think it just makes it easier to be 
productive when coming into the studio, 
just because we bring that chemistry of 
being friends in with us, so sometimes 
work can just feel like fun. 
Their shared talent, energy and creative 
understanding is clear in their work. 
Looking to the future, the guys want to 
carry on influencing the dance world and 
support younger dancers. 
R: Provide opportunities for the next 
generation coming after that. Yeah. 
W: Yeah, leave the ladder up for people to 
climb behind you, don’t kick it down, you 
know.
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UNIT 1
You’ve been looking for them 
for a month! 
J = Jake, B = Ben, V = Vicky 
J: Guys, look! I’ve found the souvenirs 
from my trip to Amsterdam! 
B: Oh, finally! You’ve been looking for 
them for a month! Where did you find 
them? 
J: In a drawer in the kitchen ... 
V: Well, at least you didn’t put them 
in the oven! So, you went to the 
Netherlands two months ago with 
your parents, didn’t you? 
J: Yes! We visited my cousins in 
Amsterdam. I miss them. They’ve 
lived there for eight years.  
B: Let’s see the photos! What’s this? 
J: What do you mean? It’s a photo of a 
park. 
B: Jake fell off his bike and then he 
took the photo! 
J: Well, I’ve never been the school 
photography champion, unlike you, 
Ben! 
V: Cheese? 
J: I wanted to take a photo of the 
famous Dutch cheese! These are my 
cousins. Lily has just finished school. 
Ian has been learning the saxophone 
since he was nine. He’s really good at 
it! 
V: Great photo, Jake! 
B: Yes! See? You are good at 
photography! 
J: Actually ... my mum took this photo!

Remember to check for 
viruses!  
M = Mario, V = Vicky 
M: Oh, no! My laptop has frozen again! 
V: Maybe you have a virus. 
M: Well, I remember seeing a warning 
message yesterday, but I forgot to do 
anything about it. 
V: Mario, you need to pay attention to 
warning messages! Anyway, checking 
for viruses is really easy. Can I see? 
First, let’s unfreeze it … OK! Now, you 
click here to check for viruses ... and 
here! Wow, Mario! Your laptop has got 
three viruses! 
M: Oh, no! What? How?  
V: Do you remember clicking on any 
strange adverts? 

M: Yes, I use a cool free streaming 
website to watch football. But it shows 
me lots of ads before I can watch the 
games.
V: Well, I suggest avoiding sites that 
show you lots of ads. And remember 
to check for viruses at least once a 
week. And always keep your anti-virus 
software up to date! There! The viruses 
are gone. 
M: Wow, what a relief! Thank you, 
Vicky!  
V: No problem ... I enjoy helping my 
friends! 

UNIT 2
I was fixing an old umbrella 
when I had a great idea! 
B = Ben, R = Rose, J = Jake, V = Vicky
B: Hi, Rose. 
R: Hello, everyone. I didn’t hear you. I 
was reading my old diary. 
J: An old diary? Interesting! What’s in 
it? 
R: Well, come over and take a look! 
V: Is that you? 
R: Yes, it’s me. I was receiving an award 
for my invention, the flying umbrella! 
B: The flying umbrella? Sounds 
interesting! 
R: I invented it when I was 10. I entered 
a competition for young inventors and 
I won! I’d already decided to become 
an inventor by then. You see, my dad 
had shown me how to use the tools in 
his shed. I loved it! So, one day, I was 
fixing an old umbrella when I had a 
great idea! Look! I called it ‘The Flying 
Umbrella’! It followed you around in 
the rain! 
J: That’s so cool! Did you build it? 
R: I tried! I know it’s here 
somewhere ... 
J, V, B: Wow! 
V: Does it work? 
R: Well, let’s see! 
B: I think the flying umbrella needs 
more work, Rose! 
R: I know. I had planned to build a 
special controller for it, but I never did. 
Anyway, my classmates loved it! They 
thought it was fun to press the button 
and see where it went! 

I’d been following the bike for 
an hour! 
J = Jake, OT = Officer Tan, B = Ben, 
V = Vicky
J: Hello, Officer! 
OT: Hello, everyone!  
B: Any news about the flying bike? 
OT: Yes! I’ve seen it! 
J: What? That’s great!  
OT: Yes, I’d been investigating a bank 
robbery, and I was on my way back 
to the police station when I saw the 
bike! I decided to follow it. I’d been 
following the bike for an hour when it 
suddenly flew towards the forest.  
B: So you went to the forest?
OT: No. I used to live near the forest 
when I was a child. We used to play in 
there all day! But once, I stayed after 
the sun had set and I got lost in there 
... all night! Never go to the forest after 
dark! 
J: So, what are we going to do now? 
OT: Well, when I was in the police 
academy, my favourite teacher would 
say, ‘A good police officer must be 
patient!’ So, I’ll go to the forest in the 
morning. I’ll call you with any news. 
J: Thank you, Officer Tan. I wonder 
why the bike is flying around all on its 
own. 
V: I don’t know. But let’s hope we find 
it! 

UNIT 3
You’ll get used to it quickly! 
V = Vicky, B = Ben, J = Jake
V: How’s your new camera, Ben? Are 
you getting used to it? 
B: I love it! The photo quality is 
amazing. I’m not used to taking such 
great photos! It’s got so many cool 
functions. I haven’t got used to them 
all yet. But I need a new lens and it’s 
expensive. 
J: Tech Galaxy is having a sale today. 
50% off everything! 
B: Why didn’t you say? It’s getting 
late … If I leave now, I can get to Tech 
Galaxy and buy my lens! 
V: Wait! You don’t have to go to Tech 
Galaxy! You can order your lens from 
their e-shop! 
B: Really? I’m not used to ordering 
things online.  
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V: You’re so old-fashioned! Even my 
grandma is used to online shopping 
these days! It’s really convenient! 
Come on, I’ll show you! 
B: Wow, look at all these options!   
V: It looks a little complicated, but 
you’ll get used to it quickly! What’s the 
model of the lens you want to buy? 
B: It’s the SupraCam X50. 
V: OK, let’s search for it. Here it is! 
B: Wow, perfect! Thank you, Vicky. I 
don’t have to go to town now and I can 
relax! I could get used to this! 

Who’s playing tonight? 
A = Anna, J = Jake, V = Vicky, 
B = Ben
A: Hey, Jake! How are you? 
J: Hi, Anna. It’s good to see you. It’s 
twenty past seven! Do you know where 
Vicky and Ben are?  
A: They’ll be here in a while. When did 
you get here? 
J: Almost an hour ago. I couldn’t wait! 
V: Am I late? Has the concert started? 
A: No, it hasn’t. Don’t worry.  
J: But it’s starting in five minutes! 
Where is Ben? He’s always late, isn’t 
he? 
B: Hi, guys! 
J: Ben! We said seven, didn’t we? It’s 
seven twenty-five! 
B: Sorry! You won’t believe this, but I 
forgot my …   
J, A, V: Camera! 
A: Hey, do you want to hear a secret? 
A surprise guest is playing with Mick’s 
Music Machines tonight! And I know 
who it is! My teacher told me! 
V: Is your teacher coming tonight, too? 
J: Who’s playing tonight? 
A: Guess! 
B: Can you tell us if it’s a man or a 
woman?
A: It’s a woman.
V: She isn’t a singer, is she?
A: No, she isn’t.
J: Which instrument does she play?
A: She plays the drums.
J: I know! It’s Pixie Ray! 
A: You guessed it! 
J: She’s my favourite drummer!
A: OK guys, let’s go in!  

UNIT 4
We ought to shop around! 
V = Vicky, B = Ben, J = Jake
V: That tracksuit is great, Ben! You 
should get it! 

B: I know, it’s really cool! But I’d better 
not spend too much money. I bought 
that new camera lens last week, 
remember? You ought to try on that 
pink dress, though! 
V: I don’t think it’s really my style. 
Actually, I don’t need to buy any 
new clothes today. But I have to find 
something for my dad’s birthday. 
B: OK. Hey, I wonder how Jake is getting 
on. Shall we go in and join him? 
V: We can’t. We mustn’t leave Oscar 
alone. Hey! You were in there a long 
time! What’s up?  
J: Well, I tried on some jeans and a 
shirt, but they were all the wrong size. 
I must buy some new clothes today. It’s 
Anna’s party tonight! 
V: We ought to shop around! Let’s try a 
different shop.
B: Guys, we should go to the market! 
Lots of low-price options there! 
V: That’s a great idea, Ben! We’d better 
go now! It’s only open until lunchtime. 
J: OK! Let’s do it! 

Let me show you what I found! 
R = Rose, J = Jake, V = Vicky, B = Ben
R: Look! I managed to find a data log 
from the night the flying bike went 
missing! 
J: What’s a data log? 
V: A data log can show us what the 
bike did that night! 
B: Wow! This is exciting! Have you 
found its location, Rose? 
R: Not yet. I tried to locate it with the 
GPS last night, but I wasn’t able to. 
But let me show you what I found! 
Look! The artificial intelligence system 
started working! 
V: Who switched it on? 
R: I don’t know, but it’s bizarre! 
B: Someone was able to break into the 
flying bike’s system!  
R: Impossible! No one is allowed to 
access the system from outside. It’s 
password-protected. Only Drew and I 
know the password and I made Drew 
promise not to share it with anyone! 
J: A hacker? 
R: Perhaps. But I couldn’t find any 
signs that a hacker had logged into the 
system. 
V: This is all so mysterious!  
R: Don’t worry, we’ll solve this mystery. 
I just need more time with this data. I 
need to examine it carefully! 
V: Will you let me help you?  
R: Sure, Vicky! But first, let’s make 
some dinner. I didn’t manage to cook 
anything today and I’m starving!
J: Come on, guys, let’s cook! 

UNIT 5
Jake and Anna will be 
performing in concerts! 
V = Vicky, J = Jake, A = Anna, 
B = Ben
V: Look at this article, guys! It says that 
20 years from now, we won’t be using 
electric plugs any more. 
J: What? How will we charge our 
phones? 
V: We’ll use wireless power transfer! 
Look! As soon as you walk into your 
home, your phone will start charging!  
A: Yes! And your electric car will do 
the same while it’s in your garage. 
By the time you wake up the next 
morning, it will have charged 
completely! 
J: Amazing! 
B: Guys, do you think we’ll still be 
friends in 20 years? 
J: Of course we will!  
V: I wonder what we’ll look like. 
B: Oh, cool! Drew is going to show us 
the future! Let’s see! 
V: Look! Jake and Anna will be 
performing in concerts! 
J: Go Banana Cake! Ben will have 
become a famous film director! 
B: What about Vicky? 
J: Vicky will still be working on her 
computer! 
V: Well, I’d like that! I’ll be making the 
most amazing VR games! 
A: And Drew will have discovered 
alien life by then! 

You won’t need your 
sunglasses today! 
J = Jake, B = Ben, R = Rose
J: So, what do you think? 
B: Doesn’t it have words? 
J: Not yet. When I finish the music, I’ll 
write some words for it. 
B: OK. 
J: Don’t you like it? 
B: I do, but if it had words, I’d like it 
more. Oh, no! It’s raining really hard 
now. 
J: So?  
B: I need to go to town to buy 
something for my mum. If it doesn’t 
stop raining, I won’t be able to ride my 
bike. 
J: That’s OK. If you get the bus, it only 
takes about 20 minutes. 
B: I’d rather not get the bus. It’s always 
really crowded when it rains. 
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R: I need to go shopping. I’ll go to 
town, too! Come on, Ben. I’ll give you 
a lift! 
B: Thanks, Rose! That would be great! 
R: Jake, would you like to come with 
us? 
J: Good idea! If we have time, can we 
stop at Anna’s? I want to pick up my 
sunglasses. I left them there yesterday. 
R: Well, you won’t need your 
sunglasses today, but OK! 

UNIT 6
It must be taking photographs! 
J = Jake, R = Rose, OT = Officer Tan
J: I’m so excited! Officer Tan must have 
some news for us!  
R: Yes, she might have found the flying 
bike.  
J: I hope the bike is OK. What if it 
runs out of fuel? It could have crashed 
somewhere! 
R: It can’t have run out of fuel. It’s 
solar-powered. And if it had crashed, it 
would have sent an emergency signal 
back to my computer.  
OT: Rose, Jake, thank you for coming 
in. You must be wondering why I 
called you. 
J: We certainly are! Have you found 
the bike? 
OT: Well, not quite. If I had found 
the bike, I would have told you on 
the phone. Rose, has the bike got a 
camera? 
R: Yes, it has! 
OT: I thought so! The bike has been 
flying around different places in town 
and we often see a light flashing from 
it. It must be taking photographs! 
Then it flies away and we lose it again! 
R: I used part of Drew’s code for the 
bike’s artificial intelligence. Drew 
loves taking photos!  
J: No! The bike could decide to go 
sightseeing and fly all over the world 
on its own! 
R: Don’t worry, Jake. Officer Tan, thank 
you so much. Come on, Jake, I’ve got 
an idea! 

I shouldn’t have been so 
impatient! 
J = Jake, R = Rose, V = Vicky, B =Ben
J: What did you want to tell us, Aunt 
Rose? 
R: Well, when I was programming 
the bike, I used some of Drew’s code. 
That’s why the bike is taking so many 
photos, and that’s why it can fly 

wherever it wants now! I shouldn’t 
have been so impatient! I wish I had 
checked the code more carefully. 
V: Don’t be upset, Rose. These things 
happen. If only writing code was 
easier! 
R: I’m not upset! I’ve thought of a way 
to fix it! I should have thought of it 
before! 
B: Really?  
R: Sure! Drew! OK, time for another 
software update! Drew is going to be a 
hero for us! Aren’t you, little one? 
V: What are you going to do, Rose? 
R: Vicky, you and I are going to 
program Drew to find the flying bike 
and send some new data to its artificial 
intelligence! 
V: Wow! That’s brilliant! 
J: Well done, Aunt Rose! 
B: Wait a minute. Can Drew do that?  
R: Sure! Drew and the bike share a lot 
of code. And Drew can fly, and it can 
send data, so why not? 
B: But the weather is so bad! I wish 
this storm would go away! 
R: Don’t worry, Ben! I’m not sending 
Drew out in this weather. Anyway, I 
have to write the code first!  
J, V, B: Good luck, Rose! 

UNIT 7
The pizza you made was 
delicious! 
B = Ben, J = Jake, V = Vicky, Z = Zack
B: The pizza you made was delicious, 
Jake! Even Rose, who doesn’t usually 
eat pizza, ate four slices! 
J: Thanks, Ben! Guys, this is the 
cooking show I was telling you about! 
The chef presenting it is very talented. 
V: Is that the show which you binge 
watched last weekend? 
J: Yes!  
B: Do we really have to watch it? I’m 
full! I don’t even want to see food! 
V: Come on, Ben, it will be fun! 
Z: Welcome to Zack’s Kitchen! Tonight, 
I’m going to make an amazing 
chocolate cake! My daughter, whose 
taste in food I always trust, loves 
this recipe! So, let’s start. First of all, 
anyone making a chocolate cake needs 
to pay attention to the timing. So, 
make sure you check how long … 
Later
Z: And that’s it! A delicious chocolate 
cake! It’s low calorie, but it’s a cake 
that feels rich and creamy! Thank you 
for watching!  

V: Wow, that was an amazing cake! 
B: I hope it’s a cake that you will make 
for us one day, Jake!  
J: I was thinking of making it now, 
actually! 
B: Really? 
V: I thought you were full and didn’t 
want to see food! 
B: Vicky, I’m someone who is always 
happy to see chocolate cake! 

I just want to keep on playing! 
M = Mark, V = Vicky
M: Hi, Vicky. How’s the new game 
going? 
V: Well, it’s the first of my games to 
have so many sound effects, so it was a 
lot of work! Could you have a look? 
M: Sure! Vicky, this is an amazing 
game. I just want to keep on playing! 
How many lines of code did you write? 
V: Over 5,000! But I have so much fun 
writing code.  
M: Why don’t you apply for this 
summer camp? It would be a great 
opportunity to meet other game 
designers. It’s difficult to get in 
because there are hundreds of 
applicants, but it’s worth trying! Some 
of the most famous game designers in 
the country will be there! 
V: It sounds advanced! 
M: It is! But you’re really good. And I 
know you aren’t afraid of challenging 
yourself!  
V: OK, I’ll give it a try! 
M: Great! I’ll be there, too. I’m looking 
forward to seeing your game when it’s 
finished! 
V: Thanks! I hope I get in!  

UNIT 8
The best game might be 
published! 
V = Vicky, R = Rose, J = Jake, B = Ben
V: Hi, guys! I’m so excited! I’ve been 
accepted onto the summer camp for 
game designers! 
R: Congratulations!
B: Well done! What does the email say?
J: Why didn't you tell us? When?
V: One at a time, guys! 
R: How did this happen? I didn’t know 
you had applied! 
V: I was persuaded to apply by my 
instructor at school, Mark. He had 
been impressed with one of my games, 
and he suggested it. 
B: So, what does the email say? 
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V: Dear Vicky ... Congratulations ... 
Students are expected to bring their 
own laptops! 
J: That’s OK. You’ve got a great laptop! 
V: That’s true … Classes will be held 
at the university campus every day ... 
It says here that students will create 
their own games, and the best game 
might be published by Wild Storm 
Games! It’s one of the biggest game 
companies in the world! 
J: Wow, imagine that! 
V: The campus is by the beach. 
Surfboards and bikes can be rented 
there. Why don’t you come and visit 
me?  
B: That’s a fantastic idea! We can go 
surfing together again! 
J: And I’ll go to the beach and work on 
my music! 
V: Yes!

Teams working together can 
manage anything! 
B = Ben, M = Mr Jones 
B: Hello, Mr Jones! 
M: Hello, Ben! Good to see you. 
B: I heard you’ve got a new exhibit 
called the Z-2 Crew! 
M: Well, here they are! 
B: Wow! I’ve never seen them before. 
Who are they? 
M: They starred in a film called 
Z-Universe. They were searching for a 
star hidden near a black hole, but their 
spaceship crashed on an alien planet. 
Their spaceship was almost destroyed, 
but they met an alien called Plaxus. He 
helped them communicate with some 
alien engineers, and they got their 
spaceship repaired. Teams working 
together can manage anything! 
B: Sounds like a cool film. Is it still 
playing? 
M: No, it’s a very old film. But they had 
a modern version made, and you can 
watch it online. 
B: I’ll look for it tonight! The Z-2 Crew 
are really cool. I wish I’d brought my 
camera. I’d love a photo of them! 
M: Well, we have a photographer 
taking photos in the museum today. 
I’m sure he’s got some free time. 
Would you like to have your photo 
taken with the Z-2 Crew? 
B: Yes, please! And I’d love to chat with 
him after! I want to be a professional 
photographer, too! 
Later
B: Cheese!

UNIT 9
She told us not to take 
any risks! 
R = Rose, B = Ben, V = Vicky, 
J = Jake, OT = Officer Tan
R: OK! We’re almost ready! 
B: Rose, you said that we would be able 
to see what Drew sees, didn’t you? 
R: That’s right! We’ll be watching 
through Drew’s new camera. Did you 
call Officer Tan? 
B: Yes! I told her that we had found 
a way to catch the flying bike, but I 
don’t think she understood. She asked 
me if we were going to do anything 
dangerous and she told us not to take 
any risks!
R: Risks? No, I’m sure what we’re 
doing is perfectly safe! 
B: Then she said she would come over 
to keep an eye on us! 
R: Well, if everything goes to plan, I 
think she will be very impressed with 
us! Now, Vicky, you said the bike’s last 
location was above the railway station, 
right? 
V: That’s right! 
R: Great. Coordinates are set ... VR 
system … ready ... Camera … ready! 
Good luck, my little robot! 
J, B, V: Good luck, Drew! 
Later
OT: Hello, everyone! Ben asked me to 
come over and help. 
J: We’re so glad you’re here, Officer 
Tan! The flying bike will be here any 
second! 
R, B, V, J: Brilliant! Amazing! 
B: Rose, well done! You’re just so 
brilliant! And you too, Vicky!  
J: I can’t believe I’m finally going to 
ride the flying bike! 
V: Well, you aren’t, yet! Rose told you 
we needed to work on it a bit more. 
We must make it safe! Isn’t that right, 
Officer Tan? 
OT: Yes, absolutely! Safety first! 

You’ve always encouraged me 
to keep trying!
B = Ben, J = Jake, V = Vicky
B: Guys? Sorry, did I wake you? 
J: What’s the matter, Ben? 
V: Have you been watching scary films 
again?  
B: No, no! I’ve got the most exciting 
news! Do you remember last week 
when I met that photographer at the 

museum and he promised to look at 
my photos and give me some advice?  
V: Right, but he didn’t call you back, 
did he? 
B: Well, he called me earlier this 
evening! He apologized for not 
phoning me sooner and he told me ... 
Guys, I’m so excited! 
J: What? What? Tell us! 
B: He congratulated me on taking 
such interesting photographs, and 
he offered to give me a job at his 
agency this summer as an official 
photographer! 
J: Wow! 
V: Amazing! 
B: Yes! He invited me to come to the 
staff meeting next week. He insisted 
that everyone at the agency wanted to 
meet me! 
J: Ben, that’s brilliant! It’s your first 
photography job!  
V: Wait! Ben, you did say yes, didn’t 
you? 
B: Well, I didn’t know at first. But then 
I told my mum and she urged me to 
call him back and accept! She said we 
should always follow our dreams! 
V: Follow our dreams!
J: Follow our dreams! 
B: Guys, thank you. You’ve always 
encouraged me to keep trying! I 
couldn’t have done this without you. 
V: Ben! You always do the same for us! 
J: That’s right! We’re there for each 
other. 
V: Best friends forever! But we should 
go to sleep now. School tomorrow! 
J: Tomorrow is another day. 
B: Another day to follow our dreams! 
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2 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 F 5 T
3 1 the second day

2 two: eagles and vultures
3 going for a run in the woods
4 the high rope
5 She hurt her wrist.

4

-able/-ible unbelievable 
(adjective)

-ic basic (adjective)
-ive supportive 

(adjective)
-ly hardly, hopefully, 

completely 
(adverbs)

-ance/-ence appearance, 
confidence (nouns)

-ment disappointment, 
embarrassment 
(nouns)

-tion exhaustion, 
accommodation 
(nouns)

-ness fitness (noun)

Grammar
1 1 ’ve lived 

2 ’s been 
3 did you wait

4 hasn’t 
texted

5 ’ve written 
2 1 taught 

2 ’s loved 
3 ’s taken 
4 started 

5 ’s been 
6 has grown  
7 ’s made

3 1   Katie hasn’t listened to that new 
album yet. 

2 Jim has been writing a new song 
and hopes to finish it soon. 

3 Have you heard any noises 
coming from upstairs? 

4 Mum has been waiting for you to 
text all morning. 

5 My brother has had two accidents 
on his new bike so far.

4 1 have you bought for dinner
2 has she been living in her 

apartment
3 has John been sleeping
4 books have you read this month
5 has he been doing all afternoon

5 1 ’s been
2 ’ve been working 
3 has landed 
4 ’s been painting
5 ’ve been studying

Vocabulary and Listening
1 1 d 2 a 3 f 4 c 5 b 6 e

2 1 down
2 on

3 over
4 to

5 off

3 1 got me down
2 cheered me up
3 growing on me
4 getting over 
5 doesn’t get to me

4 1 b 2 d 3 a 4 c
5 1 a 2 c 3 a 4 c
6 1 T 2 T 3 F 4 T

5 T 6 T 7 F

Grammar
1 1 c 2 g 3 b 4 f

5 d 6 a 7 e
2 1 to give

2 to teach
3 going
4 to let

5 singing
6 to get
7 to listen
8 swimming

3 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 b
4 1 Passing

2 falling
3 doing

4 to go
5 meeting
6 to buy

5 1 deciding
2 to relax
3 to take
4 to go diving

5 to go
6 going
7 staying

Speaking
1 1 just been 4 I’ve never been

2 was it like 5 can imagine
3 so jealous 6 Nice

2 1 c 2 g 3 d 4 b
5 a 6 e 7 f

3 1 c 2 d 3 f 4 a 5 e 6 b
4 1 b 2 f 3 a 4 d 5 e 6 c

Writing
1 1 so

2 and
3 because

4 but
5 that’s why

2 1 but
2 so
3 as well as

4 because
5 After that
6 Although

3 1 up
2 up
3 with
4 into

5 out
6 after
7 to

4 Students’ own answers.

Review
1 1 confusion

2 exhaustion
3 relief 
4 amusement

5 pride
6 anxiety
7 joy
8 depression

STARTER

Vocabulary
1 1 get

2 reduce
3 organize
4 avoid 

5 have
6 skip
7 cut

2 1 SI 2 SI 3 R 4 SI 5 I
6 R 7 SI 8 R 9 I

Grammar
3 1 going to do

2 will take
3 is having

4 ’ll be taking
5 leaves
6 is going to

4 1 mustn’t 
2 shouldn’t 
3 don’t have to

4 ought to
5 need to
6 must 

Vocabulary
5 1 background

2 blended
3 generation

4 grandparent
5 raise

6 1 keep 2 get 3 are
4 have 5 be

Grammar
7 1 go

2 are training 
3 contains
4 thinks

5 Are you 
enjoying

6 am having

8 1 was walking 4 rang
2 lived 5 moved
3 were shopping

9 1 g 2 d 3 e 4 f
5 c 6 a 7 b

UNIT 1

Vocabulary
1 1 exhaustion

2 affection
3 anger

4 joy
5 confusion

2 1 anxious 4 embarrassment
2 depressed 5 proud
3 relief  6 relaxation

3 1 exhaustion
2 relief
3 amusement

4 confusion
5 depression

4 1 joy 4 amusement
2 affection 5 anxiety
3 embarrassment 6 relief

Reading
1 Dave is going on a wildlife weekend 

in the mountains. Sara is going on 
an outdoor activity course in the 
countryside.
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2 1 exhausted
2 relaxation
3 confusion

4 relieved
5 anxiety

3 1 ’ve done
2 ’s been raining
3 ’s phoned
4 ’ve known
5 have been searching 

4 1 cheer
2 off
3 calm 

4 out
5 carried

5 1  get me 
down

2 stress me 
out

3 grow on me
4 get to me
5 get over

6 1 playing
2 to take
3 getting

4 taking
5 to buy

UNIT 2

Vocabulary
1 1 make it

2 overcome a problem
3 fulfil your dreams
4 miss an opportunity
5 fail to

2 1 go wrong
2 realize an ambition
3 mess up
4 turn out well
5 give up
6 go to plan

3 1 e 2 b 3 a 4 d 5 f 6 c
4 1 failed

2 going
3 missed

4 give
5 messed
6 well

5 1 mess up
2 realized an ambition
3 make it
4 failed to
5 overcame the problem

Reading
1 3
2 1 c 2 e 3 d 4 a 5 b
3 1 T 2 F 3 T 4 F 5 T
4 1 b 2 a 3 b 4 b

Grammar
1 1 e 2 f 3 d 4 c 5 a

6 b
2 1 when 

2 while 
3 while

4 when
5 while 

3 1 had left 
2 had eaten
3 arrived

4 had grown
5 moved

4 1 was 7 was living
2 had told 8 had seen
3 were walking 9 was looking
4 found 10 told
5 had expected 11 had painted
6 had painted

5 1   He explained that he had missed 
the bus and that’s why he was 
late for school.

2 He was cleaning a window when 
a big man knocked over the 
ladder.

3 A family found a Roman coin 
while they were walking on the 
beach.

4 She was watching a horror film 
when the room suddenly went 
dark.

5 He was playing football when the 
aliens landed in the garden. 

Vocabulary and Listening
1

J M A K E S U R E S F S

Q D O N O T H I N G A A

M A K E A N E F F O R T

M A K E A F O R T U N E

C T A K E C O N T R O L

D O W E L L S V W H P R

I V O K U U A L R Q T X

N A Q W L N K G V I X Q

M A K E S E N S E H X I

R R N Z V S P P H I T H

Q D O W I T H O U T W H

W T A K E T I M E O F F

2 1 sense
2 effort
3 without
4 good

5 control
6 sure
7 Take

3 1 made
2 took
3 off

4 makes
5 does

4 1 d 2 e 3 f 4 b 5 a 6 c
5 1 b 2 d 3 c 4 a
6 1 F 2 T 3 F 4 T 5 T 6 F

Grammar
1 1 c 2 f 3 e 4 a 5 b 6 d
2 1   He noticed that he had left his 

phone at home.
2 We had been looking forward 

to the picnic before it started 
raining.

3 She realized that Tim hadn’t got 
home from school yet.

4 A man was waving at me, but I 
had never seen him before.

5 The captain told his team that 
they hadn’t been playing well.

3 1  had been looking 
2 ’d been riding
3 ’d been waiting
4 ’d forgotten
5 ’d (never) sung

4 1 got 
2 lived
3 used to like 

4 moved 
5 eat 
6 used to go 

5 1 used to 
2 used to / 

would 
3 used to 

4 used to 
5 used to / 

would 
6 used to 

Speaking
1 1 good news 4 about

2 No way 5 That’s great
3 brilliant 6 Poor you

2 1 a 2 g 3 f 4 b 
5 e 6 d 7 c 8 h 

3 1 d 2 f 3 b 4 a 
5 c 6 g 7 h 8 e 

4 1 c 2 e 3 a 4 d 5 b

Writing
1 1 after a while

2 Fortunately
3 As soon as
4 After that

5 eventually
6 When
7 finally

2 1 as soon as 4 Fortunately
2 After that 5 At first
3 until 6 eventually

3 1 After
2 until
3 before

4 after
5 until
6 after

4 Students’ own answers.

Review
1 1 c fulfil

2 a up
3 b go

4 c miss
5 a out

2 1 was living 4 was working
2 became 5 were painting
3 taught

3 1 make
2 take
3 take

4 do
5 makes
6 doing

4 1 ’d finished
2  ’d been playing
3  ’d been making
4 had started

5 1 used to
2 would, used to
3 didn’t use to 
4 didn’t use to
5 used to
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Writing
1 Academic English
2 1 enquire

2 especially
3 grateful
4 know

5 would
6 advance
7 faithfully

3 1 d 2 e 3 f 4 b 5 a 6 c
4 1 b 2 b 3 a 4 a 5 b
5 Students’ own answers 

Review
1 1 journalism

2 issue
3 headline

4 newsfeed
5 eyewitness

2 1 ’m not used to
2 got used to
3 get used to 

4 ’m used to
5 got used to

3 1 got better 4 getting married
2 getting cold 5 got interested
3 got angry

4 1 on
2 with
3 against

4 about
5 for

5 1  How many people are there on 
your course?

2 Who started Facebook?
4 Do you think people should be 

careful online?
5 Are you interested in cooking 

websites?
6 What (sort of) websites do you 

prefer?
6 1   Do you know if there is a bank 

near here?
2 Can you tell me if it’s possible to 

take photos in the museum?
3 Do you know what time the next 

bus to the beach is?
4 Could you tell me where the bus 

stop is?
5 Can you tell me if there are any 

good websites for vegans?

PROGRESS CHECK

Starter and Units 1–3
1 1 taken up

2 bruised  
3 sprained
4 diet

5 cut down
6 headache
7 throat
8 tablets

2 1 must
2 ought
3 don’t have to

4 shouldn’t
5 mustn’t
6 need to

3 1 comes
2 ’m staying
3 fell 

4 was studying
5 arrived

4 1 amusement
2 pride
3 anxiety
4 affection

5 anger
6 depression
7 relief

Vocabulary and Listening
1 1 d 2 e 3 f 4 b 5 a 6 c 
2 1 reports

2 warned
3 react

4 respond
5 refer

3 1 boasted about 4 blamed, for
2 criticized, for 5 warned, 
3 admitted to  against

4 1 b 2 c 3 a
5 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 T 5 T 6 F
6 1 b 2 a 3 b

Grammar
1 1 Is

2 Have 
3 Are
4 Did

5 Has
6 Do

2 1   How often do you update your 
website?

2 How many likes did he get for his 
post?

3 Who has the most popular 
Instagram account?

4 Who did you send a text to?
5 When did you start your blog?
6 Why did they take a break from 

social media?
7 Who loved Juliet?
8 Who did Romeo love?

3 1 have you
2 is it
3 did he

4 aren’t they
5 doesn’t she

4 1 Who sent some flowers? 
What did John send?

2 Who lives at 10 Downing Street?
Where does the prime minister 
live? 

3 Who left hospital yesterday? 
When did Jane leave hospital? 

4 Who has gone to school?
Where has Sam gone? 

5 Who watched Jumanji?
Which film did Sarah watch?

5 1   Do you know if I can leave my 
bicycle here?

2 Do you know how Sarah is doing?
3 Could you tell me what the 

capital of Canada is?
4 Could you tell me where the bus 

station is?

Speaking
1 1 opinion

2 thoughts 
3 think 

4 reckon 
5 go 

2 1 go
2 view

3 thoughts
4 mind

3 1 e 2 a 3 d 4 c 5 b
4 1 d 2 b 3 a 4 f

5 e 6 g 7 c
5 1 f 2 c 3 b 4 d 5 e 6 a

UNIT 3

Vocabulary
1 1 eyewitness

2 update
3 journalism
4 gossip

5 issue 
6 headline
7 newsfeed
8 source 

2 1 news presenter
2 an issue in the news
3 print journalism 
4 source of a story 
5 celebrity gossip

3 1 headline 
2 story
3 presenter
4 advertising
5 viewer

4 1  f 2 a 3 g 4 h 
5 b 6 d 7 c 8 e

5 1 eyewitness
2 gossip 
3 newsfeed 

4 headlines
5 stories

6 1 updates 
2 advertising
3 issues 

4 journalism 
5 presenters

Reading
1 yes
2 1 c 2 a 3 c
3 1 d 2 c 3 b 4 a
4 1 trustworthy 

2 balanced
3 inaccurate
4 unreliable

Grammar
1 1 living

2 get 
3 used

4 get
5 using

2 1 am
2 get

3 was 
4 are

5 get
6 get

3 1   I’m not used to reading 
newspapers or magazines. 

2 She got used to listening to 
podcasts rather than the radio.

3 Is Grandpa getting used to using 
a computer?

4 He’s used to getting information 
from websites instead of books.

4 1   Has Jeff got used to living in 
California yet?

2 Danny is used to walking to 
school now.

3 Tamara isn’t used to driving on 
the left. 

4 I can’t get used to the humid 
weather.

5 Are they used to finishing school 
at 6.00 p.m.?

5 1 are getting married
2 ’s getting ready
3 got wet 
4 got lost
5 got broken
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5 1   been making
2 I lived
3 have you 

answered

4 watched
5 did you 

arrive
6 I’ve had

6 1 Listening
2 to buy
3 taking

4 to tidy
5 to keep
6 to lock

7 1 go wrong
2 fulfil your dreams
3 realize an ambition
4 overcome a problem
5 mess up
6 miss an opportunity
7 give up
8 make it
9 turn out well
10 go to plan

8 1 had slept
2 was running
3 started
4 had already rung
5 had eaten
6 hadn’t invited

9 1 had been studying
2 hadn’t driven
3 had shut
4 had been playing
5 had forgotten

10 1 viewers
2 presenters
3 gossip

4 update
5 source
6 eyewitnesses

11 1 used
2 working
3 ‘m used

4 get
5 isn’t
6 get

12 1 Why did you start a website?
2 Who helped you with your 

homework?
3 When did you move house?
4 How often do you check your 

emails?
5 How many accidents have you 

had since you started driving?
6 Who taught you how to play the 

guitar?
13 1 didn’t you

2 isn’t she
3 is it

4 haven’t you
5 did he
6 was it

UNIT 4

Vocabulary
1 1   second-hand

2 practical
3 stylish
4 designer
5 trendy

6 comfy
7 casual
8 sporty
9 classic

2 1 smart 5 unfashionable
2 casual 6 unconventional
3 comfy 7 classic
4 trendy 8 stylish

Mystery word: practical
3 1 smart, classic

2 unconventional, unfashionable
3 casual, practical

4 1 practical
2 smart
3 second-hand

4 Designer
5 stylish

5 1 sporty
2 casual
3 practical
4 stylish
5 designer
6 second-hand

Reading
1 c
2 1 c 2 b 3 a 4 e 5 d
3 1 F 2 T 3 F 4 F 5 T
4 1 concerning 4 cruelty-free

2 harmful 5 concerned
3 colourful

Grammar
1 1 shouldn’t 

2 must 
3 ’d better 

4 oughtn’t to 
5 need to 

2 1 e 2 d 3 b 4 c 5 a
3 1 has to 4 don’t have to

2 mustn’t 5 shouldn’t
3 ’d better 

4 1   You really must visit your 
grandparents this weekend.

2 Students shouldn’t run in school 
corridors.

3 Teachers don’t have to give 
homework every day.

4 Mike oughtn’t to eat any more 
pizza.

5 You’d better take some medicine 
if you have a sore throat.

5 1 don’t have to show
2 must return
3 mustn’t use 
4 don’t have to pay 
5 mustn’t make

Vocabulary and Listening
1

E B I Z A R R E O H Y R

H F T O F K R O L T P L

C C H I L L E D Y R Z E

M C P Y K C C F Z L Q L

V I B R A N T J T I C E

B E Y E C A T C H I N G

P D O M U W R U O N N A

N A K R E L A X E D A N

S T U N N I N G H S Q T

K U N X G O R G E O U S

E N E U T R A L V D R G

M G L A M O R O U S V Y

2 1 bizarre
2 chilled
3 elegant

4 glamorous
5 stunning

3 1 relaxed
2 vibrant
3 eye-catching

4 dull
5 gorgeous

4 1 Musée d’Orsay 3 Happy Place
2 Paris 4 Los Angeles

5 1 c 2 b 3 c 4 a 5 c

Grammar
1 1 can

2 was allowed
3 couldn’t

4 couldn’t
5 able

2 1 could 
2 didn’t manage to
3 can
4 managed to
5 aren’t allowed to

3 1   The museum doesn’t let people 
use selfie sticks.

2 I can buy tickets for next week’s 
exhibition.

3 He didn’t manage to get to the 
airport on time.

4 She isn’t allowed to go to parties.
5 Next year I’ll be able to drive.
6 Did you manage to get tickets for 

the match?
4 1   As kids, we could watch TV 

during the week. 
2 I’m not allowed to eat fast food.
3 They weren’t able to get home 

before it got dark.
4 Did you manage to get to school 

on time despite the snow?
5 Are we allowed to take our own 

food into the cinema?
5 1 make 

2 let 
3 makes 

4 made 
5 let 

6 1 made
2 let
3 didn’t let
4 made

5 let
6 Did, let
7 did, make

Speaking
1 1 return

2 wrong
3 faulty

4 exchange
5 receipt
6 try

2 1 d 2 e 3 g 4 c
5 f 6 a 7 b

3 1 c 2 f 3 e 4 b
5 d 6 g 7 h 8 a

4 1 I’d like to return this laptop.
2 What’s wrong with it?
3 The mouse isn’t working 

properly.
4 Would you like a refund or an 

exchange?
5 Do you have your receipt?
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5 1 two and a half hours
2 drops you off
3 skyscraper
4 temple
5 sometimes

Grammar
1 1 will

2 ’ll
3 would

4 wouldn’t
5 would

2 1 ’ll 
2 would
3 ’ll
4 ’d

5 won’t
6 ’ll
7 wouldn’t

3 1   If you run 10km, you burn about 
600 calories.

2 If you had a bike, would you use 
it every day?

3 It will be more expensive if we 
take the train.

4 What would you do if you lost 
your phone?

4 1 take 4 want
2 ’ll call 5 had
3 would, do 6 didn’t want

5 1 get
2 ‘ll feel
3 lived

4 had 
5 break

Speaking
1 1 I’m afraid 

2 problem
3 I’m in a traffic jam. 
4 I’ll get off 
5 Don’t worry 
6 If you don’t 

2 1 problem 3 don’t 5 get
2 worry 4 fault

3 1 d 2 f 3 a 4 c 5 b 6 e
4 1 e 2 f 3 a 4 d 5 b

Writing
1 1 On the one hand

2 What’s more
3 Despite the fact
4 On the other hand
5 In addition to
6 All in all
7 Nevertheless

2 1 On the other hand
2 nevertheless
3 In addition to
4 All in all
5 What’s more

3 1 b 2 d 3 f 4 a 5 c 6 e
4 Students’ own answers.

Review
1 1 transport links

2 skyscraper
3 apartment block
4 crime rate
5 cycle lane
6 shopping district

5 1 transport links
2 shopping district
3 traffic jams
4 housing shortage
5 nightlife

Reading
1 a
2 1 F 2 T 3 T 4 T

5 F 6 T 7 F 8 F
3 1   Architects have tried to beautify 

the urban landscape.
2 The main street has been 

pedestrianized.
3 They have widened the cycle 

lanes. 
4 Community ties have 

strengthened since the 
community centre opened.

5 The new green spaces have 
humanized the area.

Grammar
1 1 e 2 f 3 a 4 b

5 c 6 d 7 h 8 g
2 1 a 2 c 3 c 4 b 5 a
3 1 have done 4 have grown

2 be working 5 be driving
3 be living 6 have built

4 1 ’ll be looking after
2 ’ll have travelled
3 ’ll be living
4 ’ll have finished
5 ’ll be taking
6 ’ll have finished

5 1 won’t be using
2 ’ll have made 
3 will have increased
4 will be cycling
5 Will, have joined

Vocabulary and Listening
1

P D R O P O F F Q V A H

I G E T A R O U N D I O

C T A I O D T B M L R L

K L H A L D E P D I N D

U G D S S Q K E L J G U

P V R U N I N T O N L P

E F H A N G A R O U N D

Q L O O K A R O U N D Z

Y X H U R R Y U P N M Y

H S W B R E A K D O W N

L E A V E B E H I N D L

L N D Q G K U C C V D K

2 1 b 2 a 3 c 4 a 5 b
3 1 head for

2 get around 
3 holds, up

4 hurry up
5 leave, behind

4 1 a 2 b 3 a 4 b 5 a

Writing
1 1 therefore

2 Due to 
3 In order to (to also possible)
4 Because  
5 So that 
6 to (in order to also possible)

2 1   They stopped producing cotton 
so that the environment could 
recover. 

2 Wildlife has suffered owing to the 
effects of pesticides. 

3 There is a shortage of water due 
to cotton production.

4 Because of fashion trends people 
are buying more and more 
clothes.

5 In order to solve the problem a 
fashion tax should be introduced.

3 1 because 4 For this reason
2 as a result 5 because of
3 in order to

4 Students’ own answers.

Review
1 1 smart

2 practical 
3 stylish

4 second-hand
5 Trendy
6 sporty

2 1 ’d better
2 must
3 mustn’t

4 don’t have to
5 ought to
6 shouldn’t

3 1 dull
2 weird
3 glamorous
4 vibrant

5 stunning
6 striking
7 elegant 

4 1 could
2 couldn’t
3 able

4 can
5 allowed
6 manage

5 1 lets
2 makes

3 let
4 make

5 let

UNIT 5

Vocabulary
1 1 housing shortage

2 transport links
3 crime rate
4 nightlife
5 skyscraper
6 overcrowding 

2 1 b 2 c 3 f 4 f 5 d 6 a
3 1 apartment block

2 transport links
3 crime rate
4 skyscrapers
5 cycle lanes

4 1 rush
2 crime 
3 traffic

4 cycle
5 skyscrapers
6 shopping
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3 1 can’t be studying
2 must be 
3 must have come
4 may / might / could be, can’t be
5 must be going

4 1 e 2 f 3 b 4 a 5 c 6 d
5 1 ’d caught

2 ’d saved
3 wouldn’t have got
4  ’d tidied
5 hadn’t given

Vocabulary and Listening
1 1 peak

2 bay
3 shore

4 waterfall
5 range

2 1 d 2 f 3 b 4 e 5 a 6 c
3 1 ranges

2 shore
3 peaks

4 habitat
5 summit
6 scenery

4 a 3 b 2 c 1 d 4
5 1 c 2 a 3 c 4 a 5 b

Grammar
1 1 b 2 d 3 a 4 f 5 e 6 c
2 1 had borrowed

2 should have learned
3 hadn’t lost
4 had texted
5 should have come

3 1 ’d taken
2 have forgotten
3 ’d done
4 have put
5 have called

4 1   I wish you were here with me 
today.

2 If only we lived in the 
countryside.

3 I wish the neighbours would be 
quiet.

4 If only I had an umbrella.
5 If only my sister would stop 

singing.
6 I wish we were sitting on a beach 

watching the sunset.
5 1 had

2 weren’t
3 would stop
4 wasn’t
5 would do (did also possible)

Speaking
1 1 calling

2 happened
3 injured

4 try
5 calm

2 1 problem
2 Where
3 injured
4 hit

5 breathing
6 pain
7 An ambulance

3 1 d 2 f 3 a 4 e 5 b 6 c
4 1 e 2 i 3 c 4 f 5  g 6 d  

7 a 8 k 9 j 10 b 11 h  

2 1 I’ll call 4 you get
2 sees 5 They’ll start
3 I’m 6 sees

3 1 will be doing 
2 will have finished
3 will have risen 
4 will have stopped 
5 will have become

4 1 breaks 
2 ran 
3 hurry 
4 look around
5 leave

5 1 ‘ll (will also possible)
2 ‘d (would also possible)
3 ‘ll (will also possible)
4 ‘ll (will also possible)
5 would

6 1 go 3 weren’t 5 arrive
2 don’t 4 get

UNIT 6

Vocabulary
1 1 injure

2 trip over
3 take precautions
4 treat (an injury)
5 lose consciousness
6 run over

2 Across
1 hit 
4 trip over
5 treat
6 bite
7 rescue

Down
2 injure
3 breathe
6 bleed

3 1 crash into
2 run over
3 take precautions
4 lose consciousness
5 trip over

4 1 a 2 c 3 a 4 b 5 a 6 b
5 1 precautions, take

2 breathe
3 bitten
4 bleeding
5 hit
6 tripped over

Reading
1 b
2 1 F 2 T 3 T 4 F 5 F 6 F
3 1 injured

2 takeaway
3 rid

4 message
5 better

Grammar
1 1 must

2 can’t
3 can’t

4 must
5 might
6 must

2 1 Could
2 can’t have
3 can’t 

4 may have
5 must
6 must have

Writing
1 1 want

2 should
3 could
4 Just

5 wish
6 like
7 don’t

2 Ticked: 2, 5, 6
3 1 like

2 going
3 might

4 Don’t
5 want
6 could

4 1 meet up
2 check out
3 Anyway

4 things
5 and 

5 Students’ own answers.

Review
1 1 injuries

2 take precautions
3 tripped over
4 crashed into
5 treat

2 1 rescue
2 run over
3 hit

4 breathe
5 injure

3 1 might have left
2 must feel
3 can’t be
4 might have gone
5 can’t have checked
6 must have forgotten

4 1 hadn’t rained
2 could have met
3 might have been 
4 hadn’t been
5 hadn’t turned

5 1 stream
2 habitat
3 summit

4 waterfall
5 range

6 1 lived
2 wouldn’t eat 3 would stop
4 didn’t have to 5 had

PROGRESS CHECK

Units 4–6
1

S C U O F B B N F I L M

P A D L W C O M F Y R S

O S T Y L I S H K O V M

R U P O G J T C O A E A

T A J D T R E N D Y D R

Y L C C O T J E N F U T

E T B L Y M F O Y G L E

G K O A O X E E A D M S

Z G P S I N Z O R M A L

T Z V S H X R N R Y E U

I E T I D E S I G N E R

P R A C T I C A L N O G

2 1 don’t need to
2 should
3 ought 

4 ’d better not
5 must
6 ought to 
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3 1 striking
2 glamorous
3 weird

4 vivid
5 gorgeous

4 1   I haven’t managed to write my 
essay yet.

2 Susan can paint landscapes really 
well.

3 Were you able to get tickets for 
the show? 

4 Dave couldn’t take any photos 
because it was too dark.

5 Are we allowed to take food into 
the museum? 

5 1 makes
2 let
3 makes

4 let 
5 made
6 lets

6 1 apartment block
2 transport links
3 shopping district
4 crime rate
5 cycle lane
6 traffic jam
7 rush hour

7 1   I will revise for my exam before I 
get too tired.

2 We’re late! It will be 9.30 by the 
time we get to school.

3 John is going to go to bed as soon 
as the film ends.

4 I’ll call my parents after we have 
dinner.

5 The class won’t start until 
everyone gets here.

8 1 ’ll have found
2 will be living
3 ’ll have stopped
4 will have been solved
5 won’t be eating
6 ’ll have discovered

9 1 use 
2 ’d stay 
3 cost

4 want
5 got

10 1 shore
2 waterfall
3 range

4 scenery
5 bay
6 summit

Mystery word: stream
11 1 c 2 b 3 f 4 a

5 d 6 g 7 e
12 1  gone shopping in town, I 

wouldn’t have lost my wallet
2 fallen asleep during the film, he 

wouldn’t have missed the end
3 prepared for her interview, she 

wouldn’t have got the job
4 have bought the shoes if they 

hadn’t been expensive
5 given the waiter a tip if he had 

been polite 
13 1 have invited

2 ’d ordered
3 have explained 
4 ’d told 
5 hadn’t called

UNIT 7

Vocabulary
1 1 character

2 theme
3 sequel
4 soundtrack
5 series

6 episode
7 script 
8 setting
9 plot
10 scene 

2 Down
1 plot
2 series
3 script
4 soundtrack
5 sequel
8 cast

Across
2 scene
4 setting
6 episode
7 theme
8 character

3 1 series 5 plot
2 episodes 6 scene
3 Sequels 7 themes
4 soundtracks 8 special effects

4 1 cast 
2 plot
3 script 

4 scene
5 soundtrack 
6 sequel

Reading
1 1 d 2 a 3 e 4 c 5 b
2 c
3 1 T 2 T 3 F 4 F 5 T 6 F
4 1 underestimate

2 remake
3 over-excited
4 disadvantage

Grammar
1 1 d 2 f 3 e 4 a 5 c 6 b
2 1 –

2 which / that
3 who

4 which
5 whose
6 where

3 1   David Attenborough, who is the 
presenter of Blue Planet, went to 
Cambridge University.

2 The new cinema, which cost a 
lot of money to build, opened 
yesterday.

3 Avengers: Endgame, which is the 
most profitable film ever, made 
2.8 billion dollars.

4 London, where many famous 
films have been made, is the 
capital of England.

5 James Cameron, who made 
Avatar, is the most successful 
Hollywood director.

4 1   The number of people going to 
the cinema has increased.

2 What’s the name of the film 
showing at the cinema tonight?

3 There are more viewers using a 
smartphone to watch TV.

4 Anyone learning French should 
watch this film. 

5 Actors starring in successful 
films earn lots of money.

5 1  I don’t know that person waving 
at us. 

2 The man taking a selfie is Tom’s 
dad.

3 People putting their feet on the 
seats should be told to stop.

4 The milkshake being served is 
mine!

5 The guy skateboarding on the 
steps is amazing.

Vocabulary and Listening
1 1 dark

2 original
3 weak

4 forgettable
5 thrilling
6 poor

2 1 e 2 f 3 g 4 h
5 b 6 a 7 c 8 d

3 1 convincing
2 outstanding
3 original
4 powerful

5 hilarious
6 memorable
7 Feel-good

4 F
5 1 a 2 b 3 c 4 b 5 a

Grammar
1 1 being 4 to do

2 to concentrate 5 to hear
3 spending 6 worrying

2 1   He wastes time checking his 
emails every five minutes.

2 My sister kept on shouting at me 
for ages.

3 The school gave permission for 
some students to study at home.

4 It’s impossible not to laugh at her 
funny jokes. 

5 She couldn’t help noticing that 
he had odd socks on.

3 1 c 2 f 3 e 4 b 5 a 6 d
4 1 worrying 4 remembering

2 to get 5 not to go
3 to make

5 1 fun
2 hard
3 worth
4 easier

5 trouble
6 time
7 opportunity

Speaking
1 1 sure

2 know
3 point 

4 Exactly 
5 agree
6 Absolutely 

2 1 c 2 h 3 b 4 f 5 d 
6 e 7 g 8 i 9 a 

3 1 Absolutely not 3 disagree
2 Good point 4 know

4 1 d 2 e 3 b 4 f 5 a 6 c

Writing
1 1 set 

2 stars
3 plays
4 convincing

5 predictable
6 especially
7 recommend

2 1 T 2 F 3 T 4 T 5 F
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3 Down Across
1 materials 4 exploration
2 progress 7 proof
3 transformation 8 prediction
5 creativity
6 discovery 

4 1 proof 4 materials
2 prediction 5 transformation
3 production 6 creation

5 1 predictions 5 evidence
2 breakthrough 6 Exploration
3 transformation 7 discovery
4 production 8 creativity

Reading
1 1 A over 150 years ago

B in 1886
C at the end of the 15th century

2 A Louis Pasteur
B John Pemberton 
C Christopher Columbus

3 A biologist
B pharmacist
C explorer

2 1 F 2 T 3 T 4 F 5 T 6 F
3 1 existence

2 once
3 doubt

4 accident
5 instance

Grammar
1 1 e 2 c 3 a 4 b 5 d
2 1 was invented

2 have discovered
3 will not be replaced 
4 will do
5 be developed
6 produce

3 1   Food can be kept for much longer 
when it is frozen.

2 Cookies are made with butter, 
sugar and flour.

3 Many people’s lives have been 
saved by penicillin.

4 The first paper books were 
printed 800 years ago.

5 Our lives are being transformed 
by the internet. 

4 1 were cancelled
2 have been created
3 was produced
4 were affected 
5 be lost

5 1 was asked 5 threw
2 named 6 was installed
3 was moved 7 be bought
4 stole

Vocabulary and Listening
1 1 waste time

2 one at a time
3 time-consuming
4 at times
5 take your time
6 full-time

3 1 about
2 set
3 stars

4 plays
5 recommend

4 1 so
2 such a
3 so many

4 such a
5 so
6 that

5 Students’ own answers.

Review
1

B B I T W S C E N E C D

U U X E A E C V S A I S

L M O S C R I P T Q P O

T G Z E D I A I A Q L U

T S E Q U E L R F K O N

H J X G U S I Y K Z T D

E E P I S O D E T Y G T

M Y P R T S P T L B O R

E C H A R A C T E R C A

G Q K Y R J I J S J I C

Z X G R Q Q C A S T O K

W S E T T I N G S R N K

2 1 which
2 where

3 who
4 whose

5 which

3 1   The people watching that new 
drama series say it’s amazing.

2 The film company making the 
new James Bond film is based in 
London.

3 The guy living next door to me 
knows a famous actor.

4 The cinema opening next week is 
going to show independent films.

5 Anyone wanting to become a 
film director needs lots of talent 
and luck. 

4 1 tedious, thrilling
2 poor, outstanding
3 original, predictable
4 dark, feel-good
5 forgettable, memorable
6 convincing, unrealistic
7 hilarious, unfunny

5 1 playing 5 to get
2 to score 6 thinking
3 playing 7 learning
4 to concentrate, 8 not doing

to be

UNIT 8

Vocabulary
1 1 progress 4 breakthrough

2 materials 5 prediction
3 evidence 6 design

2 1 discovery
2 proof 
3 creation, creativity
4 production
5 transformation

2 1 c 2 e 3 f 4 g
5 d 6 b 7 a

3 1 time 
2 times

3 a time 
4 time

5 time 
6 time

4 1 c 2 b 3 a
5 1 a 2 b 3 b 4 c 5 b

Grammar
1 1 using

2 invented
3 studying

4 discovered
5 doing
6 made

2 1   The gadget invented by that 
young scientist saves lives.

2 The woman wearing a helmet 
and yellow jacket is an engineer.

3 The paintings found in France 
were painted thousands of years 
ago.

4 The telescope named after Edwin 
Hubble can take photos of distant 
galaxies.

5 I’m reading a book written by a 
brilliant young novelist.

6 I love pop music produced in 
Korea.

3 1 playing
2 eaten
3 used

4 looking
5 studying
6 done

4 1 c 2 e 3 a 4 f 5 d 6 b
5 1 get, repaired

2 hasn’t had, checked
3 having, done
4 had, taken
5 get, fixed

Speaking
1 1 First

2 have to
3 next

4 How
5 Like
6 ready

2 1 e 2 d 3 b 4 a 5 f 6 c
3 1 Like this?

2 You have to select A or B.
3 You turn the dial, like this.
4 Sure, no problem.

4 1 g 2 a 3 f 4 d
5 e 6  b 7 c

Writing
1 1 However

2 whole
3 Moreover

4 considered
5 include

2
1 c 2 f 3 e 4 a 5 d 6 b

3 1 be done 4 be created
2 is visited 5 be improved
3 be extended

4 Students’ own answers.
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Review
1

U B C R E A T I O N C U

E R R R X Z U E F P O C

X E E P P K M O T R M C

P A A R R O A E O O D R

L K T E O K T V L G I H

O T I D D P E I C R S D

R H V I U I R D U E C E

A R I C C G I E C S O S

T O T T T G A N S S V I

I U Y I I D L C W X E G

O G S O O G S E H V R N

N H X N N V N J T E Y Z

2 1 has been found 
2 wasn’t discovered by Columbus
3 Did Thomas Edison invent
4 will be designed by a famous 

architect
5 painted Sunflowers

3 1 less time 4 the whole
2 Use 5 a long time
3 Don’t hurry. 6 individually

4 1 found, weighing
2 made
3 living
4 grown, grown
5 living
6 destroyed

5 1 He had his hair cut.
2 She had her computer fixed.
3 I had the windows cleaned.
4 He had his eyes checked.
5 She had her Wi-Fi upgraded.
6 We had pizza delivered.

UNIT 9

Vocabulary
1 1 generous 4 shy

2 imaginative 5 passionate
3 energetic 

2 1 sensitivity
2 determination 
3 wisdom
4 (good) sense
5 self-confidence

3 1 determination 4 sensible
2 wisdom 5 imagination
3 courage

4 1 wise 4 energy
2 courageous 5 imaginative
3 shy 6 self-confidence

5 1 imaginative 4 self-confident
2 passion 5 sensible
3 generous

Reading
1 2
2 A 4 B 1 C 5 D 2 E 3

3 1 F 2 T 3 F 4 F
5 T 6 F 7 T 8 T

4 1 footsteps
2 drive
3 fall

4 made
5 crowd

Grammar
1 1 told

2 if
3 said
4 who

5 to

2 1 he was waiting for a taxi
2 they were going to watch a horror 

film on Saturday
3 he hadn’t done the washing up 

yet
4 how I’d got home
5 to fix his bike
6 her dad didn’t pick her up from 

the station
3 1 me, I, my

2 he, me, his
2 we, their

3 my, I
4 her, her

4 1   My teacher told me to pay 
attention in class.

2 Helen asked me to help her make 
a pizza.

3 Max asked me if I needed any 
help.

4 Gina told me about her holiday in 
Germany.

5 My dad asked me what my plans 
were.

5 1   The teacher told the class to sit 
down.

2 My dad asked me what I wanted 
for my birthday.

3 I asked my sister to help me revise.
4 My brother asked me if I’d seen 

his phone anywhere.
5 I asked my friend to text me 

when she got home.
6 My mother told me not to be late 

home.

Vocabulary and Listening
1 1 for

2 up
3 on
4 apart

5 out

2 1 split up
2 settled down
3 ask out
4 stand someone up
5 make up

3 Sara and John’s relationship
4 a 3 b 1 c 2 d 5 e 4

a 3 b 4 c 2 d 5 e 1
5

1 F 2 T 3 F 4 F 5 F 6 F

Grammar
1 1 to

2 that
3 being
4 to

5 to see
6 seeing

2 1 We begged Anna not to leave.
2 I prefer not to cycle in the rain. 
3 He criticized me for driving too 

slowly. 
4 We felt the meal was too 

expensive.
3 1 promised

2 apologized
3 suggested

4 forbade
5 pointed out

4 1 explained
2 said
3 suggested

4 complained
5 apologized
6 offered

5 1 refused to lend
2 threatened to tell, missed
3 asked me not to invite
4 confessed (that) he had broken 
5 explained (that), hadn’t asked

Speaking
1 1 topic

2 begin
3 move
4 final part

5 the end
6 listening
7 questions

2 1 e 2 b 3 g 4 h 
5 c 6 f 7 d 8 a 

3 1   I’d like to talk to you today about 
heroes.

2 Let’s begin with Greta Thunberg. 
3 This is a photo of Michelle 

Obama. 
4 Now let’s have a look at another 

hero.
5 That’s the end of my 

presentation.
6 Thank you for listening.

4 1 This 
2 look
3 move

4 presentation
5 for
6 there 

Writing
1 1 kind

2 always
3 moment

4 time
5 one
6 influence

2 1 c 2 d 3 e 4 f 5 a 6 b
3 1 It 2 him 3 she 4 it’s 5 it
4 1 At that time

2 However
3 One day

4 Even though
5 because 

5 Students’ own answers.

Review
1 1 energy

2 sense
3 determined

4 strong
5 imagination
6 shyness

2 1 courageous
2 wise
3 sensitive

4 imaginative
5 passion
6 sensible
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3 1   asked me if I was going on 
holiday in July

2 asked, what time the library 
opened

3 said he hadn’t done any revision
4 asked Tim if, could, me
5 said he would do the washing-up
6 told him to turn the music down

4

H E U K U Z V J L F M A

B R E A K U P W I T H Q

W L V L M P T H T E E X

M K H N F A L L F O R D

A Q U D F X Q P P X A F

K Z Z G O O U T J U T H

E M W S N T T R F V Q D

U M W U K C H A T U P P

P F A L L O U T Z I T H

A Q C H E A T O N L D F

Q D R I F T A P A R T W

V L V K X W Y W Z T F U

5 1 She promised to get up on time.
2 The police accused her of stealing 

a million pounds.
3 I prefer not to sit down.
4 We persuaded Molly to take a 

holiday.
5 The students complained about 

getting too much homework.
6 Jeff argued that the students 

were working very hard. 

PROGRESS CHECK

Units 7–9
1 1 episodes

2 character
3 cast
4 setting

5 special effects
6 plot
7 scenes

2 1 e 2 d 3 c 4 a 5 b 
3 1   Everyone knows that students 

learning a foreign language need 
to practise speaking.

2 The guy wearing sunglasses is 
famous.

3 Oranges grown in Spain are 
really tasty. 

4 I love all films directed by 
Hitchcock.

5 There are people living on less 
than $5 a day.

4 1 d 2 g 3 e 4 f 5 a 6 b
5 1 remembering 4 reading

2 going 5 to finish
3 to solve

6 1 progress
2 creation
3 discovery

4 evidence
5 prediction

7 1   A supersonic rocket has been built.
2 A cure for cancer might be 

found. 
3 New laws to reduce pollution 

should be made.
4 More needs to be done to protect 

whales.
5 More works of art will be created 

using digital technology

8 1 some
2 waste
3 save

4 Time-consuming
5 take
6 no

9
1 have, repaired
2 had, cleaned
3 have, checked
4 had, signed
5 have, delivered
6 had, translated

10

W S E N S I T I V E R L

A M S J X T C S V N Z B

E R S E N S I B L E C J

N C M J J T R E N G T H

E D C O U R A G E O U S

R R E X U F F Y S H Y C

G X M N E V N L J I W Y

E Y G E N E R O U S N B

T I M A G I N A T I V E

I S P A S S I O N A T E

C E N Z T S P Y G C O W

O D E T E R M I N E D U

11 1 told
2 said
3 asked

4 told
5 asked

12 1 out
2 out

3 for
4 up

5 up
6 down

13 1 encouraged, to join 
2 announced (that), they were 
3 invited, to go to
4 begged, not to tell
5 accused, of taking
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